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FOREWORD

This three-volume book of proceedings includes the written versions of the
papers presented at the Second International Congress on Recent Developments
in Air- and Structure-Borne Sound and Vibration held at Auburn University
March 4-6, 1992. The Congress was spon iored by Auburn University in cooperation
with the International Commission on Acoustics of IUPAP and the 29 professional
societies in 14 .xuntries listed at the beginning of each volume. The support of
this Commission and the professional societies has been invaluable in ensuring
a truly international congress with participation from .30 countries. This support
is gratefully acknowledged. In addition, the organizing committee would like to
thank the National Science Foundation, the Office of Naval Research, the Office
of Naval Research-Europe, the Alabama Space Grant Consortium, NASA, the
College of Engineering and the Department of Mechanical Engineering of Auburn
University for financial assistance.

Topics covered in the Proceedings include Sound Intensity, Structural Intensity,
Modal Analysis and Synthesis, Statistical Energy Analysis and Energy Methods,
Passive and Active Damping, Boundary Element Methois, Diagnostics and Con-
dition Monitoring, Material Characterization and Non-Destructive Evaluation,
Active Noise and Vibration Control, Sound Radiation and Scattering, and Finite
Element Analysis.

The order in which the 217 papers appear in these volumes is roughly the
same as they were presented at the Congress although the order is modified
somewhat so they can be grouped in the topics above. There are also six keynote
papers, including Professor Sir James Lighthill on Aeroacoustics and Atm'ispheric
Sound, Professor Frank J. Fahy on Engineering Applications of Vibro-Acoustic
Reciprocity; Dr. Louis Dragonette on Underwater Acoustic Scattering, Professor
Robert E. Green on Overview of Acoustical Technology for Non-Dv'structive
Evaluation, Professor David B3rown on Future Trends in Modal Testing Technology
and Professor Lothar Gaul on Calculation and Measurement of Structure-borne
Sound. The papers in this boolt cover all major topics of inrest to those cncerned
with engineering acoustics and vibration problems in machines, aircraft, spacecraft,
other vehicles and buildings.

In the last 30 years, improvements in computers have allowed rapid developments
in both theoretical and -v;-,erimental analysis of acoustics and vibration problems.
In tba early 1960s statistical energy analysis (SEA) was first applied w coupled
soun .nd vibration problems. In the early 1970s the finite element method (FEM)
was first used in acoustics problems. In recent years considerable progres. has
been made with the boundary element method (BEM) in which discretization is
confined to two-dimensional surfaces instead of three-dimensional fields. Some
of these approaches have been combined for instance in SEA-FEM. The 1980s,
which have also seen rapid advances in improved measurement techniques, could
be called the decade of sound intensity, as it can now be used for rapid meas-
urements of the in-situ sound power of a machine, to rank noise sources and
determine transmission loss of structural partitions. Power flow in stiuctures also
now can be determined with the use of structural intensity measurements. Sound
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and vibration signals are being used increasingly to diagnose the condition of
machinery and to detect faults or to determine the properties of materials through
non-destructive evaluation. There is also increased knowledge in sound radiation
and scattering; in particular advances have occurred in scattering theory and in
numerical solution techniques.

The organization and hosting of a conference is a considerable undertaking,
and this Congress is no different. We would firstly like to thank all the authors
who submitted their contributions promptly making publication of this book
before the Congress possible. We would also like to acknowledge the assistance
of the scientific committee and organizing committee who helped to completely
organize some sessions. The staff of the Mechanical Engineering Department of
Auburn University also provided valuable assistance. Our special thanks are
extended to Rose-Marie Zuk who worked untiringly and efficiently on all aspects
of the Congress program and this book, to Julia Shvetz who provided invaluable
expert assistance in all areas of Congress planning in particular with travel
arrangements for foreign guests, and to Olga Riabova for her hard work on
Congress communications.

Malcolm J. Crocker, General Ch3irman
P.K. Raju, Program Chairman
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UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC SCATTERING
Louis R. Dragonette

Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D.C. 20375-5000 U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

The detection and classification of man-made objects underwater is a continuing topic of major
i,terest in acoustics scattering research. A variety of analytic/numerical methods have been devel-
oped to describe the scattering from objects that approach the complexity of the targets of interest,
and experimental work, as performed in facilities such those at NRL, produces scattering data of
high precision and accuracy. In the ideal world, important scattering mechanisms are isolated from
the computed or measured inputs and these form the foundation of physics based algorithms used to
identify the target. Exploitation algorithms include novel new methods as well as modified versions of
very old signal processing techniques. This paper will review the impact of some basic mechanisms,
as predicted by experimental and analytic/numerical methods, on target scattering, and consider
some of the techniques employed for exploitation of these mechanisms.

INTRODUCTION

Underwater scattering encompasses a broad area of interest which includes bottom, surface, and
medium interactions. This paper focuses on the scattering by finite targets in an isotropic medium,
and will emphasize the detection and classification features associated with the scattering.

Mechanisms associated with simple shapes are reviewed. It is noted that often the overall
effect of the interference between shape dominated and elastic dominated scattering mechanisms is a
pronounced null in the scattering. These nulls are easily observed in the laboratory or in high signal-
to-noise environments, but are susceptable to degredation by noise. Separation techniques such as
suggested by resonance theory are indicated and displays generated by a physics-based processing
scheme, which might be the basis of automated identification systems are presented.

DETECTION

The physics of the scattering process is for the most part a secondary issue for detection ptrposes;

the major emphasis being placed on source level and processing gain. The active sonar equation is

given its most basic form as

EL = SL - TL1 + TS - TL2 (1)
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where EL and SL are source and echo level respectively, TL1 and TL2 are the transmission loss from
source to target and target to receiver respectively, and TS in the target strength of the scatterer
All of the quantities are in dB, and TS is defined as:

TS = 20 log P. + 20 log (2)

Here p, and p, are the amplitudes of the measured scatteied pressure and pressure incident at the
target respectively, r is the range from target to receiver, and r, is the reference distance of lm from
the target. The r. is generally dropped, and it is understood that TS is referenced back to a distance
of lm.

The major interests in a detection problem involve source level and the gains that may be
achieved by source/receiver directivity and by processing techniques. Gross estimates are generally
made of TS, and methods for obtaining these estimates include tables of geometrical acoustics ap-
proximations, the Kirchhoff approximation, and other high frequency schemes. Eqs. 3 and 4 give the
geometrical acoustics predictions of the TS of a rigid sphere and rigid cylinder respectively as found
in Urick.'

(TS). = 20log (3)

2

(TS),= 10 log a )cklsinO]) Cos } (4)

In Eqs. 3 and 4, a is the radius, I is the cylinder length, A is the wavelength of the incident sound, 0
is the angle measured from normal incidence (0° ) to axial incidence (90'), and k is 2ir/A.

Estimates of the TS of a finite cylinder with hemisperical end caps as calculated from a combi-
nation of the geometrical optics Eqs. 3 and 4 and by the Kirchhoff approximation are given in Fig.
1. The cylinder has total length of 50m and a diameter of 5m, the frequency, f = 600 Hz.

CLASSIFICATION
The term classification as used here involves the physics of scattering. In the "forward" sense,

this involves the prediction of echo characteristics from a knowledge of the incident wave coupled
with an understanding of scattering mechanisms; in the "inverse" sense, the problem is to predict
the physical parameters of the scatterer from analysis of the scattered echo.

Much of the understanding of scattering mechanisms and the development of physics-based-
processing techniques has come from the studies of simple shapes, for which exact scattering so-
lutions can be obtained. Normal mode series (Rayleigh series) solutions for the pressure scattered
by spheres 2,3 and cylinders 2,4 have been published . Generally descriptions are presented as form
functions. The form function is a dimensionless form of the scattered pressure defined as

A = s A(5a)
Ps

where A is a normalization factor that involves target dimensions and range. For a sphere and
cylinder

2r p ,  
(5h)

a p

fp (5c)
V 07
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Normal mode series solutions in the form

CO

_- (5d)
"=O

are given in Refs. 3, 4 and in many others. For a rigid sphere and rigid cylinder, these solutions have
in the backscatterer direction the simple forms:

-2 00 j' (ka)

a 1(2n + 1)(-1I)O)"
n=0 " h',(ka) (S)

For an infinite solid-elastic cylinder, the backscattered form function has the general form:

fo(ka) = A - )"" cos nVH)(kr) (6a)

220 D(n, ka) A,

where b(n, ka) and D(n, ka) are 3 x 3 determinants which depend on the elastic parameters of the
material and the fluid. Resonances in fo(ka) occur for ka values that satisfy:

D(n, ka) = 0 (6b)

The Rayleigh series is the preferred method for computing the response of these canonical shapes;
although, it does not directly illuminate the scattering mechanisms

Interest in circumferential waves became acute because of the experimental work carried out at
ARL Texas s , and this distinctive view of scattering was formalized by Uberall and collaborators," ,8

who transformed the Rayleigh summation over n into an integral in the complex v plane using the
Watson transformation. The residues of poles which occurred at values vi(ka), (I = 1,2... m] which
satisfy

D[v, ka] = 0 (6c)

were associated with circunfer,-ntially traveling surface waves having a phase velocity

cl(ka) = (ka)c, (6d)
Rev•

"Franz" or "Creeping" waves were associated with geometrical diffraction, and of the Franz type
poles only I = 1 is significant for underwater scattering. Rayleigh type, R1, waves were associated
with the elasticity of the material. The R, label is associated with the "leaky" Rayleigh surface wave
on a flat-infinite-half space. Associations of the higher Rt=2. m poles, with elastic phenomena has
been the subject of several papers. 9 0

Form function curves, computed by the Rayleigh series, for solid-elastic spheres are given in Fig.
2 Features in these form functions are related to both the geometry and to material parameters.
The rigid body curve (Fig. 2a) shows peaks and nulls associated with the creeping wave. The elastic
form functions have a low frequency region similar to that of the rigid body; as ka increases this is

followed by characteristics related to their shear and longitudinal velocities. The ka position of the
initial form function peak and the Aka between peaks are characteristics of the shape and size of the
target. The amplitude of the initial peak is related to the density. The deviations from the rigid are
related to the natural modes of vibration of the target 2,11

The resonances are labeled (n, 1) where the l's are the eigeffrequencies associated with the modal
numbers, it. For solid spheres and cylinders whose densities p, > p, and whose shear speeds c, > c.,
the initial deviation from the rigid is caused by the excitation of the (2,1) "spheroidal mode", and the
ka position at which this is observed is related *o the shear speed of the material. Vogt separated the
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Rayleigh series describing the pressure scattered by solid sphere into rigid and resonance portions
and his plot of the modulus of the elastic portions for three materials is seen in Fig. 3. The ka
position of the (2,1) resonance nulls were shown to have a direct relationship to the relative shear
speeds in the materials, and as will be described below, this is true because the position of the (2,1)
mode and the relative positions of the (n,1) modes in general are related to the leaky-Rayleigh wave
speeds in the material.

The relationship between these free body resonances (n, f) and the surface wave description
derived from the Watson transformation was presented in a joint Catholic U/NRL paper.' In brief,
resonances labelled (n,t) are related to the Rth elastic circumferential wave. The eigenfunction
index, n, represents the circumferential mode number, i.e., there are 2n nodes on the surface, and the
eigenfrequency number, t, represents the number of nodes along the radius. The significant member
of the family of Rt waves is the circumferential wave related to the leaky Rayleigh-surface wave
R, +-+ (n, 1). Fig. 4 shows a computation of the normal node series solution for a solid steel cylinder
and for a steel cylinder with a hole, whose diameter is 0.1d drilled in the center of the cylinder.

Note that the (2,1) mode position is altered by the presence of the hole, while the (3,1) and
higher (n,1) modes are far less effected. The surface wave penetrates - A/2 into the target. At Low
frequency the hole interacts with the wave, at higher frequency it does not.

The resonance theory of scattering was formalized in a second joint Catholic University/NRL
paper, 13 in which the scattering by solid elastic spheres and cylinders was described in the form:

f&(ka) = fuiid(ka) + fres(ka, (7a)

where fr" is in the form:

f ,k - k, + ir, (b

In the case of solid-elastic metal targets, the isolation of the background term as, frnd(ka), (see Eq.
7a) is straightforward. The identification of a proper background term for most targets particularly
shells, is not so straightforward. Werby"4 has written a recent paper on this significant topic.

The identification of the relevant background term is a powerful analysis tool because the back-
ground term is generally large, and masks an easy isolation of significant elastic mechanisms. As is
seen in many examples discussed in this paper, the effects of elastic mechanisms often appear as nulls
in the total form function, but as large peaks when the proper background is subtracted.

Fig. 5 shows form function computation for steel cylindrical shells, and for a rigid and soft
cylinder. The figure illustrates the compl*cations involved in choosing a background response, but
also the interesting variations in the low frequency response of shells as a function of thickness. The
initial slope of the form function approaches, in magnitude, the "perfectly soft" limit at thickness,
h = .005a ( = .995); it moves toward the rigid slope for A = 0.99, and approaches zero as A 5 0.96.
As thickness is further increased it returns toward the rigid value.

Only two terms in the Rayleigh series the n = 0, and n = 1 term are important. in describing
the form function for a hollow cylindrical shell for ka < 1 as seen in Fig. 6 which shows the form
function f., and the partial wave terms fo, fi, and f2 for the steel shell with * = 0 96. The relative
iull in the form function is caused by the cancellation between the fo term which is dominated by
the compressibility of the shell and tile fl term which is dominated by the mass of the shell. A recent
paper by Gaumond' s describes the low frequency responses of shells in terms of their compressibility
and nmas3 relative to that of the displaced water volume.

The examples of form function presented here, have been for simple shapt ;. but are represctatve
of tile scattering mechanisms and the effects of scattering mechanism on tGie response of targets
Many of the major identification features are destructive interference nulls in the form function
magnitude caused by the interaction of geometric and elastic effects. These nulls are easily isolated
in the laboratory, but are strongly effected by noise Additionally, the phase of the scattering form
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function is strongly impacted by the elastic mechanisms, but these phase changes are obscured by
the consistent increase in phase angle with frequency, that results from the time delay bias between
scattered and incident waves. Examples of the magnitude effects (i.e. form function nulls) have been
seen throughout this paper; the phase effects are illustrated in Fig. 7 which shows the form function
magnitude (Fig. 7a) and form function phase (Fig. 7b) for a solid steel sphere, along with a plot
of the rate of phase change with respect to frequency (Fig. 7c). In Fig. 7c three distinct features,
no longer obscured by the time delay bias, can be obserNed. There is a slowly oscillating region
associated with the rigid body/creeping wave response; there are single-step changes associated with
the Rayleigh/shear wave speeds; and there are single-cycle swings associated with the longitudinal
speed in the material

A joint time/frequency analysis approach sensitive to scattering mechanisms was described by
Yen. ',' The technique is based on the Wigner distribution function (WDF). The properties of
the Wigner function and the description of the time-frequency-analysis processing scheme, based
on a local average of the WDF, is given in Ref. 17. Vein diagram displays that result from an
implementation of Yen's scheme are given for solid spheres and hollow spherical shells in Figs. 8 and
9 respectively. In these black and white versions of the vein diagram, the thickness of the lines is
related to the magnitude. The displays in Fig. 8 show dark lines (SR) associated with the specular
reflection for aluminum oxide and steel at tnz 0.3; creeping wave lines (CW) are found near t; 1,
and remain to much higher ka for aluminum oxide because of its very high shear velocity. The shear
speeds may be estimated directly from the relative positions of the Rayleigh wave lines (SW) in Figs.
8a and 8b. The interference patterns within the specular reflection lines-more visible in color plots-
give longitudinal speed estimates. The vein diagram for the plastic sphere (Fig. 8c) is much different
in character. The specular (SR) line is not the largest in magnitude. There is no creeping wave line.
A compressional wave (LW) line is visible, and both the LW and shear (SW) lines are at positions
which indicate the relatively low sound speeds in lucite. The largest magnitudes are associated with
he LW and SW lines which shows that penetration, refraction, and reradiation produce the main

echo response.

The vein diagrams for shells, seen in Fig. 9, were all obtained for stainless steel. Thicknesses of
- 0,99, = 0.94, and A = 0.90 are represented in Figs. 9a-c respectively. The character of lines

associated with specular reflection (SR), and with compressional (SFM) and flexural (AFM) waves
within the shell indicate the thickness related differences. It is believed that schemes, such as the
vein diagrams, derived from the modified WDF will be robust against noise, and this is an on-going
topic of research at NRL.

CONCLUSION
There have been hundreds of articles and papers that have described acoustic scattering mech-

anisms, and the implications of these mechanisms on the prediction of either the characteristics of
an acoustic echo and/or the isolation of target parameters from an echo. A few mechanisms and
target-identification features and techniques were discussed in this paper. In all of the examples
discussed here the frequency response and/or the time response of the echo could be obtained by
exact analytic means. It is clear from the difficulties associated with the exploitation of these well un-
derstkod situations, that even as high quality scattering solutions for non-canonical targets become
available through boundary element and finite element techniques, as well as through high quality
experimental measurements, the development of physics-based algoritins for target identification is
still a wide open area of investigation.
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Fig. 1 An approximation to the target strength of a
rigid finite cylinder with hemmispherical end
caps as produced from geometrical acoustics
tables (left) and the Kirchhoff approximation
(right).
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ABSTRACT

Analysis of theoretical and experimental research of backscattering
of sound from the ocean bottom is presented. Geoacoustic model of
scattering is proposed, in which the bottom is considered to be
irregular stratified medium with scatterers of two types

irregularities of bottom relief and volume inhomogeneities of bottom
medium - random fluctuations of the acoustical parameters. Two cases of
high and low frequences are considered. At high frequencies sound
penetration into the sediments is so small, that bottom stratification
is not taken into account. The influence of sedimentary stratification
on sound scattering is studied for low frequencies. The results are used
for interpretation of characteristic and distinctive features of sound
scattering from the bottom in shallow and deep regions of the ocean.

INTRODUCTION

Acoustic scattering from the ocean bottom is a process of interest
and considerable importance, due to its effect on acoustic propagation,
operation of underwater acoustic systems, and as a means of remotely
obtaining information on seabed sediment properties.

The prediction of acoustic scattering from the bottom and remote
measuring of its parameters are possible only if there is geoacoustic
model of sound scattering,i.e., the model which, on the one hand, is to
be based on up-to-date geological and geophysical studies of sediment
medium and, on the other hand, makes it possible to explain
characteristic and distinctive features of sound scattering from the
bottom.

The purpose of this paper is to analyze a number of models,
applicable for high and low frequencies. The bottom is considered to be
irregular medium with scatterers of two types : irregularities of bottom
relief and volume inhomogeneities of bottom medium (random fluctuations
of the acoustical parameters). Two cases of high and low frequencies are
considered. At high frequencies sound penetration into the sediments is
so small, that bottom stratification is not taken into account, i.e.,
the bottom may be assumed to be homogeneous on the average. In this case
analysis of bottom backscattering is presented for both types of
scatterers and for main types of bottom medium: muds, silts, sands and
rocks. The influence of sedimentary stratification on sound scattering
is studied for low frequencies. The results are used for interpretation
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of some typical and distinctive features of experimental frequency-angle
dependences of the backscattering coefficient observed in shallow and

deep regions of the ocean.

ANALYSIS OF BACKSCATTERING EXPERIMENTS

We now discuss the scattering properties of the ocean bottom
experimentally observed in shallow water and deeo sea. They are

characterized by the so-called scattering coefficient, which is measured

in far (Fraungofer) zone relative to the scattering part of the bottom

and is defined as

Wsat
bI A ()

Inc

where Wscat is the average acoustic power scattered by part of the

bottom with surface area A in a specified direction per unit solid
angle, and I is the intensity of the incident sound wave near the

inc

scattering part of the bottom.
In most cases experimental studies of backscattering only are

carried out to investigate the dependence of quantity m on the grazing

angle of the incident sound wave relative to the bottom, and its
frequency. Let us consider most typical frequency-angle dependences of
thebackscattering coefficientstrength observed in shallow and deep
regions of the ocean with bottom sediments of several types.

Shallow water

The paper [I] gives generalized ( averaged ) dependences of m b on

the grazing angle X , obtained by a number of authors in shallow seas

and coastal regions of the ocean in the frequency range 10 - 100 kHz for

grazing angles of 5 - 500. It is shown that for sandy sediments angular

dependence of mb is rather close to the Lambert law

- 2
mb sin X . (2)

For silts and muds m b is close to the Lommel-Seeliger law

mb sin (3)

For 5 6 so the scatter of experimental points usually increases
and there is no regular dependence mb(X) £2). Besides frequency

independence of mb is observed in most bottom backscattering

experiments.

Some typical dependences of m b on X , obtained in deep ocean

regions in the frequency range 0.8 - 6.4 kHz for grazing angles of 1 -

600 are analyzed in [1]. It is shown, that mb is almost frequency

independent and its angular dependences are between the Lommel-Seeliger
law and the Lambert law.

GEGACOUSTIC MODELING OF SOUND SCATTERING

To explain typical features of sound backscattering from the ocean

bottom the geoacoustic model of scattering is needed. This model should
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be based on up-to-date geological and geophysical studies ot sediment
medium, as to its fundamental physical properties, stratification and
spatial inhomogeneity, etc. (33. Let us consider the bottom as irregular
stratified medium. This model takes into account two types of sound
scatterers : irregularities of bottom relief and volume inhomogeneities
of bottom interior (random fluctuations of the acoustical parameters).

Since attenuation of sound in the sediments varies directly as

sound frequency, only a shallow sedimentary surface layer having a
thickness inversely proportional to the radiation frequency is
effectively irradiated by sound and scatters it. At higher frequencies,
owing to strong absorbtion of sound in the bottom, it is rather a thin
layer. In this case the bottom in geoacoustic models may be assumed
homogeneous on the average, i.e., it is assumed that the mean values of
its acoustical parameters (sound velocity, density, and absorbtion
coefficient) do not depend on the depth. For this case of sufficiently
high frequencies the analysis of the bottom scattering coefficient is
presented below for both types of scatterers and for main types of ocean
bottom medium : muds, silts, sands, and rocks ( basalts ).

As the frequency is lowered, the penetration depth of sound in the
bottom increases, and the mean values of the acoustical parameters vary
with depth within the insonofied layer, i.e., stratification can no
longer be neglected, since it induces a qualitative change in the
spatial structure of the sound field in the sediments. This is caused by
the onset of waves associated with refraction as the sound velocity in
the sediments increases with depth, along with waves reflected from

intcrnal interfacez in the bottom and interference between these waves.
It is shown below that sedimentary stratification can influence the
scattering properties of the bottom significantly, and the allowance for
this influence makes it possible to explain the distinctive features
observed in the frequency and angular dependence of the sound-scattering
coefficient of the bottom in shallow- and deep-water regions of the
ocean, in particular at small grazing angles.

First let us consider the case of sufficiently high frequencies,
when the bottom may be assumed to be homogeneous on the average, i.e.,
bottom stratification is not taken into account. Besides, water-
saturated sediments of the upper surface layer in most cases may be
supposed to be a liquid medium, i.e., influence of shear elasticity of
the bottom is to be neglected. But it is not justified in the case of
sufficiently dense sands and rocks, which will be considered
separately. There are two types of sound scatterers, roughness of water-
bottom interface and volume inhomogeneities of bottom medium, which we
will take into account. If volume inhomogeneities are rather weak, the
approximation of volume single scattering may be used. !n this case it
may be shown that

b v s(4)

where mv and ms are the coefficients of sound scattering by volume

and surface irregularities.

Volume scatterin. The scattering of high frequency sound hy

inhomogeneities of liquid sediments has been investigated in papers
11,4). An equation has been derived (4) for the coefficient of
backscattering of sound from the bottom in the case of a plain water-
sediment interface (m = 0)

s

= m
1
v = (IWI 4/m2 )m oh ef(5)
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where W = 2m sin C / m sin t + (n - cos
2
X)

1 / 2 
] is the pressure

coefficient of sound transmission from the water into the bottom, m is
the ratio of the densities of the bottom to the water, n = n (I + ia)0

is the comolex refractive index, c is the loss tangent (0 ( a ( 1),
m is the volume sound-scattering coefficient in the bottom, and heff

is the effective thickness of the scattering layer (penetration depth of
sound into the bottom)

her f = Re(n -- cos2;t) / (2(ln ) (6)

where the symbol Re denotes the real part, P1 = 2kn ci is the energy

coefficient of absorbtion in the bottom, k is the wave number of theo

sound in the water. For m we have
0

MO = 2k 4G(q) (7)0

where G(q) is the spatial spectrum of the inhomogeneities, q is the
scattering vector, k = k aln is the modulus of the wave number in the

bottom. It may be shown, particularly, that in the case of water-

saturated sediments, for not very small angles, when Inl2-11 < sin 
"Eq.5" leads to

8 m sin
so =-- - -- - - (8)

n (m+l) 4i

that is in agreement with the observed Lommel-Seeliger law. For sands,
the calculations predict a sharp decrease of m at xt < .= arccos n

(critical angle), because of the decrease of the sound penetration into
the sediments. But experiments usually do not show stch a sharp
decrease. It may be partially explained if roughness of the bottom

surface or its shear elasticity is taken into account.

Influence of shear elasticity. Sound scattering by volume

inhomogeneities of an elastic half-space has been investigated in our
recent paper (5). The angular dependence of the backscattering
coefficient has been calculated for typical parameters ,f sveral ocean
media such as ice, basalt, and a sandy ocean b:tton. It is shown,
particularly, that shear elasticity radicaty alters the form of the
angular dependence of the scattering coefficient for basalt and ice.
This influence is also fairly strong in the case of a dense sandy medium
(m = 2.2), for which the backscattering coefficient increases by 5-7 dP

at grazing angles x : 40 °
. Calculations show that the influence of shear

elasticity on angular characteristics of the scattered field can be
disregarded for less dense marine sediments with a relative density
m < 2. in which case the increase is less than 3 dB.

Surface roughness scattering. Scattering of sound by roughness of

wat er-sediments interface without volimie i nhomogenei t ies has been
investigated in adequate detail. There are two main appr.,aches to this
problem [6). The Kirchhoff anproximation requires that the scattering
interface irregularities be relatively large and smooth in the sense
that their radii of curvature rust not be much smaller than acoustic
wavelength. The small-roughness perturbation approximation is valid,
when the interface relief is smaller than the acoustic wavelength.

rhe analysis of surface scattering from the bottom without volume
inhomogeneities shows, that it car, not e olair, the typical experri ental
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dependences of mb , which are discussed above, such as the Lommel-

Seeliger and Lambert laws.

Volume - surface scattering. A complete model for high

frequencies should consider scattering from within the volume of the
bottom medium along with its surface roughness, i.e., volume - surface
scattering.

In our paper 173 it is shown that there is sufficient influence of
large smooth roughness on the value of the volume backscattering

coefficient mv in the angle region xt -0 (for no( I). Physically, this

result is explained by the fact that the roughness of the surface
greatly enhances the penetration of sound into the medium over those
parts of rouhgness in the vicinity of which local grazing angle X >X0 .

and therefore intensifies the scattering of sound by volume
inhomogeneities of the bottom. It may partially explain the fact that
experimentally observed decrease for sands is not so sharp at ( X0', as

it might be expected.

Low frequenSy

Now we consider the case of low frequencies, when bottom
stratification can no longer be neglected. In our paper (8] an equation
has been derived for backscattering coefficient

h

m = mo fg(z) I dz

0
where m is an effective (depth-averaged) volume scattering

0

coefficient, h is thickness of the scattering layer, and function g(z)
is normalized unperturbed sound field in the sediments (without volume
inhomogeneities). Here we discuss the results for specific models of the
bottom stratification 8].

Continuous stratification. Let us consider the influence of

continuous stratification of the bottom medium, when the averaged
acoustical paramete-s are the continuous functions of depth. Some
general properties of souno-scattering coefficient of the bottom can be
established without specifying the explicit form of these functions. For
the case, when they are sufficiently smooth, the modified WKB
approximation for the unperturbed field in the bottom has been used,
which is valid in the neighborhood of the depth level of the turning
point as well as outside it. It is shown, that if the turnirg point
exists (sound velocity grows with depth, grazing angles are not too
large),the bottom scattering coefficient closely corresponds to the

2
Lambert law m - sin X . We add here that, as it is mentioned above, anv

appreciable growth of the sound velocity with depth in the upper
sedimentary layer and the Lambert law scattering are most typical of the
indicated sandy-type sediments.

Influence of internal boundaries. To analyze the influence of

internal reflecting boundaries in the sediment on the bottom-scattered
field, a bottom model has been investigated in the form of a randomly
inhomogeneous layer situated on a reflecting surface E8]. It has been
shown, that both the frequency and angular dependence of the scattering

coefficient m are rapidly oscillating in this case. The amplitude ofv

the oscillations of my increase abruptly at small grazing angles in
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the case n )1. This means that the scatter of the experimental points
u

due to individual oscillations of the frequence and angular dependence

of m will necessarily increase sharply at small angles in the

measurement of my by means of receiving and radiating systems with

sufficiently high frequency-angle resolution. This effect is indeed

observed in experiments on the backscattering of sound by the bottom, as
it is mentioned above, and can be explained within the scope of the
ahove described bottom model, because many types of bottom media are
known (3) to be characterized by the existence of a surface sedimentary
layer in which the sound velocity is smaller than in water (n >1).o

The frequency and angular dependences of the scattering

coefficient, averaged over the rapid oscillations, are of practical

interest insofar as they can be logically compared with the experimental
dependences obtained by averaging the data over a certain frequence band

and an interval of grazing angles, as is customary in practice. Such
averaging is also realized automatically with the application of

insufficiently narrow systems and the use of wideband filters. As a
result we obtain (8), that the scattering coefficient averaged over
rapid oscillations is close to the Lommel-Seeliger law m v sin X,v

which frequently is observed experimentally.
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ABSTRACT

Simulation of point monopole and dipole sound sources is often needed for a number of laboratory experiments.
Availability of a true point sound source is particularly useful in evaluating a range of theoretical formulations and
to validate computational aeroacoustics codes. This paper will describe the construction of a device that provides
laboratory simulation of point monopole sound sources. Addition of two such sources with suitable phase
differences enables the simulation of point dipoles. Directivity measurements of a point monopole and a point
dipole sound source made in an anechoic chamber are presented. Selected examples of how the devices have been
used to verify theoretical calculations are also provided.

NOMENCLATURE

U Particle velocity p Instantaneous density

Pi Equilibrium density P Instantaneous pressure
P. Equilibrium pressure p Excess or acoustic pressure = P - Po
c Velocity of sound propagation t Time

k Wave member W Circular frequency in radians/sec

iNTRODUCTION

In this paper we shall consider the laboratory simulation of two of the acoustic point sound sources, namely, a
monopole and a dipole. The monopole is the simplest of the point sound sources and is classically regarded as a
small pulsating sphere. Two such sources, pulsating in antiphase, are combined to form a dipole. The monopole
source can be considered as a source ot time varying mass injection. In the dipole source, on the other hand,
while there exists no net mass flux, it can be represented by a fluctuating force.

fhere are a number of applications that require simulation of a point monopole or a dipole sound source in the
laboratory. Over the last 15 years, this author and his colleagues have utilized such sources for applications to a
range of acoustics problems. Some of these applications include: (1) calibrating the acoustic quality of anechoic
chambers [I; (2) studying refraction of sound through jets and verifying the existence of Snell's law for sound
propagation through a flow discontinuity 11,21; (3) studying convective amplifications applicable to high-speed,
low-flying aircraft [31; (4) exciting instability waves in mixing layers of a model-scale jet 14,51; (5) generating
sound waves at the focus of a paraboloidal reflector to obtain plane waves f61; and others.

The details of the design of these sources and their performance characteristics are provided in this paper. A
summary of how these sources were applied to various research problems and where these sources can be used in
the future is also given.

* Iead" Acoutstics Branch, GTRIIAERO and Professor. School ofAcrospwe Enginee, ing
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DESIGN OF THE POINT MONOPOLE SOUND SOURCE

Theoretical Requirements

The monopole may be classically regarded as a pulsating sphere giving rise to a system of acoustic waves whose
amplitude and phase is a function only of the distance from the source. A simple, two dimensional analogue is th'
waves emanating from a rock dropped into an otherwise calm pond.

The wave equation given by

2-p c2 V2p
t2 p(1)

at2
must be satisfied

where, in spherical coordinate system
2

- r2 - +~L. sine- +- -
7r2 ar r r2sin e a I a-) r2sin2o ao2  (2)

Since, for a monopole source, the amplitude and phase are a function of distance, r, alone and independent of

0 and 0, the wave equation (1) can be reduced to

2

a 2  
r2 - IT

which can be further simplified to

2 () 2 (rp)
at2 W (4)

The general solution of this equation can be shown to be

rp (r,t) = ft (ct- r) + f2 (ct + r) (5)

p (r,t) = I- f, (ct - r) + I f2 (ct + r)or rP (6)

The first term of this equation represents a disturbance traveling outboards from the origin at the sound speed c
and the amplitude decays inversely with distance r from the source. It can be shown that this is merely a result of
the acoustic power being spread over spheres of increasing radius. The second wave is not so important In
acoustics as it represents a wave converging on the origin, and will not be considered further.

By assuming a sinusoidal form for fl (ct - r), equation 6 can be writnin as

p(r,t) = A e(ot - kr) (7)
where A is a constant and can be specified from the knowledge of the pressure amplitude variations at some point
in the sound field.

Furthermore, by regarding the source as a small sphere of mean radius r0 which is small compared with the
acoustic wavelength so that

kro<< 1 (8)

it can be shown that
p (rt)__ am (t . r/c)

41Er at (9)
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where M is the mass flux from the source and can be written as the product of the surface area of the sphere with
the fluid density P and the surface velocity Uo.

Equation 9 describes the pressure disturbance associated with a point monopole sound source whose amplitude is
inversely proportional to the distance and directly proportional to the rate of change of mass flux from the source.
Clearly, an ideal monopole is expected to be omnidirectional.

Construction of a Point Monopole Source

The point monopole sound source used by the author consisted of a commercially available acoustic driver unit
coupled to a straight tube via an inverse crical horn section. The other end of the tube terminated into a 0.635 cm
diameter opening. A typical source is shown in Figure 1. It should be noted that the requirement of equation 8
was met by selecting a very small source opening. The requirement of fluctuating mass flux of equation 9 was
met by adding a driver at one end of the inverse conical horn. Movement of the driver coil provided mass flux
variation with time from the source opening. The strength of the monopole source was changed by changing the
movement of the driver coil which in turn changed the rate of change of mass addition at the point source opening.

A number of sourc." configurations were tested. The confim'-.IoTn showr in Figure 1 has a straight tube
connected to the conical termination. Another configuration shown in Figure 2, terminated into a smooth right
angled bend and was equipped with a fairing. This source was used to study the effect of flow on sound
propagation within a jet. The portion of the source stem consisting of the fairing was immersed in the flow with
the opening facing the direction of the flow. This point source, shown schematically in Figure 3, was subjected to
extensive calibrations. These calibrations carried out to evaluate the performance of the source are described
below.

Point Source Directivity Calibration

A calibration test to determine the directivity of the point source radiation in the absence of any surrounding flow
was conducted in an anechoic chamber with the experimental setup shown in Figure 2. Using white noise
excitation signal for the driver, 1/3-octave SPL spectra were measured at 150 intervals on a circular arc of radius
0.305m. The directivity was measured in two orthogonal planes (shown in Figure 4) as follows:

Plane #1: Perpendicular to the axis of point source tube.

Plane #2: Passing through the axis of pcrnt source tube.

Typical directivity plots at various frequencies for measurements in plane #1 and plane #2 are shown in
Figures 5 and 6, respectively. As seen in these figures, the point source is fairly omni-directional over thefrequency range considered in these tests. We have thus met the requirements of a point monopole sound sourceand have succeeded in laboratory simulation of such a source.

Effect of Vibration on Point Source

As mentioned earlier, the point sound source described here is amenable to immersion in flows to study sound
propagation characteristics in a moving medium. It was not clear if the characteristics of the point monopole
source would change significantly if the source started to vibrate by any impinging Plow disturbances. To
determine the order of magnitude of the effect of such vibrations 'n the characteristics of point source radiation, a
separate test was conducted where artificial vibrations were imposcd on the point source stem. This was achieved
by attaching the source stem to a motor-cam operated shaker through a 0.635 cm diameter rigid bar, and operating
the shaker at various frequencies. Typical results showing the effects of vibrating the point source at a frequency
of 10 Hz are presented in Figure 7. It was concluded from these tests that the changes in levels and directivity of
the point source due to vibration are negligible.

DESIGN OF THE DIPOLE SOUND SOURCE

Theoretical Reouirements

A dipole can be represented by two monopoles pulsating in antiphase, placed a distance Lapart as shown in Figure
8.
If each source acting independently is assumed to produce a sinusoidal signal at the observer 0 of amplitude

rn respectively, then the acoustic pressure at 0 is given by
p r,t) = A cos ,o(t -ri/c) -Acos o(t - r/c) (10

ri(10
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Note that the retarded times are used indicating that the pressure at the observer location measured at time was
generated at the origin at earlier or retarded times (t - rl/c) and (t - r2/c), respectively for r>>L, equation (10) can be
approximated to produce the following expression for dipole sound field:

p (r'0't)= 2Asin co (t -r/c) sin (O2LMSA11

It is clear from this equation that unlike the sound field of a single monopole which was constant at a given distance
r in any direction, now the amplitude of the sign,! can vary anywhere between zero and 2A/r depending upon the

valueof% 2c )

Clearly, the final amplitude at the observer location (r,0) depends upon whether the sources are interfering

constructively or destructively. However, when the two monol;3!? sources are very close together such that

oLc<< 1 (12)

the same term in equation (11) can be replaced by its argument so that

p (r,,t) A 1(WLs0) sin 0) (t" r/c) (13)

The pressure amplitude now shows an angular dependence, being zero at 0 = 900 and rising to a maximum at

0 = 00. This is because now at 0 = 900, the retarded time differences for both antiphase monopole sources are
identical and as such the radiation from the two antiphase monopole sources reaches the observer at the same time
and adds destructively. A: the angle 0 is decreased, the radiation from one source leaves at progressively earlier
times compared to that from the other if they are :o reach the observer simultaneously. Thus less complete
cancellation occurs and a larger signal is measured as the time difference increases.

To simulate a dipole sound source in the laboratory, we thus need two point monopole sound sources operating in
antiphase and placed as close as possible. Keeping these requirements in mind, a point dipole sound sour.e,
described below, was built and tested.

Construction of a Point Dipole Source

The point dipole consisted of two point monopoles described above. As shown in Figure 9, the two source units
were mounted in a housing such that the openings of the two single sources faced each other. The distance
between the openings could be varied by operating a hinge-support located near the acoustic drivers. All of the
resultb presented here were obtained with a gap (I) of 0.16 cm (1/16 inch).

Calibration of the Dipole Source

These measurements were made with the dipole unit mounted in the Georgia Tech anec::oic chamber as shown in
Figure 10. As shown in Figure 11, two microphone arcs, one for azimuthal measurements and another for polar
measurements were used. The microphones are for the polar measurements, which is out of view in the
photograph of Figure 10, was located directly underneath the point dipole source.

The dipole source was calibrated at selected aiscrete tones.The trequencics of these tones were 350, 500, 750.
1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, and 6000 Hertz.

Strictly speaking the phases of the sound at the opening of each of the two monopole sources should have been
measured and adjusted so that they were in antiphase Because of the small size of the source opening and
difficulty of placing a microphone between the gap, a different approach described below was adopted.

As shown earlier, the dipole should produce a maximum sound pressure level along the line joining the centers of
the openings of the two sources, that is at 0 or 0 = 00 and a minimum perpendicular to it at 0 or 0 = 900 (see
Figure I1). Keeping this requirement in mind, the phase of the electronic signal fed to one of the the acoustic
drivers with respect to that of the other was adjusted until a minimum sound pressure level was recorded at the
microphone located at 0 = 900. As shown in Figure 12 for a frequency of 350 Hlz, a dipole type directivity was
indeed obtained in the azimuthal plane. The same was found to be tie at other frequencies as seen in Figures 13
and 14 for 500 llz and 1000 tiz. respectively
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In the polar plane, defined earlier in Figure 11, although the trends of noise reduction in moving from 0 = 0 to

900 were similar to those obtained in the azimuthal plane, the width of the directivity lobe was somehow much
narrower in the polar plane. This is shown for the frequencies of 350 Hz and 500 Hz in Figures 15 and 16,
respectively. The reason for this inconsistency is not quite clear.

SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE POINT MONOPOLE SOURCE

Some applications of the monopole point sound source are summarized below:

Calibration of Acoustic Chambers

It is a common practice to calibrate the performance of anechoic chambers by measuring the sound pressure level
reduction as a function of distance. If a point monopole is used as the source of sound then if there are no
reflections from the walls of the anechoic chamber, a 6 dB reduction for every doubling of distance will be
obtained. Typical results obtained from a test using the point monopole source described here are presented in
Figure 17.

Excitation of Instabifity Waves in Jets

Point monopole sound sources have been used to study the excitation of instability in jet flows [4, 5J. A point
source allows a localized section of the jet to be affected by sound. A typical configuration that has produced some
very interesting results [4, 5] on the subject of receptivity of jet flows to acoustic excitation is shown in Figure 18.

Sotund Propagation in Flows

Point monopole sound source, because of its small size, it is amenable to immersion in flows. Because of its
omnidirectionality, it is ideal for studying the effects of convection on sound directivity and on the effect of
turbulence on sound absorption. Such point sources have been used by Ahuja et al[ 1, 21 to study ray paths of
sound through a mixing layer, total internal reflection of sound at flow discontinuities, and to verify Snell's law
and shear layer corrections applicable to anechoic free-jet facilities.
Confirmation of Theories and Computational Acoustic Codes

Since a point monopole source is the most basic source, a number of theories and computational acoustics code:;
are based upon the formulation by using point sound sources. For example, the diffraction of sound around a
cylinder or an airfoil has been modeled by Khan et al [71 in this fashion. Likewise, any roster of theoretical sound
generators includes a multiplicity of point monopole sound sources, for example see Levine [8-11J. These
theories and computational codes can be tested by employing the point source (or a suitable combination thereof)
described here.

Beam Forming

By a suitable spacing of a number of point monopoles and proper selection of their phases and amplitudes, it is
possible to obtain a highly directive sound source 1121 or to obtain a given radiation pattern. This is also referred
to as acoustic beam forming. The basis of this capability lies in the so called Iluygens'principle which states that
any wave phenomenon can be analyzed by the addition of contributions from some distribution of simple point
(monopole) sources, properly selected in phase and amplitude to represent the physical situation.We have been
successful in the laboratory in obtaining a well defined lobe by using three point monopoles separated by half of
the wavelength, each having equal amplitude, and appropriate phase delays.

Building Higher-Order Point Sources

As already shown, we were able to build a reasonable point dipole source. Likewise other higher order point
sources (such as a quadrupole) can be built and used to test out theoretical formulations.

Energv Conversion From Low Frequencies to High Freouencies

The design of the point monopole source described here is particularly amenable to this relatively less known
phenomenon of converting low frequency acoustic energy emitted at the acoustic driver location to a high
frequency energy at the point source opening. This nappens at high amplitude sound inputs from the acoustic
driver. As the acoustic waves travel down the inverted conical horn. the intensity of the sound is increased
because of a reduction in the duct cross-sectional area. Non-linear propagation takes place and is found to be
responsible for converting a low frequency broadband noise to rather high frequency broadband noise. This is
particularly useful in the laboratory testing for simulating broadband noise all the way to a frequency of 50 Kllz
by using acoustic drivers that may be rated to produce flat response only to a frequency of 10 KIz. This
phenomenon is further enhanced by appropriate combination of the inverse conical horn convergence angle and
the length of the straight tube. Details for this phenomenon are documented in 1131.
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Educational Tools
Building a point monopole source is quite easy and can be used as a very powerful educational tool in academic
institutions.

SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE POINT DIPOLE SOURCE

Almost all of the comments given above for the point monopole source apply to a dipole as well. We have applied
our dipole source to excite a jet by more directed acoustic beam generated by this dipole. A typical test
configuration is shown in Figure 19.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

To the author's knowledge, the only other experiments where sound generation phenomena for both monopoles
and dipoles were realized in the laboratory are those by Lighthill and Ffowcs Williams [14], but these simulations
were in one dimension and were performed in a tank filled with water. These experiments were not so much
realizations of the sound-generation phenomena as simulations of them. In these simulations, the sound waves
were replaced by ripples in a glass-bottomed tank filled with water to a depth of 5 mm.The dipole in these
experiments were simulated by arranging two plungers above the surface of the water and leting them move up
and down at the same frequency, and with the same amplitude but 180*out of phase.

We believe that ours is the first detailed calibration of a point sound source which has also been used for a number
of advanced applications. We also believe that it is the first experimental simulation of a three dimensional dipole
sound source in the laboratory. At the time these experiments were done, miniaturized microphones were not
available. These microphones, particularly those based on fiber optics zre now commercially available. It is
recommended that additional experiments be conducted with the dipole sound source by mounting the miniature
microphones at the source openings and monitoring their amplitudes and phases and adjusting them accordingly.
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Figure 16 Polar directivity of the dipole source at 500Hz.

Figure 19 Point dipole source used to study jet receptivity to
sound.
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ABSTRACT

The acoustic field on the surface of a radiating structure is reconstructed from measurements of
pressure made on a limited region of space. The measurement surface is located very close to the
structure to enable the reconstruction of evanescent-like modes that decay very rapidly away from
the surface. This approach is different from conformal holography in that the measurement surface
spans only a small region of space. The boundary-element method is applied to compute an operator
that relates the pressure on the measurement surface to the normal velocity or the structure surface.
The operator is inverted by applying singular value decomposition. The algorithm is developed for a
'tructure with axial symmetry where the azimuthal dependence is separated to reduce computation
time The result is the reconstruction of the acoustic field over a small region on the stiucture surface
located under the measurement surface

INTRODUCTION

The boundary-element method may be applied to compute the acoustic field on the surface of a
structure from measurements of pressure made on a surface far from the structure1' 2 . In this case, only
limited resolution is attainable. Higher resolution may be attained by moving the measurement surface
close to the structure by choosing, for example, a conformal surface to enable the reconstruction of
evanescent-like field that decays very rapidly away from the surface3 ,4. In this case the acoustic field
everywhere on the surface of the structure may be reconstructed If one is interested in computing
the acoustic field on only a limited region on the structure surface, the measurement surface need
not span entirely around the structure. A small measurement surface near the surface of interest is
sufficient.

From experimental measurements of pressure over a small axisymmetric region near a cylin-
der, the surface normal velocity is reconstructed with high resolution over a small region under the
measurement surface. The results are compared to the surface field computed from a conformal
measurement surface spanning the entire structure surface

THEORETICAL FORMULATION

The Boundary-Element Method
Given an axisymmetric structure with surface OS, with the coordinate origin placed at its center

and the z-axis along its axis of symmetry, with a time harmonic pressiur field outside with an c
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time dependence suppressed. The pressure ps on its surface is related to the normal velocity v by an
integral equation

=~i j ,- (]V)}dS (1)

where
w e eV(F~) h . V P(F), (2)

twp

k = w/c is the wavenumber, c is the speed of sound in the fluid, p is the density and fi is the unit
normal pointing away from the surface., Separating the 0 dependence,

C0

p(F) = E p.(r,O), '  
(3)

M=-00

V(F) = vm(r,)e'"m, (4)
m= -O

the relationship between surface pressure coefficients p .. 1, and surface normal velocity coefficients vm
may be determined from Eq. (1),

1 ~ ~ ii. V [ dl--OI,(4-€

-}iWPVm(8)I fI I tm ] rsinOdl, (5)0o IF- ! J

where OL is the meriaian of the surface of revolution aS.
The boundary-element method5 is next applied by discretizing the curve OL,. It is divided to

N segments of approximately equal length, segment j having length at, and containing point (r), 0,),
N being sufficiently large such that the pressure and velocity coefficients may be approximated to be
constant within each segment. The integral equation above may then be approximated by a matrix
equation,

N NA, B' = j - (6)

where matrices A' and B' are defined as
1 [2r , ekI9-rl+"m(#/- ')

Am 11, ]v "  
--7 ],sinOdd - 6,,, (7)

B' = fa t, J0 [ IF- I JrsinOd~dl (8)

and column vectors pm and V" contain pressure and velocity coefficients,

P," m (r, 0,)1,, (9)

V,.' vm (r,, 0,)l.. (10)

Matrix Zm, relating Pm to V m ,

phOi = z mv m, (11)

may be computed from Eq. (6)
Zn = [Am]-JB m  (12)
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An axisymmetric measurement surface OS' is next chosen, having meridian OL'. The curve OL'
is discretized by dividing it into N' segments, segment having length Ol and containing point (r,, 0')
with pressure coefficient

P, = pm(r:, 0, (13)

that is related to surface normal velocity on OS

N

P.-= E- ,-r ,  (14)

where E' may be computed from an integral equation similar to Eq. (5)

I I_____ [ eds, (15)

~l st ,1

where Osk is the surface of revolution formed by rotating alk around the z-axis.

The Inverse Problem
From Eq. (14), the determination of the snrface normal velocity from measurements of pressure

requires the inversion of matrix E'. Due to the presence of evanescent-like waves that decay rapidly
away from the surface, matrix E m will be ill-conditioned even if the measurement surface is sufficiently
large to surround the structure surface entirely. The conditioning of the matrix becomes worse as the
size of the measurement surface decreases.

We next define diagonal matrices W and W' to contain integration weights along the structure
surface and measurement surface respectively,

= 6,1 (21r j r sin Odl) (16)

6=b (21r r sin Odl), (17)

and apply singular value decomposition6 to matrix W'EnW -1 , given by

Frt(WE-W-l)Gm = S-m , (18)

where Fm and G' are unitary matrices,

F-tF - 1 (19)

G-tGm 1 1 (20)

and Sm is a real, diagonal matrix containing positive singular values in order of decreasing magnitude,

s,7 = 6,,bm,, (21)

amr, m,+i > 0. (22)

Functions flm defined as
fy~r,, O, € = W,-'r," ' * (23)

will form an orthonormal set of functions on the measurement surface

j "f,'dS 6i4'6,, (24)
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and functions g' defined as
g'(r,, 0,, W,,'G e . (25)

will torm an orthonormal set of functions on the structure surface

J5gY ' d$ = 6 '6rmm' (26)

We assume above that the discretization of the structure surface and measurement surface is suffi-
ciently fine such that functions f and g' remain approximately constant within each segment.

The measured pressure may be expanded with functions f

M N'p(r,o,0)Ias, = E Eamfj'(r,o,0), (27)

m=-M 1=1

where M is sufficiently large to insure convergence. The reconstructed normal velocity may be ex-
panded with function gm

M q

v(r, 0, 4) = F 1 b'g7(r, 6, 0), (28)
m=-M 1=1

where the coefficients a' and b' are related by the singular values

1= 0--a11 (29)

The coefficients a' may be computed from measurements of pressure,

a= fj'pdS (30)

and the velocity coefficients bm may next be determined from Eq. (29). The sum in Eq. (28) must
be truncated to keep only q terms in the expansion to remove modes with negligible radiation.

Unlike previous aigorithms - 3, we apply singular value decomposition to matrix W'EmW- l
rather than matrix E'. This insures that the orthonormal functions flm and g' have the normaliza-
tion in Eqs. (24) and (26) and are independent of the discretization of the two surfaces.

IMPLEMENTATION

The algorithm is applied to the radiation problem where from experimental measurements of
pressure near the structure surface, the normal velocity is reconstructed. Fig. I shows the structure
and the location of the driver and measurement points The length of the cylinder is 33.88cm, its
radius is 5.54cm. It is excited by a miniature driver located at a distance of 10.80cm from the left
end, as shown in the figure

- ------------

Figure 1 - - Geometry of the cylinder. the location of the mea-
surement points and the location of the driver, shown by the
dot
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The measurement surface is located at a distance of 1.59cm from the shell. It contains 64 equally
spaced points along the length of the structure and 64 equally spaced points in the circumferential
direction. At each location, pressure time histories are measured and Fourier transformed to frequency
space. The experiment is described in detail in Ref. 7. The description will not be repeated here.

First, we attempt to reconstruct the surface field from only the first 16 leftmost measurement
points along the length, i.e. the measurement surface spans one fourth of the surface shown in fig. 1,
Although the algorithm reconstructs the field at all points on the structure surface, we would expect
the reconstruction to be valid only in the area beneath the measurement surface.

Et 0

2

3

0

- 1.0 4'0 .0 60 80 ib.o

Figure 2 - - Crm g/pc versus index 1. The value of mn is given at the
left end of each curve.

Fig. 2 shows the singular values a. a frequency of 2.23kHz The dimensionless quantity a.11gpc
is plotted as a function of index I for 0 < m < 16. If the measurement surface had been located
in the farfield, there would be a sharp drop in the curves separating the, radiating modes from the
evanescent-like modes. Fig. 2 shows no such drop because the evanescent-like modes are present in
the nearfield.

Figr. 3 and 4 show the functions g' along the arclength of the structure at the same frequency
with no = 0 and 5 and I =1,. 5 The real and the imaginary parts, of g' are shown. It can be
seen that thle functions are non-zero mainly in the region at the left end under the measurement
surface The imaginary parts of functions g7' decrease with increasing index 1. This corresponds to
the decreasing singular value a at higher values of I shown in fig. 2.

Fig. 5(a) shows the reconstructed normal velocity field from the leftmost 16 axial measurement
point- at the same frequency of 2M2Mk, Fig. 5(b) shows the reconstructed field from the next 16
measurement points and 5(c) shows the reconstructed field from points 33 through 48. The surface
field reconstructed from the entire measurement sutrface is shown in fig 5(d). It can be seen that in
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-- -- --

Figure 3 - - Real and Imaginary parts of g' as a function of arclength for m = 0,1 -- 1.. 5

'E R-

i Figure 4 - - Real and Imaginary pat ts o~f g'" as a function olf arclength for m 5,I=1.5
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(a) (b)

Figure 5 IRecoristricterd velocity contmirs from 00I the l ftuiost 16 iAXIM zne",emtitt points,

(b) measurement pointt 17 through 32. (cl ncasuremnent points~ 33 t hrough 48 and (d) the entir e

tnea.-uremnent surface. The liorzontal axis; reptesents arclength. the vvi tira axis repre'ents angle 6

Solid lines indicate positive valuies, dw-hed lines indicate negative valuev Velocjtq is, norznalile'l by

force giving contour interval of 2x10 '/kg.
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each case the reconstruction is accomplished beneath the measurement surface alone, the field values

approach zero in the region far from the measurement surface.

CONCLUSION

We have shown how the normal velocity on the surface of a radiating, finite object can be
reconstructed from samples of the pressure field taken over a limited area on a nearby surface. This
method uses the boundary element method to generate a numerical Neumann Green's function from
the Helmholtz integral equation, Eq. 5.. This step requires the use of the shape of the whole radiator
The singular value decomposition is then used to invert the direct Neumann radiation problem, Eq.
14. By limiting the number of singular values used in the reconstruction, the instability caused by
the ill - conditioned inverse problem is overcome.

The operation of this method has been demonstrated with the case of a finite cylinder, shown
in Fig. 1, excited by a point driver at 2.23 kHz. The reconstruction shown in Fig 5(a) is generated
by data taken over the left endcap. This reconstruction is faithful to the complete reconstruction,
shown in Fig. 5(d), over the portion surface which lies under the measurement surface. Over the
reconstruction surface which does not lie under the measurement area, the reconstruction is small.
In this area the reconstruction is less determined by the data. This behavior is characteristic of the
singular value decomposition.

In conclusion this technique is useful for reconstructing the normal surface velocity on the surface
of a known, finite radiator from data taken over an area which covers only the area of interest on the
object.
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ABSTRACT

The equation for the mean acoustic field has been obtained for random turbulent me-

dia using the Green's function approach. The correlation function b(X)=(u I ) was desc-

ribed by the Karman distribution with the index n = 2 L 11/6. Applying the Bourret's ap-
proximaticn, the exact expression for the mass operator Z(q) has been calculated analy-
tically. The frequency dependence of the scattering coefficient of the mean field has
been derived. The conditions of Cherenkov radiation are analized.

INTRODUCTION

The problems associated with the emission (1-33 and propagation acoustic waves in

turbulent media E4,53 occupy a key position in acoustics. It is sufficiently to refer,

for example, to the acoustic radiation detection problem (project DUMAND) (6). In this
program the acoustic emission arisen by a particle beams in the turbulent stratum of the

Ocean is registered. In this conditions the generation of patches of turbulence has mar-
ked effect on diminishing acoustic propagation underwater.

The theory of wave propagation and emission in random media has received contribu-

tions from various branches of physics: acoustics, optics, atmospheric physics, etc.
One can point out that a variety of mathematical methods have been employed in stu-

dies of present phenomena in random media (4,53.
The analysis of propagation through turbulence and wave emission in inhomogeneous

media is better performed in a multiple scattering regime. In the present work we use a

Green's function method that permits, in principle, any effects of multiple scattering

to be take into account.
The purpose of the present paper is to examine the acoustic wave excitatio6 in in-

homogeneous (turbulent) media by a fast moving objects, and to derive an exact expres-
sion for the Green's function in the framework of turbulence model proposed.

GOVERNING EDUATIONS

Let us write down the complete set of hydrodynamic equations, together with the

equation of state of the liquid:

dv 1 d0 dipn p d np
_-- Vp. p div . - q.

dt p dt dt c p dt

where T is the velocity of the liquid, P is pressure, P is density. The quantity q is
the power density of thermal sources due to absorption i- the liquid, for example, of
electrvaagnetic radiation. The operator -At is the material derivation in time. Final-

dt
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ly, C is the speed of sound.
We will assume that the acoustic disturbances caused by a sources (for example. P)

is formed an background of the turbulent motion in medium. We suppose also that the fre-
quencies of the turbulent velocity pulsations are small in comparison with the characte-
ristic acoustic frequencies. We assume as well that in the region in questio, the values

of the hydrodynamic (not associated with density perturbations) velocities U is conside-

rably higher then the acoustic one B, I.e. V = U 4 5, where d(v U = 0.
After calculations, the basic set of equations can be reduced to the governing equ-

ation for the Fourier component of the pressure variations in the linear approximation:

tw

Ap + p - -q-Lp. )

where k = W/C denotes the wave number, A is the Laplace's operator, the operator L is
defined by the relation:

2
LP = - (V (U-V)V)p.

tw

The equation (1) is basic for the problem under consideration.

MEAN FIELD ACCOMPANIED SOURCE

Let now p = Cp> 4 f , where <...> denotes the operator of a statistical average.

Applying this operation to (1), one obtains the equation:

Acp> + h2<p - W - Lp" > (2)
2

C

and the equation for the fluctuating component of p':

Apo + 
2
p. = - ,p > ( . ) . (3

In the lourret's approximation (73, only the first term -&Cp> of equation (3) is taken,

and following expression

P"= - ad11  (x-I t <P ai( I)> (4)

is introduced in (3).

The function G 0(X.Zi) is the free Green's function, that obeys the equation

Ar.#k2 00 (3) (-0 k -
o + 2o - 3 (xI

where 1(3)(1) is the Dirac delta function.

Inserting the expression (4) into eq. (2) the equation for Sean field CpV accoapa-
nied source can be obtained:

A<P> + J1 <P> - JdCfG (1-I1 <V, a(I) -W a. 5
idzi C

COMPLETE GREEN'S FUNCTION

Let the positions of the source and the receiver be fixed by the vector and

respectively. The Green's function G(X.10) describes the acoustic field (pressure V) at

the point . Thus, in the present paper the complete Green's function G(I.Io) obeys the

following equation (see eq. (M)):
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(4 J2 )G (I-1 0 ) 4. 4 G Jdr aa 0 (X-1) G'i(b l(X-X* r 4r W -Z0

The correlation function of the fluctuations TMZ) is defined by the formulae:

bkl ',-X 2 ) = C. .ZIUJ l X X2 ; "

If the inhomogeneities are caused by turbulence, the correlation between sedium ve-
locity inhobogeneities is described by the expression:

16ik (I) = I-7;_,3 b, P48. - -2 j zP(tP-I).

Via Fourier transformation, one obtains the Syson's equation

[3-? t Z ,(q J]G(qJ = 1.

in which the mass operator Z(q) has the fore:

4 - p2q2 2 p)qjl
Z (q)- 2 p2 32 _- O q-pI(2K) C k At (p q

The tere -(O determines the rule of mole oving in the free green's function.
Introducing a spherical coordinate system, after integrating over the angles, for-

mulae W4) takes the form:

-- eq" 4 b [Vr
2  

41?
i - Zpq t t

2 ( 2

Zq) - .2 2k2 _ '
2 _ J - 20 p 2j _ 2to 2

li -1

CHOICE OF THE CONCRETE MODEL

It can be considered exact calculations only with the concrete fore of the function
b(p).

For turbulent random media, the correlation function b(p) is described then by the
Koloogorov-Obuchov formulae. On spectral decomposition of the fluctuation correlation

function, one obtains b(p) - p 1
, which :% valid in the range L" 1 C p < .I . The pa-

ramoeter I is the minimum Inhomogeneity siZe (e.g., for air 1 ": 10"3 I0"2 a), L is the ty-
pical flow dimension iL- 10i. 2

In the present paper we take into consideration the modeling function blp)i *bOPO

4 p P which is mOt far free Kolsogori S distribution I the raage p >> P0  L L7-. One

can see thaL with the exception of the pole of second order at the points UP 0 , b(P) is

an analytical function for all complex values p.
Thus. the mass operator Z(q) is given by the following expression

bQ4 4

Zlq t P 2 2  
(0o

0

2 6 2 2

(Po4 4p 2 2pqt) ( q2 Zpq t)
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In the fin, one can write the following equation, which determines the poles of the
function Gk.

k2 _ q2 ' zrq) = o.

In zero order approximation we have q = 9. The first order approximation is given by the

conditions Z(q) - Z(h). Using the expansion (1 4 a)
n  

I + 1a, one obtains the expressi-
on for the effective wave number of the mean acoustic field:

Re Z(k) Is ZW()

k of gk 4 .t -
2k 2k

In this case, the scattering coefficient representing attenuation of the intensity of
the mean acoustic field is given by the formulae:

I
2 1% J1eff - Im ZW.

PARTICULAR CASE: CONDITION OF CHERENKOV RADIATION

Let us consider a source uniformly moving in the turbulent medium with velocity V
c (N is Mach number) along Z axis. Cherenkov radiation may arise if

q - 2 + Z + q
2  

= 0 and q. = h/N. (9)

Here we analyze .he case when p0 
'' 

0. Then exp.(B) can be simplified:

£ bk 2
Z(q)t 32 pC: P 4 J). (10)

Existence of propagating waves is determined by the following condition Re q, 2 In q.

Hence, making use exps.(9),(0i), critical Mach number from which Cherenkov radiation
channel is open can be written as

2 32S bk

"(1 4 e4E2 )1/2 3 _3/25 3-T 2 "

If the turbulence level S is equal to 314 then Mcr --n W. It means that Cherenkov ra-

diation channel is closed at sufficiently high E for all Mach numbers (fig.2).

PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION OF THE APPROXIMATION

The consideration used for studying a- acoustic wave propagation in turbulent media

by means Green's function method can be given a simple interpre.-tion using Feynman's
diagrams. It can be shown (5,7] that if the Bourret's approximation is used, an infinite
subsequence of the perturbation theory series is summed up. Analytically this corres-

ponds to condition for fine grained random media only.

CONCLUSIONS

The consideration presented using a Green's function method permits the attenuation

of the mean acoustic field to be calculated. Employing the Kerman formulae for turbulen-
ce, the scattering produced by the turbulence has been calculated in the Bourret's ap-
proximation. In the limit A ) pot the analysis gives a simple expression for the 6. The

conditions when Cherenkov radiation exists )re found.,
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The integral can be calculated by the method of contour integration. Integrating
preliminary over variable t one obtains

Z(q) b4p12C.q J p - - ( p) .o -(p)
C

wheret

01 (P) I- n ( T TiF ,(p) I 'I - 1 (p )
P - q - Po p- q

2

P - q 4 Po p 4- q

02 (P) fln L p - q + (p0  p I

Polynoms 11(p), III(p), I; (P) have the following expressions.
2 2 2 2pp 2" q2X 4 3p43 4

1(p) 2popq(5P PO p4-3pqp4 5q p4 3Po 4- P 3q 2p2 q2  2Pq q .
(P), 2 [,20 4' q 2)

I1(p (v~4pO ~
(P 222 2 2 4 6 4. 4 2 4 24q q

(~~ - 2,p 2 4 (p2  q )p 3p- - p Q4-

;2(P) = _Q )2.

Contour C consists of the real axis (..,4-) and arc of infinite radius (Fig.1). The
function 1 

(P ) 
is analytical one for all complex p except two cuts along lines 2

(t_0 q2 +. P * q + tV0) and 72- (tq. q 4- (0). On the other hand, the function 4) (p) is

analytical one except two cuts along lines ('3 - ((q. q 4 £0) and 74 -,/!€ 2 4 po-, 4-

tPo). The poles 71 at the point Is + t0 and 7L at the point - k - t0 are originated by

free Breen's function. Since the singularities of terms in integral (8) lie within dif-

ferent sides from real axis it is possible to deform the contour C into infinite radius

circle CO and circles around poles ?I+ and TL .

Thus, after calculations, one can obtain that

Z(q) -- 36 4 3k 4
p 3 q

2 
4 ,

U-32 q, 4-gp + 21 P ql 4 75pjq 4 3q6 +.

b In k -oq 4 tp0  (A) l4. In (8)

0 +q 4.Po L= q32p~7i I -q4-(I

4 M601 4. 5hq P 4. 3kpo 4. 4. 21q4.

The consideration presented, using a green's function method, are of interest as

far as the expression obtained for (p) is exact.
Critical to be calculation is the choice of the correlation function model for the

turbulence.
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71C CO

73 
Re p

)Fig.l. Integrating contours and singularities of functions under integral on the complex
plane.

1.4 \51

0#44.

- -M

Fig.2. Conditions of Cherenkov radiation existence. Line I corresponds to S 4 0, curves

2,3 describe (Re qj) 2 and these 4,5 describe (ISXa ) for S=0. 1 and E S r 1

respectively.
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nance feature-,, theoiet 1cali.], t,%,Limrtiito.~ly 'Al( _vput.at ionoull, by means
,, C ittnul J~- . ) A1 . . 1, Ln~ U ,7 t nj .. f. s I. 4 I Lte prci..ert wor k we
will ,,IiW ,.dw ie. UL 11, tho.e .o.e cat, be= uoed to haracte~ ize th.e
:5k.ttttelei by AdeaLiLyirog iL. j~h ,ial 11rLr~t'..I. a.;,i se.'ves to

thLii i commun ity tij the we tnod, a~ol t(, g 1 e -o more: detailed 1list oi
pextinent and updatt .. feerec to rost1ve usr.ThIs, !; a ,;Qneric
iiweth.0, and tliu , it dppl e.. Lo~." aLLve return from any 3enisor,

I NTRODICTI ON

Th.:: citte ri I i r, oul10111d WoAVco' Ii I. as t ic, fIit i J f iled shiells ill watur
was f iz~t studied by Goodman oi 0Ztern [I lluw-. ii 11Lek1iii and Liz co
worker., [2,;. I. zicu It.., IiuIIR u, worka, have addresaed the many aspects
,if tiii. gentral lnteraet. Uof i 1 . Je Ji -,oUlnd wa%/- WILL ..ublierg"d 6tiUC
hJ.,A 14 L41. Pdirallel eiffot., live ;,todled a,a 109001 problems, dealing with
uileetrtomaqnetLic wave5 interactL~y w ti o.nduc t 1ng a nd dielectr ic bodies
[35,31G,41,42,44,451,. Mo5t oi thib body of work hcaL ,ddretsed tile direct
-catteritiq problem, in which the goal is to predict the acuUtiC or ecU-
Ltrmaqnetic fields Laattered by the structuru, once the incident wive drid
tile trxu(turec itself have been both specified. Theru his been an lrnmeazwe
,/oluuwe of work. alonytkitjLh line. There are Low Anid hligh, requtnc appxro)l

rnt~sthat (dn bL u~ed at Loth ends, of the pectrum that lntroduree subiz
tantidl Jiipl ifi ICJI has ill LhL iiilj_._ . L~i f tht 3e ~ impl if icati or,,
:iave, Lee.. taken auva;,tage of ill somec of thle abovte works[. *,11 but iN
the middle or intcrrmediate ur re~orianc;e region of thle 03C,^ of iny target,

slirlplificatlins no longe. hold, anrd either novel approximations or
e.~act solutions mlust be used. In thesec resonance :scatterig situatioi.* we
*diz est.blished thdt within, each echo there i.I, always a s>mooth, mostly
Licometry dF-plndent tbackqtourid that intriacdts with a superimposed, diberete,

~. .- ',mo~tly comp,, !ion -eepeiident, xesonance features. The reso-
in ;,, ia trabic scatterer seems to ext end above the Rayleigh
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c.lindrica, h:ia, et..,,;, and for 'd1 ciua% fluida 0. vll tai, Ft

cmoiinin I. .L3 if .. It Lhe -- ater.LS- at( A-t.-ddud in t;,, , t11ou

hut wed i a. Lu.aq it udi tal i nd Z ZA I. A ~ Vd.. ' .Za I-
1, - 1 1~ C U, a. il .3.-1, a, whh thu 1aiy" Uri :u ~u d ht. 't

fluid iiudia . Tl,,rk Ari. zaL Ver U ~ ~ c Z a t,!! .. .. !-A h, L.

utiL.2Italouoi, l,,,J uL.,ted If. 1e~ '~i'. 4, $,I, ic _t± 11
1,:C: a.rblIt Ilt... t , t 1 L 1,- 131 t.At L C.l I . I 1)~ 1.. .;l A, !k ia I

Ilie~ whifch tic, -~atc 1-. "t .1 .. . .t .t' : i .pi bi, L

quiue coniplicd.teelo ,d h CrL~:u -U.. 1; 111, -~., I t d Ja I 1,'C - ,, I

havitig, in ri en al , we id ii-ik caiiun. a I 2 -c . , - .k - 'I 1 "" , i f i . it
il Lthe eS of 'i adiAly of tIV C mptL 11 tf, ~- fit L' hiy. iUfe r 1 0 .
i.OJlltivllU iL pj.::,ibiL f -Lu.. tei. At i.. .e tf Ic iitef '-LI .3QCmZ'.

to iiave -lif ted to tile inuch krizihV~r-(0 .-.Udt te fl'4 Pi.-1i1fl1, lit Wtl h .,
11"jte 4.4 .. ucturte .a 1n)rikowl, and u'LC ti it, to pred ict 't', physicai

L:ha aC te t ,LIC., f Z uM the knowr, ke,ho it r,!tux;I. wh,,.i it. ii. ;n-.orii £ ju wi l,1
krnown wzlvt~urii.- Even 1,t Vt- vr jy *: ".pIc 11iPL" Vau ~bJ'. (t , ha"S', I t'1' Vi (- 11pI
ilitrnal iitr ucture, th-, hla.3 Luacd *, .,L Lt bte qui,,: a tjr:,db i ub) em,
ottef, hackiiig uniquel sulut~olls. LoniE. ao',an,-.L, h.a v, b e e i . pu td i,' . F
234, C,40,41 43, 4 , 4 G, 4,5 0 1u. 'Iiq ;)UtA. C'w. tsGi .inI pul,ed "ll .IlidcnL
wa' : Qrnma,. The concept-. of impui.e zoiu. , iZd1 itupu3c r .3 dar ( 41], have
ceatrged as :ztrui.g carididateuz Lo ail *vr, iaf.] taryet ID 'joal-. The: required
.Jhurt pul:,es maust be vtL tnergetilc and, thertforeQ, oieadvaiice.-, If, th'-
development of suurces uze requi red. The 1ieiti.u1-ii ha.o bQi iA-ej
vii a clearly unde~istood nithod in order to bet. imple-mented -ither manual!.,
or automatically. In the following ptjc,. we will U.-.e - ll L- itip-. ELom urlic
water !cu. ~.ii .!ich the phy,!u Al Vfce .. ~. a iiuple structure
are a"! remctely identifLied, "in L. Lu", Ion tne( C Jllkliiatiur of Lihl e,.hueb
it return.- The a;t. .CtlUZL ccud be i11~u.£ Y L itht a C ..W. W a vetfoit,

the tteady .. Late jae r by a iny of Ac tL ..onaz puil,-e i.,the
t~allitiunt ca: f-) - We tu 'te linitationz. .,f tlleze al',ezi,at-ve . and repeat
that the example qivfen li, merely an il luct"rati-, a powctfai ifl!thodohc>4y
-hat applie.. to c~ii~ldezably riore gtnerasl --. .e~i,'1 1ii .. ie ato of both oa
and radar .We Lir~t review tht: theory for: the ,;hO Lf, Lrubleri, and then give
IL ha ulution lIn both tie stec-ady- state ai tranzsient . a t ,o We cuinclude b
ezaiiniriyLife !eoa~~ it the returli, in ordez t,,. e.tr-Act fom hem thc,
jphy..ical parasmeter. of the scattt~rer that i.3entify it,

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A thin, elai'tic, Ope ia hell of oater ( innter railuz a (or b) h
alt. filled and aubtrerg;ed fin water,. It is then ,nooriified at It-. ZoAth pole
(defined by the ,phuriual coordinate e9-TY) by A Plant- :IoUnd waveO etInelx1iny
front a di..t,,i,t -.Vurce. Its normal hand BZCS iz gu by [9,10]1

u.'ierp (iy,.j the form function I;, the i~csa~.. .y, rL.ner.Wt
define x-'k~a, where ki 'CO/c, iL, the wavenumbel,.. The circular tr-cqueney A!.

ciand c, iL the soun'd --peed in the cuter medium (i.e., #1, the watcr)-. The
shell is medium #l 2, arid the inner fluid (i.e., the airy is, medium 0~ 3,ee
r'ig. 1. For each value of it, the "normnal mode"l coefficientLs A,(x) are all
determined from the six boundary conditions available at the two interfaceL,-
r~a,b, as ratios of two GxG determinants If, tht. torm

A,* d12 d13 d14 d15 0 d1l d12 d13 d14 dis 0
A2* 424 d34d4 d250 414 d2 d23 d4 d2 40

A 0 d32 d3 d4 d35 0 /0 d2 d33 d4~ d5 0
0 4 2 4 344d454 6 d4 0 d42d43 44d45 4 6' (2
0 42434 44d5 4  0 45243 444d556
0 42 463444d5 0 0 424d3 d445 0

where the 30 -,on ;zero elemnents dj and A*,A'* have all been ll ted eLsewhere-
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[10,14]. All the elements of the'determinants depend directly or indirectly
on x, The partial waves f,(Tr,x) for n= 0,1,2,.., defined above in Eq. (1),
are the "normal-modes" that make up the form-function f.q(ir,x) . The above
formulation Is exact, since the shell motions are described by the (exact)
three--dimensional equations of dynamic elasticity [21], rather than by any
approximate "shell theory". The above solution was programmed for numerical
evaluation in quite broad frequency bands. The backscattered pressure as a
function of time is [231,

which completes the steady state solution for c.w. incidences. To genera-
lize to the case of a transient (i.e., pulsed) incidence, we introduce the
additional canonical variable 'Z=clt/a. If g(t) is the incident pulse and
G(x) is its spectrum (i.e., its Fourier transform), then the scattered
preL-Jure pulse can be ventually expressed as, [2G,28,32,42]

p(nx, )l z)(x)[.x ) e "Lr(T'r/ l) di. (4 )

-00

Hence, in the non dimensional time d, ;,, t , the backscattered pulse is
,(poportional to) the inverse Fourier transform of the (steady-state) form
function given in Eq.(l), weighted by the spectrum G(x) of the incident
pulsu, g(V). Equation (4) resembles a filter type of integral [51]. The
corresponding result in radar has been known since the sixties [24]. If
the incident pul e is a (Dirac) delta function (i.e., if g(tr):(Z)), then
G(x)hI, and the (unity impulse respone of the scatterer is then defined by

+*0

h(%) a PS(xOO r a 1 (~r 44t~

(5)

a. the inveroe Fourier transform .f the form function in the (retarded)
variable t r/a. ELuatiz:,, 4) can ill. ,. - pressed in convolution form as

p.(xT), = g(z) * h(g) f I g(:') h(r-') d', (6)

;hich meaini. that the timw d-,,., :tructja. Lzctuii't to any pulse y( t; ) is
[ht cutvulutiun uf the 1111pul'e response of the Lructure h(t), and that
pulou. 1h the frequency domai, x, the normal mode expression for the
, modulus of the) backs.atter, nresare spectrum [5:

which is the quantity which ',a, ii ,rted -I Lg.(4). These linear systems
cuncepts which are here applied to scattering problems were first given in
the sixtieL [24], and only hold within certain limitations. The above
completes all the required theory for the steady-state and transient cases.

NUMEPICAL RESULTS

Let the ..;hell be made of steel of paxameters:j),. 7.8 9/cm, cd.,= 5.88
im/., and LS&-.14 ku/z, and let it have relative thickness: h/a=2.5%. The
e.tcrnwl water hAs:.. 1 -1 J/cmM3 , a:,d c.-I.5 km/s, while the internal air has:
93 -0.0o2 g/cmS and ca =0.34 km/s. The magnitude of the form function of
this structure, as computed by Eqs- (1) and (2), is given in Fig, 2 (top),
wthi-, the fr-quueny band. 04x45. This spectrum has numerous peaks and
S iks, bruad "bunp*" dild narrow "spikes" which have all beer, analyzed before

,. z-e.& u papers. They are all caused by the various types
of 1..'a-b Wav., watec borne, curvature, and czeeping waves circumnaigating
tat.hell, '.1 the .n the water, or i the zhell's 11Etal. The broad "bump"

,teLred at x - 45 Is due to the "coincidence" effect [15], and the large
21Llitude Vinar xr2 i . caus...d by a peculiar curvature wave induced

e e. TIh u;, it ipul,( responbe of the shell, as computed by Eq. (5), is
' ir, F1,.(2) (bottom). Th!s complete. the zteady-state analysis.,
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We proceed to investigate the conventional use of lonig pulses to
interrogate targets. Consider a c.w.-pulse (i.e., a sinusoidal wave-train
of finite length) of the form: g(&') = sinx~le, defined in the time interval:
04t~: where Xe is the carrier frequency. If x0 =19.92 units and N=100
cycles, then this pulse has duration:CS 2'rTN/xo.&31.5. The modulus of the
complex-valued spectrum of this pulse, IG~x)I, is displayed in Fig. 3 (top).,
Since this pulse Is so long (i.e., 100 cycles), its spectrum is very narrow
and resemble:: a spike at x = x. 19.92. This carrier frequency was chosen
because it corresponds to one of the target resonances, as we see in Fig. 2
'top), This "dip" In the form-function corresponds to the n = 5 resonance
caused by the s. Lamb wave in the shellf This Is the "generalized" zeroeth
order symmetric Lamb wave in the shell, accounting for its curvature and
fluid loaded condition on both surfaces. The back-cattered pressure pulse
returned by the shell il; computed from Eq. (4), and is displayed in Fig. 4
in the time domain. This response show-; it5 Lharacterisztic double traruient
behavior 122,301, which resemibles thiz impulse respoti-e of a "notch" filter
[51], and dliplayLz the double exponential detay after each tianzictit that

we have encountered before In many Inve-ti.;ations [2,21',25>. The two
transient peaks iii the return shown In Fig.4 are here separated by 31.5
tinits, which is the Incident pulse duration. The "1ringing" of the excited
resonance at xO , occurs after the second transient in the "free vibration"
region of the re;,ponse. The 'pectrum of the backscattered pulse in Fig, 3
is obtained from Eq.(7), and it i., ihuwn in Fig. 21 (bzsttom). Thi; pe(-tzum
exhibits some low amplitude contributionL caused by the multipole nature of
the low frequency resonance spike at x=2 123. This, concludeu the tran .ent
andlysis for long pulses..

Consider a short, amplitude modulated pulse: cj('Z) tsinxt:inxtr, with
;airier fruquen~.y x0 -235, envtlope frequency xL -7, and N =2.51 cycles. This
poae haz; duration Z:* jtN/'x 0 O%.411, as can .t, seten in F-g. S (top), Its
:spe(Ltiri IG(...)I i_: 4uite brvad az an bc; ,oted i,- rig. C (top) , Its r-Pectzal
widlth z:s.er, the znter<A,1l.5 , which Lcpre.3ent5 a 53'. relative

bandwidth. ~ ~ ~ '111 1'-c th11 e; is0,ti ismUltlaz WIde all, (LWB) s"y-tem~
convent lona ' -)on ixra, ]kL:.Arc~aidt, f order 2%, nA le ~z-:_ This is at-, ".irpulst=
.;onarl' 141,321. Tilt LuaL3Cott:ed puseF ~s u~i,,uted f,:cn Eq,, (4), and the
1-1.11t is zfiowii -in !y. 5 ILuttv.m:- The spectrart uf the biAkscattered pulse
is f ou, id from Eq,:,7,,, and it is.-. Muwn in F ig. 6 tbottom) , We note that the
Ze-polnze tO .2 .Ahurtt pule nsi~.. of 3 zser lea of wav packetz :Lf ., Fgj.r5

bt ted t, oy fL.. ac featureL uf tlfit fcoi fctcr in Fig. 2
top) are pr .. e .t in Fig,. C ( i,uttc,,Yw ait.hir. Ul:: sand,.l .£~,~,c

the riwi. of the inc ideit pulzt. (L.-., Fi,,. C 2).Thet wave pack:et,~
ji:Lii ins Fig. L ( ot~i L an: ptta .. 1v i I1 neo -,Led lbca- the car r i if r
fr equ;.,ncy X0 wa hsen as mc £tIh Ihe I I 's ",genera Ii r ed" ao - Lamb
r c.onnus r.!. ig. ., (t_,p) I 7The:': tyoz. in the st r ur, .'ir e witLh a

J.tpulse. a( t vatet mriany t~ .t re sor.navez that .all bce r-c overed it! t.
si-ttum of the b1ack,.catturod artnd thtir tiztd for targit, IV. An, e;,pc-
r Illiel.ta. t;C!!a.1qUe Woa; d"evelIpe to impiemuent th I. iet'lod (originally fr'.
tile c.W. incidences. arid the on pu-t.) that Iha:, been rt ptte'dly deser iL),
te1._wtLse [22,20f,1,41). Mar. A Ltese w~e~ne.. ere carried out at tht-
N.OZ. W.C ., ini tin. [did eight i ~z. zx..i i h r P.jul.iz: c ic_ is
3.:. o [ *J. . C, Th. . 1 t purtiullo of tl.. trono LAlnt arnatlys'
"ti Lte inc, -'c it. ..noz, t pul -L-s that i s p~,bIlv t~. : nc. I,! lhec

O,,e ..). ia1.1pe.~ti.. L. vrm it unct un ,. osil .a, beotn
extra~ted Iron, the b-jkSL ttetd iesurc Loc . bvO.JC..

~ LI" :..Ofld~nUc . .i i . it 1- d ttermllt. z,Pcrcif IC target charActer 15
2~. For earWpe i~ >. r .c , ir~ amp 1 +Itunie, c-oini;. feature

jZ L; I. at !. 1, 2 the* :.a.4ut. it.kn~ thc ;nci [ent, fr~.quency is
. 'h 41 .r *d-j b..... beJ)"p ret'1. . X-. LL, (.t F : (

-.A..~ ..2L. 1. 0 A1 .ienW-ft'c 1 h 1' 1, 4daere XG s the cojincidence ire
qu :.. ad C - A ma.telhi 1 d#epe.ndetr eaa inct'; r that fv.r St'1ha, Lte vaILue

2 -0.. in.e >cse'n LouILL 4, ;nit .. (topl, then, uh~' abovo uonditb~i
yil.:I,,a 2.,which wa.-. indeed tie value is tv 4t-nerate Fi, . 2 (to~p),
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With the outer radius and the relative thickness known, the shell thickness
comes out to be h = 12.5 cm. The shell composition can be found from the
separation between the initial resonance "dips" in Fig. 2 (top). That spac-
ing is rea there to be:,4x,= 3.6. That spacing was also shown to be given
by: 4xi= cf P/cj where cflis the "plate velocity" of "plate wav.;1 -' , th.
metal [521. In terms of E,P, and?, the plate velocity ic: (E/[p(lv2)])I.

In the present case it comes out to be: cfc-- 1.5 x 3.6 - 5.I km/s, which
can be used as a rough classifier of the steel, Thus, the size, thicknes.,
and elastic composition of the shell have been found from the information
in Fig.6 (bottom),. It remains to determine the composition of the filler-
fluid. This can be done in various ways. One is from the spectrograms in
the context we have used them in this work [11,8]. Another is by analysis
of the large quasi-thickness resonance feature that appears at high fre-
quencies when the critical frequency of the si -Lamb wave is activated
(14]. Still a third method is by measuring the shell's reflection coef-
ficient "V". This is the amount by which the specularly reflected portion
of the time return is reduced in amplitude relative to that of the incident
wave. It turns out that the impedance .fcs of the filler-fluid is given by
the relation:? 3 c3=?1 c,[(l-V)/(l+V)], at the critical frequency of the 61
Lamb wave., Hence, the Impedance so found serves as a filler classifier
from tables of impedances of fluids, We note that at this frequenuy, the
formula for pacs is the sait.e as that for a plane boundary separating the two
dissimilar fluids #i and #3, as if the shell were not present. We c r.ciud,
by repeating that this type of analysis i_- generic and that it applies to
many shapes, compositions, incident waves, and types of sensors.

CONCLUSIONS

We presented a resonance -.catteririg analyzis of the t.ihoeE that are
returned by a submerged bhell when inbonified by (active) soj.ar jpinys. Ouz
approach is equally effective in the frecuenc2 and Lme dmains. We haIe
compared the returned echoes produced b v~riou3 types of incid,.ces. We
examined the pulse duration uifects, and ihuwed that Iorli pui..e: of narrow
spectra, excite resonanceb iii the (DZCZ of) targeL, oili whe ta canrie
frequency of the incident pulse coincide w~th (J c ot the .arJet ",
resonances. A good way to apprximate the (steady state) results wbtFine.d
with c.w incidences is to use icig interrogating [.as;c: (uz any shape). On
the other hand, short pulses hae broad Lpettra and can excite inan target
resonances provided they are energetic enough (i.e., impulse .ona; ). We
al.zu showed an example of how all the phy.s;ical haracteristics of the Zle-1
and its filler can be extiacted from the re;oiance feature:; in its 10C%,
once a good portion of the crcaz section has- be-e isolated and pulled out
from the returned echo, in a band a. bA:ad j.; po.xblv, by the cse of .,!1UL
incident puisez. This gener1L metho. applies; to many types of sensorsF
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ABSTRACT

Previous work has shown the nature of the elastic waves excited within the structure of a
spherical shell, by continuous incident sound at low and intermediate frequencies. It was shown
that these waves are consistent with thin-shell theory. In this paper the nature of the elastic waves
is examined at higher frequencies where there is a departure from thin-shell theory. It is shown,
for continuQus-wave excitation, that the elastic waves in the shell structure separate into surface
waves at the inner and outer surfaces of the shell, particularly at the back of the shell away from the
incident sound. At high frequencies, the principal reaction appears to occur on the side of the shell
closest to the sound source.

INTRODUCTION

Until recently the elastic response of canonical spherical and cylindrical bodies to incident
sound has largely been inferred from the scattered field, even though the elastic response has been
available directly from the solution of the scattering problem. With the advent of supercomputers
and graphics software it has become easier to compute the elastic behavior directly, In a recent
paper on scattering by solid spheres and cylinders [I], it was shown that the elastic response is
characterized by rotational waves (i.e. waves whose displacement vector is oriented along lines
around a center of rotation), interacting in a manner similar to the meshing of gears. For free or
natural modes of vibration, this behavior contrasts with the surface-wave descriptions inferred
from the scattered field (i.e. Rayleigh waves and whispering-gallery waves). The fundamentals of
the natural modes do indeed tend to Rayleigh waves but only at high frequenc;es [2]. The
harmonics bear no relation to whispering-gallery waves; their elastic behavior involves a significant
displacement amplitude at all depths within the solid structure. In the same paper [I lit was shown
that individual natural modes can be excited in a solid sphere by continuous sound at the frequency
of the mode. In contrast, for a thin spherical shell excited by continuous sound in water, it was
shown (3) that individual natural modes apparently cannot be excited because the frequencies of the
fundamentals congregate closely together when the shell is thin and radiation damping in the water
causes a strong overlap between these fundamentals, making it impossible or certainly very
difficult to excite an individual mode.

In the present paper, elastic waves excited in a thin shell are examined at higher
frequencies, in the region where thin-shell theory does not apply.

SCATI'ERING THEORY

It is assumed that a continuous train of plane waves in water is incident on a solid spherical
shell of outer radius a and inner radius b. There is a vacuum in the interior of the shell. The
spherical shell and the coordinate system used in the analysis are shown in Fig. I. The incident
plane pressure waves are given by
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pi = P. (2n + I)injn(kr)P.(cosO),n=0 1

where the j. are spherical Bessel functions and the P. are Legendre polynomials. The scattered
sound pressure waves are given by

Ps = P.0 Cnhn(kr)Pn(cOs0),
n=O (2)

where the h. are spherical Hankel functions and the c. are coefficients determined from the boundary
conditions. The time dependence which is not shown in the equations is exp
(-iav) where to is the circular frequency equal to kc, k is the wave number and c is the speed of
sound in water. The vibrational displacement vector u is given by

u=-Vw+VxA , (3)

where iV is a scalar quantity representing compressional waves and A is a vector representing shear
waves. Because of axisymmetry

uO = 0 and A = (OOAO) (4)

where u, and A# are respectively the 0 components of the displacement vector u and the vector A.
All quantities are independent of the 0 coordinate. Hence V and A, can be expressed as

= (anji.(klr) + a~nn(ktr))Pn(cos 0)
n=O (5)

and

A. (bjn(k2r) + b,,nn(k 2r)) dPn(cOS0)
n=O dO (6)

where k, = wc and k2 = o/c. ,and cp is the compressional wave velocity and c, is the shear wave
velocity. It follows that the components of u in the shell are

u, =- r anklrj(kir) + a Karnn(ktr) + n(n + l)Ibnjn(k2r) +
n=O

b~nn(k 2r)J] Pn(cos 0)

(7)

u = [adjn(k1r) + 4n(k r) + b.(jn(k2r) + k'rjn(k2r}) +
.1=0

nn(k2r) + k2rn 1(k2r)) J--cos )

dO
where the primes on thej, and nn functions denote differentiation with respct to the argument. The
interior of the shell is a vacuum. Solutions for the exterior scattered field and the displacement
vector u in the shell are obtained by applying the boundary conditions at the inner and outer
surfaces of the shelf to obtain the cocfficicnts an, an. bn. bn,and cn. The procedure has been
presented in a number of papers [4-61.
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The properties for water are assumed to be: density. p = 103kgm"3 
; sound velocity,

c = 1440s0, The shell is assumed to be made of aluminum with elastic properties:

density, Ps = 2.965 x 103kgm-3; Lam6 constant = 6.1xlO0 Pa

and shear constant, Rt = 2.5x 1010 Pa,

from which are derived

compressional velocity. cp = 6418 ms-1 ; shear velocity, c5 = 3046 ms-1

Ali quantities are nondimensionalized with respect to the radius a of the sphere and the density r and
speed of sound c of the ,rater. Nondimensional forms of the quantities used in the computed
results are

r =i;ur=aPo _ _ a P (8)

and ka is used as the nondimensional frequency parameter. In the above analysis, the primes have

been omritted. The nondimensional parameter Po/pc 2 is necessarily a small quantity in acoustics.

EXCITATION OF THE SHELL BY CONTINUOUS SOUND AT HIGH FREQUENCIES

The vibrations in an aluminum shell with b/a = 0.98 were computed for incident sound at
frequencies corresponding to ka = 300 and 600. The vibrations are shown graphically by plotting
the flowlines indicating the direction of the displacement vector and contour lines indicating the
magnitude of the displacement amplitude, in a thin shell with b/a = 0.98, a special transformation
has to be used to present the data in a form that is clearly visible. The transformation is shown
schematically in Fig. 2 where the shell is transformed into a rectangular section. This section is
divided into six rectanguLu segments each covering 30 degrees of the angular dimension 0,
between 0 = 180 and 0 degrees. Each rectangular segment has a narrow segment above it showing
the pressure waves in the liquid next to the shell, consisting of both incident and scattered sound.
Shading indicates positive pressure. Figure 3(a) shows the displacement flowlines and Figure 3(b)
shows the contours of the displacement amplitude, for ka = 300. Figures 4(a) and (b) present the
same data for ka = 600. In Figs. 3(b) and 4(b), the positions of the maximum and minimum
points axe indicated twice, once at the front of the shell, between 180 and 90 degrees and again at
the bat.k of the shell, between 90 and 0 degrees. This separation was made because the
displacement amplitude at the front of the spherical shell is an order of magnitude greater than at the
back, and the contours at the back would not h;.c been seen on the same contour scale as the
front. Ten contours are shown between the maximum and minimum (which is essentially zero).
Figures 3 a.nd 4 show the displacement in the shell and the adjacent pressure in the liquid at the
beginning of the cycle of excitation, i.e. at ox = 0. During successive cycles, the waves in the shell
and the adjacent liquid move in the direction of decreasing 0. Videos of the computed data show
that the movement does not occur at a steady speed but at a rate that appears sinusoidal. During
each cycle of the steady-state excitation, the direction of the displacement flowlines changes twice.

As the frequency increases from ka = 300 to ka = 600, it is seen that the wave structure
begins to separate with surface waves, particularly towards the back of the shell away from the
incident sound. The amplitude of the ,w&aves on the outer surface of the shell next to the liquid is
greater than that on the inner surface. The pattern of the pressure waves in the liquid next to the
shell iss eet, to he quite complicated in places.

Figures 5 and 6 show the transition from ani-symmetric behavior, characteristic of thin-
shell theory 17j. at low and intennediate frequencies 131. and symmetric behavior characteristic of
higher frequencies. Figure 5(a) shows a comparison between the radial component of
displacement on the outer surface of the shell (dotted line) an: the inner surface (solid line). Only
40 degrees of the circumferential coordinate 0 are shown; the remainder of the 0 range is similar.
Figure 6 shows symmetric behavior of the radial components in more detail, for ka = 600.
Figure 5(b) shows a comparison between the circumferential component of displacement at the
middle surface (dotted line) and the arithmetic average of the circumferential components on the
inner and outer surfaces (soiid line). At low and intermediate frequencies these circumferential
components are the same, agreeing with thin-shell theory 131. As frequency increases the
agreement with thin-shell theory disappears, as shown in Fig. 5(b).
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CONCLUDING COMMENTS

Further exploration of high-frequency behavior is needed. In particular, it is necessary to
determine how well ray theory predicts high-frequency behavior.

An important need is to relate the elastic waves inside the structure of the acoustic target
with the scattered sound field. Resonance scattering theory (RST) [8] provides a significant
insight into the nature of the scattered field. Direct computation of the elastic waves should be
combined with RST to develop a complete understanding of the manner in which the scattered field
is formed from the vibrations of the acoustic target.
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Fig. 3 Two sqecs of 6 plots, each covering 30 degrees of the angular dimension 0 of the
shell , shwn:

(a) the fiowlines of the displacement vector direction and
(b) coitour plots of the amnplitude of the displacement between the max and min

values of the amplitude.
The shell is excited by incident sound at ka = 300. T1c thin layer at the top of each
section shows the pressure field in the water next to the shell, pocitive pressure indicated
by shading. The sequence occurs at cot = O at the beginning of the cycle of excitation.
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Fig. 5 Comparison of:
(a) the radial component of displacement on the outer surface of the shell (dotted

line) with that on the inner surface of the shell (solid line)
(b) the circumferential component of displacement on the middle surface of the

shell (solid line) with the arithmetic average of the circumferential components
on the inner and outer surfaces of the shell (dotted line).

The shell has b/a = 0.98 and the excitation frequencies in water are ka = 300 and 600.
The curves are for the beginning of the cycle of excitation at ot 0. Only the part of the
shell closest to the source of incident sound is shown.
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Fig. 6 Comparison for ka = 600 of the radial component of displacement on the outer surface of
the shell (dotted line) with that on the inner surface of the shell (solid line) showing the
development of symmetric motion in the shell.
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ABSTRACT:

A review is given of various integral equation formulations and some general solution

methnds, including element and eigenfunction expansion approaches.

INTRODUCTION:

Integral equations in modern engineering may be viewed as a tree with many branches and,

under our current educational system, unfortunately few roots. Boundary element methods

(BEM), T matrix methods (TMM), Embedding element methods (EEM) and many others are all

based on this concept. It is clear that integral equation formulations are really not new in

classical physics, i.e., solid mechanics, fluid mechanics, electromagnetics, thermodynamics, etc.

of continua (now the purview of engineering) since the search for "the" Green's functions for

specific problems, geometries and boundary conditions, going back about 150 years, is based on

an integral form. This approach leads to a complete and exact solution in the form of a

quadrature o prescribed boundary values, e.g., Morse and Feshbach'. The breakthrough to

boundary integral equations, BIE, came when it was recognized that the same formulation could

be used with any Green's function satisfying the govern:ng equation, regardless of geometry

and boundary conditions, and led to an equation of reduced dimensionality by placing the

solution point on the boundary. The price paid for this generality was that the resulting

equation was an integral or even integro --differential equation., The many integral equation

methods are distinguishable by the solution technique used such as approximate, i.e. expansions

in terms of continuous functions with arbitrary coefficients, and numerical, i.e. local

approximation of the dependent variables at discrete points, methods as well as other methods,

i.e. eigenfunction expansions, elements and everything else (this last category includes

iteration, asymptotic expansions and other rarely used approaches). They are further

distinguisLed by various "organizations" of the location of integration or "source" points and

solution or "field" points. The main claim of integral equation formulations is that they are

boundary rather than volume methods, thereby distinguishing them from the standard methods

of finite differences and finite elements. Each of these has its own advantages and

disadvantages, e.g. in a coupled fluid-structure interaction problem, it may be advantageous to

use a volume method for a complicated structure, possibly heterogeneous and/or nonlinear, with

the boundary integral equation form serving as a generalized closing "boundary condition" to
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that structure. The emphasis here then will be on the BIE itself rather than the actual

coupling. This review will discuss a) the general integral equation formulation for wave

problems, including some unusual forms, b) some solution techniques including i) elements, ii)

eigenfunction expansions and iii) "other" solution methods.

a) THE "BOUNDARY" INTEGRAL EQUATION FORMULATION

It should be noted that the term "formulation" rather than "solution method" is used here..

This is because these integral equation forms are completely equivalent to the differentiul

equation form; there are no "new", i.e. other than the original physical assumptions,

approximations made and thus the integral equation form contains all of the same information

as does the differential equation form., For example, Shaw2 uses such a formulation to obtain

dispersion equations for an infinite elastic plate. Many of the same techniques, e.g. elements,

eigenfunction expansions, asymptotic expansions, iterations, etc.. are used to solve both

differential and integral formulations.,

The Helmholtz equation for time harmonic acoustic waves in a homogeneous medium is

V2 0(0) 4- k2 0() - Q() in V (1)

with a dependert variable, 0, a forcing term, Q, and appropriate boundary conditions

O() = fr(r) on S, ; ao(i)/an = f 2(r) on S2 ; K 0(0) + ao()/an - f3(U) on S3  (2)

where S, U S2 U $3 is the total boundary to the acoustic domain, V., A time harmonic

dependencc proportional to exp( - i W t ) is taken., Corresponding transient formulations are

also available, e.g. Friedman and Shaw3.

Green's functions for the Helmholtz equation are defined by

V2 G(, r ) + k2 G(i, r) - 6(j - j) in V (3)

with the boundary confitions left unspecified at this point., For an infinite domain, the Green's

function is well known in terms of R - I i - re I as

G(r, ro) = exp(i k R )/ (4 ir R ) in 3--D; =(6/4) 140' (k R ) in 2-D (4)

Green's third integral theorem with an outward( from V(ro) ) normal, 60, gives

J(G(i, O) aO(*)/8no - OO) 8G(0, io)/8nodS(Uo) fJ(o) 60 -(,) + Q~o) G(, i,))dV(i,) (5)

S V

Here, i represents the solution or field point while ro is the integration or source point. For

exterior acoustic scattering problems, there is a contribution from a closing surface at infinity

since the total acoustic field is not zero there; to use the form given here, either # must

represent the scattered field which does vanish at infinity or an incident wave field must be

used for an equivalent Q(Q).

If the field point i is within V(io), the first volume integral yields #(U) while if i is



outside of V(o) it yields zero due to the nature of the delta function., If however, i is on the

boundary surface S( 0 ), i.e., neither inside nor outside of V, the boundary integration includes

the source point R = 0 and leads, with care, to (1/2) O(U) at a smooth boundary location and

some other fraction of 0 at a sharp corner., One way to view this is that only a fraction of

the delta function operates for a solution point on the boundary; this can of course be

rigorously established. For i on S, the integrals are taken in a Cauchy principle value sense,

i.e., excluding the point i - i from the integration. The advantage to this latter "boundary

integral equation" form is that all unknowns are required only on the boundary, i.e., the

problem has been reduced by one dimension. Furthermore, the infinite domain often required in

exterior radiation and scattering problems has been reduced to a solution on the finiti

boundary S., Once this boundary integral equation has been solved, the solution at i in V is

expressed in terms of known quadratures. The boundary integral equation formulation is then

=c) J f(c;U, io)30U)/8n0 - 0(0)G sG, io)/8n0)dS(U0 ) -- I(O) G(, io) dV(fo) (6)

S V

where c = (1, 1/2, 0) for i within V, on S and not within V respectively ( with some other

fraction replacing 1/2 at corners ). Frequently Q(U) is zero, i.e. no field sources and no volume

integration is required at all. In exterior scattering problems, the total wave field may be used

as the dependent variable if the Q integral represents "-1ACfdent. This may be established by

examining the interior solution, i.e. outside of V, which should be zero everywhere, e.g.

Friedman and Shaw2 . Note that if 0 were prescribed on S and G were chosen in a form to be

zero on S, the exact solution would follow for field points anywhere in V; this would then be

"the" Green's function solution to this problem, with other boundary conditions requiring other

"the" Green's functions. In boundary integral equations, G is usually taken as the free--space

or infinite domain Green's function given above. Then if 0 were given on S, eq. (6) with c =

1/2, would be an integral equation of the first kind on a#/an, which appears only under the

integral, on S. Once 80/8n on S is determined, eq. (6) with c = 1 yields results at any field

point within V, etc. It is also worth noting here that the unknown boundary values could also

be determined by placing the field point anywhere outside of V; then eq. (6) will always have c

= 0 and thus always be an integral equation of the first kind. This "null field"or "extinction"

approach avoids the Cauchy principle value but has some numerical solution difficulties, along

with the question of where best to locate the field points, e.g. Bates and Wall4..

Before examining these in detail, it is valuable to consider the physical interpretation of

eq, (6) in terms of distributions of sources and doublets on the surface S which replace the

original physical object by a "saltus" problem, i.e. one with fluid everywhere and allowable

discontinuities in the dependent variable at the original surface. The first surface integral

may be considered as a distribution of simple sources, G(U, io), of strength a#/8n on S while the

second term may be thought of as a distribution of doublets, aG(r, i 0)/8n, of strength - .

These surface distributions cause a discontinuity in the dependent variable and its normal

derivative as a field point moves from within V to outside of V such that the dependent

variable * and its normal derivative go from their actual values within V to zero values

outside of V, Their value on S will be defined to be that of the interior of V since there is

no meanirg here to a value "at" a discontinuity. This is the "direct" boundary integral

formulation. An equally useful "ndiiect" formulation can be made Ir tcr ,tr1h', - ,



either sources alone or doublets alone. In this case the "jump" is only in the normal derivative

or the variable itself respectively and the solution goes from the required one interior to V to

some nonzero artificial one outside of V. These are NOT new concepts. Lambs discussed such

discontinuities at some length in his classic text on hydrodynamics. The direct formulation is

essentially the "mathematical statement of Huygens' principle" as described by Baker and

CopsonS,. It is only the use of digital computers for numerical solutions that has changed their

role in engineering. To illustrate the indirect approach, consider the doublet source

formulation for the Helmoltz equation for an exterior Dirichlet problem;

*() J I o ,o) lG(rro)J/8no dS(ro) (7)

S

which represents the acoustic velocity potential, 0, at a field point in terms of a distribution

of point doublets of strength or on the obstacle surface S. 0 is discontinuous across such a

surface, although the normal derivative of 0 is still continuous, i.e. as i approaches S from

the fluid Q+) and from the interior of the obstacle (it-),

(f)- 4- (1/2) o(r) 4- J c0o) a[G(F,i 0)J/n 0 dS(r 0) (8)

S
004 (1/2) a(M + / e( ) 3[G( ,io)]/8no dS(0o) (9)

Clearly as i approaches the obstacle surface, there is a discontinuity of - a in 0 across S

from the fluid to the interior of the obstacle. For a Dirichlet problem where 0 is given on S,

eq., (9) allows a to be found and eq. (7) allows 0 to be found in the field once or is known;

similar approaches hold for a surface of simple sources.

One other formulation seems appropriate to mention here. There is no actual need to

place these source surfaces, i.e. discontinuities, on the original boundary. They could be

placed in the region outside of the original volume and their source and/or doublet strengths

adjusted to satisfy the original boundary conditions on the original boundary. This approach

is called the "embedding" integral equation formulation since the original volume is now

embedded in a larger domain and was actually one of the first integral equation formulations

used, albeit for potential flow rather than acoustics, e.g. Munk" and Von Kerman e. Here a

typical representation would have

0Q) I '( o) G(O, o) dS( o) + J Q(,) G(, o) dV(U0 ) (10)

S. V.

where S. would be some convenient "embedding" surface such as a circle in 2D or a sphere in

3D placed outside of the original volume and V. is the new total volume which includes the

original domain plus the added volume to extend the domain up to the embedding surface.

Even if there are no sources within the original volume, there may still be occasion to

introduce them in the added domain. If Dirichlet conditions are given on S(i.), i.e. 0(0.) is

known, eq. (10) allows for the solutir-n of ov(ie). Once o is known, eq. (10) with i at any field

location in V allows the solution for #F) just as a normal derivative of eq. (10) with respect to

n() allows 80/8n to be found everywhere in the original domain. Clearly other boundary

conditions could be handled in much the same manner. While this embedding approach a'-ids
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the singular integrals and Cauchy principal values of the "standard" boundary integral equation

method, it has its own advantages and disadvantages. It has been used in some acoustic

problems, e.g. Shaw and Hulngs for eigenvalue problems and Shaw and Huango for radiation and

scattering problems.

b) SOME SOLUTION TECHNIQUES

The classical techniques for the solution of integral equations tend to be overlooked in

engineering practice along, unfortunately, with the available theory. For example, the "interior

eigenvalue" problem, inherent in boundary integral equation formulation itself rather than any

numerical technique, where an exterior radiation or scattering solution by this approach fails

at the eigenvalues of an interior problem with the same geometry and a related boundary

condition, e.g. Schenckii, is most clearly understood in terms of integral equation theory.

i) ELEMENT METHODS: This boundary element method, BEM, approximates both the

surface of integration and the dependent variables by simpler geometrical forms, i.e. shape

functions, over subregions, i.e. boundary elements. For the dependent variable, this implies a

functional variation determined by numerical values at appropriate nodes while for the

geometry this implies certain orders of smoothness for the connectivity of the elements. In

the simplest case, the dependent variables are approximated by a constant "shape function" on

each element and the elements are taken as straight lines in 2D and flat triangles in 3D, ie..

linear "shape functions" which have constant normal directions; this "jargon" is a direct

outgrowth from finite elements and may not always be the best description of what actually is

being done in boundary elements. Consider eq., (6) with Q = 0, for i - it ; i = 1, 2, .. M on S

at a smooth location with S segmented into M elements. Typically, it is chosen at the center

of the geometrical element.

M

(1/2) 0(f,) = J (G(it, i,) 80(io)lano - (o) BG(i,, io)/an0 )dS( 0 ) (11)
k-.l S

Approximating 0 and a*/an as "constants" on each element Sk, regardless of the approximation

of the geometry, this becomes

M g ) M
(l/2)#, = ((a,/an)IkJ G(r,,F)dS(Fo) - Ok IG(F,, 0)/andS 0 )) - , .'lan)Gl1 - *k 4 ,,k} (12)

k-I S, Sk k-I

While this is the "standard" explanation of the lowest order approximation, it must be

pointed out that this is computationally equivalent to using a mean value theorem from

integral calculus with the approximation in eq. (12) being that the unknown location of these

mean values is taken to be the center of the element, Shaw' 2 . The arithmetic does not change

from the "constant" shape function concept, but the interpretation of physical results does.

The constant shape function requires a "ziggurrat" or stepped representation while the mean

value approach only requires that the mean value of the unknown over the element occur at

the midpoint, thereby allowing other constraints such as continuity of the solution from

element to element to be added. Moving the last term to the left hand side of this equation

and calling Ill& - ilk + flik leads to the "standard" boundary element form
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M M

Z Okl4 Hi 57 (8#/Bn)k Gik i 1, 2,.. M (13)
k-i k-I

For any M boundary conditions on the 2 M unknown variables Ot and (8/an), this set of M

equations may be solved for the remaining M unknowns. The "influence coefficients" Gik and

Ili,, are integrals of G and 8G/an over Sp for a field point at ii and are obtained for i P6 k by

standard Gauss integration formulas. For i - k, Gt1 is obtained by a modified Gaus mula,

while for "flat elements" Hit is zero. This latter result is based on the fact that G is a

function of P and aG/an, which is thus proportional to aR/8n, is zero for all points on a "flat"

S, where fit is always perpendicular to R, excluding the point R - 0 since this is a Cauchy

principle value integral. Many reviews of boundary element methods applied to wave problems

are available, e.g. Shaw13 . Embedding element methods have been applied to some acoustic

scattering problems but are still in the process of development, e.g. Shaw and Huang°,

ii) EIGENFUNCTION METHODS: The direct application of eigenfunction expansions to the

governing boundary integral equation, eq. (6), suffers from the drawback that the eigenfunction

expansions for GO(r, ro), given in standard references such as Morse and Feshbach', have

distinct forms for i > r0 and i < i. but no mention is ever made of what happens at i = to.

While Go itself is continuous, its derivatives are not. This difficulty can clearly be resolved,

but this does not appear to be a "method of choice" in the engineering community. Rather, the

T matrix met' 'd or TMM, introduced into acoustics by Waterman 4 , seems to dominate this

approach. Ti method uses eigenfunction expansions based on simple geometries for the

solution of other more complicated geometries, which in a sense is the basis of the classical

Trefftz method. The TMM is applied primarily to exterior problems, i.e. scattering or

radiation into an infinite exterior domain, and has been applied to a variety of problems, e.g.,

acoustic, elastodynamic, water and electromagnetic waves. Consider an infinite homogeneous

acoustic domain, V, with a submerged rigid obstacle of finite surface, S. Take the standard

problem of the scattering of plane time harmonic waves incident on this obstacle; the resulting

scattered wave field is sought. Choosing an appropriate orthogonal set of basis functions,

*,(i), the following expansions may be made for a typical exterior scattering problem:

0.(i) - j a, Rel *,,() ] (14)
p-o

V.U) O() - O,() .- f t' ,,( ) (15)
n-o

*(Q) Re( *-(t0) I ; r > roG(f,io) - en~o, (16)

, -(fo) Re( *() J ; ro > r

The factor 3, (i/4 in 2D), is typical of the T matrix notation. The governing integral equation

is then written twice, once for i on the circumscribed surface and once for i on the inscribed

surface; note that neither of these points is on the original boundary surface,

0() - 0.0 a- 020) 1 00,) aG(f,i,)/3n,, dS(U0) ; r > r, (17)

S
#, " 00,r') aGOr'rVlno dS(o) ; r. > r (18)

S
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If the field on the scattering surface, 0(0o), were itself expanded in an appropriate set of basis

functions, e.g. Y.( 0 ) where Y. might be fa., Re[ '., 3, etc.,

00.) - ± a. Y-(r0) (19)
m-o

then f. and ap could be related to each other through the elimination of ax.. For real basis

functions, Y., the definition of the Q matrix as

- I Y.(ao) at*a(wo)/an dS&ro) (20)

S

leads to the equations

f. - - 0 ± c,. ReiQ..] (21)
m-O

ap 0 s LQP (22)
m-o

f, - - Z T ap Qp"' Re[Qn,,l - * p T,, (23)
p-O m-o p-o

Thus given an appropriate set of basis functions, Y.(re), and the scattering geometry S, the

matrix Q and thus the matrix T can be computed. For a complex set of basis functions Y., the

details are modified somewhat, e.g. Martinis . It is clear that this procedure could have been

halted at eq. (21) where c. could be found in terms of f., i.e. the surface potential

coefficients in terms of the known incident wave coefficients. This would ( rrespond to the
'null-field' method ariang from the location of field or solution points outside of the acoustic

domain where the field should be identically zero. Since the TMM is based on the same

integral equation formulatio-i as the BEM, it should also be subject to the "fictitious interior

aigenvalue" failure problem. While this problem was also recognt7ed *erly on in the

development of the TMM, t .g. Waterman"1, and in methods for circumventing it such as the use

of the full complex form (f '. for the basis set Y. by Martin's, which implicitly recognizes

the existence of the 'fictitious interior eigenvalue' problem when only the real part of t., or

its normal derivative is usFd for Y., it does not seem to be of great concern in practice. This

may be seen for example .n a typical recent discussion of the relative merits of the TMM and

BEM, Tobocmani , where this difficulty is pointed out for the BFM but not mentioned for the

TMM. In fact, Waterman" recommended the use of the real part of *o for the basis set Y.,

This disparity between principle and practice led to a study illustrated by an example of 2D

scattering by a circular cylinder of radius a, i.e. Shaw and Huang. Embedding methods based

on eigenfunction expansions turn out to be nothing other than the well known Trefftu method,

Sut with a clearer understanding .f the physical mening of this time honored approach, Shaw

and Hluang., 9

ii) OTHER METHODS: These include such classical methods as iteration, e.g. Chertock*' ,

asymptotc expansions in either frequency or geometry, e.g. Shaw", etc. While of interest,

these do not seem general enough for standard mehods, but do have theoretical significance.

Coupled interior structure-exterior fluid problems are a direct extansion of these concepts.
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ABSTRACT

Previous research has determined the far-field sound pressure radiated from the upper surface of a line-
driven, fluid-loaded infinite flat plate with attached rib stiffeners spaced periodically.

In this study, the plate is configured to have two sets of rib stiffeners, though the formulation may be
extended to include additional rib stiffner sets. The stiffener. composing a given set are identical and are spaced
penodically with distance 1. However, one set of ribs is shifted by an amount A from the other set. In this
manner, portions of the plate may be configured with repeating sections having nonperiodic rib spacing.

The research shows that a periodically stiffened plate produces a symmetrical far-field directional radiation
pattern. Whereas, a nonperiodic rib-stiffened plate generates unsymmetrical radiation characteristics.

INTRODUCTION

Acoustic radiation from stiffened plates has been investigated over the past thirty years with a primary
focus on far-field solutions of the radiated acoustic pressure from periodically stiffened structures. Romanov I I
calculated the radiated power from an infinite plate due to a field or random line forces driving the plate between
two frames spaced a distance 21 apart and symmetric about the origin. Both sides of the plate were fluid loaded.
Evseev [2] determined the far-field radiation from an infinite thin plate with attached frames periodically spaced at
a distance 1. The fluid-loaded plate was driven by a harmonic point force. The effect of the atiached frames was
modeled as a reaction force applied at each attachment location. The frames were allowed to have mass and
bending stiffness properties, but not rotational stiffness. Garrelick [31 presents results that show the far-field
radiated pressure from a two-framed, a four-framed, and a plate stiffened by an infinite set of periodic frames over
a wide band of frequencies. Mace [4) considered the far-field radiated pressure from an infinite fluid-loaded plate
having two sets of rib stiffeners, one set spaced an integer multiple of the periodic spacing of the other set. A
harmonic point force was applied to the unloaded surface of the plate and the far-field pressure was obtained by
the method of staionary phase. The frames did not exert moment reactions on the plate. Burroughs [S extended
the formulation given by Mace to analyze the far-field radiation from a fluid-loaded infinite cyclindrical shell
having periodic and identical circular intermediate ring supports and bulkhead supports.

This paper investigates the far-field sound pressure radiated from the upper surface of a linz-driven, fluid-
loaded stiffened infinite flat plate. The formulation presented here allows for one set of identical periodically
spaced rib-stiffeners to e offset from another set of periodically spaced rib-stiffeners. The method can be
extended to many sets of frames, all of which have a different offset from one another. Hence, composite
sections of the plate may be desigred, over any length scale, to possess nonperiodic frame spacing.
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Figure I is a conceptual illustration of the fluid-loaded, rib-stiffened infinite flat plate under investigation.
- The plate is fluid-loaded on the upper surface only; the lower surface is in vacuo. An external time harmonic line
[ force of magnitude F0 is applied perpendicularly to the plate's lower surface.

~FLUID z / Y

I / )'RIBI-'

a
VACUUM RIB -Ia

Fo
Fig. 1. Geometry of flat plate showing two sets of rib-stiffeners and

the external forces acting on the stiffened plate.

Two sets of attached rib-stiffeners are shown and both are spaced periodically with a distance denoted as
t One set of stiffeners is offset from the other set by a distance denoted as A. The stiffeners composing a given
set are identical, i.e., they have the same cross-sectional areas and material properties. The properties of one set,

- however, can differ from that of the other set.
E The elastic plate is of uniforn thickness, h. It is isotropic, homogeneous, and its transverse motion isf assumed to be govered by Euler-Bernoulli's equation of motion. Rotary inertia and shear deformation effects

within the plate are neglected. The plate has structural damping which has been included by allowing for a
r= complex Young's modulus having a loss factor 11.

The rib-stiffeners exert reactive forces upon the plate, but not angular moments. Eatwell [6] and Mace (71
have included angular displacements or rotations of the rib-stiffeners and the extension is not difficult. For
simplicity, though, this analysis neglects angular displacements of the stiffeners and the angular moments their

[ displacements produce. The time variation, e- ioCt, of all of the applied loads is suppressed throughout the
Sanalysis.

Given the above conditions, the governing equation of motion for the surface displacement of the plate,
S w(x,y), is

)-mQ) 2 w(x) = Pe(x) -Pa(x) - {Pi(x) + P2(x)), (1)
dx4

twhere D is the plate's rigidity, m is the plate's mass per unit area, and co is the applied excitation frequency.
The external pressure due to the applied line force is denoted Pe(x) and the acoustic pressure acting on the

j upper surface of the plate is Pa(x,O). The total pressure exerted by all of the sets of rib stiffeners are Pi(x) and
P2(x).

Equation (1) is transformed, term by term, using Exponential Fourier transforms, which are defined as

%(k) = J w(x) e-ikxdx,
-.00

S and
00

w(k) =1 % (k) e'i"'dk.

Equation (1) can be immediately transformed and the result is given as

(Dk4
- mo 2) %,(k) = Pe(k) - Pa(k) - {(P(k) + P2(k)), (2)
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where the - denotes the transformed expressions.
The transform of the external pressure due to the applied line force, which acts along a line parallel to the

rib-stiffeners, at some distance x0, with constant force, FO, is simply

Pe(k) = Foe-ikxo. (3)

The acoustic pressure, Pa(x,O), applied to the plate's upper surface is determined in the usual manner, i.e.,
through the acoustic wave equation and the condition of continuity of momentum at the interface of the plate and
the fluid medium. The transformed response of the fluid loading pressure is well-documented, Junger [8], and
can be written as

_i k 02
j SPa(z,k) -ipo) 2  (k) I k I< ko

and

Pa(z,k) = -P 2 W(k) -k k,

where k0 =, which is the acoustic wavenumber.
Substituting these values into the inverse transform integral for the physical radiated pressure from the

fluid-loaded stiffened plate's surface gives

_____ i\Jiri2 z
e eikXdk. (4)

The transformed acoustic pressure acting on the surface of the plate is

Pa(O,k) = -ipO° 2 g'(k) I k 1:< k0, (5a)
and 0 k

Pa(Ok)P0 k I k I > k0. (5b)

a It is assumed that the reaction force produced by each rib-stiffener acts over an infinitely narrow region
and each set of stiffeners produces a total reactive pressure of

00

Pl(x) = - ml' Co2 u1(x) 8(x-ni), (6a)
n=-00

and 00
P2(x) = - g m2' co2u2(x) 8(x-(nj+A)), (6b)

n=-co
where mj' and m2' are the mass per unit length of each of the rib stiffener sets. The displacement of each set of
rib stiffeners is denoted ul(x) and u2(x).

Both of the above equations are transformed with respect to x and, assuming the order of integration, may
be interchanged with the summations, the following is obtained:

00PI (k) =-ml'(o 7, w(n) e~ikn, (7a)

and 5
00

P2(k) =-m2'0)2  w(nf + A) e-ik(ni+A) (7b)
(k=wn+- )

Notice that the plate's displacement, w(It) and w(nt+A), has been substituted for the displacement of the
I rib's displacement, u(nlt) and u(nt+A), since the plate and ribs are rigidly attached at ':n = nt and xn = n t+A.

Also notice that equations (7a) and (7b) are not in terms of the transformed variable, k, but are in terms of a
physical displacement variable, nt and nL+A. I
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By introducing a new transformation domain, denoted as the domain, manipulations may be performed
to write equations (7a) and (7b) in terms of the wavenumber, k.

The manipulation is accomplished by introducing the transform shown below:

w(n1) = w()ei (nj)dC. (8)

Substituting equation (8) into equations (7a) and (7b) and incorporating Poisson's summation formula gives
PI(k) =S { 'n =.(C--(k ))d , (9a)

-m2o)2  G
27 t n=--o -I

Interchanging the order of the summation and integration, the integrals of equations (9a) and (9b) can be
evaluated exactly, yielding

00

PI(k) = KI I %(k + nkj) (10a)
n=-.oo

P2(k) = K2 Z w(k + nkt)einkjA, (10b)
n1=-oo

where -m'022 K2 = -mj= T
KI - K2 t"

Note that ki is a constant wavenumber corresponding to the periodic inter-rib spacing, t. The other terms, Kj and
K2, represent the dynamic mass of the attached rib stiffeners.

Substituting all of the transformed external pressures, equation (3), equations (5a) and (5b), equations
(10a) and (10b) back into equation (2) yields the fluid-loaded stiffened plate's wavenumber response, though not
in an explicit form, i.e.,

00 00

%(k) F(k) - KIY(k) , %(k + nk) - K2Y(k) I %(k + nk)eiklnA. (11)
n=--** n=--o

where
iF(k) =- (k) Y k k

D(k4 kb) - -' . Ik IS k0

(S(k)

D(k4-k k ko,

m0.2 2 ,,2,
m(02

and kb =-i-, the free "in vacuo" plate wavenumber. Note that if additional sets of rib stiffeners, of different
size and offset, had been included, equation (11) would simply become

%(k) = F(k) - Y(k) { (KI + K2 einkl
A l +... + KN einkiAN' l ) w(k + nkj) }. (12)

n=-oo

The difficulty now lies in determining an explicit expression for the plate's wave'iumber response, %(k).
That is, it is necessary to manipulate equation (11) such that the summations that contain the wavenumber
response, %,(k + nkl), must be written in terms of known quantities.

The following summation expressions are defined, where the subscript p denotes the integer value in the
summation exponent.
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I
t Wp(k) f  ZF(k + nkt) eikniAp,

~nff-- 00

Fp(k) F(k + nkg) eijp,
n=-*

00

Yp(k) f  Y(k + nk t ) eik n Ap.
n

-

Each summation defined above has the following key property:

Gp(k + mkt) = Gp(k) e-imkapA.

The expression for the summed plate response, Wp(k), is substituted into equation (11) and yields

%(k) = F(',) - KIY(k) WO(k) - K2Y(k) W1(k). (13)

To explicitly solve for %(k) in equation (13), let k k + kim, and sum both sizes of equation (13) over all m,
which, considering the above relationship, yields

WO(k) - FO(k) - KIYO(k)WO(k) - K2Y-I(k)Wl(k). (14)

Returning to equation (13), both sides are now multiplied by eiktm, the substitution k = k + ktm is made,
and both sides are summed over all integers in, which yields

Wl(k) = FI(k) - KIYI(k)WO(k) - K2Y(k)Wj(k). (15)

Equations (14) and (15) are solved simultaneously for WO(k) and W1(k) and are substituted back into
equation (13). Hence, the explicit wavenumber response of the fluid-loaded, infinite flat plate having two sets of
attached rib stiffeners is
%(k) =F(k) -Y(k)*

K2(I+KIYp(k)) F1 (k)+ KI(I+K2Yo(k)) Fp(k) - KIK2 (Fo(k)YI(k) + FI(k)YI(k)) } (16)

1 + (KI+K 2)YO(k) + KIK2(Y (k) - Y(k)Y(k))

For the special case of identical rib stiffeners spaced periodically with distance t (for example K2 = 0.0), equation
(16) simplifies to

Y(k)KI F0(k)
%(k) : F(k) - 1 + K1 Y0(k) (17)

Each additional set of rib stiffeners introduces an additional summation, Wp(k), which must be solved
simultaneously with the other summation terms to obtain the explicit form of the plate's wavenumber response.
For example, ten independent rib-stiffener sets, nine of which have different offset, would generate ten equations
in ten unknowns, WO(k), WI(k), ..., W9(k).

FAR-FIELD ACOUSTIC RADIATIONI The inversion integral, equation (4), may be evaluated in the far-field by introducing a cylindrical
coordinate transformation and employing the method of stationary phase, Junger [8]. The stationary phaseasymptotic expansion, for an applied line force is,

P(R,O) iRk(1+i)

The geometric, material, and acoustic fluid properties used for the numerical calculations are given in Table
1. Two configurations are considered, i.e., the BASELINE design and the ALTERNATE design. Both config-
urations will be compared to each other and with an unstiffened plate, which is simply referred to as an 4
UNRIBBED configuration. Throughout this section, as am aid to the reader, the configurations will be capitalized.
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Table 1. Geometric, Material, and Acoustic Properties

Geometrical Properties:
Plate Thickness (h) 0.0254 m (1.0 in.)
Periodic Rib Spacing (1)

Baseline 0.6035 m (23.75 in.)
Alternate 0.30175 m(1 1.8 in.)

Cross-Sectional Rib Area (a x b)
Baseline 0.004215 m2 (6.5 in.2)
Alternate 0.001935 m2 (3.0 in.2)

Material Proge:
Young's Modulus (Steel, E) 19.1 1010 Pa (27.7 106 psi)
Modulus Loss Factor (Steel, TI) -0.02
Density (Steel, ps) 7.7 103 kg/m 3 (475 lbf/ft3)
Poisson's Ratio (Steel, v) 0.28

Fluid Jjrpk res:
Density (Water, Po) 1.0 103 kg/m3 (62 lbfft3 )
Sound Speed (Water, co) 1.5 103 m/s (4921 ft/s)

The magnitude o the line force is 1 kN (224 lbf), and the force is applied directly beneath a rib-stiffener at
the plate's origin. The frequencies of excitation were chosen as 250 Hz, 500 Hz, 1000 Hz, and 2000 Hz. AU of
these frequencies are below coincidence for the plate investigated.

Figures 2 through 5 are directionality patterns that show, in decibels, the difference in far-field sound
pressure level of the BASELINE and ALTERNATE plate configurations, with and without periodic offset,
relative to the UNRIBBED plate. The directionality refers to the change in the magnitude of the radiated pressure
with variation of polar angle, 9. The angle varies from -89 degrees to 89 degrees at a fixed radial distance, R, of
I meter. For all of the figures, the applied line force is fixed at the plate's origin.

For the UNRIBBED plate, the radiation pattern in omnidirectional, showing no preference for radiation at
any angle, for frequencies less than the coincidence frequency. At coincidence, which for the UNRIBBED plate
is approximately 9800 Hz, the radiated pressure becomes strongly directional.

Figure 2 illustrates the directionality pattern of the BASELINE plate at a frequency of 250 Hz. As might
be expected, the low frequency radiation characteristics of the BASELINE and UNRIBBED plates are similar.
Both configurations radiated pressure equally in all directions at low frequency, with the ribbed BASELINE being
only a moderately stronger radiator than the UNRIBBED plate.At 2,000 Hz, the directionality pattern shown in Figure 3 shows a strong dependence of acoustic radiation
with direction. The BASELINE design is no longer omnidirectional. Radiation peaks are seen at approximately
±5 degrees; nulls occur at ±10 degrees. Notice, over much of the angular space, the BASELINE design radiates
less acoustic pressure into the far-field than the UNRIBBED plate.

20 1
3 10 .... .. .
w

[ . - -o _ _ _ _ ,

Fig. 2. Directionality pattern showing the difference in the far-field radiation of the BASELINE plate
relative to the UNRIBBED plate at a frequency of 250 -z.
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Fig. 3. Directionality pattern showing the difference in the far-field radiation of the BASELINE plate
relative to the UNRIBBED plate at a frequency of 2000 Hz.

At 2,000 Hz, as shown in Figure 4, the radiation pattern of the ALTERNATE plate relative to the
UNRIBBED plate is strongly directional. The overall pattern shown, with a radiation peak at 0.0 degrees or
normal to the plate's surface, is similar to that shown at 500 Hz for the BASELINE plate in Figure 5. Notice in
Figure 4, except for a narrow angular region centered about 0.0 degrees, the ALTERNATE plate radiates less
sound than that which is radiated by the UNRIBBED plate for an excitation frequency of 2,000 Hz.

Figure 5 compares the directionality patterns of the BASELINE plate and a "30% shifted" BASELINE
plate, both relative to the UNRIBBED plate, at an excitation frequency of 500 Hz. The "30% shifted"
BASELINE plate has an offset, A=l.3() which produces overall nonperiodic frame spacing.

The radiation patterns for the peiodic rib spacing given by the BASELINE and ALTERNATE
configurations all were symmetric in polar angle about the applied line force. It is apparent ,then, in Figure 5 that
the "30% shifted" BASELINE configuration, which has nonperidoic rib spacing, is slightly unsymmetrical at 500
Hz with a narrow radiation peak that occurs at approximately 2 degrees.

Many investigators, such as Gorman (9], Romanov [ 1], and others, have recognized that the plate's
internal structural damtping alters the magnitude of the rAdiated acoustical pressure from that of a stiffened plate.
Increasing the structural loss factor71, will decrease the magnitude of the radiation pcaks, while decreasing
damping will increase the magnitude of these radiation peaks. The effect is noted here, thoumg, in typical
engineering applications, a plate material is specified b, other considerations and !he structuei damping factor is
fixed. Hence, it is unlikely that this effect can be exploited.

'F

-0 -50 o so so

OIDEGNEE)
Fig. 4. Directionality pattern showing the difference in the farfield radiation of the ALTERNATE plate

relative to the UNRIBBED pite at a frequency of 250 Hz.A
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the directionality patterns of the BASELINE plate and the
"30% shifted" BASELINE plate at a frequency of 500 Hz.

CONCLUSIONS

It was shown in Figure 4, the ALTERNATE configuration at 2,000 Hz, that less far-field sound is
radiated from the stiffened plate than from the unstiffened plate over most of the angular radiation space.
Therefore, the attachment of rib-stiffeners to a plate may reduce, at selected frequencies, the radiated sound
compared to that generated by an unstiffened plate.

AU of the directional radiation patterns of the periodic stiffened plate were symmetric in polar angle. For an
offset which introduced nonperiodic spacing, the directionality patterns were no longer symmetric Itwould
appear that the stiffeners may act tK an array of sources radiating pressures that constructively and destructively
interfere in the far-fie. A reconucndation for future work would be to determine whether an equivalent source
strength for a tib-stiffener could be obtained and used as an acoustical source in an array of sources. The
directionality patterns given here could then be compared to those generated from an array of equivalent sources.
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THE EFFICENCY OF LAYERED HOUSING$
WITH ARBITR1ARY SHAPE
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ABSTRACT

Method of calculang Of sound transmission lose by using layered housings with diferent viscous
and elasti laysee of arbitrary shape Is developed. Tihe dynamics of layers. Ws described by means of
correct relations of elasticity without sinmplfcations. The effectine of the. structure to measured by
energy flow method like described by M.Crocker.

THEORETICAL MIRTHO.)

Whenm we have m~ 'I elatlo laye in a paicae of layers then Its garmonical vlbralions can be
described by means of m&W). presentaion. Let us introduce a vector S0

Vr1
P(1

This means the boundary ooadilone on one *I,' of the layer. Then on time ether side of the layer of
thickness It we have 8s 1m (b) which Is oonewfled with 8U1 by rolation:

of~h) al 9(2)

where S Is the transition matrix. Its eleninnts a, we determined earlier II [13:

I all &I~ a h

ai M 1 043

1142 a4s
BEL
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A

f A. 2, A+
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as I a43l lIkh;

2
pkk I

For the whole pakage which has N layers the resulting transition matrix z is:

X n n 4

It Ie necessary to note that the matrix (2) describes arolitery motion of thin viscoc~faslc layer and when
we suppose Pi - P2 I ri - r - 0 then from Eqe.(2) one cus obtain a dispersive equation of free
vibrations of the layer. The viscously Is described by i-roduclng Imaginary parts In parameters
Lam# A.,v

A- As(0 1 At1), 6 =sl 12). 6

where viscous coeffileis I~ i and q2 May be functions of
When we have Into the palcage a liquid or gas layer then for It the transition metric Is:

cos(qh) I sin(qh) Coo

cos (qh) 6

Here : q - a4~ It k2) 1 1  c -sound velocity In considered layer. and # - areigc C~ t ) - the

Incident angle.
For this case:

trl- 2- 0
. 7

and due to this condition we obtain from vector B , a vector:

Ais - Ij VIf~ 8
which Is necessary In calculating the sound transniflon through the liquid layer.

Relative Io the Incident sound wave P I- I. +R. V ,- I/ pc) (I - Rt )coos . and
P, D, V . 2- ( I/ c) D cose , where Rt Is the reflection amplitude, and D Is the Vransmitlon

anpitude, q D - C 1/ 2 ) Re (P 2, *I)

CONCLUSION

With the help of special software based on described above algorithm we ean calculate sound
bransmissrion t1rough arbitrary pakage of layers and mae the optimizalion the sound Insolation of a
partition. When :he partition Is of cylindrical shape we developed our method on the case of cylindrical
layers (21
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ABSTRACT

Sound radiation by an arbitrary structure, affected by discontinuities
is analysed. A discontinuity strongly influences the structure radiation,
small inhomogeneity being not a sign of slight variations of the acoustic
field. Its effect depends on the Q-factor of the structure and its kind.
A structure can have too many discontinuities that influence its
radiation. Therefore one must search for a simple qualitative solution
rather than complicate the calculation scheme by additional terms. This
report is concerned with such qualitative analysis.

INTRODUCTION

The sound radiation by structures is of interest for noise control.
One of the possible methods to solve the structure sound radiation
problem is the method of limited differences. Evidence short,.oming of
this method is its complexity caused by a great number of coupling
elements. Moreover it is difficult to interpret results obtained and to
prognosis of these variations under the alternation of the structure
construction.

Because of that it is more convenient separate the structure by simple
subsystems that can have arbitrary wave size. and analyse their coupling
(1,21. If in the sound radiation some one of the subsystems predominates,
other subsystems can be described as discontinuities. This important case
is analysed in the present paper.

The most interesting frequency region includes frequencies up to X_4,
where X0 is the sound wavelength and L is the characteristic size of %the
structure noise active element. Radiation losses in this region are small
in comparison with the structural dampng. Therefore radiation on
resonance can have the great magnitude. At frequency 1,0 L sound radiation
of the structure is equivalent to the superposition of ultipole
radiation. The contribution of each mltipole decreases as its order
grows [3). Sound radiation is determined by a small order of multipole
sources, while the vibration field is determined by the highest multipole
orders. Hence, the discontinuities that causing elastic wave scattering
can lead the energy canalization from high to low order of multipole.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Now we'll obtain the conditions of sound radiation inrreasing under
the presence of discontinuities and determine the class of structures
that are more sensible to them.

Let us have complete information about homogeneous structures (natural
frequency and form of vibration modes, acoustic impedances etc. ). Using
the methbd of small disturbances one can represent a normal component of
velocity as an asymptotic row:

V=W(): MV( )  M w )()~ ) t .. 1) M

where the J-th term has the order O(J) and 8r.IZZ, Z is the impedance
of discontinuity (its wave size is assumed less than I), Z. is the
characteristic impedance of structure.

A nonresonant component weakly depends on 8 if Ot. Therefore, a
corresponding equation for the acoustic power of the structure with
discontinuities has the same form that for a homogeneous structure:

S- (0) (o). (2)

lq

where : q is the acoustic impedance of modes (3) and (lq).
tOn resonant frequencies of the structure with discontinuities
the resonant co.ponent of radiation is determined by the sum of the own
radiation of mode (J) and reradiation by discontinuities.

lk3 = ( I (3)

The AIj value can be represented in the following form [41:
gkj-a+P+7, where a. P, 7 have orders O(OQ), O(ef), o(8), Q is
Q-factor. From eq. for a, p. Tone can make the following conclusions
(see Ap ix):

1. 1Aa qiqI kjkjD the ratio can have a great
magnitude. Therefore it is possible to enrich radiation frequency
response characteristics.

2. A dissipative discontinuity (a term) changes the radiation level
stronger than the inertial one.

3. A single (n-) discontinuity always increases radiation while in
case (01) both increasing and decreasing are possible.

Now we'll analyse the simplest case Of single inertial discontinuity
and determine the conditions under which thi increasing of radiation
takes place. In ref. (51 the expression for effective value of radiation
resistance was obtained:

re, 4ql , (1(),B) (4)

where ai,4Va is the mass of discontinuity to mode mass ratio. wit are
the natural ?r.quencies, qj(f) are eigen functions, I is the point of
excitation, B is the point of discontinuity localization.

Note that the radiation increase is possible only in case when
radiation resistances %I are less than structural resistances. Already
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this condition restricts the numer of cases which are worth analysing.
The most important cases are cases where sound radiation is determined by
slow flexural waves.

In the 1=3 case discontinuity leads to decrease of vibration amplitude
because the structure's input impedance increases. In the jlqf case the
input impedance increases as the first power of aq, while (q) increase
as the second power of a . Hence we can always search for a that
corresponds to equal values of these terms. From the other hand IWz,
must be less than a unit. From this condition we determine the highest
possible magnitude of L

One can be convinced that the radiation level growth takes place under
the following condition (5):

where is the frequency nearest to iL (bL a,). The eq. (5) -s
= obtained under the assumption Iu -%1 I/kjg.1

The eq. (5) restricts the class of structures whose radiation is
sensibile to discontinuity. Let wiwq, and rewrite (5) in the following
form:

I 4/d() , (6)

where G() is the function of resonance density. Eq. (6) has a general
form, that allow us to analyse the structures of different kind.

The comWative analysis for beam, plates and shells show that shells
are the most sensibile to discontinuity. Here it is both high resonance
density and strong difference between radiation resistances.

Nov we'll analyse the sound radiation dependence on the distribution
function of discontinuities. For simplicity, we consider sound radiation
of a flat plate. In a more comon case, variations are qualitative rather
then quantitative.

The space spectrum of the vibration field is represented as follows:
W(11)= T i 1.1 T

where Si I)-(f #q(9)sV(dt1) is the form function.

iiS The expression for the soun radiation has a form:

4 2CNqqS1,(t) ezpu1f + Z.ViP'i?)(8

where po' co is the density of fluid and sound velocity. respeutively,
1- uc o, z is the normal to the plate surface Z, 7 is the exciting
forc

We use the results of ref. (6) and rewrite eq. (8) in the following
form:

is.,



k0F exp( oR) p0COS)
0P (9)

where , k ./.
One can see from eq. (9) that the sound radiation is proportional to

characteristic impedance ratio. Acoustic impedance depends on the
magnitude of the form-function at the stationary phase point of the
±ntegral (8). It is evident that S(R) corresponds to the square of the
acoustic active region.

Under S() definition it is the convolution of Fourier transforms of

01q(1) function and the weight function el). Function l) is the
prolongation of 1 (1) on the infinite plane, 8(1)=I if I c Z and e(l)o
outside 2 region. In the case of the structure with discontinuitles whose
mass distribution is given by expression m8=,4(1), where fI()df-1, the
eigen-functions of such system have the following form £6]:qt)4 fl 11,/ (1).

Therefore the form-function can be expressed by the convolution of
three Fourier transforms:

s q(r()(P)O(e),G(O- /2) (10)

If the radiation is caused by slow flexural waves, G( )K. Hence the
cause of radiation is either edges (8 function) or discontinuities (0
function). The width of the space spectrum increases proportional to the
width of e, 0 spectra. Thus one can state that the greatest alternation
of sound radiation pattern takes place for a single local discontinuity.
We note that similar results were obtained earlier by an other method of
analysis (eq. 3).

In conclusion, we represent the results of calculation of the
frequency response (FR) characteristic of a cylindrical shell. A steel
shell of finite length is submerged in water. The parameters of the
shell L/R-5, h/RO.01, (I00, I=I of the total mass of the shell (L is
the shell length, h is the shell walls thickness). A thin line
corresponds to mGcase, while a thick line, to 1=1%. On the first hand
we point, that the FP is enreached. The high order multipole modes of the
vibration field are displayzd in radiation. Here the radiation
directivity of appearin? peaks has a simple dipole shape and doesn't
depend on the order of £he vibration field mode. It means that the energy
is canalized by dipole modes. Morecver, one can prove that the
directivity coincides with the characteristic directivity that has a
simple dipole shape in the frequency range, which corresponds to Fig. 1
['TI.

SUMMAY
Now we formulate the main results of our paper.
1. It was shown that discontinuity can be the cause of extremely high

level of noise and the mechanism of radiation increase was explained.
2. The conditions of radiation increase were obtained and the class of

structures whihc are the most sensible to discontinuity was determined.
3. The influence of discontinuity distribution was analysed. A single

local discontinuity leads to the most alternation of radiation pattern.
All these results can be used for the rough estimation of scund

radiation level. The eq. (4) allow us to evaluate the contribution of the
each channel of energy canalization. Thus we can determine the
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directivity of sound radiation from structures wt so nfthniesprtn
Authors believe that their results can helptoslefth imran

problem of huiman protection against high level noise.

Y11

20

03.5 7.0 10.5 14. 0 KOL
Fig. 1--Frequency response. Y=IP/( ikOF/4nr) (dB)
Line I. corresponds to hcomneous shel 1,
Line 2 - the shell with mass M=1' .
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APPENDIX

The a, p, 7 values are determined by the following expressions (4]:,

a -~~z ~ ki<~~-Q ,1 4~S (z + z)I3iq

I

where ' 7 are natural frequncies and decrements of the structure

a2 (i3+qZ

with discontinuities, i.s the number of discontinuities.

The angle parentheses .mean the scalar multiplication operation. All
S equations were obtained uner Zi =g l condton 10k. - Kroneker

S symbol ).

i156 O

1 p= rz qq i 4 i Ij i qj i r
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ABSTRACT
A new approach and fet numerical algorithm based on the Equivalent Sources Method are presented

for solving the radiation problem of a forced vibrating structure in medium for the came of known linear
operator describing the elastic sourface vibrations in vacuum. It is obtained the one-step solution to
this problem with controlled accuracy. In this way both the structure surface vibration in medium and
the sound field are described by the same system of functions - Green's functions of simple sources,
placed inside the structure. This algorithm is mathematically backgrounded and its peculiarities are
investigated in details. The answer to the question, how to choose the optimal values of its parametrers,
is obtained. Several new results are presented which are concerned with the sound energy characteritics
of force vibrating beams and open shells with known los factor and their dependencies on geometric and

S physical parameters.

I INTRODUCTION

In various branches of acoustics it is often required to solve the acousto-elastic problem of sound radiation
from a finite elastic structure vibrating in a medium under the action of kinematic or force exitation.
There is a large body of literature on the problem where a number of methods have been proposed, the

l; Boundary Element Method (in combination with the Fivite Element Method) being the most commonly
used (see, e.g.,[1]).

Recently, a comparativily new approach was introduced in acoustics for treating the problem, which
accured to be, from numerical point of view, more efficient when applied to structures of complex geometry
[2-9]. The principal idea of the approach is in replacing the structure under study by an ensembly of point
sources (equivalent sources - ES) located inside the structure.

This Equivalent Sources Method - the ESM (in the American literature it is called the Method of Su-
perposition - SUP) was proposed in 1930-ies by V.D.Kupradse for obtaining an approximate solution of
the boundary value problem of the Neumann or Dirichlet type[2]. It was widely used in Russian pubblica-
tions in 1960-70-ies for solving the Neumann problem in electrostatics, elastostatics and electrodynamics.
There are several works of this period where the method was mathematically backgrounded (see review
in [3]). The extention of the ESM to the radiation problem for a forced vibrating body (with prescribed
external forces) was given in [3]. It was shown in the work that the equivalent sources, with properly
defined amplitudes, are good modelling not only the radiated sound field outside the structure but the
structure suface vibration as well. The main numerical features of the method were also investigated in

~ this paper.
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The fact that both the structure vibration and the sound field are described, in the ESM, by the same
system of functions (i.e., by the ES) greatly simplifies the corresponding numerical algorithms and reduces
considerably the computation time (compared to the commonly used methods). Its high efficiency was
confirmed in the paper [8] were the ESM was compared with the BEM in the scattering problem for elatic
shells.

There is one more important feature of the ESM. It has a controlled accuracy, and one can easily find
the necessary compromise between the accuracy of the reslts obtained and the volume of computations.

It is the objective of the report to show how to choose the optimal values of the parameters of the ESM
algorithm. Several results are presented which are obtained bythe ESM and concern the sound energy
characteristics of forced vibrating beams and open shells with known loss factor and their dependencies
on geometric and physical parameters.

2 THE ESM ALGORITHM AND ITS PARAMETERS

The mathematical formulation of the acousto-elutic problem is as follows.Considering the forced vibrating
structure as an elastic body of finite size V with a closed surface S and trying to predict its harmonic field
in the boundless medium one has to find a solution to the Helmholts equation

Ap + k2p =0, (1)

satisfying the radiation condition

lim r(dp/dr - skp) 0 (2)

and two boundary conditions on the body surface S:

t= ( -'p)Op/On =v on S (3)

Lv+p=f on S (4)
Here p is the sound pressure, k is the wave number, v denotes the medium particles velocity in n-direction,
v denotes the elastic body particles velocity in n-direction, n is the outward normal, L is a li iar operator
describing the elastic structure surface vibrations in vacuum, f is the prescribed external force acting on
the structure (factor exp(-twt) is suppressed). In this problem the amplitudes of surface vibration v and
pressure p are unknown, and the external force is known.

It should be emphasised that the known operator L in eq.(4) is defined with respect to the structure
surface. It might be a differential operator (as for beams and thin plates) or matrix operator resulting
from a finite element procedure after eliminating all inner degrees of freedom.

Let us consider the extention of the ESM to the acousto-elastic problem (1)-(4). According to the
ESM one must approximately represent the pressure field radiated from the surface S by a sumn of simple
fields generated by N point sources (monopoles or dipoles) placed inside V on an auxiliary surface So or
on a line lo ( Fig.1.):

N

)Wl

It is assumed that the coordinates rj of the equivalent sources are prescribed, but their amplitudes mj are
to be found. The Green's function g is known: e.g. for a monopole g(r, rj) = expskJr - rl)/4irlr -
The modelling sound pressure (5) produces on S the normal velocity function

N

v.(-) 1 - ph,(), (8)
jul

where h, = (uwp)' 18g(s, ri)/On is the normal velocity created on S(s) by a unit source at the point ri .
The pressure in the form (5) satisfies already the Helmholts equation (1) and the radiation conditions

(2), it rest. to satisfy the boundary conditions (3),(4). Substituting equations (5) and (6) into these
conditions one obtains on S approximately:

N N

f (8)X E PAfLM,) +g,(s)] = o)(8) (7)
juljl
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Thus, the unknown amplitudes are to be found as a coefficients of the expansion of prescribed function
f in nonorthogonal functions h,(s) and gj(s). The fundamental theoretical result underling this type of
expansion is that the functions h,(s), g,(s) are linearly independent and form complete function systems
(in the least mean square sence) [1]. It means that the quadrati- functional

~N
jv-

tends to zero when number of functions encreases (N -- oo). As a result of the completeness, every finite
function f on S can be expanded in these functions with arbitrary high accuracy depending on the number
N. Minimization of the functional (8) by varying mi leads to the system of N linear algebraic equations
for N unknown amplitudes of the equivalent sources

A#= (9)

where p7 = {i, ... , MM) is N-vector of amplitudes, N x N-matrix A and N-vector b have the following
components:

A ={Ahi} f=jOd) b {b,) f =j'd) (10)

For a given number N the accuracy of the field modelling (5) can be estimated with the help of the
magnitude of the functional J. The minimized value of functional (8) was taken as a measure of the
accuracy of the algorithm. It was verified by some test calculations that the computational error for the

S sound field quantities (pressure and particle velocities) does not exceed this error in boundary conditions
1(8).

If the model parameters p, are found from the Eq.9 and if the calculation accuracy (the correpon
values of J1 ) is accepted as satisfactory, then both the acoustic field parameters and vibrating amplitudes

2 can be calculated easily with the help of the representations (5) and (6.

3 PROPERTIES OF THE METHOD

As one can see from what was said above, the ESM solution is composed of two parts: determination of
the equivalent sources amplitudes and calculations of sound field characteristics.

The solution of the system (9) is, in its sense, a typical inverse problem or a back tadiation problem
which, as a rule, is associated with nonstable numerical algorithms. For the given case it was investigated
in details in [3]: analytically (for an infinite cylinder) and numerically (for a finite cylinder). The main

! phisical aspectes are as follows. When the given function f to be expanded in series (7) on S are smooth
enough, the amplitudes of the equivalent sources are rather small. But high space frequency components

I of these functions might give the equivalent sources of great amplitudes and they oscilate over the auxiliary
surface So (or line t) with high frequencies. It is the case for example when the given functions f have
random experimental or numerical errors. Numerically this peculiarity displays itself in bad conditioning
of the matrix A in equation (9).

The next peculiarity of the method is that the high frequency oscillations of the equivalent sources
S does not show itself in the sound field outside the structure surface S. The reason is that the evanescent

waves generated by such sources decay rapidly and practically vanish at the nearest distance from S. As
a result the whole numerical algorithm of the ESM demonstrates the stable work over the wide range of
numerical parameters variance.

The accuracy of the method depends most of all on the parameters of the auxiliary surface So on which
~ the ES are located. Theoretically, the question of the finding necessary surface So is not investigated.

Practically it can be found as a compromise between the computation time and the required accuracy.
Making S. closer to S reduces the error, but increases the number N and the computing time. (The
computing time is determined by the time of inversion of NxN-matrix A). Since the error can be readily

~ checked, the necemy combination of accuracy and computing time is obtained by running several test
calculations. By the same way, one can avoid an icrease in the error at the natural frequencies of the

. volume enveloped by So.
The error of the algorithm strongly depends on the discretisation parameter M of the structure surface

: S and on the number N of the ES. It should be noted that a number of authors (e.g.[ ) determine
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amplitudes I by the collocation method (M = N). We have found that in some cam this method gives
an error of thousand percent due to descrepancy in the interstices though at the colocation points the
boundary conditions are satisfied almost exactly.

The dependence 4 on M is associated with the accuracy of integration in Eqs.(10). Fig.2 presents the
typical diagrams of decay of the relative e.ror A = JI/2/f,", while the number M increases. It is useless
to increase M without increasing the number of sources N. The optimal discretization number M of the
radiator sourface is two or three times the number N: M = 2.5N.

Typical dependences of the error on N are shown in Fig.3. The optimal number No corresponds to the
beginning of the mildly sloping pat of the curve A(N) which can be easily obtained by several teattest
calculations. It is worth noting that the accuracy of the method increases as the frequency gets higher
(see Fig.3). Other properties of the ESM see in Ref.[3].

4 EXAMPLES

In the acoustic design of structures the most important are the energy characteristics, that is to say, total
sound power flow and its equivalent - radiation impedance or admittance. Fig.1 presents some structures
for which a] these characteristics and their dependences on geometric and physical parameters have been
investigated [3,4,9]. Here are two general observations concerning these dependences.

It is surprising how strongly the total power flow emitted from an open thin-walled structure depends
an the thickness of the structure. As an example Fig.4 shows the real part of radiation impedance Re(Z)
vs frequency for an open thin-walled tube. The total flow of radiated sound energy W =I v0I2 Re(Z)is
proportional to the tube thickness.

It is practically important to know the amount of energy emitted with noise and absorbed in the
structure due to damping of material. Investigations we carried out for finite beams and plates performing
lexural vibration in medium under the action of external forces yield the following general conclusion:
at low frecuencies the behaviour of the structure, e.g. the quality factor of the structure resonances, is
determined by internal damping; at high frequencies the losses are due to the sound radiation; in the
frequency range around the coincidence frequency these two types of energy losses are comparable. This
observation is well illustrated in Fig.5 where the real part of the input admitance Y = v/fe if presnted, 97
beeng the loss factor of the material. One more is illustrated in Fig.6. Eight piesoceramic rings which are
interacting with each other through the surrounding medium (water) are drived independently by eight
external forces (voltages) of the same amplitude and phase. Fig.6 shows the amplitudes distribution of
the radial velocity of the rings which noticably depends on the frequency. The observations concerning
the energy mentioned above are valid for this structure as well.

5 CONCLUSION

The results of study of the ESM properties and its applications have showed that this method of solvirg the
noise prediction problem posesses the remarcable features: simplicity, controlled accuracy, small computing
time. The advantages of the method become impressing when it is applied to the radiation problem for a
complicafed structure driven by external forces. Thin makes the Equivalent Sources Method to be a useful
tool for predicting of sound fields in noise control engineering, in hydroacoustics and other branches of
acoustics.
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ABSTRACT

This report is concerned with acoustic radiation by a thin cylindrical
shell of a finite length. In spite of a great number of publications
dealing with this problem, until now there is no effective method of its
analysis in a general case. Our method is based on the idea which was
proposed by Skudrzuk [I] for the dynamic response analysis of .complex
structures. The main aim of this paper is to represent the solution as
asymptotic row.

Results of the calculation within the frames of the proposed model are
compared with the known data. The agreement between the calculations
allows us to use the model as the first approximation in more accurate
studies of structure radiation.

INTRODUCTION

It is known that correct solution the problem of sound radiation by a
structure includes joint solution of integral and differential equations.
Such a method isn't convenient because it leads to very complicated
calculations, requiring the great volume of memory and the high speed of
computation.

In our paper the scheme of simple asymptotic theory is given. The
choice of geometry and the kind of structure are explained by the model
of the sound radiation problem of cylindrical shell.

The small parameter is the relation of acoustic power to the total
energy of the shell. The main term of the asymptotic row corresponds to
the solution of the self-consistent problem without radiation losses. The
sense of this assumption is evident. The radiation losses determine the
amplitudes of continuous spectrum waves, while these waves describe far
distance coupling between shell pieces. The main term of the asymptotic
row corresponds to adjacent piece coupling, while each next term
describes high and high order coupling.

& MAIN APPROXIMATION AND THE SCHEME OF SOLUTION

We will derive the expressions describing the shell radiation on the
basis of Kirchhoff's integral. Assume that the driving force is directed
normally to the side surface. We also use the symmetry of the problem.



All values which enter the integral are expressed by the superposition of
different order polar-angle modes. But we express their amplitudes not by
the superposition of longitudinal modes, as it is often made, but by the
superposition of the primary and different order secondary (reflected at
thi shell ends) wave contributions. Due to the linearity of the problem
the final equation for the m-th order polar-angle mode radiation field
will have the following form:

P=( 0, ):P °)(w,f) (1 + G (w,f)), (1)M m
where r is the radius-vector originating from the drive point towards the
observation point, P0) (Mr) is the contribution of the primary source
(the waves running from the drive point), and P~1 )(, A),G (W) is the
contribution of the waves reflected at the shell ends (resonant
component).

We will assume that (i) the radiation loading on elastic motion of the
shell is small in comparison with the inertia loading and (ii) the shell
length (L) is large as compared to its radius (R).

A low value of the radiation loading means that we can neglect
radiation losses and continuous-spectrum waves in the solution of the
self-consistent problem of the shell vibration. This assumption is
justified by the condition cf/cot 1, where ef is the velocity of the
flexural wave and C is the velocity of the sound wave, In most cases co
is less than the velocity of the longitudinal (c1) and the torsional (Ct)
waves. Because of that c o, cC , ct and we can suppose that the flexural
waves are weakly coupled to other kinds of wave motions. This relation
for flexural waves occurs under the condition h/R<O.1, where h is the
thickness of the shell walls [2].

When the second condition is fulfilled the density of the
hydrodynamic forces of the reaction to the shell vibration is, in fact,
independent of the parameter VIL Note that the first condition is quite
a general one and does not depend on the shape of the structure, while
the second condition is specified for an elongated body.

By virtue of the absence of the singularities in the integral
expressions for sound radiation in the far zone, we can change tne order
of summing and integration and rewrite the expression derived from
Kirchhoff's integral in the form:

P(w,"r)=zd(,,),pooczOlpch T C (' e)J3(acos()) +

icos(e)pM(e)(coB(e)) COB(M) , (2)

12
w3(O)=Rf j wM(s),exp(-tQs-sin(e))ds ,

SI

12

pm(e)=R/L f pm(s),exp(-tjs.sln(O))ds ,
SI

where Pe=koFeIp(110 )/4%r determines the radiation of an infinitely
small element of fluid under the action of the excited force F; ps8  p0
are the densities of the shell material and fluid, respectively; C1 , co
are the sound velocity magnitudes in the shell and in the fluid; 0 is
the dimensionless frequency; 0-(&c i, =koR; V*(s) and p,(s) are,
respectively, the complex amplitude of the velocity and pressure at the
she 1 surface in the m-th wave harmonic, the velocity is normalized to
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Vo=LF/2w0pRLtI while the pressure to pcoV; V s-R, sW corresponds to
the drive point, and si t s2 to the shell ends; J (y) and J'(y) are the
ui-th order Bessel function and its derivative; j is the angle between
normal to the shell surface and radius-vector r, is the polar angle.

The expresson (2) as a whole can be considered a: the superposition
of different-order polar-angular multipole contributions. The terms
proportional to Bessel's functions describe the contribution of the
monopole sources distributed over the surface, and the terms proportional
to the derivatives of Bessel's function, the contribution of the same
dipole sources.

We will now analyze the characteristic radiation or the radiation
from the shell whose resonant peaks are overlapped. If we determine this
component of radiation we can determine resonant component using a
multireflection method.

When solving the problem we will use the Fourier transform technique
and obtain the relation between the mean-value (characteristic)
velocities, pressures and dispersion relation of the structure. The
fluid-loading will be determined under the condition of weak
compressibilLy (Cf/coal). The absence of acoustic losses allows us to
reduce the Fourier integral to the sum of four residues. The two first
residues correspond to the flexural travelling and decaying waves, the
other two, to the torsional and longitudinal decaying waves. A relatively
complicated procedure for the determination of the roots of the
denominator in the Fourier integrals may be simplified by neglecting the
transverse inertia terms and by using a small value of parameter h/RI (see
Appendix). The first assumption means that we, in fact, neglect
longitudinal and torsional waves. The second one allows us to divide the
dispersion relation into two weakly coupled terms which correspond to the
membrane and the ptate regions in the frequency response of shell
vibration [I.

When determining the poles in the case m30 (monopole mode-shapes), we
encounter the difficulties that are associated with two branches of the
dispersion curve. One of them corresponds to slow waves weakly coupled to
radiation (cf/C 0 ), while the other one, to fast waves strongly coupled

to radiation (C /C>l). The description of acoustically fast modes needs
an exact expression for acoustic impedance, taking into account the fluid
compressibility (the kOL parameter), and the diffraction peculiarities
that occur at the shell ends.

Monopole forms are an exception to the rule and do not keep within the
frames of a simple model. Therefore we will estimate monopole modes
contribution.

We will first estimate the lower frequency of monopole vibrations.
Apparently, it can be determined as the ordinate of Lhe intersection
point of he dispersion curves which correspond to flexural and sound
waves (0=0 c1 /co). The branch below the curve 04'oc 1 /co corresponds to
slow waves (3]: (O2-1),o'sl(Re(o))+8,-02 , where 8--Ipsh and o=kgR,
k, is the axial component of the structure's wave number.

Therefore the lower monopole frequency is Qo=(f + g2)112-. One can
see that the frequency is determined only by the relative stiffness of
the shell g = PoColV2pscl

The vibration amplitude in monopole modes at frequencies lower than
0 is determined by the shell i idity to overall stress, therefore

V% -Vo(Wo). Consequently, the radation will have the form:

Below we will see that P.on is smaller than the dipole radiation at
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low frequencies. At high frequency (Q1) koLPI because LR,1 too.

Therefore we can use asymptotic equation for acoustic impedance and
estimate monopole radiation in high frequency region. One can be also
convinced that the magnitude of monopole radiation in 0>1 region is small
too (4].

When the conditions a (i.e. slow elastic waves) or Im(),
(i.e. high decaying waves) are met, the Fourier transforms wm(s) and
Po(s) are equal to

A exp(L(osJ - Es-sm(e))ds - 2LA/a (3)

Thus, the characteristic radiation is a result of the superposition of
the m-th order multipoles that are spread uniformly over the rings X,/ -
wide.

Note that this is quite a general representation of the solution,
which is a consequence of the low speed of elastic waves (4). But in
contrast to a plate or a beam, where the travelling and decaying waves
have equal lengths, the shell has different X, owing to the finiteness
of its curvature, which results in interesting peculiarities in resonance
shell radiation (fig. 2 below).

In the frequency range Ni1, the equation determing the pole position
can be simplified essentially taking into account Jol for flexural
waves and |ojm fcr torsional and longitudinal decaying waves.

Using these approximate equations for o and eq. (3), we will
determine the contribution of the h-th order sources to the
characteristic radiation in the low frequency region:

P(c) (w,r) =pc R L, O/p ch {J3({cos(e)) [(a/(a+b)b2 )

(1+(a+b/a-b)) - 2/(az-b2)] + Ec8(e)J_(mcos(e)) ((a/a+b) 12

(I (amb/a-b) 1 a)/mb - (20) /2 (a-b 2) -
5 4] cos(m), mO (4)

where bd(e +8/m)-, b .+Y
P=p(2of-l), L--h / 21?, ' is the Poisson ratio.

One can easily see that the dipole radiation is predominant in O
region, while the monopole radiation magnitude is more smaller and
displays in neighborhood of 0, *-N/2.

The eq. (4) also shows that the contribution of travelling flexural
waves (the terms proportional to (a+b)/(a-b) ratio) becomes predominant
when the frequency increases. The contribution of longitudinal and
torsional waves is a resonant one and is displayed at the frequencies
04i, where different wave motions are strongly coupled. Since the
longitudinal and torsional waves have high cj, their radiation in the low
frequency region is lower than the flexural wave radiation.

We will now determine the resonant radiation component. The wavelength
on the order of the shell length L corresponds to lower resonant
frequencies, therefore we can ignore the reflection of primary decaying
waves at the shell ends, without restricting the generality of the
problem. Then employing the successive reflection method and the
condition of the acoustic short circuit of flexural waves, we can show
that the presence of boundaries provokes the appearance of two additional
radiation sources. For example, when the drive point coincides with the
middle of the shell, we obtain the expression for the secondary source
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amplitude:

= -%cos(6sf(e)/2)ezp(1oa/2)[1- V,- v201/0 2 ]1 (5)
: (1 - Vlezp(10 1a)),

where o s the contribution of the primary source that corresponds to a
travelling flexural wave, V1  is the reflectivity of the travelling
flexural wave, and V2 is the transform coefficient, which describes the
excitation of the secondary decaying wave by the primary travelling
wave. For simplification, the secondary longitudinal and torsional waves
(V3 and V4 coefficients) are not considered; a-1/R.

To determine the resonant component of radiation, we must distinguish
the contribution of the travelling flexural wave. Therefore we will
represent the characteristic radiation in terms of equivalent sources
(the eq. (3), (4)):

,=(a(e)]travel/ [Pam) total= Al/AZ+3Z

c~=L3(e~~~.1 tp3() ~ i1/ 1+62+A3+Ag
(6)

zji (01( (aoa/7 )2+2",-e Y02 -3&F/4 1, a)8

Using eq. (6), we can determine the total radiation of the m-th
mode-shape of the shell as follows:

Pa(l) z P (1+klq/qo) +

2--a ( )qO)
where P(r) is the distributive monopole source contribution to the

characteristic shell radiafop (the terms are proportional to Bessel's
function in (2), (4)) and P'(a is the same dipole source contribution.

In the frequency region NI, where different types of waves are weakly
coupled, we have k, =k=.5. Consequently. eq. (7) will take on the form:

%(F)=_(.(I + Ga(Oe)) , (8)

where for Navier boundary conditicns (V =-I, V2 -0() function GA):

G*(0,e)=-cos(as1n(e)/2)/cos(o~a/2)
The function G(,) is a decaying oscillatory function of the

frequency 0 and the angle 0. Since it enters ea. (8) additively for each
a, we can say that the characteristic radiation, indeed, describes the
shell radiation without the elastic wave diffraction effects. In a more
general case, the contribution of the simple and dipole Iayers must be
analysed separately. The functions G5(O,OY are slightly different for
each of this terms.

The amplitude of the resonant component of the shell radiation in the
f low frequency region has the following form (where Q is the Q-factor of

the shell vibration):

9One can see that as the frequency increases the resonance contribution

decreases exponentially as ezp(-d/4Q) and complete radiation slightly
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differs from the characteristic level.
When the drive point does not coincide with the middle of the shell

thexpression describing the shell radiation will have the following
form (Navier conditions):

G,(a,e)=-[sin(a1 (a/2+As))ezp(-t ts~n(0)/2)+ (9)
s n(a(a/2-As))exp( Qair(e)/2)J/2sln(a~a),

where As is the distance from the drive point to the middle of the shell.
When e=O we have the following expression:

Gm(O,e)=-Cos(o 1As)/2co(o 1a/2)
In other words, the solution has the structure that is similar to the

one described above, but the result of the interference of the secondary
source is described by the multiplier cos(oAs) rather than
cos(tIsin(e)/2R). In a more common case (9) the solution combines two
multipliers. One of them describes the delay of acoustic waves travelling
from secondary sources, while the second one, the phases of sources. In
other words expressions (7), (9) describe the sound radiation of one
dimensional acoustic antenna that is consisted of three groups of
multipole sources.

Finally, we will perform a comparative analysis for the calculations
by the formulas that were presented above and in ref. [5]. We will
neglect the mode coupling and take the Navier conditions as the boundary
conditions. Figure I shows results of the computations of dipole
radiation (m = I , that are based on the suggested "three sources" model
(the expressions were presented above) and on the well-known traditional
"mode method". The dashed line depicts the characteristic level
corresponding to the dipole radiation. One can see that the calculations
within the two models yield similar results particularly in the
low-frequency region. The divergence is caused by the influence of the
conttnuous-spectrum waves and manifests itself in the frequency region
k 1. These waves cause acoustic coupling between sources of radiation.
For example, at koIA2% the secondary sources which are Xo/2-distant from
the primary source damp it by their radiation. Characteristic frequencies
slightly differ from 2m1; so we have a possibility to make our solution
more accurate by taking into account the radiation coupling of the
sources that are placed in free space. But this specification is beyond
the scope of our paper.

Summing up we can say that small value of radiation efficiency allows
us to simplify the solution essentially. The solution is factorized. As a
result, the peculiarities caused by dispersion relation and the
characteristics of boundaries or other elastic waves scatterers can be
separated. The solution becomes more illustrative and comprehensible.
Using the suggested method we can simply analyse the boundary conditions
influence on the shell's radiation. It seems that in contrast to plates
and beams the level of shell radiation has the maximum in the case of
free ends [3] (fig. 2).
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APPENDIX: THE EQUATIONS DETERMING THE POLE POSITION

The dispersion relation for the shell has the following form 16):

0'(Fm.+pm) a /(m+0) +2((m_1)+2m02+0) (Al)

where s,=1 and 6= I + I/m ; Pmis the added mass coefficient.,
The fluid motion is weakly compressible, so pm is equal to (4):

M,(m +o )I/ (A2)

Substituting =m2+a2 and taking a small value of P2  we get an
approximate relation determining the two first a,, which correspond to
f exural waves:

02 (EMT 4-83slg.(Re)) (A)

The relation describing the longitudinal and torsional waves can be

derived by dividing the complete equation (Al) by the (A3):

c21"-OrQ9s181(Re)+ (fJ+2Cm2a2 )-
(4C&a 2&Q)6ArTsIgrt(ReT)+C3/ 2 -0 , (A4)

The residue of this division is of the orpe; of 0(@2/a2-y). It means
that equations (A3) and (4) are valid when ia -Qit P. one can see that
(A3) corresponds to the ,membrane" region of the shell vibration, while
(A4) corresponds to the "plate" region of the shell vibration in the
normal direction. In the low frequency region (gl) a which correspond
to the flexural waves are determined from (A3), while in the high
frequency region (01), from (A4).
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The spatial decay of the response and acoustic radiation of a submerged infinite beam excited by a time-harmonic

(point-load are investigated using Fourier transfroms and asymptotic approximation for above and below coinci-
dence conditions. For vey lightly internally damped beams, the spatial decay of the flexural waves is shown to
undergo a large increase as the driving frequency is increased beyond the coincidence frequency. Moderately
damped beams are found to not exhibit this behavior in that the decay rate of flexural waves undergo only a small
increase as the forcing frequency goes from below to above coincidence. The decay rate is also shown to be sensitive
to the amount of internal damping of the beam for both above and below coincidence frequencies.

L INTRODUCTION

In the modeling of large submerged structures it is often necessary to truncate the structure in order to facilitate
the analysis. For example, in investigating the radiation and response of a submarine hull due to a point-load, it is
necessary to limit the region of study to a small section of the hull, at the location of the point-load. It is assumed
however, that the behavior of the cutout section approximates the response of the entire structure. For this to be the
case, there must be an insignificant amount of vibratory motion at the truncation boundaries, The decay of the
vibratory motion over the structure must therefore be estimated before deciding the size of the truncated section.

The present study addresses this problem by investigating the structural response and radiation of a submerged
infinite beam excited by a time-harmonic point-load. The vibration and the radiation of the beam are derived as a

t function of the distance to the excitation point. The spatial decay of the response is studied for both below and above
coincidence conditions. Criteria pertaining to truncation are discussed.

The determination of the structural response and acoustic radiation of vibrating submerged structures represent
an issue of considerable mathematical complexity. Numerous investigators have developed a diversity of solution
approaches. Feit [1], for instance, derived the farfield directivity pattern of the radiated pressure for a point-excited
plate using Fourier transform representations and asymptotic expansions of the solution. Nayak [2] studied the drive
line admittance for a thin infinite fluid-loaded plate excited by a force and moment input through the use of Fourier
transform. His results show that the plate admittance is considerably reduced by the fluid-loading, especially for
ratios of acoustic to structural wavenumber less than 0.3. Nagaya et al.,[3] proposed a new technique for solving
vibration problems of arbitrarily shaped plates by utilizing a Fourier expansion collocation technique. Theirmethod
produces the equations for finding the natural frequencies, the displacement, and the pressure field. Stepanishen et
al.,[4,5] suggested another technique based on the use of modal expansion and wave-vector/time-domain method,
to evaluate the time dependent acoustic loading on submerged vibrating structures. This approach portrays the fluid-

S loading as a modal sum in which each of the modal pressures is expressed as a sum of convolutions involving modal
impulse response that are dependent on Mach number and modal velocity components. Extensive numerical results
are presented to illustrate the characteristics of modal impulse response and the radiation impedances for a simply
supported plate. In this paper, we have chosen a solution method which involves spatial Fourier transforms and an
asymptotic approximation technique described by Nayak (2J and Crighton [6] in order to solve for both the beam
response and the acoustic pressure field.
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H. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS

Consider an infinite, thin elastic beam, and bending stiffness El. The beam lies in the plane z =0, and it is driven
by a time-harmonic point force, F e- ( ot, at x = 0, and y = 0 (as shown in Fig. 1). The upperhalf space, z;! 0 is occupied
by an inviscid uniform fluid of density p, sound speed c. The bottom half of the beam at z < 0 is assumed to be exposed
to a vacuum.

Fe 
"  Fluid

y Vanm"

Fig. 1. Thin elastic beam in fluid

The differential equation governing the displacement of the beam in the transverse direction is given

d4W d'WEl -- 4+pA - q(x,t),

where E is the Young's modulus of the beam, I is the moment of inertia, Ps is the beam density , A is the cross-
sectional area, and q(x.t) is the sum of loads applied to the beam surface. Assuming the beam is excited by a point-
force Feit8(x), where 8(x) is the delta function, one may consider a solution of the form

W(x,t) = W(x) exp(-iot), (2)

where W(x) is the spatial dependence of displacement of the beam. Substituting Eq.(2) into Eq.(l) and suppressing
all time-dependent variables e -i(Ot, one may express Eq.(1) as

d 4W .2,
El -- pA A9W=F8(x)-p(x,0)

dX4  (3)

where p(x,0) is the fluid reaction force acting on the beam surface.
The wave equation for the resulting acoustic pressure p(x,z) in the fluid is determined from the Helmholtz

equation

d2 P 2 P+K2pO
dX2 dZI(4)

where K = oWc is the acoustic wavenumber. The pressure field is coupled to the beam wave motion by the
requirement that the normal component of the acceleration of the fluid particles must be equal to the acceleration
of the beam

0pI = hpa9W(x)

d Z., (5)

Equations (2)-(5) may be solved using the Fourier transforms pair
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?(Y" rd= JI"f(xy)e(xTYY)d dy, (6)

f(x,y) = _.f(y., r,)e'(7d+YYY)dr. (7)

As a result, the inverse Fourier transform of the beam displacement and the pressure field become

n El (8)
and

p(x,z)o=- F (" e - ihpoiHI (y,--_T

El (9)

/ I
/ xlIx

C/
A

-K

Fig. 2. Path of integration of the displacement and pressure integrals

inThese integrals are evaluated by an integration technique developed by Crighton[6]. A contour C is assigned
in the upper half of the complex plane y, shown in Fig. 2. The path of integration consists of an integral along the
real axis excluding the singularities on the positive real axis y, a second integral along the circular arc which vanishes
as the arc radius -4ee, and a third integral along the branch cuts fromTf=±K. Since Cis a closed contour, Eqns.(8)
and (9) are then evaluated by considering residue contributions to C and the branch cut integral.

The necessity of employing a branch cut integration rises from the fact that the numerator of both Eqs. (8) and
(9) are multivalued functions because of the term (K2-y2) 1/2 . The branch cut contour satisfies Rc(K 2-i2)1/2 > 0
forK > 1Y, andIm(K2-P)l02 >OforK< Y. Theseconditions, alsodefinedbyNayak[2] asthecausality requirements,
ensure the appropriate decay of the beam displacement field and the acoustic pressure at infinity. The poles of the
residues are found by numerically solving for the roots of the characteristic equation and then selecting only the
appropriate roots satisfying Im(K2-72)1/2 > 0. In this case, we always have a positive real root yl, and two complex
conjugate roots -n, 73 (as indicated in Fig. 2). The characteristic equation is given by

El (y4 - K '- = ihpw2.

Rewriting Eqs.(8) and (9) in terms of the residues and the branch cut integral followed by a substitution of y
by K + iu, one obtains
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t

1 D Residue, -I• 2(h°LM e 2K X du

and

ih3 f(,)2 rCOS(Z4IU2 -2iKu) eu
p(x,z) = - 21ri 'l Resie, +2ie eijxLjhpi . du

21 r-,,l E ) ((K + iu)4 -K )2 (u2 -2iKu) + (LP- d
SElJ

2e s~x sin(z u JJ-2iKu) e-u d((K +iu)-K' (2-2iKu) + h du

The latter two expressions may now be asymptotically evaluated as x -- cc using Watson's Lemma integral [7].

[ - 1
Fi( 3 e , X F [ -3/2 ei(Kx 4 )

J143 (y'- K) 2) p 2 V r.1 (10)(Yj -K2) 0

and

n'XZ' (hpM2F) [j Residues , e
El L I displacmenrd (K eJ

++ + " e) 3[- 4  
372-2 ] (11)

Internal dissipation in the beam is introduced by using a complex modulus of elasticity, E = E(1 -ig), where g
being the loss factor. This will force the real pole yl to displace off the real axis in a counterclockwise fashion in
relation to the origin. Thus, a minor adjustment must be made to the path of integration when material damping is
considered.

III. Numerical Results
When the beam wavenumber exceeds the acoustic wavenumber (below coincidence), no acoustic pressure field

is radiated. This is shown by examining the integrand of Eq.(9). When K2 < 72, becomes imaginary ( = i(2 -
K2) lt2), indicating that no propagative plane wave can emerge from the source plane with a real angle of incidence.
Theexponentof the function shown in the integrand of Eq.(9) becomes negative and real which yields an exponential
decay as the distance from the source plane increases. The resulting non-propagating waves are called evanescent
waves because they stay closeto the source and die outjust a few wavelengths away from the source. It should be
noted that for a real, finite structure there is always some radiation into the ambient fluid below coincidence. This
can be shown in an intuitive fashion by noting that the lack of radiation from a perfect, infinite, and undamped
structure below coincidence is due to the symmetry of the flexural motion. Figure 3i illustrates the cancellation of
the pressure wave due to symmetry in the case of an infinite beam. For a damped and finite structure, this symmetry
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In order to obtain an estimate of the spatial decay of the vibratory motion of the beam, the amplitude of the
transmitted waves along the beam surface, at a variable point B normalized with respect to the amplitude at a fixed
point A, is considered (see Fig. 8).

i A
B

Fig. 8. Flexural waves in the beam

In Figures 9-12 this normalized amplitude is shown as a function of x / Xtb, where x is the separation of points
A and B along the beam and Xt.is the wavelength of the structural propagating wave. In order to satisfy the condition

of the asymptotic expansion, it is necessary to choose point A at a location that is significantly removed from the
application point of the harmonic load (this requirement does not hinder our analysis due to the linear nature of the
problem). Figures 9 and 10 show the spatial decay of the beam response for below and above coincidence,
respectively, for a range of internal damping values (oc is taken to be the coincidence frequency). These figures
clearly illustrate the role of acoustic radiation in the damping of flexural vibration of the beam. Figure 9 shows the
decay of flexural motion for below coincidence, i.e. small amounts of acoustic radiation. Any small amount of

f radiation in this case is due to the "spatial unsymmetry" induced by the internal damping.

4

ol Amp 181 "~pD 01
03 1%

•~ P =0°,

lAmp At oA [Amp 0 .%

02+%

In- 
10o

Fig. 9. Amplitude ratio of an infinite steel beam in water Fig. 10. Amplitude ratio of an infinite steel beam in water
below coincidence, Wo = 0.2 over coincidence, Wk+ = 1.5

00

Wo =0 1. 0.2.0,4

Ampili ~ Ampl 11 0

lAmp At 0. IAmpAI L co=0.1.0.2.0.4

~' 1.1 1.15 2.0 0 . 1-08

1.2 .981.~ 0.98. 1.01 ~'0.98.10 ......

0 00,20, 270.000 -- 0 t

Fig. 11. Amplitude ratio of an infinite steel beam in water Fig. 12. Amplitude ratio of an infinite steel beam in water -A
with 1% structural damping at various frequency with 10%structuraldampingatvarious frequency
ratio ratio
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is broken and one has to expect some radiation of acoustic energy at all frequencies (as illustrated in Fig. 3ii).
When the frequency is over coincidence, the traveling waves in the beam decay more rapidly. This is due to

the fact that the energy created from the vibration is leaked into the fluid medium in the form of acoustic radiation.
This can also be shown from the integrand of Eq.(9). When K2 > -2, is real, a plane wave emerges from the source
and propagates. In this case, the exponent of the function is imaginary and it is responsible for the phase change of
the plane wave.

Fig. 3. i. Flexural waves of infinite beam below coincidence;
ii. Edges radiation of a finite beam below coincidence.

Using Eq.(I 1), the acoustic pressurefield of a steel beam in water is shown in Figures 4-7 fordifferent structural
[ damping and frequencies. Below coincidence, the acoustic pressure field displays a rapid exponential decrease

going away from the beam surface; no energy is radiated due to the absence of any discontinuity in the beam and
the presence of evanescent plane waves. In contrast, the pressure field for frequency above coincidence (Fig. 5)

t is substantially influenced by the structural damping embedded in the beam, as anticipated. Figures 6 and 7 show
the pressure distribution for below and above coincidence.

P 07
p ,p *.

P . 5

Fig. 4. Pressureratiofromaninfinitesteelbeaminwater.below Fig. S. Pressure ratio from an infinite steel beam in
coincidence, 'o), = 0.2. z is the normal distance away water, overcoincidence, awm, = 1.5. x/A = 10
from the beam, I is the acoustic wavelength and Ais the
beam wavelength. t is the beam loss factor. x/k =10

Figo. 6.0sueitiuinrma niit te emFg .P d a h e ~ b

0. o 4o40
0' 0 0 .o 30/)

1 4

-0 0 zl0 o

i /,20 N / 2

30

~Fig. 6. Pressumdisrbutionfrornaninfinilestelbeam Fig. 7. Pressuredistributionfro an inf'iesteel beam

in water, below coincidence. oft, -0.2. p11 in water, overcoincidence. 1.5. p Ik
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' I Figure 10 shows the decay of the structural motion for an above coincidence situation (o/Otc = 1.5). Comparing
this figure with Figure 9, it is apparant that for very low values of internal damping the structure is sensitive to the
crossing of the coincidence frequency. However, for moderately low internal damping of 5% or higher it is seen
that the spatial decay becomes rather insensitive to this increase in driving frequency. Furtheremore, it can be seen
that by increasing the structural damping of the beam we can significantly increase the decay for both below and

above coincidence situations.
Figures 11 and 12 further illustrate the difference between light and moderate structurally damped beams.

Figure 11 shows the significant effect of the acoustic radiation on the spatial decay rate of a lightly damped beam
(1%). It is worth noting that the decay rate is at maximum when the forcing frequency is equal to the coincidence
frequency. The behavior of a beam with 10 % structural damping is shown in Figure 12. In this case, the added
acoustic radiational efficiency in going from low frequencies to frequencies above coincidence produces a
surprisingly small variation in the decay rates.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The flexural displacement and the corresponding radiated field of a fluid-loaded infinite beam excited by a
harmonic point-load have been obtained using an analytical contour integration method. The decay rate of flexural
waves traveling down the beam has been obtained for a range of forcing frequencies and structural damping values.
Forvery lightly damped beams (<1%) the spatial decay rate of flexural waves is shown to experience a large increase

I as the driving frequency is increased through the coincidence frequency. The damping of the flexural waves above
f coincidence is almostentirely due to the acoustic radiation from the beam into the fluid medium. Moderately damped

beams (>5%) are found to not exhibit this behavior. The decay rate of flexural waves undergo only a modest
increase as the forcing frequency is increased to exceed the coincidence frequency.

The decay rate of the transverse vibration along the beam is shown to exhibit sensitivity to the amount of
structural damping for both above and below coincidence conditions. As expected, it was found that the damping
of the motion below coincidence is highly dependent on the internal damping of the beam due to the lack of
significant energy loss in the form of acoustic radiation. Less expected was the significant sensitivity to internal
damping above coincidence where the beam can function as an efficient radiator. The implication is that the addition
of structural damping to submerged structures, for example with the help of constraint layer damping, may have
beneficial effects for a wide range of frequencies, spanning both above and below coincidence conditions.

In the modeling of large submerged structures, it is often necessary to truncate the structure in order to facilitate
the mathematical analysis. It is shown here that this truncation must be done with care in that the flexural waves
require a travel distance of several hundred wavelengths before their amplitude can be considered negligible. If the
size of truncated structure is chosen without consideration of thedecay rate of theflexural waves, there is a possibility
that the imposed boundary conditions can overly degrade the accuracy of the analysis.IFor above coincidence frequencies, the propagation distance along the beam required for a 90% decrease of the
wave amplitudes is between 100 and 200 wavelengths. For below coincidence frequencies, this is only true if the
beam has an internal damping which exceeds 5%. Selecting a truncation size of this order of magnitude is
unfortunately most often prohibitive, requiring therefore a careful evaluation of the influence of the imposed
boundary conditions and the possible use of dissipative boundaries.

Finally, it should be noted that the consideration of the decay rate of transverse motion is crucial idi the design
of silent submerged structures. Care must be taken in the placement of excitation sources in relationship to holes,

S stiffeners, and other irregularities responsible for acoustic radiation below coincidence. This research effort
indicates that structural damping may play an important role in addressing this issue.
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ABSTRACT

The bistatic form function of an end-ensonified, hemispherically endcapped cylindrical shell was
computed using a boundary element method program over the frequency range from ka = 2 to 6.
The ratio of the total length to diameter is eleven. In a display of the form function versus angle
and frequency, three scattering mechanisms - viz reflection, diffraction and elastic wave propagation
- are evident. Because these mechanisms radiate sound predominantly into different directions, single
frequency acoustical images which display each of these mechanisms can be created by angular win-
dowing. Reflection can be seen occurring at the ensonified endcap; diffraction along the whole length;
and fast elastic waves with non-constant amplitude along the length. Furthermore, interference be-
tween reflection and elastic wave propagation is also evident in the form function display. Several
images from the cylinder, as well as ideAlized targets such as a point and line, are shown at relevant
frequencies.

INTRODUCTION

This paper shows the analysis of acoustic scattering from a finite, cylindrical shell with the use
of acoustical imaging to understand the important, underlying scattering processes. Understanding
can be obtained from acoustical images because different scattering mechanisms manifest themselves
differently in the image. Once the appearance of a mechanism is known, the mechanism can often be

i discerned in an apparently complicated, acoustical image. Previous work has shown the appearance of
reflections from curved surfaces, reflections from collections of points, internal reflections inside elastic
bodies and radiation from waves propagating along long line sources' - ,. These images were made

N at a single frequency from rigid and elastic spheres and from theoretical / hypothetical scatterers
such as points and lines. Single frequency images are useful for investigation of frequency dependent
phenomena such as dispersive waves on structures.

This paper uses this accumulated understanding of acoustical images to analyze numerically gen-
erated bistatic scattering from an end - ensonified, hemispherically endcapped cylindrical shell. The
scattered pressure field is measured by a receiver which is scanned from the back-scattered direction
into the forward direction. In the frequency interval 2 < ka < 6 of interest, several phenomena are
observed in bistatic angular intervals. These phenomena are analyzed by generating acoustical images
from scattering data in each of the bistatic angular intervals. The basic scattering mechanisms are
then displayod pictorially.
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Following this introduction a plot of the bistatic form function is discussed, brief definition of
the imaging method is given, several images are generated and discussed and a conclusioi, ends the
paper.

BISTATIC FORM FUNCTION

Consider a finite, cylindrical shell composed of hemispherical endcaps with 5 m radii connected to
a right circular cylindrical shell of radius a = 5 m and length L = 100 m. The thickness h is a uniform
0.05 m. This cylinder is ensonified with a uniform plane wave Pi = poeik along the cylindrical axis
and the scattered pressure field P,(8) is measured in the far field at an angle 6 from the incident
direction. Thus 0 = 0° is in the direction of the incident wave and 6 = 1800 is in the back-scattered
direction. The dimensionless form function is defined by the relation P, = poaf(9)c'r/2r. The form
function f(8) wa3 generated using the boundary element code DAXESAR4 and is shown in fig. 1.

c) -

180 120 60 0
Angle (deg)

Figure 1 - - Contour plot of 20log fI as a function of frequency and angle.

The bistatic form function is plotted as 20log Ifl with the the horizontal axis .as bistatic angle 6
and the vertical axis being dimensionless frequency ka, where ka = vra/A and A is the wavelength
ini the surrounding fluid. Contours of equal form function are plotted tvery 3 ,J3. This interesting
frequency interval contains three distinct angular regions which encomp. ss di'erent patterns. The
first region has gentle variations with frequency and angle in the interval f:-r,, 0 - !80* to 6 = 130".
In the second region there are vertical features at 0 = 730 and 108" caused by radiation from waves
propagating at the plate speed cps . The third region shows large values of the form functiiin in thr

; forward direction from 6 = 50* to 0° .
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The pattern in the back-scattered region from 180" to 130" appears as frequency dependent
stripes with a level of approximately 0 dB. This level and lack of angle and frequency dependence is
consistent with a specular reflection from the hemispherical endcap. The small variations in frequency
have minima which are separated by approximately ka = 0.47 ± 0.03. Let us assume that this striation
is caused by the interference of the specular reflection and the reradiation of sound which has traveled
from the ensonified endcap to the other and back again. The total path length of this elastic wave is
approximately 2L = 22a. It follows that the ratio of the speed of this assumed wave to the sped of
sound in water is c/c = 3.3 ± 0.2. This value is consistent with the plate speed of a steel cylinder
(5000 m/s) / (1500 m/s) = 3.3. This intermediating wave would radiate sound in the next angular
region.

The next angular region extends from 130" to 500. This region is dominated by a vertical ridge
with form function of - 7 dB at 0 = 73' and a vertical stripe of hash marks at 0 = 108*. These
features are primarily due to radiation from a disturbance propagating at a speed of ct/c = 1/ cos(73").
This is just the plate speed in the steel cylinder. This lends confirnation to the intermediation of
the plate wave in the frequency striations of the form function from 180" to 130'. Closer inspection
of the radiation peak at 0 = 73" shows that the pattern is not symmetric around 73'. Instead much
more sound is projected into the forward direction and relatively little is projected into angles > 73'.
This is quite different from the radiation caused by a uniform wave propagating along the length of
the cylinder fiom z = -L/2 to z = L/2. This uniform wave would radiate a pattern with angular
dependence of sin(x)/(x), x = kL(cos 9- cos 73')/2 which is symmetric around 73". The cause of this
asymmetry will be shown with acoustical images to be an interaction between the specular reflection
from the bow and radiation from the plate wave along the length of the cylinder.

The third and last angular region in the pattern lies in the forward scatter direction extending
from 0 - 50" to 0'. The form function here exceeds 25 dB. The form function in this region has been
compared to scattering, or more properly diffraction, through an aperture'. The acoustical image
from the forward scattered interval shows that the forward scattering from an extended structure
such as this apparently originates from along the length of the body, not just at the ensonified end.

REVIEW OF IMAGING METHOD

The method uf forming these acoustical images is based on the underlying a-sumption that the
origin of the scattered field is a fictitious source distribution Q,, nanely

I 
€ k r 

-k
= •~Ji~~r.Pr~f~ (1)

where i-, is the incident wave vector, , is the far-field observation point where P, is measured and
single requency w is asunied. Thus the scattered field is assumed to come from a spatially extended
source of any shape, not from the surface of a known shape. Experience has shown that the shape
of the scurce distribution reveals the true location of acoustic radiation fron a extended structure.

Although Eq. 1 cannot be exactly inverted to determine Qi from P,. a filtered version Q,, of this
source distribution can be generated from far-field data as

£r(:,2.=6,- 1 d j9(2)
where f is the for n function - f = P,2r/aP, - at scattered angle (9,. i,). a is the radius of the
cylinder, k, is the wave-vector in th. direction of F, and P is the amplitude of the incident wave at
the center of the cylinner. Because there is sio dependence on 6, with bow-en-onification this forniila
simplifies to

Qt(F, = - 0d , sin(,)eCo Jo(krsin~sin#,)f(k,,9,) (3)

where the source distribution has been norniali/ed by the quantity in the square brackets of Eq. (2).
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An inspection of Eq. 3 shows that the normalized, filtered source distribution Q, is a way of
spatially displaying the complex data. In other words imaging is a linear transformation similar to
the Fourier transform. Some phase information which does not appear in the amplitude display of f
in fig. 1 is used to generate the spatial dependence of QN. This formula can be used to determine the
location of the sources of the scattered field within the limits of the resolution of the method. The
limits of integration in Eq. 3 cover the whole bistatic angular interval. By constraining the limits
of integration, the location of the sources of a particular feature of tie scattered field in a particular
angular interval can be determined up to the limits of resolution. Of course as the interval becomes
smaller, the resolution becomes poorer; a trade-off is required. Limiting the aperture creates a major
benefit in image understanding because it often limits the number of different acoustical processes in
the picture. Some processes radiate predominantly in one direction, such as the forward direction.
The form function is so large in the forward direction that these processes tend to dominate an image
formed which includes this interval. With a judicious choice of values, the angular aperture can be
thought of as a mechanism filter.

ACOUSTICAL IMAGES

Eq. (3) is used to generate acouatical images in a plane which cuts through the center line of the
cylinder. These are displayed as contour plots in figs. 2 to 4. The horizontal axis is parallel to the
axiz of ensonification; the cylinder is positioned along the horizontal axis from -55 m to 55 m in the
middie of each panel. All of the acoustical images shown are formed from data at ka = 3.55, which is
a local maximum in the back-scattered direction 8 = 0°). In each of the figures an image of the data
is shown on the left and an image from a simple model on the right. The simple model consists of
a point scatterer, the form function of which is f = Apelk p-

k cos G where AP is a complex constant
and zp is the position of the point, and of a line radiator, the form function of which is f Al sin(x)/x
with x = (k1L - kLcos0)/2 where Al is a complex constant and ki = kc/c.

C\ CQ

o 0

0o 0 v-

Range (x 100 Range (x 100 m)

(a) (b)

Figure 2 - - Acoustic image of (a) the cylinder with aperture 150°< 0 < 180', (b) a point source with
amplitude A. = .712 and position zp = .50m.
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On the left, fig. 2(a) shows the acoustical image of the cylinder with aperture of 1500< 9 <180'.
The image consists of a single highlight located at approximately (-55 m, 0 in). This image strongly
resembles the image shown in fig. 2(b) on the right of an idealized point scatterer with amplitude Ap

0.712 and position zp = -50 m. This amplitude is comparable to that of a soft or rigid sphere, which
is 1. These values were determined by adjusting them until the images were nearly identical. The
image of the point scatterer, incidentally, shows the resolution or point spread function of the image
at this frequency with this specific aperture. It should be noted that there is sufficient resolution to
confirm that the source of the scattered field is from the ensonified end of the scatterer as expected
from physical intuition. Apparently the major source of reflected sound in the angular interval from
1800 to 150' is simple reflection from the hemispherical endcap.

-4-

o D- .0

o 0

xf ' cO'

oC

-1. 0- 12-14,,01

(r) (I)

00

(~) C\2

-1.2 0 0 1.2 --12 0.0 1.2

Range (x 100 m) Range, (x 100 m.)

(a) (b)

Figure 3 - - Acoustic image of (a) the cylinder with aperture 630< 0 <83 °, (b) a point source with
amplitude AP = 92 and position z, - .50m and a uniform line source with amplitude Ai = -1.26,
length L = 100m and ct/c = 3.5.

Fig. 3(a) on the left shows the acoustical image of the cylinder with an aperture 830< 9 <630.
This aperture includes the large vertical feature at 730 in fig. 1 which is due in part to radiating
waves propagating at the plate speed along the length of the cylinder. The image clearly shows the full
extent of the cylinder from (-55 m, 0 in) to (55 m, 0 in). The image is very similar to the imagc of a
point source connected to a uniform line radiating sound into a cone defined by ct/c = I/cos73 ° shown
in fig. 3(b). The values of the parameters izsed in the image are A, = 0.92, zp = -50m, Al = -1 26,
L = 100m and cg/c = 3.5. This comparison clearly shows that the asymmetry of the pattern in the
form function is caused by interference between the radiation from the plate wave and a reflection
from the ensonified end. The phases of the two patterns are such that the sin(x)/x pattern of the line
is canceled by the asymmetric sin(x) portion pattern of the point for angles greater than 0 = 73* .

The last set of images is shown in fig. 4. These were each generated with an aperture 00< 0 <30°.
Fig. 4(a) on the left shows a localized highlight at the ensonified end and an extended highlight along
the length of the cylinder. The image on the right is composed of a point scatterer with amplitude
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Ap = 2.44 at position zp = -55 m and of a line radiator with amplitude At = 13.5, length L = 110 m
and speed cu/c = 1.0. The value of the point scatterer is comparable with the maximum value of the
pattern derived from scattering from a circular disc using the Kirchoff approximation.' 8 The forward
scattered amplitude in that approximation is simply (2/a) (ira 2/A) = 2ira/,\ = 3.6 as compared with
Ap = 2.4. However the dominant contribution to the form function in this region comes not from the
the highlight located at the ensonified end, but rather from along the length of the scatterer.

Cu CQ

o 0

o 0(-4

CQ C\2

-1.2 0.0 1.2 -12 00 12

Range (x 100 m) Range (x 100 m)

(a) (b)

Figure 4 - - Acoustic image of (a) the cylinder with aperture 00< 0 <300, (b) a point sources with
amplitude A, = 2.44 and position zp = -. 55m and a uniform line source with amplitude At = 13.5,
length L = ll0m and c,/c = 1.

CONCLUSION

Several images were generated from the scattered acoustic field from a finite cylindrical shell with
hemispherical endcaps, ensonified on the end. These images were generated using specific angular
apertures which were meaningful in light of the acoustic phenomena involved in the scattering. The
apertures included one or two side-lobes of the phenomena.

Several physical results are obtained from the analysis. One is that specular reflection from the
ensonified end is present at all angles studied. The magnitude of the scattering from this end is
consistent with a sphere of that size. The specular reflection interferes with sound radiated from a
plate wave propagating along the length of the cylinder and creates an asymmetric pattern near 73*.
Finally, the forward scattering is generated from sources along the whole length of the cylinder.

In conclusion, imaging has been used to understand the scattering from a finite body with end
ensonification. This ensonification angle creates a symmetry which allowed the imaging algorithm to
be simplified as Eq. 3. This method can also be used for a scatterer of any shape and ensonification
angle.
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ABSTRACT

E The sound radiation from vibrating machine structures of arbitrary shape into three-dimensional space will be

calculated by approximating the normal velocity on the surface as a superposition of velocities generated by
i multipoles, which are distributed over the interior of the radiator. The resulting surface velocity error can be

minimized in different ways. The standard approach is to fix the origin-coordinates of the multipoles and to
solve the resulting linear least squares problem for the unknown amplitudes of the multipoles. In addition we
also try to find optimal positions for the multipole locations, because this choice has a strong influence on the
surface velocity error. A nonlinear least squares problem has to be solved to find the optimal multipole po-
sitions in the interior of the radiator automatically. This has been done numerically by using the Levenberg-
Marquardt method. Advantages of the multipole radiator synthesis with optimally located auxiliary sources
are an improved accuracy and a highly adaptive approximation. The sound radiation of a cube and a cylinder
will be investigated in order to compare these benefits with the price of having to solve a nonlinear least
squares problem.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the help of commercially available finite-element programs (FEM programs) the vibration behavior of
complex structures like gearboxes or engine blockes can be determined very accurately. However, the calcu-
lation of sound radiated by vibrating structures into the infinite free space encounters some difficulties, since

the FEM is especially suited for the treatment of finite domains. A second, often used approach - the boundary
element method (BEM) - leads to a fully populated complex and asymmetric system of linear equations of
high dimension, which can be solved only by using a big amount of solution time on high speed computers.
Therefore, we have developed a fast numerical method for solving the radiation problem - the multipole ra-
diator synthesis or shorter: the multipole method (MPM). The basic idea of the MPM is to replace the vibrat-
ing structure by a system of multipoles, which are located in the interior of the radiating body. The number,

f amplitudes, locations, types and orders of the multipoles have to be chosen in such a way, that the difference
between the prescribed normal velocity on the surface and the velocity field generated by the multipoles is as
small as possible. For minimizing this surface velocity error different techniques have been used. All of them
have in common that they try to determine the amplitudes of the multipoles while keeping unchanged the mul-
tipole positions and other parameters. In this case the MPM can be considered as a method of weighted resid-
uals. Depending on the choice of weighting functions different variants of the MPM like the null field method,
the method of Cremer or a linear least squares approximation is obtained (see (1]). However, in many appli-
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cations the choice of the multipole locations can have a strong influence on the surface velocity error. There-
fore we try to find optimal values for the amplitudes and for the multipole positions. For the determination of
the amplitudes we use the linear least squares approximation (called MPQUAD, see [1]). For finding the op-
timal multipole positions automatically a nonlinear least squares problem has to be solved, which we did iter-
atively by applying the Levenberg-Marquardt method. The extended MPM is used to calculate the sound
radiation from a cube and a cylinder in order to compare the advantage of higher accuracy with the disadvan-
tage of solving a nonlinear least squares problem. The results of a "one-point-source test" (OPS-test) and a
"one-line-source test" (OLS-test) show an enormous gain of accurancy. For the future more detailed investi-
gations are planned. Especially the comparison with experimentally obtained data seems to be of great interest.
We found the mathematical idea of optimizing the source locations and using the Levenberg-Marquardt meth-
od in the work of Mathon and Johnston [2]. In contrast to this approach they propose the use of fundamental
solutions as trial functions - in acoustic language: the use of monopoles -, while we are working with multi-
poles of arbitrary order.

2. STATEMENT OF THE RADIATION PROBLEM

If harmonic time dependence of the field quantities is considered with an angular frequency o, the complex
amplitude p of the sound pressure has to satisfy the scalar Helmholtz equation

Ap+k p=0 (1)

in the exterior B+ of the radiating body B (see Fig. 1), where k = Wc is the wavenumber, c the speed of sound
and A the Laplace operator; the time factor exp( - i (o t ) with i2 = -1 is supresssed in all field quantities. On
the surface S the normal velocity v and therefore the normal derivative of the pressure

ap/ n =icop v (2)

is prescribed, where p is the fluid density and a / n is the derivative in the direction of the outward normal n.
In addition, the pressure p has to satisfy the Sommerfeld radiation condition,

lim r[a - ikp] = 0, (3)

which can be interpreted as a boundary condition at infinity. Therefore, the Neumann boundary value problem
repiesented by Eqs. (1) - (3) has to be solved.

3. THE MULTIPOLE METHOD WITH OPTIMIZED AMPLITUDES (MPA)

For the sound pressure p we make the substitution

N
p = _, Ck T (4)

k= 1

where the trial functions pk are radiating wave functions, which by definition satisfy Eqs. (I) and (3). The ck
are yet unknown coefficients. By substituting the series (4) into the boundary condition (2), one obtains the
error, or the so-called residue

N 4
e =iopv- , ck (5)

k-1I
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at the surface of the radiator, which we require to be minimal. To carry out the minimization we follow the
method of weighted residuals. By multiplying e with N so-called weighting functions wj and integrating over
the surface S, we obtain the following system of linear equations for the determination of the N unknown co-
efficients ck:

N

k l ( (y) Wj (y) ds (y) = iopfvwj(y) ds (y). (6)
k=1 S S

As trial functions we use the spherical wave functions Vk(x - xq) with different locations x for the origin of
the wave functions. This enables us to treat arbitrary geometries, e.g. L-shaped structures. If we use only one
origin for all Vk , we are limited to the treatment of sphere-like geometries. Depending on the choice of the
weighting functions, we obtain different variants of the MPM: If wi = V4j(x - xq), we obtain generalized null
field equations. For wj = [h4j(x -x.) / on]* we get the method of the feast squares approximation (MPQUAD).
The asterisk denotes complex conjugation. More detailed information can be found in [1]. We recommend the
MPQUAD, since it minimizes the radiated sound power in a certain way [I].

4. THE MULTIPOLE METHOD WITH OPTIMIZED AMPLITUDES AND SOURCE
LOCATIONS (MPAS)

Since the sound pressure p is a superposition of spherical wave functions Vk(x - xq) with variable source lo-
cations as desribed in Eq. (4), the corresponding normal velocity on S is

w(x;c,Xq) = , qhk(X--Xq), (7)
9C~= lk I

where we have used Eq. (2) and the definitions

hk(z) ;-= (z), (8)

C - (c, . ;CN ! ....cN..,cNQ) and Xq = (x1 .... xQ).

Here Q is the number of source locations and N the number of the multipoles. The least squares error has the
form

U
X 2(c, Xq) = fly-wl2ds J - w (xI;c,Xq) 2AF5, (9)

S l

where the surface S was discretized into M elements Fi with area AFi . All field quantities are supposed to be
constant over one element; for instance v = vi on AFi. Now we have to choose c and Xq in such a way that the
error j 2 becomes minimal. To find the vecter of amplitudes c we use the linear least squares approximationMPQUAD (see [i]). For determining the Xq we need another algorithm, since the Xq depend nonlinearly on

these parameters.
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5. THE NUMERICAL METHOD

For solving the nonlinear least squares problem we use the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, which we de-
scribe only briefly by following the detailed rep-..sentation given in [3]. First we have to determine the quan-
tities

ax2L 2  (0i 13k = -2Y'k' I FU;W"k( +t') (o

where Sik is the Kronecker symbol and the uk are a suitable arrangement of the 3Q source coordinates of the
multipole locations xq in the three dimensional space (e.g.: XqI = (UlU 2,U3)). The parameter X depends on the
result of the actual iteration. If X goes to 0, we get the inverse Hessian method; if X becomes very large, we
get the steepest descent method. The calculation of the components ct and Pk requires to know the gradient
of the functions hk with respect to the Uk (see (7), (8)). As shown in [3] it is not necessary to compute the
second derivatives explicitly. For the determination of the gradient we proceed in a similar manner as descibed
in [1, Eq. (35)]. By solving the linear system oi equations for the increments Eq of the multipole positions

A.E,, =b (11)

with the matrix A = (a1kl) and the vector b = ( 3k) we get the new source positions Xq,ew = Xq + Eq.
The main steps of the algorithm are:
1. Compute the amplitudes c and x2 for estimated starting values Xq.
2, Choose a certain value for X (e.g. X = 0.0001).
3. Solve system (10) for the increments Eq.
4. Compute new amplitudes c by using the MPQUAD with new source locations

Xqiww Xq +E and evaluate the new surface velocity error X2new'
5. if x < Z the iteration step was succesful. X is decreased by a certain factor and the next

iteration is performed by setting Xq = Xqjnew and going back to point 3.
6. If X2new > X X must be increased. We again go back to 3, but now we have to use the old Xq,
7. As suggested in (3], the iteration process is stopped if 2new - x2l is small enough during a few

successive iterations.

6. RESULTS

6. 1 Results for a cube
The first test structure we have investigated is the cube shown in Fig. 2. The surface of the cube is divided into
96 equally-sized squares. The length of one edge is 0.25 m. The origin of the coordinate system (x,y,z) =
(0,0,0) is identical with the centroid of the cube. For constructing the velocity field on the surface we per-
formed a so-called OPS-test. That means: we set an (imaginary) point source - in this case a monopole - in the
origin and evaluate the generated normal velocity on the surface of the radiator. The resulting velocity field
was used as an input for the program. To reconstruct the sound field with the help of the MPAS we put another
monopole near one comer of the cube at the position (0.1 m, 0.1 m, 0.1 in). After nearly 30 iteration steps this
source has reached the optimal location (0,0,0) as shown in Fig. 3 and 5. In Fig. 4 the corresponding surface
velocity error 2 is shown, which decreases with an increasing number of iterations. In all calculations ka is
the Helmholtz number with a = 0. m and k = wavenumber. It is interesting to note that the wandering mono-
pole escaped from the cube in the vicinity of iteration 4. However, this effect does not disturb the convergence
behavior towards the optimal position (0,0,0).

6.2 Results for a cylinder
The geometry of the cylinder is shown in Fig. 6. The length of the cylinder is 0.8 m, its diameter 0.2 in. The
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structure consists of 160 elements. First we performed an OPS-test for three different frequencies as desribed
in chap. 6.1. After nearly 20 iterations the monopole source has moved from the starting position at (0.3m,
0.3m, 0.3m) to the optimal position (0,0,0), where the "imaginary" point source is located (see Fig. 7). Fig. 8
shows that the corresponding x2-error goes to 0 - as expected.

t We also performed an OLS-test, The situation is scetched in Fig. 11. We put a pulsating line source into the
cylinder and proceed as if we would perform an OPS-test (details can be found in [l]).The results are shown

t in Fig. 9-11: We worked with two multipoles up to order one. Therefore each multipole consists of one mono-
pole and three dipoles. Starting and end positions are shown in Fig, 9 and 11. It is obvious that the end positions
are optimal for simulating an line source with two multipo!es. This can also be seen from the decreasing -error (Fig. 11).

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The investigation of idealized radiating structures like cubes and cylinders with simply generated surface ve-
locity fields demonstrates that the additional optimization of the multipole locations has a strong effect on the
surface velocity error and improves the quality of the sound field approximation and prediction remark-
ably.Therefore, the application of the MPAS is very promising and the higher amount of computer time isjus-
tified. Real structures with complicated shapes often consist of a few thousand elements, and the surface
velocity is only known from measurements or FEM caculations. Therefore, optimal positions are not known
a priori. It seems to be possible to improve the accuracy of the sound field prediction for machine structures
by using the MPAS in a similar order of magnitude as found in the investigation presented. Such investiga-
tions of real structures are planned for the near future.
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Fig. i: Geometry of the radiation problem.
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EL Grid of the cube fj~jOPS-test for the cube; starting position of the variable
monopole is (O.ImOlm,O.Im). Optimal position is the origin.

0
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EjIL.J Movement of the monopole

fjgA.. OPS-test for the cube: L2-error i2 over number of iterations (situation
as in Fig. 3)
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Ez&Grid of the cylinder Eig1JM OPS-test for the cylinder: starting position of the
monopole is (Om,Oni,O.3m); optimal position is the origin.

EL.L OPS-test for the cylinder: 12-error Xover numbecr of iterations (situation as in Fig. 7)
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fj~~OLS-test for the cylinder~ starting position of the two inultipoles are
(OmOm,-iO.3m) and (Om,Om,-O.3m), optimal position is the origin.
Position of the line source as in Fig. 11.

Fig 10 OLS-test for the cylinder~ L2-error x over number of
iterations (situation as in Fig. 9)
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FiI Draft of the location of the line source and the journey of the multipoles
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ABSTRACT

8The resonant behavior of solid or hollow oblong submersed elastic objects is
studied both theoretically and experimentally. The resonances have been studied
directly, by a calculation of surface wave displacements, or inferentially, by
calculations or observations of echoes from plane incident acoustic waves with axial,
broadside, or general oblique incidence onto the submersed objects. For the latter, we
considered solid or hollow spheroids, or cylinders with flat or with hemispherical ends.
Resonances are obtained theoretically from the phase matching of surface waves, which
physically form standing waves in this case. A bar wave picture of resonant vibration
has also been considered; it is shown to apply in the low-ka region while surface wave
pictures apply in the high-ka region, and the two pictures merge in the intermediate
region. The dispersion of surface waves along the object for axial incidence is toated
exactly. For broadside incidence, simultaneous excitation of meridionaL and
circumferential surface wave is noted. The same surface wave picture applies for sound
radiation from these objects following point excitation.

INTRODUCTION

Experimental studies on the resonant behavior of submersed elastic objects, subject
to incident acoustic waves and pulses, have been carried out for about a decade at US

*(1-31, German 141, and especially at French acoustics laboratories (5-81. These studies
were motivated by the establishment of the acoustic Resonance Scattering Theory (RST)

19-i1 which, together with the physical interpretation of the elastic-body resonances
in terms of phase-matching surface waves 1121, has been brilliantly verified by the
experiments. The outcome of these studies, of which the above references 11-81 just
constitute a small, representative selection (for more recent updates on the extensive
investigations that have been performed on this subject, see the books quoted in Refs.
[31 and 1111) consists in the following information:

(a) The eigenfrequencies of elastic objects were determined from the observed
resonance spectra. This was done first for the simplest objects such as solid spheres
and infinite (i.e.) very long cylinders, but subsequently also for solid and hollow
objects of more complex shapes, mainly for spheroids and finite cylinders with flat or
hemispherical endcaps. This also includes the strength of the acoustic excitation
(i.e., the peak heights), and the widths of the resonance peaks.
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(b) Using phase matching arguments, the observed resonances were classified in
terms of the surface waves that generated them (a surface wave launched by the incident
wave, which is circumnavigating the object on a closed path, causes a resonant buildup
of the surface wave amplitude, and hence resonant scattering, if phase matching takes
place upon each circumnavigation). This led immediately to a classification of the
various kinds of surface waves that the submersed elastic object can support, and that
were in fact excited by the incident wave.

(c) The spacing of the resonance families belonging to a given type of surface
waves permitted a prediction of the dispersion curves of each of these surface wave
types; both phase and group velocities, and the losses due to radiation could be
obtained in this way.

(d) A convenient way of representing the above data consists in plotting the
"Regge trajectories" of each surface wave type, where the successive mode numbers in
each wave are graphed vs. the frequency values at which the mode resonates.

In addition LO such studies of the surface waves on elastic objects, excited by
incident acoustic waves and inferred from the resonance6 they generate as observed in
scattered echoes, the surface waves have also been examined when generated by mechanical
forces acting on the elastic object, leading to acoustic radiation that displays related
resonance effects [131. Both scattering and radiation-generated resonances will be
discussed in the following.

SURFACE WAVE GENERATION: BROADSIDE VS. END-ON

It was shown for cylinder and sphere scattering that analytically, resonances in
the scattering amplitude are described [9, 10] by terms of the form

l/(xnt - x -i/nL /2) (1)

wher f ka, k being the wave number in the ambient fluid and a the cylinder or sphere
radi. 7or oblong bodies, e.g. spheroids, one may instead use the variable X = kL/2,
L being the length of the object. Equation (1) shows that he resonant amplitude has
poles in the complex frequency plane located at

x = Xnt - i F /2, (2)

i.e. in the fourth quadrant. For electromagnetic waves, this has been noted by Baum
[14], who based his "Singularity Expansion Method (SEM)" of electromagnetic scattering
on this concept. On the other hand, it was shown by Franz [15] by applying the Watson
transformation to the modal series of scattering, that circomferential ("creeping" or
"surface") waves arise in the scattering process, which e.g. for a cylinder have the
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form exp(iV 6), with a circumferential propagation constant V given by v= Y , which
are the location of poles of the scattering amplitude in the complex Y -plane obtained
from the Watson transformation; these are known as the "Watson poles" in
electromagnetics, or "Regge poles" in nuclear physics. The connection between SEM poles
and Watson-Regge poleq was established by Dickey and Uberall [161 in 1978.

The Oth surface wave exp(i Y' 0) becomes resonant at 9 = n because then, an
integer number of wavelengths fits the circumference of the scatterer. This "principle
of phase matching" (12,17] can be used to determine the nth modal resonance frequency
(i.e., the position of the corresponding SEM pole) from the resonance condition

= n. (3)

This leads to the physical picture of the resonances, showing that a resonance
originates from the resonant buildup of a multiply circumnavigating surface wave when it
matches phase after each encirclement of the scatterer, This principle can be used in
order to determine the resonance frequencies of bodies of arbitrary shape [171, the task
here is mainly to obtain the surface paths of resonating surface waves. As an example
of this approach, we show in Fig. 1 the complex resonance frequencies XnE= (L/2a)xnt
obtained by the phase matching condition for rigid or soft spheroids and
hemispherically-endcapped cylinders of length L and radius a, for aspect ratios 2:1,
3:1, and 5:1 and assuming meridionally propagating surface waves, i.e., axial incidence
of the acoustic wave generating these surface waves [18).

The results of an experimental study on the resonances of a solid tungsten carbide
cylinder of finite length, terminated by hemispherical endcaps, are in press [8]. Both
axial and broadside incidence was employed here. The interesting features appearing in
Fig. 2 which shows the backscattering spectrum at broadside incidence, are the fact that
not only the resonances that correspond to the phase matching of surface waves
propagating circumferentially around the cylinder are visible [labeled by (n,i ) where
n = mode number, = 1, 2, 3 surface-wave family index], but also those of meridionally
propagating surface waves, labeled by (n,t ). All the latter resonances are those, and
only those, seen in the backscattering spectrum for axial incidence in the same
experiment [81. The reason for the broadside excitation of both types of closed-path
surface wave phase-match, resonances is schematically shown in Fig. 3 (although this
figure refers to an impenetrable cylinder, hence tangential excitation of the surface
waves): the meridional wave gets excited on the endcaps.

Graphs analogous to Fig. 2, obtained from a T-matrix calculation of backscattering
for axial and broadside incidence for a 4:1 nickel spheroid, are shown e.g. in Ref.
[19], reproduced below in Fig. 4, (a) for axial and (b) for broadside incidence. The
form function (a) shows the n = 2 Rayleigh-wave peak at kL/2 = 7.0, caused by the phase
matching of a meridionally propagating Rayleigh wave. The same peak also appears at
broadside incidence (b), indicating that even in this case, meridional waves were
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Fig. 4. Residual response vs. kL/2 for a 4:1 Fig. 6. As in Fig. 4, incidence

nickel spheroid: (a) end-on incidence, (b) at 500 to symmetry axis.

broadside incidence.
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generated (while generally, the surface waves generated here propagate equatorially

around the object, see Fig. 3).

In Fig. 4a, the first resonance frequency is lower than in the bloadside case of

Fig. 4b. This is because in broadside incidence, the surface waves follow a minimal

path around the spheroid, i.e., parallel to the equator. For end-on incidence, the

surface waves follow a maximal path, i.e. around a meridian. Thus the resonance

frequency is higher for broadside incidence.

SURFACE WAVES FROM OBLIQUE YNCIDENCE

Experiments on the excitation of surface waves on elastic cylinders and cylndrical

shells by obliquely incident waves have been carried out at French laboratories since
1986 [20,211. The important discovery here was the observation of resonances caused by

axially propagating waves ("guided waves"), analogous to the above-mentioned meridional

waves. The combination of circ,.'P.ential and guided waves can be viewed as leading to
helically propagating waves [2',23]. An example for these is given in Fig. 5, where the

simplest closed geodesics ("helicoidal paths") for spleroids are shown; these paths were

used to predict by phase matching the electromagnetic resonance frequencies of

conducting spheroids (241.
In the elastic-body case, Fig. 6 shows resonances excited by oblique acoustic

In the elastic-body case, Fig. 6 shows resonances excited by oblique acoustic

incidence, at 500 to the symmetry axis, in the nickel spheroid mentioned above. Here,

bending resonances are dominant in which the spheroid (at 4:1 being sufficiently long

and bar-like) undergoes bending vibrations about its long axis; and these are strongly

excited by obliquely incident waves.

The question has been brought up [25] whether the resonances generated by axially
incident signals can also be interpreted in terms of (longitudinal) bar waves. In the

surface wave picture, the resonances are determined by the phase matching condition.

Ik ds = 2 7(n + ), = 1,23...(4)

integrated over a closed surface path, while bar waves require
L

2 kb dx - 27m, m = 1,2,3..., (5)

0
k and kcb being the wave numbers of the corresponding waves and m the number of

half-wavelengths along the overall length L of the object. For kb, we use the wave

number for an infinite cylinder, while for ke in Eq. (4) one can employ the "tangent
sphere" approximation where e.g. on a spheroid, the surface wave path is locally

approximated by that on a tangent sphere [17], with known values of k ie In that

method, a constant (Rayleigh-type) wave number can be employed on the cylindrical

portion of e.g. a cylinder with hemispherical endcaps. This will be referred to as
PM-TS, However, the known wave number on an infinite solid cylinder can be used for

this purpose (an example being shown in Fig. 7 for a steel cylinder, the phase velocity

tending to that of the Rayleigh were at high frequencies), thereby taking the transverse
curvature into account. This model will be called PM-IC. Using the dispersion curve of

Fig. 7, one may also employ the "bar wave" resonance condition Eq. (5); that model can

be called LBW. We have applied all these models [261 to hemispherically capped steel
cylinders as shown in Fig. 8. Here, the Regge trajectories indicate, by comparison with

experimental results shown as circles, the correctness of phase matching (PM-IC and
PM-TS) at high frequencies. Low frequency experiments are not available in thIs case,

but for other examples these showed that both the bar wave and especially the PM-IC

... .. .. Fig. 5. Examples of simple closed
geodesics on a prolate spheroid.

(a) (b) (()
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model fit the data well at low frequencies.

RADIATION PROBLEMS

We next consider the radiation and scattering from a stiffened cylindrical shell
with flat flexible endcaps [27]. The NASTRAN/SIERRAS code was used to perform mobility,
radiation and scattering analysis for the shell. The NASTRAN program is a general
purpose finite element code. In the NASTRAN/SIERRAS approach it is used to obtain the
structural matrices used by SIERRAS to represent the dynamic response of the structure
in vacuo. The SIERRAS (Surface Integral Equation Radiation and Scattering) code is an
advanced boundary element code for analyzing the radiation and scattering from arbitrary

structures [28,291.

The NASTRAN finite element model consists of approximately 10000 degreeu of freedom

(DOF). It includes four plate elements between stiffeners and grid points every five
degrees around the circumference. Guyan reduction was used to reduce the analysis set
to 813 DOF prior to running SIERRAS, The analysis set included one grid point between
stiffeners and a point every ten degrees around the circumference.

The SIERRAS boundary element model uses 437 wet fluid degrees of freedom in the

analysis, The fluid element is a nine-noded superparametric boundary element.

The measured and computed radial drive point mobility is shown in Figure 9. The
forced point was on the center stiffener at the midpoint of the shell in the radial
direction. The peaks shown on the figure are the (1,2), (1,3), (1,1), and (1,4) modes
of the shell, respectively. The mode numbers refer to the number of longitudinal half
waves and the number of circumferential whole waves. Therefore the 1,4 wave consists of

one longitudinal half wave along the shell and four whole waves around the
circumference.

The radiated noise from the shell is given in Figure 10. Measured and computed
results are shown for a location 60 feet in the radial direction from the drive point.
The (1,1) mode is responsible for the wide peak at 300 Hz and corresponds to the bending

mode of the cylinder.

Finally, the scattering for the shell for broadside incidence is shown in Figure
11. Although no measured results are provided, the comparisons with radiated noise
measurements above and previous scattering analyses [28,29] yield a reasonable level of
confidence in the results. The scattering results are normalized by a factor of R/a
where R is the distance of the observation point and a is the radius of the cylinder.
Note that while the frequencies of the resonances are comparable, the magnitudes or

response are different. The maximum radiated noise was obtained for the (1,2) mode

2I- CR/C o

too 12W tee 100 4N Tee los Qoo i4W 19W 22SW1e

Fig. 7. Dispersion curves of the lowest axi- Fig. 8. Regge trajectory (number of resona
symmetrical mode for an infinite steel cylinder ting mode vs. frequency) for solid steel cylinde
(curve) and a steel sphere (crosses)., with hemispherical endcaps, aspect ratio 

= 
2,

end-on incidence.
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while the maximum scattering was found for the (1,1) bending mode. Scattered pressure
favors the lowest modes of the shell. The reason for this difference lies in the fact
that the incident plane wave will tend to excite the resonance in a more pure form than
a point force. Therefore, below coincidence, the cancellation of lobes over the surface
is more likely to occur with scattering than for point excitation.
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ABSTRACT

Ray methods are considered for the understanding of scattering by thin and thick hollow shells. The
present research examines features of the backscattering from spheres and circular cylinders and emphasizes the
use of exact elastic equations for determining guided wave properties. One of the prominent features described
is the midfrequency enhancement of thin shells that is also evident in experiments and in exact scattering
calculations. That feature is associated with a wave packet in the exact impulse response and is evident in a
smoothed Wigner time-frequency analysis of the impulse response. The enhancement is caused by a strongly
coupled slightly subsonic wave guided by the shell. Other features considered are the reasons for minima in the
radiation damping of supersonic fluid-loaded Lamb waves that result in weak coupling with acoustic fields.

INTRODUCTION

Quantitative ray representations of amplitudes for the scattering of sound by hollow elastic shells in
water were considered at the 1990 congress [1]. The emphasis of that discussion was on leaky Lamb wave
contributions to scattering by thick spherical shells and on representations of steady-state scattering or form
functions. Related publications discuss computational [2-4] and experimental [2,5] tests of the ray
representations. The discussion given below summarizes recent work to broaden the range of scattering
situations for which ray representations give quantitative predictions or useful insight into the response of shells
to incident sound. The emphasis is on contributions that become important for thin shells and on the time
domain response though other progress is also summarized. The discussion below emphasizes simple smooth
shapes (hollow spheres and cylinders) though the echo structure was also studied near caustics produced by
reflecting ultrasonic transients and tone bursts from a different shape of thin shell [6,7].

DISTINCTION BETWEEN LEAKY AND SUBSONIC GUIDED WAVES

Figure I illustrates the usual ray picture for backscattering contributions by the Ith guided wave where
the phase velocity of the wave along the outer surface of the shell cl exceeds the speed of sound c in the
surrounding water [1,3,5]. Such supersonic waves usually continuously leak or radiate sound at an angle 01 =
arcsin (c/ct) relative to the shell normal determined by the irace velocity matching condition (see however,
discussion below). To facilitate the extension of midfrequency ray methods to thin shells, it is necessary to
allow for subsonic guided waves where cl < c. Figure 2 shows the modified ray picture [8,91 where the
coupling is through an evanescent region having a thickness (bi - a) = (aclc,)(l -c/c) that diverges as the outer
radius a of the shell diverges. Apparent from truncations or other inhomogeneities, the subsonic waves
considered would not radiate in this flat plate limit and are sometimes described as "trapped". The existence of
such waves for plates in water has long been known [10-12]. The radiation and coupling with acoustic fields
introduced by curvature is analogous with the bending losses of fiber-optic waveguides [7].

I Prescnt Address: School of Electrical Engineering and Computing Science. Washington State University. Pullman, WA 99164.
2 Prcrit Address: EXP Group. Inc.. 44063 Fremont Blvd., Fremont. CA 94538-6045.
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MIDFREQUENCY ENHANCEMENT OF THE BACKSCA'ITERING OF TONE BURSTS

The contribution of a subsonic guided wave to the backscattering by thin spherical shells is especially
significant when ka is in the general vicinity of a/h where h = a - b is the shell thickness and k = co/c. For the
purpose of illustrating a ray model for such contributions [9], consider the example of a stainless steel 304 shell
with a/h = 40. The relevant guided wave properties are computed by finding the complex v roots of Dv(ka) = 0
as previously described [2,3,5] where Dn is the denominator of the nth term of the exact partial wave series for
the form function. (The method is based on the Watson transform.) The resulting properties for the case under
consideration are shown in Fig. 3. The wave labeled with long and short dashes, designated by I = ao, is
subsonic throughout the region of interest but displays a noticeable rise in the radiation damping parameter 31 as
ci approaches c. This rise in coupling appears to be associated with the decrease in the-thickness of the
evanescent region near coincidence [9] and causes an enhanced backscattering as may be seen from the ray
analysis summarized below. Analysis of guided wave scattering contributions by distinct leaky waves [5,13] to
the present case of subsonic waves is possible by appreciating the importance of the caustic radius b to the
backscattering amplitude [9]. The resulting contribution of the mth circumnavigation to the form function f has
the magnitude

If mI = 831 (c/o) exp(-13- 2xm3), (1)

where for m = 0, the wave has traveled only around the backside of the sphere as shown in Fig. 2. The solid
curve in Fig. 4 gives [f0 i for I = ao. while the dashed curve omits the factor c/clt: IfolI for the aO. wave shows a
strong enhancement that peaks near ka = 46.3 where the value of If01 = 3.17. It may be shown [9] that the value
of If0/l at such a peak depends only weakly on the shell thickness and material parameters since the ka
dependance is dominated by that of 13i. The peak Ifol occurs close to where 13i is 1/t.

Equation (1) is directly applicable to the calculation of the enhanced backscattering by tone bursts that are
sufficiently short that the echoes associated with different values of m don't overlap. The incident burst must be
sufficiently long that the effects of dispersion are weak. The time domain echoes for such tone bursts were
calculated by a Fourier synthesis that used the exact partial wave series [9,14]. This was done for several bursts
of different ka. Figure 5 shows the resulting calculated amplitude for a 20 cycle burst with ka = 46. The
dimensionless time urits are T = ct/a. The normalization is such that specular reflection by a fixed rigid sphere
of radius a has a unit amplitude. The earliest contribution from the shell in Fig. 5 is a specular reflection of close
to unit amplitude. This is followed by the m = 0 and m = I contributions of the ! = ao wave where the
amplitude of the in = 0 echo of 3.07 is close to the aforementioned predicted enhancement. The identity of these
echoes was also confirmed by comparison of their arrival times with ray theory. The amplitude of the m = 0, 1
ao. echo was similarly determined for several other values of ka and are plotted as the points in Fig. 4. The
comparison with Eq. (2) gives strong support for the ray model of the enhancement. It is noteworthy that the
later or m = 1 echo in Fig. 5 is weaker by a factor close to the expected value of exp(-2nt 3i) = exp(-2) = 0.135.
Furthermore, the predicted amplitudes are weak for the distinct ray contributions of the I = ao and so guided
waves whose properties are also shown in Fig. 3. Consequently those contributions only weakly affect the time
record in Fig. 5. The earliest contribution to the backscattering by the ao. wave and its midfrequency
enhancement may be especially useful for inverse problems [9].

LABORATORY OBSERVATIONS OF THE MIDFREQUECNY ENHANCEMENT

The existence and general magnitude of the enhancement described above was confirmed with
experiments in a large redwood tank of water [ 15]. The volume of water available, approximately 6500 gallons,
was such that reflections from the sides, top, and bottom of the tank did not occur in the time region of interest.
The target was a stainless steel 304 shell with a radius a = 38.1 mm and a radius-to-thickness ratio a/h= 43.8.
The predicted enhancement is for frequencies near 310 kHz. Figure 6 shows a representative time record in the
region of greatest enhancement of the guided wave echo which is the second of the echoes. This record, which
is for 318 kHz manifests the important features of Fig. 5. A substantial shift of the carrier frequency was
observed to cause a reduction in the guided wave echo magnitude relative to that of the specular reflection and
the observed behavior is in at least qualitative agreement with the shape of [f0 i predicted in Fig. 4. While the
analysis of the measurement is incomplete at the time of this writing, the present results are supportive of the ray
model.

MIDFREQUENCY ENHANCEMENT OF THE FORM FUNCTION

The ray model was also used to synthesize the exact form function f for steady-state backscattering in the
region of the midfrequency enhancement for the spherical shell considered in Fig. 3 with a/h = 40. The dashed
curve in Fig. 7 shows the Ift from the exact partial wave series and the solid curve shows lfrayl where

fray = fp + fao. + fs + fa0  (2)
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where fsp is the specular contribution (here neglecting a small curvature correction) and fl for! = so and ao are
leaky wave contributions computed as discussed previously [3]. In the region shown Ifil is negligible for I = ao
but for ! = so it gives rise to the vary narrow resonance spikes. The enhancement is associated with the I = ao.
term which is computed by summing ray terms of the form fm/ as in Eq. (1) but including phase information.
The result reduces to

-Gi exp [CA13+ in] 8icf3-e exp(io,)f, =F ( I 1 ' G
,

-  
c! (3,4)

1 + exp -- i21cxc/c,)]

where Ti1 = xc/ct - ti7/2), x = ka, and except for the expression for arg(G/) = 01, the generalization to this case of
a subsonic wave follows from the ray geometry in Fig. 2 and related considerations [9,13]. The approximation
for 01 used in Fig. 7 was obtained by assuming that O1 varies linearly with cl as ci approaches c,

01 (Rc<c,<c)-x[(3/2)-(2F/3)], F=[(c/c)-R]/(1-R), (5,6)

but that 01 becomes constant for cl/c below a particular value of R < I so that 0(cl < Rc) = 3n/2. Note that F
varies from 0 to I in the domain of Eq. (5). Results of Ho and Felsen [8] were used as a guide for formulating
the limiting values of 01 though the value of R = 0.91 used for the synthesis in Fig. 7 was determined
empirically. Inspection of Fig. 3(b) shows that for ka near 40, 1 is sufficiently small for the ao. wave that
contributions from repeated circumnavigations are important giving rise to a distinct resonance structure. With
increasing ka there is an enhancement in Ifjl associated primarily with the m = 0 contribution plotted in Fig. 4.
For ka Z 50, 13 is so large that repeated circumnavigations are no longer important and the gradual periodic
variations in If! shown in Fig. 7 are due to the interference with the specular reflection. This was verified with a
simple ray calculation of the quasiperiod Aka - 2n[2 + (tc/cl)]- = 1.2. A ray synthesis was also demonstrated
for backscattering from a circular cylindrical stainless steel shell also with a/h = 40 and the agreement with the
exact result was slightly improved over that of Fig. 7 [16]. The magnitude of the enhancement relative to the
strength of the specular contribution is weaker for cylinders than for spheres due to the absence of axial focusing
in the cylinder case [9,13].

TIME-FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF BACKSCA'ITERING BY SPHERICAL SHELLS

Yen et al. [171 explored the use of a modified version of the Wigner distribution function (WDF) for
displaying a time-frequency analysis of transients scattered by elastic objects. The present research applies
methods of smoothing the WDF discussed by Nuttall [ 18] to scattering by spherical shells [ 19]. The example
considered below is tht of backscattering by the same shell considered in Figs. 3-5. The response to an
impulse is computed for the time domain in Ref. 9 where it is shown that in addition to the specular reflection,
there is a large wave packet associated with the ! =ao- wave with the m = 0 ray path shown in Fig. 2.
Considering the impulse response in the time-frequency domain displays the spectral evolution of this and other
wave packets. Figure 8 shows the smoothr, WDF for the impulse response based on the exact f from the
partial-wave series. The axes are in dimensionless ka and T = tc/a where the time offset used is the same as that
of Fig. 4 so that the earliest contribution is the specular reflection at T = 1 in the narrow time resolution limit.
Various contributions can be identified by comparing the time of the contribution with predictions from ray
theory as discussed e.g. in Ref. 5 and 9. The dark bar centered on T = I is the specular reflection and the dark
patch centered near T = 5.5 and ka f 46 is from the ! = ao., m = 0 wave packet associated with the midfrequency
enhancement. Leaky wave contributions that can he easily identified include those due to the I= so 2nd al
generalizations of Lamb waves to the present case c a hollow fluid-loaded shell. In addition, there is a large
prompt contribution to the backscattering for ka in the region from approximately 455 to 485. This enhancement
is in tle vicinity of the threshold for the sl Lamb wave as well as the longitudinal resonance discussed in Ref. 3
and 4 that, for the present shell, is at ka = 482. Since Fig. 8 shows that this contribution is close in time to the
specular reflection, a surface guided wave does not have sufficient time to travel around the backside of the
sphere. A novel alternative pror"it guided-wave mechanism is from rays with the group velocity directed
opposite to the phase velocity 120] and Fig. 8 is generally supportive of such a mechanism.

WEAKLY- OR NON-RADIATING SUPERSONIC LAMB WAVES ON FLUID-LOADED PLATES AND
SHELLS

Consider again the conventional leaky ray picture for backscattering by spheres and cylinders shown in
Fig. 1. The associated contributions have been used to synthesize the exact f for thick hollow spherical [ 1,31
and cylindrical [21] shells. In those ray calculations, the leaky lamb wave properties cj(ka) > c and 1 (ka) Pre
calculated from the exact elastic equations as discussed above in conjunction with Fig. 3. One curious result of

7, those calculations is that for certain leaky rays, the function 031(ka) can exhibit a minimum where 031 can be as
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small as 10.4 Np/rad which means that the supersonic guided wave only weakly leaks energy. In the region of
ka where 31 is small, the resonances associated with that leaky wave are narrow [3,13]. For the examples of a
thick stainless steel shell with h/a = 0.162 considered in Ref. 3 (Fig. Al) and 21 (Fig. 2(b)), such minima occur
at ka 18 and 73 for the 1 = so and al waves, respectively. Insight into the cause of such minima can be found
by first considering the particle displacement at the surface of a flat plate in a vacuum. Worlton [22] has shown
that when the phase velocity cip of the lth Lamb mode of the plate is equal to the longitudinal wave speed cl. of
the bulk material, then there is no normal displacement at the plate's surface. For a supersonic wave to radiate
or leak sound into the surrounding inviscid fluid, it is essential that surface displacements occur perpendicular to
the plate. Consequently, it is to be expected that the radiation damping vanish exactly when c/p = CL for fluid
loaded plates. Inspection of the exact dispersion equations given in Ref. 12 and 11 for the case of (inviscid)
fluids on one or both sides, respectively, shows that is indeed the case: when cjp = CL, there is no radiation
damping of the Ith Lamb wave and ctp does not depend on the density of the fluid! A corresponding analysis of
the exact displacements at the (curved) surface of a shell has not been carried out however it is to be anticipated
on physical grounds that locally normal surface displacements are essential either for radiation by a given mode
or for excitation of that mode by an incident sound wave. For leaky waves with ka >> I on shells with h/a <<
1, the effects of curvature should be small so that 031 should be small when ct = CL. One approximation to allow
for curvature effects is to compare cl with the projection of CL from an imagined middle surface of the shell to
the outer surface in contact with the fluid. (A similar projection is described in Ref. 23 for the purpose of
relating plate and thick shll phase velocities.) Comparisons for the thick shells considered in Ref. 3 and 21
indicate that this projection only roughly approximates the curvature correction for estimating exactly where
13(ka) is minimized for thick shells but that the general condition that ci is close to CL is applicable [24].

CLOSING COMMENTS AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT

The summary given here considers the application of ray methods to backscattering from shells with an
emphasis on understanding those contributions which are either very large or very weak. In related work the
underlying formalism of resonance scattering theory has also been investigated with a product expansion of the
S-matrix for symmetric scatterers [25]. Recent advances in the extension of ray approximations to low
frequencies, briefly reviewed in Ref. 7, would suggest that modified ray methods may be applicable down to ka
of 2 or smaller. Especially relevant is a correction recently investigated by Rumerman for cylindrical shells [26].

In other recent research pertaining to the influence of structures on fluid flow, interactions resulting from
iotational oscillations of a circular cylinder about its axis were investigated [27]. For certain frequencies of
oscillation that depend on the Reynolds number, waves were excited in the viscous shear layers that separate
from the cylinder.
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Figure 3 -- Normalized phase velocity (a) and radiation damping (b) of surface guided waves on a
304 stainless steel shell in water with h/a = 0.025. The curves are identified as follows: long and
short dashes (I = aO.), dashes (I f so), and solid (I = ao).
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Figure 4 - The solid curve gives the rz.y model in Eq. (1) for the a0- guided wave echo amplitude
in the region of the enhancement near Ka = 46. The points are from the exact echo amplitude
determined by a Fourier synthesis as :Uustrand in Fig. 5.
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Figure 5 -- Farfield scattered normalized pressure P(T calculated by Fourier synthesis from the
exact of partial-wave series for 20 cycle incident burst with a carrier ka oft46 for the shell
considered in Fig. 3. The large second echo is enhanced as predicted in Fig. 4.
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Figure 6 -- Experimental confirmaition cf the midfrequency enhancement of t earliest subsonic
guided wave echo for a thin spherical shell (see text). The echo on the left is the specular reflection.
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Figure 7 -- The dashed curve gives the exact Ifi for steady-state backscattering by the hollow spherical shell

considered in Figs. 3-5. The solid curve gives ray approximation based in Eq. (3) that manifests the
enhancement.
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Figure 8 -- Time-frequency analysis of the impulse response for backscattering by the 2.5% thkk shell considered
in Figs. 3-5. The dynamic range is such that the darkest regions correspond to signals that are orders-of-
magnitude larger than the light reg-ons. The earliest and strongest of a sequence of ao. wave packets is labeled as
is the prompt large thickness-resonance/si-wave-threshold feature, both of which are stronger in this !ot than the
specular reflection. Features associated with circumnavigations of dispersive leaky Lamb waves are also evident.
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ABSTRACT

An analiltical and calculating method describing the dynamics of arbitrary shells In the fluid Is

developed. This method permits to Investigate radiated and scattered field. First of all real solution of the

dispersion relation for a thin cylindrical elastic shell are obtained In application to the sound-scattering

problem. Then the system of shell equations is obtained from the equations of elastic equilibrium of thin

shell. The density of simply sources Is defined from the system of boundary Integral equations. For the

case of circular contour there !s a calculative example of scattering amplitude. Using this method we

calculated the scattering amplitude for bistatlc case.

INTRODUCTION

The low-frequency resonance radiation and scattering of sound by elastic shells has emerged

as a tlmb:y problem in recent years. Various methods have been developed for the solution of the sound

vibration, radiation and ucatterlng problems, including the T-matrix method, the Boundary Element Method,

Method of Moments, Matching of Asimptotical Expansions, etc. We note that the practical application of

any method Is limited either by Insufficient speed and storage capacity of present-day computers or by

the difficulty of using It for physical analysis of the structure of the fields. In addition to these methods It

is useful to have model analytical method [1]. This method Is based on the Kirchhoff integral . in this

paper the analtical and calculating model method describing the dynamics of arbitrary shells Is developed.

First of all real solutions of the dispersion relation for a thin cylindrical elastic shell are obtained [2]

It Is shown that the reaction of medium has a significant Influence only on flexural waves. The

experimentally observed Increase in the low-frequency scatterlg amplitude in the region of angles of

incidence of a plane sound wave on the shell close to the axis of the cylinder is also explained. Radiation

impedance of limited cylindrical area Is calculated In (3] A scattering problem of sound wave, which falls

normaly to Infinite thin cylindrical shell with arbitrary contour of cross-section Is considered too. The

tlstem of shell equations may be obtained from the equations of elastic equilibrium of thin shell by
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V.Z Vlasov. The analitical expression for Green function of shell is found with help of simply layer potentlai.

The density of simply sources Is defined from the system of boundary Integral equations. In partial cases

( absolutely rigid and absolutely soft boundary, elastic shell with circular contour) the known expressions

are followed

INFLUENCE OF THE REACTION OF THE MEDIUM

It Is generally known that the amplitude of a plane sound wave scattered by a cylindrical elastic

shell Increases abruptly when the condition

Im (Zym+ ZO') - 0 (1)

holds [1], where Z and ZT are the Fourier components of the mechanical impedance of the shell

and the radiation Impedance respectively:

- R2  
R'D-4 7 )m (.R)'

Here ci,- is the longitudinal wave velocity In a plate of the same material as the shell;

c 0 _/pM (_V2); E, pm, v -are the Young's modulus, density, and Polsson ratio of the shell

material; h and R are the thickness and radius of the centroldal surface of shell; D P and

D m are the principal determinant and corresponding minor of the system of equations of motion

describing the free vibrations of 'dry' Infinite thin cylindrical shell [1]; , (kti-k') 1 / 2 
;

H m( )( . R ) and H f) '( c R) are the Hankel function of the first kind of order and Its derivative with

respect to the argument, Hm$)(zi ) - Jm(i) , IYm(i'),and the branches of the Bessel function

Jm (Z) and the Neumann function Ym(Z) are chosen so that Jm(iZ) and Ym(Z) are realfunctions

for positive real values of the argument .

The objective of the present study Is to analyze the conditions under which Eq. (1) Is valid and the

scattering amplitude thus acquires resonance maxima. Inasmuch as we Investigating the scattering of a
plane sound wave d)= Ao exp(Ik.x+ Iky+ Ik,z), which Is determined by the wave vector

9 - ( k, k y, k z) and which has a fixed frequency v,, we are Interested only In the real solution of Eq.

(1). Moreover, the function k (. ) obtained In the present study will be used to analyze the resonant

vibratlons of a bounded simply supported shell with elgenfuncton t ,(z)- sin[kp(Z+ L/ 2)],

k p = .P / L. We require k ( . ) In the Interval 10, -], because resonant vibrations of the Indicated

type p ( z) are excited by an Incident wave with any k = kI cos 9 0 (0 a Is the angle between

the direction of sound Incidence and the longitudinal axis of the shell). Here a discrete series of values

of k p corresponds to points situated on very curves k (. ) calculated below over the entire range of

variation of k. We consider the function Fey, a o. m) - Zym + Ze. On the basis of Eq. (2) It has

the form:
[DT, + , 0 all Hnfl)(Jo,10 y2, (3F(y,o j.,m)- IpMc, LDT3 12a 1 ,$- y1/2H (1) 22  )1

) ( 10y I H M (to"0-YT' )i

where 6- h2/ 12R
2 
;AQIo kIoR= -R/c, . ;o; I- kfR- vR/ y ;y= kR; p l/pM;

DV'- dst L, ; D%, LTI L91- L% 1_71 ; L 7- [a 1o-2 -a2;L=[eoa m]

L71. L,. -bmy; LT- LV1- Ivy; LB-[1-a1 o+ a (y?+ m )2 - (2m 2-1)];

LB - 11 - Im ;a. (I-v)/ 2 ;be (1+ v)/ 2.
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Separating the function Eq. (3) Into real and imaginary parts, we obtain the equations

imZP" (124) 1/2P M CI 1 1 ) FP'(y. a I. m) ;(4)

lmZ 'm 
= (128) I/2p c . 1/ ',2[ ) F.( )( y Ia0 In,) (6)

Im Z."' - (128)" pMc I o I/ uI ) F')(Y 0 , M) (6)

where Fy~f)( y, a.m) = DO/ 03IaT- 1+ a (Y 2 + m 2 )-(m-)
a2 2 -222 2 1 +

+I 2 a,-X 2 -am2 ~+ 2bvm'y + $y _&0 -y2 1 (7)
L (11ioy -aml)(0 I1c,ay7_m2 ) -b 7 M 7y

a 1 1 [JM(t) J M(t) 4 Y t4 1) t) I' 1) Y a
(s 12) j' T,2 t- [j (t)] 2 + E (t)j 2

F0)(aI a, m) - o2 12 K, (tmy Q (8)
T128 )1  t K(t')tl

0 121

0 0. y > 0i

Here Jrm ( t) , Y ( t) said Km (t*) are Besseal and Neumann functions and modified Bessel functions

of the third kind (Macdonaid functions) ; t a (0 -y') 1 , tV ~y~ a A) "". The following Identity

for the Wronskian of the Bessel and Neumann functions Is taken into account In the derivation of Eq. (9):

W ( M or) ,Ym (Z) J M() Y rn (Z) - J rn(Z)VYr(Z) -2., .;

We thus seek the real soiution y a I of the equation:

Fy(O~(y,Q ao, m) + F (')( y,O o 1) m 0 .(10)

The solution of Eq. (10) has been Investigated previously for 8 = 0, iLe., when the reaction of the

medium surrounding the sheil Is disregarded I Fs 0')(y. a to, m) =0 111. In the present report we
find the solutions of Eq. (10) for p * 0 121. We first consider the case m - 0.

The asimptotic behavior of the function F. (1)(y,a o, 0) defined by Eq. (8) In the neighborhood of

the line y =a it foliows from the properties of the functions Ho) z) (, Ko ( z) and their derivatives

occurring In the function:

F.()(.Qa 0) - 6 o i In fja A -y 1 )1/2 y. a Q (

Substituting Eqs. (11) and (7) with mi - 0 In Eq. (10), we obtain (In the limit y - a f

a 2
a, y 0 0) + p ' In[ a f2 y -)/

( 12A )12 )11

r 0l-oil.+ jy 4 + ) (0 o~2Y2 + Q I'.)f Inra _1Y2 1i)'/21 = 0. (12)

Inverting Eq. (12) and Invoking the expansion (1 -x)1/'2.1 x/ 2 for x < < 1 , we find that the

solution y( a 1.) - a f, Is a two-valued soiution of Eq. (10) for the case ia - 0, m - 0 In the limit

p0.

where the pius sign corresponds to one soiution, and the minus sign corresponds to the other. It shoud
be noted that # tends to zero from the left or right In the case, depending on the sign of the function

Fy 1.I0 .a 1, 0).For exampie, p tendst to zero from the right (p - 0 + 0) for values of the

frequency a 1. such that Fy~')( a Is, o so, 0) Is positive. In the case of negative values of

FO) (y,a 1., 0), on the other hand, p tendseto zero from the left (p -0 -0) We note that P > 0 in
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the real physical problem (p = Pf1 / pm Is the ratio of the density of the medium surrounding the shell to

the material density of the latter). Consequently, the Indicated two-valued solution y ± ( . 1o ) - a o will

exlstwhereve the function Fy a0f i,o io,0 ) >0 In the limit p -0 for m = 0, with the exception of

solutions of the equation Fy 0 ( y, a i o. 0) = 0, which correspond to quasIflexural and quasliongitudlnal

waves.

We now consider the solutions of Eq. (10) for p > 0. The two-valued solution y(a to) 0 it

branches Into two solutions y 1, o (I In accordance with the asymptotic relation Eq.(13) for values of

the frequency o l, such that the function Fyf(oi , a i, ,0) > 0 (this lsthe segment OA In Fig. 1),

Le., when the mechanlcal Impedance of the shell ZY' exhibits 51astic behavior. The two-valued solution

y(Q to) = o f branches into two complex-conjugate solutions for values of the frequency Q ,o such

that the function Fa')( I, o o, 0) < 0 (this Is the segment AB In Fig. 1), I e.,, when the mechanical

Impedance of the shell Zn is a mass reactance. Figure 1 shows the real solutions of Eq.(10) calculated

on a computer in the case m 0 and m - 1 for steel shells In water (v - 0.3; E= 2.10" N/ m2 ;

pM = 7.8-10a ko/ m3; h/ A 0.1 and h/n = 0.2; cft 1500 m/, .f,= 1.10 kg/ m3) The

solution I and II have the line y - o I as an asymptote In the limit Q ,o 0. As In the case 6 = 0. the

solution III has u low-irequency asymptotic behavior corresponding to longitudinal waves in an unbounded

rod In thellmit Qo-0: y (1- 2) 1/2 a to. As the frequency Q to Is Increased from zero, the

solutions II and III move away from the origin, diverge, and then begin to converge with a further Increase

In a I, untill, at a certain value of a w,, they form a branch point at some point C with coordinates

(yc, 0 c) ,when yf 11 n c) = ytIt(a c) = y. In the neighborhood of the branch point C the asImptotic

behavior of the solutlons II and III has the form:

(Yt,.II - yc) ± A ( c- o) ; 0 o- ac, (14)

where Ac > 0 Is a constant. As mentioned, the solutions II and III become complex conjugates with

a further Increase In the frequency o 1o (a to > a0 e).

It must be added here that, a qualitative restructuring of the solutions of Eq. (10) does not take place

for p 0 In the cases m = 1,2,...This result Is attributable to the fact, which follows from Eq. (8), that

'"~~~~~W "s- 0" 2 "' ' '0'

Fig.1 Real roots of the equations: ( - ) lm(Zm + Z = 0 and (.-- Im(Zm) = 0.

the function F.O' ) (y,a i, m), m ml , does not any sIngularitlles for real values of a 0o and y.
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Thus, several results can be drawn from the foregoing analysis The reaction of the medium has a

significant Influence only on flexural modes. It Is evident from the graphs In Fig 1 that this Influence causes

a major change In the angular and frequency ranges where the condition for spatial coincidence holds

for these waves (1]

k - kfH cot 0 or y - a f cos 0 (16)
Here to Is the angle between the wave vector of the Incident wave and the positive z direction, which

coincides with the longitudinal axis of the shell. For

example, the spatial coincidence condition Eq.(15) is

does not hold for any angles of plane-wave --

Incidence for sufficiently thin shells
11/ R S 0.1) in the case m -1 (see Fig. 1).

This means that resonance maxima corresponding

to the first mode will be absent In the experimental ti

directivity patterns for the backscattering (echo -,

return) of sound by thin cylindrical steel shells In -

water. Consequently. the positions of the -

resonance maxima (in the angular scattering 0 30 be ,jO

patterns) corresponding to flexural modes must L Fis.2 Direcilyitq pattern.

be determined by solving the dispersion relation

Eq.(1), I.e., with allowance for the reaction of the medium. The analysis shows that the scatter ing-amplitude

maxima corresponding to shear and longitudinal modes (see FIg.1) are determined very accurately by the

positions of the dispersion curves for the 'dry' shell [1].

The emergence of a new branch (see Fig. 1, branch II ) of the dispersion equation Eq.(1) In the case

m - 0 for sufficiently thin shells ( 6,/ A 0.1) In the low-frequency range ( a 1a < 1 ) will cause the

scattering amplitude to increase in the vicinity of angles of sound Incidence close to the cylinder axis
(9 - 0u). This conclusion Is also confirmed by experlme's on the backscatterlng (echo return) of sound

by cylindrical steel shells In water [1]. Fig. 2 shows experimental directvity patterns for the backscattering

of sound by cylindrical steel shells L/ w. 9.126; h/ R - 0.011; u ,o ,- 0.73. It Is evident from the patterns

that the scattering amplitude Increases In the vicinity of angles of sound Incidence close to the cylinder

axis (0 .0

TO THE THEORY OF SOUND SCATTERING

When the cross-sectional contour Is an arbitrary plane curve the equations of thin cylindrical

shell are very complicated, and their coefficients are alternative If the plane sound wave falls normally

on the Infinite cylindrical shell Its vibrations depend only from coordinate ,,, and the vector of elastic

deformation has only two components: tangential U and normal U 3. Then due to [4] the motion

equations are (in asymptotical approach:)

,- h--qU 1 (16)

i- q yj-, -12-- qU -p2Uj- 1 Po 4 P,)

Here: p7 - pMhw( -,1)/ .h;, PM- the density of material . h - shell thickness ; - circular

frequency : E En 1 - I t ; - Young's modulus and Poisson ratio; ,p - damping coefficient;

a P and P. amplitudes of Incident and scattering sound waves (Inside the shell there is no medium);
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B . .~ 6h C? 1/, ); dx- Rd r . We suppose that the time dependence of all quantities
Is exp (- I. t) .Note, that the only quantity which depends on x Is curvature q .Last years, the problem
of sound scattering and radiation on cylindrical area with arbitrary contour of cross-section the method
of simply sources (monopoles) Is used [5], which density may be found by means of Integral equations
solved on computers.

F or absolutely soft boundary we have.

P= PO+ P.= 0, (1?)
and the Integral equation Is

P,(r). f 0 r')G r', fdo (18)
And when the boundary Is absolutely rigid:

and the Integral equation Is V~PI(~A1

where~~U GFF) 1/4t XOkI I Green function for iHeimgotz equation In three
dimension case: k c I I , wave number of sound medium In two dimension case the Green function

is Gr, r' ~- (., 4)- HO ~kl I ~ ' where HoC>kI 1~.~ I-s aHankel function of the first
kind.
In this report the method of boundary Integral equations Is derived for the case when the contour S Is

thin elastic sthell described by equations Eq.(16). It Is necessary to find Green function
Us K (x , ) of system Eq.(16). It means their solution when in right part we change (Pe + P.) by

Dirac's function a (x -I . When . Is arbitrary the problem has no analitical solution. But In the
asimptotical ( WKSB) case function K ( x,,, can be obtained by next method.

We seek the solution in form
U I's(X) axp[ 14)( X)] (21)

where (x) f: K (x )dx , K x) z(2x)l A(..)

The conditions of applicability are: A' I~ , (A/ n~*(~ ~ < 1
The substitution of Eq.(21) Into Eq.(16) gives a dispersion equation which has six roots. The point source
atx - 4 ) genet ates waves which run In the directions t I x - i and are of following types: fiexible

uniform waves ( K I (x). [P2 / (112/ 12)1 ' ). flexible nonuniform waves ( K 9(x) = I K1 ( X) ) and
iognigludinai waves ( K~ 3(x) -[ p2  q2 c, , '/ ). Note, that roots K j. are functions of :: only if the
parameters E ,,,h depend on x in considered model only curvature q -q ( and, hence.
only root K, 3Is a function of x.

The corrections to the roots K ,,(x) are being found by WKS method:

I 16K-,( X) - 2 -Xi - (22)

By Integrating the equation Eq.(16) on x in limits it -x t + when £0 we have

U 4U 1...- q[U3+ --US 0
-qU#-U,-]h ' I 13 '3 (23)

In addition, the conditions of continuity are fulfiled In the point x .- :U s - U ,_ Ul. - U1_ and
the rotation angie of section Is zero *. , 0"- Ui -- 0
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We seek K (x,) tIn form (when x~ > and when x~ <)P

K (X,( U3±- A1±exp[ I if XK x) + a K (X') Jdx'

+ A 2:t XP[ (1)f x[K2 (X')+ a K2 (X')dft] + Aakexp I f ;[K3 (X') -, aK3 (X')] dX] (24)

The wave 1.11 Is bound with every wave U~j± and Its amplitude 13 Bj± - p (i KIoAll

/=1; 2; 3 where 6(t K,) - (:t K1) (, (K 1 2 2j Is defined by substitution Eq (21) Into the first
equation of system tEq.(16) Six quantities Alt we fined after substituting expressions Eq.(24) In six
conditions Eq.(23) and so on. Then we have:

TD k 3,~i)[ x [J' t)d H-
K, [ j Yexp[.- f IKu d 1 ]

2 M K (j)'Ys I I
2Bp2 [p 2 q()J~2K~( exfif K 3 (4 d t, (26)

= where D- Eh / 12 (1-? = 2 .12)

[ KI / Kl.) ]3/ 21/2Note, the multipliers [K() ;)j32and [ K3(4)/ K3(x) I appear from Eq.(22). and when
x they turn to one. In the case when only parameter q depends on x In Eq.(25) only multiplier

KM x()"''"differs from one when x .With the help of analitical expression for Green
function Eq.(25) we obtain the relation on the contour S

1U3=VOiX) 4 V.(X)= (I.) (,,x,[Po~ *1 P, ]d (26)

If now we Introduce the density x) according to the Integral equation

then using Eq.(1 9) the system of Integral equations Eq*.(26) and (27) Is sufficient to soive the radiation
or scattering probiem for cyiindrical shell with arbitrary cross-sectionai contour. This system of equations
may be performed to one Integral equation on the contour S

I(w f K (x, 4 Po + P a4')G (4 .4')d jd4

Note, that In the case of absolutely soft boundary K (x , we have the problem Eq. (18), and In
the case of absolutely rigid boundary K (x, -. 0 we have the problem Eq.(20)

THE PARTICULAR CASE OF CIRCULAR CONTOUR

When the contour S Is a circle of radius R It is convenient to use an expansion for

P0  V0 , Ps. , V. . P j P'mexpoimr) and so on. Using the relations. V P"v D,

P= ,0 ; Z, -ip . [aD1 (Jo/aj (Here: <0 and (/ )-field potential and Its normal
derivative;, Z. radilon impedance) we have:

V - n d0 m a" ;V."'- p- (29)

and from Eq.(2B): V OM  V tm S ' f)PfP" (30)
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where1

Ly- -(I-, )f [K(X,C)- .20

sP I (/ fX-)]dC] _ l

and dUf-Iif R df

an ~ aeasneoNote, that expressions Zom- -_ __ __

and mchaca sence of____
Impedance of Incident waveli

elastic vibration of shell_____-±.. L..______
correspondingly (1]. For the a 30 60 90 120 ISO A

rn-component of Fourier fig.3 Directivity pattern Chistatic case)

transform of P we-------626 .3 20

from Eqs. (29) and (30)

z1  0 M .Z Y 4Z SM  (31)

The last expression Is Identical to the formulae Eq.(13) from [1). Note, that for circular contour it is not
necessary to find the density . of simply sources

In particular case of circular contour we calculated the scattering amplitude for bistatIc case. We used
the analitical method described In the paper [1] and the report [3] presented to the FIRST AUBURN
INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN AIR AND STRUCTURE-BORN SOUND AND
VIBRATION. The results are given on Figure 3.

CONCLUSION

This method can be used to relate the characteristic features of the radiated and scattered fields
to the geometrical and elastic parameters of a finite cylndrilcdt shell. Method permits to Investigate
radiated and scattered fields In different cases. The theoretical and experimental results are In a good
agreement.
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ABSTRACT

The paper deals with propagation of vibration and noise through pi-

§ ping in centrifugal machines. The results rDbtained reveal that a statio-

nary field is achieved at a certain distance from a noise source. An ex-

cellent correlation between theoretical calculations with experimental
data has been obtained.

The given study presents an analysis of semiinfinite cylindrical

shell filled by gas. Because of intensive gas flow pulsation at the edge

of the waveform, an excitation occurs. This calculation model is bound

with the simultaneous solution of wave equations for a medium filled

elastic cylindrical shell and elasticity theory equations. The aim of

this study is to define noise level characteristics to the extent of

source distance. By space coordinate z noise intensity in a pipe is not

a stationary statistical process, though, according to our experimen13,

it may be achieved at a certain distance from a noise source. Such pro-

cesses are called ergodicities. Space size of transitional phenomenon

are bound with physical quelities of waveforms and with the length of

frequency spectrum excited at the noise source.

First let us analyse simultaneously the wave equation with the eq-

uation of dynamic theory of elasticity for thinwalled shell, "Eq.(l)"

P 22V

Eh
?2 phz, 9 &z,pR)
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and corresponding boundary conditions

-- , -A= -Pc bs#n
by rR

Sound pressure component p is conditioned by shell oscillations; p -

by excitation of sound waves in the medium from supercharger, "Eq.(2)"

by z -0, (2)

• U = by z=..

Here c. - sound velocity in medium,.D , , h , o, - shell parame-

ters (cylindrical rigidity, Young's modulus, wall thickness, radius and

density correspondingly), uv - Fourier components of noise excited in
the shell of radiator, z , t- - pole coordinates. The flow has a cons-

tant component " which is not essential and alternating pulsations,

which for a definite model of supercharger may be approximated by exci -

tation of shell vibration, "Eq.(3)"

S ,,, .(3)

Let us assume that by such excitation I2 -V

In a waveform /1/ normal waves may propagate with wave number h

which meet the so called dispersive equation, "Eq.(4 )"

=D , (4)

For shell vibration calculation wave number k , defined by this

equation greatly differs from wave number W/ o in a medium. Therefore,

for these waves, due to low air densityfthe right part of equation is

not significant, "Eq.(5)"

A- I ar (5)

Thus, for low frequencies by &*r < c/R (where c, - sound velocity

of shell material) field is heterogeneous and dies-out at source dis-

tance, "Eq.(6)"

u 1W. e Co/ z , (6)

where "Eq.(7)"
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t/.' L 4- (7)

and for a high frequency spectrum part by 4% )c/R we have, "Eq.(8)"

-z 
ikz

U = n'zt { I -i Ji '(8)

what shows that there is a homogeneous wave energy flow along tha shell

axis.
Thus, heterogeneous spectrum consists of two parts J/i) and J'(oo)

and correspondingly, *Eq,(9)"

where J' - - noise spectrum,

n - harmonic number, where heterogeneous field passes to homogeneous one,C

Z= R-- , where m - ain pulsation frequency which equals to the pro-
duct of angular velocity of rotation of supercharger to blade number.
Thus, we have the following final expressions for heterogeneous and homo-
geneous parts of vibration field: 41 f

* cco: (-

bf , €=1/ - blade number, we have ts" - If /0 ,

- 5.lOSl " Consequently,

Mz~,/9 2

C T7
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Section length of heterogeneous field equals approximately to one meter.

Thus, leaving part of energy constitutes only one sixth of the general

reactive oscillation capacity.

The given evaluations show that excited shell vibrations synthesize

heterogeneous noise field what cannot be explained by the obtained expe-

rimental data testifying that heterogeneous section length is five times

greater. Thus, to describe a heterogeneous noise field, it is necessary

to take into account the heterogeneous medium field along with the shell

edge effect, i.e., one cannot neglect pressure 2
For this part of field we have the following edge problem, "Eq.(10)"

P7,, O by -R

47/ 2 (10)

' (lO)

Eh 9
D=-jjr * p -"* h "" =  ,*Pz

2 by ,R.

In this case we assume, that "Eq.(ll)"

As the part of field bound with radiation and described above is not si-
gnificant for this problem and may be omitted at this stage, we have the

following problem, "Eq.C(12)" }
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By using first solution of (11), where ft - roots of Bessel function of

first order, i.e., . (4.k) - 0 , we get, "Eq.(13)"

e (' k _/ k 7

where size P is defined as generalized Fourier - components of pres-

sure pulsation at the outlet of supercharger, "Eq.(14)"

)(14)

k-f

Here / - heterogeneous wave number. Consequently, for shell flexure

( ,U4 ) we have heterogeneous equation which is solved in the following

way, "Ea.(15)"

&nzk /A ) (15)

Thus, heterogeneous part of field according to (11) and (15) is express-

ed by the sum r

2 
2  -• i'z) -7o' (k

2 Ak 2+ Eh 2

where k is defined from the condition A/ktf < , homogeneous part

of shift intensity is given in the form:

%(<,,)=P,,, -7 Jfltk)2c 2

fD [r 2 (12h ..u1

Significantly lengthy section of heterogeneous oscillation intensi-
ty may be explained by an unpropagated part of nearest pole, though, for

this lengthy transitional period, coincidence (at least that of closen-

ess) of wave parameter with critical meaning (transversal reso-

nance) is necessary.

)4 FU2  F,
3,8317 7,0156 10,1735 13,3237
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For example, in the case of J * 7606 ('RPM), A'-,14m, = 440 moleO r
(methane (gas) under pressure) we have

LR 3 M.
4,

This points to the significance of the length of heterogeneous field

sections.

Actually, in a plate loaded medium, the coefficient A defining

field heterogeneity is defined by taking into accov ; loading from the
side of medium

R h

Thus, the size of heterogeneous field in a shell will be

f3 _74J

By analysing the above given conditions, we get L 5 m.

Here c 466,9m/e c/ 466 n/.sa, ; - 7.60 xP

/4; R O,4 m ; h -20o/0'sn.

The experiment was carried out at the natural gas compressor sta-

ton where centrifugal compressors have been used. Piping gas pressure
increased by compressor was sent to a gas main. Technical characteris-

tics of the compressor are: blade wheel shaft (RPM) a- 9800 ; wheel
blade number 9 - /14 , 7 being short and 7 long ones; gas sucking and
compressing pipes in diameter D -8,20m .

At intervals of 1 m from the compressor along 50 ,m piping length
oscillation acceleration in dB has been measured. Oscillation accele-

ration spectrum at the first point is given in Figure 1, where oscil-
lation maximum at frequency is

/ nz 980'.f4

= 60 60 2286 #tz.
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Figure 1. Vibration acceleration spectrum at the
first point.
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Figure 2. Vibration damping to zhe extent of source
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and its first harmonic is 4000 Hz. Spectrum composite at 1000 Hz shows

the frequency of long blades. Figure 2 shows the vibration damping at

6 m distance from the compressor at the frequency of 1000 Hz, 2000 Hz
and 4000 Hz. As it is seen from the curvee,vibration damping occurs at

5 m distance. Further vibration level is of approximately the same le-
vel along 50 m distance from the compressor. An excellent correlation

between theoretical calculations with experimental data has been ob-

tained.

CONCLUSIONS

The physics of a heterogeneous state in a noise field of gas fill-

ed piping may be explained by the presence of acoustical heterogeneous
normal waves and the dynamic edge effect in a gas piping. Acoustical
edge effect, owing to the heterogeneous normal waves, exhibits a very

unstable characteristics due to transversal resonance, i.3., at criti-

cal frequencies of the waveform. Edge effect in media filled piping oc-

curs at a wide frequency range to null frequencies in a static condi-

tioned but a relatively long section is required to explai the experi-

mental data at the critical ring frequency of a piping( = I),
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components (u1,u2) ,fand another to the symmetric component U3 of the displacements.

Finally the total pressure field can be found in the form

p-p*+p [uI (o,) ,u(e)]+pa(u 3(e)] (2)

In the framework of the Timoshenko-Mindlin theory of plates and shells three types of
waves can be observed:' So Lamb type wave (membrane propagation type), A, Lamb type wave
(bending propagation type) and S, Lamb type wave (shear propagation type).

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The calculations refer to the scattering of a plane wave of unit amplitude by an aluminium
shell ( 9-7OGPa,v-O.335,p,-2.7g/cm 3 )with the relative thickness h-O.02R . The shell
is supported by the axial rib (stringer) with thickness equal to the thickness of the shell
and with the radial dimension 1.-R The angle between the direction of the incidence and the
rib is 0.-60e .

Stiffener-borned sound Pressure
Figure I gives the amplitude of the backscattered pressure field as a function of

frequency kR (form function). Deep antiresonances on the form function of the unstiffened
shell belong to the S, wave in the shell. The group velocity of this wave is approximately
equal to the velocity of the longitudinal wave in the plate. The AO wave resonances do not
appear in the farfield in the given frequency band as their phase velocity is subsonic. The
stiffener generates additional sound pressure marked by multiple resonances. Considerable
part of these resonances appear with the interval which is proper to the A, wave. To help
interprete the wave generation processes the contributions of the antisymmetric and symmetric
forms of vibrations of the shell are considered separately.

In Fig.2 the form function for the sound pressure field contribution is presented.

Resonances in this form function appear in groups concentrated around the antiresonances of
the S, wave in the shell. However this function is rather difficult to interpret.

The contribution p of the symmetric forms of vibrations in the total sound pressure

field is presented in Fig.3. This form function has very regular structures whtch tends to
indicate the domination of two types of waves. First of them is the A0  wave forming the
series of the peaks. Two valleys at the frequencies kR-12.,24 .... where form function
changes character, mean interference of an another wave. Considering velocity of this wave
approximately equal to that of *he longitudinal wave in the shell, the path of this wave in
the structure could be estimated Calculations show that this path is nearly equals to 2R .
It means that this is a longituolnal (in radial direction) resonance in the rib. To verify
this statement another form function for the rib witch is two times shorter in the radial
direction (height h,-O.5R ) is presented. It can be seen in Fig.4 that first valley occurs
at the frequency kR-24. , which is twice as high. By this one should state that the
longitudinal resonance in the rib highly attenuates the symmmetric resonance of the shell.
Directivity pattern shows that at these frequences the rib does not radiate in any other
direction.

Consequently for every given frequency the rib could be designed so that the stiffener-
borned sound (at least the contribution of the symmetric forms of vibrat ons) is attenuated
due to the longitudinal resonance of the rib.

In addition to that there are much other "zeroes" in the form functions of both
contributions. They correspond to the position of the rib at the node of the symmetric and
at the loop of the antisymmetric form of vibrations. The frequencies where the rib does not
affect the shell can be seen in Flg.5 where the total contribution of the stiffener in
thepressure field is presented. These zero rib-contribution frequencies could also be useful
to the design of the nonradiating rib although most of them are very close to the resonance
frequencies.

Reactions of the rib
As the ribs are assumed to be attached along lines they could be considered as the lilae

forces (reactions). These reactions may be found for e'.ery given freqiency. The problem of
the active sound radiation control can be formulated as the compensation of these reactions
by the line control torces applied to the ribs. Furthermore line reactions are calculated and
plotted versus frequency.
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force to the rib is discussed.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Let a thin-walled elastic circular cylindrical shell of centroidal radius R and
thickness h be immersed in an ideal fluid medium with theHxdensity p and sound
velocity c . -he shell material is isotropic and has a density p, Young's modul,s E and
Poisson's rat o v . A shell is sdpposed to be air-filled and supported by an arbitrary set
of S longitudinal internal ribs and walls which are not in contact with each other. The
radial dimension of the rib is 1, and its thickness is ha . Subscript s denotes
characteristics of the ribs. The shell is insonified by a plane acoustic wave p1 of normal
incidense. Required is to determine the reactions of the stiffeners and also outer sound
pressure field p caused by an incident wave in order to reduce the stiffener-borne sound.

Given 2D problem is formulated in polar coordinates (p,O) attached to the shell.
Sound pressure p in the fluid must satisfy wave equation, radiation condition and a

boundary condition at the shell surface

(p+p)jr.R--pkU 3

where u3  is the shell normal displacement and k is the wave number. The Timoshenko-
Mindlin theory of plates and shells considering shear deformation and rotational inertia
is used to describe the motion of the stiffened shell. If the thickness of the stiffening
members and the thin-walled shell are of the same order one can assume them Lo be joined
along lines.

Equations of the motion of the structure acquire the form

S

L1JuJ-8,,(p1.p) if.R+fIj.uj8(e-68) , i,j-1,2,3
5-1

where L., are differential operators"C, u. and u are tangential and normal displacements
respectively, u2 is angular in the radial plane displacement, 8,, is Krnecker's symbol, fl a
denotes the stiffeners reaction per unit displacement of the shell. These equations together
with the conditions of the continuity of the displacements at the junction lines form a
closed system of differential equations.

SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM

The unknown functions of displacements and pressure are expanded in series of the normal
modes on angular coordinate 0 .Displacements of the shell at the junction lines can be
written in the form

uj() (-e) -- u(e ,) t exp[im(0-0.)] j-1,2,3 (1)

Due to the linearity the problem devides into two parts: p0 corresponding to the well
known solution for the unstiffened cylindrical shell and p" describing contribution of the
stiffeners or stiffener-born sound. Hence superscript zero denotes the contribution of the
unstiffened shell and asterisk - contribution due to stiffener. Displacements uj(86 ) from
Eq.(1) must be detrmined from the condition of the continuity of the deformations at the
junction line

u,@#- (~+U mexp (imoff) , j-1, 2,3 .

These conditions form a set of 3J linear equations, where J is a number of
junctions. After the determination of the displacements u1(8 ) the additional forces
f1j3uj(6 ) (reactions of the ribs) are also determined. To solve this s stem one has to

sum the series which may be regularized by extraction of singularities. In special case when
the stiffeners lie ent~rely along one diameter, the matrix of coefficients of governing
system of equations decomposes into two subsystems, one corresponding to the antisymmetric
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components (u1,u2) , and another to the symmetric component u3  of the displacements.

Finally the total pressure field can be found in the form

p-p0+pa[u 1 (e) ,u2 (e )]+ps[u 3 (e.)] (2)

In the framework of the Timoshenko-Mindlin theory of plates and shells three types of
waves can be observed: S. Lamb type wave (membrane propagation type), A, Lamb type wave
(bending propagation type) and S, Lamb type wave (shear propagation type).

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The calculations refer to the scattering of a plane wave of unit amplitude by an aluminium
shell ( E-70GPa,v-O.335,p-2.7g/cm 3 )with the relative thickness h-O.02R . The shell
is supported by the axial rib (stringer) with thickness equal to the thickness of the shell
and with the radial dimension 15-R The angle between the direction of the incidence and the
rib is 0.-6O-

Stiffener-borned sound pressure
Figure 1 gives the amplitude of the backscattered pressure field as a function of

frequency kR (form function). Deep antiresonances on the form function of the unstiffened
shell belong to the So wave in the shell. The group velocity of this wave is approximately
equal to the velocity of the longitudinal wave in the plate. The AO wave resonances do not
appear in the farfield in the given frequency band as their phase velocity is subsonic. The
stiffener generates additional sound pressure marked by multiple resonances. Considerable
part of these resonances appear with the interval which is proper to the A, wave. To help
interprete the wave generation processes the contributions of the antisymmetric and symmetric
forms of vibrations of the shell are considered separately.

In Fig.2 the form function for the sound pressure field contribution p* is presented.
Resonances in this form function appear in groups concentrated around the antiresonances of
the So wave in the shell. However this function is rather difficult to interpret.

The contribution ps of the symmetric forms of vibrations in the total sound pressure
field is presented in Fig.3. This form function has very regular structures wlich tends to
indicate the domination of two types of waves. First of them is the A0  wave forming the
series of the peaks. Two valleys at the frequencies kR-12.,24 .... where form function
changes character, mean interference of an another wave. Considering velocity of this wave
approximately equal to that of *he longitudinal wave in the shell, the path of this wave in
the structure could be estimated Calculations show that this path is nearly equals to 2R
It means that this is a longituainal (in radial direction) resonance in the rib. To verify
this statement another form function for the rib witch is two times shorter in the radial
direction (height h -O.5R ) is presented. It can be seen in Fig.4 that first valley occurs
at the frequency kR-24. , which is twice as high. By this one should state that the
longitudinal resonance in the rib highly attenuates the symmmetric resonance of the shell.
Directivity pattern shows that at these frequences the rib does not radiate in any other
direction.

Consequently for every given frequency the rib could be designed so that the stiffener-
borned sound (at least the contribution of the symmetric forms of vibration-) is attenuated
due to the longitudinal resonance of the rib.

In addition to that there are much other "zeroes" in the form functions of both
contributions. They correspond to the position of the rib at the node of the symmetric and
at the loop of the antisymmetric form of vibrations. The frequencies where the rib does not
affect the shell can be seen in Ftg.5 where the total contribution of the stiffener in
thepressure field is presented. These zero rib-contribution frequencies could also be useful
to the design of the nonradiating rib although most of them are very close to the resonance
frequencies.

Reactions of the rib
As the ribs are assumed to be attached along lines they could be considered as the line

forces (reactions). These reactions may be found for every given freqiency. The problem of
Z the active sound radiation control can be formulated as the compensation of these reactions
t by the line control torces applied to the ribs. Furthermore line reactions are calculated and

plotted versus frequency.
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Figure 1.The total form function for the stiffened shell (thin
line) and unstiffened shell (thick lina).
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Figure 2. The contribution of the antisymmetric forms of vibration.
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Figure 3. The contribution of the symmetric forms of vibrations.
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F igure 4. The contribution of the symmetric forms of vibration of
the shell with the twice as short rib.
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kR

Figure 5. The total contribution of the rib.

In Fig.6 the amplitude of the tangential reaction F, as a function of frequency is
+ shown. This reaction can be defined as

PF-f1 -.U1 (f).) +f12 u2 (0.)

In Fig.7 the amplitude of the momentum reaction Me as a function of frequency is presented
which may be presented as

14-f 1 8u1 (Os) +f42 u2 (e)

In Fig.8 the amplitude of the normal (radial) reaction F, as a function of frequency
is shown. This reaction can be defined as

Fnfj3aU 3 (e.)

It can be see' from Flgs.6-8 that the form functions of the reactions are allmost
identical to the corresponding pressure form functions. In principle these reactions could
be compensated by the control force applied to the rib. Although magnitude, direction, phase
and the coordinate of the point of application of the control force can be found fo every
given frequency, the efficiency of such a method seems to be problematic, at least at the
lower resonance frequencies.

Reactions Fe and 14 can be decomposed and by that an interesting result can be
achieved. In Figs.9-10 tw, parts of the reaction A% due to transversal and rotational motion
respectively are presented. In the both figures the series of the sharp resona, as appear.
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Figure 6. Amplitude of the transversal reaction of the rib.
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Figure 7. Amplitude of the moment reaction of the rib.

Figure 8. Amplitude of the normal reaction of the rib
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Figure 10. Part of moment reaction due to rotational motion.

Their position in the form function :ndicates that they correspond to the A, wave
resonances in the rib. Nevertheless they do not visibly affect the total pressure form
function as well as in the form function of the antisymmetric forms of vibrations.

To determine the dimensions of the reactions' amplitudes F, and F should be
multiplied by Eh/R 2 (1-v 2) and M4 by Eh/R(1-v 2 ) respectively.

CONCLUSIONS
On th e active sound radiation control

The line reactions of the ribs in the ribbed shell can be found for every given
_ frequency. Although magnitude, direction, phase and the point of the application of the line

control force compensating reactions can be calculated, the effectiveness of this approach
is greatly dependent on the position of the nearest resonances. At the higher frequencies,

- where the contribution of the symmetric with respect to the rib forms of vibrations prevail
= and attenuation is considerable, this approach may give better results. In any case the
: spectrum of the external load can not be broad.

On the frequencies where a rib does not radiate

Shown is that the series of the frequency bands exist where the rib does not radiate in
I any direcrion. Theoretically, when the rib is located in the node of the form of vibration

l Ve symnetric contribution tends to zero and when the rib Is In the loop of the form of
S vibration the antisymmetric contribution tends to zero. The total contribution of the rib in

the pressure field in that situation could not be zero. However it can be seen in Fig.5 that
narrow frequency bands exist where the total contribution is very small.

In addition to that more large frequency bands exist where the rib does not radiate.
These frequencies could be estimated by the expression
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,n-1,1,3.... (3)

representing the resonances ofthe longitudinal v-ibrationi of -the rib with the freeieids.- In
that case, the Vibritlig 'ib will not affect -thi- vibrating shell. By choosing appropriatu
height of-ithe-4-ib ac - h o
difigned. crig-oh q3 h rqec~~aib
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I. INTRODUCTION

In many industrial problems, the acoustical and dynamical behavior of various structural components is taken
into account as soon as possible in the design steps. The reasons underlying this preoccupation are numerous:
that may be comfort problems such as the Interior noise problem In a car or a plane ; that may be a sound
pollution problems such as the engines radiated noise ; that may be a mechanical stresses problems e"'h the

t fluid-structure interaction on satellite equipments located in the launcher's fairing.

In order to understand the relevant physical behaviors, and to predict the overall structural behavior,
numerical methods has been developed in the last years. ASTRYD is one of those. This code allows to compute

S radiation, scattering and fluid-structure coupling problems with 3-dimensional structures of any shape. The
method's originality, time domain computation coupled with boundary elements methods in space domain, gives

S ASTRYD a large computational power. For fluid-structure interaction problems, the mechanical behavior Is
! taken into account by using modal representation. The modal characteristics computation can be performed by

any classical FrM software. Thus, the acoustic software is independent of the mechanical modelization.

Primary results of ASTRYD are obtained as time functions ; secondary results are obtained as frequency
functions by using classical Fourier Transform algorithms. Hypothesis and used methods are described in thefirst pan of this paper. Some validations of the methods are presented In the second part. In the third and last

part, methods capabilities are illustrated by some industrial applications.

II.HYPOTHESIS AND METHODS

I1.1. - Acot,=ttc computationi -

Assumed are the classical hypotnesis of linear acoustics. The fluid domain is infinite or half-infinite. The
structures are bounded by closed surfaces. The normal motion of these surfaces may be imposed. Acoustic
excitations are generated by monopoles located at any point of the fluid domain. In the time domain, the

S equations of acoustics lead to the Kirchhoffs formula, also called retarded potentials equation. Under these
conditions, this qquation, applied to the scattering and radiation problem in the external fluid, can be written
as follows (ref 111, (21, 13])



e p(Moto) = (pgrad (ld) - (1/cd) 4-grad d) rm do

+41lXSk*/rk + PO w*/dda) (1)
k £

where M = Calculation point on z
M - Arbitrary point on £

k - Location of the kth acoustic pressure point source Sk

d - IMM0I , rk- 10kMoI
nm = outward normal vector to Z in M.

e = 4 If Me z, 2n if Me E£

The astedsc means that the corresponding variable has to be evaluated at the retarded time r - to-d/c or k -

to - rk/c, and the point denotes time derivative. p is the surface pressure field, and w specifies the normal

acceleration on E.

The space discretization of the structures surface consists in plane triangular meshes. The acoustic pressure

(and acceleration) are assumed constant on each mesh and computed at its gravity center. Thus, equation (1)

becomes:

e Pi(to) , (Aij.Pj(tij) + Bij Pj(tj) + Cij v;(tij)) + 4nl I S kIru (2)

where Aij, Bij and Cij are space integration terms computed by a semi-analytical method.

The time discretization is based on a first order finite differences technique with a constant time step Bt. The
acoustic pressure on the ith element (or at the ith point In the fluid) is written, at ',me to -ko 6t, as follows

P. I i (D.P ' + E,1 P +C. (3)

The results are obtained by solving a semi-implicito scheme

[A] (p)ko =(] (p)kon-I + (p}ko (4)

where (pk is the acoustic pressures vector at the kth time step

(Pe)k is calculated explicitely as Indicated by equation (3)

n Is a stability paramneter of the numerical scheme.
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" 1.2. - Fluid-structure inlaraction -

General hypothesis are those mentionned previously. The hypothesis of linear mechanics are assumed for the

S structure. For the coupled system, the mechanical behavior is not supposed very different from the in vacuo

behavior. Mainly. it means that the modal base, computed in vacua. is a good description base for the immersed

structure's behavior. Indeed, this assumption is very well adapted for solving coupled problems involving

t light structures in air.

The acoustical scheme has been described previously ; now, an iterative structura; response computation is

performed, at each time step, In order to obtain the mechanical equilibrium (ref [51). Practically, the
mechanical computation is based on a classical modal superposition method ; the modal characteristics are

obtained by FEM computation. In most cases, the convergence of the iterative scheme is reached very soon.

Then, the computational cost is quite bound to the computational cost of the acoustical contribution. However,

the modal characteristics have to be computed before the coupled system is solved with ASTRYD.

Quite generally, acoustic meshing and mechanical meshing have no reason to be identical. For some simplified

structures shapes, It Is possible to superpose the meshings. This approach is no more suitable for complx

structures shapes because of possible numerical problems and prohibitive computational costs.

Thus, a specific numerical tool has been developed in the ASTRYD software package. It allows to convert a

Initial field (accelerations, modal displacements, etc...) -given at the modal points of the mechanical

meshing- in a final field computed at the gravity centers of the acoustic meshing elements. The interpolation

methods and topologic algorithms used In order to perform this task will not be detailed in this paper.

II.ASTRYD SOFTWARE VAUDATION

111.1.- Anntical validation -

ASTRYD was applied to solve many different problems and the obtained results were compared to either

analytical results or acoustic measurements. An illustration of a purely acoustic computation is given on

figure 1. The directivity of a pulsating sphere is calculated in a half-space medium. ASTRYD results are

compared to analytical results and to other numerical results (ref (6]). This comparison shows the good

accuracy of the method.

1112. - Cgnlmalon between numerical results and measuwrnt -

The aim of this case was to evaluate the shock wave effects on buildings. The problem is quite easy to solve

~ with one building with simple geometry (rectangular or cylindrical), but it is more difficult with many

buildings with a narrow space between them. Particularly. overpressures can be generated by the

reverberations bewee buildings.
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I In order to examine this phenomena, computations are run on a two-buildings group (figure 2) and
corresponding measurements are performed on a scale model. In both cases, the pressure time evolution is

observed between the buildings.

• The results are shown on figure 3 ; the presented pressure levels (as time functions in Pascal units) show

good agreement between ASTRYD results and measurements.

" IV. ASTRYD APPLICATIONS -

IVI.- Sace appilation , fluid/structure coupled problem -

The proposed example hereafter concerns the vibroacoustic behavior of an aluminium honeycomb sandwich

panel. During a work performed for the account of the CNES/TOULOUSE (ref [51), a test panel typical for

spatial applications has been studied. Different configurations have been analyzed two types of boundary

conditions and three distinct loading cases were considered.

One of these cases Is illustrated by the table hereafter

SIN VACUO IN AIR MEASURES

35.4 31 28.5

659 61 59
108.7 104 108

116.4 111 112

138.6 133 134

12 first modal frequencies related to a sandwich test panel. 186.1 180 180

f Simply supported edges no additional equipment 226.0 215 223
254.7 243 249

274.0 261 261

302.2 289 286

r 341 .9 326 312

33757 357 351

These results highlight the frequential shift generated by the fluid, This shiil, foreseen by acoustic theory and

confirmed by measurements, ranges between 3% and 14%. This phenomena Is also illustrated by the response

spectrum presented on figure 4. ASTRYD capabilities are also illustrated by these results. The average value
K of the differences between computations and measurements -performed in an anecholic chamber- is 2,5%. The

most important relative difference is about 9% for the first mode (only 3.5 Hz in absolute value).

IV.2. - Automotive application ;e a -

Though the time domain computation was firstly used to solve transient problems In external fluid, the

S ASTRYD code Is also able to solve interior noise problem, In fact, the (,onsidered problem couples a structure

to an internal and an external acoustical fluid. The Internal fluid is bounded by a thin structure, which

consists in the assembly of one flexible panel and rigid walls. The excitations are mechanical or acoustic point

sources located In the internal fluid or in the external fluid. ASTRYD allows to compute the coupled systemS response and delivers acoustic pressures in both fluids (including wall pressures).
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The hereafter described application regards a research program performed for the automotive industry. The
structure is not a real car but a rigid box (figure 5), only one face of which is a flexible structure.

The meshing of the structure, illustrated by figure 5, is made by MOSAIC software*. This graphic code is also
used for the presentation of the color maps results. The first aim of these computations is to obtain the modal
shapes at discrete eigenfrequencles and not to have very accurate results about the acoustic pressure level.

Thus, a simplified method Is used in order to compute the fluid structure interaction. In first approximation,
only the inertia of the flexible panel Is considered, its stiffness is neglected. The other panels are thick steel
panels and consequently much stiffer and heavier that Is the reason why they are assumed as rigid walls.

The excitation is a point source acoustic excitation, with a quasi-Dirac time profile, which ensures a large
frequency band spectrum. This point source is located out of the symmetry's plans of the problem In order to
make as large a number of elgenmodes as possible concurring In the response.

The elgenfrequencies are obviously shown by response spectra such as the ones presented on figure 6.
Eigenfrequencies and elgenshapes are compared to measured values and analytical values (as obtained by
theoretical calculations applied to a rectangular with rigid walls box). The box sizes are the same that the
maximum dimensions of the real structure.

These results are presented In the table hereafter

MODE COMPUTED MEASURED ANALYICAL
(Theorv f EIENREUENM EIGENFREOUENCY EIGENFREgUENC

1.0.0 69.1 70 65

2.0,0 121 131 130
0,1.0 137 136 130
1.110 154 152 145

2.1.0 179 189 183

3.0.0 202 201 195

Each number means the mode's order (number of pressure acoustic modes) in the three space

directions (length, width, height)

The differences between numerical and analatycal results are explained both by the geometrical differences
and by the fluid structure interaction's effects. The differences between numerical computations and measured
values are explained by the simplifying assumption concerning the fluid-structure interaction. However, the
overall good agreement for these different results proves the ASTRYD capabilities to solve this kind of
problem.

Two internal pressure maps are shown on figures 7 and 8. The associated frequencies are those of the mode
(1,0,0) and of the (0,1,0). Obviously, if the acoustical pressure levels were required with a very good
accuracy, it would be neccessary to use the iterative coupling scheme mentionned in paragraph IV.1. With this
one, it is possible to study the interior noise in an aircraft cabin or in a real car as well as the noise under the
launcher's fairing caused by the rockets external sources during launching.

* Trademark of FRAMASOFT+C.S.I. French Corporation.
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V. CONCLUSION -

ASTRYD's original approach -time domain melhod- allows to perform computations on a large variety of

acoustic problems.

This method is very efficient for solving transient phenomena in external fluid. It is able to solve acoustic

problems characterized by a large adimensional wavenumber such as shock waves on buildings, engine

radiation, acoustical loading on satellite equipments .....

Presently, the introduction of an iterative method, which couples the structural behavior to the acoustics,

made ASTRYD able to study the whole vibroacoustic problem. Adaptations of the initial algorithm allow to

consider interior noise problems and even fully coupled problems with both internal and external fluids.

Though ASTRYD 's efficiency is about the same as the one related to classical frequency domain methods, the

time domain method can be much faster for this kind of problems, provided there is a consequent damping

(structural damping, wall impedance, radiation In the extr.rnal fluid). This is the case for most industrial

structures and ASTRYD reveal; an efficient numerical tool for these problems. It can be easily used for

evaluating interior noise in tae plane 's cockpits, in the car's body cases or under the launcher's fairings.
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ABSTRACT

Vibrational and acustic responses caused by application of a point or a line

force to the rib of a single-ribbed, infinite plate with negligible fluid loading are
investigated. Results show that the rib significantly reduces the plate displacement
and acoustic responses. The results show that the structural intensity In the ribbed
plate is an excellent tool for force localization and that the real, in-plane
acoustic intensity can also be useful for that purpose.

INTRODUCTION

The vibrational and acoustic responses due to a general excitation of a

submerged, infinite and periodically stiffened plate were formulated and solved
with the Fourier transform method by Evseev (1). Rumerman [2] started from plane

wave excitation of a dry, infinite, periodically stiffened plate, and he then

extended this model to include the vibrational response to general excitations by
using a spectral impedance approach. Mace [31 adopted the Fourier transform method
to formulate the vibrational and acoustic responses of a periodically stiffened
infinite plate subjected to different types of excitation, including plane wave, line

force, and point force excitation sources. Numerical integration was performed to
calculate these responses both with and without fluid loading.

Referring to Mace's work [31, a similar technique is performed in this paper to
Investigate the vibrational Pnd acoustic responses caused by application of a line or

point force to a rib that is attached to an infinite plate submerged JP ),". (i.e.

negligible fluid loading).

Theoretical DerivatIgn
Consider an infinite, thin, elastic ribbed plate, Fig. 1, lying in the plane

z = 0 with plate thickness hp, density pp. and rib cross-sectional dimensions as

shown In Fig. 1. The top half-space l occupied by air of density po and sound speed

c . A vacuum is assuned to exist below the plate. The ribbed plate system is

governed by the llowing equation
(Pp(-V4 x) d+ 1 x)

D(V
4
_k4)W(x,y,t) = f(x,y,t) - (pazO 8(x)F + -x o ()

E h
3

where D Is plate flexurol rigidity, D a p p E Is plate Young's modulus,
p P 12(1- .

v is plate Poisson's ratio; (P is acoustic loading from al; v(x,y,t) is

plate transverse displacement response; f(x,y,t) is excitation force; F and H
0 0

are rib reaction force and moment; a(x) Is delta function; kf is plate wavenumber

pphp-
where k a - pp Is plate density, and w is angular frequency.
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Assuming time harmonic excitation f(x~y,t) = F(x,y)e ,the Fourier transform
method Is used to find the plate response to different excitations. With no acoustic
loading and a line force excitation In parallel with the rib, the plate response is

F eilxoxI~ -Ix-x 0"1FLxy L t 3. 01'1y 1t+ O

-ijx 0IA1  -IX0IAL
+iH1(o, L)J G (x, pL) e t +sgn~x

R y 12

atI I-+ G(o,11)] H(x~py)*te i 0aI -e1oj)} (2)

Similarly, for a point force excitation. the plate displacement response found after
applying a contour Integral on lis

F

y

Py 3x- d p K I [ + iH' (os y)

-% y /g+y
G x j-, y [ y 01 +~~z) *-X0 H4 y s dALY

1,2 2 2 eVxoy , 2(3
e-io~ 2 ~ y dIy

+hr +(y G(,Goy] p~iy - H(o4y) ; sgn(Iy n (y r

wreetvly; 0 Ay K- an A ar pH, oles ofy the contournegrl

x py an x and are the dimensionless oriaefor resonse xaxiain poais
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respectively; 1 1 i £-) Cy=sg~ (_1)

H'(Oy) (IA -A); G(o,p - (-- + L); H N sty sgn N (-).
y Zi 1 2 y A A' ' 0 2

-111 ) l x 2 -I lI

e ll -e );G(x,) - (- +,A

e )A,= I + I e- -n ); and FL and Fp are

line and point forces respectively.
The acoustic pressure response Is related to displacement response in the

wavenumber domain as
2

Pa0(x, My z) : -ipx,py) e-  Z (4)

where il = i y-p and P= kfl which satisfies Euler's equation on the

surface of the plate. Therefore, the pressure response for the z t 0 half space can
be formulated by taking the Inverse Fourier transform of (4) as

2

P (x.y.z) = 12 - ;(xy) e-(xx+ yy) e-"Zdpxdpy (5)

For line force excitation, a direcL integration scheme Is carried out
requiring a single integration. Point force excitation presents a more difficult
task, requiring a numerical double intogration scheme using Eqs. (3) and (4). In
this case a coordinate transformation from cartesia1 to polar coordinates is carried
out and then a basic trapezoidal integration h; performed in the angular variable and
a Gaussian integration Is carried out in the radial variable.

Based on these two basic types of response, of displacement and acoustic
pressure, further response nformation can be developed. Structural intensity Is
calculated with tle equation derived by Noiseux and Pavic [4], .51 as

I =(Dp L (W.! Ez (I- - -- E ] )t (6)

where spatial coordinates 4-,P can be represented as either x,y or yx; ( )t

indica.es a time average; and Vz is the plate velocity response. Three-dimensionai

acoustic intensity Is calculated as

I X =1Re {Pa'(-,:)4. Iy1,)}, Iz:', e{Pa'(*- 'J} (7)

where * denotes complcx conjugate.
The acoustic pressure pattern due to a line force excitation Is calculated by

direct numerical integration, while the farfield pressure pattern due to a point
force excitation Is calculated by a stationary phase method [6). Finally, acoustic
power is calculated by first confirming that the farfield radtal intensity obeys the
spherical spreading law and then performing doible Integration over the semi-
spherical Lurface [61,17) as

J Ja f Pa(Ft. 0. stnoded# (8)
00 0 0

In (6), the authors use x In the integration limit, *hile here is used for the

0 upper bound due to the fact that we are Interested In the upper half space only,
which is the same case as presented in (7).
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NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The material for both the plate and rib is assumed to be aluminum, I.e. Young's

modulus Ep = Eb = 7. 1 x 1010 N/m
2 ; shear modulus Gb = 2.4 x 10 ° N/m 2; Poisson's

ratio v = 0.33; and density pp = p = 2700kg/m
3
. Additional parameters used are

a plate thickness, h = 3.175 x 10 3
m; a rib cross-sectional area of 0.05 x 3.175 x

10 m ; a rib eccentricity, ez = 0.0265875 m; the dersity of air, po = 1.21kg/m

and the speed of sound in air, co = 343 m/sec.

The vibrational responses presented include displacement and structural
intensity. Figure 2 shows the displacement response of a homogeneous plate due to a
line force, which qan be compated with the result of 8J in vacuo. Figure 3 shows
displacement response of a ribbed plate due to the samt !1ne force applied on the
rib. These two figures show similar behavior, except t~e ribbed plate has a smaller
displacement response amplitude. Response due to a point ferce on the rib at the
same frequency and with a 5.2 N magnitude is shown in Fig. 4. The plate response is
symmetrical with respect to the rib as shown in the contour plot of Fig. 4. The
structural Intensity response due to a line force on the rib is shown in Fig. 5, In
this case, the excitation wavenumber k = 0; thus, the plate's response becomes one-
dimensional. The real part, or activeyintensity, shows a very useful feature for
identifying the force location. On the side x>O, the value of the active intensity
is always positive which means the intensity vector points to the right and on the
side x<O. the value is always negative which means the intensity vector points to the
left. Thus a rapid change in the sign of the active structural intensity occurs at
the force location.

The acoustic responses Include pressure patterns, acoustic power, and acoustic
intensity. Figure 6 shows the pre!., .;c patterns due to a line force applied on a
homogeneous plate and a ribbed plate. Tt can be seen in Fig. 6 that the pressure
patterns change gradually from a hemi-circle into a bell shape. Moreover, at 0 = W
90, on a surface along the rib, the pressure amplitude recovers to a constant as
expected for a constant amplitude line force excitation. The pressure pattern due to
a point force on the rib is shown in Fig. 7. Again, as 0 is Increased to 90* (the
plane along the rib), an Interesting pressure pattern is shown. At 0 = 0 = 90

° 
the

pressure amplitude does not equal to a constant; Instead, it changes according to
spherical spreading as expected for a point force excitation. Figure 8 compares the
radiated acoustic power of the homogeneous and ribbed plates due to the same
sinusoidal point force. The power radiated from the ribbed plate is reduced to about
one-tenth of the homogeneous plate at the plate coincidence frequency. Above
coincidence frequency, the radiated power for both cases is larger than below the
coincidence frequency. In FIg. 8b, below the plate coincidence frequency, the rib
coincidence frequency can be seen at about 260 HZ. Also, the normal acoustic
intensity at the surface of the plate is shown in Fig. 9 for a line force applied to
both a homogeneous an. a ribbed plate. The in-plane acoustic intensity is shown in
Fig. 10 for a ribbed plate only. Neither type of acoustic intensity data
provides inforration that is as immediately useful as structural intensity informa-
tion for forcc location. However, the In-plane active acoustic intensity looks much
more promising for force localization than normal acoustic intensity when a line
force is applied on the rib.

CONCLUSIONS

Expressions were derived for the vibrational and acoustic responses of an
infinite, single-ribbed plate wiLh negligible fluid loading. Results were presented
for point and line force excitatton applied to the rib and were compared with similar
excitation of an infinite homogeneous plate.
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The rib significantly changed the plate responses, causing a lowering in the
magnitude of displacement and resultant acoustic pressure in comparison with
homogeneous plate response magnitudes. Acoustic power radiated from a ribbed plate
at the plate coincidence frequency is aoout ten times smaller than that radiated from
a homogeneous plate with a similar point force excitation. Also, ribbed plate
pressure directivity patterns are greatly changed from the patterns produced by a
homogeneous plate, especially in a plane along the rib (at * = 90').

Structural intensity in the plate was compared with acoustic intensity on the
surface of the plate. It was demonstrated that the structural intensity is an
excellent tool for force localization and that the real, in-plane acoustic intensity
can also be useful for that purpose. However, the normal acoustic intensity that is
commonly used in practical noise control applications provides very poor information
for the force localization in all cases considered in this paper.
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ABSTRACT

An analytical model of a finite, stiffened cylindrical shell with two end plates
submerged in fluld was developed. Results obtained for the drive point and transfer point
mobility as well as the pressure at various points in the fluid are compared with
experimental results. Excellent agreement between the analytical and the experimental
results are reported.

INTRODUCTION

The analysis presented here uses classical techniques to find the vibration and
acoustic radiation from a finite, stiffened cylindrical shell with two end plates. The
analysis considers Sanders-Koiter shell equation for the cylindrical part of the
structure, classical bending and plane stress equations for the end plates and for the
rectangular stiffeners. The shell is excited by harmonic forces. The force acting on the
shell may be a distributed force or a point force acting in three directions or a moment
in the axial direction.

The displacements on the shell are expanded by Fourier series in the circumferential
direction. Since the structure is axisymmetric and the fluid infinite, the solution can
be found for each circumferential mode separately. The shell is segmented at each
stiffener location and at the location where a point force is acting on the shell. The
end plates are also segmented if a point force is acting on one of the plates. The
homogeneous and the particular solutions are found for each segment of the shell or the
end plates. The value of the constants associated with the homogeneous solution are found
by enforcing the boundary condition between the various structural elements. The boundary
conditions between the various structural elements are a continuity of
displacements/rotation and balance of forces at each interface. The boundary condition at
an interface where the point force or line force is acting is the continuity of
displacements and rotation and discontinuity of the appropriate stress rosultant or
moment. Since the analysis is conducted for each circumferential mode separately, the
discontinuity of the stress resultant is equal to the Fourier component in the

1
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circumferential direction of the forcing function. The fluid loading is approximated by
neglecting the interaction between the velocity and pressure on the cylindrical part and
the end parts of the cylindrical cavity. This is accomplished by ccnsidering a
cylindrical cavity with rigid extension for the cylindrical part of the surface and half
space with rigid extension for the end plates. For the purpose of solving the
fluid/structure interaction problem, the normal to the surface vibration and the pressure
on the shell are expanded by surface functions on the cylindrical shell and end plates.
The general shell response is found in terms of the coefficients of the surface
displacements and pressure on the shell. Similar expressions are found for the fluid
cavity. The fluid/structure interaction is found in terms of the coefficients of
expansion. Once the coefficients of expansion are found, the displacement/velocity on the
shell or the pressure anywhere in the fluid can be found. The analysis in this paper is
an extension of previous papers by the authors. Ref. 1 describes the method used for the
fluid/structure interaction, Ref. 2 describes the analysis for the in vacuum vibration of
a cylindrical shell with end plates excited by a point force and Ref. 3 describes the
analysis of fluid loading of a cylindrical cavity. The experimental field test is
described fully in Ref. 4.

ANALYSIS

To be presented

EXPERIMENT

To be presented

NUMERICAL RESULTS

To be presented
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Introduction

Spreading losses are the fundamental starting point in sound
propagation definition and this brief survey attempts only to
collect, within one short paper, a minimum number of simple
expressions to define spreading losses from various types of arrays
of incoherent sources. These are commonly utilized to model community
noise levels from large sources such as freeways or industrial
piants. A few simplifications of some of the previous evaluations
of this general problem are offered.

1. Linear Array of Point Sources.

Figure 1 shows the spreading loss along a line normal to the
middle of an infinite and finite arrays of incoherent uniform point
sources spaced at an equal distance b. Here, the spreading loss, As
is expressed as the difference between the sound level Lb at a
distance b along this line equal to the spacing between sources, and
the sound level, La at any other distance a along this line. For an
infinite array, this loss exhibits spherical spreading behavior ( 6
dB/DD) for values of a/b less than I/n and cylindrical spreading
loss behavior ( 3dB/DD) for larger values of a/b. For a finite
number N of point sources, the spreading loss is essentially the
same as for an infinite array for small values of a/b, regardless of
the number of sources. However, at a normalized distance a/b
greater than approximately (N-)/2, the spreading loss for the
finite array begins to change from cylindrical spreading back to
spherical spreading as the finite size array begins to appear as a
point source.

The values of A. for these two cases are given by the following
expressions.

Infinite array' As = 10 Ig [(a/b)coth(K)/coth(xa/b)I (la)

Finite array [ tan-'((N-i)/21 1
of N(odd) As 10 lg (a/b) (lb)
sources 2  

tan- ((N-I)/(2a/b)]
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The expression for the finite array is an approximation valid
only for N > 3 and a/b > 1/x for which the error is less than 1

dB.1 . However, the values of A. plotted in Figure 1 for the three

different cases for N= 5. 25 and 125 point sources are exact and
were computed by summing the mean square sound pressures from each
of the N sources for each value of a/b considered.,

2. Finite Continuous Line Source.

As the separation distance between the sources approaches zero, a

linear array of point sources becomes a continuous line source.

Consider the more general case of a finite line source of length L

illustrated in the following sketch. For propagation along a line

normal to the linear source axis but starting at a point displaced

by a distance X from one end of the linear array, the spreading loss

Am at any distance a, relative to the level at a distance L along

this line, is given by':

r tan 1'(X/L) - tan 1'(X/L + 1) 1
As =10 lg (a/L) (2)

! tan-'(X/a) - tan-'(X/a + L/a)

3. Circular Planar Array of Incoherent Sources

A uniform plane array of incoherent sources is often used to
model an extended source such as a large industrial plant. For a
circular (disc) array with a radius R, define the spreading loss, A.
as the difference between a reference sound pressure level, for all
of the sources operating, at a reference distance R equal to the
array radius, and the level at any other distance, a from the disc
array. Two different propagation paths are considered - 1) along
the central axis normal to the disc plane and at a distance a from
its center and 2) in the plane of the disc array at a distance a
from the edge.

For the first case, the mean square sound pressure P2 . at a
dititance a from the disc along its central axis can be given, for
hemispherical radiation, by3

P'. = I W Zs/(2XR)]*ln[(R/a)2 + I] (3)

where W is the total acoustic power output of the disc source, and

Zo is the characteristic acoustic impedance of air.

The spreading loss As for this case, at a distance a, relative

to the sound level along the disc axis at a distance R, is simply:

As = 10 Ig[ ln(2)/In((R/a)2 + 1) 1 (4a)

For the second case, the spreading loss As along a line in the
disc plane at a distance a from the edge of the disc relative to the
sound level along this line at a distance R from the edge is given
by'

As = 10 Ig[ ln(4/3)/ln((l + (R/a))*/((1 + (R/a))
2 

- I) ] (4b)

These two cases for spreading loss are shown in Figure 2.
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4. Rectangular Array of Incoherent Sources

Rectangular arrays of incoherent sources are aloo commonly used
for modeling large distributed sources such as incustrial plants.
For example, the spreading propagation loss along the central axis
normal to rectangular arrays has been evaluated for a range of
rectangular array shapes1 .3 . s , along with spreading losses along a
line in the plane of the array3 . Numerical integration has been
employed to evaluate the spreading loss that would be measured on
the ground, (ignoring ground effects) along a line normal to, and
originating from, the mid-point of the lower edge of a vertical

radiating wall of height b and length c with c >bs., Applying the
sama approach outlined earlier for a disc source, the spreading
loss, A. along this line at any distance a, relative to the level
along the same line at a distance equal to the shortest dimension, b
can be given as:

[ (x/2) tan 1'(c/b) 1A. 10 IOg I+ K(a/b) (5a)

tan-1(b/a)*tan-1(c/2a) j

where K(a/b) is a "near field" correction factor that has been
shown, graphically, to be a function of a/c with the aspect ratio
c/b of the wall as a parameter.5 However, as shown in Figure 3,
this function can be expressed to a clcue approximation in terms of
only the ratio a/b of the distance a from the wall to the length b
of the shortest side and given by the following where 1 = l-lg(a/b):

a/0.337 + 0.575 1 - 0.912 13 a/b ( 0.3K~a/b) =[ (5b)

0 , a/b z 0.3

Eq. (5a) and (5b) were used to construct the curves In Figure 4
for the spreading loss along the median ground line for four
different values of the aspect ratio c/b of the noise radiating wail

1,3,5 and 8. lowever, the abscissa for all of these curves is the
non-dimensional distance a/R. where Re is tne radius of a circle
with the same area (b x c) as that of the wall. Thus, this

normalized distance, a/Re was simply equal to (an/bc.) As
indicated in Figure 4, this method of evaluating the spreading loss
for these various rectangular wall source arrays indicates that the
spreading losses have roughly the same value for the same value of
a/R.. For comparison, the figure also shows the spreading lose
from Figure 3 for the case of propagation along the central axis of
a disc source. The close similarity between this curve and the
curves for the rectangular wall source, when evaluated at the same
value of a/Re, is quite clear.

5. Spreading Loss from an Infinite Plane Source

To estimate the horizontal and vertical distribution of noise in
a community, models have been developed to describe the average
sound level measured in the plane of an infinite array of incoherent
sources6 and along a vertical line normal to such an infinite
plane7 . The latter model predicts the experimentally-measured low
vertical gradient in high-density urban community outdoor noise at
various floor levels of high rise buxidings7 .
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More complex spreading loss prediction models have been also been
developed, analytically*-1o and experimentallyll-1S to describe
sound propagation in urban, built-up areas primarily from surface
transportation but including V/STGL aircrafti 3. Some of these models
include consideration of multiple reflections and shielding by high-
rise urban buildings.

6. Summary

A limited number of expressions have been presented, and
illustrated graphically, which summarize, and some cases, si;iplify,
previously published models for predicting the spreading 1obit from
various types of arrays of incoherent sources.
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ABSTRACT

An overview is presented of our work on sound propagation models. These models are
applied for the prediction of noise immission levels in the atmosphere as well as for studies on
acoustic and elastic propagation through earth-layers for seismic exploration applications. The
computational models that we use range from ray-tracing algorithms to finite difference
techniques. Additionally, physical scale models are used.

In this paper our focus will be on near surface atmospheric sound propagation. The
applicability of the various model approaches will be discussed and emphasis will be given to
the effects of the influences of temperature and wind gradient profiles, decorrelation over large
distances and ground absorption. It will also be discussed how these phenomena can be
accounted for in the various models. Depending on the plysical conditions to be studied and the
required accuracy, it is discussed whether to use ray-tracing, beam-tracing, wave number
domain techniques, full finite difference or a physical scale model.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we will discuss some major phenomena that influence sound propagation. We
will focus on outdoor situations, but some parts of the underlying theory and modeling
schemes are applicable in other acoustic disciplines as well, i.e. in underwater acoustics and
in seismics. For underwater acoustics this is quite obvious, as the same wave equation is
applicable (neglecting shear forces). For seismics this is only partly true, because the earth
solid can propagate both compressional and shear waves. However, if decomposition is applied
to the data first, compressional and shear data can be analyzed separately. In our group much
cross-fertilization takes place between the disciplines of acoustics and seismics, especially for
computational schemes of wave propagation.

In the next sections we will first discuss the physical phenomena that influence outdoor
sound propagation. Next we will summarize some important propagation modeling schemes
and present a discussion on the different physical phenomena that can or cannot be introduced
into such models. Finally, we will present scale model measurements and numerical results of
the different models.

L 2. PHYSICAL PHENOMENA

Sound propagation is influenced by many different physical phenomena. To quantify the
peffects of these phenomena, we will need the related physical models; they are discussed in the

next section. Here we will restrict ourselves to a qualitative description.
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Screening One of the most important factors that influences sound propagation is given by the
screening of the waves by obstacles. One makes practical use of that by constructing walls and
barriers to diminish the propagation of traffic noise.
Air absotion Another important factor is given by the absorption of the medium, caused by
molecular thermal relaxation, viscosity and heat conduction. It is well known that without this
kind of absorption, we would live in a very noisy environment!
Ground absorption When propagation takes place close to the ground the so-called ground
absorption plays an important role. In fact the term absorption is misleading. Most part of the
extra attenuation due to the ground surface is not caused by absorption but by the destructive
interference between direct and reflected sound.
Gradients Sound propagation is also strongly influenced by spatial and temporal inhomo-
geneities and moving of the medium. The wind- and temperature profiles are of particular
importance. They can lead to acoustic shadow zones and to regions with very high immission
levels.
Turbulence Another class of effects is given by wind turbulence and irregularly shaped
temperature inhomogeneities. This can lead to longitudinal and transverse coherence loss.

3. PROPAGATION MODELING

Modeling of sound propagation is based on a simplified description of the real propagation
process that takes place. From a theoretical point of view, one would like to solve the acoustic
wave equation for an inhomogeneous, moving medium. This wave equation is given by

[pV(tV~t 2p 1
(_po VP)_ 4L-~ +-(V.V)p +POV.(Vt.V)v =-s . (1)

In this equation p is the sound pressure as a function of x, y, z and t, Po is the density of the
medium which may be a function of x, y and z, c is the sound velocity, which may also be a
function of x, y and z, s is a source function of x, y, z and t, and vt is the total particle velocity,
which is also a function of x, y, z and t. In many cases it is useful to distinguish between the
medium velocity (in air the wind velocity) vo and the acoustic particle velocity v:

vt=vo+v . (2)

Analytical solutions of Eq. (1) are only possible for very simple boundary conditions and very
simple functions of po(x, y, z), c(x, y, z) and vo(x, y, z). For practical situations numerical
solutions are needed. Such solutions are based on numerical integration of the wave equation
or approximations of that. Besides that it must be mentioned that to include absorption effects,
even a more complicated wave equation is needed.
The following modeling procedures are used in practice:

Wave field extraoolation in the time domain
This procedure is often used in seismic modeling and is based on a Taylor series expansion of
p(r, t) as a function oft (here r represents the spatial coordinates x, y, and z). By application of
the wave equation, the temporal differentiations are replaced by spatial differentiations. In two-
dimensions this leads for vo = 0 to the following expression [1]:

(c£ (c2 t)2 1P( XZt+ At)=P(x,z,t - At) + 1- (C~t p(x'zt)+ (cA.s(x3zt)+

4(cAt) 2 P+AZ+(-zt+(z+t+(,-tI (3
AT

This solution is accurate and stable if AtcI 4 <A<Xmun 1 0 in two dimensions or
Atc / f34 < A < Xmin / 10 in three dimensions. ).j,* is the minimum wave length to be considered.
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Wave field extrapolation in the frequncy domain
Transformation of the wave equation to the frequency domain gives a more simple expression,
because the time differentiations are replaced by a multiplication factor jce, giving the well
known Helmholtz equation in the case of a homogeneous, non-moving medium. In the x, y, z, (0
domain, the Kirchhoff integral can be applied to compute the sound pressure at a point from
the sound pressure and particle velocity at the boundary of a closed surface around that point.
This general expression can be worked out for the special case of an infinite plane boundary,
with the sound sources at one side and the point where the sound pressure is to be calculated at
the other side. This approach results in the Rayleigh integrals. If we know the sound pressure
at a plane z = zo, then the sound pressure in a point A with coordinates XA, YA, ZA is given by [1]:

P(XAYA,ZA,O) = j-' JP(x,y,zo ,)dxdy (4)

where G is the Green's function for point A, assuming a pressure release surface at z = z. The
Green's function depends on the properties of the medium. In the homogeneous case with no
wind, Eq. (4) can be written as:

'k 1 1+jkAr eJk
P(XA-Y,zA,*) L _. jP(x,y,zo,o)cos1 j-r e- dxdy . (5)

The variables Ar and # are defined in figure 1.

sources
P(x Z0, 0 z = Figure 1: The sound

pressure in point A can be
found as a weighted sum over

l jthe sound pressures in the
Z plane z = zo For simplicity a

two dimensional situation is

A depicted here.

This result shows that the sound field extrapolation can be viewed as a summation over dipole
sources with source strength P(xy,zo,c) over the surface z = zo (Huygen's principle).

Wave field extrapolation in the wave number domain
In the special case that the medium is laterally homogeneous between the planes z = zo and

z = z^, the Green's fun.,don G is spatially only dependent on Ar, which means that the wave
field extrapolation between zo and zA can be written as a spatial convolution. This means that if
we take a spatial Fourier transform from x to k and from y to Icy, the extrapolation reduces
from a convolution to a multiplication. The extrapolation is simply given by (1]

P~ P~ke - jkZAZ

x(k,kyzA,() = P(kx,ky 1 ,o) (6)

with Az = IzA -01 and k, =k 2 -k2 - k2 Thic result clearly shows that the spatial Fourier
transform in the x and y direction results in a decomposition of the wave field into plane waves.
When the medium is inhomogeneous between zo and zA, also traveling waves in the opposite
direction occur. Now a method similar to Eq. (6) can be used if the medium is built up from
small homogeneous layers. Within each layer upgoing and downgoing waves appear
simuhaneously. At each interface the pressure and its derivative must be continuous, hence
Eq. (6) turns into a matrix equation. As can be seen from Eq. (6), only inhomogeneities in the z-
direction can be introduced, so only so-called stratified media can be dealt with.
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The wave field extrapolation mothods rely on the computation of the wave propagation over a
large spatial area. However, for the propagation of sound from a source to a receiver, only a
part of this area is important: there are so-called propagation paths along which the acoustic
energy is transported to the receiver. From that point of view it is obvious to try a ray approach.
The ray approach is based on two principles:
1) Along a ray path the sound field may be locally approximated by a plane wave. The medium

parameters determine how fast and in which direction the sound travels.
2) The acoustic energy is transported in the direction of the rays. Using this principle, the ray

tube cross-section can be used to determine the intensity along a ray path. We call this
procedure beam-tracing.

The ray paths can be computed from the ray-tracing equations [2]. The first ray-tracing
equation gives the end point r of the ray as a function of time:

dr
- cnl+Vo • (7.a)

n is the normal of the wave front and vo is the wind velocity.
The second ray-tracing equation gives the changing of the angle a of the wave front normal as
a function of time. In a moving medium this is a rather complicated equation. If we restrict
ourselves to the x-z plane and a horizontal wind vox, it is given by:,

Tt=sinar.x-cos z+COSsin a -os az

This equation shows that the ray path is bended by the spatial derivatives of c and v01 . Due to
the bending of the rays a situation can occur where the reflected rays from the "skin" of a ray
tube cross each other. This occurs in so-called caustics. Ray-tracing predicts infinite intensity
at these points, which is certainly not correct. Ray theory is not valid here and needs to be
corrected. The correction is obtained with a finite beam width around the caustic and a phase
correction [2].

Phvsical scale model
The best way to test a computational model is to compare it with the real situation. However,

under practical conditions it is often difficult to measure the important parameters as wind
velocity and temperature. It may also be difficult to find a geometrical simple situation like an
extended area with a flat ground that has the same impedance everywhere. For that reason it
is sometimes advantageous to make a physical scale model where these parameters and the
geometry are better under control., A physical scale model can also be used for geometrical
situations that cannot easily be introduced in a calculation model.

4. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PHYSICAL PHENOMENA IN THE MODELS

4.1 Screening
The effects of screening can be modeled as boundary conditions in the solution of the wave

equation, or as reflecting and/or absorbing surfaces in ray models. Diffraction phenomena are
rather complicated to account for in ray models. For complicated geometrical situations a
physical scale model may be the best choice.

4.2 Air absorption
Because the models are based on the loss-free wave equation, air absorption is not included in
the wave propagation models and in the ray model. However, the air absorption can easily be
included because its effect is an attenuation expressed in dB/m. Its value depends on
temperature, barometric pressure and humidity and it is frequency dependent. A calculation
scheme to compute the air absorption is given by ISO Draft proposal 9613-1.
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4.3 Ground absorption
The ground absorption is due to wave (or ray) reflections that take place on the ground surface
due to the impedance contrast between the air and the ground. Much effort has been given to
quantify its effect in different models. A fundamental quantity is the plane wave reflection
coefficient, given by:

Rp = Zb cos -Za cos (8)
ZbcosO + Zac os8

where 4 is the angle between the wave front and the ground, Za is the specific acoustic
impedance of air (= p0c) and Zb is the specific acoustic impedance of the absorbing ground.
The ground impedance is strongly dependent on the surface layer. For open structure surfaces
as for instance grass land, an adequate description is given by Delany and Bazley [3]. It is a
function of frequency and of the flow resistivity a.

In the wave extrapolation models, the ground impedance can be directly inserted as a
boundary condition. This is most easily done in the wave number domain model, because here
we are dealing with a plane wave decomposition. More difficulties are encountered in the ray
model, which must rely on the reflection coefficients of the reflected rays. Direct application of
the plane wave reflection coefficient is not allowed for frequencies below about 1000 Hz. In a
homogeneous situation without wind the spherical reflection coefficient must be used as
derived by Attenborough et al. [4). In the inhomogeneous case, where temperature and wind
profiles are encountered, an exact solution is not known.

4.4 Wind and temperature profiles
An important effect of the meteorological processes that take place in the atmosphere near

the ground is the occurrence of wind and temperature profiles. The wind leads to a direct
convection of the medium that transports the acoustic energy, so the wave field itself is also
transported. Hence, the wind has a vectorial influence on the wave field. The temperature
changes have no direct influence on the wave propagation, but an indirect influence, because
the sound velocity depends on the temperature. A good approximation is given by c = 20-4T,
with T the absolute temperature in Kelvin and c in m/s. Hence, the temperature has a scalar
influence on the wave field. The effects of the wind and temperature profiles can be modeled
with both the wave propagation models and the ray model. In the situation of a plane ground
without any obstacles, it is a good approximation to assume only a horizontal wind and only
vertical wind and temperature profiles (stratified medium). Under such conditions the
equations are simplified considerably. It also means that the wave field extrapolation can be
carried out in the wave number domain. An example is the wave field model of Nijs and
Wapenaar (5]. In many ray-tracing models one also makes use of the assumption ot a stratified
medium. It is shown by Boone and Vermaas [2] that the ray-tracing equations can easily be
solved numerically without making use of that property. The principle is illustrated in figure 2,
showing how the wave front moves and bends under the influence of spatial variations in c and
v. Using this approach, even vertical wind components can easily be included.

To obtain realistic values for the sound propagation under the influence of wind and
temperature profiles, these quantities must be modeled in a realistic way [6, 7, 8].

c(r')nA VrAQ

c(r)nA 0~r) Q

t= At Figure 2: Ray-path and wave
k-" front construction in an

P\ t=0 inhomogeneous, moving
X medium.
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4.5 Turbulence
The assumption of a stratified medium with wind- and temperature profiles that are

independent of time is only partly valid. In reality the wind and temperature profiles may vary
as a function of time. Besides that, the wind causes eddies of moving air and during day time
there may be a vertical air flow in connection with thermal effects. Hence, the acoustic wave
prolagation takes place through a medium that contains irregularities in a spatial and in a
temporal sense. These effects cannot directly be taken into account in the propagation models.
Slow variations in the profile parameters can be studied by repeated modeling with changing of
these parameters. The smaller irregularities, which also change as a function of time will
have to be modeled in a statistical sense. The effects can be expressed in the longitudinal and
transverse coherence loss of the medium [9]. The longitudinal coherence loss is important if a
correlation procedure is used between a source and a receiver signal. Such coherence
techniques strongly rely on the assumption of a time invariant linear transfer function of the
medium. For noise control purposes this is of less importance. The transverse coherence loss is
a measure for the decorrelation along a wave front or between two closely traveling rays. From
this concept it can be understood that the interference dip of a direct and a reflected ray is less
pronounced at larger distances. Such decorrelation effects can most easily be accounted for in a
ray-tracing model.

5. RESULTS

At our laboratory, several modeling procedures have been studied for outdoor sound
propagation. They have been presented by Boone and Vermaas [2] and Boone and Jabben (10].
The results of Boone and Jabben [10] are reproduced here to show a comparison between a
physical scale model, the wave field extrapolation method of Nijs and Wapenaar [5] and the
ray-tracing method of Boone and Vermaas [2]. The situation that was studied is a 1 : 100 scale
model with a linear temperature profile above a hard ground surface. The ray patterns for a
monopole source at x = 0 and z = 0.0223 m and a temperature profile of 84 K/m are shown in
figure 3. Measurements and simulations were carried out for a receiver position at x = 2.32 m
and z = 0.03 m and with different temperature profiles. Figure 4 shows the results for a
temperature profile where the receiver is just in the shadow zone of the caustic. We see a good
agreement between the wave field extrapolation model and the measurements but the ray-
tracing gives results that are too low, because the diffracted field of the caustics is absent.
Figure 5 shows the results for a temperature profile where the receiver is just behind the
caustic. Now all three models agree very well.
We are presently involved in a study on the propagation of sound over large distances. In this
study measuremonts are carried out outdoors which are compared with our calculation
models. We are especially working on a realistic modeling of the temperature and wind
profiles and the turbulence. Typical measured wind and temperature profiles are shown in
figure 6. Notice the strong gradients in the region of 0 < z < 1 m. We found that our ray
calculations are sometimes unstable due to these strong gradients, probably because of the
finite difference approximations that are made. However, we must realize that for long wave

0.10
m

0.08-

0 06-

0.04 -

0.02-1 Figure 3: Ray-plot of the
physical scale model

o measurements with
0 1 2 3 m DT/Z -- 84 K/1.
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lengths the ray-tracing equations are not valid for such strong gradients. Thbis can be
understood by realizing that a spatial averaging takes place during the wave propagation, as
shown in figure 1. This effect can be accounted for by applying a wave length dependent spatial
low-pass filter over the gradients. At the congress our latest results on this study will be
presented.

0-

10-1 Figure 4: Source at (,0.0223)
250 500 750 1000 1250 1500 and receiver at (2.32,O.03).

frequency (Hz x 100) aT/Dz =32 K/rn.

-1

Figure 5: Source at (0,0.0223)
250 500 750 1000 1250 1500 and receiver at (2.32, 0.03).

frequency (Hz x 100) nT/az = 84 K/m.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

For the calculation of the outdoor sound propagation a choice has to be made between
available numerical models. A compromise has to be found between complexity of the model
and accuracy of the calculations. In those cases where the transfer function may be viewed as
a time-invariant linear system caused by stratified temperature and wind profiles above a
homogeneous plane ground surface, the wave field extrapolation model in the wave number
domain is a good choice. This model works also good in shadow zones and caustics. In the case
of complicated gradients and ground surfaces, ray-tracing is to be preferred, because the ray-
tracing equations can easily be solved even under complicated circumstances. However,
shadow zones cannot easily be handled and in caustic regions a special beam-tracing is
required. For more complicated situations where also turbulence is involved, a modified beam-
tracing algorithm is proposed.
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ABSTRACT

The wind and temperature gradients cause refraction of the sound rays, and hence influence the sound level. The
curvature of a nearly horizontal sound ray can be calculated by using measurements of wind and temperature. A
method for estimating the curvature without profile measurements is given. An empirical connection between
curvature and sound level has been determined. A way of examine if a specific set-up of source-receiver can be
sensitive to the weather is presented.

INTRODUCTION

The understanding of sound propagation outdoors bas increased during the past decades 1,2. Today there exist
different types of prediction schemes ard propagation models for planning purposes. They are often restricted to

certain meteorological conditions, (..g. 'moderate downwind', and do not take the local climate into
consideration. How common these con litions are for an actual site is not taken into consideration. The predicted
quantity is often a single value, e.g. the long-term average sound level, and gives no information about the
highest noise levels and how often they occur.

The cumulative distribution ought to be a more useful tool for users. It contains more information needed
for decision-making, e.g. the fraction of time a certain noise le'el is exceeded, or what noise level is exceeded,
e.g. the worst 5 % of the time. The mean or the median sound level gives no information about the upper and
lower tail of the distribution. Two distributions with different highest levels can have the same mean value.

They only way to obtain the distribution, without expensive long-time sound level measurements, is to
include the effects of the weather and the climate for an area.

Since 1976, investigations concerning meteorological effects on sound propagation have been carried out
at the Department of Meteorology at the Uppsala University. A nuniber of experimental 3,4,5,6,7 and theoretical
stadies 8,9 have been performed. It wa.; found that the meteorological effects were noticeable at a distance of 25
m from the source and increased with decreasing receiver height.

METEOROLOGICAL EFFECTS ON SOUND PROPAGATION

The three most significant meteorological effects on sound propagation are: refraction, atmospheric
absorption and scattering by turbulence.

Refraction of sound rays occurs if the sound velocity and/or the wind speed change along the ray pzth,
i.e. there are gradients of wind and temperature. The wind and temperature fields ar horizontally homogeneous
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in reasonably flat terrain. Thus wind speed and temperature depend on elevation (z) only. They are dependent on
each other through the governing hydrodynamic equations. The refraction influe,,ces the sound level. The angle
of incidence at the ground is changed, which results in varying ground attenuation with the radius of curvature,
see Eq. (1). In downwind conditions and/or temperature inversion the sound rays are bent downwards, and in
upwind conditions and/or lapse they are bent upwards. Upwind conditions and/or lapse create areas which no
direct sound ray can reach, known a.i sound shadow zones. The refractive effects of the gradients of the
temperature and the component of the wind in the direction of propagation are additive. A suitable parameter for

characterizing the refraction is the curvature of near-horizontal sound rays, I/R 10.
10 0T au

1 TT " , "(1)
R c(l+ 

(Uwhere R is the radius of curvature (m), T is the temperature (K), c is the sound velocity (m/s) and u is the
component of the wind vector (m/s) in the direction of the ray. To get values around unity for the curvature we
introduce k:

k = /R 103  (2)

-Morsto, UppeaLa 1986-1987

- rth ......
N East

- _____ - - South -

Z West -

1.

-2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

k (m-1)
Figure 1. The cumulative distribution of the curvature for a source located north, east, south and

west of the receiver, r.-spectively.

All the parameters in Eq. (1) are functions of z. The largest variations of the curvature take place near the
ground, where the gradients are steepest. To choose a representative height interval in order to determine the
gradients is not easy. It is possible to calculate a mean value of the curvature in a layer where sound propagates
but the layer will change with weather conditions and source and receiver heights. A simpler and more practical

approach 3 is to use finite differences for the gradients, and hence obtain a k-value which, in some sense, is an
average value. The heights 0.5 and 10.0 m seems to give values close to mean values determined from ray
tracing. The lowest height is chosen clc,se to the ground and 10 m is the meteorological standard height for wind
speed measurements. Using the measuing heights 0.5 and 10 m Eqs. I and 2 can be simplified as

k =(0.6 AT + Au )/3.2 (3)
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where AT is the temperature difference in K or OC, and Au is the wind component difference in m/s. Finite
differences between 0.5 and 10 m have been used. The parameter could be used as an external parameter

describing the sound propagation conditions. In studies of sound propagation up to I km 11,12 it was shown that
the variations of the sound level undec various meteorological conditions depend mainly on the influence of
refraction on the ground effect. Comparisons with other investigations 13,14 were made 5 and qualitative
agreement was found.

The distribution of k must be determined for different locations. Figure 1 display the curvature, k, from
Marsta in Uppsala, Sweden during 1986 and 1987. Maintenance and instrumental errors reduced the data set to
cover 97.8 % of the period.

Looking at the curvature that was exceeded for 5 % of the time, we conclude that the highest curvature is
found for the source location wust of the receiver. This is not surprising since the wind direction distribution for
Marsta has a maximum around the south-west and a minimum around the east. In general, an increasing
curvature means an increasing sound level, and thus this location will also give the highest sound levels. The
best location for a source near Marsta must be in the sector between north and east. Very small differences
between the curves are found for the highest curvatures, i.e. cases when the temperature stratification dominates
over the wind stratification in Eq. (1), iz. mostly temperature inversions with low wind speed.

A cumulative plot of the curvature can be used for general plaining purposes, since the sound level usually
increases with increasing curvature. Tl'is is less costly and time-consuming than calculation of the sound level,
in which case empirical or model results relating the sound level to the curvature must be used.

The atmospheric absorption depends on frequency, relative humidity, temperature and atmospheric
pressure. The sound attenuation due to the absorption can be calculated 15.

Turbulence has a two-fold effect on sound propagation. First, the temperature fluctuations lead to
fluctuations in the velocity of sound. Secondly, turbulence velocity fluctuations produce additional random
distortions of the sound wavefront. Turbulence scatters sound into sound shadow zones and causes fluctuations
of the phase and the amplitude of the sound waves, thus destroying the interference between different rays
reaching the receiver. This gives higher sound levels than expecteZ for frequencies where the ground effect has
its maximum. The effect of turbulence can be disregarded for low fx-equencies and distances up to a few hundred
meters.

VARIATIONS OF SOUND PROPAGATION CONDITIONS DURING A DAY WITH A SMALL AMOUNT
OF CLOUDS

Wind and temperature profiles cause variations in the sound level especially during parts of a day with a small
amount of clouds.

An example taken from such a day is given in Figs. 2-4. Acoustic and meteorological measurements were

carried out at the Marsta Meteorological Observatory (59055-N, 17035'E Gr), which belongs to the Departmant
of Meteorology of the Uppsala University. The site is a typical agricultural area with few obstacles. The arra

2around the observatory is very flat, the level differing by few meters over the nearest km
An anticyclone, centered over Scandinavia, gave fair weather at Marsta on 25 June 1986. The temperature and
wind speed at 0.5, 1.5, 4.0, 9.8 and 17.6 m are given in Figs 2 and 3. The temperature roughly describes a sine
curve, the minimum occurring around sunrise, and the maximurm in the afternoon. Sunrise and sunset are
indicated by vertical arrows. The wind direction is given at the top of the Figure. The temperature increases with
height during the night (inversion) and decreases with height duri ng the day (lapse) as a result of the balance
between the incoming the outgoing radiation.

Wind speed normally increases with height above the ground. A diurnal wave of wind speed close to the
ground was found even though the driving force, the large-scale pressure gradient, was constant. The
temperature distribution, given in Fig. 2, influenced the wind speed distribution in Fig. 3, and the maximum

wind speed was found in the afternoon. The stalling speed of the anemometers was around 0,5 m s"-, influenced
the wind speed values and gave some incorrect mean values during the night.

The described daily pattern of temperature and wind speed s very often masked by weather systems of
different scales. The amount of incoming and outgoing radiation decreases with an increasing amount of clouds,
resulting in smaller temperature gradients. The influence from wind fields associated with cyclones or land- and
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sea-breeze circulations were usually much greater than the daily parem described in Figs. 2 and 3.
In Fig. 4, examples from the results of the acoustic measurements during the day and the evening are

presented. The distance was 100 m the source height was 1.4 m and the receiver height 1.25 m. The levels were

corrected for atmospheric absorption using the standard ANSI band method. 15 The ground along the line-of-
sight from the source to the receiver was covered with 5-10 cm high grass, over the nearest 50 m to the source,

and the rest consisted of 40 cm high crops. The loudspeaker was directed towards 2510, nearly WSW, and the
wind direction was from 2560 and 185', respectively, for the cases displayed in Fig. 4. Numerical ray tracing 5

was carried out for these periods to illustrate the propagation conditions. The temperature decrease with height,
together with the light upwind, created a sound shadow during the period between 1015 and 1020. The
temperature increase with height during the evening made it possible for many sound rays to reach the receiver.

The sound level for the 500-4000 Hz octave bands showed increased sound pressure values between 10
and 20 dB. It did not change considerably in the lower octave bands. From this and other measurements, we
conclude that the weather conditions influence the sound propagation close to ground mostly in octave bands
from 500 Hz and higher, The variations during a day within an octave band were up to 20 dB.30 i 5 $ - '

o ..... O ' 3 --. "........ m
4 20 4. m ...... 4. m - ' " ,y ~~~0.5m t ..... 4OeI.I1 - I.. T'- 'a 3 ........ ...m m3 ........ ...... 7". m I'~ ....... ...... ..... ..... ......
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Figure 2. Temperature distribution near the ground. Figure 3. Wind distribution near the ground
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Figure 4. Examples of sound spectra during the day and the evening of 25. June 1986.

Distance 100 m, source height 1.4 m; receiver height 1.25 m.

THE EMPIRICAL CONNECTION BETWEEN CURVATURE AND SOUND LEVEL

Results f-nm simultaneous acoustic and meteorological measurements at the Department of Meteorology
describes the empirical connection between curvature and sound level. 16.17

The normalized sound level, level relative free field and corrected for the atmospheric absorption15, and the
curvature from Eq. (3) were computed

The sound levels are, for most octave bands, lowest for negative curvatures, i.e. when the rays were bent
up from the ground and creating sound shadow, and highest for positive curvatures, see Fig. 5 where results
from measurements at a distance 100 ra from a source at 1.4 m and a receiver at 1.25 m are displayed. Such an
empirical connection between sound )evel and refraction was shown earlier 3-5 and has also been used in a
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method 18 for calculation of the conditions for sound propagation close to the ground. The regression coefficients
varied between 0.89 and 0.94 for the curves in Fig. 5.

A straight line is the best fit for :he 500 Hz octave band. The larger curvature the higher sound level is
found. The other octave bands display a more wave-formed curve with a highest sound level for a specific value
of k followed by a decrease in the sound level for higher curvatures.
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Figure 5. Sound pressure level relative free field, corrected for atmospheric absorption, versus k.
Cultivated ground. Distance source-receiver 100 m; Source height: 1.4 m; receiver height: 1.25 m.

Some conclusions from all measurements carried out at the site can be drawn:
1. The highest sound level is found when source and receiver are close to ground and at a distance between

75 - 150 m. For larger distances too many sound rays propagate from source to receiver destroying
maximum interference

# 2 There are a tendency for many of the curves that the maximum decreases and moves to lower k-values
when the distance, source and receiver heights are increased. The reason for this is not completely
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understood, but must have sometring to do with the most favorably combination of temperature and wind
gradients giving a maximal focussing together with ground attenuation.

3. Measurement results for different distances, ground types, source and receiver heights are given in a

supplement 17

Estimation of curvature without profile measurements
A brief description of a method19 for determination of the curvature, for nearly horizontal sound rays close

to is be given here:
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Figure 6. Scheme for estimation of At by use of sun-height, cloud amount and wind speed at 10 m.

The wind and temperature profiles are interrelated with each other. Neglecting the change in the wind
profile due to the temperature profile we can calculate the wind speed, v, at the height z:

v(z) _- In-z
° (4)

where x is von Krmdn's constant - 0.4 and the friction velocity u.:

1Cv (z,)
U.

In
ZO (5)

is determined from wind speed measurements at the height zm and z0 is the roughness length, see Table 1.

Table 1. Values of z0 , m, for different type of terrain.
Forests -0.8
Fairly level wooded country = 0.4
Farmland between 0.02 and 0.1
Fairly level grass plains between 0.007 and 0.02
Desert (flat) = 0.0005

The wind speed difference between 10 and 0.5 m, Av is given by:

u.( 10_n0.5\
Av = v(10)- v(0.5)= - (n--Ln-5

1 79 (6)

Au in Eq. (3) can be calculated by measuring; ai,,e,, between wind direction and the line source-receiver
and using:
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,,u=Avcos () (7)

" At is taken from the scheme in Fig. 6. Equation 4 can be usA when wind speed measurement not was taken at
10 m height. The method, described above, seems to work best for k > 0. The maximum errors in determining k
from 50 observations during a two-year period were < 0.3 for k > 0 and < 0.5 for k < 0.

A way of testing the weather sensitivity for a specific source-receiver setup.
A disadvantage with using the empirical connection between sound level and curvature is that different

regression constants depending on ground, distance, source and receiver heights has to be used.
A way of testing if a specific set-up can be sensitive to meteorological conditions is by using the sound

propagation parameter, W:

)2

d (8)

The sound propagation parameter includes the weather sensitive parameter (k), see Eq 2, source and receiver
heights (zs, Zr) and distance (d). The sum of source and receiver heights are squared to make W dimensionless
and stress the fact that the meteorological effects are larger close to the ground.

The sound propagation parameter, W, describes in a way the sound propagation conditions for a specific
source-receiver set-up. The only distinction necessary for this parameter is ground condition and octave band.

Results with use of the sound propagation parameter, W are shown in t Fig. 7 for cultivated ground. The
results show a great scattering of the data, especially close to W=O. Outside the interval W = ± 0.1 the spread is
less and we obtain more or less the same sound level for greater or smaller W. For many octave bands the levels
for positive and negative values of W seems to be the same.
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Figure 7. Sound pressure relative free field, corrected for atmospheric absorption,
1 versus the sound propagation parameter, W. Cultivated ground.
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CONCLUSIONS

The wind and temperature gradients cause refraction of the sound rays, and hence influence the sound level. The
curvature seemed to be a suitable parameter describing the sound propagation conditions. A number of curves,
showing the connection between sound level and curvature, showed very good correlation with the
measurements. The curvature can be calculated by using measurements of wind and temiperature or be estimated
from observations of clouds and wind measurement from one height.

A new sound propagation parameter, W, which includes distance, source and receiver height were
suggested to evaluate if a specific set-up can be sensitive to the meteorological condition.
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ABSTRACT

The emphasis of this talk will be on line-of.sight propagation through the turbulent atmospheric boundary
layer. Among the topics discussed are: (1) New computational tools, such as parabolic equation propagation mod-
els and large-eddy simulations, which show promise for modelling the effects of constantly-changing atmospheric
structure on acoustic signals. (2) Useful analytic and graphical tools for describing signal variability, including
wavefunction phasor diagrams and chaotic attractor reconstructions. (3) Recently completed concurrent measure-
ments of atmospherically-propagated sound and turbulence structure which indicate that the spatial scale of the
fluctuations that drive acoustic signals is larger, by about two orders of magnitude, than previously had been
thought. (4) Acoustic tomographic methods for reconstructing atmospheric turbulence fields.

INTRODUCTION

The title of this paper resembles, quite intentially, the title of the 1979 monograph by Flatt6 et al.. Sound
Transmission through a Fluctuating Ocean [1. That book is representative of a changed perception of propagation
through the ocean: no longer can the acoustician solely focus his/her efforts on propagation physics; a firm
understanding of the spatial and temporal structure of the propagation medium is also required.

Recent research in atmospheric acoustics also emphasizes realistic characterization of the propagation medium.
This new focus, combined with progress in atmospheric measurement technology, atmospheric similarity scaling,
and numerical propagation modelling, is creating many new and exciting research topics in atmospheric acoustics.

NUMERICAL PROPAGATION MODELLING

Numerical modelling of sound propagation through the atmosphere has progressed quickly during the past
decade. For example, Raspet ct at. [2) developed the Fast Field Program (FFP) for the atmosphere in 1985.
This technique was originally developed by DiNapoli and Deavenport (31 for oceanic propagation in 1980. In the
FFP, the solution is assumed to have cylindrical symmetry; i.e., the environment is assumed to be horizontally
homogeneous. By approximating an inverse ilankel transform integral with a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
the FFP computes fields with great efficiency for distances greater than a few wavelengths from the source.

= Refinements of the FFP for atmospheric propagation are also discussed by Lee cl aL (4). Franke et al. 151 and
Wilson [6).

Of course, the atmosphere, due to turbulence and ground surface inhomogeneities, is not horizontally strat-
ified. But we still way ask whether there are circumstances when the FFP can provide useful information. For
example, suppose one wishes to model propagation over approximately flat terrain. Can knowledge of the mean
verticil pro1es of wind an teeneratwe be used to predict the spia dependence
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of the mean acoustic field? Because the two are nonlinearly related, this is not generally true. Recent research
has provided tentative answers to this question [7,8,9]. It appears that appplication of the FFP should be lim-
ited to cases where there is only weak turbulence, and the receiver is not in a shadow zone (i.e., not reached by
any geometric rays). This is becase the primary mechanism by which acoustic energy reaches a receiver in a
shadow zone appears to be turbulen'. scattering, as opposed to diffraction. The FFP cannot model the scattered
component of the acoustic field.

More recently, Gilbert and White (10] applied parabolic equation (PE) mr .aods to the atmosphere. Devel-
opment of the PE for ocean acoustics goes back to Tappert [11). PE calculations are somewhat slower than the
FFP, but have the important advantage of being applicable to non-horizontally-stratified environments. This fact
enabled Gilbert and Raspet [7] to model propagation through atmospheric turbulence.

It should be pointed out that neither the FFP nor the PE correctly models refraction by wind gradients.
They are strictly applicable only to refraction by sound speed (temperature or humidity) gradients. In order to
correctly model refraction by wind gradients, it is still necessary to resort to ray-tracing methods, which are strictly
valid only at high frequency. Incorporation of wind velocity fields into ray tracing is discussed by Hallberg (12]
and Pierce [13].

The new numerical propagation models promise to further understanding of atmospheric sound propagation,
and improve methods for predicting environmental noise. But without adequate methods for characterizing the
propagation medium, the atmosphere, even the best propagation models will yield poor results. Modelling of the
atmosphere is the topic of the next section.

ATMOSPHERIC SIMILARITY SCALING AND PROFILE SHAPE

Met. rological models for the surface-layer profiles of wind and temperature have existed for some time.
(The surface layer is typically 10-100 n high on a clear day.) The most successful models use similarity scaling
techniques, based on threee significant parameters: the surface Reynold's stress r, the surface heat flux Q, and
the buoyancy ) = g/,, where g is gravitational acceleration, and 8, is the surface temperature. From these
parameters, representative scales for velocity, temperature, and length can be developed. One choice for the
velocity scale, called the friction velocity, is u. = Vr/r'. The surface-layer temperature scale is proportional to
the surface heat flux: T. = -Q/u.. The surface-layer length scale, usually ca!l.-' the Monin-Obukhov length, is
Lm = -u3/Q. This length scale represents the ratio of mechanical to buoyant (,.rces. Monin and Obukhov (14]
suggested that the statistics of the atmospheric surface layer, when properly normalized by u., T., and z, could
be written as universal functions of a normalized height " = z/Lmo. The mean wind and temperature gradients
are, in normalized form,

.F = _!-m ) i

OT T.7- + H(0, (2)

respectively, where 0M is the surface-layer momentum function, and OU is the surface-layer heat flux function.
Over the past few decades, much experimental effort has been expended to determine empirical forms for the 0-
functions. By far the most commonly used fornis are due to Businger et al. [15] and Dyer [16]. These relationships
(the reader is referred to Panofsky [17] for their explicit forms) have been used in acoustical applications, by
Klug [18] and Wilson [8], among others. It is also possible to scale higher order statistics, such as variances, using
the above scales.

Figure I shows mean wind and temperature profilas calculated using the Businger-Dyer equations, for condi-
tions typical of a clear, sunny day. Also shown is the effective sound speed profile, defined as c, = u cos a+20V' ,
where u is the wind speed, a is the angle bet'ween the propagation path and the mean wind, and 0 is the tempera-
ture in Kelvin. In the downwind direction, the mean profile structure creates a waveguide with multipath acoustic
arrivals. This is shown in Fig. 2, for a source and receiver separated by 200 m. The effect that changing the height
of the transducers has on the ray turning height (the maximum height attained by the ray) is depicted. The
numbering system used to identify the ray paths has the form "Ni9", where N indicates the number of turning
points, and the postscript sign ±- indicates the number of ground reflections. A "+" postscript means that the ray
has one more ground reflection than turning points; a "-" means that the ray has one less ground reflection than
turning points. The absence of a postscript indicates that the number of turning points and ground reflections
are the same.

Large-scale turbulence, such as wind gusts, will of course cause the profile shapes to fluctuate about the
mean. As a result, the number of ray paths reaching a stationary receiver can vary. Figure 3 shows some
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experimental results which may exhibit this effect. In the experiment, a source and receiver were placed on 6
m towers, separated by a distance of about 200 m. The source transmitted a signal in the band 400-1000 liz,
with duration 0.1 s. Displayed is the cross correlation of the transmitted and received signals, at 30 s intervals.
In the first record, there appears to be two ray paths: a direct one (1-), arriving first; and a ground reflected
(0+), which has a lesser intensity due to absorption by the ground. The second record suggests the presence of
more than one ground-reflected path. The third record has a structure similar to the first. In the fourth record,
however, only one path (probably 1-) is evident. We observe that the refractive characteristics of the atmosphere
can change significantly on scales as short as 1 min.

IMPORTANCE OF LARGE EDDIES

While the discussion in the previous section addressed the mean structure of the atmosphere, it also demon-
strated the significance of fluctuations. Theoretical and experimental characterization of sound propagation
through atmospheric turbulence has been an area of much recent activity [19]-[24].

Wavefunction phasor diagrams are a particularly fundamental graphical depiction of scattering (1]. These
figures display samples of the wavefunction phasor, defined as io = p/(p), where p is the complex acoustic pressure,
and the angle brackets represent the mean. Inspection of a wavefunction phasor diagram allows one to immediately
characterize the propagation regime based on the relative importance of the phase and amplitude variances. In
the geometric acoustics regime, the spatial scale of the turbulence I is much greater than the wavelength, so that
a deterministic ray paths continues to exist as coherent entity. Hence phase variance dominates. In the Rytov
extension regime, the wavelength is larger than the turbulence scale, so that amplitude and phase variance are both
evident. In full saturation, strong turbulent fluctuations cause deterministic raypaths to split into a number of
micropaths, separated by distances on the order of 1. The statistics are incoherent. Dashen [25] has also identified
a partial saturation regime, where the micropaths exist separated by distances smaller than I. The statistics of
the amplitude and phase fluctuations, as well as the boundaries between the regimes, can be described in terms
of a strength parameter 4 and a diffraction parameter A [1]. Figure 4 shows numerically.simulated wavefunction
phasor diagrams for the various fixed values of 4 and A.

Surprisingly, researchers have not yet been able to predict the regimes characteristic of acoustic propagation
in the surface layer. For example, Fig. 5 compares simulated wavefunction phasor samples with results from an
experiment performed by Bass et al. [23]. The simulation made use of Bass et al.'s experimentally-determined
meteorological parameters, including their values of I = 15 m and index-of-refraction variance 1.6 x 10-6. The
acoustic frequency was 62.5 Hz, and the propagation path length was 91 m. These values lead to 4) = 0.15 and A =
0.71. Note that the simulated wavefunction samples are characteristic of the geometric acoustics regime. However,
comparison with Fig. 5(a) in Bass et al. reveals that the measured wavefunction samples were characteristic of
the Rytov regime. Phase fluctuations in the experimental data were roughly twice as strong as the simulation,
while the amplitude fluctuations were stronger by an order of magnitude. There is a difficulty here in reconciling
theory and experiment: stronger phase fluctuations would result from using a larger 1, whereas stronger amplitude
fluctuations would result from using a smaller 1. Hence the value of t alone cannot be adjusted to agree with the
data. Similar discrepencies occured with independent measurements made by this author [26].

Before attempting to explain the actual cduse of this discrepency, let us first consider the question of what
we should expect a realistic length scale for atmospheric turbulence to be. It turns out that there is drastic dis-
agreement between the acoustics and atmospheric science communities on this matter. Most previous researchers
in the acoustics community have suggested that the most significant eddies are isotropic, and have dimension on
the order of the height from the ground, z. (This would be 1-10 m for most problems of interest.) It-is well known
to atmospheric scientists, however, that on a clear day the most energetic eddies will have dimensions approaching
the boundary-layer thickness (100-1000 m), zi.

Wilson [26] provides an extensive literature review of the meteorological literature on this matter, coming
to the conclusion that both the scales z and z, are relevant in determining turbulence scales near the ground.
Measurements of horizontal length scales a few meters off the ground are typically on the order 100 m during the
daytime, significantly larger than Bass et al.'s measurement. Although one may expect vortex stretching to make
lengthen the eddies in the direction of the wi , that lrocess alone cannot explain why the horizontal length scale
is so much greater than z near the ground. Large, boundary-layer size eddies must play a significant role, even
very near the ground.

Atmospheric turbulence can be generated either by shear or buoyancy instabilities. Hojstrup [27,28] has
suggested that the actual turbulence spectrum consists of two components, a low-frequency spectrum due to
buoyant instabilities and the resultant large-eddy field, and a high-frequency spectrum due to shear instabilities.
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The former scales with zi; the latter with z. An implication of this hypothesis is that the integral length scale
also consists of a sum of low- and high-frequency parts (denoted here by "L" and "i1" respectively):

= 1+2 (014 + a'W, (3)

where a2 is the total variance, t L - zi, and tH - z.
Most of the previous acoustical literature (20,22,23,24] has focused on the importance of the high-frequency

structure. However, some authors have suggested the importance of boundary-layer-scale turbulence in acoustic
propagation [32,33,34,26]. If boundary-layer size eddies indeed play a significant role, the implications for propa-
gation modelling are fundamental. Since the large eddies tend to have their center at the middle of the boundary
layer, assumptions of homogeneity in eddy field become invalid. The effect of the ground on the eddy field cannot
be neglected. These considerations led Wilson to develop a new model based on fluctuating curvature in the
sound speed profile [26,35]. Predictions from the model are quite similar to classical scattering theory, except
that the vertical scale of the tubulence is charactefized by z, whereas large eddies dominate the horizontal scale.
The agreement between the model and existing experimental results is much better than if one uses z- or z,-scale
turbulence alone in an isotropic scattering model [26].

Computer simulations of large-scale boundary-layer turbulence, called large-eddy simulations (LES), have
advanced considerably during the past decade. Such turbulence simulations may be very useful when used in
conjunction with acoustic propagation models. C.-H. Moeng of the National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR) kindly provided the author with output from her state-of-the-art LES [29,30]. Moeng's LES was then
used in conjunction with a ray-tracing code which could accomodate three-dimensional atmospheric structure [31].
It would be even better to use PE methods (discussed in Section 2) in conjunction with the LES fields. From the
standpoint of acoustic studies, one limitation of the LES is its 20 m vertical resolution. In its present form, LES
does not capture the near-surface structure well.

ACOUSTIC TOMOGRAPHY

The sensitivity of acoustic waves to atmospheric structure motivates consideration of acoustic techniques for
probing the atmosphere. Wilson [26] has used tomographic methods to reconstruct atmospheric turbulence fields
from acoustic transmissions. The basic idea is quite simple: one measures the time required for acoustic bursts
to propagate between a number of sources and receivers. Since the travel time depends upon wind speed and
temperature, information on the atmospheric fields is thus obtained.

Figure 6 shows the layout of the tomographic array, implemented at the R. E. Larson Agricultural Research
Center at Rock Springs, PA. In the basic horizontal coniguration, there are three sources and five receivers, at 6
m height, providing a total of 15 ray paths. The dimensions of the array are approximately 200 m square. The
reader is referred to Ref. [26] for more uetalils of the experiment. That reference also explains the procedure for
inverting the acoustic travel times to obtain the atmospheric fields.

Figure 7 shows an example field reconstruction. The dark area on the middle left of the figure is a region of
cold air. In the lower right is a warm region. Arrows indicate wind speed and direction.

SYSTEM ATTRACTOR CHARACTERIZATON

An extensive program of low-frequency acoustic measurements was recently completed by the author, Edward
Maniet, and Dennis W. Thomson of Penn State. These data were also at Rock Springs, PA. Most of the data sets
consist of one-minute averages, recorded continuously over periods lasting from three to seven days. Measurements
were made during fall, winter, and summer conditions. The propagated frequencies were 28 Hz, and the first three
harmonics thereof. Typically there were two receivers, at heights of 2 and 6 m, separated by a horizontal distance
of 770 m from the source. Additional micrometeorological measurements of the turbulent momentum, heat, and
moisture fluxes were made adjacent to the path, and a Doppler sodar was used to monitor the boundary-layer
wind profile. Figure 8 shows a characteristic record for the signal variation over the course of a day. The level of
the signal tends to be elevated at night, presumably because of temperature inversions.

Harry Henderson of Peun State has studied the system attractor dynamics of a portion of our data set. The
attractor was found to have a dimension of about 2.3. This value is somewhat lower than that computed for
other atmospheric data sets, presumably because of the spatial and temporal averaging inherent to the acoustic
measurement. The effect of such averaging is now being studied.

Reconstruction of the dynamical phase space revealed that most of the measurements fell within a small
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possible the construction of filters which are based on the dynamics of the signal and noise, rather than spectral

characteristics.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the answer to a question "is it possible to get more attenuation by

thin barrier with certain special treatments than that by commonly used thin barrier?".
The answer is "possible". There are some possibilities to make acoustical treatments, for
example, to cover barrier surface with absorbing materials, to cover it with a lot of one
quarter wave length acoustic tubes, to install hard, absorptive or soft cylinder at barrier
edge. In this study the efficiencies of these acoustical treatments are numerically and
experimentally examined.

1. INTRODUCTION
It is common to build a barrier for reducing the noise from motor way, rail road,

factory, etc., and for such purpose noise barriers with absorbing material on the surfaces
are currently used. To improve the efficiency of the barriers, it would be simple to make
the barriers higher, but there is a limit to barrier height because of factors such as cost,
shadow cast by the barriers, and blocking sight. The aim of this paper is to show how we
can get more reduction by new types of thin barriers than by commonly used thin
barriers. In this study a barrier with absorptive surface, a barrier with soft surface and
barriers with hard, absorptive and soft round edge will be treated. Their cross-sections
are shown in Fig.l. And general positions of a source, a receiving point and barriers are
shown in Fig.2, and some parameters also in Fig.2.

2. EXCESS ATTENUATION BY THIN HARD BARRIER
A thin hard barrier is shown in Fig.l(a), the excess attenuation by this type of barrier

is given by well known Mackawa's chart [11 and numerically calculated by Eq.(]). This
equation was recently derived by the theoretical analysis [21. The comparison between
Maekawa's chart and the new numerical formula is shown in 19ig.3. Dashed curve show
Maekawa's chart and solid curve the numerical result by Eq.(l). Many points show the
rigorous numerical results by the diffraction solution for the same conditions as Maekawa's
experiments. The excess attenuation is here define by a term ,IATTI,,o and let it be the
basic value of this study.

flOlog(N) + 12 2 < N
,[A'Tr ,, = 5 ± 9sinh-'( I N I .. ) -0.3 5 N < 2 (d3) (I)

0 N < -0.3

3. EXCESS ATTENUATION BY BARRIER WITH ABSORPTIVE SURFACE
The excess attenuation by a barrier with absorptive surface is approximately obtained

by the diffraction solution for the hard barrier, whose second term is multiplied by the
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reflection coefficient of the surface [3], and when the surface is perfectly absorptive it is
given by a half of the sum of solutions for hard barrier and soft one [4]. We can get a little
more excess attenuation by this type of barrier than ,[ATTho., The effect of absorption of
barrier surface is defined by

.[EAJ = .[ATT]. - I.[ATT].o (dB) (2)

where [ATT].. is the excess attenuation by an absorptive barrier. The values of the effect
of absorption .lEA] are shown in l*'ig.4 as a function of the diffraction angle gamma shown
in Fig.2. The parameter Q is the value of the sound reflection coefficient of the surface.
When the barrier is perfectly absorptive, the effect of absorption is 4 to 5dB in the range
of gamma 60' to 900. This type of barrier is eai!y realized by covering the barrier surface
with thin absorbing material as shown In Fig.l(b) and nowadays it is widely used. But the
effect of absorption is not expected quantitatively at noise barrier designing and only the
existence of the effect is expected.

02SNu irscal Formula by Yamamoto and Takagil[. IIIII - '

~/
! /
i, /V1 IWO 120 18

I$ANGLE ' (degree)

i .IN ll I ri l if
a

Fresnel Number Fig.4 Efl'cts of absorptive and

Fig.3 Excess attenuation by a thin barrier soft surface as a function of
as a function of Fresnel Number N the diffraztion angle gamma

4. EXCESS ATTENUATION BY BARRIER WITH SOFT SURFACE
When the sound reflection coefficient of the barrier surface Q is -1, that is the case of

soft barrier, the energy rflection coefficient is I and this means perfectly reflective. But
the effect of soft surface is very great as shown by dashed curve in Fig.4. This effect is
nearly double of that of perfectly absorbent barrier. In this case the effect of soft surface
is defined by

0 [ES] = ,[ATTJ 0 - ,IATT11. (dlB) (3)

where .[ATT].,, is the excess attenuation by a barrier with soft surface [5]. The realization
of this type of barrier is not so easy. Recently I ha. tried to realize the soft barrier
surface by covering the surface with the array of one quarter wave length acoustic tubes.
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It is well known that the effect of thickness of barrier is quite a little when the thickness
is less than half a wave length [6]. Then the barrier covered by these tubes at both sides
and those openings are covered by thin hard plates is approximately comparable to thin
barrier. But the surface covered by acoustic tubes can reflect the incident sound just
1800 out of phase, that is the reflection coefficient of this surface is -1. The measured
results are shown in Figs.5 and 6. The test barrier was designed for 5kHz and the
cross-section is shown in Fig.l(c) and the detail is show in Fig.7. The measurements were
performed in the anechoic chamber for some different conditions. In Fig.5 the distributions
of the effect of soft surface behind the barrier are shown. In the left it shows the
predicted contour and in the right the measured. There is about -'B diffe) ence. In Fig.6
the effect of soft surface is plotted as a function of frequency. Dashed curve shows the
predicted value, and black and open circles show the measured values in the cases when
both sides and only source side were covered by acoustic tubes respectively. Locations of
source and receivers are shown in Fig.8. Although there are some differences between
predicted and measured values, the frequency responses are similar. In the calculation of
these values the second term of diffraction solution was multiplied by the reflection
coefficient

Q= 1 - jcos e icot(kd)

1 + ices e icot(kd)

where 0 is the incident angle, d is the depth of acoustic tube and k is wave number.

5Md1Z 3 V , 45 Predicted sklz y4 3 y i' , i4 Measured 'v5

45*
''V *9 6 V ~ V - Us 50

Source ,a 12 0 + surce 1  2' 1 V VV 5

Barrier Barrier

Fig.5 Contours of predicted and measured (ES) in the case of 5kHz

Sort bar 'Ca ,

Fig.7 Detail of the cross-section
of soft. thin test barrier

, / - ,.c' 70cm

Pocation of source and receiversok 
ck 8 ~

1RZ1QUENCY (Hz)

Fig.6 Comparisons of measured and predicted values of [ES] as a function of frequency
measured (both sides are soft), 0-0 : measured (source side is

soft and receiver side is hard), predicted (both sides are soft)
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5. EXCESS ATTENUATION BY BARRIER WITH HARD CYLINDER AT THE EDGE
The barrier with any obstacle at the edge can reduce the sound more than the

commonly used thin barrier can. In this study the cylinders with different acoustic
reflection characteristics are selected as the obstacles because of the simplicity and the
practicality. When the cylinder is very hard, the solution of the diffraction field has
been already obtained by Keller [7] and using this solution the effect of hard cylinder is
defined by

.EHCj = ,4ATT]h, - C[ATT~h,, (dB) (5)

where .[ATT]hc, is of course the attenuation by barrier with hard cylinder at the edge.
The suffix c at the left side of variables means the incident sound is generated from the
cylindrical line source. But in this study all effects predicted in two dimensional sound
field are assumed to be equal to that predicted in three dimensional sound field, that is in
the field of spherical sound wave incidence.

One of the numerical results is shown by dotted curve in Fig.9. Thle geometry for
calculation is also shown in Fig.9. The value of ,AEHC) is not so great, less than 3dB and
sometimes it is minus value. Some measured values are shown in Fig.10 as a function of the
relative size of cylinder ka, where "a" is the radius of cylinder. The cross-section of the
barrier is shown in Fig-l(d). The distance of source from the edge was 40cm and the
distance of receiving point from the edge was 60cm. Measured and predicted values are
in fairly good agreement except for some cases. Specially when the diameter is half a
wave length the effect of hard cylinder is very large.

30
krz3O r=0

W20 0
w j. Soft 1

Y=0

W 10- 5-o~v

w ~ . Hard 0..~ . 0

RELATIVE SIZE OF CYLINDER km RELATIVE SIZE OF CYLINDER ka

Fig.9 Comparison of numerically Fig.lD Comparison of measured and
obtained effects of cylinder for predicted effects of hard cylinder
different reflection characteristics

6. EXCESS ATTENUATION BY BARRIER WITH ABSORPTIVE CYLINDER AT THE EDGE
When a barrier has an absorptive cylinder at the edge, the attenuation tby this barrier

may be lager than that by the barrier with hard cylinder. The solution of diffraction field
by this type of barrier niay be obtained by the same procedure in the case of thin har oer
mentioned above. The solution by the harrier with soft, cylinder at the edge ha, bee'n also
obtained by Keller 17). The effect of absorptive cylinder is defined by

,[EAC [.A'rT].,-,(ATrTJ, (dB) (6)

where (ATT)-. is the excess attenuation by the barrier with absorptive cylinder at the
edige. One of the numerical results is shown by solid curve iii Fig.9. The realizat ion of this
barrier is not so difficult and the cross-section of the barrier may be that, shown in
Fig. I (e).

One example of this type of barrier has been really produced for practical use 18 and 9J.
Real construction is shown in Fig. I1. The effect of absorptive cylinder was measured by
the existing express way. The one of results is shown in Fig.12. This figure shows the
difference between the sound pressure levels measured before and after setting the
absorptive cylinder at barrier edge. Arid the sound pressure levels were measured for 5
to 7 nights and averaged, The effect of absorptU;%e cylinder is roughly 2 to 3 Il. Thle
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is shown by chain curve in Fig.9. The effect of soft cylindler is defined by
I E~SC) AT Jc f tA'TJ, (d 13) (7where [',?'7'1, is the excess attenuation by a thin barrier wit~h soft cylinier at the edjge.

The effect, I.q considerably greater than that of absorptive andi hard cylinders. When the
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diameter is one wave length, the effect is about 18dB. But from the practical point of view
we will have some problems to realize this type of barrier. One idea is that the
cross-section of such barrier might be that shown in Fig.I(f), that is to cover a cylinder
with one quarter wave length acoustic tubes.

8. CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this paper was to show whether it is possible to get more attenuation than

that obtained by commonly used thin barrier. The answer is in some sense "possible" as
shown above. One type of barrier is effective for all frequency band, but the effect is not
so large. On the other hand, the effect of another type of barrier is very large, but the
barrier effect is very frequency dependent. At the end of this paper we can say that
much more effort is needed to invent a new type of barrier by which we can get more
excess attenuation because of the requirements from the engineers.
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ABSTRACT

Sound power determination by intensity measurements using manual scanning has become
an attractive method, but for setting up a standard some more evidence is needed to relate the
precision of the result to the measurement parameters. For this reason systematic
measurements have been carried out and the influence of several parameters such as
measurement distance, scanning speed, path configuration has been analysed, in comparison
with point measurements, in order to select appropriate ranges for these parameters.

INTRODUCTION

Since the apparition of intensity techniques some 15 years ago, sound power determination by
intensity measurements has been a matter of standardisation at national and international
levels. Recently ISO has finalised a document [1] describing a procedure based on
measurements at discrete points. This document has raised some criticism, mainly because of
the indicators which have to be used for checking the precision of measurements.
Another method, based on continuous scanning of intensity, is actually discussed in
standardisation. Many peoples have already used it successfully and the method seems to be
more attractive than point measurements, because its application is much faster.
Consequently it reduces some problems such as sound field fluctuation (source under test and
extraneous noise) and last but not least the cost of the sound power determination. The main
problem for standardisation is actually a lack of knowledge of its precision and of the
appropriate way to obtain a wanted degree of precision. Since very few studies are published
(for ex. [2] to [5]) we have carried out systematic measurements in order to get sufficiant data
for analysing the influence of parameters such as measurement distance, scanning speed, path
length and scanning pattern, scanning time, presence of extraneous noise etc.

on leave from Dept. of Phys., Techn. Univ. Prague
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EXPERIMENTAL SET UP AND TEST PROGRAM

Acoustic Environment:
Free field in front of reflecting plane as shown in figure 1 and excited by time-stationary white
noise in the frequency band 100 Hz - 5000 Hz.

Measurement Surface:
Area of 1 m x 1 m parallel to the reflecting plane, distances between measurement surface and
reflecting plane d = 0.10 m, 0.20 m, 0.40 m.

Scanning Path:
Four parallel (horizontal and / or vertical) lines turning at each edge, each of them is
subdivided to four elements with length 10 = 0.25 m as shown in figure 2. Additional
measurements have been made with a doubled line density.

Spatial Sampling:
- Scanning method

* 1 complete trajectory 16 x 1o = 4 m
* 4lines4xl o =lm
* 4 x 4 elementary lines 1o = 0.25 m

- Measurement at discrete points
* 16 points uniformly distributed (4 x 4), as shown in figure 2
* 64 points uniformly distributed (8 x 8)

Scanning Speed:
* 0.85 ms-1 which corresponds to 4.7 s scanning time
* 0.43 ms "1 which corresponds to 9.5 s scanning time
* 0.21 ms "1 which corresponds to 19 s scanning time
* 0.11 ms-1 which corresponds to 37.5 s scanning time
* 0.05 ms "1 which corresponds to 75 s scanning time

(depends on sampling frequency of analyser)

Measured Quantities:
Lp, LI - for both scanning and discrete point measurements

Calculated Quantities (As Defined By ISO):
F2, F3 - for both methods
F4 - for sets of elementary lines and discrete points

LW

Extraneous Noise:
A reference sound source producing white noise is placed as near as possible to the reflecting
plane. Source of extraneous noise is adjusted by following choice:

" Lpcent. = Lp,16,

" Lp,cent. L p,16 + 3 dB,

where Lp,cent. is sound pressure level in the midle of the measurement surface due to

extraneous source only and L p, 16 is mean sound pressure level calculated from 16 points
measurement without extraneous noise.
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Instrumentation:
FFT - intensity meter composed of

- two-channel real time analyser HP 3582 A
- desk computer HP 9826
- intensity probe made by two microphones (B & K 4165)

and preamplifiers (B & K 2639)
- power supply (B & K 2807)
- intensity software CETIM-INTAC

RESULTS

Only a small part of the results can be presented here and we will merely highlight the
influence of the dominant parameters which are measurement distance, scanning speed and
scan pattern.

Measurement Distance
The sound powers determined by point measurements and by horizontal scanning under
differents conditions are given in table 1 (1/3 oct. 500 Hz) and table 2 (1/3 oct. 4 kHz). The
values for scanning indicate the differences with respect to point measurements. It is seen that
at the low frequency, where directivity effects are quite moderate, the difference between point
measurements and scanning is typically < 1 dB for all three measurement distances. At 4 kHz,
where directivity is stronger, the two techniques give similar results for the greatest distance
d = 0.4 m, but there is a significant increase of the difference, up to 6 dB, at lower distances and
this even in the presence of extraneous noise (the corresponding F3 - indicators are shown in
tables 3 and 4). Allthough the error observed at small distances depends an other parameters
too, a minimum distance of 0.2 m, which is actually discussed by ISO, seems to be a reasonable
compromise.

Scanning Speed:
Results corresponding to those in tables 1 and 2 but determined with approximately half the
scanning speed (0.05 m/s) are presented in tables 5 and 6. The comparison shows no
significant differences due to scanning speed at the greater distances (0.2 and 0.4 m). Only for
d = 0.1 m a slow scan reduces the errors observed more particularly at high frequencies.
Nevertheless the conclusion that at greater distances fast scans do not affect the measurement
precision would be erroneous : In fact, a more detailed analysis reveals that repeatability of
results suffers at very high and very low scanning speeds. For 5 different speeds we have
repeated the complete scan 8 times and determined both the mean sound power levels and
the relative errors t defined by:

tat/2,n-I
-- N * 100 [%],

where ta/2,n. 1 is the coefficient of Student t-distribution at (1 - a) x 100% confidence level (in

our case it was 2.365), W is the mean sound power, s2 the sample variance of sound power
and n the number of independant samples.

Table 7 shows results for the measurement distance 0.4 m. It is seen that best repeatability in
obtained in the medium range of speeds arround 0.2 m/s. The monotonous decrease of errors
with the scanning speed that might be expected is not observed, probably because of increasing
"personal errors" induced by the operator at long scanning times and very low speeds.
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Scanning pattern:
The results presented above have been obtained by horizontal scans only. The comparison of
various configurations (complete scans or division into elementary paths with a total number
of FFT samples maintained constant) does not reveal significant differences but they all
underestimate systematically the true (?) sound powers given by point measurements,
especially at high frequency. This underestimation which is due to the choice of the scanning
pattern cannot be reduced by increasing only the number of FFT samples (by a lower speed)
without changing the path.
The influence of the scanning pattern is show in the table- 8 and 9 where we compare
horizontal and vertical scans with two path lengths : 4 and 8 m. At 4 kHz and with a path
length of 4 m the horizontal scan produces an underestimation but the vertical scan an
overestimation. The combination of both (h & v) fits very well to the point measurements.
With a double line density (path length 8 m) the differences are much smaller and either
horizontal or vertical scannings are sufficient for a correct sound power estimate. Scanning on
crossed paths seems to be an interesting technique to check whether the chosen line density is
appropriate or not.

CONCLUSION

A rough analysis of the large number of collected data has allowed to show the influence of
several measurement parameters on the calcuated sound power and to select reasonable
ranges for some of them (measurement distance, scanning speed). These ranges fit quite well
to the reommandations discussed actually by ISO.
A more detailed analysis of the data, especially with respect to the indicators which are already
used in point measurements, should permit to quantify the measurement errors, to define
classes of precision and to get guidance for improving insufficient estimates.
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Table 1: Sound power levels for 1/3 oct. 500 Hz, vs = 0.11 ms -1

ext. noise 0 LPq,C = LP9,1s Lpqc
d B I . .1 + 3 d B

distance 0.1 0.2 0.4 m 0.1 m 0.2 m 0.4in 0.1in 0.2 m
16 points cor. 66.4 64.4 61.3 70.1 67.3 64.8 73.0 69.9

compl. scan -0.9 0,2 0.3 -0.9 0.0 0.5 -0.4 -0.2
4 x 1m 0.0 -0.7 0.8 -0.5 0.6 -0.3 -0.6 -0.3
16 x 1s -0.6 0.3 -0.7 -0.8 0.7 1.4

Table 2: Sound power levels for 1/3 oct. 4 kHz, vs = 0.11 ms "1

ext. noise 0 Lpq,c = 4 , Lpq,=

dB "Lpq.16 + 3dB
distance 0.1 in 0.2 in 0.4 in 0.1 m 0.2 n 0.4 in 0.1 n 0.2 ni

16 points cor. 71.3 72.3 71.4 72.4 72.5 71.6 73.2 72.1
compl. scan -5.7 -3.1 0.4 -5.7 -3.8 -0.2 -2.7 -1.4

4 x lm -4.7 -2.1 -0.7 -5.5 -5.1 0.4 -4.3 -2.3
16 x 1o -5.7 -3.1 0.2 -6.2 -5.6 0.0 -8.2

Table 3 : Indicator F3 for 1/3 oct. 500 Hz, vs = 0.11 ms-1

ext. noise 0 Lpq, 16 Lpq.c =

dB 1,6pq. + 3dB
distance 0.1 in 0.2 in 0.4 mn 0.1 in 10.2mn 0.4 m 0.1m 0.2 m

16 points 1.5 0.6 -0.1 3.0 4.2 3.5 3.4 4.3
compl. scan 1.9 1.0 0.4 3.6 4.4 3.7 3.4 4.6

4 x Im J, 1.8 0.7 0.2 13.5 4.3 3.8 4.1 4.9
16 x lo1 1.9 0.7 0.1 3.7 4.0 3.6 4.5

Table 4: Indicator F3 for 1/3 oct. 4 kHz, vs = 0.11 ms"1

ext. noise 0 Lpqc = Lpq,i6 LpqC =d B 1, .16 + 3 d B

distance 10.1 m 0.2 in 0.4m 0.1 n 0.2 m 0.4 in 0.1 n 0.2 m
16 points 3.3 2.3 1.5 8.2 8.4 3.8 9.9 10.7

compl. scan 4.6 2.3 1.4 10.9 9.3 5.0 9.4 8.8
4 x lm 4.3 1.6 1.5 10.8 10.1 4.6 11.3 9.9
16 x lo 4.3 2.1 1.3 11.5 10.2 4.8 14.9
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Table 5: Sound power levels for 1/3 oct. 500 Hz, vs = 0.05 ms 1

ext. noise 0 Lpq,c = Lpq,1 Lpqc =
dB IITq.g6 + 3dB

distance 0.1rm 0.2n 0.4m 0.1 0.2m 0.4m 0.1m 0.2m
16 points car. 66.6 65.2 61.7 69.7 68.2 65.0 72.9 71.1
compl. scan -0.1 0.0 0.0 04 0.3 -0.3 -0.2 -0.2

4 x Im 0.0 -0.2 0.2 0.0 0.1 -0.3 -0.5 -0.4
16 x I0 -1.1 0.0 0.7 0.3 05 0.1 -0.4.. -0.3

Table 6: Sound power levels for 1/3 oct. 4 kHz, v s = 0.05 ms "1

ezt. nozse 0 Lpq,c = Lp,16 Lpq,=
dB -Tpq.16 + 3dB

distance 0.1m 0 0.2m 04 in 1 0.4 0.1 n 0.2m
16 points cor. 71.3 72.7 71.4 72.9 73.6 71.9 73.1 73.6

compl. scan -3.4 -2.2 0.5 -3.9 -2.3 -0.2 -4.6 -2.1
4 x lm -3.9 -2.5 0.1 -4.5 -3.3 0.1 -4.4 -3.5
16xI 0  -4.7 -3.3 -0.6 -4.2 -2.8 0.2 -4.1 -5.3

Table 7 : Sound power levels for d = 0,4 m, without extraneous noise

freq. [Hz] 64 points 0.85m/s 0.43m/s 0.21 m/s 0.11m/s 0.05m/s

500 54.0 53.7 54.6 54.9 54.3 54.3
26% 12% 13.5% 10.0% 10.5%

1000 64.6 63.2 64.1 64.7 64.6 64.7
28% 8.0% 6.4% 9.5% 5.5%

2000 69.6 68.0 68.4 69.1 69.5 69.7
37% 14.5% 6.4% 6.5% 7.2%

4000 69.9 69.8 68.4 69.5 69.6 69.8
_49% 21% 5.4% 8.3% 9.7%

lin 77.7 77.0 76.7 77.5 77.7 77.9
28% 12% 5.8% 3.0% 6.2%

A 78.6 77.9 77.5 78.4 78.6 78.8
1 11 30% 12.5% 6.5% 3.0% 6.6%

Table 8: Sound power levels for 1/3 oct. 500 Hz, Table 9: Sound power levels for 1/3 oct. 4 kHz,
without extraneous noise without extraneous noise

dist. [n] 0.1 0.2 0.4 dist. (in] 0.1 0.2 04

16 points cor. 65.5 63.2 60.0 16 prints cor. 70 6 71.3 70.5

scan 4m (h.&v.) 65.5 63.6 61.0 scan 4m (h.&v.) 70.8 70.1 70.4

scan 4m horizontal 65.2 63.7 60.8 scan 4m horizontal 66.5 68.3 69.1

scan 4m vertical 65.8 63.6 61.3 scan 4m vertical 73.0 71.4 71.4

scan 8m (h.&v.) 65.5 62.9 60.4 scan 8m (h.&v.) 70.4 70.6 70.2

scan 8m horizontal 65.6 63.5 60.5 scan 8m horizontal 70.1 70.0 70.1
scan 8m vertical 65.3 62.2 60.4 scan 8m vertical 70.7 71.1 70.2
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ABSTRACT

The influence of electrical noise from microphones and preamplifier circuits on
sound intensity estimation is examined. Electrical noise has no systematic effect on the
time averaged sound intensity, but it increases the random error associated with using a
finite averaging time. The effect of electrical noise is shown to be far more serious

than one would have expected; in fact, electrical noise may well make it virtually im-
possible to determine the sound power of relatively quiet low frequency sources with the
intensity technique. It is shown theoretically and demonstrated experimentally that the
additional random errot that is due to the noise depends in a simple manner on four quan-
tities:, the signal-to-noise ratio of the microphone signals, the pressure- intensity index
of the measurement, the frequency, and the distance between the microphones

NOMENCLATURE

B bandwidth
c speed of sound
C12 real part of cross spectrum of microphone signals
1r sound intensity
1r(W) sound intensity spectrum
k wavenumber at the centre frequency of the filter band

n 2 mean square value of electrical noise in each channel
Fmean square pressure
P. sound power

Q12 imaginary part of cross spectrum of microphone signals
S surface area
$11,S22 power spectra of noise free microphone signals

Snn power spectrum of electrical noise
S power spectrum of sound pressure
I yaveraging time

712 coherence of microphone signals

Af resolution bandwidth
Ar microphone separation distance
C random error
p density of air

V12 phase angle between microphone signals
W radian frequency
W ao -"IDradian band limits

Subscriots

n pertaining to electrical noise

r component in the r-direction
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Superscripts

an estimated value

INTRODUCTION

The most important application of the sound intensity technique is the determina-
tion of the sound power of source in the presence of other sources. Other important ap-
plications include localising or identifying regions of sources with particularly strong
radiation, determining radiation properties and determining transmission loss. In typical
measurement conditions the sound intensity level to be measured is relatively high, and
electrical noise, that is, thermal noise from the microphones and the preamplifier cir-
cuits of the intensity probe, is of no importance. However, in some cases the sound in-
t.ensity level to be measured can be fairly low. One might expect some effect of the elec-
trical noise, say, in determining the sound insulation of a partition or in determining
the sound power of a relatively quiet source, but whereas there is an obvious lower limit
of the dynamic range in measurement of the sound pressure, there is no correspondingly
obvious lower level in estimating the sound intensity. The purpose of this paper is to
examine the matter, which seems to have been ignored in the sound intensity literature.
In what follows it is assumed that the intensity is determined with the usual technique
based on two closely spaced pressure microphones, and that the two pressure signals are
contaminated by independent electrical noise signals.

THEORY

Bias of the Estimate

As shown by Fahy' and Chung2 the sound intensity spectrum is proportional to the
imaginary part of the cross spectrum of the two pressure signals:,

1'(6) - -Q13(W)/(up5r) (I)

The noise signals that contaminate the pressure signals have no influence on the cross
spectrum since they are uncorrelated and uncorrelated with the pressure signals. There-
fore, quite apart from whether the sound intensity actually is determined from measured
cross spectra, the formulation given by Eq. (1) leads to the important conclusion that
the sound intensity estimate is unbiased, irrespective of the signal-to-noise ratio of
the microphone signals However, the noise affects estimation of the cross spectrum by
increasing the random error, which means that the averaging time must be increased ac-
cordingly.

Radom Erro

Various expressions for the normalised random error of sound intensity estimates
have been published.3"7 All of them are based on the assumption that the microphone sig-
nals are normally distributed; this is also assumed in the following.

Pascal4 derived the expression

1(2

where A2 is the coherence and V12 is the phase angle between the two microphone signals,
Af is the resolution bandwidth and T is the averaging time. (The expressions published by
Seybert,3 Elko5 and Gade6 are, in effect, identical. None of these expressions is suitable
for predicting random errors from experimental data, as pointed out in Ref. 7. However,
that is not the issue here.) The coherence will usually be close to unity.8 On the other
hand it is well known that the phase angle can be very small indeed, and therefore the
random error can be considerably larger than the corresponding error in sound pressure
measurements, I//a7T, even in the absence of electrical noise (that is, at levels where
the influence of the noise is negligible).3-7 It is obvious that electrical noise reduces
the coherence, from which it follows that such noise increases the random error, in par-
ticular in conditions where the phase angle between the sound pressure signals is small.

The coherence is defined by the expression
y122 (W) - (c,2,(6) -011 (0))is,, (W) s", M (3)

where C12 is the real and Q12 is the imaginary part of the cross spectrum and 5, and S22
are the two power spectra. It the presence of electrical noise the coherence becomes
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where Snn is the power spectrum of the noise in each channel. Since

i/2() =/y22 + sM (W) (s11(o) S 22(o) ) + s 2(o) (5)
12 1 c,2 (0) + g,2 (W)

it can now be seen that the normalised variance of the estimate Ir(w) can be divided into
two parts:, one part that depends on the sound field, and an additional part that is due
to electrical noise. The former part is independent of the sound pressure (or sound in-
tensity) level; the latter part does, of course, depend on the level.

The normalised random error corresponding to the additional variance due to elec-
trical noise !s obtained by combining Eqs. (2) and (5):,

Sm,(o~)(Sii(Go) +S25(oe)) + S,2,(o.)()
(C,, (w) + 0,2 ())sin29 i(w) )

Assuming a reasonably large signal-to-noise ratio, that is, that
spp(o) - S1 I(W) - S22(to) C1 2(W) > > St, (7)

where Spp is the power spectrum of the sound pressure, leads to the following simple ex-
pression,

sgg), (o))- 1 1 (8)
N S(~ n (a) si-i,, '

which clearly shows that the additional random error can be considerable when the phase
angle is small, even when the signal-to-noise ratio is fairly large.

In practice it is often useful to determine sound intensity (or sound power)
levels in frequency bands, one-third octave bands, for example. The normalised random
error of an estimate of the form

-P _AX o (9)

can be written as(
7

CU - [(10)

The random error of a frequency band estimate is larger than the random error of a spec-
tral estimate unless the intensity spectrum is flat within the band.

7 The additional ran-
dom error that is due to electrical noise can be shown to be

9

where p2 is the mean square pressure, n
2 is the mean square value of the electrical noise,

and B is the bandwidth. Since
0

V22 - kArI,pc/F , (12)

it can be seen that the expression for the additional random error of a frequency-band
estimate, Eq. (11), is in agreement with the corresponding expression for spectral esti-
mates, Eq. (8).

In practice the global random erro e of the result of a complete sound power esti-
mate based on measurement at discrete points or continuous averaging (scanning) is more
important than the error of a point measurement. The additional random error of a sound
power estimate in a frequency band can be shown to beg

S(r P/!f)dS F -i (13)
F1p.j d / PC dg J~ IdSkr

where Trt is the total averaging time. (Note that it is the total averaging time that
matters"1 ; it does not matter whether thp sound field is sampled ar discrete points or
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continuously along a scanning path.) It is evident that this expression resembles the
expression for measurement at one point, Eq. (11). The only difference is that the inten-
sity and the mean square pressure have been replaced by surface average values. (One can-
not extend Eq. (8) in such a simple manner.)

DISCUSSION

It is apparent that the additional random error that is due to electrical noise
depends on the signal-to-noise ratio, on the (local or global) pressure-intensity index
of the sound field, on the frequency, and on the distance between the microphones. The
relationship is illustrated in Figure 1, from which it can be seen that electrical noise
is a problem mainly at low frequencies. Note that an increase of the pressure-intensity
index of 5 dB has the same effect as a reduction of the signal-to-noise ratio of 10 dB.

10
o C) X(b)

C
2501000 .......

63 250 1000 63 250 1000

Centre frequency (Hz)

Figure 1. Normalised random error of sound intensity estimates in one-third octave bands
with a microphone separation distance of 12 mm,, and an averaging time of is. Signal-to-
noise ratio:, - , 0 dB; - - - , 10 dB; - - - , 20 dB; -- - , 30 dB. ... , Theor-
etical minimum value, iI/&T . (a) Pressure-intensity index: 5 dB; (b) pressure-intensity
index: 10 dB.

Typical pressure microphones used in sound intensity estimation have equivalent
background noise levels of less than 20 dB re 20 pPa in one-third octave bands. One would
therefore have expected the effect of electrical noise to be completely negligible in all
but extreme measurement conditions, as it is in measurement of sound pressure levels.
However, the effect can actually be considerable in quite realistic conditions.

This can be demonstrated by an example. If the sound intensity is determined with
an intensity probe with a microphone separation distance of 12 mm in relatively mild con-
ditions where the pressure-intensity index is 5 dB, and if the signal-to-noise ratio of
the signals from the probe is 20 dB, then the normalised random error is 1.05 at 200 Hz
with an averaging time of ls. It would be reasonable to require that the error should be

less than 0.058: in this case the intensity is, with a confidence level of 95%, deter-
mined within an interval of ±0.5 dB (24.340.058 - 0.5). To reduce the error to this
level one would have to use an averaging time of about 54 minutes ((1.05/0.058)2/60
- 5.5). An averaging time of about five minutes is not unreasonable in a complete sound
power measurement. However, to maintain the same accuracy at 100 Hz one should use an
averaging time of 45 minutes. In less favourable measurement conditions the error would
be larger, of course, and one would have to use a longer averaging time. If the pressure-
intensity index of the sound field is 10 dB instead of 5 dB, then, with figures as above,
one should use an averaging time of 55 minutes at 200 Hz and more than 7 hours at 100 Hz!
In practice it is necessary to test the measurement conditions by determining various
'quality indicators' from preliminary measurements,12 "15 and therefore even a required av-
eraging time of five minutes is rather inconvenient.

The most dramatic example of the influence of electrical noise occurs in measure-
ment of the residual pressure-intensity index of intensity measurement systems. The re-
sidual pressure-intensity index is defined as the pressure-intensity index that is indi-
cated by the instrument when the two microphones are exposed to the same sound pressure.

6

This quantity, which should be as large as possible, is a convenient way of describing
the phase mismatch of the measurement system. At the present technical stage it is of
vital importance that users of the intensity technique are aware of the influence of
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phase mismatch on the measurement result, which means that the residual pressure-inten-
sity index of the measurement system should be determined at regular intervals.161 7 How-
ever, determining the index can be rather lengthy because of electrical noise. If, say,
the residual pressure-intensity index of an iniensity probe with a microphone separation
of 12 mm is 20 dB, then an averaging time of more than twenty minutes would be required
in order to determine tL index within an interval of ±0.5 dB in the 125 Hz one-third
octave band, even with a signal-to-noise ratio of 50 dB. With a signal-to-noise ratio of
40 dB one should use an averaging time of about four hours! Moreover, one cannot predict
the averaging time that is needed owing to the fact that the residual pressure-intensity
index itself enters into the prediction. (It is not self-evident that one can predict
random errors from Eq. (11) when the indicated intensity is due to phase mismatch. That
it is so is shown in Ref. 9.) This explains the observation that the sign of the residual
intensity seems to vary randomly with time. 18 However, the problem is solved if one simply
increases the sound pressure level in measuring the residual pressure-intensity index a
signal-to-noise ratio of, say, 70 dB should be sufficient.

With a microphone separation distance of 12 mm the uppe . frequency limit of the
intensity probe is about 5 kHz."9 The only way to extend the frequency range of 'two-
microphone technique' upwards is to use smaller microphones separated by a corresponding-
ly smaller distance. However, the smaller the microphone the higher the noise level. If,
say, a microphone set of type Bruiel & Kjar 4181 (i.e. h" microphones) and a 12 mm spacer
are replaced by a microphone set of type B&K 4178 (i.e. k" microphones) and a 6 mm
spacer, then the random error will be about ten times larger,9 from which it follows that
the signal level should be about 20 dB higher if the accuracy should be maintained. The
best compromise would probably be microphones with a diameter of about 9 mm separated by
a 9 mm spacer.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To examine the validity of the expressions presented in the foregoing some experi-
ments have been carried out. The sound intensity was determined with an intensity probe,
B&K 3519, and a dual channel filter analyser, B&K 2133. The intensity probe was provided
with three different microphone sets:, a phase matched set of h" microphones with high
sensitivity, B&K 4177, a phase matched set of microphones specifically developed for in-
tensity measurements, B&K 4181, and a phase matched set of k" microphones, B&K 4178. In
all the measurements a microphone separation distance of 12 mm was used.

To nredict the random error from Eq. (11) one must know the equivalent sound
pressure level of the electrical noise. Measurements in an anechoic room gave the follow-
ing results. The background noise level of the microphone set with high sensitivity is
very low, less than 5 dB re 20 pPa in one-third octave bands;, the corresponding noise
level of the set of type B&K 4181 is about 12 dB re 20 pPa; and the k" microphones are
rather noisy, with a noise level of about 30 dB.

The B&K 2133 analyser can be programmed to repeat a measurement any given number
of times and calculate the normalised standard deviation of the results. This facility
was used in determining the experimental results presented in Figure 2. The experiment
took place in an anechoic room. The intensity probe was placed about 10 cm from an
unenclosed loudspeaker driven with pink noise generated by the analyser, and the random
error was estimated by repeating intensity measurements with an averaging time of two
seconds one hundred times. These measurements were performed at three different intensity
levels with the three microphone pairs. Also shown in Figure 2 are predicted values of
the random error, calculated from the measured levels of the electrical noise and
measured sound pressure and sound intensity levels using Eq. (11). The sound intensity
level and the pressure-intensity index are shown in Figure 3.

Equation (11) seems to be confirmed; there is fair agreement between measured
standard deviations and predicted random errors. Note the different ordinate axes. With
the microphones of high sensitivity, B&K 4177, there is practically no influence of elec-
trical noise; the random error approaches the theoretical minimum value of l/1X. (The
larger random error at 160 Hz is undoubtedly due to the sound field. Equation (11) does
not take such random errors into account; that would require knowledge of measured power
and cross power spectra., 11) By contrast, it is evident that electrical noise has
increased the random error significantly below 200 Hz in the measurements with the B&K -
4181 microphone set, and this effect is, of course, still more pronounced in the measure
ments with quarter inch microphones. It is obvious that one cannot use quarter micro-
phones below 200 Hz even at fairly high signal levels since the averaging time must be
increased prohibitively. If the normalised random error takes a value of two, say, then
one would have to use an averaging time of 40 minutes ((2/0.058)2.2/60 - 40) in order to
determine the sound intensity with 95% confidence within an interval of ±0.5 dB.
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Figure 3. Measurement near an unenclosed loudspeaker driven with pink noise. (a),(b),(c)

Sound intensity estimated with three different microphone sets using an averaging time of
3 minutes; In (b) the loudspeaker signal has been reduced by lo 13; in (c) the loud-
speaker signal has been reduced by 20 dB. - , B&K 4177; -... . B&K 461;-
B&K 4178. (d) Pressure-intensity index determined with B&K 4161.

CONCLUSIONS

Electrical noise from the microphones and prearplifiers of sound intensity probes
has no systematic influence on the measured sound intensity, but it increases the random
error, in particular at low frequencies, the more so the smaller the microphone separ-
ation distance. The effect of the noise is more serious th-n one would have expected:
with standard equipment very large random errors are likely to occur if the sound power
level is less than, say, 40 dB re i pW. The error is particularly large in adverse cir-
cumstances where the pressure-intensity index of the sound field assumes a larg- value.

and this explains why extremely large random errors occur in measurements of the residual
pressure-intensity index unless the sound pressure level is rather high.

Whereas it is possible to correct bias errors due to phase mismatch with consider-

able success, one cannot compensate for random errors. However, the rando urror - 4nd
thus the averaging time that is needed to ensure an acceptable value of the error - can
easily be predicted from the intensity and the mean square pressure. provided that the

equivalent sound pressure level of the electrical noise is kitown.
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ABSTRACT

The use of sound intensity to describe acoustical field of sources is well known. The main advantage of
sound intensity is in its vectorial nature. In presence of multiple simple sources, the interference effects could
significantly influence the nature of the sound intensity field. This paper describes the analytical and experimental

studies dealing with the effects on both sound pressure and intensity field of a point monopole source due to in-
terference. The interference caused by interactions with other sources and/or boundary reflection are considered.
The possible applications of such studies are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The vector nature of complex acoustic intensity [1] has made intensity method useful with many applications

such as source identification and ranking and soind power evaluation [2]. However, direct superposition of intensity
does not hold when there are multiple coherent sources and/or nearby reflecting boundaries. Thus, the resultant

intensity field of multiple sources should be obtained by not only the direct vectorial summation of intensity field
of individual sources but also adding the interference due to the interaction among sources. Consequently, the
intensities in near field tend to be severely influenced by interference. This interference effects on acoustic intensity
field is one of the important factors which must be considered in intensity method [3,4,51.

A measurement surface with little interference is desired for power determination, source location and rank-

ing. Therefore, an evaluation of interference in normal direction to measurement surface gives useful information
both for source location and ranking and for uncertainty analysis in sound power determination. Also, the extent of
interference can be used to classify the sound measurement environment. In this paper, two harmonically radiating
point monopoles are used to study the interference nature in complex acoustic intensity field. The interference

terms in both complex mean intensity and mean squared pressure field are formulated. Also the pressure ratio and
intensity ratio are formulated to derive the practical interference indicator 6pi. They are expressed as functions of
acoustic frequency, geometrical parameters, relative source strength and phase difference.

The discussion on the use of 6pi in this paper will be made ur Jer the assumption that the measured intensity

does not suffer from the significant instrument nearfield measurements errors such as finite difference approximation
errors [6] or phase mismatch error [7]. Indeed, fortunately the finite difference errors are not serious when compared
to field errors introduced by interference in practical measurements and phase mismatch error can be eliminated

[7,8].
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The present investigation on the two simple sources offers some insight into the basic interference nature
in acoustic fields and indicates that such studies of both active and reactive intensity interferences and the inter-
ference indicator 6pl will have applications in both measurement and analysis aspects of acoustic intensity method.

FORMULATION OF INTERFERENCE

Based on the linearized acoustic wave equation, the pressure and particle velocity generated by two harmonic
point sources can be obtained by direct superposition as long as they are point sources and thus there is no
scattering due to the finite source itself.

P= P1 + P 2 , U= U 1+ U 2 (1)

where - denotes the complex number. The mean squared pressure field and complex mean intensity field generated
by two harmonic sources is given by

pi = W/2 = (01 + P)(PI + 0)'/2 (2)

i = ii*/2 = (Pi + P2)(fi + 62)*/2 (3)

where * denotes the complex conjugate.
Above equations can be rewritten as

P2n (p2.)d + (j.2m)t, id + ii (4)

where the subscripts d and i denote the direct term and interference term respectively.
The direct terms is obtained by superposition of fields of each individual source in free space.

(P2.)d = (P)l + (p.)2 = (p + A )/2 (5)

Therefore the interference terms become

(p) = (PI# + P2)/2 , i = (Pfi + 2ii*)/2 (7)

The real part of complex mean intensity vector I is well known active intensity and the imaginary part of complex
mean intensity vector I is reactive intensity. From now on, active mean intensity vector will be denoted as I and
the reactive mean intensity vector will be denoted as J in this paper.

The (nondimensional) geometrical description of the two simple sources is shown in Fig. 1 and given by,

(kr2 )2 = (krl)2 + (kh) 2 + 2(kh)(kri) cos 0 (8)

where k is wave number and rl is the distance of a primary source from a field point and r2 is the distance of the
secondary source from a field point and h is the separation distance between two sources and the angle 9 represents
the direction of a field point with regard to the line connecting the centers of sources.

The pressure and particle velocity vector of a primary point harmonic monopole with strength Q1(t) is given
by, e- Ar

= Q(t) - , ui Q1() U -koj) -,r e (9)
Ti Z0 r

Likewise, for a secondary source we have
Qs( e-k, i k,-2) e- e2

= Q !L = Q -(k) (j (10)

kr2

where 1 denotes the radial unit vector in rl direction and h2 denotes thd radial unit vector in r2 direction and
zo(= poco) denotes the specific impedance of medium. And i2 can be rewritten as

h = 6 il + 1. i (11)

where i# is the transverse unit vector with regard to 0 in Fig. 1, and 6 and c are given in Eq. (8) by

(r +hcos)/r2 r2 hsin/r (12)On "=r+o8/= - hsin/30
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The source strengths with a phase difference/3 are given by

QI) = Qi 14' , Q2( ) = Q2 e2(wt) (13)

The mean squared pressure and active and reactive mean intensity for a primary monopole without inter-
ference in free space are

2, 2 2 (j) Q2' 2p )
(.)l 1 a = ( on = LZo el ' =  ( =  (14)

2,1 1 2kzorTe kzojr1

The similar expression for a secondary source without interference can be obtained.

Pressure Interference

From Eqs. (5) and (14), the direct term in mean squared pressure is

Q1 Q2

(P.)d =2?+ 2 (15)

Plugging Eqs. (9) and (10) into Eq. (7), the interference in mean squared pressure fields is given by

(2)i = IQ2 cos a (16)

where a = (kri - kr2 - 0). Defining the mean squared pressure divided by mean squared pressure of a primary
source without interference as the pressure ratio PR, we have

(p 9) =( )d + (P2), = 1 + Q2R2 + 2QoRcosa (17)

(p.),

where Qo = Q2/QI and Ro = rl/r2.

Intensity Interference

From Eqs. (11) and (14), the direct term in active intensity vector becomes

Id = Ii+12=Ilil+2e2 =(II+612)l+1I2

=Q2 6 Q 2  2r

+ +( 2 go (18)

Likewise, the direct reactive intensity vector is

Jd= J,+J2=Jlel+J 2-(Jl+J2)l+EJ2eB

+6 Q2 )g1+C Q2 (19)=2k r 2 ' r2  zor2

Plugging Eqs. (9) and (10) with Eq. (11) into Eq. (7), the interference term in active intensity becomes
I 2Q2 ) COsa+Ina. . In a.b{( + 6) cosa + (R - i + cosna + --- ]  (20)

And the interference term in reactive intensity becomes

a Q = 1Q2 ) Sin a + (Rob + 1)- I- e + C - sina) g (21)
2zorjr2 kr r

Defining the active intensity vector divided by active intensity of a primary source without interference as the
active intensity ratio vector IR (4,9], we have

IR = Id +Ii
sina--

= [ + 6QoRo + QoRo{(1 + 6)cosa + (R6 - 1)--n}] e

+ s [QoRo + QoRo{coe + -cs e (22)

kr 2
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Likewise, the reactive intensity ratio vector JR is
J _J + Ji

JR = J -

[1 + 6QoR o + QoR0{(1 - 6)kri sin a + (R.6 + 1) cosa)] iI

+ e [Q2RO3 + QoRo{Ro cos a - kr sin a}] ie (23)

The similar expressions of the intensity ratio are also found in Ref. [3,10,11].
Though the interference terms given by Eqs. (16), (20), and (21) may represent the amount or direction in

interference, due to the difficulty in direct measurements of interference terms, a few indirect methods to evaluate
the degree of interference effects has been sought in some references [4, 12]. For practical use, the most reliable
one to indicate the interference seems to be bpi which is one of the field indicators for the characterization of
environments [13]. Forssen and Crocker [14] have discussed the use of a pressure-intensity index 6pi defined as
JLp - Li in conjunction with the finite difference error in intensity measurements and Gade [15] describes the
use of 6pI referred to as an reactivity index in validity of intensity measurements. bpi is termed as an interference
indicator in Ref. [12] and has good correspondence with the formulation of an interference index L. in Ref. [5].
When the field point is in far field where the interference effect is assumed to be absent or very weak, the following
relationship between the mean intensity and mean squared pressure is well known.

Itp ./Zo or bpi O (24)

It is easily observed that the statement of Eq. (24) is equivalent to the fact that the interference terms are absent
in Eqs. (16) and (20).

Using mean pressure ratio PR in Eq. (17) and the magnitude of active intensity ratio vector IR with regard
to a specific direction in Eq. (22), the interference indicator 6 pi can be formulated as following.

p2

= 4001

I10logp2'I = Jl0logPR/IR = x (25)

The complete formulation of bpi for the case of two point monopoles is obtained from Eqs. (17) and (22).

EXPERIMENTAL WORK

In order to verify the theoretical formulations, some experiments were conducted. Two small enclosed speak-
ers (Q0 = 1) were used as monopole sources. The evaluation of acoustic quantities for this study was carried out
in an anechoic chamber using FFT analyzer and real time intensity analyzer (B&K Type 4433) and side-by-side
two-microphone (phase matched) probe. Experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 2. The interference due to the
secondary.source was introduced using a on/off switch. PR and IR at a certain field point are obtained directly
from the measured pressure level Lp and the measured intensity level LI through two microphones placed along
the radial direction. The phase change between two sources is done by the polarity switch.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The experimental results in Figs. 3 and 4 are compared to the predicted value based on Eqs. (17) and
(22), for the radial interference indicator as given by (6 pi)r = 101og (IR)r/Pk. Fig. 4 is for the case of passive
interference due to hard reflecting panel [5]. It is observed that as ri/h increases, the interference amplitude
increases because the intensity was measured in the radial direction of source 1. The experimental results show
good agreement with the analysis.

Using Eqs. (18)-(21), the coupled acoustic intensity vector field with interference can be decomposed into
direct pattern and interference pattern. Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate the decomposition of active and reactive intensity
vector for the case of Qo = 2 out of phase with nondimensional separation distance kh = 0.5 and kh = 25
respectively (the plotted vector magnitudes scales cc Il/1). At low frequency (kh = 0.5), it is observed in Fig. 5
that the active intensity vector field is severely distorted from the direct field whereas the reactive intensity vector
field suffer less from the interference effect. At high frequency (kh = 25) in Fig. 6, the case is the reverse.

Fig. 5 clearly demonstrates the fact that the weaker radiator take a role of active power sink due to the
interference field. This is because the power radiated from the weak source is affected by the pressure field
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produced by the other nearby source with phase difference. However, it should be noted that the weak monopole
still constitutes an active source when kh = 25 (in this case, the separation distance h is greater than wavelength
as seen in Fig. 6). The intensity field contaminated by the strong interference in near field often makes it difficult
identifying sources, and determining the individual power of primary source of interest or using the evaluated tota
power for noise control, especially when the measurement surface is close to the extended sources. The detail on
the effect of interference in this respect is well, discussed by Fahy [16]. Also, it is noted that the weak monopole
is always reactive power source even though the wavelength is greater than h and the phase difference exists in
Figs. 5 and 6. This nature indicates that reactive intensity may give useful information in source location and
ranking. The possible use of reactive intensity mapping for better source location was discussed in Ref. [17,11].

The sound power radiated from a primary source is obtained by integrating the acoustic intensity over any
surface enclosing the source. When there are two monopoles in free space and the measurement surface S encloses
only primary source 1, the surface integration of complex mean intensity is

s i ndS f(Id + ii) ndS

- 12) ndS + j(i) udS =f ii ndS + jfi dS(6

As seen in above equation, if the interference term Ii is negligible and consequently the total intensity is about the
same as the direct intensity on measurement surface, main advantage of using intensity for power evaluation is
that the measurement of intensities over the surface gives the power of primary source 1, regardless of the presence
of other steady sources outside measurement surface. However, if the interference on measurement surface is
considerable, the field error in sound power of the source is expected as much as

is (ii) ndS = is (P16i + Pii) ndS (27)

.AS the estimation of sound power using intensity was based on Eq. (26), measurement surface in the region with
strong interference should be avoided for more precise power evaluation of a source. It should be noted that the
fact 6pl is nearly zero (LI - Lp) or interference is negligible does not necessarily imply the validity for use of
sound pressure for sound power determination. It is evident that the sound pressure can be used to find power
of primary source 1 when only I1 is nonzero in Eq. (26). The comparison of sound power evaluation, using both
pressure and intensity is shown in (18).

The advantage of using intensity over using pressure in source location is well described in Fig. 7. It is
evident that the intensity map gives clearer location of sources. However, even when the intensity is being used, it
can be seen in Figs. 5 and 6 that the interference effects in near field makes it difficult simply locating and ranking
the individual sources. The actual field is the direct field plus the additive interference field, and the negative
effect of interference should be considered when the effective source identification is desired.

For bpi and intensity maps, the normal components of intensities to measurement surface will be taken and
the measurement surface is d m above two monopoles. Fig. 8 shows the active intensity map and reactive intensity
map in dB scale as well as interference indicator 6pi when d = 0.25 m, Qo = 1 in phase and the nondimensional sep-
aration distance kh is 0.5, 5, and 25 respectively. It is noted in Fig. 8 that 6 pl always shows minimum around the
location of monopoles. This results suggest another possibility in use of 6p in source location. However, using the
complex intensity (both active and reactive) together with 6pi under the consideration of the effect of interference
rather than depending only one of them will give better and more accurate source location and ranking in any case.

CONCLUSIONS

Given that the actual sound field which is produced by multiple sources and the reflecting boundaries
surrounding sources is more complicated, the observations from present studies on ideal field by two cimple sources
.effect the nature of complexity of the interference. The study reported in this work has dealt with the nature of
interference in complex intensity field. The interference terms in both mean squared pressure and complex mean
intensity which are usually measured with dB scale in practice are separated from the total acoustic field and
formulated. And the effect of interference was depicted by the means of visualization of the radiation pattern.
Also, the relative intensity error was calculated as the interference term divided by the primary sound field.

Based on these formulations, the interference indicator bpI def -ed as the level difference between sound
' pressure and intensity can be formulated with respect to a certa,. direction (mostly the normal direction to

measurement surface). Since the relative intensity error is unmeasurable, the use of 6pi in source identification
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and source power determination using intensity was examined in respects of interference effect represented by the
relative intensity errors.

The formulations of 6p was confirmed with the experimental results for a few cases. The results indicate
that bpi can be used for uncertainty analysis in sound power evaluation, and 6 pl can help the source identification
together with the visualization of the interference in both active and reactive radiation patterns. Finally it should
be mentioned that 6bp may be inadequate to reflect these interference effects discussed in this paper if the instru-
ment errors is significant on the measurement points.
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ABSTRACT

This paper reports on the improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio of underwater sound
measurements that Is possible through the use of acoustic intensity measurements. These
measurements were made in a lake and flooded dry dock. The acoustic intensity probe was
made from a pair of hydrophones that was oriented to measure the horizontal component of
sound. Simple sound sources were used to demon3trate that it is possible to obtain an
improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio by reducing the background surface noise.

INTRODUCTION

With the increase In relatively inexpensive data processing hardware, acoustic intensity
has become the method of choice in measuring airborne sound power. In the past several
years. measurement of acoustic intensity has become a technique regularly used in field work
and no longer has the flair of an innovative research tool. The common use of acoustic intensity
has not occurred in underwater applications, however, and its use there still remains a
research topic.

Acoustic intensity measurements offer benefits not easily attainable using traditional
underwater instrumentation, such as ordinary and gradient hydrophones. Acoustic intensity
instrumentation measures both the scalar sound pressure and the vector acoustic intensity. In
many cases, acoustic intensity can improve the signal-to-noise ratio, as compared to pressure
measurements, making it easier to discriminate between the source of interest and the
background noise.

This can be seen in Figure 1, which shows the total acoustic intensity vector. h, at the

measurement point P. In the figure. K has been decomposed into two components: the
acoustic intensity vector. Is, from the source of interest, S. and the ambient acoustic intensity

vector. 4. from all background sources (e.g., sea source noise, oceanic turbulence. distant
ship traffic).

An intensity component measurement made along the direction of Is will consist of the
sum of the source intensity and the component of the ambient intensity along the direction of
the measurement. A scalar pressure measurement made at the point P will consist of the
energy sum of the source pressure contribution and the total ambient pressure contribution. If
the ambient intensity vector is oriented in a different direction than the source intensity
vector, as shown in the figure, the result will be a smaller background contribution to the
intensity component measurement than to the pressure measurement, with a corresponding
improvement in signal-to-noise ratio.
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This paper reports on demonstrations of the improvement in signal-to-noise ratio
possible through the use of acoustic intensity rather than sound pressure to define underwater
acoustic signatures. These demonstrations were conducted on a lake in central Virginia and in
a coastal dry dock.

INSTRUMENTATION

Data collection, processing, and plotting were accomplished using a Wyle-developed
hardware/software system called General Acoustic Intensity Measurement System (GAIMS).
The system used in these experimento evolved from earlier systems that were developed for
the U.S. Navy. This work dates back to the earlier 1980s and discussions on these earlier
measurement programs and systems can be found in References 1 to 6.

GAIMS is hosted on a 9000 Series 300 Hewlett-Packard computer. By means of a
IEEE-488 bus. GAIMS downloads spectral data from a Scientific-Atlanta Model SD38OZ two-
channel spectrum analyzer. Two Ithaco Model 451 amplifiers are used to condition the signal
from the hydrophone pair before sampling by the analyzer.

The acoustic intensity probe is constructed from two International Transducers
Corporation Model 6050C hydrophones. A distance of 0.7 meter separates the two elements.
This probe configuration has a working frequency range of 1 to 10 kHz. The probe bias error
exceeds 1.5 dB above 5 kHz and increases as the frequency increases. Probe bias error is the
sum of the bias errors due to the finite gradient approximation, the existence of uncorrected
phase differences between the signal channels, and the uncertainty in defining the distance
between the two transducer elements.

DEFINITION OF EQUIVALENT PRESSURE

In order to be able to compare intensity measurements directly with pressure measure-
ments, the vector intensity measurements were converted to scalar equivalent pressure
measurements. The equivalent pressure corresponding to a given intensity (or component) is
defined as the pressure that would be measured for that intensity if the wavefront of the sound
signal were plane or spherical.

A simple relation exists between pressure, p, and the magnitude of intensity. I1, for a

locally plane:

lTI =p2/PC (1)

where p is the density of the medium through which die wave propagates, and c is the speed
of sound in that medium. Values of the acous ,c impedance. pc. are on the order of
1.500,000 inks rayls for water. The equivalent pre-ure for all types of waves can be defined as:

p" = (PC! IY1) (2)

This equivalent pressure will only be equal to the measured pressure for intensity
measurements made in local plane fields and along the direction of propagation of the acoustic
energy. Along other directions in such fields, the equivalent pressure will always be less than
the measured pressure, since it represents only the component of the energy flow along the
direction of the intensity measurement while the pressure represents the total energy flow.

If ps is the sound pressure corresponding to the acoustic energy from the source and
PB is the sound pressure corresponding to acoustic energy from the noise background, then
the normal signal-to-noise ratio (in decibels) for a receiver in the far field is:

2 (3)

where IQ and I.1 are the magnitude of the source and background acoustic intensity vectors.
respectively.
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The signal-to-noise ratio of the equivalent pressure of source background, (Pe)s and
(Pe)H. respectively, which correspond to intensity component measurements in the direction

of Is Is:

= 1Io(265 = 10- l - SNR - 1okIojcosel (4)

where 0 is the angle between the source intensity vector and the background intensity vector
(see Figure 1) which, due to the nature of the ambient noise, will generally be a function
of frequency.

Thus the improvement possible in signal-to-noise ratio by the use of equivalent pressure
measurements is:

(SNR - SNR = -l1logio 1cos01 (5)

Although this simple model does not take into account many practical factors, such as
the effects of changes in the direction and magnitude of both the source and background
intensity vectors, while spectral measurements are being made, it does indicate that signal-to-
noise improvements are at least feasible.

In general, the net horizontal intensity component of isotropic sea surface noise is
expected to be small. This can be seen in Figure 2, which shows acousilc intensity components
from two elements of sea surface symmetrically located on each side of the measurement

point. P. The horizontal component, !i, of the intensity vector due to element 1 is equal

and oppositely directed to the horizontal component, IH2 , of the intensity vector due to
element 2. Thus the two components cancel, resulting in a zero net horizontal intensity
component. If the sea surface is isotropic. then the net horizontal intensity components for all
such pairs of elements are zero, so that no net horizontal sea state intensity component exists
at the measurement point.

Thus measurements of the horizontal component of a source's radiated acoustic intensity
will not be contaminated by background contributions from wave motion on the sea surface.
Instead, the lowest measurable horizontal component of the source's radiated intensity will be
governed by the net horizontal intensity component of distant ship traffic, which cannot be
expected to be isotropic.

SURFACE NOISE CANCELLATION EXTERIMENT

Figure 3a shows the experimental setup used to demonstrate surface noise cancellation.
Two water sprayers separated by a distance of 8 feet were attached to port and starboard sides
of a pontoon boat. The boat was securely anchored in 9 feet of water. Water was pumped from
the rear starboard of the boat to the sprayers. The sprayers were throttled to maintain equal
flow in each sprayer. Water from one or both of the sprayers was directed into the air allowing
the droplets to free fall onto the lake surface, thus generating lake surface noise.

The acoustic intensity probe was positioned midway between the two sprayers at a depth
of 4.5 feet. The probe was oriented to measure the horizontal intensity component in the
direction from port to starboard.

GAIMS was used to measure the narrowband intensity component and sound pressure
spectra over a frequency range of 0 to 10 kHz with a bandwidth of 25 Hz. Each spectrum is an
average of 100 ensembles, representing a time period of approximately 20 seconds.

Figures 4 and 5 show narrowband spectra measured in the lake. In each of the figures
the upper trace is the pressure; the middle is the equivalent pressure: and the lower is the
direction indicator. The direction indicator shows the direction of energy flow. A positive
direction (+) indicates energy flow from port to starboard. A negative (-) direction indicates
energy flow from starboard to port.
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The lake ambient pressure and equivalent pressure are shown in Figure 4a. In Figure 4b
are the spectra measured with both sprayers running. In this experiment, the lake ambient
represents the background noise level, and the noise generated by the droplets landing on the
lake surface represents the source. The source levels are seen to increase by 30 dB above lake
ambient and the direction indicator shows no preferred direction as a function of frequency.

Figure 5 shows the pressure and equivalent pressure spectra with either the starboard
(Figure 5a) or the port (Figure 5b) sprayer running. As expected, when only one sprayer is
running the pressure spectrum is 3 dB down from when both sprayers are running. Also, as
expected, the direction of energy flow at most frequencies is away from the source
being operated.

When both sprayers are on. the acoustic intensities from the starboard and port sprayer
should cancel. Comparing Figures Sa and 5b with Figure 4b it can be seen that the equivalent
pressure with both sprayers on is 2 to 3 dB less than that with only one sprayer on. This
reduction was not as significant as might be expected because of background intensity
contribution from the submersible pump used to provide water to the sprayers. However. the
results do show that cancellation does occur.

DRY DOCK MEASUREMENTS

Simultaneous sound pressure and acoustic intensity measurements of underwater
background noise were carried out in a coastal dry dock. These measurements were made
when other activities at the shipyard were minimal.

The data was processed using the GAIMS system, as before, except each spectrum is
now an average of 999 ensembles. This averaging time represents approximately 3 minutes of
data collection.

Intensity component measurements were made parallel to the main axis of the dry dock
and perpendicular to that axis. All measurements were made at a depth of approximately
20 feet (see Figure 3b).

During the measurements the dry dock was empty but flooded. Water surface conditions
during the measurement period ranged from calm to light rain to choppy.

Figure 6a shows typical narrowband pressure and equivalent pressure spectra at a
measurement location close to the dry dock gate. A positive direction (+) indicates the energy
flow is from the gate into the dry dock. A negative (-) direction indicates energy flow is from
the dry dock toward the gate.

Note that the acoustic energy flow at most frequencies is directed from the gate into the
dry dock. This would imply that the primary source of background noise in the dry dock at
this time was harbor, rather than shipyard noise radiating from the sides of the dry dock.

The differences between the pressure and the equivalent pressure range from
approximately 5 dB at 1000 Hz to approximately 10 dB at 10,000 Hz. This is typical of the
measurements made during the first measurement period, during which the water surface
was calm

Figure 6b shows a similar plot for measurements made parallel to the dry dock gate.
Note that the direction of energy flow is much more a random function of frequency than was
the case in Figure 6a, indicating a more reverberant situation than along the major axis of
the dry dock.

Note also that, while the pressure levels in Figure 6b are similar to those in Figures 6a.
the equivalent pressure levels are approximately 5 dB lower. This would imply that most of the
energy in the dry dock is flowing along its mjor axis rather than perpendicular to that axis.

The difference between pressure and equivalent pressure indicated in Figure 6a and 6b
are representative of those occurring for calm water surface conditions. A second
measurement was carried out in a light drizzle. In a third session, a west wind produced
choppy waves on the water surface.

The average difference between pressure and equivalent pressure over the frequency

range '-om I kHz to 10 kHz for the three surface conditions are summarized in Table I.
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Table 1

Typical Differences Between Pressure (Lp) and
Equivalent Pressure (Lc Values

Direction Surfie Lp -LO

Normal to Calm 4.0
Dry Dock Drizzle 10.6

Gate
Choppy 17.5

Parallel to Calm 14.1
Dry Dock Drizzle 18.6

Gate
Choppy 20.6

To further study the potential signal-to-noise improvements, a third hydrophone was
used to inject a 5 kHz tone into the water 2 feet from the intensity probe. Figure 7 shows the
resultant pressure and equivalent pressure spectra with a choppy surface condition. The
signal-to-noise ratio for the pressure Is 29.2 dB: the corresponding ratio for the equivalent
pressure is 45.2 dB. The resultant increase in signal-to-noise is 16.0 dB.

CONCLUSION

The results described above clearly show that acoustic intensity measurements are a
useful adjunct to sound pressure measurements in that they can improve the signal-to-noise
ratio of the measurement. In addition, they provide information on the direction of the energy
flow, which can be useful in discriminating between signal and background noise.
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ABSTRACT

Unlike the well known 2-microphone technique using the finite
difference approximation a method of intensity measurements based on
araz" ic solution of sound wave propagation equation is offered. Sound
prt.,ure level and phase difference between them are measured by means of
microphone located in arbitrary points of a field (1D case). Active and

reactive parts of intensity in each of these points are estimated using
the measured value of pressure and the calculated value of oscillating
velocity. This condition ensures the independence of the upper frequency
range on the chosen distance between the microphones, While with the
grad ient method the choice of the distance imposes restriction on the
upper frequency range. As for the lower frequency range in the both
methods the restriction is due to mismatch of measuring chains., Making
use of regressive analysis method of mathematical modeling the equation
of errors for the parameters determining were obtained, which showed the
influence of the amplitude and the phase measurements accuracy as well as
of the parameter k.l (where k is the wave number, 1 - microphone
separation distance). For measurements of the intensity vector in 3D
space the 4-microphone probe is suggested in which the microphones are
mounted in such a way that their cent $s form a tetrahedron.

INTRODUCTION

Sound intensity measurements are widely used in practice, their
usefulness is indisputable. In all existed sound intensity analyzers the
finite difference approximation is used. Approximation error and errors
due to phase mismatch of microphone channel lead to frequency range
restriction [1].

A method of intensity measurements based on the analytic solution of
sound wave propagation equation is offered in this paper. The intensity
is computed using experimental data for sound pressure p, and P2 and
difference of phases Ai between them, measured in two arbitrary points
situated at the distance 1.

BASIC RELATIONS

Let us consider ID case. A plane monochromatic wave propagates along
a wave-guide which has a reflecting terminal. Taking into consideration
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that sound wave propagates from the first to the second microphone we may
write the expression for sound pressure in the area of the microphone
location

p1=po(l-r), p2eiA(=po
e-ikl (1-r e2 i k l ) (1)

where po is the pressure in the incident wave, r is complex reflection
coefficient r=lrle ie, 0 is the phase of reflection coefficient in the
position of the first microphone, k is a wave number.

After simple transformation of the Eq., (1) it is easy to derive the
formula for absolute value and phase of reflection coefficient:

Irl = [(N2-1)2+4N
2(cos2kl+cOs

2AP)-4N(N
2+l)cOsAp cos(kl)]

11 2

N2+1-2N cos(A +kl)
(2)

0 = arctg 2N sin(kl) (Ncos(kl) - cos A@)
N2-1-2Ncos(kl) (Ncos(kl)-cosA )

where N=p1/p2.
Active I and reactive Ir components of intensity determined in the

position of the first microphone may be written in the form

2 1-r2  P1
2  21rlsinO

a 1  2 (3)
pc 1+r2-21rlcosO r pc 1+r -21ricosG

ERRORS DUE TO CHANNEL MISMATCH

Usually instrumental errors are considered to be caused only by the
phase channel mismatch and the amplitude characteristics are identical,
which is not always correct. Let us consider errors caused as by phase as
well as by amplitude channel mismatch. Influence of the parameter kl
will also be considered.

Numericl modeling of free field condition for channel mismatch in
the range ±3 in phase (8p) and ±2 dB in pressure (Ap) has been done.
Parameter kl was changed from 1.80 to 900 .

Let us suppose that the relative errors of intensity measurements
may be written in the form of functional dependence: y=F(6q(,Ap,kl).
Taking into account only first linear and nonlinear terms of expansion
(quadratic terms are omitted due to their small value), we may write the
equation of errors in the form

y = ao+aSp+a2A+a 3/kl+a 4 Ap+a(/kl+aAp/kl+a 7 Ap/kl (4)

Coefficients ao, a1, ... a7 are obtained by multiple regression

method 12]. For practical evaluation the Eq (4) may be simplified by
accounting for only the more important variables using stepwise
regression procedure.

The dependence of the relative errors of the active intensity
measurements for free field condition on the parameters under
consideration may by written In the form

AIa/I = 0.1254 - 0.995 60 (1.008 + 0.131 IAPl) (5)

The Eq. (5) differs from the known equation of errors by havin' an
additional term, determined by the quantity lApi which can not be
neglected.
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The measurement errors of reactive intensity was determined versus
the quantity Ia (because in the running wave Ir=O). The simplified

dependence has the form

AIr/I = -0. 091 - 8. 114Ap (6)

As follows from the Eq. (6) the phase mismatch practically does not
influence the measurement errors of reactive intensity.

The dependence of relative errors of the intensity components
determination on parameter kl was checked experimentally in the
wave-guide in the running wave condition.

Theoretical and experimental dependencies of intensity components
determination on parameter kl are represented on the fig.l,2. It is
seen that experimental results coincide satisfactorily with the
theoretical prediction. As it follows from the analysis of the error
equation the errors of quantities under consideration decrease
significantly for kl>180 .

It is interesting to note that the theoretical dependence of errors
on parameter kl in gradient method tends asymptotically to zero with
the increasing kl. In our case when phase and amplitude channel mismatch
taken into account under increasing kl quantity of La=lO'lg(Ia/<Ia>)
changes its sign and tends asymptotically to certain limiting value which
is determined by the quantities 8p and Ap. The theoretical predictions
are in a good agreement with the experiment.

3D SYSTEM

For measurements of the intensity vector in 3D space it is
sufficient to use the 4-microphone probe in which the microphones are
mounted side by side in such a way that their centers form a tetrahedron.
The procedure of processing of arbitrar form signal entering from 4
channel has been derived. It includes FFT analysis and the computer
calculations. As a result of processing the amplitude specter of signal
is determined for each channel as well as the phase-frequency specter
between the first and each of remaining three microphones.

Using the relations derived the calculation of three intensity
components in the position of first microphone is performed and then the
procedure is repeated for each of three other microphones.

The generalization of above method to 3D space is connected,
generally speaking, with the same approximation which exists in gradient
method.

CONCLUSION

Unlike the gradient method the considered method of intensity
measurements practically does not have frequency restrictions. Using the
4-microphone probe instead of 6 microphones for intensity vector
measurements in 3D field has its own advantages. The measurement process
may be designed for automatic performance.
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ABSTRACT

A brief introduction to the main principles of the Spatial Transformation of Sound Fields (STSF)
technique is given before the use of reference signals in STSF is treated in more detail. The normal
type of references determine the part of the total sound field to be included in the sound field mode'l:
Only the part coherent with these references will be included. At least one normal reference must
always be applied. The second type of references applies for subtraction of undesired non-coherent
sound field components from the model: The part of the sound field coherent with these references
will be excluded from the model otherwise obtained. Examples are given showing how the exclude
references apply for suppression of background noise and for suppression of certain independent
components of a sound soirce.

INTRODUCTION

The STSF technique permits a 3D sound field mapping based on a 2D scan measurement in
the near field of a source. By measurement of the cross spectra between a set of references and
the cross spectra from each scan position to each of the references, a principal component
representation of the sound field is extracted which can be applied for near-field holography and
Helmholtz' integral equation calculations. Basically, this sound field representation includes only the
part of the sound field, which is coherent with the reference signals. More precisely, only "view" of
the independent parts of the sound field seen by the references are included. Therefore, provided
the references do not pick up some possible background noise, the background noise will not
become part of the sound field processed by STSF. However,, if the background noise is picked
up by the reference transducers, it will become part of the model and cause errors in the
calculations. In order to overcome this problem, the possibility of using a set of "exclude references"
has been implemented in the STSF system. These references should pick up only the uncorrelated
background noise to be suppressed in the model. The exclude references nan also be used to
suppress an independent part or a "view" of a composite sound source to be mapped.

PRINCIPLE OF STSF

The principle of the STSF technique is illustrated in Fig.l. A certain stationarity of the source
is assumed and correlation, phase and amplitude information is obtained by measuring the cross
spectra during a scan over a plane close to the source under investigation. Based on these cross
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spectra, a principal component representation of the sound field is extracted. Any power descriptor
of the sound field (e.g. intensity, reactive intensity, pressure, particle velocity) can then be mapped
over a 3D region extending from the surface of the source to infinity (Fig.1). The near field is
predicted from the scan data using near-field acoustical holography while the more distant field is
calculated using Helmholtz' integral equation. In addition to the 3D mapping capability based or, the
2D measurements, STSF a!so provides the possibility of performing a simulation of partial source
attenuation. The main advantage of the STSF technique compared to similar systems is that STSF
can be used on broadband, non-coherent sources [1j.

THE USE OF NORMAL "INCLUDE" REFERENCES

Ideally, the cross spectrum from every point to every other point over the scan area would have
to be measured yielding an enormous amount of data. However, the amount of data to be
measured, stored and processed can be considerably reduced by using some important properties
of this enormous cross spectrum matrix to remove redundant information. Since in general the large
matrix is strongly rank deficient, the whole matrix can be constructed from a rulatively small number
of linearly independent columns, obtained by measuring the cross spectra from the scan points to
a number of reference ,ransducers and the cross spectra between every pair of references 1].

The reference transducers will typically be placed between the sound source and the scan plane
and should be distributed over the scan area. Too few reference transducers will generally
misrepresent the sound field as certain important combinations ("views") of the uncorrelated partial
fields will not be identified. This is illustrated by the following example taken from [1]. An STSF
measurement is made over two identical loudspeakers using a single reference microphone placed
on the symmetry plane between the two loudspeakers. The loudspeakers are excited by two
identical, independent noise generators which are adjust .d to produce equal sound pressure level
at the reference. Thus, the total sound field consists of two mutually uncorrelated partial fields, each
of which are spatially coherent. However, the use of one reference provides only one "view" of the
two partial fields and therefore does not provide a complete representation of the total sound field.
The sound field representation is based on the cross spectra from the reference to the individual
scan positions, and at some positions in the scan plane the contributions to the cross spectrum from
the two uncorrelated partial flolds will tend to cancel each other. Thus, the sound field model will
show an interference pattern which is not found in the true total sound field. With the reference on
the plane of symmetry, the interference pattern will be as if the two speakers were excited in-phase
from a single generator (Fig.2). To obtain a complete model of the sound field, a second reference
needs to be added. Furthermore, the second reference must have a "view of the two independent
sources which is different to that of the first reference. The solid curve in Fig.2 shows the sound
pressure level calculated from a measurement involving two references. Notice that the spurious
interference pattern has been avoided.

If one or more partial sources can be iden tified before the references are selected then
references can be positioned to pick up individual partial fields. As an example, assume that the
vibration of a certain surface is suspected to be an important source. Then the sound field coherent
with that vibration can be mapped by the use of a single reference which picks up the vibration
signal, e.g. an accele, ometer or a laser velocity transducer. The use of a vibration signal as
reference has the advantage of providing a good suppression of uncorrelated background noise.
A drawback is the possibility of measuring the vibration signal at a no.-al line of the vibration pattern.

THE USE OF "EXCLUDE" REFERENCES

In cases where some uncorrelated background noise cannot be avoided at the normal reference
transducers, the background noise will become part of the sound field model used by STSF for
mapping of the field. In such cases, if a set of exclude references can be introduced picking up
only the background noise, this noise can be removed from the model quite efficiently. The effect
of using a set of exclude references is to subtract the part of the sound field coherent with these
references from the sound field model. In case of more than one exclude reference, a set of
principal components is extracted, and the dominating principal components are subtracted.
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Effectively, the set of views of the different mutually uncorrelated parts of the sound field seen by the
exclude references is subtracted from the field model.

The exclude references can also be applied to suppress the part of the sound field coherent
with a set of reference signals measured on a composite sound source. In this case, the part of
the sound field coherent with the exclude references is considered as background noise.

The exclusion !s a process performed during the measurement. To obtain sufficient accuracy
in the subtraction of the background noise, it is important that all signals involved in the subtraction
(i.e. all reference and scan transducer signals) are measured simultaneously. Suitable instrumentation
can be based upon the Multichannel Analysis System Type 3550, which enables up to 16 channels
including all cross products to be measured at the same time. The use of the exclude reference
mode does not inhibit any of the normal STSF calculations: The STSF data-base has exactly the
same form, the only difference being that the field coherent with the exclude references has been
subtracted from all data.

A major application of the exclusion technique is in the use of STSF in windtunnels during wind
induced noise testing of motor vehicles. Often, the fan noise of the windtunnel itself is the principal
undesirable noise source. Another application is the investigation of tyre/road noise under running
conditions. In this case the noise due to the engine can be significantly suppressed by placing one
or a set of exclude references in the engine compartment.

MEASUREMENTS

Two series of measurements shall be described, each involving the use of exclude references.
The first measurement series employing two loudspeakers shows, how effectively a spurious source
can be eliminated. The second measurement series shows the effect of using the technique fcr
suppressing a component of a real-world sound source.

Speaker measurements
The first measurement series was performed using 10 x 8 scan positions in front of two

loudspeakers, each one supplied with its own uncorrelated broadband noise. One loudspeaker (the
leftmost) was considered to be the principal sound source, the other the interfering background
noise source. Two normal reference microphones were positioned so that they had different views
of the two loudspeakers. A third reference microphone, the exclude reference microphone, was
positioned as close as possible to the background noise loudspeaker. Three measurements were
performed for the following conditions:

1) No background noise. No exclude references (Figs.3 & 4).
2) Background noise. No exclude references (Figs.5 & 6).
3) Background noise. One exclude reference (Figs.7 & 8).

For all three measurements the principal source was on. From Figs. 3 & 4 and 7 & 8 it can be seen
that the exclude reference mode accurately reconstitutes the unadulterated sound field from the
principal sound source. This is seen quantatively in the total sound power, and qualitatively in the
contour plots. All the plots represent a 50 Hz band around 1200 Hz.

Tank measurements
The second measurement series consisting of two measurements was performed using 32 x 10

positions along the left, rear part of a stationary tank, covering thereby the engine, the ventilation
system and the exhaust outlet regions. Two normal references were used: one accelerometer on
the belt drive wheel and another accelerometer on a rear panel plate, which was vibrating strongly.
A single exclude microphone positioned close to the exhaust outlets behind the vehicle was used
in the second measurement (Figs.10,12&14), whereas the first measurement was made without
exclude references (Figs.9,11&13). Figs. 9 and 10 show the sound power spectrum through the
scan area (shifted 0.3 m towards the source) without and with exclusion of the field coherent with
the exhaust reference. It appears that an overall reduction around 4 dB is achieved over the
frequency range 80-500 Hz by subtracting the field coherent with the exhaust reference. The
remaining four figures contain plots of the active intensity for the 20 Hz band centred at 120 Hz.
Figs. 11 and 12 contain contour plots of the normal component of the intensity vectors in a plane
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very close to the surface of the tank. Clearly, the exclude reference suppresses the radiation from
the upper rear region, where the exhaust outlets are located. The sound power is reduced from 92.2
dB to 87.5 dB. Figs. 13 and 14 show the tangential component of the active intensity vectors in the
scan plane. Again the reduced radiation from the exhaust region is apparent.

£ CONCLUSIONS

The STSF technique employs an efficient principal component measurement technique to achieve
a cross spectral representation of the sound field, Normal references and exclude references can
be used to include and exclude, respectively, various uncorrelated parts of the total sound field. The
technique also includes a validation procedure to evaluate the representation obtained by a specific
set of references. The use of exclude references for suppression of uncorrelated background noise
and independent parts of a source has been demonstrated.
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ABSTRACT

Three types of measurements are presented which are based on applying the intensity techniques to detect the
impedance and other closely related quantities. The first type ofapplication is the measurement of surface impedance
with either the two-microphone acoustic intensity or the surface intensity instrumentation. The main advantage of the
method is that the impedance can be determined in any sound field as a function of position. The technique is
demonstrated with measurements ofthe impedance of mineral wool and and a window. The second type of application
is the measurement ofthe incident intensity in an arbitrary incoming sound field. This method is based on the principle
of reciprocity, and it is an extension of the measurement of impedance distribution on the surface ofan insonified plane.
The tWchnique is used to measure the intensity incident on the wool and the window. The third type of application is

t he measurement of the impedance in a bending wave using the structural intensity technique. The method is applird
to the determination of the impedance and the reflection coefficient of a narrow beam in laboratory conditions.

INTRODUCTION

The sound intensity techniques, and their counterpart in vibration measurements, the structural
intensity technique have offeredmany new ways of looking at familiar problems in acoustical and mechanical
testing. Three such methods are reviewed in this paper. They all have the common approach of turning the
information from intensity measurement into the determination of the impedance, or other closely related
descriptors of the field r nd the boundary or structure.

The measuremen. of the acoustic impedance using the two-microphone intensity technique was
presented in [1]. Later, the method have been shown to work with absorbing surfaces by several researchers.
Here two experiments are reviewed, using mineral wool and a window, the impedance of which can also be
measured more directly with the surface intensity technique. Another acoustical application is the measure-
ment of the incident intensity. This quantity would be needed for the determination of the transmission loss
or the absorption coefficient. Using the distributions ofintensity and impedance on the insonified surface, the
incident intensity can be measured without apriori knowledge of the incoming sound field. The method was
presented in (21, and it was later refined in [3], along with the first laboratory experiments. The applicability

c of the method was also investigated using the wool and the window as test specimens.
In structural intensity measurements, the application of the intensity technique to the determination

of impedance-related quantities is also a logical extension, which parallels the similar development in
acoustics. This approach was briefly mentioned in (4] and described more thoroughly in [5,6]. The impedance
technique may be formulated generally as for sound fields, but the first tests which are reviewed here were
made with a simple beam in the laboratory.

METHODS

Measurement of specific acoustic impedanceS The sound intensity instrumentation gives signals which contain information on sound pressure p and

f(a component of) particle velocity u. Instead offorming their conjugate product, the intensity, one may as well~~1337 -



Figure 1 The arrangement of test specimens andtransducers in theacoustic impedanceand incident intensity
experiments: (Left) The wool absorbent on the laboratory floor and the acoustic intensity probe. (Right) The
surface intensity transducers on/near one of the panes of the window.

calculate their ratio - which is the specific acoustic impedance. The impedance is defined in the frequency

domain with the Fourier transforms p(f) and u(f) as

zq)= p(f)/u) (1)

The impedance in the general (3-dimensional field) case can be estimated using the two-microphone
intensitytechnique. This approach, presentedin [1] andrefinedin [2], leads to the followingoptimum estimate
for the impedance

jwpd G, + G, + 2 Re{G1 "(2)

2 G1 - Gv -j2 Im(G,21

where p is the density of air and d microphone spacing. The subscripts of the auto- and cross-spectra G. refer
to the pressure signals of microphones 1 and 2. By orientating the probe to detect normal intensity close to
a boundary, one can measure its normal impedance. In the special case of surface intensity instrumentation,
with one microphone and one accelerometer, the impedance is given directly by the frequency response
function from velocity to pressure: Z(I) = Hw(f).

Measurement of incident sound Intensity
The common feature of all the standard methods for measuring incident intesity is that the form of

the incoming sound field must be known beforehand. Outlining a method to determine the incident intensity
of a truly arbitrary field was attempted in (2] and a more complete account was given in (3. The development
was based on the posribility opened by the intensity techniques, of obtaining directly the impedance, or
complex velocity as well as pressure distributions, on a boundary between two media.

An arbitrary sound field incident on a boundary produces pressure p(x,y) and velocity u(x,y) on the
surface. By the principle of reciprocity, the pressure can be decomposed into blocked pressure 2p,, where p,
is the incident pressure, and radiated pressurep,, which is produced by the surface vibrating with velocity
distribution u,. The incident pressure and the field (point) impedance at the surface are then given by

p(xy) = 1/2 [p(xy) -pjxy)] and Z(x,y) = p,(x,y)/u(xy) (3)

The complex distributions ofpressurep(xy) and velocity u,(xy) on the surface can be measured. For solving
the incident pressurep(xy), one needs the radiated pressurep,,(x,y). On a plane surface it can be computed
from u*(xy) using the Rayleigh integral. The incident power is given by

1"I= 1/Re{Z.,} ffS lp,(Xy) 12dX dy (4)

where Z , is the radiation impedance, defined by

Z. ff.,pj 4 xy) u,%sxy) dx dy /fIu,(xy) 12dz dy (5)
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Figure 2-Test arrangement in the structural impedance experiment: a steel beam, excited by a shaker at one
end and heavily damped at the other end, and an array of four accelerometers.

The practical measurement of the complex distributionsp(xy) and u(xy) [or Z(xy)] require a common
time origin, implying synchronised acquisition at all points. If this is done sequentially in time, a stationary
field and good coherence to an external reference position are necessary. In the latter technique, data
acquisition consists ofthe frequency response functions from the reference signal to a single transducer in one
measurement position at a time. When using surface intensity instrumentation, the frequency responses
H,(xy) and H (xy)to the pressure microphone and the accelerometer signals are determined. With acoustic
intensity instrumentation, one measures the frequency responses to the two pressure microphones. Thus
pressure distributions p 1 x,y) and pj(xy) are acquired in the form H,(xy), i 1,2 for two different planes z,
and z, with d =z - zj. The finite-difference approximation gives

H,,(xy) = 1/2 [Hl,(xy) + H,(xy)] and H,,(x,y) = 1/owpd [1H(x,y)-H,(xy)] (6)

Measurement of bending wave impedance and reflection coefficient in a beam
As in acoustics. the structural intensity methods can also be extended to the determination of the

mechanical impedance. The impedance at a point of the mechanical wave field is defined as the ratio of the
force and motion type quantities. In a bending wave in a beam there are two quantities each, which results
in an impedance matrix offour different combinations. As far as energy transmission is concerned, itis natural
to concentrate on the two diagonal terms of the matrix which are directly related to the two components of
bending wave power: the force impedance and the moment impedance. The force impedance relater (the
Fourier transforms of) the shear force S to velocity v and the moment impedance relates the bending moment
M to angular velocity w:

Zs(I)= SQ)/v(f) and Zm)= M()Iu(m) (7)

These may be expressed as functions of velocity and its spatial derivatives:

B 1 tv B 1 (8)ZS .. and ... . (8)
36) V W jo aviax h2'

where V is bending stiffness. In addition, the concepts ofwave force impedance and wave momentimpedance
may be introduced in the farfield of an ir'.finite beam. Tadng directly the spatial derivatives, in the spe6 tic
case of a single freely propagating wave, the wave impedances become

Z,= k3Blo) ,And Zw= kB/A (9)

Using the t- ession k4 = Wm/B, where m is mass per unit length, one gets

Z. = mv4 Bul (0 and Zm= m' 4 BN Gr" (10)

Thus the wave impedances are independent of the field quantitieb, and are functions of the wave direction
and the material (and geometrical) properties of the beam only.

For determining the impedances, their estimates are basically given by

Z3 = H. = GJG. and ZM = H.W = G. (G1

Inserting the expressions of the other field quantities in terms of velocity and evaluating the cross- &nd
autospectra, one obtains (for force impedance)

2B 3G,-3G.+ j6Im{G,.}+G,-0G -- G,
z3= - (12)

jWPd G, +G, +2 Re(Gjl
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Figure 3- Point-by-point map of the raw normal impedance above the wool surface measured with the two.
microphone technique, providing a qualitative view over the spatial variations. Field: free plane wave of
normally incident pulses.

and a similar heavy expression for Zw which both consist of 2auto- and5 cross-spectra. These spectra should
all be measured simultaneously with a 4-channel FFT analyzer.

However, in a staticnary situation, when neither the excitation nor the dynamic properties of the
structure change during t , measurement, the simultaneous measurement using a 4-t1 -ans--ucer array can
be avoided. The velocities can be measured sequentially, one at a time, with a 2-channel FFT. Then one again
applies th.e frequency response method [7) which makes use of a reference signal. If the serial acquisition is
applicable, the impedances become simpler to process:

2B Hi, - 3H,. + 3HM - MI. B Hit - M. - M + HMiZS = ; Mand Z,=- -ij:_-_ _MI (13)

When the vibration energy propagates in one dimension only, the structural intensity methods can also
be e.,.nded to the determination of the reflection codficient. Jsing the analogy between the .farfield of
bending waves and the one-dimensional acoustic field, more compact results than those available in the
literature canbe achieved. Thereflection coeffcientfor the bending wave inabeam canbe defined on the basis
of the wave equation. Its solution has four terms; e.g. for the velocity, the incident and reflected wave terms
v, and vTand the respective nearfield terms. The reflection coefficietis a 2 x2 matrix: {v)} = [R(Q)] (vi}. Usually,
however, one is interested in the farfield, where only the terms v, and v, are significant. Then the reflection
coefficient refers to the farfield term of[R], or in this case v = R() v,.

For measuring the reflection coefficient, one can use the acoustic duct solution for plane sound waves
by Chung and Blaser [8]. One easily sew that this efficient expression applies to beams as well. Adapting the
subscript notation to the 4-accelerometer array,

RI()= (HU())-ei"J / [0-H1 (/)] (14)

The result refers to position 3. This equation is not restricted by the finite-difference approximation, but it
is rstricted to one dimension and the farfield only.

In a one-dimensional (far) field there exists a simple relationship between the impedance and the
reflection coefficient. This provides an alternative, indirect way of determining the impedances via the
estimated reflection coefficient. The results are:

Z'( =1 - Ry[ + R) ZW and Z/)= [ + RI 1-R) Za 15)
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Figute 4--Point-by-point map of the nirmal impedance of the windowv surfAce (1st pane, incident side)
providing a qualitative view of the spatial variations. Fkie free plane wave of normally incident pulses.
Normalised impedances,. with log magnitude in dB re 1.

EXPERIMENIS

The acoustical inipedunce and the incident intensity techniques were both tested with two specimens
common in building acoustics: a patch of mineral wool and a two-pane window (Fig. 1). The wool area was
1.2 x 1.2 m2 and thick -tess ZO mm. The patch was lying on the lard floor in an ordinary laboratory room. The
sound field consijted i,rnally incident plane wave pulses. The effects of reflections were removed from
subsequentprocessing .-suitable windowing.MTe two-microphone intensity probewith a50 mm spacingwas

* ~~~placed on the wool suri. using a measuremen rdo oiin.I h incden intensit test the
Sloudspeaker inputwas tic., as thenecessary reference signal forconstructingcmplexpressure distributions.

mm. Thgirs area of thn ijdow was 1.2x 1.2 in and the air space between the two 4 mr panes was 100

again normally incident plane wave pulses. The effects of wv arberauion were again excluded by dat7.
S windowing. Theimpedance measurements were repeated usingaiso diffuse field exitation. Btkh acoustic and
__~ surface intensity transducers were used in the signal acquisit'on. Measurements were taken on a grid of 5

x 5 positieds on the surface of the incident .ide of the window. The loudspeaker signal served again as the
S phase reference for the complex distributi,zs.

The structural intensity methodIs were tested with a bending wave propagating in a tteel beam (Fig.
2). The beam was excited by a point force at one end, and it was damped at the other end. An array of four
accelerometers with spacing d =50o mm was fixed in the middle 4' the beam. The fr-equency response of

-accelerations a, and.a, were measured with a I.chxinnel, FFT analyzer. For 4-channel measurements, the
frequeac.y responses from a reference signal (the input fierce signal) to the accelerations were measured.

RESULTS

Acoustic impedance
The spatial variations of the normal impedance above the wool tiurfasce ar. shown in the pointwise map

S of Fig. 3, meant to deliver a rough qualitative vision only. The edge and corner positions differed from the
others, especially at high frequencies. Another feature wa the instability of the real part at 200 Hz. Fig. 4

S shows the respective variations of the normal impedance of the window surface in a normally incident pulse
field. The comparison between the wool impedance obtained with the two-microphone impedance technique
and two conventional methods, the standing wave tube and the sepat~telv known reflection ofincidentpulses,
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Figure 6-Examples of the normalised surface impedance of the window. Excitation: (left) normally incident
pulses, (right) diffuse ield, Processing: --- at the centrepoint, - averaged over the 25positions.

is shown in Fig. 5. The agreement between the curves was fairly good from 200 Hz upwards, and excellent
between the tube andnew methods between 500Hzand 1.6 kHz. The resultwas satisfactory, bearingin mind
the uncertainties involved in both the conventional methods.

In the early tests with the window, the acoustic two-microphone technique failed completely to detect
correctly the velocity and impedance on the incident side of the window, as compared with the direct surface
intensity method. This was obviously caused by insufficient dynamic range: trying to measure the normal
velocity of a nearly hard surface is a most adverse test for the two-microphone technique. The pressure-
intensity index exceeded 20 dB for most frequencies, indicating that the intensity technique cannot operate
reliably.

Examples ofwindow impedances detected using the surface intensity instrumentation are shown in Fig.
6 for the two different excitations. The impedance responding to the diffuse field was stabler and its phase
nearer to that of a pure mass for most frequencies.

Incident intensity
The new method ofmeasuring the incidentintensity through reciprocity was assessed by comparing the

absorption coefficients obtained with the new method and the conventional hard-surface pressure-doubling
method. The principal test of the new method is seen in Fig. 7. The actual comparison should be confined to
thefrequency range 200 to 800Hz, limitedby the soundsource and thespatial samplingresolution. The result
of the comparison was encouragng. The new method was able to produce curves which followed reasonably
close the results of the traditional method, up to its limit of validity.

In Fig. 8, estimates for the ine dent intensity are plotted, and compared with the method of halving the
pressure on the window surface. The comparison showed a fair agreement between the new method and the
conventional hard-surface estima' in the range 100 to 500 Hz. The difference was of the order of 3 dB, with
the new method detecting more rnwer coming towards the window. Further up the two curves practically
coincide. The result was reasm able: The apparently tedious and cumbersome method, of measuring the
incident intensity without pr;t knowled- of !he incoming sound field, seemed to work with a promising
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Figure--The incident intensityofthe window, calculatedwith the new method, eq. (4), - ;comparedwith
othercm et ona- e. omaion methoo . (aith: eni ty thimote from Eq. (3), (right) the classical hard
surf=t pressure estimate. Aerage intensities in dB re I pWmheo/Hz.

t accuracy in the tested cases. The deviation found was in the correct direction; the classical method is knownto underestimate the incident power at low fiequencies.

Structural impedance and reflection

~The estimated reflection coefficient of the beam from Eq. (14) is shown in Fig. 9. The impedances were
calculated with two different methods. The first approach, Eq. (13) uses the finite difference approxmations
for the field quantities. The second method, Eq. (15), is based on the reflection coefficient measurement. Theresults are compared in Fig. 10. The main difference was that theimpedance estimates basd on the reflection

coefficient seemed smoother; obviously because they require only one measured fequency response function.
Theactual impedances at a position ofthe beam shouldvary, as functions offrequency, around thebase

curves of the wave impedances. This behaviour is illustrated in Fig. 9, where the force and moment
impedances and the corresponding wave impedances are shown ove aid.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The results with the acoustic impedance tests were in line with the other experiments reported in theliterature: In basic, nearly ideal conditions, the two-microphone method gave an estimate which was in good

agreement with those of ta osition oth amhods, from 200 Hz upwards. The incidentintensity method
was tested in t wae anc e to un independent conventional method. The results were in fair

pagreement in the expected frequency range. The differences were within the known inaccuracy of theconventional method and the systematic difference observed in the case of the window was in the correct

direction.
Ideas based on acoustical two-microphone measurements were applied tobendingweve fields in beams.

Three procedures were described for estimating the impedance ofbending waves. They were based either on
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Figure 9- (Left) Estimated reflection coefficient at poitions 3 (-) and2 (---), from Eq. (14). t ht) The
estimatedfarfieldimpedances(- )Eq (1)plotted therwiththeunweimpedancs(---)1Eq )
force impedance, lower: moment impedance. Magnitude in dB re 1 Nm/r'.
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Figure 1 O-(Left) Force impedance and (Right) moment impedance estimates at array midpoint. (-)from
Eq. (13), and ( -- ) from Eq. (15). Upper: magnitude in dB re 1 N/ms-1, lower: phase.

finite difference approximation of four acceleration signals or on the Imown wave impedance and the
estimated reflection coefficient. The last approach is restricted to the farfield regions but it is the simplest
requiring only two acceleration signals. In the experiments it appeared to give the most reliable results.
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ABSTRAC
T

The aim of this vaper is to present the energetic description of the sound field

and the first results of the experimental investigation using the space intensity sen-
sor. Me offer multi elements acoustic sensor that sives the opportunity to find the so-
urce's parameters (distance between the observer and the source, direction to the Sour-
ce. power of radiation, it's multipole type). It is very important for diagnoses of na-
tural sources and technique. Method of intensity sensor calibration which allows to cor-
rect aolitude and ahase inaccuracy while computer treatment in proposed. The results of
the measurements of the sound multipole source's parameters are presented. The test's
excerimental data correspond well to the real controlled parameters.

INTRODUCTION

In the last time. due to modern equipment, methods of sound field investigation,
based on determination of acoustic field's energetic parameters, spread widely (1-3). On
the one hand, the information of field's energetic structure has fundamental character,
on the other hand, it is very important for diagnnses of natural noise sources and tech-
nic.

The investigation of the complicated wave field energetic structure is a new area

in air- and hydroacoustics. It is called sound intensity method. With modern equipment
not only sourd pressure, but spatial distribution of energetic field characteristics may
be measured. This possibility is based on the exploitation of the multichanal systees
for informationai treatment, which we shall discuss later. The cases, when the radiated
wave field is the result of the wave systes interference, are to be of the most impor-
tance.

These problems are connected with acoustic diagnostic of technical objects and na-
tural sound sources, or with development of sound absorption methods, or with determina-
tion of sound characteristics.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION

The sound intensity method is based on the several physic preLonditions (4).
The noise acoustic field is known to be described by statistical methods with using

of corresponding moments of the occasional field quantities. Let us suppose that the
process, that we shall regard, is established. Then the main characteristic to be measu-
red is the paired corre..tion function, with which spectral densities of the acoustic

field,s energetic characteristics, for example, densities of potential n and kinetic

energy K. energy flow density vector S. are connected.
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The wave field enercetic structure can be characterized entirely by the movino 1i-
quids erergv-momentum 4-tensor. That is why the ouantities II. K. S role is so fundamen-

tal.
The classical aorodch oives the momentary maonitudes of this terosor comoonents:

2 2

0 0 - K4I

T, 'Eap Pouaup Tap,

Oa a

These ouantities determine acoustic noise field thin eneroetic structure entirely. Here
the comoonents T are oroportional to the momentum flow density vector s componentsOct aL a 2 a
PUV. The acoustic enerov flow density is determined ov S = OD _ C to . Here c - sound

velocity. p " nonoerturbated substance density. To synonymous characterizing of the in

vestigatino wave field it is necessary to know Quantities . K. S. T as tnev determi-

ne the soectral densities of corresoonding energetic characteristics. That is the bacis
of the sound intensity method. because these ouantities may be determined exoerimental-
lv and include the information about amplitude and ohase of wave field characteristics.

Finally, let's point that the significant Part of noise investigating results rela-

tes to the far sound field. Pressure level )s a good descriotion of it. In the region.
where sound oressure and vibration velocitv in a samolin point have the Phase coinci-
dence, there the main energetic characteristics may be determined by measuring of the
oressure level under the certain direction to the source. In the close field the situa-
tion becomes essentially comnlicate. because of the interference effects. These effects
appear due to the defined Phase correlations and geometrical sources distribution influ-
ence to the field structure features. Therefore, to describe the close area sound field
completely, one has to determine the acoustic Pressure level, so the other field charac-
teristics. It means that except fl, we should know the level of K. S. T A.

According to the determination. S(W) is the intensity noise field's soectral densi-

tv vector and it may be written as p(W)u (W) where asterisk is the sign of complex con
jugation. Such arese'tation is not occasional. Since vector's comoonents are obviously
related to amplitude and ahase of Pressure's and velocity's Fourier-components, so their
assignment can si,;ply determinP the field. The physical sense of real (active) and ima-
ginarv (reactive) S-vector's components is ouite obvious: I = Re S(W) characterizes the
process of acoustic energy propagation in medium and is normal to the sound wave cons-
tant phase surface: Y = I&S(W). that includes the information about the Potential ener-
gy field's spatial density distribution, i.e. sound nressure level, is normal to the eo-
ual level surface of the acoustic pressure. Hence it appears an interesting propertv
which can be easily realized in close wave area: the wave field is able to create the
vortex-type structures in the spatial domains, where I and Y vectors are noncolinear.

The simple analysis points that vector's components satisfy the following equati-
ons:

dtv I = E w(ia(x -(X ). rot I = 2W CIY /c2 .
(2)

dUv Y = w(K - 1). rot Y 0.

Here, the sound sources. characterizad by power W also as the absorbers. are suo
posed to be localized in the spatial regions, which are small in comoarison with the
characteristic spatial scale of the wave process. So they can be spatially localized
by delta-functional approach.

The equations (2) show that the combined measuring of both active and reactive
components of the acoustic energy's flow density vector permits effective detection
of the acoustic sources.
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ENERGETIC STRUCTURE OF ACOUSTIC FIELD NEAR SOURCES

We investioate th-a soac* distribution of the enerqv Chractaristics near the multi-
Pole sources, as well as we illustrate a numbpr of typical etamoles nf the connection of
th4tSe Laracteristics Hitti actual Parameters of sources 151.

As we have mentioned before, the complex structure of near source iield aiiows to

nse the vector of energy density flow: S () *(W) I + it.
Let the motion of the medium neir the c~ompact source be sinoulariv described by the

velocity upotential. In accordance with the cause Principle, the !ioutno source fors to
the medium a separate spherical save of the velocity potential. and, consaouentlf. the
pressure since the potential satisfies the wave eouation. havir'o tnis circumstanoze in
mind, it is not difficult to shoe tnat there exists the correlation between the radial
velocity and the pressure:

t

vtlrt) - + * dt' 1'ur.t').
wnere* ris the densitv of air, v i+ tt'e velocity of soun~d. is the Aistance bet ween
point of source ano Point of observition.

in eo.(3) the first member IS Wave Component. and decrc'asina in accordance wico tlus
condition of radiation and eaua3 to power flow of energy raoiatea from the qriurco,

In eo, (3) the second SUMs 0eSLrioeS hvdrooynamics motion of the medium. not ccrnnec-

ted with the wave process of energy transference. and decreasing is comoarable, to i'.It
describes a "fur-coat" round the source. To be sure of this. one should oiut u-* COi

i eq.(3) (i.e. hydrodynamics aniiroyioDationt. In this an!Doimation. tt~fu seconi membter in
:x eo. 3) is non-zero. uniike the first one.

By usino Fourier-tran' formation of eq.(I'), tne Fourier components of velocity anz
oressure are connected by

T~r

where: J% = / us t~ue wave riumoocr. Eauation (Z; shows the physical sense Of Dra O MIS-
match between Fourier compjonernts of velocity and pressure. The phase misumatrO also sh u,
that there also exists non-wave comoonent of the medium motion near the sourucE. Aflicn is
not connected with energy radiation,

Havina considered F-V connection, following from the linear enuations nrivrtrA

mics. S - vector can oe presented in the form: S P gra r*.O'5in t

ons we'll demonstrate the final result. For tnle multitole sourct' of noi'ie. it vields:

P tE2L~ll IL L L Lm

(1t.2: L
Here L (A",)t - tankel's function of orders one and two. Y tmfl) - soherical functions.

f l n tr - unit-vector. M Ls - debit of source.

cor the aim of this work the expression is basic. ~
Let s use the convenient fore of the iad- operator- i e. ;rad= e 0r r

The ooerator of momentum of motion ouantitv L -t EZ.grIadl affects only the angle Va-
riables.

The radial component of vector S. according to eo. t5). can be exores~ed in thle
f orm:

1 % mm 111
Lee hr~) . (6)

(rI r (O 2L + 1)113
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OIere was used the aornximation. received from the formula:

D Z) = z L 2 + 2 - (7)

( . nL- essel's and Neimann's soherical functions). The exoression is correct for any

meaning of the argument Z = kr.
Now we shall calculate the component S. whlrh is orthogonal to the vector X. Every-

where we Supoose summing by repeated index from I to 3.

The second sum of rad-oDerator is convenient to write in comoonents-M 
L _7

where E is the unit of anti symmetric tensor of 3-rano. The complex fundamental Z-vec-

tors G . which dive definite advantage in calculation with the Soherical functions.

are connected with the cartesian coordinate unit vectors by:

ao = g G, l (Sox + t v ) / ' 11"r G I G,- G/Y '

with the conditions: G, = O,: . = O' G.

Taking into account this conditions, the relation is written:

L Y =(-1)PY-L(L+l) (L, 1. a4L. -PILL. MY
LmL L m+P. 8

Here (Li, L2. al. m2 IL m) are the vector addition'b coefficients or the Clebsne-
i *= (-1I V n the Droris of

Gordan coefficients. Taking into consideration L i .- ant orortes o
Lm L .-m

symmetry for the Clebshe-Gordan coefficients, the exoression (81 can be simolified.
Then. in view of general exoression for the S - vector (5). as stated above exores-

sing angle varidble gm'Qd - ooerator. and also that can be given in the form

Y 10 the tangential comoonents of vector S can be obtained in the followino

form:

2 tri(1 1

.9)

L L( L+ I Y 1' Y OL .
IaXP fl l L.-L 2 I M. a p L. m) .

Eti~ (2L + I)"]

In this formula we suoose summing by reoeated indexes. The relations t6). t9)
present orecise exoressions for the S-vector comoonents from the multioole source of or-
der L.

in solte of unwieldy acoearance they are highlv informative.

It is not difficult to see that energy flow vector comoonents can generally contain
both real and imaginarv Darts. It's ohysical meaning was discussed earlier.

The analysis of tne exoressions (6), (9) shows that they contain the amount of in-
formation sufficient to determine the coordinates and the orientation of the multiocle
sound source in the soace. First of all it is possible to solve this problem. because
tie real I and imaginary Y parts of the S- vector are not collinear in any ooint of soa-
ee observatiin. For example. in the spherical system of coordinates for the dioole sound

source thE Darts are defined by:

(10)

:nere M Ad. d - is the distance between the coint sources of the same DrOductivitv A.
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I1
The non-trivialitv of this type of source sound-field structure results the non-euualitv

k of rotd to zPro,

Cu rl 01 St 216 (1N1)

It is imoortant to note. that in such sound fields the motion of medium particles
is realized by ellipse trajectory and, in ocher words. the velocity vector in the field

presentation rotates along the e~lippe plane.
It's easy to see irom the equations (10), (11) that by measuring the dipole sour-

ce's sound field vectorial energy characteristics magnitude and direction, one can obta-
I in the source locatiun in full volume. In particular, to solve his problem we can use

calculation formulae Determined by

S 1 * 42 7CIII III. ... W = 4 - - I cltg, [ . 11 2 )

ICutl I1 2k(Ar) 2 "  3 Cog"O' lo2t1 II - 2

where W - is the Dower cf a the dipole source. The direction to the dioole source is de-
fined by the direction of I-vector. the olane, in which the source is oriented in the
olane of (I.Y)-vectors, the distanre r and the angle 1 of the dipole's axis to the di-
rection I-vector can be tound from eouation (12).

An interesting supplement of the conducted general consideration is the oossibilitv
to determine the type of the source due to measuring of vectorial energy characteris-
tics. To clarify the essence of the question, let us consider the case z = Ar C I. From
the exact oresentation (7) we can find:

, I (I12 - { (L + I)[(2L + 1) 1) 13)

tThen from (6) we obtain the expression for the radial component of intensity:

3. .2. 2
. .. I, - (L + 1)E(2L + 1)!3

(r) 21 4 1)' j 2  2 L+ 3  
(

Further it is not difficult to see, that by the frequency dependence of the functi-
on

0 U IRG Srir) I SIr) 15
= ( ) () (1)

the useful information can be acquired about the order of multioole of the source. Real-
lv, we obtain

V 2 1 2
/ (W 2 1I / W )2L+ 1  

(16)

Here L - is the multipole's order (L = 0 -monooole source. L = 1 - dioole source).
It should be noted that this relation is applicable in the range of low freouenci-

es.

METHOD OF CALCULATION

We offer multi elements acoustic intensity sensor that gives the opportunity to de-
termine all three complex components of S - vector. So it is oossible to find the sour-
ce's parameters, that we are interested (distance betwEen the observer and the source.
direction to the source, power of it's radiation), and it's multioole type.

The acoustic intensity sensor consists of four isotropic microphones situated in
the tops of tetrahedron. The results of the measuring are calculated to the center of
sphere, describing the tetrahedron.

The characteristic (directivitv pattern) of the sensor was proved to be isotrooc
in space. It means that never mind what direction we choose, the sensor determines the
quantity and direction of the complex S - vector's components equally well.
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Let the characteristic acoustic wave length fulfill the condition E = k < I (l =
max 1 - system size). For the four- microphones system this oresentation can be written

down in the form of matrix

M ) 01* oi jem

T= IP . O (r). OvPr( ). a F( (17)

where s- sound pressure measured by the microohone number m. (1 - coefficient, that

deoends upon the geometry of the system.
The matrix system 117) vields the ouantitv of Fourier- components of sound pressure

and the projections of the oscillating velocity on the coordinating axis in the point of
observation. Now it can be written down in this way:

Ft (l + 2 + P3 
+

U ( o .( a P + P P + P).
x o PW) x 0 = C 1 2 3 4

U ~ ~ =- - -r-aF(r+r +P +. P*

Z 0 PW 2' 0 pr2~ C 1 2 '3 '4

Here d - distance between the micropnones.
Havino sound oressure level determined. one can obtain ouantitxes and direction in

soace of vectors ReS and ImS. It is possible to do with the help of corresponding algo-
rithm C5].

The knowledge of the Dointed energetic characteristics of field affords the locati-

on of source. The distance - r: the angles of the orientation - e.9: the Dower of radia-
tion N: multipole's type may be determined (12), (15). (16).

MEASURING COMPLEX

In order to register the energetic Parameters of the acoustic field and to determi-
ne the source's parameters, measuring complex. tha. includes multi elements intensity
sensor and computer, was assembled.

Preliminary measurements have been carried out by using the emitters of monopole's
and dipole's type in the anechoic chamber of the Department of Acoustics at the Moscow
State University.

Sound source has been situated in the center of the anechoic chamber. The receiving
system was out in some distance from the source. The acoustic signals from the source
were received by four identical microphones of the sensor. Electric sionals are Propor-
tional to the acoustic characteristics of the field - pressure and signal phase. Numeri-
cal magnitudes of these electric signals were brought in the computer to calculate ener-
getic parameters of the field and the source's characteristics.

METHOD OF CALIBRATION

It has to be noted that while intensity measurements extraordinary exact require-
ments on the exploited equipment are applied. That's the reason of high attention to the

calibration method.
While measuring the equipment's characteristics - amplitude and phase - were cont-

rolled. Calibration of the tracts of the measuring complex and the receiving system has
been done and immediately, the important role of amplitude and phase inaccuracy of rece-
iving system microphones was cleared. This lead to the necessity of their most exact
correlation. Preliminary microohones calibration was carried out by pistonphone of "Iru-

el & Kier'. Nevertheless, because of the limited calibration precision, there exist some
amplitude and phase inaccuracy that is not inadmissible. So extra exact requirements on
amplitude and phase correlation of microphones is necessary.
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o comoensate microohones inaccuracy, we created the comouter orooram tor calcula-
tion amolitude and ohase corrections T'. that should be added to each microohone on each

n
freouencv. This aooroach is based on fact that while turnino the receivino system - in-
tensitv sensor - around one of the axis (center coordinates is in the center of the tet-
rahedron). the S- vector comoonents theoretically are harmonic functions of anale tur-

V nina. Recelved data were comoared with ideal. The exoression, allowing to calculate cor-
rections Tn:

C-lnF ='n
11
0 

+  
)"(19)

Am m n 7r

Here C - eatrix. opoendina on the system geometrv, yn - ideal data. P - measured
ne n

pressure. n- amolitude and phase microohones corrections.

For examole. fig.l oresents Imaginarv (ImS) Darts of S-vector comoonents. received
bv intensity sensor turning around the z-axis, without and with amolitude and onase cor-
rections t 0 - x-comoonent ImS. * - v-comnonent. 0 - z-comoonent). Uninterrup-
ted line is the computer treatment result includino by (19) amolitude and ohase correc-
tions.

400l  4.00

**"m*

200 06 &00 ..

_E I me/ • a...

0 1.

8Ange g) Lg 0FI/ t

Fig.l. Imaginary parts of S-vector Fig.2. Determination of the
components are function of source multipole type.
angle turning.

IThe suggested method of amplitude and ohase correction seems to be sufficientlv re-
liable and gives the opportunity to improve significantly the source parameters determi-
nation precision.

ideally, in an anechoic chamber free field conditions are to be created. For us,
the regions of low frequencies have been of the most interest. but in these r'egions the
chamber doesn't realize it's function. Unfortunately, the effects that concern, for
example, the reflection of the radiated waves from the chamber's walls appeared to be
essential. and so on.
This made us taking into account these undesirable factors and their influence on calib-
ration and the system's action.

Before using the sensor it was necessary to evaluate the chamber's quality, it me-
ans it's ability to imitate free field. We tested the law of pressure level's falling in
the field of the monopole's type source. Declination of pressure amplitude's reverse
prooortionality to distance between the center of radiating source and the point of ob-
servation has been determined. These evaluations afforded to choose the suitable freou-
ency range with minimum distortion of the sound field structure.

On the other hand it was found out that the test had to be carrv out on just short
enough distances from the sound source, because there the direct wave's contribution ex-
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ceens sianificantlv corresoondina the reflected wave tield's contribution. To evaluate
the distortion s contribution, it was found out that just near the receiving system the
field's distortion was determined bv the factor:

r! F~ir I + ratk k - - t ka 0 A. (20)

wnere r - aistance between the source and the receiving system, a - the characteristic
chamber's size. 1 < CL. k- 1. Z,- the wall's imoedance.

the second sum in (20) describes wave's distortion because of the camber's walls:
the expression in brackets means the form-factor of the chamber's configuration, that is
described by ?I - quantity. Taking into account the diffraction corrections and corres-
oonding exoerimental investigations, the range of distance to measure was chosen.

RESULTS

After the oreliminarv analysis had been done, the series of measurements were car-
ried out (fig.2,3,4). On the fig.2 Points correspond exoerimental quantities of multioo-
le's types tL = 0 - monooole, L = I - dioole) and on fig.3 - distance and on fig.4 - di-
rection to the source (for monopole). Everything was received for different frequencies.

1.75

IM.

" ...

0.70

0M2

04 ..... ....... ...".' .6 ....
Frequene (4z Frmqme (Hz)

Fig.3. Determination of the distance Fig.4. Determination of the
to the source. direction to the source.

CONCLUSION

The test's exoerimental data correspond well to Lhe real controlled oarameters. So,
the principles that were the base of all calculations in this situation are proved to
work well. This fact bears witness of using the receiving system and the procedure of
computer treatment of the received information.
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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with structural intensity measurements. The ability of a two accelerometer probe
to measure structural intensity through plates is studied. The method applies to thin homogeneous
plates c::cited by bending waves. A fitite difference approximation of a first order spatial derivative is
assumed in the expression of intensity in the far field. Numerical results on infinite plate are presented;
A comparison of general and far field formulations of intensity is shown; measurement errors are also
studied. Capability of the probe to locate sinks and sources is demoritrated. Finally, an experiment
on a clamped plate shows off specific information of structural intensity with comparison to acoustic
intensity and modal analysis.

NOMENCLATURE

6(0) Dirac function at point source G(x, y, f) cross-spectrum between z and y signals
A Laplacian 0 =W2  k wavenumber
77 displacement on z direction Inz(u) imaginary part of complex u

v Poisson's ratio m, surface mass
w pulsation r distance to source in circular coordinates

D flexural rigidity Re(u) real part of complex u

1 INTRODUCTION

During the last few years, investigations on sound sources have been improved with the development of
new measurement techniques such as acoustic intensity. Source location and noise reduction are possible,
even in bad conditions of measurement: poor signal per noise ratio, multisources. The knowledge
of transmission paths of mechanical energy through structures is also interesting to allow a better
understanding of vibration phenomena. Vibration may cause problems in precision mechanical systems
and even cracks in the structure; measurement of structural intensity is a powerful tool in the study of the
path of vibration itself. Vibrations can also induce structure-borne noise, even far from vibration sources.
Structural intensity can give information on surces of noise and capabilities of reducing structure-borne
noise. The Rim of the investigation is to Autdy the ability of a far field method to measure structural
intensity on plates in different boundary ,o-ditions. Two experiments are presented: the first one
studies the ability of the method to locate sources and sinks of vibiation; the second one applies to
acoustic transmission through structures. Numerical simulation ofineasurement errors in relation with
the experiments are presented.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
Formulae for structural intensity depend on the kind of structure: beam, plate, shell. Most ot the

periments previously published focused on beams, in part because of the simplicity of the structure.
the moment, there are two measurement methods of structural intensity derived from mathematical

pressions. The first one uses finite difference approximation, of the first order in the far field, of
i. second and third order for the general expression. The second one is an application of acoustic
)iogrtphy to structures: at the !irnit fluid-structure, vibrational and acoustical velocities are equal
,sults obtained from NAIt [1j ai.d BAIIIM [2] methods are well fitted with p;'ysical phenomena and
edictions. But only qualitative results can be obtained: the methods are b , d on evanescent wave
tering. The amount of retained evanescent waves must be calculated from dirT.ct measurements. The
easurement of structural intensity using high order finite difference approximati ns is difficult [3]. It has
!en pointed out [4] [5] that the method is very sensitive to measurement errors: amplitude error, phase
solution, positionning of each transducer; phase mismatch, and relative positionning between sensors,
fluence of reactive field on measurement. For lower order finite approximations (cf. acoustic intensity),
easurement errors are not so imporLant. Most experiments carried out in the last ten years used the
:pression of structural intensity in the far field, away from discontinuities. Unider this assumption,
oiseux [6] simplified the expression to a first order derivative and finite difference approximation.
nyway, the measurement accuracy depends on measurement conditions and particularly on the choice
transducers. The most practical and cheaper one to use is the piezoelectric accelerometer which has

:en largely used in this field. Mickol [7] found a big influence of their mass on vibration of the structure
3elf. Strain gauges and laser techniques avoid mass addition or even contact. But the application of
rain gauges to structural intensity on industrial applications is not realistic due to their cost. Errors
om contact and laser techniques have been compared. The optical noises of the treatment apparatus
duces errors equal or less than the first ones. For these results to be accurate, the laser must be used
laboratories with well known conditions of temperature and convective flows.

THEORETICAL FORMULATION

In the case of flexural wave propagation only, intensity through a thin homogeneous plate is the
,m of three components: shear, flexion and torsion. Intensity depends then only on q, the transverse
splacement and its spatial derivatives. Intensity in the direction x through a plate in the plane (x, y)
tn be written [8]:

i1. y, t) D V[O 1) L - ( "7.0L 70J

Ox 4t O 9X -y2 aXOt 4xy- y(1

oiseux [6] and Goyder [9] showed off a property of intensity expression in the case of the far field:
xure and shear components become similar and twisting component tends to zero.

< l(z,y,t) >fr.f ,Id= I(X, Y l d = 2 D < cgz T >  (2)

frequency space, after a finite difference approximation, intensity is proportional to a cross spectrum.

2 Dm, f Im(G(al,a2, ))d< Ix >far fseld - f 2  (3)

6 1
wo accelerometers, (aJ, a2), spaced by 6 are needed to measure intensity.

SIMULATED ERRORS

In the case of a point force Fp in the z direction exciting the plate at a discrete point, the governing
n.ation for the transverse vibration of an infinite plate is [10]:

, )- k(r) = 6(O)Few

ter applying boundary conditions, the solution of this equation is reduced to:

-T[FI4'- (kr) - 1)( jkr)]c)wl
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HO(2) (kr) 0 ih order Hankel function of the second kind
H o)(-Ikr) : 0 h order modified Hankel function of the second kind

Structural intensity on thin plates is a function of tr and its partial derivatives (§3). It is then possible
to express intensity with Hankel functions.

We have studied the results on an infinite plate, with the same mechanical properties as the free
boundary plate discribed in §5.1 with a thickness of 1.5mm. The excitation force amplitude is 10 N. In
figure 1, different expressions of structural intensity are presented. Results are similar to beam structures.
Far field intensity overestimates intensity in the very near field of the source, then lightly underestimates
intensity. Finite difference error increases with frequency and spacing between transducers. The same
tendency is found in acoustic intensity results. Effect of an added phase or the intensity expression has
been studied. Here again, the evolution of phase errors can be compared with acoustic intensity results:
phase error is higher for lower frequencies and for cases with smaller gaps between the sensors (fig.2).
Amplitude error on intensity is a linear function of amplitude error on a transducer amplitude. Influence
of a rotation of the probe between -20 and 200 around its normal position is shown in figure 3. Errors
due to probe positioning are also studied (fig.). Influence of measurement errors are not negligible on
results values. These results allow a better understanding on frequency range of the probe in particular
conditions.

5 FREE BOUNDARY CONDITION STEEL PLATE

5.1 Experimental Set-up

A steel plate with the dimensions of 0.95*0.5 m2 and thickness 2 mm is lying on a bed of rubber
elastics to simulate free boundary conditions. Its mechanical properties are known: z' =0.3, D =157.0
N/im, m, =15.7 Kg/r 2 . The exciter is a B&K 4809 electromechanic shaker which is connected to
the structure (fig.5) using a screwrod attached at one end to the shaker and fixed at the other to the
plate between two bolts A viscous damper made of plexiglass plunged in a bowl of oil is bounded
to the structure through another screwrod. In order to measure input and output powers, two force
transducers are placed between the screwrod and the plate. The structural intensity probe consists of
two lightweight B&K 4393 accelerometers screwed on a dural base (23*15*5 mm

3
). The tranducers are

separated by 1.5 cm; the total weight of the probe is 7 g. The natural frequencies of the different parts
of the experimental set-up are well above or below the frequency range of interest (31.5-1250 H1z) A
16 point measurement circular mesh, 6 cm from the center of the source and the sink respectively is
choosen in order to measure input and output powers. A line of 10 points between them is also treated.

5.2 Results and Comments

The shaker is excited by a sine or white noise generator. The frequencies choosen for sine generation
correspond to input high energy at the source and also to natural frequencies of the set-up. Sine
excitation allows higher input levels than white noise excitation. The results (fig.6) show off good
location of source. Experiments carried out on the damper show that it only works for some discrete
frequencies.The 90 Hz frequency (fig.6) is well damped by the dashpot.At others frequencies, vortex
phenomenon around the sink is observable and intensity amplitudes are lower. Comparison between
powers is shown in table 1. Power input and output are calculated from signals obtained by a force
transducer and an accelerometer. The time averaged power input < Hnpuc > can be found from:

<nunpt> !R(F*) = ImG(F,a,f)

It can also be calculated from intensity vectors fin a closed contour I around the source:

< 7r,,,, >=

The same formulae are applicable for the sink. Good agreement between the two different calculations
are found at source and sink for sine excitation. Little difference is found between 8 and 16 equally
spaced point calculation around source (b and c) and sink (f and g). It appears clearly that results _2

obtained from white noise generation are not so good, probably because of low level of energy input.
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In table 1, it is shown clearly that mechanical energy is being lost while propagating, in part due to
acoustic media (between a and b or f and e columns), in part through elastics (between b and d or f and
d columns).

6 CLAMPED ALUMINIUM PLATE

6.1 Experimental Set-up

The experimental apparatus used for the investigation is shown schematically in figure 7. A lightweight,
thin aluminium plate is clamped between a diffuse room and a semi-anechoic room. Dimensions of the
plate are 0.84*0.84*0.0015 m 3

.Its mechanical properties are v =0.3, D =27.0 N/m, m, =4.48 Kg/M 2 .
The plate is excited by an acoustic white noise field generated in the diffuse room. Transmitted

acoustic intensity is measured in the semi anechoic room. Acoustic intensity measurements (fig.8(b,c))
are made 10 cm from the plate in the 3 space directions with a B&K 3519 intensity probe and a 50
mm spacing between the two microphones for a frequency range of measurement of 31.5 to 1250 Hz.
Modal analysis is obtained from frequency responses between an impact hammer placed at different
points on the structure and reference accelerometer. Structural intensity is obtained measuring the z
and y components with the intensity probe described in §5.1. A 11*11 point square mesh on the plate
constitutes the measurement locations.

6.2 Results and Comments

At low frequencies, analysis spectra of structural intensity show high energies only around discrete
frequencies which correspond to the modes of the plate. The results presented are then calculated for
narrow bands of 10 tz around these frequencies for both structural and acoustic intensity. Our interest is
focused on the first 7 modes. Results of structural intensity are presented in fig.8-(c). At any frequency,
structural intensity vectors at the four clamped sides have very low amplitudes. This property fits very
well with the definition of clamped boundary: no mechanical energy transmitted to the edges. High
amplitudes of structural intensity in the plate correspond with high amplitudes of acoustic intensity
taken in the two dimensions parallel to the plane of the plate (fig.8-(d)). These areas of high amplitudes
are located around nodal lines (fig.8.(a)). This behavior is noticeable at any frequency band studied.
It is also interesting to point out rotational phenomena of structural intensity in the area near nodes
and antinodes. These rotations are only visible in structural intensity diagrams. Mean acoustic and
structural intensity levels on the plate have been compared for each frequency. The results (tab.2) show
good agreement in variation of levels of the two quantities: non-radiating modes (low mean acoustic
intensity values) correspond to low values of mean structural intensity.

7 CONCLUSION
It has been shown that measurements done with the assumption of far field are in good agreement

with other measurement results, even if structural intensity measurements are not done in the far field.
It has also been demonstrated that the probe is able to locate sources and sinks, for frequencies where
the sink absorbs energy. The analytical model developped for infinite plates is a good tool to evaluate
measurement errors. It would be interesting to study further on simulated results in order to draw a
probe with a well-known range of validity. Comparison of different measuring methods (STSF, gauges,
laser) would be of great interest in the bette" understanding of the intensity vector.
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Figure 6: Intensity vectors on a free boundary plate. Sine excitation: 90 Hz

Table 1: Comparison of power calculated with different methods

Freq. PTsJ _f.5 Ps If Pu.. Pp Pp Pp ~
band Fv ~ Id1 a,, PJ jI 1 6 ,,, M j Fv a rd~i.1  II6 pis J

O - ~~~~~Sine excitation (1V/m) __________I

-90 0.39J -0.24 -023610.296 0.201 0.10710.1031

13 -025 -0.186 -0.1811 0.144 0.0051 0.10410.1041191.5 [-0.44 -0.28 -0.288 0.239 0.24 0.161 0.157
_____ _____ ~White noise excitation(10-1W,/m) __________

90 -11.2 -6.06 -7.1 8.9 5.6 2.55 2.61

127.5 -14.5 -10.6 -11.5 1.5 0.55 0.385 0.421
134 -16.0 -11.5 -12.0 9.56 10.2 6.0 6.12

T11. -18.1 -17.4 -16.4 10.4 1_2.6 8.38 7.38

semi-anechoic room

reverberant room

clamped aluminiun plate

Figure 7: Measurement set-up for a clamped plate
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gure 8: Results on a clamped plate: (a) modal analysis (b) acoustic intensity in 3 dimensions (c)
ructural intensity (d) acoustic intensity in 2 directions parallel to the plate - P mode (70 Iz)

able 2: Comparison of mean acoustic and structural intensity. Each intensity value is the average value
etween the 121 measurement points

~Frequency band - cu~n. -Struct.Int. f
1z Wmrel. 10 "

1 W/m rel. 10 -

17-27 6111.6 92.0
37-47 67.1 86.3
55-65 5;.5 57.5
65-75 69.7 79.6
85-95 68.0 93.8

105-115 69.4 63.3
115-125 59.5 83.3
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ABSTRACT

Structure-borne power flow or structural intensity components on a section of a structure represent the
available vibrational power which can result in radiated or structure-borne noise. For a thick or curved structure,
where in-plane and out-of--plane waves can equally exist, the distribution of the vibrational power or structural
intensity between the in-plane and the out-of-plane waves would be an indication of the importance of one wave
type relative to the other. Since a particular wave type can be a more efficient radiator of noise or a more efficient
source for the propagation of structure-borne noise, the power imparted to that wave component, either due to
external excitation or due to scattering from discontinuities in the structure, would be indicative of the potential of
the structure to be an efficient source for noise radiation or for structure-borne noise. This paper described a
frequency wavenumber approach to decompose the structural intensity into components which can be associated
with particular wave types. For structures with both in-plane and out-of-plane waves, the frequency-wavenumber
spectrum of the structural intensity will have components that represent the intensity propagated by each of these
wave components. Analytic and experimentally measured frequency-wavenumber spectra of structural intensity
for a thick plate and thick beam respectively, are presented that show these results. (Work Supported by ONR).

INTRODUCTION

The need to control vibration propagation is an important issue in the design of many complex mechanical
structures. The conditions under which complex structures are used often require a good description and
understanding of the different sources of excitation. The type of analysis or experimental measurements to be
performed on these structures has to be chosen carefully in order to satisfy some specific requirements. The typical
requirements and consequently the information that the analysis or measurement should provide are:

the location of the sources of vibration.

the identification of the paths of vibrational energy flow.

the identification of regions of energy absorption.
the efficiency of the structure to generate radiated sound.

The efficiency of noise radiation from a structure is very much dependent on the type of structural waves that
are present in the structure. Based on the characteristics of the structure (thickness, shape, discontinuities, etc),
different types of waves can propagate within the structure, these waves can be efficient sound radiators depending
upon their characteristics and the characteristics of the surrounding medium. For example, under the influence of
water loading, longitudinal and shear in-plane waves are efficient sound sources because their speed of propagation
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is supersonic. Consequently, it would be required to differentiate between the relative contributions from the
different waves propagating in the structure.

Experimental measurement of the vibrational behavior of a structure can take a number of different forms.
One such measurement is the measurement of structural intensity which can yield useful information about the
mechanism by which vibrational power is transmitted through the structure. From a structural intensity map, it is
possible to identify the paths of significant vibrational power flow, location of vibrational sources, and areas of high
energy dissipation.

The different waves that can propagate through a structure all contribute to the transmission of structural
intensity. Decomposing the structural intensity into components associated with the different wave types will
identify the dominant mechanisms by which the structural intensity is propagated. The total structural intensity is
the sum of the contributions from the components associated with the in-plane shearwaves, the out-of-plane waves
and the in-plane longitudinal waves. Each of these wave types propagate through the structure with different phase
velocities and therefore have different wavenumbers. Hence, it is should be possible to decompose the structural
intensity into wavenumber components which correspond to the type of structural wave propagating that
component of the structural intensity.

The measurement of structural intensity was first presented by Noiseux [1] who derived the expressions for
the intensity flow through a unit length cross section of a thin plate. It is shown that the structural intensity due to the
out-of-plane motion is based on three components related to the shear force, the bending moment and the twisting
moment. Pavic' [2] introduced the use offinite differences to obtain the spatial derivatives involved in the structural
intensity expressions. More recently, Redman-White [3] presents a comprehensive analysis of the structural
intensity for one and two dimensional structures. These and other similar work only address the structural intensity
associated with the out-of-plane vibration.

One of the first measurements of the structural intensity propagated by both out-of-plane and in-plane
waves has been presented by Verheij [4]. In this work, while the technique for measuring the intensity associated
with the out-of-plane waves is the same as the one used by Pavic', for the in-plane components of the intensity, an
accelerometer configuration is used which measures both the longitudinal and torsional accelerations and
eliminates the out-of-plane component of the acceleration. Homer and White [5], also presented measurements of
structural intensity propagated by in-plane and out-of-plane waves. In this case as well, the out-of-plane and
in-plane components are obtained by adjusting the orientation of the transducers to eliminate the contribution of
one component or the other. Pavic' [6] used a technique for the measurement of in-plane and out-of-plane surface
intensity based on the use of strain gauges and contact velocity transducers capable of measuring the in-plane and
the out-of-plane velocities from which the structural intensity is computed. In all of these works, the in-plane
components of the structural intensity are obtained by a separate measurement technique which is different from
that used to measure the structural intensity contribution from the out-of-plane vibration.

Frequency-wavenumber analysis have been used (Chapman [7]) to measure the radiation of hull-borne
energy and to correlate this energy with the wave components of the hull. Using a frequency-wavenumber analysis
of the surface velocity and the radiated acoustical field, the different wave components of the hull and the
contribution to the radiated field could be observed. By matching the wavenumber components of the structural
waves to the wavenumber components of the radiated acoustic field, the dominant structural waves could be
identified. This approach identifies in-plane and out-of-plane waves types simultaneously. The same approach
can be used for the propagation of structural intensity.

BACKGROUND THEORY

The average intensity crossing a unit surface is defined as the power per unit area crossing normal to the
surface. The average intensity vector at a given time instant is thus given b7y:

' Io Ai

where r is the position vector, nr is the unit vector normal to the surface area S, and F and V are respectively the
force per unit area and the velocity, at position i. The intensity vector at a location on a plate surface represents the
average intensity over the thickness of the plate and is equal to
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(t, x, y) = F X, y) . V(t, x, y) 2.

where F in this case is the thickness average stress per unit length and V is the corresponding strain rate.
Transforming equation (2) into the frequency domain,

I(w,x, y) = !Real {Force(w, x, y) Velocity * (w, x,y)} 3.

IBoth the force and the velocity may be described in terms of spatial derivatives of the plate displacements.
* The spatial derivatives can be approximated using finite-differences [2]. That is, the structural intensity
* components, as a function of frequency, can be expressed in the terms of the cross-spectra between the

measurements at locations on the structure that define the finite difference approximations [3].

) For the case of a thin plate structure, in-plane stresses and deflection can be neglected, and only the
i out-of-plane deflection of the neutral plane needs to be considered. In this case the structural intensity has
Icomponents which are associated with the shear force, the bending moment and the twisting moment. The structural
S intensity at any point on the plate is given by the sum of these three components. The measurement of any of these

( components requires only a knowledge of the out-of-plane motion, since the in-plane motion can be neglected. No
further processing would typically be performed after each of the three components of the structural intensity has
been obtained from the measured cross-spectra.

In the case of a thick plate structure, in-plane motion and the effects of shear deformation and rotary inertia
must be taken into account [8). In this case, the structural intensity has components which are associated with the
shear force, the bending moment and the twisting moment due to the out-of-plane motion, and other componentsI associated with the longitudinal and shear forces due to the in-plane motion. Because of the different characteristics
between the in-plane and the out-of-plane motions, it is generally required to measure the different intensity
components. This can be accomplished using separate instrumentation to measure the in-plane or the out-of-plane

S components [4,5,6].

The in-plane waves also produce a transverse velocity that is proportional to the corresponding in-plane
velocity due to the Poisson effect [9]. Therefore, the in-plane velocities or structural intensities can be measured
from the induced out-of-plane velocity. That is, all the different components of the structural intensity can be

f obtained from the measurement of the out-of-plane motion of the plate. The task then is to find a way by which each
of the structural intensity components, associated with different wave types, can be distinguished from each other.

Out-of-plane waves, in-plane longitudinal waves and in-plane shear waves have different propagation
velocities and different wavenumbers,

kL g 4,

!ks -F

where kT, kL, ks, are respectively the out-of-plane, the in-plane longitudinal and the in-plane shear wavenumbers.
That is, the structural intensity associated with each of these waves, propagates through the structure with different o
velocities. The decomposition of the structural intensity can be achieved by using spatial transform in the same way A
as is used for identifying different type waves [7]. From equation (3) for the structural intensity, spatial transforming
this expression, an expression for the structural intensity in the frequency-wavenumber domain is obtained,
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l(o),k)=-Real {Force(Ow, k) Velocity * (w, k)} 5.

J2

The components of the structural intensity associated with each wave type (different wavenumber) can thus be

obtained from a frequency-wavenumber spectrum.

Applying this technique to different sections of a connected structure will identify the contribution of the
junctions to the way the structural intensity propagates through the complete structure. The spatial transforms
however require the measurements of the forces (or equivalent derivatives) and the velocities at a number of
locations. This would be very time-consuming to obtain with contacting transducers. The alternative is to use a
non-contacting form of measurement such as a laser vibrometer. If finite difference techniques are used to obtain
the frequency-wavenumber function of the forces, a complete set of measurements nceds to be performed at every
location where the intensity is measured, which, if a laser vibrometer is used, would require a multi-channel laser
system.

SIMULATED RESULTS

[ Considering a the thick plate structure, made out of aluminium with thickness 0.0254 m, length 0.5 m and
width 1.0 m, and simply supported on three edges, with a uniform load applied along the fourth edge (figure 1 ).
In-plane and out-of-plane loads are applied at the edge of the plate to induce both in-plane and out-of-plane
waves. The frequency range considered is up to 20 kiloHertz to clearly demonstrate the effect of the in-plane
longitudinal and shear waves. The velocity modeshapes over the surface of the plate are calculated using the
formulation in (10]. An out-of-plane motion component associated with the in-plane waves is derived from the
Poisson effect for quasi-longitudinal waves [91,

Win-plane = (V k U 6.

where wij.c is the contribution to the out-of-plane motion due to the in-plane motion u, v is the poisson ratio, h is
the structure thickness and k is the wavenumber.

out-of-plane load Q
Y

in-plane load N

Figure 1. Thick plate structure with in-plane and out-of-plane excitation.

The analysis presented here is limited to the resonant frequencies of the structure. For each resonant
frequency, aftercalculating the modeshapes and the cross spectra to obtain the structural intensity, two-dimensional
Fourier transforms are performed at these frequencies to obtain a two-dimensional wavenumber spectrum for both
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the surface motion or velocity and the structural intensity. The peaks in the wavenumber spectrum for either surface~velocity or structural intensity correspond to the values of (k., ky), the x and y components of the wavnumber,
associated with the different wave types (figure 2). he overall frequency-wavenumber plots, (dispersion curves),

are obtained by combining the values of the wavenumbers kx and ky at the location of the peaks in the wavenumber
spectra.
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i frequency-wavenumber spectrum is obtained by measuring the response at 32 locations, spaced 0.02 m apart. A
spatial Fourier transform is performed on the measurements to obtain :he wavenumber spectrum. Because of the
small size of the sample record (32 points), zero padding is used to increase the size of the sample record to 128
points. With a 0.02 m spacing, the limiting wavenumber due to the Nyquist criteria to avoid spatial aliasing is given
by,

km < X = 157m-1 7.
A0.02

where A is the separation in the measurements. To satisfy this requirement, the frequency of excitation was limited
to 20 KHz, for which the out-of-plane wavenumber is less than 157 m- I'

t#

t' .960.
360 400
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E 10

1 .: 0 12 1 13800 2 1000 12 14 1 8 0 2

20 - * 0 (I

Io e e l

FOAM

:0 12 1 'i ~ 8  2 2 0 12 F1 4  i 8s 0 2

excitation

loa

accelerometer

moved along
beam

Figure 5. Experimental set-up to measurefrequency-wavenumber spectrum of structural intensity.
Using a broad band frequency excitation, an estimate of the frequency response at each measurement

location on the beam is obtained as a cross spectrum between the point acceleration and the input load. These
frequency spectra are then spatial transformed to form the frequency-wavenumber spectra of the surface motion of
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: ~ the beam. These results are shown in a contour diagram in figure (6). While the mechanical exciter was mounted

in-line with the axis of the beam, due to some offset and the boundaries of the beam, both in-plane and out-of-plane
waves are induced in the beam. This can be observed from figure (6) which apart from a straight line representing

I the linear function relating the in-plane wavenumber with frequency for longitudinal waves ( equation 4), a line
representing the out-of-plane waves can also be observed.

For the structural intensity, from equation (5) and using the relationship between the force and the first order
derivative of the displacement[ 10], the frequency wavenumber spectrum of the structural intensity is obtained. The

S first spatial derivatives of the displacement is obtained using a finite difference approach, where for position i,

(Ow\ wI+,(X')-W,-(X') 8.

\ax i 2A

The spatial Fourier transform using zero padding is applied separately to the velocities and to the
displacement first derivatives. Using equation (5), the structural intensity is computed and the
frequency-wavenumber results are shown in figure (7). The two main components of the structural intensity can be
observed in this figure. One component being a hnear function between frequency and wavenumber and represents
the contribution of the in-plane waves to the propagation of structural intensity and the second component has a
non-linear function between the wavenumber and frequency and represents the contribution to the propagation of

~ the structural intensity due zo the out-of-plane waves.

The structural intensity components are not uniform with frequency even though a semi-infinite set-up was
attempted. The anechoic termination was not perfect and some resonant behavior could be observed on the beam.
The results of this frequency-wavenumber analysis show that for thick structures with the right combination of the

- excitation, both in-plane and out-of-plane components for the structural intensity are present. The relative
t importance between the in-plane and the out-of-plane components is a function of excitation, frequency and

structural thickness.

0.0 Wavenumber 1/m 157.0
00170157.0

P 0.0" - C Wavenumber I/N

0.0

KFrequency

19.2

Figure 6. Experimental frequency-wavenumber plot Figure 7. Experimentally measured
of the surface velocity along the length of the thick frequency-wavenumber plot of the structural

beam. The two lines shown are for the in-plane and intensity for the thick beam. The two ridges in the '
out-of-paine waves. plot correspond to out.-of-plane and in-plato, waves e3

contributions.
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CONCLUSION

From the results of this study it is shown that frequency-wavenumber analysis can be used to simultaneously

obtain the components of the structural intensity that are associated with different structural wave components,
provided the wavenumbers of the structural waves are different. Simulated experimental structural intensity
measurements for a finite thick plate structure and actual experimental structural intensity measurements for a thick
beam with one end embedded in sand to simulate anechoic end conditions have been performed. The results of these
measuremlents show that in the infinite beam case two components of structural intensity are indeed obtained in the
frequency-wavenumber spectrum, one components associated with the out-of-plane waves and one component
associated with the in-plane longitudinal waves. No component is obtained for the in-plane shear waves because of
the narrow width of the beam. In the case of the simulated structural intensity measurements for the finite plate, the
results are for selected resonant frequencies. Because of the two-dimensionality of the plate, the
frequency-wavenumber spectrum for the structural intensity is obtained following a two-dimensional spatial
Fourier transform of the cross spectra used in the finite difference evaluation of the structural intensity. While the
results obtained show the expected trends, with structural intensity components for each of the three waves types,
in-plane longitudinal and shear and out-of-plane waves, some difficulty was experienced in evaluating the
two-dimensional spatial transforms. Because of the limited data sets in the spatial domain, the spatial transforms
are of poor resolution and further work is required in this area to improve the results and make this approach
practically useful.
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SABSTRACT

Cross-correlation techniques have been traditionally used to separate multi-path
phenomena in sonar and radar processing. For these cases the propagation medium is non-
dispersive implying the propagation speed and phase speed are a constant. The cross-

f correlation function for multi-path propagation in a nondispersive media will ideally
consist of a number of delta functions at time delays corresponding to the time it takes
the energy to propagate from source to receiver along each path. However, for the case
of propagation in a dispersive media the peaks of the cross-correlation function of a
broadband signal are smeared across a time interval. For the multi-path case where the
time delay between paths are reasonably close, the effect of the dispersion can cause
difficulty interpreting the results. This is also the case for the impulse response
function which is often used instead of the cross-correlation to estimate time delays.
A processing method for dealing with dispersive time delay measurements has been
previously developed. This technique, referred to as Time Recompression, is used to
compress the impulse response to sharpen time delay peaks, making it easier to
discriminiate adjacent peaks of multi-path propagation. This paper presents the theory
and computatAunal method, an analytical example, and an application to test data.

NOMENCLATURE

A(x,f) - complex amplitude

Cph - phase velocity
c 9  propagation velocity
E - modulus of elasticity

K - frequency
fkq - (kq/q) frequency array at values of k
fsr - sample frequency
H(M) - Frequency Response Function
H(k) - Wavenumber Response Function
h(t) - Impulse Response Function
h(l) - Compressed Impulse Response Function
hb(f) - Butterworth band-pass filter coefficients
I - moment of inertia
k(f) - wave number of the dispersive wave
ksr - 1/2 equivalent wavenumber sample rate
k - (q k,,/N) wavenumber array for q - 0,1,2 .... N-1
1q  - length 4
in  - length of path n
1 - length array of p evenly spaced values
N - number of points in transform
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S - cross sectional area
t - time
X (f) - FFT(x(t))

x - position of the. displacement
Y (f) FFT(y(t))

epath attenuation factor
0(k(f)) dispersive transfer function phase (W~)l}
i1(x,t) vertical displacement at x at time t
al(x,f) vertical displacement at x at frequency f
0 material/tiffness constant

p -mass density
stiffness parameter of path
material parameter of path

THEORY AND COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

A processing method for dealing with dispersive time delay measurements was
developed in References (1] and (2] and summarized in References [31 and (4]. This
technique, referred to as Time Recompression, is used to remove the effects of
dispersion from a measured Impulse Response Function. The removal of dispersive effects
enhances the features of the Impulse Response Function allowing easier analysis of
transmission path characteristics.

To understand why recompression is necessary for processing dispersive waves,
first consider dispersive propagation. For a propagating dispersive wave the
displacement can be described as a function of propagation distance and time as:

Ti(x,t) Re{A(x,f)ei(2x f t -k(1)xj }  (1)

It is important to remember that for dispersive propagation the wavenumber is a
function of frequency (k - k(f)). Also, for a propagating wave in a physical medium,
amplitude is attenuated, and in general is a function of frequency (A(xl,f) > A(x2,f)).
Then the Fourier Transform of II(x,t) becomes:

T(x,f) " j 1(x,t)e-i
2 x ft dt

- (2)

or

71(x,f) = A(x,f)e -ik(f)x (3)

Now consider two points that are connected through a linear dispersive system.
For a linear system the frequency response at the second point, T(x 2 ,f), can be written
as the frequency response at the first point, 1(xl,f), times the Transfer Frequency
Response Function, H12 (j).

11(x 2 ,1) - H12(f)T(x,f) (4)

From equations 3 and 4 the Transfer Frequency Response Function in terms of a ratio of
the amplitudes is:

H12(S) = (A(x2,f)/A(x[,f)) e-
i k f

f
)

' (5)

The ratio A(x2,f)/A(x1 ,I) is the amount of attenuation, and (k(f)11 is the
relative phase angle of the propagating wave between points x1 and x2 separated by a
distance 1. For propagating waves, cg - dw/dk where cg is the group velocity.
Generally, the dispersive wavenumber is expressed as:
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4xf
t(f) (6)

For non-dispersive waves the group velocity is a constant, and the transformation
from frequency to wavenumber is straightforward. However, for dispersive propagation,

S the group velocity is a function of frequency, and the conversion from frequency to
wavenumber becomes more complicated. If the vibrational propagation path in a steel
structure, such as a ship, is considered, the propagation of energy will typically be

i predominantly longitudinal and/or flexural waves. Longitudinal waves in steel are non-
Sdispersive, and, therefore, time delay estimates between sensors can be obtained using

£ standard cross-correlation techniques. Flexural waves, however, are dispersive and
propagate at velocities that vary with frequency. A general form for the first order
approximation of the group velocity of flexural waves in solids is derived in Reference
f6] and expressed in Equation 7.

c. - 2cp - 21() 4 (2zf) 1 2  (7)I
The group velocity of flexural waves expressed in Equation 7, is defined in terms of the
material and stiffness parameters.

and (8)

Material and stiffness parameters have been divided for convenieice since, for
i many cases, the material parameter will be constant. Based on these definitions, the

frequency dependent dispersion relationship for flexural waves in solid structures is
expressed as:

k(f) - Of'2 (9)

where 0 is the material stiffness constant derived from Equations 6, 7 and 8 as:

0 - (2y12 

(0

110
5

In general, dispersive propagation in solid structures will have a dispersion law of the
form:

k(f) - 0(2Xf)P il)

where 0 is a constant defined by the elastic properties of the structure. The Transfer
Wavenumber Response Function from point x, to x2 is expressed as:

H12 (k()) - Q12 e-Wk(
k

l (12)

The Impulse Response Function in the length/wavenumber domaia (Compressed Impulse
S Response Function) can be defined as the Inverse Fourier Transform of the dispersivet Wavenumber Response Function.

h, 2 (l) -fH 1 2 (k(f)) elk dk

However, the transfer function typically measured for a linear system is given in the
frequency domain (frequency Response Function) using Equation 14

1912M1 - Gj2(f)/G1 1 (1) (14)

where GI 2 (I) is the Cross Spectral Density Function between points and G1 , (f) is the
Power Spectral Density Function at the first point (51. The Impulse Response Function
is then calculated from the Inverse Fourier Transform of the Frequency Response
Function:
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h 12 (T) = IH 12 (f)eil2 ft df

The Frequency Response Function is typically estimated from the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) of the input and output using Equation 14. This implies that the
Frequency Response Function values are obtained at evenly spaced intervals of f. To
estimate the Inverse FFT of the Frequency Response Function to obtain the Compressed
Impulse Response Function via Equation 14, Frequency Response Function values at evenly
spaced values of k must be interpolated from the Frequency Response Functions. This is
accomplished by computing the values of f at evenly spaced values of k using the
dispersion law defined in Equation 8 and interpolating the value of the Frequency
Response Function at f(k). Transformation from frequency to wavenumber occurs by
substituting variables so that:

H1 2 (k(f)) - H12 (f(k)) (16)

For a system made up of n mutually exclusive paths between points 1 and 2, the
system Frequency Response Function can be defined as the linear sum of the individual
Frequency Response Functions for each path.

H12 (f) - H12:1 (f) + H12 : 2 (f) + .... + H12:n (f) (17)

From Equations 12 and 17 the Frequency Response Function for this system can be written
as:

H12 (f) = ynae-ik(f)1
n

n (18)

where the an's are the attenuation factors for the n paths and In'S are the path
lengths. From Equations 12 and 13 the Compressed Impulse Response can be represented
as:

h (1p) a UBI-nn81-n (19)

where &(I) is the Dirac delta fvnction. This suggests that using this method would
result in a Compressed Impulse Response Function with sharp peaks at lengths
corresponding to the systems various path lengths.

ANALYTICAL EY.AMPLE

The best documented experiment demonstrating multi-path dispersive propagation is
the two beam experim~ent oescrlbed in Reference (7] which is used as an example to
explain dispersive propagation in Reference [8] . The experimental arrangement
illustrated in Figure 1, cors'sted of two aluminumt beams, one straight and one
semicircular, both with a thickness of 0.0032 meters, excited at one end. Two
accelerometers were attached on t.Le straight beas, outward of the semicircular beam
attachment, providing two distinct strnctral pcths of different length between
acceleromecers. In Reference [7j, th.,s multi-path problem was evaluated with band
Limited cross-corr:lation analysis to suppress the dispersion e¢ects. This technique
leads to two conflictirg requirements: (1) the need fo- narrow bandwidth excitation and
analysis to suppress dispersion; and, M) the need for broad bandwidth analysis to
suppress overlapping of adjacent peaks (8), T.me Recompression processLng adjusts for
dispersion and negates the need to use nerrow bandwzdth excitatton

This problem was modeled to demonstrate the effectiveness of the Time
Reconipressiozv Technique in determinine dominant transmission paths in a dispersive
medium. Eathematical models of the disporsive transmission paths were developed to
tepresent the transteL of flexural energy in the qystem. Next a broad bandwidth signal
was generated tu represent an excitation source. Uncorrelated broadband random noise
was i-trou,;uct at the output to represent a noise environment that might be encountered
in a r alistic meaburemunt scheme. An output was generated using the source excitation,
the mathematical transfer function model, and the a'suted broad bandwidth output noise.
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A transfer function, representing a "measured" transfer function, was derived from the
system model's output and input. The impulse response was calculated from this transfer
function and displayed no recognizable peaks. Next, the simulated "measured" transfer
function was modified using the Time Recompression Technique and the Impulse Response
Function calculated. The Compressed Impulse Response Function showed sharp peaks at
locations corresponding to the two dispersive path lengths at the original (before
dispersion) magnitudes. Several different signal-to-noise ratios were analyzed toinvestigate the technique's sensitivity to low signal-to-noise ratios.

tShaker

Figure 1 - Two Beam System for Multi-path Dispersion Experiment

Disperive Two Path Transfer Function
A multipath dispersive transfer function was generated to model the transfer of

flexural energy in the two beam system. The total system transfer function is assumed
to be the linear sum of individua. path transfer functions,, as expressed in Equation 19.
The phase angle (Equation 20) is defined as the wave number times the distance along a
given path.

t 4(f) = 27Ck (f)1, (20)

As previously discussed, the flexural wavenumber (Equation 6) is defined in terms
of frequency and phase velocity. Attenuation factors have no real physical significance
for demonstrating time recompression. For the two beam system, the attenuation factors
are arbitrarily set at a1 = .4, and a2 - .6. Both beams have the same material and
stiffness parameters and the phase angle of each path's Frequency Response Function was
calculated using Equation 20. With these phase angles the total system Frequency
Response Function was then computed using Equation 19., This function represents the
total dispersive transfer function of the two beam system. For this example the
Frequency Response Function of 4096 points was calculated at a constant bandwidth of
20,000/4096 Hz from 0 to 20,000 Hz. A four-pole Butterworth band-pass filter with pass
band frequency limits of 500 and 2500 Hz was used to filter the input to represent a
band-limited source.

Model of Measured Transfer Function
A simple linear input/output model was developed to model the measured multipath

dispersive data. For this model the output signal was a function of the input, the
dispersive transfer function previously developed, and uncorrelated output noise. The
input signal was generated as a zero mean Gaussian time series with a standard deviation
of 1.0. The sampling rate was set at .05 milliseconds to insure that the time delay
resolution was adequate to separate closely spaced time delays. The time series was
then filtered using the Butterworth filter coefficients to obtain a band-pass random
input time series. The band-pass time series was then transformed into the frequency
domain using a FFT. A zero mean Gaussian time series with a standard deviation of 0.1
was then generated to model the output broadband noise. The output noise tiiie series
was also transformed into the frequency domain using a FFT. The output signal was then
generated from the band-limited input, dispersive transfer function, and output noise.
The signal-to-noise ratio of the output to output noise for the processing bandwidth was
calculated to be +5 dB. Also, visible in the output signature are drop outs at L
frequencies uhere the phase angle of the two paths are 180 degrees apart, producing
cancellation at the output signal. Using the generated input and calculated output, a
new Frequency Response Function was generated. This Frequency Response Function
represents a simulated measured Frequency Response Function. In order to further
examine effects of dispersion on this typical measured Frequency Response Function, the
envelope of the Impulse Response Function was calculated from the Frequency Response
Function and illustrated in Figure 2. Dispersion smears the time delay peaks
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significantly, making the time delay peaks unrecognizable even at this high SNR.

o .........

' ..... *! ...... ..... "" .... ... 4. . I.. .. ..... ...

Figure 2- Envelope of the Impulse Response Function lh(tlJ

This simulation again illustrates the difficulties associated with using time
delay techniqr~es in a multi-path dispersive propagation measurement and highlights the
need for time recompression processing.

Wavenumber Renponse Function
To remove the effects of dispersion from the Impulse Response Function, the

Frequency Response Function must be transformed to the Wavenumber Response Function.
This is accomplished by interpolating the Frequency Response Function at values of f(k)
corresponding to evenly space values of k(f) . By defining a frequency array,. fkq, at
evenly spaced values of k, a modified Wavenumber Response Function is obtained by
interpolating Hm(f ) at frequencies fk"From Equation 16, the Wavenumber Response
Functin becoes theinterpolated Frequency Response Function. Adseso
relationship between the wavenumber and frequency, defined in Equation 11, is used to

| perform the transformation. As previously discussed (Eqn's 9 and 10), for flexural
|' waves in solid structures, the constant 0 will be a function of the material and

stiffness parameters and the power p will be one-half (1/2). In the multi-path case,
the stiffness parameters for each path can be different. The variable 0 may be set to
unity without los; of generality to produce an assumed dispersion law. Either a scaled
length or the stiffness parameter will be then be determined from the final calculation
of the Compressed Impulse Response Function.

Compresse~d Tmpuise ResponsA Function
Using the modified Frequency Response Function calculated with Equation 16, the

Compressed Impulse Response Function was calculated by taking the Inverse FFT of the
modified Frequency Response Function. Examining the magnitude of the Compressed Impulse
Response Function, illustrated in Figure 3, reveals distinct peaks with amplitudes
approximately equal to the attenuation factors (l's) for the two path system modeled.
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Interpreting Renultn

The Compressed Impulse Response Function produces peaks at values 1m:i which must
then be correlated to a propagation path. It is assumed that for practical cases the
material properties will be known, implying that 1m:i is a function of length and a
stiffness parameter. The relationship between dispersive path parameters and lengths
determined from the Compressed Impulse Response Function must be associated with actual
dispersive properties and path lengths. The assumed dispersion law and measured lengths
are related to the actual dispersion law and path length using the relationship between
phase dispersion and length (Eqn 20). Recalling that Om:i was set to unity, this resultsin:

lm:i 1= i 1i (21)

After determining 1
m:i a physical stiffness and length were obtained that satisfy

2 Equation 21. For example, for the case of the two beams, the material/stiffness
constant and the im:i's, im:l - 2.8 and im2 = 4.2, illustrated in Figure 11 were used
to calculate path lengths; 11 =2.43 m, and 12 3.65 m.

Effect of Signal-to-Noise Ratio on Time Recompression

The previous section demonstrates Time Recompression for a relatively high output
SNR. In order to further examine the effects of SNR on the calculation, the model was
used with different output noise levels. Two additional cases were run with output
SNR's of 0 and -5 dB over the measurement bandwidth. In both cases the peaks were
easily identified in the Compressed Impulse Response Function

APPLICATION TO TEST DATAIIn order to show how this technique might be applied, data from a scale model test
was examined using Time Recompression. It is important to remember that the data used
in this example was not taken in order to examine this technique, but was in fact taken
to provide information for a separate problem. Although the source frequency was
relatively low and path lengths were too short to allow much dispersion, some
improvement over the regular Impulse Response Function was observed. An example set of

t data consisted of data from two accelerometers; one at the source and one a short
distance down a section of pipe. The Impulse Response Function is illustrated in Figure
4. This figure illustrates very little dispersion as would be expected due to the
relatively short length of travel, but the actual time delay is somewhat smeared.

x Figure 5 illustrates the envelope of the Compressed Impulse Response Function which
shows the majority of the energy to be in two peaks which probably correspond to a
direct path and a reflected return from a pipe elbow or pipe termination,
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ABSTRACT

Described are a brief overview of the general viscoelastic behavior of polymeric materials, the
basic theory, experimental techniques used to measure the dynamic mechanical properties, and the time-

i temperature superposition principle. Provided a brief discussion of the glass transition phenomenon along
, with its complexities and significance in governing the viscoelastic damping of polymers. Also, given are

a brief description of a novel experimental technique and modeling scheme developed by us. The technique
is known as Fourier Transform Mechanical Analysis (FrMA). It has many advantages over conventional
methods. Our model provides a quantitative description of the glass transition, phenomenon and a complete
constitutive equation. The time-temperature superposition is an integral part of it.

INTRODUCTION

Viscoelastic materials are useful for isolation and control of noise and vibration because of their
ability to dissipate energy. The damping ability of these materials is increasingly utilized to develop
advanced composite materials such as high strength low weight aircraft structures and other engineering
components. For an optimum design, dynamic analysis of viscoelastically damped structures must be
performed at a design phase. A comprehensive, useful understanding of the viscoelastic damping inherent
in these systems can come only from studies of mechanical properties over wide ranges of frequency (time)
and temperature. If a material is moisture sensitive, the effect of moisture must be included also. The
same rule also applies for plasticizers and other additives.

The mechanical behavior of most polymers and the materials that fail to crystallize when cooled from
the molten state can be adequately represented by the theory of viscoelasticity. A broad classes of
materials form a disordered amorphous solid structure like a glass; polymers are just a one class from the
list. But because of wide uses of polymers, viscoelasticity is generally associated with polymers only.
Nevertheless, it is important to note the generality of the theory of viscoelasticity, In this papar,
polymers and polymeric materials will be synonymously used to designate viscoelastic materials.

Dynamic mechanical properties of polymers are generally obtained by subjecting a specimen to a
E single frequency sinusoidal excitation and measuring the response. The tests are then repeated over a

range of temperatures and frequencies. Often the range of frequency covered by an instrument is not large
2 enough to fully analyze the dynamic mechanical response of a material system. The principle of time-

temperature superposition is then utilized to obtaip3 master curves that presumably approximate a
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I
i mechanical response isotherm for a wide range of frequency (or time) [1-4]. Note that the effects of

moisture (relative humidity) and plasticizers have not been investigated much.

The mechanical behavior of polymeric materials becomes non-linear, even at a moderately large

deformation. Considering the complexities and a lack of success of any non-linear viscoelastic theory to

model real materials, a meaningful discussion of the topic is beyond the scope of this article. However,

an interested reader may refer to the authors paper (5]. This paper provides a brief overview of the

, viscoelastic behavior of polymers with a discussion of the glass transition phenomenon, the basic theory,

experimental techniques used to measure the dynamic mechanical properties, and the time-temperature

superposition principle. Also, given are a brief description of a novel experimental technique known as

the Fourier Transform Mechanical Analysis (FTMA) [4], and a modeling scheme developed by us [6].

GENERAL NATURE OF A POLYMER MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR

Polymers are long-chain molecules made of covalently bonded atoms. They exhibit a wide spectrum of

mechanical properties depending upon their chemical composition and structure, chain orientation,

[ molecular weight, cross link density, and morphology. A distinguishing characteristic of polymers is the

[ dependence of their mechanical properties on time, frequency, and temperature [1-3]. This is easily

_t demonstrated by three simple tests. A constant stress applied to a polymer sample will produce an
instantaneous deformation which then continuously increases with time. This process is known as creep.

If a polymer sample is deformed to and held at some constant strain, then the stress required to maintain
that strain continuously decreases with time. This phenomenon is known as stress relaxation. When a

i sinusoidally varying stress is applied to a polymer sample, the resulting strain lags behind by an angle
from 0 to 90 degrees. The phase angle between stress and strain is a measure of the energy dissipated due

S to the internal friction or damping property of the material.
The material functions describing mechanical behavior are strong functions of temperature.

i Typically at low temperatures viscoelastic materials are stiff and brittle while at higher temperatures
S they are flexible and soft. Interestingly, the effect of temperature can also be duplicated by time or

frequency, as shown in figure 1. There is a certain region of time, frequency, or temperature called the
.[ glass transition region over which the behavior changes rapidly from rubbery to glassy. In this region

polymers are highly viscoelastic and useful for sound and vibration damping.

~Glass Transition Phenomenon
The glass transition is probably the most important property of polymeric materials. This is

evident from the fact that every time a new polymer is synthesized, the first property one determines is
its glass transition temperature (T ). It is generally believed that glass transition is a failure of a
material to crystallize and settle into a thermodynamically unstable amorphous state known as a glassy
s structure [7,8]. Reference (7) lists 8 classes of materials such as soda lime glasses, acids, alcohols,

) polymers, metallic alloys, etc. which have been found to display this type of behavior. When liquids of

these materials are cooled, in a yrtain region of temperature their viscosity precipitously increases by
several orders of magnitude (-iO Pa), probably due to molecular asymmetry. This increase in viscosity
is responsible for the energy dissipation due to internal friction or the damping property of polymeric
materials. Blowing of glasses, molding polymers and the like are made possible by this phenomenon.

Figure 2 shows a typical plot of damping factor versus temperature at several frequencies. The peak
of damping curve shifts to a lower temperature with a decrease in frequency. Glass transition is also
believed to be a consequence of the inability of a material to maintain equilibrium with the external
excitation. At lower frequencies a material is able to follow the stimulus down to lower temperatures and

Svice-versa. Note that the peak of a damping factor curve lies approximately half way between the
i transition region shown in figure 1 and is not the glass transition temperature, as sometimes used in the

literature.

During a glass transition many other properties such as coefficient of thermal expansion, heat
[ capacity, compressibility, dielectric constants, refractive index, etc. also show dramatic changes. Glass
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transition temperature is generally measured by calorimetric methods. The value of T obtained by thermal
+ method is usually lower than that measured by viscoelastic tests. The reason A the discrepancy is
[ probably due to the differences in definition of glass transition temperature.

The glass transition phenomenon has several interesting as well as provocative properties.
Complexities of the process can be illustrated by noting the following behavior [7,8]. Observed glass
transition is a rate dependent process and the kinetics are nonlinear. Material properties (heat

. capacity, expansion coefficient, etc.) versus temperature curves show asymmetry and hysteresis. The
deviation of a material function from the nominal value can not be modeled by a first order process even

S very close to thermodynamic equilibrium. Also, this deviation cannot be predicted by any known theory.
A comprehensive understanding of transition process requires a molecular interpretation [1,3,6-8].

S As temperature is lowered, due to increase in viscosity molecular motion becomes sluggish. Consequently,
J the time required for a molecule to occupy a configuration in equilibrium with the environment increases.

It is generally referred to as the molecular relaxation time. On further lowering the temperature,
S relaxation time gets so large that the material system starts losing equilibrium with the external
[ changes. At temperatures approaching T time scales become infinitely large making it practically

impossible to maintain a complete thermodynamic equilibrium in any experimental study. Such long range
S processes are responsible for physical aging of glassy materials and for the same reason plastics become
S brittle with time.

fConsidering the importance of glass transition, it is intriguing that the fundamental principle
governing the process is not fully understood. Theoretically the problem is pursued along two lines of
thought [7]. One school of thought says that the glass transition is a kinetic process and has'nothing to
do with thermodynamics whatsoever. While believers in thermodynamics claim that even though the observed
behavior appears kinetic, the underlying fundamental principle governing the process is the second order
thermodynamic transition. The second order transition designates a discontinuity in the second derivative

rt of free energy with respect to intensive variables. In 1933 Ehrenfest argued that the second order phase
~ transitions are thermodynamically admissible just as the first order transitions of metals, water and etc.
' Following his work, it has been postulated that glass transition phenomenon will mimic a second order
S transition in an infinitely slow approach to glass transition temperature. However, the second order

f transition has never been realized in any experiment.
Recently we have made an attempt to elucidate the process using a phenomenological model. Our model

suggest that the underlying process for a glass transition is indeed a second order thermodynamic
transition. It also indicates that practically it is impossible to attain a second order transition and
that the observed behavior is kinetic. We believe that without a proper model of glass transition process
it is not possible to develop a thermoviscoelastic constitutive equation.
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BASIC THEORY OF LINEAR VISCOELASTICITY

A one dimensional form of constitutive equation for linear viscoelastic materials which are
isotropic, homogeneous, and hereditary (non-aging) is given by [2]:

t
0(t) = G(t,t-t')' (t')dt'(1

where the kernel G(t-t') is a monotonic nonin(reasing function of time known as the stress relaxation
modulus, o(t) is current stress, and y(t') is the strain rate history.

For the case 9,f sinusoidal strain history Eq. 1 can be transformed to yield an expression for the

complex modulus, G (ow) [2,4]:

G (jo)=G'(wo)+jG"() (2)

where j = ./iT, co is the frequency, and G'(ow) and G"(to) are called the storage modulus and loss modulus,
respectively. G' is related to the amount of energy stored and released in a cyclic oscillation and G"

indicates the energy dissipatwd. In damping applications Eq. 2 is expressed:

GO o)=G'( I+jn ) (3)

where iq is designated as the material damping factor defined as the ratio of G" over G'.
For a sinusoidal strain y(t) = y. sin wat and the corresponding stress response 0(t) = o. (wo) sin [tot +

8(o))], where y, is strain amplitude, o. (to) is stress amplitude and 8(o)) is the phase angle between stress

and strain, the storage and loss moduli can be written as [1-4]:

G'() = -cos8 ; G"(w)= -sinb (4)
Yo YO

Note that il = tan 8. Thus, dynamic mechanical viscoelastic properties may be measured in tests with

sinusoidal strain input at a fixed frequency.

METHODS FOR MEASUREMENT OF DYNAMIC MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

The many techniques and instruments used to measure the dynamic mechanical properties of polymers

are shown in figure 3 [1,4]. Various methods can be classified in two main groups: methods which ignore

sample inertia effects and which include them. The methods which include sample inertia effects are

suitable for measuring high frequency data (generally above 1.0 kHz). The other methods can measure

material properties from very low to moderate frequencies (0.01Hz to -2.0kHz.). Each method has certain

advantages and limitations
In direct stress-strain measurement methods, material properties are determined by measuring the

response of the sample to a sinusoidal input. Dynamic mechanical properties are obtained over a range of
frequencies and temperatures using one sample as long as wave effects in the specimen are negligible. The

methods are simple, and material properties are obtained without making an assumption about the material

behavior. Probably for these reasons the techniques are often preferred.
Resonance methods determine material properties at the sample resonance frequencies. A polymer

sample is forced to oscillate at the resonance frequency of the system. The basic ideal is the same

whether sample inertia is included or not. Several samples may be required to cover an adequate range of

frequency and temperature. Also, a few questionable assumptions are made in calculations regarding the

nature of material behavior. The main advantage of these techniques are that the force required to

oscillate samples is relatively small.
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Figure 3. A classification of methods for measuring dynamic mechanical properties of
polymeric materials.t

The free oscillation methods require measurement of the attenuation and the natural frequency of
oscillation. A sample is made to execute free oscillations. The natural frequency and amplitudes of
successive peaks on one side of the mean are measured. Material properties are then determined by
assuming a logarithmic dissipation mechanism. Many samples may be required to cover a range of frequency.

t These methods are simple to use. Again, the main idea is the same in both methods that include sample
I inertia and that exclude sample inertia.
* Wave propagation methods are used for measurements requiring relatively high frequency material

properties. A long thin strip is generally used as a sample. Travelling waves are set up by clamping one
end of sample and exciting the other end by a single frequency sinusoidal wave or a short duration pulse.

j The attenuation factor and the phase angle of the travelling wave are measured. Material properties are
E then obtained solving wave equations for viscoelastic materials. Using these schemes matc.-ial properties

have been measured upto 100kHz.
Many instruments have been developed based on the above methods. Typically, most of these

instruments measure dynamic mechanical responses to a single frequency sinusoidal input. To characterize
the viscoelastic properties of a material, the tests are repeated over a range of temperatures and
frequencies. This is sometimes done at a fixed frequency while the polymer specimen is heated or cooled
and measurements are made periodically at different temperatures. Another method utilizes frequency

C variations while the temperature is held constant. In both procedures, the material is subjected to
cyclic deformation over a period of time with uncontrolled temperature rise, loss of volatiles and other
changes from energy dissipated in the material. These effects may be compounded by lags of sample from
ambient temperature if heating is carried out at constant frequency. Another problem associated with
temperature sweep is the inability of a sample to maintain the thermodynamic equilibrium at temperatures
close to glass transition temperature. Thus, it is difficult to obtain truly isothermal properties using

E most of the commercial instruments.
Another problem with these instruments is determination of mechanical properties of moisture

sensitive materials. Such materials have tendency to gain moisture when subjected to mechanical
excitation at constant relative humidity and temperature. This makes single frequency tests impractical
for isomoisture studies over a range of frequencies.

We have developed a novel technique known as the Fourier Transform Mechanical Analysis (FTMA) to
measure dynamic mechanical properties. FTMA measures the complex moduli over a range of frequencies in
one test by exciting the sample by a random signal (band limited white noise) (4]. FTMA overcomes or
circumvents problems inherent in other test methods because it measures dynamic mechanical properties over
a wide range of frequency with minimal temperature and moisture changes within the sample. A brief

4description of FTMA is provide next.ff1383



FTMA TECHNIQUE

Formulation and Measurements
Spectral analysis techniques to study the behavior of polymers subjected to dynamic mechanical loads

and/or deformation are called Fourier Transform Mechanical Analysis (FrMA) [4]. If the strain y(t) is an
I arbitrary fugction of time, then Eq. (1) can be transformed to yield an explicit expression for the

spectra of G (jo) [2,4]:
G ow). Z((0)(5

F( (o)

where r(o) and Xo) are the Fourier transforms of otrain and stress, respectively. Eq. (5) can be used to
determine G'(o)) and G"(0)) over a range of frequency in one test if an appropriate strain input is itsed.

I White noise would seem to be ideal since it contains all frequencies [4].
A schematic diagram of the experimental system is shown in figure 4. An impedance head is used toI measure the force. A scheme known as the "mass cancellation" is used to obtain the force applied to the

polymer from the total force measured by the impedance head. The shear strain is determined by twice
! integrating the relative accelerations between the sample mounts. To minimize the effect of bending
i deformation, the sample length to thickness ratio must be kept 10 or more. The ratio of shear wave length

to the sample thickness must be 15 or more to avoid wave effects. FTMA provides a direct method for
determining the frequency at which inertial effects become noticeable.I To study effects of temperature, the entire sensor and sample assembly is placed in a chamber with
controlled temperature and humidity. A typical test takes less than 5 seconds, and tests are run at least

- 20 minutes apart. Thus, temperature rise due to internal friction in the test sample is minimized.

Figure 5 shows a typical result of directly comparing three methods for determining loss modulus on
i the same sample. The points were determined with a commercial Rheovibron. The dashed line shows results

with forced vibration using single frequency sinusoidal inputs. The solid line shows FTMA data from
random noise inputs.

The primary feature of FTMA is the fact that a complete isotherm is obtained in just a few seconds.
This saves time and effort and also gives better data in the case of sensitive materials, such as natural
products, which may change during long exposure in a test chamber. Changes induced by energy dissipation
within the sample are minimized. FTMA readily provides direct assessment of sample inertia, bending and
geometry effects. This would be very difficult with single frequency instruments The Fourier transform
technique is perfectly general. It may be used also to study non-linear viscoelastic properties (5].
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Figure 5. Comparison of NBR loss modulus obtained
Figure 4. A schematic diagram of FTMA technique. by three different methods. Points are Rheovibron data.
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TIME-TEMPERATURE SUPERPOSITION PRINCIPLE AND MASTER CURVES

Often the range of frequency covered in a measurement is not large enough to fully analyze the
dynamic mechanical response of material system. The principle of time-temperature superposition is then
utilized to obtain master curves that presumably approximate a mechanical response isotherm for a wide
range of frequency (or time). A master curve is a graphical representation of a viscoelastic property of
the material at a given temperature. The underlying assumption is that the mechanical behavior of a
material at all temperatures is governed by the same viscoelastic mechanism. This assumption has been
found unsuitable in many cases. However, it is very much in use and it does provide a limited, semi-
empirical perspective on the effect of frequency and temperature.

The temperature-time equivalence was first suggested by Leaderman in 1941 while studying creep
recovery behavior of textile materials [9]. Then in 1945 Tobolsky and Andrews [10] developed master
curves by horizontal translation on logarithmic time axis of different temperature stress relaxation data.
But the procedure was popularized by Ferry and coworkers, who in 1957 gave an empirical equation for the
shift factor to construct master curves [11]. It is known as the WLF (Williams, Landel, Ferry) equation
and is probably the most widely used equation in polymer viscoelasticity. WLF equation is also associated
with the free volume concept in polymers [7]. This concept was latter used to provide a theoretical basis
of the WLF equation. It has been also used to develop kinetic theory of glass transition phenomenon [7].
In many cases, it has provided an acceptable representation of material behavior and it has failed many
times also.

The equivalence of frequency (or time) - temperature implies that the effect of temperature on
viscoelastic properties is to multiply (or divide) the frequency scale by a constant factor at each
temperature. In construction of master curves, sometimes a vertical shift is also required. The rational
behind this is that material volume changes with temperature and vertical shift factor is a correction for
the change. There are also other equations that are used to model the shift factor. One of the other
popular equation is Arrhenius equation [3). Theoretical basis of the procedure is not very profound.
Nevertheless, thence seems to be some equivalence between frequency (or time) and temperature with respect
to viscoelastic properties. However, this process is not suitable for treating the obvious effects of
moisture, plasticizers, molecular weight, ect. Also, it does not provide a constitutive model. We have

r developed a scheme that yields a complete constitutive equation of viscoelastic materials. The time-
temperature superposition is an integral part of the modeling scheme with a quantitative description of
the glass transition of polymers.

CONSTITUTIVE MODEL

The model is based on postulates of generally observed temperature dependent behavior of polymers
6 and our recent development of a new model of the glass transition phenomenon [61. We postulate that the

entire response is a sum of three distinct parts without the loss of any generality. First, all materials
attain the highest modulus at absolute zero temperature. Second, the modulus of all materials decreases
with increase in temperature. The third part is the glass transition region which is unique to polymers
(or amorphous materials in general). It is characterized by three parameters: first, the height of
transition; second, the width of transition; and third, the temperature of Tg.

We argued, on the basis of thermodynamics, that all isofrequency responses would converge at a point
at low temperature [6]. This point is the second-order thermodynamic glass transition temperature. A
complete temperature and frequency dependent behavior of a viscoelastic materi'al is given as:

LogG'(a oT)B3 + B(T-T

(T K 9 0 s

+h I+tanh g K (6
S0 0)5 1
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where T = temperature in Kelvin, and B0 , B, h, T, K, N, and S are modulus at T , slope, transition

height, transition mid point, power law exponent, parameter giving %e location of T illative to the mid

point, and transition spread at one Hz (see figure 1). g

Figure 6 shows polyisobutylene storage modulus versus temperature at various frequencies. The lines

are model contours and the point of convergence is the thermodynamic second order glass transition

temperature. To verify the model, shift factors were determined to construct a master curve. Figure 7

shows a comparison of model prediction and polyisobutylene storage modulus data at various temperatures.

Excellent results were obtained for the loss modulus and loss factor by using shift factors derived from

the storage modulus. Another class of polymer, NBR was also studied with good results. Our model

provides a simple procedure to study the glass transition phenomenon and construct master curves.
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Figure 6. Convergence of polyisobutylene various Figure 7. Comparison of model prediction with actual
frequencies G' data second order transition temperature. data of polyisobutylene G'.
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ABSTRACT

The conception of the vector-phase methods based on simultaneous
measurements of the acoustic pressure field, of three orthogonal
cOmponents of the particle velocity and the differencies of phase
between them in a separate pints of a medium is prposed. This
approach does not require potentiality condition being valid, therefore
it can be used for the low sound fre y, for infrasound. during
measurements in a moving media by means oT the receivers of finite sizes
and so on..

The methods available for determination of complicated source
directivity patterns from measurements in a near field with a noise, of
reflected properties of the structures or of the direction on a low
frequency signal source from results of measurements in a point are
observed.

The methods are confirmed by the results of experiments where three
component pressure gradient receiver created by the autho-s has been
used.
INTRODUCTION

The classic method of acoustic field description is based on using
of the special function named as the velocity potential #(r,t):

V(r,t) = - grad f(r,t) C1. 1)

The pressure field is

PCr,t) = p d f/ot (1.2)
where p denotes the density of a medium.

Bu t using of the function 6'r,t) as Eq.(1.1) gives an opportunity
to consider only those dec ions corr esndin to the motign of
liquid without vortexes ( rot vCr,t) = rot 6f d 0r,t)) = 0 ). Such a
condtion is not always valid for low sound .reqsnc,,. for infrpo.u
or for moving mdia. The general expression..or the vector vrt)
according to the Hamholtz theorem e itten as a sum of scalar
potential tKr,t) and vector potential - r,t)

VCr,t) = grad K(r,t) + rot jr,t) (1.3)

The first term describes the potential component of the acoustic
field, the second one describes a radiation (or reaction of the
receiver on a radiation) due to hydrodynamic processes in a medium
(vortexes, turbulence pulsations.) In ths qase we must measure at least
two charact.eristics of the acoustic field for rigth reconstruction of
the field. As we think it is the most convenient to choose the sound
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pressure PCr,t) and the particle velocity V(r,t).
The approach to acoustic problems decision which does not require

potential .y condition beinq valid and based on simultaneous
measurements of the sound pressure and the particle velocity C or the
pressure gradient) in some points of a medium we have named as the
vector-phase methods in acoustIcs (11.

THEORY

In terms of the vector-phase methods we propose to use 4-d vector P
(Vx,Vy,Vz, P). I L is known that for a frequency f - the first
moment of P is

<P = -.- I Pt) dt= 0 (1.4)1 ° i
where T is more or equal to T

But the second moment differs from zer.
<P> - P = -- I (P - <P>) dt = Pt) dt (1.5)
I>T = T ±

0 0
We can write Eq.(1.5) as matrix R

R =P P T PT )w Cl.6)

where pT denotes the transposed value of P,

C PT )* denotes the complex conjugate value of .
After that we have

R-M= +P Pp= Re ( R) + j Im CRnm) (1.7)nM nm

It is 'clear that Rnm is a tensor. The expressions-' R have
dimension of acoustic power. It is convenient to express teem so that
the average square values be real. For that we input new tensors

S = R + R*) (1.8)
and Sa) = 1 R- RW)

As a result R = S W + j S(a)

The tensor S(k) is symmetric that is 3 (k) = S(k); s(k)= S(W)T =

=mn
CS(k)T] The tensor S(a) is antisymmetric, i.e. S(a) = - S(a) S(a) = O.

nm nu ll

Symmetric terms S(k) determine coherent (active) part of correlation
nm

function of proper pairs of acoustic field components, antisymmetric
terms Sa)determine noncoherent (reactive) one., It is obvious that terms

Sn ( (a) are the spectral density of pressure and of particle velocity

projections. The matrix elements SW (if m = 4) name of projections of
acoustic power flux intensity on direction and denote WRM. The elements
S,= correspond to components X, Y and Z of reactive density of acoustic
power and denote as Wm. The projection of acoustic power flux on
direction r is
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WR  - Re (PV*) -4- CPv P*V) -S (1.10)
4n

The full energy of acoustic field consists of active and reactive parts.
It may be writAen in matrix notation asOT

S Rnm * RnmI.

Notice that the tensor s"k' has 10 independent elements, the tensor Sa
nni nil

has only 6 ones (so as S a a 0). Therefore one can use the matrix of 16
independent elements 'for description of the field energy
characteristics.
Note that the energy tensor contains all information about amplitude and
phase characterist cs of acoustic field in a point.

Very often it is useful to know the cross correlation coefficients.
We can define them as

Prim= Sk' / n(.1 )

Pn- S'nm -Rnm + R .13)

General Relations between Matrix Components Jn Homoaeneous Space
Far field

Now we shall try to define the matrix elements for various cases.
Consider the particle motion in a medium without vortexes. The

scalar potential for the acoustic field of N sources can be written as
0 = (0/4) exp[j(t - kr + 8 01](1.14)

where 8 idenotes the initial phase of a sourse,
Q denotes its productivity

If N = I than
P = P0exp (j CWt - kr + 8 0
VX = P0 cos 0 sin a exp [j CWt - F+8)1 (1.15)

V Y = P0sin 0 sin a exp [j Cut -kF+ 8)]

Vz = P cos aexp [j Wt -kF+ 8)
z 0 0

From Eq.(1.15) we can obtain
P2/( V.V ) =1

x y z

Pxy =Xz 2 yz

These relations describe a. plane training wave. In this case one
always can choose such a coordinate system where a wave spreads only
along one axis, for example Z, and the matrix S is

nm
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Having N sources the displacements of particles can be written as

J (o +81) j ca e j8
S Ai cos 0, sin ale e %e C1.18)

3J(WL+8i) JOt J
7? A, sin 0, sin 0*ie e 7oe Y

Note Eq.C1.18) as
X cos T

77 y =?cos (T -ry)
Z z = cos CT -Yz) (1.19)0

It is clear that the particles move along elliptic orbits (if A and
Q does not depend on time). These orbits are lied in plane A x + Boy +

0
Coz = 0, where Ao = cos (y - y-)/t B0 = cos ¥yi7o; Co = sin ro/B-.
In this case there is not the direction r for that Vr = 0. Lets choose
the axis X along that amplitude of displacement is maximum. The axis Y
is per endicular to it.

P2/ (V2 , + V2 ) =1 (1.20)X' y°

If the field is created by a set of random sources with a homogeneous
distribution on a plane or a closed surface

PI/ (VI + V, + V:) = 1 (1.21)X Y

PiJ= PiJ

Near field
In the near field there is always a reactive density of acoustic

energy hence, the coefficient is less than 1 and the difference of
phase between P and V differs from zero.

In the near field the relations between amplitude and phase values
of pressure and particle velocity projections are determined by source
type. For example, for a radial component of the particle velocity on a
distance r from the source we have

=1 -a plane waveV2

w3 = (kr)2 / [(kr)2 + 1] - a concentrated monopole (1.22)
= (kr) 2 + (kr) 4  - a concentrated dipole

4 + (kr) 4
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In case of a monopole all the particles move along the radious and the
velocity of their motion is

Vr =-r P (1.23)

For a dipole the tangencial component of velocity appears and
MP 4 . 1 + jkr) cos 8 ej( t kr) (1.24)
ra

P P JP 2 + jkr)P C : p Vr = Mc"P~ + j kr)

P8 =PC8 pc Rr ~-- cos 8

It is obvious that the particles move along ellipses and the energy flow
consists of two parts: WR and W,. Tha is in a near field of a
complicated source reactive component of energy appear. The function rot
W. does not equal to zero for elliptic motion.

DECISION OF SOME APPLIED PROBLEMS

lot The conception of the vector-phase methods allows us to decide a
ot of acoustic problems. In this paper we consider some of them,
namely, impedance measurements for various structures, the determination
of the direction to a source and its classification, the determination
of complicated source directivity patterns.ie

it is well known that the sound reflection coefficient for a plane
boundary may be written as

Vco -= (1.25)V(8)~ :'Cos U + PC

where 8,Z denote the angle to the normal and the input impedancerespectively.
In our experiments we used the combined receiver which consists ofsound pressure receiver and the vector one. The vector receiver created

by authors gives an opportunity to measure three components of the
pressure gradient (or the particle velocity). Expressing the vector
receiver sensitivity in units of the sound wave pressure, we can
measure two signals from channels P and Z and use the formula

P cos -
V V() 1 cos d + Vz (1.26)

where Vz  denotes the vertical component of particle velocity. After
that from frequency-angle dependencies one can say about complication of
any object. in practice we used this method for determination of
thickness of layers in a sea coast. The obtained results are illustrated
in Fi. 1 where the dependence V(8) on a frequency has shown.

or the case of a small reflection coefficient V(8) (for example
during determination of reflecting properties of anechoic chamber walls)
it is more convenient to measure ihe acoustic power flux. This approach
allows us to determine the value of V(8) up to 0.01 - 0.1.

The second important pecualirity of the vector-phase methods is an
opportunity to reconstruct the acoustic field from measurements of its
characteristics in one point., This approach is based on using of the
Tailor formula

P(MD =PCM0) + 4 A x + 0_ A . (1.27)
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where M corresponds to a point of measurements, M denotes any point of
a medium where we want to define the acoustic field.

While measured all the parameters, we can determine the field. As a
rule the full reconstruction is not necessary in a reality. Usually it
is enough to measure only a number of first terms of &his row. For
example we can get information about the direction on a signal, source
from measurements only the pressure and its three gradient. projections
that is the first and the second terms in Eq.C1.26), In addition we can
also determine the source type for some cases. As shown above the ratio
P / V carries information a6ut a source ( Eq.(1.22 )).

Besides the classification of sources is possible using measurements
of the phase differency between the pressure and the particle velocity.
If source directivity being independent on a frequency than after
measurements of the phase differency on any two frequencies we can
determine the source type.

if
tg AO k1

= this is a monopole (1.28)
If

tg A# Ic3
g = A0, this is a dipole (1.29)

Here k and k are the wave numbers for the first and the second wavesa I

respectively, AO,, AOa denote the phase differencies.
It is useful to note that the determination of the direction on a

signal source by means of the vector-phase methods is widely spread in
na ure. Many insests use such approach. For example a grassroppr has
acoustic organts like he pressure gradient receiver disposed in His fore
tarsi., It is shown in Fig.2

The vector-phase methods allow to determine directivity patterns of
complicated sources. This technique is basad on application of the

lmgoltz interal theorem

POD=()() BP(N) G(N (1.30)

where PCM) is a pressure in a point M, G(N) being the Green function. N
denotes the points on the closed surface S.

Using of the vector receiver give an opportunity to define the
directivity patterns of a source without calculations of the second
term. Besiaes this techique is accurate and noiseproof so as additional
sources and reflections from boundaries have weak influence. Lets
represent the field in a point N as sum of the field P from the sources
on the surface S and of the field P3 formed by the outlide sources.

P(N) = PP(N) + P3(N)
aPN P (N) o (N)

= N + N (1.31)

After using of the Halmgoltz operator to the full field P(N) we have
1 aG(N) _ a(H)

L [P(N)] = 7 it {P(N) - ( GN) }dS=
= L [P (N)] + L (P (N)] =P (M) (1.32)
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Therefore the sound field in a point M of the far field is formed by
only "directed" sources being inside the volume enclosed the surface S.
L [PSCN)]= 0, because the points of the rest sources lie outside the
volume. The reconstructed field is shown in Fig.3,

Such approach allows to use the vector receiver as the receiver of
seismoacoustic signals. This is very important during measurements of
sound field from a remote source in atmosphere. It is well known that
sound beams deflect from the ground. As a result a shadow zone appears.
The situation becames more complicated with wind. Using of proposed
vector receiver allows to decrease the influence of Che atmosphere
conditions. Besides three component pressure gradient receiver give an
opportunity to define the type of polarization wave. In the case of a
sound source situated on the ground there are acoustic wave spreading in
the air and seismoacoustic wave with elliptic polarization in vertical
plane. From measurements of seismoacoustic waves we can define the
direction on a source. This is shown in Fig.4.

CONCLUSIONS

The general approach to acoustic problems decision based on the
vector-phase conception is proposed. This approach allows to explain
various experimentral results from one point 6f view. The authors used
it in aero-, hydro- and seismoacoustics. They have decided some applied
tasks, for example, the determination of direction on a signal source,
of reflected properties of the structures, of the directivity patterns
of the sources.

REFERENCES
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ABSTRACT

Steel sheets, when transported by electromagnetic sheet-piler, ra-
diate sound with high pressure levels. The gratest contribution is that
from the back ends of the sheets. Vibration of sheet is modelled as vib-
ration of beam with moving supports. Vibration of the back end of sheet
is considered as vibration of a cantilever beam whose length is a perio-
dic function of time. The governing equation in the last case may have
both steady and unsteady solutions. The critical velocity of sheets on
the piler is determind by the condition of steadiness of sheet's vibra-
tion.

Electromagnetic sheet-pilers are one of the most powerful sound
sources in rolling production. Service personnel at the nearest open
working places is exposed to noise with 100-105 dBA level, wich is by
20-25 dBA above the allowable one. The noise is generated by vibration
of the sheets, and especially of their back ends.

As the cause of sheet's vibration was the impacts between trans-
ported sheets and carrying rollers of the piler, the first idea of noise
reduction was to wrap up the rollers with elastic coating, to soften the
impacts. Sound radiation from piler with rigid-rubber coated rollers was
by 5-7 dBA less than radiation from piler with bare rollers. It was
inexpedient to use for coating materials with better damping characte-
ristics because of their wear and tear in short time.

Another method for noice reduction is tc choose parameters of the
technological process to minimize sound radiation. For this purpose, one
has to investigate the sheet's vibration mathematically. Prom this point
of view, a sheet on rollers can be considered as a beam, moving upon an
infinite set of supports, located at the same distance from each other
(see figure). Suppose, that there is no breaking-off sheets from rollers.

Te results will be the same if the moving sistem of coordinates,
connected with sheet, is introduced. Locate origin X=0 at the left
end of the sheet, then right end will be at X-L . Solution of equati-
on

+aW a w

a - - + P e:



rollers sheet

'~Li

Figure. Arrangement of sheet on sheet piler.

standard for governing the free vibration of beam, with standard boun-

dary conditions at the free ends

--= a - = (2)

should sutisfy conditions at the intermediate moving supports:

W(J - 0) O W(X: 1 MW+O) = 0, (3)

W, (C "W -o0) (W( = Ct) 0o), (4)

In Eqs.(1)-(5)Wis a displacement of the beam along V axis,

Pe" - external harmonic force, applied to the beam, :D - bending

stiffness, 11 - mass perunit length of the beam. There are only H= L

supports in contact with beam simultaneously. These supports are numbe-
red left m -i to right m=4 , this is the range forIttin Eqs. (3)
and (4). In a period of time t=L/7 , the supports with numbers

2-- f4 M change their numbers from tn to rm-i . fm(t) is a time-
-dependant, L/ - peridic function, describing the coordinate of the
m -th support:

L
, - + (6)

where to is a start position of the first support on the beam at t = 0
Itshould be noted, that Eqs.(5) is only an approximate interpretation
for the phisical balance of the bending moments at the supports, since
they pay no attention to friction and magnetic interaction between sheet
and rollers.

A problem of beam on moving supports, formulated in Eqs.(1)-(5) is
very difficult to solve. We could find no mention about it in literatu-
re, concerning vibration of beams. So we had to simplify problem. First
of all, substitute boundary condition

M( = ) V M ' = ) o (7)

for Eqs.(4) and (5).
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Now we are able to investigate the most interesting piece of the
sheet-its back end - independently from next pieces. Eqs.(1), (2) for
1-0 and (7) for i i describe vibration of a cantilever beam

with time-deper~ant length .(0-f=j).
Consider an expansion of displacement W (T 1) into a series

W(z,) =E X,[()T,() (8)
n-i

where X (3) is the n -th mode of cantilever beam natural vibration,
Tm M)'S - unknown time-dependant functions. Eq.(8) differs from com-
monly used displacement's expansions because Xh's are the functions of
time t also, throgh the beam length a (t). Substitution Eq. (8) in
Eq.(1) does not yieldsthe necessary separation of variables. For the sa-
ke of further simplification, neglect the inertia forces due to the ho-
rizontal movement of sheet. It means, that

aW - T
t2 Zdt) (9)

After this, Eq.(1) reduces to

Ua) -at -I K, T.()- (10)

wher K = 1.875, 4.694,... - the roots of cantilever

beam frequency equation. To determine the first resonant frequency, ta-
ke lt= 1 and omit the subscript. Eq.(10) with L/lT - periodic coeffi -
cient is of the Hill type. Its solution has a form [1]

T(t)e n 11

where A-25*T/ , J and 9,'s are constants to be found. If
lm(j)O , then Eq.(10) has steady solution, if In (p)<0

then - unsteady. Values of . and @,'s a determined from infinite sys-
tem of algebraic equations:

,., n-O , t (12)

where K is K from (10), C0 = 4 - t) p

coefficients of function [t(t)/t3] in the interval 0 t < /V
K=-+, +2,.... f equals the root of equation

Qj) -01(13)

A(jQ() is the determinant of Eqs.(12). Our aim is to find parameters
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of the process (namely the velocity If ) to maintain im (P) 0 . For
this purpose one has to put )4=0 in Eq.(13) and solve it for variable
15 . Eq.(13) with infinite determinant 4x(w) may be solved only appro-

ximately. But in many cases it is enough to obtain the roots of the
central third order determinant [ 2 ] • Then, Eq.(13) yields for criti-
cal velocity of sheets

Ch GckCI (14)

where C = 5300 m/s - longitudinal wave velocity in steel, h- sheet
thickness.

The sheet piler we dealt with had t = 0,5 m and 1= 1,5 m/s. For
1 nn sheets 1c - 3,3 m/s, for 3 mm sheets 1fr 9,9 m/s. It is clear,
that 1 mm sheets are transported with velocity closer to the critical,
than 3 mm sheets. It explains, why the thinner are transposted sheets,
the more sound is radiated.

REFERENCES
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ABSTRACT

Vibrations are generated during indexable drilling and a slight
unbalanced radial force makes vibration severe. Thus the shape of the
roundness circle obtained from the measurement of a hole produced by an
indexable drill is roughly an ellipse. To improve the roundness of the holes
drilled by indexable drills, reducing the vibration of the workpiece is very
important. How to reduce the vibration of the workpiece is discussed in this
paper. An efficient method to reduce the vibration of the workpiece,
modification of the indexable inserts of the drills, is introduced in this
paper. The measurements of the dynamic responses of the workpiece before and
after modification of the indexable inserts shows that the magnitude of
vibration acceleration and vibration energy of the workpiece were reduced
efficiently. Thus a very good roundness of the hole drilled by indexable
drills can be obtained.

INTRODUCTION

After appearing several years ago, indexable drills have been widely
used. Compared to traditional twist drills, indexable drills can be worked at
very high drilling speeds and feed rates, and at the same time indexable
drills can produce higher hole quality. Now, more and more indexable drills
are used in the industries. Three typical indexable drills are shown in
Figure 1. Some research shown that the values of the roundness of the holes
drilled by indexable drills are much lower than that produced by twist
drills, but the shape of roundness circle obtained from the measurement of a

II

(a) (b) (c)

h Figure 1--Schematic diagram of three typical indexable drills. (a) Indexable
drill A. (b) Indexable drill B. (c) Indexable drill C.
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hole produced by an indexable drill is roughly an eliipse(l] while the shape
of roundness circle of the holes produced by twist drills are trigon,
pentagon, and heptagon shapes[2]. Although some other research concerning
indexable drills was presented[3], the ellipse shape of roundness is still a
problem. This paper deals with a method to improve the roundness of the hole
produced by indexable drills based on vibration reduction. Considering that
the indexable drill A shown in Figure 1 is a single cutting edge tool while
the other two are two cutting edge tools, only the indexable drill A shown in
figure 1 is discussed here with a view to simplification.

I-..208(

Figure 2--Differences of the side Figure 3--A typical roundness of the
cutting edge angles of the two hole drilled by an original indexable
inserts and the radial forces on indexable drill.
the two cutting edges.

The basic drilling principle of the indexable drills is that the each
insert fixed in the drill removes a volume of material along different radii
of the hole while the drill is rotating. The outer insert removes the outer
portion of material and the inner insert removes the inner portion (see
Figure 2), thus producing a hole with a certain feed rate. In order to
balance the radial forces acting on the cutting edges of the two inserts, the
side cutting edge angles are different for the two inserts (shown in Figure
2). However, it is very difficult to make these two radial forces balance
very well whatever be the advanced technology used in designing and
manufacturing of the indexable drills it only change of cutting angles is
considered. Although indexable drills work at high rotational speed and have
a higher stiffness, the radial forces are rotated and are equal in all radial
direction, but while the drill is rotating, there always exists a direction
in which the stiffness value of the machine-tool-workpiece system is least.
Thus the magnitude of vibration in this particular direction will be larger
than all other directions. On the other hand, there always exists another
direction in which the stiffness value of the machine-tool-workpiece system
is largest. The magnitude of the vibration in this direction will be smaller
than all other directions. So the center of the hole on the workpiece moves
like a circle with a long axis and a short axis. This motion of the workpiece
driven by the radial force will produce a hole with an elliptical roundness.
This may be the main reason why the shape of the roundness circle obtained
from the measurement of a hole produced by. an indexable drill is roughly an
ellipse. So reducing the vibration during drilling is important to improve
the hole quality. Figure 3 shows the typical roundness of hole drilled by
indexable drills.

VIBRATION ANALYSIS AND MEASUREMENT

Machine-tool-workpiece system is a very complicated system. Several
different methods such as modal synthesis technique[4] and non-linear
vibration analysis using FEM[5] were developed to solve very complicated
systems like that of machine tools. Although there are several different
kinds of damping in this system, it is reasonable tc regard viscous damping
as a main damping in a machine tool for simplifying the study. When the
machine is working, an unbalanced radial force could be regarded as an
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harmonic exciting force. So, the general equation of motion for this system
can be expressed as[6]:

(NJcWb++(W[K] ( (1)

where
(M] - mass matrix
[C] = damping matrix
[K] = stiffness matrix
{x), (k), (R) - displacement vector, velocity vector, and acceleration

vector, respectively
(f) = excitation vector.

In order to reduce vibration during drilling, the values of vector (x)
or (*) or (Si) should be reduced. Generally, by changing the parameters of
[M], [C], [K], and (f) the values of the vector {x) or (f) or (R) in Eq. (1)
can be changed. For indexable drilling, the main factor that affects the
dynamic response of the system is the drilling force. Although the parameters
of [M], [C], and [K] could be changed to improve the dynamic responses of the
system, the best way is to limit the unbalanced radial force or reduce the
excitation. To check if the dynamic responses of the system are improved by
limiting the drilling force, vibration measurements were carried out. In the
experiment, the workpiece (AISI 1026, + 30 x 30) was clamped by a 3-jaw chuck
which was fixed on the table of a Fadal 5-axis CNC machining center. Two
pieze-electric accelerometers (PCB Model 302B03) were used. One was fixed in
axial direction, and another in the radial direction of the drills. The
vibration signals picked up by accelerometers were amplified by charge
amplifiers (PCB Model 482A10), then were processed by vibration analyzer
(Data Precision 6000). Finally the vibration and the results of the analysis
were plotted by a plotter (HP 7475A). Figure 4 shows the schematic diagram of
the set-up for vibration measurement. Figure 5 shows the measurements of the
vibration during the indexable drilling at S-1000 rpm and f-0.05 mm/min.

Figure 5 shows that while several models of the system were excited
during drilling, vibrations in both radial and feed directions were severe.
The vibration in the radial direction results in an elliptical shape of the
roundness of the hole.

Figure 4--Experimental set-up for the vibration measurement.

MODIFICATION OF INSERTS FOR LIMITATION OF VIBRATION

To improve drilling performance and to reduce the vibration, chip-
splitting grooves were introduced. The main purpose why the chip-splitting
grooves are used on the two cutting edges of the inserts is to ceiter the
indexable drill during drilling. Figure 6 shows that there are several
protruding rings on the bottom surface of the hole drilled by the inserts
which have the chip-splitting grooves. These rings eliminate the radial
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Figure S--Vibration measurement before modification of .the inserts. (a)
Acceleration measurement at radial direction. (b) Acceleration measurement at
feed direction. (c) Power spectrum obtained from radial direction. (d) Power
spectrum obtained from feed direction.

motion of the drills, and increase the stiffness of the drill. Another
advantage of the chip-splitting grooves is to split the chips when the feed
rate is not very hig' and to improve the deformation of the chips while the
feed rate is higher. Splitting the chip or improving the deformation of the
chip means that the friction between chips and the tool rake faces is
reduced. Becauce of the centering effect of the protruding rings on the
bottom surface of the hole and the reduction of the friction force, the
vibration is lixiited considerably. Figure 7 shows the results of vibration
measurement when the modified inserts were used. Comparing with Figure 5, it
is very clearly seen that the acceleration in both radial and feed directions
is reduced. The power spectra show the difference of vibration energy
expended at low frequencies ( up to 400 Hz). When an unmodified indexable
drill was used, the peak values of power spectra (shown in Figure 5) are up
to about 0.05 V2. However, wh3n the modified indexable drill was used, the
peak values of power spectra (shown in Figure 7) are only smaller than 0.001
V2 at feed direction and 0.0001 V2 at radial direction. The measurement of the
roundness of the holes drilled by modified indexable drills shows that the
elliptical shape of the circle of the hole roundness is very effectively
reduced. Figure 8 shows a typical profile of the roundness circle of a hole
drilled by a modified indexable drill.

Figure 6--Protruding rings on the Figure 8--A typical measurement of
bottom surface of the hole. roundness of a hole drilled by

modified indexable drill.

Generally, the deeper the depth of the chip-splitting grooves, the better
the quality of the holes obtained. But the depth of the grooves is limited by
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the strength of the inserts, as the strength would be reduced if the depth of
the grooves is too large.

5S

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 3 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

(a) (b)
0.0004

0.002
0.0002
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0.0000 0.000

-0.0002 -0.00
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(c) (d)

Figure 7--Vibration measurement after modification of the inserts. (a)
Acceleration measurement at radial direction. (b) Acceleration measurement at
feed direction. (c) Power spectrum obtained from radial direction. (d) Power
spectrum obtained from feed direction.

Although the indexable drill A only was discus.ed in this paper, the
method used for reduction of vibration can also be used for other drills.
Table 1 shows the results from the three indexable drills shown in Figure 1.

Table 1--Comparison of roundness measurements produced by modified and
unmodified drills (diameter of the drills is *19.05 mm)

Drilling Condition Roundness (pm)
Drills

S (rpm) f (mm/rev) Drilled by original drill Drilled by modified drill

Drill A 1000 0.04 16.0 9.0

Drill B 1000 0.04 19.4 11.3

Drill C 1000 0.04 15.9 9.9

SUMMARY

Vibration reduction was studied in this paper to obtain a good roundness
of a hole drilled by a indexable drill. The results of the study are
summarized:
* There exists a distinct slightly unbalanced radial force during indexable
drilling, and this force works as an excitation on the machine-tool-workpiece
system. Since there always exists two directions in which the stiffness of
the system is largest and least, the motion trace of the workpiece is an
ellipse. Thus the vibration due to this force results in the roundness circle
of the hole drilled by indexable drills becoming an ellipse.
* Modification of the indexable inserts can efficiently reduce this radial
force, and thus a good roundness could be obtained.
* Vibration measurement supports this analysis to be reasonable and the
modification of the indexable drill to be efficient.
* The methods of modification can be applied not only on drill A, but also on

i all other indexable drills.
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i ABSTRACT

The method of collocation with spline functions of an elegant form is used to
study the free asymmetric vibrations of layered truncated conical shells. The

t differential equations of motion obtained in terms of the longitudinal, circumferential
I and transverse displacement functions are coupled. For solving them numerically,

these functions are approximated by cubic and quintic spline functions. The process of
collocating with them and the application of the boundary conditions lead to a
generalised eigenvalue problem. Its solution yields the values of a frequency
parameter and the correspondind mode shapes. Material and geometric parametric

i studies are made to bring out their individual and interactive effects on the
vibrational behaviour of the shells. The effect of neglecting the coupling between
stretching and bending and the influence of the circumferential node number on
vibrations are also studied.

; INTRODUCTION

In a few earlier papers by Navaneethakrishnan et al.[1,2,3] on buckling and
vibrational analysis of plates and shells a spline function collocation technique was
used employing one or two approximating splines. The current one is a study of free

S asymmetrical vibrations of conical shell frusta with laminated wall structure of
Sconstant thickness, using three spline function approximations simultaneously. A

paper by Chandrasekaran and Ramamurti[ ] is worth mentioning in the context of the
physics of this problem, but it used an energy method based on Rayleigh-Ritz

S technique.

The mathematical formulation of the problem results in a two-point boundary
value problem, characterised by a set of three coupled differential equations on the

S three displacement components of a general point on the reference surface of the
S shell, together with suitable boundary conditions. The equations do not have a
S closed form solution in general, and hence a numerical solution procedure becomes

p necessary. Of several numerical techniqus that could be used, the spline function
S technique is employed because of its attractive characteristics in convergence,

, accuracy and elegance of handling both analytically and computattonally, brought
out in the earlier papers[1,2,3]. The differential equations are modified by

S combining within themselves so as to admit cubic and quintic spline approximations
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for the displacement functions. Collocating with these splines and imposing the
boundary conditions,we have a generalised eigenvalue problem, which is solved
numerically. The eigenvalues give the values of a frequency parameter. From the
eigenvectors the mode shapes are constructed.

Five types of layers and three types of boundary conditions are considered
for detailed analysis. The individual and interactive influence of the relative layer
thickness, layer combinations, cone angle and length ratio on the frequency
parameter are studied. The effect of circumferential node number is analysed. The
mode shapes of vibration are presented for typical cases.

FORMULATION

The general line of procedure of Ambartsumyan[5] for the classical theory of
thin shells Is adopted. Love's first approximation theory is extended to layered thin
shells. Each layer is of constant thickness assumed to behave as a homogeneous
orthotropic and linearly elastic material with its material axes of symmetry parallel
to the principal coordinate lines of the surface of the shell. Consecutive laye-s are
assumed to be perfectly bonded together at their interface resulting in motion without
slip.

The geometry of the layers and the coordinate system assumed are clarified in
Fig. 1. The distance z 0 of the reference surface from the lower edge of the shell
surface is given by

K

k=l
where K is the total number of layers, and zk and Zk-1 are the distances of the
outer and inner edges of the k-th layer from the reference surface.

0 . _ _ _ S " 1 C o n e a x i s

Figure 1 - Structure of the layered shell

The stress resultants and stress couples are expressed in terms of the
longitudinal, circumferential and transverse displacements u,v and w, of the
reference surface. Following Levy's approach, the displacements are assumed in
separable form, given by

u(x,e,t) = U(x) cos no exp(i wt)
v(x,6 ,t) = V(x) b In no exp(iwt) (2)

w(x,e,t) = W(xY cos no exp(iwt)
Here, n is the circumferential node number, w ib the angular frequency of vibration,
e is the rotational coordinate and t is the time. Using Eqs. (2) in the constitutive
equations and the resulting expressions for the stress and moment resultants in the
equations of equilibrium, the governing equations of motion are obtained in the form

2 1 3
L11  L12 L131  U1  10F1 2 2~ ~.J 3
L21  L2Z L23 'V1 -0
3 2 4 wJI
L31  L3 2  Li3  W J
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where Lj are differential operators with variable coefficients, superscripts
indicating the differential orders. The term U'" (x) contained in the third of Eqs. (3)
is inconvenient for the spline function procedure considered and hence is eliminated
by differentiating the first of Eqs. (3) and using it in the third. We now have a
system of three coupled differential equations,which is of order 2,2 and 4 in U, V
and W, respectively.

The following non-dimensional parameters are used.

10 , the frequency parameter (4)

a semi-vertical angle of the cone (5)

8 a , the length ratio (6)~b
Y = h the thickness-smallest radius ratio (7)

r

6 = k- , the relative thickness of the k-th layer (8)
h

X = x-athe distance coordinate (9)

Here, a and b are the distances of the small and large ends of the cone from the
vertex, h is the thickness of the shell, hk is the thickness of the k-th layer, z is
the length of the shell, r is the radius of the shell at the small end, RO  s the
inertial coefficient of the shell and All is a familiar extensional rigidity coefficient.
When there are only two layers, we write

=61, and 1 - 6 = 62. (10)

i For any point on the shell, a x < b; and hence 0 <X 1.

It can be noted that the case n=O corresponds to axisymmetric vibrations, when
u and w become independent ofe , and Eqs. (3) reduce to only two equations in U
and W. Also, the case a=O corresponds to that of a plate.

THE SPLINE SOLUTION

Dividing the range [0,1] of X into N subintervals at X=X, (s=l,2,..,N-l) and
t having these points along with the end points of the interval for knots, the

displacement functions U(X),V(X) and W(X) are approximated by the spline functions

2 N-1

sp M n a. st+ f bEqs.() H(XaXi=O i=O
2 N-1 X

VT h c tr+ r di imposed a w or
i=O i=O

, 4 1i N-1 f X X )
W (X) = e. X+ fi (- )5H(X-X i )

t i=O i--O

i which H(X) is the Heaviside step function and the coefficients aio..,fs are to be
determined. Imposing the condition that the above splines satisfy Eqs. (3) at thet knots X=X , (s=,l,...N), we have a system of 3N+3 field equations in 3N+II unknown
spline coelfficients.

The three sets of boundary conditions imposed at the two ends of the shell are:
Mi both the ends clamped (C-C), (ii) both the ends hinged (H-H) and (iii) the small end
clamped and the large end free (C-F). Each set of these conditions used on the
assumed spline functions yields eight more equations which, together with the field

A equations, constitute a generalised algebraic eigenvalue problem of the form

[K] (q).= A2[M] [q) (12)

Using an iterative technique, this equation is solved for the first few values of the
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frequency parameter x. The eigenvectors determine the spline coefficients from which
the displacements are computed and mode shapes are constructed.

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Considering the size of the matrices K and M arising in Eq. (12), computations
were carried out in double precision arithmetic. After several trial runs of the
computer program developed, the optimal size of N, the number of subintervals of the
range of X, was chosen to be 10. Many validity checks were made by comparing the
results obtained with those available in literature. An illustration is given by Table
I in which comparison is made with the results of Irie et al.[6], for the reduced
case of homogeneous shells of different length ratios, under clamped-clamped
boundary conditions, for the cases of axisymmetric (n=O) and an asymmetric (n=4)
vibrations. The agreements are quite good.

Table 1. Comparative Study with Irie[6]
Homogeneous Conical Shell under C-C Boundary Conditions

a =60 , y=0.01/8, v=0.3

n Frequency 8
Parameter 0.25 0.50 0.75

0.5796 0.3863 0.2768

0 0.6692 0.6690 O.9569

A" 0.6680 0.6685 0.9576

S 0.2741 0.2545 0.2670

4 0.3165 0.4408 0.9249

A" 0.3155 0.4298 0.9336

A =Present value

= fPresent value converted into Irie's parameter9,= A (sina)/(1-o)

=Irie's parameter

The materials cf the layers considered were steel (St), Aluminium (AI),high-strength graphite epoxy (HSG), PRD-49-111 epoxy (PRD) and S-glass epoxy (SGE).
The number of layers considered in this discussion is restricted to two, since the
effect of coupling between bending and stretching is most significant only for
two-layered elements.

The value of the frequency parameter varies with the ratio of the thickness ofthe inner layer to the total thickness of the shell. Figure 2 provides two
illustrations of such studies. The materials of the layers considered are AI-SGE
and HSG-PRD. The boundary conditions for both are C-C. The cases 6 =0 and 6 =1
correspond to, homogeneous shells, made up of the second material and the first
material mentioned, respectively. Three meridional modes (m=1,2,3) are considered.
The cotinuous and dashed curves correspond to the inclusion and omission of the
coupling between bending and stretching. It is seen that the frequencies can haverelative maximum and minimum values. This phenomenon is more pronounced for
higher meridional modes (i.e., for larger m). It is also seen that with proper choice
of 6 , it is possible to achieve frequencies not only in between the frequencies of
homogeneous shells of either of the two materials, but also outside the range
prescribed by them. The shells are of medium length (0 =0.5), with semi-vertical
angle 450 and thickness-minimum radius ratio of 0.05. The A - 6 variation dependsalso on the materials of the layers, the end conditions and the geometric parameters.
In general, the neglect of coupling raises the values of X ; but the raise itself is
not significant and hence the coupling can be ignored without much loss of
accuracy, but with much gain in computational labor. Though the figure anddiscussion correspond to axisymmtric cases (n=O), the features described are just
similar to asymmetric cases of vibrations.
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Figure 2 - Influence of relative layer thickness and coupling
on frequency parameter

Since the frequency prameter is a function of the length of the cone, the study
of variation of X with B will not serve any purpose. Hence, the variation of the
angular frequency w with 0 is studied in Fig. 3. In Fig.(a) the variatin of the
fundamental frequency m with B for different layer combinations under C-C
boundary conditions is depidted. The frequencies are small for long shells ( B small)
and high for short shells ( B large). The growth of frequencies with respect to B is
almost linear and gradual upto a large value of , and then very steep. This turn
occurs earliest (around o=0. 6 ) and the 'turning value' of the frequency is also the
least (between 1100 and 1600 Hz) for HSG-PRD. For smaller cone angles the almost
-linear part of the gradual increase is still longer. Figure 3(b) exhibits W-0
relations for the modes m=1,2,3 for two cases of asymmetric vibrations, n=4 and

n=10. The characteristic shape of the curves is the same for all asymmetric
vibrations and for other boundary conditions also. The steep increase in starts

f 60
(a) TI:0

so CC 3V
0.05 ~~(b) SGSG

6:0. 7 (b C-C) I
?t ~40 M6

4 -0- L I 2005
1 0 0

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.9

Figure 3 - Effect of length ratio on frequency
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earlier for higher modes. The slope of the gradually increasing part also increases
with higher modes. The steep increase in frequencies become steeper with higher
values of n. With the changing boundary conditions, from C-C to H-H to C-F, the
'turning point' is pushed to the right, i.e., towards shorter lengths of the cone
The percentage increase in w, at 0=0.5 over that at 0=0.1 for HSG-SGE, for the three
boundary conditions are 490, 462 and 422 %, respectively.

The dependance of the frequency parameter on the vertical angle of the cone is
illustrated in Fig. 4. The other parameters take constant values as indicated. If Y is
kept constant, since it is the ratio of the thickness of the shell to the minimum
curvature, thickness cannot be maintained constant as a changes. Hence, instead, 9r,

1.6 I

(a) (b) HSG.SGE
- \ .St...SGE 2.8 (c-c)

2 2.St.AI
1.2 3.ASE2 I:o.

.. SG..SGE Y'0 0.025S.HSG-PRD 2.0 0.

0.8-

0.1 . 1.6I~ ~~ / -O.S I .

20 1.0 60 .n0 20300 06070 9C
S(In degrees) OC (In dqrees}

Figure 4 - Variation of frequency parameter vith cone angle

the ratio h/a is held fixed. At the outset, the frequency parameter is found to
decrease with increasing a . The decrease is rapid for smaller values of d and the
curve Is almost horizontal when the shell tends to become a plate ( a 90). The
rapidity with which x tends to become constant is different for different layer
combinations as can be seen In Fig. (a), which deals with the fundamental
frequency parameter values for five different layer combinations, for axisymmetric
vibrations. At a=90, all the curves would have met at a common point, had 6 been
0 or 1 (homogeneous plates). The frequencies f Tany fixed (a=90) are distinct for
the different layer combinations, assuming maximum value for St-Al and minimum
value for HSG-PRD. The difference between the maximum and the minimum values of

xfor l0" a90, with respect to the corresponding minimum value of l Is 1756 %
for St-Al, and 486 % for HSG-PRD. View'ing with reference to the three types of
boundary conditions imposed, it Is seen that the frequencies are highest for C-C
conditions and least for C-F conditions for any fixed a and 8. In the C-F case, for
0 =0.2, HSG-SGE and St-SGE combinations (figures not presented) a kink is seen In the

Xacurve around the point a=20'. This may be due to the corresponding mode shape
being torsional, as also suggested by Irie. Two axisymmetric vibrational cases
(n-4,l0) are covered by Fig. 4(b). It is interesting to note that for certain values
of n (e.g., n=4), there are no appreciable changes in values of ). with a, whereas
in some other cases (like n=10, here), the changes are very rapid upto very small
values of the semi-cone angle (upto a =25° , here), without much change as the cone
widens further.

In Fig. 5 the nature of variation of the frequency parameter with the
circumferential wave number and the effect of the length ratio and coupling are
brought out. A cone of semi angle 300 of HSG-SGE lamination under C-C boundary
conditions is considered. It is seen that for fairly long shells (6=0.2) the frequency
parameter generally comes down in value for upto n=f6 and then ascends with n. The
trend is similar for shells of medium length (s=.5) also. In the case of short shells
(8 = 0.8), the lower mode values of come down almost steadily as far as no1. The

" : higher mode curves begin to ascend at very small values of n. The dashed curves,
which correspond to the neglect of coupling rigititles, generally closely follow the

0, L.4 0 L(-20 40 6 01 03 0S 07 09
iCt .... i i ndegeas Of (i i ogrees

Figure 4 -~ Vaito of frqu npamer wit con agleMl J



continuous ones which correspond to the inclusion of coupling. The coupling effect is
&seen to be increasing with n. The effect of ignoring coupling is to raise the value
6t of the frequency parameter. However, the percentage increase is, as already
1F remarked, so small for all asymmetric vibrations, that coupling could be ignored

without introducing appreciable errors.

a) J~0.2 11~=*(b) p0.5- 0()f.8~

0.9 -cC 2.20.9 
/

0.7 ~ O -. 301.

0.5 -- 0.5 - :11-. 1.8 m .

0.3 . ii1.0-

m0.3

0. 4 10 0 2 1. 6 4 10 00 2 4 6 *lo0
n 0 n

Figure 5 -Variation of frequency parameter with circumferential node number
and the effect of length ratio and coupling
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The frequency parameter values corresponding to 6=1 .(in which case the material
becomes steel, -=0.3) is observed to come down with increasing n until n=6 and
then to rise up. This trend is in agreement with what could be noted in the results
of Irie et al.[6].

The U-, V- and W- mode shapes of vibration are exhibited in Fig. 6, upto
three modes, for the asymmetric cases corresponding to n=4 and n=l0. The
displacements are normalised with respect to max(W). The transverse displacements
are seen to be predomin nt, for the cases considered. The circumferential and the
extensional ones follow, in that order. The longitudinal mode shapes always have one
more node than what would normally correspond to the value of the mode number, for
the boundary conditions considered. The general patterns of the mode shapes are the
same for all n. The maximum W- and U- displacements occur at points closer to the
small of the cone. With increasing n, the maximum torsional displacement comes down
steadily.
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ABSTRACT

It is offered the method of express-control of the sound capasity
machines in condition of their serial production. The method includes
calculation of a ssible sound-capacity of each machine by measuring
vibrating velocit es of it's surface in the final numbers of the control

1 points. The conditional frequency characteristics, obtained for machines
of this type before-hand, which connect vibrating velocities, mentioned
above, with sound pressures of the machine acoustic field standard mea-
suring points, are used in this case. This method is not alternative to
the well-known methods of sound-capacity estimation in conditions of
acoustic hindrance. The method is mostly effective in case of serial
production of machines with several acoustically connected active struc-
tures, that is, in that case when sound capacity estimation standard
methods application as well as application of methods, based on inten-
sity measurements, will entail great unproductive losses of time.

The authors assumed multi-dimentional acoustic pattern based on
multi-dementional linear non-parameter system, to be a machine sound-
making mathematical pattern. Real sound pressures in the machine acous-

f tic field K standard measuring points are echoes of the system. These
sound pressures are used to estimate the machine sound-capacity in the
surroundin space by the formula (1]

K
P = S/(Kpc) p , (1)

~k=1
where Pk - measuring points sound pressures effective values, K-an amo-
ut of these points, S is a measuring surface area, pc - is wave air re-
sistance.

System coercions are equal to vibrating velocities in machine sur-
fase a control points Q finite quantity. Generally such coercions are co-
herent to each other. That's why, in order to simplify the given system
analysis it is possible to pass on to the adequate conditional multi-
dimentional system, using [21 (figure). The system frequency response
Lki(f) (k - 1+K, i - i+Q) provides for optimum linear k-echo

" calculation by first coercion.
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Also, Xi.( 1_1)1 (f)
' Zk(f)' Nk(f)' I 1+Q * k = I+K-

conditional coercions realizations Fourie finite transformations,
k - echo and k - echo registration hindrance correspondingly are marked
in the figure. The system is symmetrical relative to the sound measu-
ring points.

I (f) Lk, (f (f)

xQ. (f)

Figure. Machine vibrating and sound connection pattern.

By analysing the accepted pattern the authors became able to ob-
tain the following ratio for sound capacity correction level calculati-
on estimation of some machine being tested:

K Q

1.liAfS/(SoP2 K)iOQIA(f). IKi(f)1 2 Gii.(i 1)(f) (, 2)

where pO - is a standard sound pressure, A(f) - frequency correction
characteristic, (f) - multitude of power-consuming frequencies which are
used to localize the main part of the sound capacity machine, So =Im2.
Besides, in (2) Gli(1_I) -
special coherent capacity spectrum of the first coercion by all pre-
vioug coercion which can be calculated by iteration method set out in
(2], and Lki(f) - is a mean conditional frequency characteristic, that's
why

D

Lk~)2= 1/D (3)

Index j denotes individual frequency characteristic for J machine
belonging to some D multitude of the same type. The method of its esti-
mation is already described in [2].

So, the express-control method, suggested above, on the preparato-
ry stage (on the same type machines D multitude):
- search of power-consuming frequencies multitude (f);
- search of mashine surfase control points;
- calculation of the mean conditional frequency characteristics accocr-

ding (3).
On the propper control (stage for the mac ne tasted):

- vibrating velocities signal registration in control points;
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- prognosis calculation according (2);
- comparing prognosis with the sound-capacity standard inherent in this

t yp_ "macines.
While deducing the formula (2) it has been assumed, that hindrance

nk(t) has an external origin, in other words, all important formations
of coercion echoes have been taken stock of. This condition is provided
by a corresponding choice of control points, in particular by proximity
to plurality coherence 'T:1 (f) function unity, among every echo of the
system and coercions in there points on the f multitude frequencies. It
is advisable to choose the threshold characterizing proximity to the
unity, proceeding from the analysis of concrete conditions and availab-
le experimental data. In general case the authors propose
{ 72:x Mf  f e (f) ,(4)

as a criterion for rational choice of vibration registration points.
Experimental research carried out by the authores have proved,

that coeherence high level for control points remains within limits of
the same type machines multitude.

The (4) criterion makes it possible to work out engineering recom-
mendation on control points searching. It is adviseble to choose cont-
rol points as close to sources of machine sound as possible. In general
case when the sources are inaccessible to a researcher, and measuring
can be carried out only on the surface around the sources, the search
algoritm can be constructed on the basis of the control theory known
methods, in accordance with formula (4).

The authors worked out experimentally the half division method.
The successful choice of control points makes it possible to conside-
rably improve prognostication precision.

Sound-capacity prognostication statistical mistakes are conditio-
ned by:
1) statistical mistakes of spectral characteristics estimation connec-

ted with finite duration of analysing processes realization;
2) between plurality coeherence functios and the unity;
3) dispersing conditional frequency characteristics about the multitude

of the same type objects.
The standartized quadratic mean mistake of corrected sound-capaci-

ty prognozing occasioned by statistical mistakes of spectral characte-
ristic estimation, has been obtained by the authors by applying results
[2] and is equal to:

6 - 10"/Cl (5)

where K K

=Z O01A(f){ .1A(f)Zk

felf) k=1 ft(f) k=1

, ( f ) = (2-72 :x(f) 1/2/[ITk:x(f)1 (.+1 -Q)1/2] .

Q
Wk(f)= Gii,(il_ )(f

- s the number of periodogram when considering spectral characteris-
tics. When deducing formula (5) it was taken into consideration that
ka-Cl K I ('Xa -is a quantil Gaus distribution) as well as ratio (2).

To high degree the estimation error of sound-capacity correction
level is conditioned by systematic composite of negative bias
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f k-1 fe(f) k-1
(the integration is caied out throughout the whole frequency range ana-
lysis in the numerator), which is attributed to the fact that the appli-
cation of the formula (2) does not regard the whole capacity, but only
the portion which is localized in power consuming frequencies. This bias
is an accidental quantiti as regards the multitude of the objects of the
same type and because, spectral sound-capacity power-consuming compo-
nent's differ considerably with the various objects of the same type.
The mean bias in the multitude of the similar -: iects depend on the por-
tion of sound-capacity localized in power-consiwing frequencies.

Determination of errors relative to dispertion of conditional fre-
quency characteristics about multitude of similar objects is the most
enential part of the method accurancy analysis. After we have obtained
the mean optional standard to estimate conditional frequency characteris-
tics on the muititude D and (f) - frequencies using the following formula:

D 1/2
.. , s k , ( f ) = Z 1 Lk ( f ) l1 -l1 ( f ) 1 2 ) 2 / ( - )

i=1

we can calculate a 100 per cent principal interval for the sound-capacity
veritable adjusted level of the given object obtained througn (2). It
will be limited by the valuee:I? f %a C2 ' where

K Q

C2  Zl0oIA(f).. Lki(f)Gii. (i-I(f)/

fe(f) k-1 i-1

! o0.,IA(f). ZZiki&fI2Gii } (,,(6)
fef) k=1 i=i

Here we take into consideration that a' C2 *

In such a case the normalized mean square of the object sound-capa-
city prognosis brought about due to dispersing frequency characteristilcs
about the multitude of similar objects is a follows:

E2 = 10 C2 /LP (7)
The normalized and mean square error (5) can be lenened by increa-

sing the number of 7. However, to achieve a substantial lenening of the
error we should be more considerate to the criterium (4) while defining
control points, in other words to the increase of P.

The mean square deviation of sound-capacity prognosies from the va-
lues obtained through applyin standard method, with regard to (5) and
(6), owing to irrelevance of the prognosis mistakes equals to:

p = 10 1"C + t2o]
We here regard deviation ap as a mean square prognosis efficiency

index. It's effectivenen is in relation to the increase of P threshold
in (4) if Cp is being lenened. To great extend it depend on the coordina-

te end number of control points. Although the increase is being restrai-
ned by negative bias of prognosis estimation A(Lp and therefore it mat-
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ters greatly only in case of relatively small number of control points.
Subsequent increasing in number of control points does not make the

effectivenen more substantial. The experimental studies of the method be-
ing offered hereby dealt with analysis of it's effectiveness with various
number of control points. The compressors fitted Into serially produced
refrigirators and aesigned chiefly to determine noise level, were used
during tests. The latter were conducted in the anembly shop of compressor
producting plant, where the noise level was 80 dB, and in muffled chamber
of the same plant.

The tests proved that mean square sound-capacity prognosis deviati-
on from that obtained in the chamber was lenening with the increase of
control points. Besides, the values of these deviations proved to be less
than those obtained through a widely practiced method of immediate cont-
rol of sound-capacity that is being done with regard to the level of va-
cillating velocity measured in one point on compressor's surface. A mul-
tichannelled information and control suite used with a PC of IBM type
was made to perform the tests mentioned above. The tests proved the met-
hod described as effective and its theoretic assumption possible and cor-rect. In conclusion the authors would dare to say that the method presen-

ted hereby will have its application in measuring the noise level of com-
plex machinery and equipment.
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* ABSTRACT

Diagnostic prototype expert system was built using characteristics of measured sound and vibration for
automobile. For the utilities of this system, 1/3 octave filter(band-pass filter) and A/D converter were
used for data acquisition and then data were analyzed using signal processing technique, statistical analysis
and pattern recognition using Hamming network algorithm. In order to raise the reliability of the
diagnostic results fuzzy inference technique was applied by considering many operating variables and
information ofautomobile to be diagnosed. And, the results were displayed as graphical method to help
the novice in diagnostic field. The validation of this diagnostic system was checked through experiments
using automobile and it showed an acceptable performance for diagnostic process. Also, for the case of
wrong decision making, knowledge base of system can be extended through learning procedure.
Therefore, as a result, it is expected that this system can be developed with implementing more simplicity
and fluxibility to the external environment.

INTRODUCTION

There has been a strong request for computer system in production line because of high speed and
automation of equipment. And, the necessity of monitoring system has been increased in the diagnosis of
installation. These tendency is more and more elevating in the side of shortage of expertise in the
diagnostic field, prevention of industrial accident and settling of being incapability of expert due to the
variety of production.[ ]

Especially, automobile is a very complicate system which is composed of thousands of components,
and it is one of the most important transportation device in modern society. Also, it has been developed
in the face of performance and structure with the progress of the livirg environment. Besides, many
expert mechanics and accumulated diagnostic techniques are required due to the increased demand and
automobile variation, but the skillful mechanics and the diagnostic techniques are incapable of satisfying
these demands.[2][3]

In this study, therefore, expert system for diagnosis of automobile is developed by measuring acoustic
signal to supply and support the relative incapability of mechanics owing to the development of
automobile. In addition, Fuzzy inference technique is applied to raise the reliability of decision making,
and pattern recognition technique by Hamming network is adopted to extend the knowledge base.

The validity of the developed diagnostic algorithm and the efficiency of the expert system ate verified
through experiments using automobiles.

THEORY

Fuzzy Inference
Fuzzy sets deal with the uncertainty and quantify the fuzziness of a human being using membership

function of real value from 0 to 1. In this study, fuzzy inference technique is applied for analysis of
noisy acoustical data and vague information, and probabilistic decision is made by pattern recognition.
Fig.! represents the example of rules for fuzzy inference, and the output can be formulated by max-min
composition technique as follows [4]51
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RI ! IF distance value is LOW
THEN output is SMALL LX

R2' IF distance value is MIDDLE £
THEN output is MEDIUM 0

R3 IF distance value is HIGH I I --
THEN output is BIG 0 30000 60000 90000

Traveling distance (km)

0 05 1.0
weighting

Fig. I Example of rules and membership function

m(w) = max[min(mAi), ms(i,w))] (1)

where m(w) Membership function for output
mA(i) : Membership function for input
mR(i,w) : Membership function for rule

Also, eq.(2) is used for defuzzification of output membership function.

t(Action)i (Membership value)i
W =(2)

,.(Membership value)i

Hamming Network
General Hamming network deals with binary pattern (+ 1, -1, or + 1, 0) for inputs and weightings.

But, it is difficult to use conventional Hamming network directly because the most signal is represented
as continuous value at the restricted range.

Therefore, in this study, pattern recognition technique which use 1/3 octave data is proposed. In this
process, measured acoustic signal is transformed to octave data and each octave data is divided with
overall level data. Then, maximum value of matching score, a, is multinlied and pattern score
corresponds to the input value of each input node is decided.[6]

In the diagnostic algorithm, Hamming distance, absolute value of difference of the two signals, is
determined. And then, matching score can be calculated by subtracting maximum displacement from the
obtained absolute value. Fig. 2 shows the application example of this method.

MAX _: refnnce signal 100

--- input signal

*0 P1 Hammisg distance

0 XrctI~i

in

X1 X: X. XN
INPUT CHANNEL

Fig.2 Concept of modified Hamming network
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X1P.S - x a (3)
.Xj

where P.S Pattern score
Xi Octave data

Xj: Overall level
a Division value

CONFIGURATION OF THE DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM

Fig. 3 represents the inference process of developed expert system.
I Input ID number

i I S a m ple a co ust ic 7da ta  Input specification

i i [ 1/3 octave data E j r [ ypo selection[

Hamming network Fuzzy infeec

Knowledge base

Fuzzy inference

SDisplay results 7

Fig.3 Diagnostic process for Neuro-Fuzzy Technique

If tbe system is initialized, expert system requests the specification and symptom of the automobile to

be diagnosed and then sampls the acoustic data using 4 microphones. The configuration of the measuring
system and data processing units are shown in Fig. 4. [7]

COMPUTER SIMULATION

Method for simulation
Fault revival simulation was carried out to evaluate the diagnostic performance of the developed

software. In the first place, the automobile engine was divided to 32 points and sampled the normal data

of the each measuring points. And, white noise which corresponds to 1/10 level of each normal data was

added to postulate the changed measuring environment.
It was assumed that alternator had been out of order and level of 100 Hz center frequency at the

alternator position was increased from once to three times. Also, level of side band center frequency to

the 100 Hz was increased instanteneously from once to 1.5 times. And, each 32 points was calibrated

i with the proportion of the inverse distance level at the alternator position.

ReSults andonlerai~on for simulation
In this simulation, three diagnostic techniques were compared.

* CASE 1 (simple diagnosis) , diagnostic result by the difference of the center frequency and overall
level of the two signal at the only one point.

* CASE 2 (precision diagnosis) : diagnostic result by the difference of the center frequency and overall

level of the two signal at the each 32 points.
X* CASE 3: diagnostic result by the Neuro-Fuzzy Technique.
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Fig.4 Configuration of the diagnostic expert system
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Fig.5 Ratio of diagnosis for each method according to fault ratio
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From Fig. 5, in the case of simple diagnosis, it could be known that simple diagnosis was not proper
to diagnose the increasement of only one certain center frequen,:y. Also, it was shown that diagnosis by
comparison of overall level was more efficient than that of center frequency, but diagnosis by overall
level had some disadventage that it was not sensitive to the light fault. And in the case of Neuro-Fuzzy
Technique, acceptible diagnostic result could be made by detecting slight fault signal..

EXPERIMENT

Method and apparatus for expgrime.nt
In the experiment, the automobile engine was divided to 32 points as Fig. 6 and sampled the acoustic

data for normal state. For the revival of fault state, artificial faults for some kind of components were
generated as Table I.[8

Table 1 Kind of fault types

CASE Fault Tyre

I Normal state except increasing of RPM

IT Ignition plug #1 fault

I Ignition plug #2 fault

Y Ignition plug #3 fault

V Ignition plug #4 fault

VI Coolant temperature sensor fault

1 95 1 S 2

2 6 -018 2 6 3

Fig.6 Measuring points of the automobile engine part

Results and consideration for experiment
Table 2 represents the expected fault component of automobile and ratio of diagnosis according to the

fault type. From Table 2, it could be known that the proposed Neuro-Fuzzv Technique was superior to

the conventional diagnostic method.
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Table 2 Diagnostic results to each fault types

Method
CASE Simple Diag. Precision Diag. Neuro-luzzy

I normal normal normal

II fault I P #2 fault I.P #4 fault

IlI normal I P #2 fault I.P #2 fault

IV fault distributor fault I P #3 fault

V normal I P #4 fault I.P #4 fault

VI normal normal Coolant tcmp sensor

While wrong decision was made for the fault CASE I and it might be thought as the vicinity of the
each ignition plug and decreased sound level. And, in the case of fault CASE VI, it was impossible to
find the fault with the conventional method because the coolant temperature sensor does not affect to the
overall sound level at all.

RESULTS

Neuro-Fuzzy Technique was proposed to diagnose the fault of automobile and diagnostic system was
constructed. For the validity of the system, computer simulation was performed. And as a result it was
certified that the proposed Neuro-Fuzzy Technique was superior to the conventional diagnostic method. As
a result of experiments, developed system showed an about 83 % diagnostic success for the given case.

On the other hand, as the microphones are easily affected by external disturbance, counterplan is
required for the noise to improve the reliability of diagnosis.
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ABSTRACT

The paper deals with noise and vibration protection at Soviet col-
lieries and opencast mines. The authors discuss new achievements in this
field and practical measurcs to reduce vibration by 2-3 times as well as
its effect on worker's health. Certain means are developed to cut down
aerodynamic and structural noise.

At present the noise and vibration pathology occupies a cardinal
place within the structure of worker's professional deseases in the
mining industry.

Underground about 70 per cent of working places and sites are
hazardous as far as the noise and vibration levels above permissible
are concerned.

The situation is still more aggravated with the specific mine con-
ditions such as a combined attack of noise, vibration, higher tempera-
tures, moisture, atmospheric pressure and dust factor against workers,
the fact corresponding in normal microclimate to a noise intensity in-
creased by 10-15 dB#

The principal sources of noise and vibration exceeding their per-
missible levels are as follows:

- hand-operated mining machinery such as augers, Jackhammers and
hammer drills (their total annual production in this coutry exceeds
250,000 pcs),

- roadheading and drilling equipments,
- fans, ventilators and pneumatic engines,
- machinery and equipment for opencast mining and preparation plants.

In our branch of econonw work goes on to reduce and cut down the
noise and vibration levels at the working places and sites; methodically
it is directed by the Skochinsky Institute of Mining.

The principal developments in this field may include the following:

I. Development of Jackhammers with vibration cut-down in the very
source of it due to the striker mass reduction at a set strike energy
and a constant force acting upon the striker. The mass is reduced due to
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both shorter diameter and length of the striker and correspondin ly a
greater pre-striking velocity whose critical value can be determined
as shown in Eq. (1):

V Vcrit = K t Oprm. E (i)
perm.

where 6 perm. is permissible stress and strain

(A is velocity of longitudinal waves
E is Young's modulus

K is striker's shape coefficient

K = I + (d/D)2  (2)

where d is diameter of smaller section
D is diameter of greater section.

Practically in substantial constructions a pre-striking velocity of
13-14 m/s has been reached.

The Jackhammers produced by the industry possess a reduced weight,
require less press effort and their vibration is reduced as compared to
the best specimens abroad, their energy parameters being approximately
the same. At present some perforator prototypes with reduced vibration
and press effort have been developed according to these very principles.

The prob3 E of reducing the sound vibration of the impact-action
machinery is r. her complicated. For this purpose we have determined se-
veral regularit. s in forming and flying of the strike and impact pro--
cesses in mono-measured elastic bodies. Based on them there has been de-
veloped an engineering method to calculate the collision momentum of
stress parameters no matter what is the geometry of encountering bodies
as well as the shape of contact included. The fact makes it possible to
simulate the influence of design and kinematic parameters of encounte-
ring parts upon the amplitude and range of arising sound vibrations.

The vibro-isolating methods have become widely spread. They deal
with the principle of mass inertia on an elastic foundation with fric-
tion avoided. So, the up-to-date perforators manufactured by the branch
of economy are provided with vibro-protecting carriages where the handle
and the pneumatic support are separated from the perforator's body with
the help of elastic elements. The handles of Jackhammers and hammer
drills have been vibro-isolated from their bodies as well.

2. Development of the above-drill-bit vibration isolators for the
roller-bit drilling rigs to be installed between the bit and the column.
Application of the vibration isolators nakes it possible to reduce the
vibration load of the entire drilling rig by 2-3 times as well as the
vibration level at the operator's place down to a permissible one. It
also increases the drilling rate by 15...30 per cent and the durability
of a drill bit by 25...50 per cent.

Specifications

(Conventional) drilling diameter, mm 200, 250, 270, 320

Wass, kg 350.. .500

Length, m 2.3 - 2.4

Static load, kN 250... 450

Service life, running metres 25,000.. .30,000

The above-drill-bit vibration isolators are provided with elastic
elements made of a new elastic-damping material named 1 (metal-rubber).
The material has made it possible to manufacture the elements of practi-
cally any shape possessing a high damping ability of operating in aggre-
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ssive media and within a wide range of temperatures.

3. Development of vibration isolators on the basis of cables.

Specificationu
Range of loads 5... 5"105 N

Minimum resonance frequency 2.5 Hz

Mass ratio between vibration isolator and
protected object 0.01

Dynamic ability coefficient at a resonance not more than 2.5
Serviceability in any direction under a wide range of

temperatures and in corrosive media, no matter what
is the type of deformation.

40. Development of vibration isolators on the basis of center-com-
pressed bars for chairs and platforms as well as additional springs for
control cabins etc. their minimum resonance frequency being 0.8 Hz
and their serviceability remaining good within a wide range of tempera-
tures and in corrosive media and atmosphere. The vibration isolators are
used in the chair and platform designs, for cabin suspension as well as
for other mining machinery.

5. Development of methods and means for reduction of acoustic noises
(pneumatic engines, hand-operated pneumatic tools, ventilators) and of
structural noises (impact-action machines, roadheading equipment and
facilities, etc.).

6. Development of portable intrinsically-safe (with seL-contained
power supply) noise and vibration meter ShVD-001 type for ciagnosis
(for the dust and gas hazardous collieries).

Specifications for the device

Vibration acceleration measurement range from 10-2 to 3"103 m/s
2

or 80-190 dB for 10 - 6 m/s2

with automatic translation into terms of vibration rate and shift
values and digital read-out

Dynamic range without switching 40 dB

Working frequency range 0.7...12,000 Hz

Dimensions 220x25xO9 mm

Mass up to 3 kg
Digital read-out

It provides for rms-determination in the octave frequency band from
1 to 1,000 Hz and for determination of corrected levels of both general
and local vibration acceleration velocity along all the axes, dB sound
pressure level, dB, in the octave frequency band from 63 to 8,006 Hz,dB,
and corrected sound level, dBA.

The vibro-acoustic diagnostics of the technical conditions of me-
chinery and equipments is carried out due to the following:

- a narrow-band spectrum analysis with the help of four 32-unit FFTs
with the frequencies of 0-22.6 Hz, 0-177 Hz, 0-1410 Iz and
0-11,600 Hz,

- determination of the peak values in the octave frequency band of
...8,000 Hz as well as the peak factor,

- a resonance-demodulation 
spectrum analysis.
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ABSTOACT

The application of acoustic and vibrational research techniques to
external gear pumps is explained, our attention being focused on:
a) sound power level, sound pressure, sound intensity and structural

vibration measurements that allow a description of acoustic and vibra-
tional fields due to complex sources both in space and time;
b) pump fluidborne noise and internal flow losses evaluation with a test

procedure based on the use of the anechoic system and the measurement of
the source characteristic impedance;
c) assessment of pump actual operating features, i.e. internal pressure

distribution, as input data to finite element model computation of casing
stress distribution and consequent structural modifications.

The sensitivity of these techniques has been considered for a noise
optimization procedure and the achievement of the best trade-off between
acoustic and functional performances.

INTRODUCTION

A gear pump consists of two meshing spur gears enclosed in a closely
fitting housing. As the teeth engage on the outlet side, the volume be-

t tween two meshed teeth decreases and the oil is forced out to the delivery
port. As the teeth unmesh again, the volume increases and the oil is drawn

F into the pump. Hence the actual pusping operations take place. in the:
meshing area where the most noise sources are concentrated.

The main causes of noise emission are primarily eccentricity or im-
balance of rotating parts and pressure fluctuation and cavitation effect
of the fluid.

The above events produce noise at the gear meshing frequency. Moreo-
ver, when the gear itself acts as an acoustical radiator, the radiation
from gear arises. The amount of this radiated noise depends on the rela-
tionship between the excitation frequencies and the gear wheel natural

F frequencies.
EIn summary, pressure fluctuations and cavitation effects generater fluidborne noise; eccentricity or imbalance of rotating parts, as well as
j vibrations of structural parts, generate structureborne noise; and struc-
S tural vibrations interact with the surrounding air causing airpressure

F fluctuations, i.e. airborne noise.
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These three forms of noise are correlated by the dynamic characteristics
of the system and the acoustic coupling between vibrating surfaces and
surrounding medium.

In the paper gear pump case studies are presented. The airborne noise
and the pump fluidborne noise are primarily considered owing to their
leading positions.

PUMP AIRBORNE NOISE EVALUATION

Various constructive and working parameters influence gear pump noise
emission. Tooth number, gear manufacturing, bearing block size, pump case
material can change pump acoustic and functional performances significant-
ly.

Noise influence of the following design parameters was evaluated to
"optimize" noise emission of a 9 tooth gear pump:
1) type of gear set (the same geometry and tooth number, but different ma-
terial and treatments);
2) type of bearing blocks.

Considering standard configuration and varying the two parameters a-
bove, pump noise emission was determined at different values of discharge
pressure by the following intensity based analysis:
1) sound power calculation;
2) near field sound pressure and intensity measurements around the pump
casing;
3) vibration measurements.

Procedures
The basic instrumentation consisted of an intensity analyzer equipped

with 1/4" and 1/2" microphone intensity probes and delta shear pie-
zoelectric accelerometers for vibration tests. A computer, running ded-
icated software packages, supervised measurements and subsequent data
processing.

As the influence of gear set type on sound emission is concerned,
detailed results are reported in the reference paper (1).

After having equipped the pump with the "optimal" gear set, the
comparison between two couples of improved bearing blocks a and b,
specifically designed to limit fluid pressure transients at gear meshing,
was carried out.

Sound power - Sound power level was derived from intensity measurements
on a suitable surface enclosing the pump. Contributions of all intensity
components normal to the surface were merged into the overall sound power
spectrum.

Bearing block b showed aver- 3
age sound power level 3 dB lower TALE I - D: Pump Displacaent(€c /rev)

P: Working Pressure(bar);W*t Mechanical Power(kw);'than the corresponding bearing Wa: Acoustic Power(w); R: wae/Wac
block a.

Sound power is a very useful r 6
datum that gives a first global D P Na W&C 10 a
evaluation of pump noise emission.
Considering, for example, a family 3.8 1 0 .8 . 1600.0
of pumps different only as far as Iso 1.2 0.7 1714.3
displacement is concerned, the
trend of the mechanical power to so 1.7 5.1 333.3
acoustic power ratio R vs. work- 13.0 100 3.2 6.4 500.0150 4.8 7.6 631.6
ing pressure is an excellent index
to verify constancy of pump per- so 2.0 6.4 312.5
formances as displacement increses 10 6.0 9.9 301.5
(Tab.l). As a matter of fact, wor-
sening of pump acoustic perfor- so 4.2 13.5 311.1
mances is relevant to lowering of 33.0 100 8.3 29.5 281.4
R value as working pressure in- - - -
creases.
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I Moreover, sound power is necessary to check whether acoustic performances
lie within specified limits but it is completely insufficient to under-
stand the origin of acoustic phenomena generation.

* Intensity maps - Near field normal intensity values were measured on an
i equally spaced point grid of a plane parallel to each face of the pump. In
E order to concentrate on effects due to the pump only, all frequencies re-

lated to the drive shaft dynamics were excluded during data processing.
S The same procedure was repeated for sound pressure measurements, while vi-
S bration data were carried out by stud mounting the accelerometer to the
i pump casing upper face.

Fig.l compares the casing velocity maps with near field sound pres-
% sure and intensity maps, obtained on a surface parallel to the pump upper

face at 200 Hz frequency and 100 bar working pressure.
The analogy between pressure level distribution and vibration pattern

confirms the good fitting of structural vibratory behaviour of a surface
with wave phenomenon near the surface itself. The effect of the increasing
of the high pressure region along the gear enclosure is represented with
an erratic velocity distribution of maxima and minima for the a couple of
bearing blocks. An acoustical energy "sink" appears at the supply region
for case b, being intensitl, pressure and casing velocity values always

; lower for this couple of bearing blocks.

b

II

Fig.l - Maps at 200 Hz. Fig.2 - Gated spectra within
S-suction, D-discharge. 200-8000 Hz frequency range.

* Gating spectra - Intensity spectra were recorded for thirty adjacent
windows along the shaft revolution, each spectrum being the acoustical
contribution corresponding to a different portion of revolution. For each
pump configuration and discharge pressure, the intensity probe was placed
over the middle of the pump upper face at a distance such as the global
emission from all the surfaces of the pump could be collected. A fixed

£. optical probe, facing the shaft, controlled the analyzer averaging process
at different points of the gear revolution. The same procedure was applied
for casing velocity measurements (Fig.2).

Levels at meshing frequency (220 Hz) and first harmonic are dominant.
For set b these levels are relatively constant throughout the cycle, while
for set a strong discontinuities can be observed either in intensity or

S vibration levels, both at the same angular position.
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PUMP FLUIDBORNE NOISE EVALUATION

A test procedure, based on the use of the anechoic system, allows the
assessment of pump source flow and equivalent source impedance. These are
two fundamental complex quantities for pump noise potential evaluation,
their product determining the pressure ripple along the circuit and so the
main vibration source on components and connecting pipelines.

The test method characterizes entirely a pump as to its hydraulic
noise. As a matter of fact, it provides the knowledge of the pump flow
ripple at entry to delivery line, i.e. the pump fluidborne noise, and that
of the pump internal flow losses, making the impedance a pump noise evalu-
ation parameter.

Procedures
The reflectionless delivery line was made by a variable capacity with

an adjustable diaphragm at its entrance (Fig.3). Both impedance and source
flow were derived from measurements of ripples occurring when two differ-
ent diameter pipes act as independent impedance values at the pump outlet
port.

The harmonic analysis of pressure ripples was carried out with a dig-
ital frequency response analyzer while the complex data reduction was per-
formed on a mainframe computer to obtain the source impedance and the flow
ripple.

The reliability of the test procedure has been proved at various op-
erating conditions on 11 gear pumps, different as displacement and gear
tooth number [2].

Verified, moreover, the sensitivity of the method to source impedance
and pump flow ripple variations for different geometry pump components,
the fluidborne noise optimization of the gear pump has been carried out,
adopting the relief groove size aq design parameter. Fig.4 shows the dra-
wing of both A and S bearing blocks, being the distance d between the edge
of the suction relief grooves and the symmetry axis of the bearing block A
0.8 mm shorter.

capacity

drive s uction delivery
. . ... -IIT..... .

piw p pressure transducers

Fig.3 - Schematic diagram of the Fig.4 - Bearing blocks
experimental set-up. drawing.

The classic plane wave transmission equation, describing the form of
the complex standing wave in the circuit and the pressure ripple at any
point, can be considerably simplified if the circuit is so arranged that
the pump is discharging into an acoustically reflectionless delivery line
and the pressure ripple is measured close to the pump outlet.

Once the pump internal impedance and its ideal flow have been deter-
V mined, such an anechoic system provides a useful means of knowing the pump

flow ripple at entry to delivery line and the pump internal flow losses,
simply by pressure ripple measurements (3].

A first qualitative evaluation of the achieved circuit reflectionless
condition, main parameter for the accuracy of the results, was obtained
adjusting the diaphragm with regard to the loading pressure and comparing
the waveforms of the pressure signal at four different points of the de- j
livery line (Fig.3). Transfer function measurements between two pressure
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! values at any two points of the line gave then the termination reflection
coeffient. It allowed an easy evaluation of the termination impedance, its

? value coinciding with that of the line impedance, with no reflection at
Sall.

A typical behaviour of the source impedance (Fig.5, bars) is very
i close to the theoretical one (41, showing an anti-resonance between 1 kHz

and 2 kHz, meshing frequency being about 220 Hz, with a phase change from
-90 to positive values. Fig.5 shows also the source impedance zs behav-
iour (0) for this pump but with a piece of tooth cut off from one gear.

S less compact pump geometry has as a consequence a shifting towards lowerf frequencies of the source impedance anti-resonance, what our results con-
firmed in agreement with the relevant phase behaviour. Pump ideal flow
ripple (Fig.6) turns out from the sum, magnitude and phase, of the actual
flow ripple and the internal flow losses.

10 1L 0.0-

It o

10 44 -0.50 - -

0 4 10 0

Fig.5 - Source impedance comparison. Fig.6 - Ideal flow ripple Qs.

A comparison (Fig.7) among the hydraulic noise characteristics for
the pump with different couples of relief grooves shows that bearing

i blocks A increase the pump leakage flow Ql, without necessarily lowering
the actual flow ripple Qe, measure of the pump fluidborne noise. The dif-

S ference between the behaviours of the pump ideal flow rate Qs is due to
Sthe fact that they depend on both Qe and Ql and also on their phase oppo-

sition, better for relief grooves B.

0.05--0.05-. 0.05

I/sec I/sec l/sec

0..0.0~ 0.M - -0.0

_0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3periods periods periods
Fig.7 - Bearing blocks Ql, Qe, Qs flow ripples comparison.

Moreover, experimental data confirmed impedance meaning, a greater
source value vs. harmonics pointing out a lower pump leakage flow. A value
of airborne noise 3 dB(A) lower for grooves B, at test loading pressure,
emphasized result accuracy.

Computer programs specialized to the experimental set-up here de-
scribed and on purpose worked out provide estimates of the important flu-
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idborne noise parameters, i.e. reflection factor, termination pressure
value, sonic velocity, position of the actual maximum of the standing
wave. They give whole system identification and allow comparison with the
results obtained with the above test procedure. According to that, their
application in order to characterize the fluidborne noise of a variable
displacement axial piston pump located limits of the anechoic system ac-
tually used, the first being the high dissipation and pressure drop of the
pipe of minor diameter [5].

For these reasons, for the sake of faster tests and more reliable
results, the system optimization foresees measuring pump hydraulic noise
and source impedance making use of only one line and improving computer
programs in terms of system parameter sensitivity.

PUMP STRUCTURAL ANALYSES

Both experimental and theoretical techniques have been used to obtain
a detailed description of the cyclic loads and forces acting on the sta-
tionary pump casing and rotating gears. Their knowledge, together with
that of the overall dynamic equilibrium conditions, are prerequisite for
the development of a general structural analysis of the external gear
pump.

An experimental procedure with relevant computation steps has been
carried out to describe the pump internal pressure behaviour and the con-
sequent gear load distribution. A comprehensive representation of the pump
casing stresses has been obtained with a 2-D finite element analysis, com-
paring the response to some reference pressure distributions with that for
actual pump operating characteristics [6].

Procedures
A set of experimental data about the gear pump internal pressure

history has been recorded with a piezoelectric transducer fixed inside the
driving gear shaft and communicating with a tooth vane. That solution pro-
vides a knowledge of the pressure distribution not only on the casing in-
ner surface but also inside the meshing zone and trapped volume. In such a
way, the analysis of pressure loads on gears is exhaustive and a precise

I calculation of radial resultants on these possible.
For all different operating conditions, the pump had a pipe with ane-

I choic termination as external load, such as that described above. The use
I of a reflectionless system is due to the fact that the analysis of the

pump operating features must be carried out without introducing the effect
Iof any external unwanted influences on the measured quantities.

Fig.8 shows a typical behaviour of the pump internal pressure ripple
Scorresponding to a gear shaft revolution. In a vane between contiguous
I teeth, during fluid transfer from suction to delivery port, the pressure
, rises quickly from zero to delivery value. Fluid compression phenomenon
S for the trapped volume is represented with the maximum pressure peak cor-
I responding to the two gear meshing angular positions. The following pres-
I sure drop occurs when trapped volume opens to suction.
IThe above actual pump operating features as input data allow the com-

Sputation of radial load resultants on the gears.
Fig.9 is an example of the final output of the computer program on

S purpose worked out.
i For the 2-D finite element analysis, the ANSYS code has been used.
S The non-linear contact between pump structure and bearing blocks has been

simulated by means of a shaped rigid surface on the inner inlet side of
the casing or with a finite element model of the bearing blocks, using 2-D

S interface elements. This second kind of solution'gives a geometric config-
S uration close as much as possible to the real one and allows to follow the

deformation of the contacting surfaces.
Among the main resuts, the good analogy between very local stress

4concentration points, suggesting the possibility of fatigue crack propaga-
tion lines, and the actual fatigus failures of this type on some strain

i aged pumps.
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Fig.8 - Puppesretm itoy i. Rslatfocso h

i P~barj, T(0.01sec], 44deg]. Shaft gear shafts and angles. RISc,ARISC:
speed: 1500 rev/mmn. Loading pres- driven gear. RISe., ARISm: driving

! sure: 50 bar. gear.
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-Moreover, the radial resultant

on the gear shaft, corresponding in
our model to the reactions at the
traslational constraints on the bear-
ing blocks, is in very good agreement
with that directly computed from the
experimental results, when taking in-
to account the absence of contact
force between meshing teeth.
Fig 10 represents the pump stress be-
haviour using the real pressure dis-

S tribution from experimental data and
the finite element model of the bear- Fig.10 - Equivalent Von Mises
ing blocks. The error in both angle stress distribution.Real pressure
and magnitude evaluation is main- with bearing block FE model. Nine
tained within a few percent. equally spaced contour lines.

CONCLUSIONS

Complementing the usual single title of mcrit (sound power) with
multiple titles (intensity maps, gating spectra and vibration measure-
ments) gives effective and precise ways of evaluating each design param-
eters in terms of minimum noise 2mission.

The test method for asset,-ing fluidborne noise, being very sdnsitive
S to pump structural modificatiins, proved to be the basic tool for a noise

optimization :ocedure and the achievement of the best trade-off between
S acoustic and lnctional performances.

Numeric simulation in order to evaluate the component quality at de-
sign stage together with experimental procedure allowed the computation of
pump casing stress distribution, starting from pump internal pressure ac-
tual behaviour, with consequent possibility of structural modifications.
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ABSTRACT

The authors suggest to use statistical acoustics theory for noise
level predictions in vehicles (excavating machiues, tractors, automobi-

les, loaders, moto-graders and so on).
Every vehicle is considered as a system of separate subsystems -

noise sourcers, noise-pr-tective constructions etc. The authors offers
Sthe schemes that in. ,: de main designing units of the transport vehicles.

Equations being :%iggested allow to figure out the expected noise
level of vehicles while ';he engineering stage. This method has been wi-
dely estimated in pr~ct..e. Using this method the authors succeeded to
attain much noise reduction for some vehicles. For examr ?e, noise in the
cabs of wheeled vehicles has been reduced to 76 t,, of loaders - to
77 dBA, of excvating machines - to 78 dBA, of aromobiles - to 79 dBA.

This method provides several times cost saving through cutting the
number of experiments because it allows to draw the task of noise of
protective units into the draft designing stage. It also allows to lower

the cost uf noise protection facilities.

Statistical Theory has been widely -::ed to estimate noise in Archi-
S tectural Building Acoustics in wie design of rooms and also with the

solution of noise problems in residential areas. I The application of
statistical theory, though being reasonably reliable for the vehicle

S destgn, is rather difficult to use because of the small velume involved,
where the sound fields are quasi-diffuse. Therefore we suggest the use of
statistical acoustics theory for noise control in vo,.icles with several

assumptions: 1437



1. The sound field in the enclosed space ( cabs, desel conpartments, and

enclosures) is considered to be quasi-diffuse with the boundary frequency

of: - oo / '

where - is the volume of the sound field in the space.

2. All of the numerous actual sound sources of complicated shape are con-

sidered to be reduced to five idealised ones:

- three-dimensional sound sources radiating sound in three dimen-

sions (a A , b A4,c i

- plane sound sources ( a >A , b /A )

- spherical sound sources (D > A )
- linear sound sources (a >.A )

- point sound sources (a > A ),
where a,b,c are the characteristic dimensions of the sources, is the

sound length wave.

3. svery noise protecting construction ( sound isolating enclosures,cabs,

acoustic shields and so on) and its components ( holes, openings slots

etc.) consists of a number of elemental secondary radiators, with point

sound sources which are located throughout the whole area or length of

the latter. The elementary sound radiators are considerea to be non-

coherent.

The whole variety of acoustical processes in vehicles are assumed to

be reduced to the following typical estimation schemes:

- sound radiation of the enclosure components differently oriented

with respect to the specified point (SP) located outside the enclosure;

- sound propagation to the cab from point, linear or tree-dimensional

sound sources located outdoors under the condition of unequal sound waves

distribution (attenuation) on the external cabin panels;

- sound propagation to the cab through inter-connected spaces;

- sound reflection from limited and unlimited surfaces;

) sound penetration through a shield to a point located near the
shield in the deep acoustical shadow area ( with diffraction angles more
than 90 grad,);

- sound radiation from the space source into free or enclosed areas
with different locations of the specified point.

For the first case considered the sound intensity at the specified

point depends on:

- the acoustic source power (W source);

- the factor of sound attemation from the three-dimensional source

coursed by the enclosure (D enclosure); -

- the average sound absorrtion coefficient (L enclosure) being

proportional to the absorpt.on area (A enclosure);
- the location coeff..,ent of plcne the secondary sound sources

(fenclosure);
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- the sound conductivity of the enclosure elements (Zenclosure);
- the dimensions of the holes, slots and openings.

The intensity of the sound penetrating into the cab from a point

source, located outdoors, is estimated with consideration of the follow-
ing values: sound source power (W source), the distance between the cab
and the sound source (R source), spatial location of the source (Qsour-
ce), A cab, the absorptive area if the cab, the cab dimensions, the cab
enclosing area and their sound conductivity ( L cab) of the holes,slots
and opening areas.

The intensity of the sound coming into the cab through its floor by
reflection from the unlimited surface is a-itermined with consideration
of che source sound power (W source), the sound absorption coefficient
(o surface), openings dimensions of the openings in the enclosure the

height of the machine location above the reflective surface and
absorptive?.

The intensity of the sound penetrating through an acoustic shield

(A Sh) in the deep acoustical shadow area is estimated by taking into
account W source, the acoustic shield location in space (-QA Sh), R A Sh9
the distance between the shield and the specific point (dA Sh), the

absorptive coefficient (oLA Sh), of the area A Sh, linear dimensions of
A Sh and the distance between ribs of the area A Sh and the specific
point.

The analysis of the noise prediction was made for different vehic-
les. It was shown experimentally that the difference between the pre-

dicted and experimental data is - 3 dB in the frequency range of 50 -

8000 Hz for all the actual vehicles types (trucks, minibuses, excavators,
tractors, cranes, mechanical loaders and so on).

The of theoretical and experimental results are given in ',ABLE 1:

Vehicle type Bound pressure levels (d0) in the octave band with
contey frequencies shown (Hz)

63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

85" 81 82 81 79 73 66 59
V Minibus 10O3 96 86 84 80 74 G5 59T Mechanical 84 84 86 82 79 75 68 64

loader 96 89 84 80 79 76 70 64
Tractor 86 90 88 84 79 76 72 69

88 87 85 87 83 76 72 71

" Theoretical estimates are given top rows; experimental results are

given in the bottom rows for each vehicle type.
Let us consider the sound peneration paths to the cab from the main ve -
hicle noise sources (Fig. 1). As for the engine noise and that of t ie



cooling system fan, these sources being under the enclosure and having
similar sound propagation pahts, the noise from these sources penetrates
by the following three ways: through a the partition which separates the
saloon cabin from the engine area; through an open enclosure apertures
and, by reflections from the ground, through the saloon cabin's floor;

through enclosure barriers and further through a saloon cabins panels
with the exception of the partition and the floor. Exhaust noiseconsi -
dering the exhaust pipe location with respect to the saloon cabin, penet-
rates directly through the floor, underwhich it is located, The trans-

mission noise penetrates to the cab through the floor enclosures. Noise
from tires penetrates to the cab, diffraction loss accounted, through all
the cab's panels with the exception of the partition. Results of airborne
noise in the vehicle cab are presented in Table 2 and in Fig. 2.
Table 2.

Sound panitrating Estimated sound pressure levels (d), in the octave
band center frequencies

channels 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

from the engine 677 66.2 71.1 73.2 71.4 63.0 56,7 53,3
through the 63.1 60.6 69.4 71.5 70.7 61.1 55.3 52.6
partition

through the floor 60.3 61,9 62.8 66.0 61.2 55.6 #7.8 43.2
through the cab's 64.5 61.6 63.7 64.5 57.1 55.4 47.9 40.8
pannels

from the fan 69.0 74.7 72.6 68.7 67.0 56.6 50.8 40.9
through the 63.1 67.1 69.7 64.7 65.7 53.1 48.1 39.2
partition
through the floor 61.9 70.9 65.9 62,1 59.5 50.8 44.2 33.6
through the cab's 66.5 70.9 67.1 61.0 55.8 51.1 44,7 81.7
pannels
from the gear box 64.6 66.8 61.6 63.1 63.6 65.0 58.6 49.1

Srom the exhaust 60.3 67.2 61.3 66.3 63.5 63.5 58.0 508

from the 60.6 62.*4 66.6 68.1 62.6 62.0 59.6 52.1
transmission

from tires 84.8 78.1 81;0 79.1 77.1 69.8 58.7 52.8

from all sources 85.1 80.9 82.2 80.9 79.0 72.9 65.6 59.0

Results of the method given applied to the noise estimation for some
kinds of vehicles while the design stage and at the stage of experimen -
tel testing are presented in Table 3.
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Vehicle Soune levels, dB (A)
type

THE ORIGINAL STAGE AFTER NOISE RJIMSING
MODIFICATIONS

Tractors 89 76
i Loaders 85 77

Railway
cleaning 95 78

i machines

Buses 86 79
Excavators 88 78

The considered method having been applied on the engineering stage,

the noise level reduction by 8 - 17 dbA was successfully achieved.
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Fiur1- The Scheme of Acoustic Estimation for Vehicles.
1 -the ICE inlet; 2 -the cooling fan; 3 - the ICE coat;
4 - the gear box; 5 -the rear axle; 6 -tires; 7 -the ICE outlet.
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~Figure 2 - Noise estimation spectra of the
~vehicle cab.
~I - the total noise spectrum; 2 - the noise

I

~spectrum of tires; 3 - the noise spectrum of
i the gear box; 4 - the same of the exhaust;

~5 - the same of the engine; 6 - the same of

transmission; 7 -the same of the fan system.
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The composition and the possibilities of the automated system for calculating limit admissible noise
characteristics (LANCh) of equipment both having been in operation already and subjected to development are

described. As a basis a method of energetic composition of sound signals has been assumed. The limit admissible
values of the sound power of the noise sources are being determined by means of the solution of reverse acoustic

i problem. The system also comprises optimization of found LANCh values, calculation of the noise chart in the
room, option of the rational position of a working place and owing to it the raising LANCh values of equipment.
The example of using the system for the determination of LANCh of curds production shop equipment has

S been given.

A limit admissible noise characteristic (LANCh) of a machine is those values of its noise characteristic
° (levels of sound power in octave frequency bands) which ensures the fulfilment of the noise norms at working

Splaces under typical operation conditions [ii1
Preliminary calculating of the LANCh (before detailed development of a machine) makes it possible

_" to put in noise claims corresponding to the technical level and, if it is necessary, to provide noise reduction in
the process of a machine development and construction.

The method of the LANCh calculating determined by the USSR Standard [1] was worked out for
conditions of even distribution of the same type equipment (equipment with approximately equal sound power

f level) in a production area. In a case when different types of equipment work in a production area a reverse acous-
tic problem should be solved: to calculate admissible values pad of sound power according to the predetermined
standard values of sound intensity ad = 100.1 (Ld - 120) (Lad is the noise norm, dB, in octave frequency band)
taking into account a definite order of sound sources and working places location in an industrial area [2, 3).

The problem is brought to the system of linear algebraic equations

n
2; a.,a

ji ad, j=1,2... , (1)

where n is the number of simultaneously working sound sources; nw is the number of working places; aji are ele.
ments of the system matrix consisting of two components:

F + a (2)
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the first of them describes the contribution of direct sound radiated by sound source number i at working place
number j, the second - the corresponding contribution of the reflected sound. Expressions for the components

in Eq.(2) take into account location of the sound sources relatively to the working places and acoustic character-
istics of the room and are determined by adopted model of sound spreading in the room (upon energy approach
they are given in the reference book [4]).

If the information about real values of the noise characteristics of sound sources is available, the from
system (1) calculated values of the pad can be optimized. For operating equipment such an information is given
in the rate and technical documentation. As for the equipment under development and construction the data of
noise characteristics of prototype machines may be used. An idea and procedures of optimization are given in
the work [5].

If the location of working place has not been fixed due to the necessity of maintenance of the equip-
ment, a possibility to choose an appropriate location for it in the room is available to provide maximum
LANCh of the machines. An algorithm to realise such a possibility is described in the work [6].

In accordance with the above-described approach an automated system "PDHX" was developed. It
includes the following computering procedures:

- calculation of limit admissible sound power levels of noise sources at the moment they are all simult-
aneously working, with taking into account the disposition of noise sources and working places location in an
industrial area;

- optimization of the obtai~ed LANCh values with taking into account real sound power levels of noise
sources;

- calculation of sound levels in room (noise charts) and choosing of a rational position of a working
place where the LANCh of the most noisy equipment have maximum values.

An enlarged block-diagram of the calculation algorithm is given in Fig. 1.
The system was realized using a personal computer IBM PC/XT/AT and an electronic computer CM-

riad 2.
As an example, let us consider calculation of LANCh of equipment for production of curds (cottagecheese). The composition, disposition of the equipment and the location of the working place are indicated in

Fig. 2.
Table 1 shows the calculated values of the LANCh Lad in comparison with the real (measured [7] ) sound

power levels L1~ of the equipment in the octave band with the geometric mean frequency fm = 250 Hz.Seven sources of 15 are considered to be weak (Lad > L !). The numbers of thouse sources are 1-4
It P1and 10-12. By lowering of their LANCh to the L rI the LANCh of the rest powerful sources 5-9 and 13-15,

pd was obtained less than Lpri canbeincreased.
A successive procedure of optimization [5] makes it possible to Increase to the required level the LANCh

of the seven the powerful sources. It is impossible to reach the real value of sound power for the 15-th the most
powerful source. It can not be done even in the case when all existing reserve of the sound power are used (L d
still Is4.7 dB less than L 15 ).

Table 1 - - Comparising the LANCh and real sound power values in octave band with fm = 250 Hz.
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

LadB 82 81 81 80 81 82 82 82 82 82 82 82 82 82 82L', dB 78 78 79 72 82 84 83 86 84 72 78 78 83 84 94

A, dB 4 3 2 8 -1 -2 -1 -4 -2 10 4 4 -1 -2 -12

Transfering of the control station to the region with the lowerest value of sound level (Fig. 2) resulted in 3
increasing of the LANCh from I to 4 dB (depending on the octave band) of the nearest to the working place sound
sources 4 and 5. The LANCh of the distant sources practically did not change. Low results are connected with agreat portion of reflected sound in the shop because of its small dimensions (14.5x 14.0x6.0 m) and high reflecting

1 4 4
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i abilities of the surrounding surfaces. The biggest difference in the values of sound levels in the rated points was
Sonly 3 d8. It was possible to draw only five isolines with the step 0.5 dB over all space of the room (solid lines

in Fig. 2). Also weak effect of optimization of the LANCh in octave bands with geometric mean frequences
500-2.000 Hz may be explained by poor acoustic characteristics of the room.

Repeated calculations under free sound field conditions (component ali in Eg.(2) is equated to zero) resul-
ted in increasing of the LANCh by 2-5 dB for the nearest and 6-13 dB for the distant from the working place sound

S sources. Considerable changes in distribution of sound levels in the room took place (see the chart of sound levels
in Fig. 2, dashed lines). Difference in sound levels (and sound pressure levels) was 17.8 dB. Transfer of the working
place to the point with the lowerest sound level made it possible to increase the LANCh of the equipment by 12-
13 dB for the sources 4 and 5 and by 2-7 dB for the rest of the sources. As a result it became possible to increase
the LANCh values up to the real ones over all standardized frequency band.

The calculation proves potential effectiveness of rational choosing of the location for a working place. As- far as the above-mentioned ,hop is concerned the necessity to cover the walls and ceiling by a sound absorbingI lagging is evident. It will help considerably to decrease noise at a working place, increase equipment LANCh levels,
extend abilities of their optimizing, and decrease expenditures for lowering of the acoustic activity of machines.t

CONCLUSIONS

1. The system "PDHX" makes it possible to carry out optimum rationing of the noise characteristics of
machines taking into account typical operation conditions. It may be considered as an element of an acoustic auto-
mated design system of industrial objects and machine building industry products used for acoustic calculations in
the process of development of new equipment (machines, lines, complexes) and design of shops for industrial en-

jterprises.
f 2. Application of the system on the stage of preparation of requests for a proposal makes it possible to
formulate the requirements for the noise characteristics of an article under development and simultaneously with
development and construction to carry out acoustic design to meet the noise reguirements. A numerical experi-
ment to determine influence of the reflected sound allowes to establish the values of noise characteristics of ma-
chines in an optimum way and to work out reasonable requirements for acoustic characteristics of rooms.

3. Application of the above-mentioned system when designing industrial areas makes it possible to choose
a rational version of equipment disposition and working place location as well as to determine the requirements
for noise characteristics of machines and acoustic characteristics of room to insure the fulfilment of the noisenorms at working places,
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ABSTRACT

Flexible barriers considered in this paper were designed to provide an effective noise
isolation while allowing fast access to printing machine's engine parts. The flexible barrier itself
consists of a set of linear thin rigid plates joined together lengthwise into a chain. The theoretical

I model for calculation of the noise reduction provided by these screens, the calculation method and
the experimental data are represented in this paper.

INTRODUCTION

Until now two kinds of sound protection barriers 'vere widely applying for most printing
machines. One of them is the hermetic rigid massive case, the second is the barrier with the
technological openings for handling. But it is difficult to use such kinds of barriers for mechanisms
which suppose to have the fast access to them. Flexible barriers were designed to provide an
effective noise isolation while allowing fast access to engine parts (fig. la). There are flexible
barriers made from fabric which used, for example, for marine's Diesel engines, but these screens
are too unstable and unreliable.

The flexible barrier described below consists of a set of linear thin rigid plates joined
together lengthwise Into a chain (fig. lb, c). These barriers can be mounted on variety of
mechanism's shapes and also In passage ways between machine's sections.

The purpose of work was to develop a method of calculations of the noise reduction
provided by different designs of flexible screens.

This method allows a choice of the design when developing.

APPROXIMATE ANALYTICAL SOLUTION

This calculation were made for barriers with the following characteristics /1/:
- small sizes of barriers - less than I m,
- proximity to noise source (engine) - about 0.5 m,

remote destination (personnel) - more than 2 - 3 m,
- noise bandwidth - 63 - 8000 Hz.
The model selected is one plane containing a set of linear rectangular plates placed side-by-

side, separated by narrow spaces. All plates are making flexural oscillations under the influence of
evenly distributed noise pressure.

This model allows to determine parameterc. which are necessary to reach the best noise
reduction.

It is assumed that:
there is no vibration energy transmission from one plate to another,
joint coupling considered as an acoustically small opening, i.e. their sizes are less than the

wave length,
- plate's edges are supported,
- vibration plates phases are random.
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Figure 1 -- The flexible barriers for printing machines:
a) sample of placement; b) front view; c) top view.

The noise reduction was calculated as the difference between the sound pressure level at the
remote point (working place) and the pressure level near to machine's engine part (inside the
case).

Since the fundamental sound field equations are linear /2/, the system's sound pressure is
equal to the sum of sound pressures of each source. So the total sound pressure on the central line
of the system Pfb is the sum of pressures of plates and holes:

Pfb "P + I Ph = kl (q P + (q - 1) Ph)

where P is the sound pressure emitted by the single plate on the central line of the system,
Ph is the sound pressure generated by the single hole on the central line of the system, I is the
random phase summation coefficient, q is the number of plates.

The calculation of the noise reduction provided by the barrier (in far field) was based on
the single finite plate sound pressure derivation using Huygens - Rayleigh integral /3/:

jkpsc, ) kr

211 r

where p is the sound pressure generated by single plate, v Is velocity, do is the surface
element, r is the distance from the surface element to the distant destination point,f, is the air
tightness, co is the sound propagation speed in the air, k is the wave number, and the equation for
the sound pressure determination can be written as:

IF I = Vxg Svg (3),
27E rs

where ro is the distance from the central plate to the distant destination point, Vxy is the
velocity amplitude, Svx, Svy are the Fourier spectrums of the velocity distribution on the plate's
surface.
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The resultant pressure ca, be obtained by summation of the contributions of all vibration
modes:

) ~k~ps co -

27E =. .xg SVx Svg (4),
N=l n--l

where m, n are numbers of vibration modes.
If the center of the plate is a point of maximal velocity, the highest possible value of velocity

spectrum on the center line of the plate is equal to:

4 1112
SVgmax- (),[2n

31

where 11, 12 are plate dimensions.
The sound pressure can be derived using the definition of "impedance" on the resonance

K frequency . . with the loss factor The total sound pressure in the ' ti frequency band is
equal to:

GO 0 8 k 3 scsS Pk
+P = 12 (6),

N=1 n=1 Iro ( 16 J3 c. mnphcavnt i)NJ

where N is the number of resonance frequencies, m, n are mode numbers, m = 1, 3, 5.., n =
1, 3, 5.., r is thle loss factor, S - 11 12 is the plate area,.p is the plate density, Pk is the appliedrsound pressure, "'I is is the resonance frequency, h is the plate thickness. This is the expression
for 2 - dimension oscillating plate. For I - dimension oscillation plate this expression can be
written as:

f 2 k3scs S Pk
:P =(7),

lir C 4psce + 31 m ph Ca v l) V1

When the noise is passing through the acoustically small opening, the sound pressure in the
remote point also may be obtained by using Rayleigh integral:

where t'is the hole area, Zis the passing ratio (coefficient), r is the distance from the
central hole to the distant destination point.

The analysis of the influence of different construction parameters to the noise reductionvalue was based on this theoretical model. The main difficulty in the definition of noise reduction14 was the determination of the flexible screen's loss factor. It was derived during the experiment.

THE EXPERIMENTAL DERIVATION OF THE LOSS FACTOR OF THE FLEXIBLE
~ SCREEN

The loss factor was changing as function of thickness, width and material of plates, number
of plates, dimension of a gasket. The total area of the prototype to be tested was keeping constant,
was selected $50 x 450 mm. The plates thickness was changing from 1 mm to 5 mm, the number ofplates was changing from 1 to 25, so their width was changing from 450 mm to 18 mm.Experiments were preformed on the specially designed prototypes where the edges of plates were
fastened between two massive frames.
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Fugure 2 - The frequency response of the flexible barriers loss factor., a) sets having q plates; b) the set

of 20 plastic plates.

Experimental data shows that boundary conditions makes the considerable influence to thin
plates vibration at low modes. At frequencies higher than 4000 Hz the loss factor depends on the
internal friction and almost independent on the plates thicknesses.

The loss factor of the different material plates sets is in range 0.03 - 0.12 (fig. 2). The loss
factor of acrylic plastic prototypes has a more smooth functional dependence on the frequency as
compare to metallic plates. Increasing of the number of plates leads to increasing of the loss factor
in whole frequency band (fig. 2a). The dispersion of the results of measurements is rising in the
high frequency band. When a rubber strap was located between the metallic plates loss factor was
increased in the low frequency band (fig. 2b). When the rubber strap was located between the
plastic plates the loss factor was increasing in average for 0.04 in whole band.

NOISE REDUCTION MEASUREMENTS OF FLEXIBLE BARRIERS

Tests were performed with sets having the different materials, thicknesses, number of plates,
hole dimensions, strap diameters. The comparison of the theoretical and experimental data shows
that the method described allows to obtain accurate enough results in given frequency range. Steel
plates thickness changing does not influence to the noise reduction in the high frequency band.
Metal plates sets have a highest noise reduction, which is equal to the isotropic plate's noise
reduction in the high frequency band. In the middle frequency band the noise reduction of metal
plates sets is more than the isotropic plates noise reduction on 3 - 5 dB.

Just as we had expected after theoretical calculation 3 - 7 plates sets have the best acoustical
characteristics for this prototype's total area. The minimum of noise reduction is provided by 20 -
25 plates sets for this prototype area. The noise reduction of such sets is less than Isotropic plate
noise reduction in all frequency range.

Ire, B a ) t*AdB b)

46 46

3e' I so 2,

125 256 168O 1000 uO 4666 f.Ih1 125 25 566 i0020 4666 f, Fb

Future 3 - The frequency response of the noise reduction of sets of steel plates: a) 10 plates without the
hole and strap; b) 20 plates with the rubber strap (diameter 3 mm).

I- calculation results; 2- experimental results.
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tExperimental results are matching good with calculations performed (fig. 3a). The
difference is not more than 3 dB both for wide (more than 112 mm) and narrow (less than 45 mm)
plates. The difference between the theoretical and experimental data is reaching 8 - 12 dB for
plates sets, having width of each plate 45 - 112 mm. Results described was obtained both for
metallic and plastic plates. The presence of junctions reduces the noise reduction for 5 dB. This
fact also is in a good matching with the theoretical results.

Placement of rubber strap between the metal plates leads to some falling of acousticalcharacteristics as compare to ones of the set without hole and rubber. Instead, the placement of
rubber strap between plastic plates leads to the improvement of acoustical characteristics in wholeS frequency band. In this case the difference between theoretical and experimental data is too smnall
even for 5 - 7 plates sets (fig. 3b).
APPLICATION

This theoretical model and method of calculations allow to determine the noise reduction of
various designs of the flexible screen. The calculations of certain constructions based on this
method were performed to determinate optimal parameters of the barriers with the given sizes and
flexibility. The dependence of the noise reduction on number of plates, their thickness, rubber

I thickness and frequency range was found.
This method was used for designing a variety of flexible noise reducing barriers for printing

machines. It also can be used for any other machines corresponding to described limitations of
sizes and noise bandwidth.
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ABSTRACT

The object of this paper is to provide a method of cost-benefit
analysis for the implanation of protection measures against industrial

i noise.
Protection measures against noise in national economy are aimed at

f achieving social effects in preserving the workers' health and qualifi-
Scation, creation of favourable environment, lowering the rate of trau-

mas, illnesses and drift of man power as a result of unfavourable wor-
king.

Measures taken against noise give not only social but economic
S gains as well, resulting in higher labour efficiency, reduction of pri-
Ime cost and greater profits.

This paper is based on the research work of O.A.Afonina and engi-
s neer N.V.Dalmatova at the Moscow Aviation Institute (MAI) under the
S supervision of Professor, Candidate of Science (economics) Afonina O.A.

S INTRODUCTION

When the method of economic evaluation of industrial noise silen-
cers become a realistic possibility, the loss of value in our society
from industrial noise can be considerably reduced.

The data presented by the Ministry of Health show that almost 1.8million people including 180.000 woman have been working under conditi-
S one exceeding the normal noise level; 495.000 people including 394.000

woman were subjected to excessive vibration. According to the registe-
S red morbidity data most frequent illnesses are caused by physical fac-
k tors (illness due to vibration 21.6%, aural neuritis - 87%).

The approximate values of specific economic losses caused by vib-
ration affecting one worker in machine building industry reach 10.500
roubles, whereas impaired hearing results in 10.000 losses.

Expected costs inus expected benefits give the expected value of
S social and economic effects for each year. the life and health compo-

nent and rouble component of the net result are kept separate through-
out the evaluation.

These figures show that a method of social and economic evaluation
of industrial noise silencers is of utmost importance.



ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF JET NOISE SILENCERS

Being an externally isolated disjoined constructive part of indus-
trial buildings, jet noise silencers have a specially designed objective
and are independent operating structures.

Among such conceptions as means of labour, objects of labour and
labour itself, noise silencers represent means of labour which determine
the physical conditions of the industrial process and increase the ef-
ficiency of production.

Depending on the function and terms of operation jet noise silen-
cers are the major effective means of the enterprise and therefore re-
quire capital investments.

The reproduction of noise silencers is accomplished as the repro-
duction of the main funds, as the process of capital construction and
principal investments. Consequently the implementation of noise silen-
cers should be planned and properly financed.

Cost accounting should be carried out for the noise silencer it-
self, for its operation, its effective use over the whole cycle of tech-
nical, economic and social indices which include the preservation of the
worker's life, his health and qualification the lowering of trauma and
illnesses rate as well as the drift of man power as a result of bad wor-
king conditions.

The social aspect of efficiency is closely connected with economi-
cal effectiveness of noise silencers application which can be quantita-
tively estimated.

Noise silencers being elements of modern engineering comprise part
of the major active means of labour, for they are constantly updated,
renovated and advancing at a rapid rate. Hence their essential likeness
to machines and equipment.

Noise silencers are expensive structures, for example, the expendi-
tures at test stations amount to 45 - 50o of their general cost.

Noise silencers have their individual functions, definite service
life, specific ways of mounting which must be done by special organiza-
tions.

They are by no means passive, taking an active part in the indus-
trial process, affecting the efficiency of labour, the volume of produc-
tion, lowering its prime cost and improving its quality.

The order and formulas of calculation

The order of calculating social and economic effectiveness is as
follows:
* Formulation of a particular problem for ind..atrial noise reduction and
vibration.

, Definition of social factors.
* Determination of capital investments.
* Calculation of current expenses for a year,
- Calculation of economic effects resulting from the implementation of
noise protection measures.

* Calculation of the level of economic effectiveness as a ratio of eco-
nomic effects with respet to capital investments.

The following formulas may be suggested for calculating social and eco-
nomic effects due to the reduction of industrial noise and vibration.

Yearly economic-efficiency of production costs due to preventing
industrial traumas (0tr) is the following.

'tr = 1,5 D V1, (I)

where D - losses of working time because of traumas and loss of capacity
for work for a day, for more days for the current year, in roubles;
W - an average daily wage of one worker, in roubles.

Yearly economical efficiency of production costs due to illnesses
p I  created by unfavourable working conditions is

0. O25(Lv - L p), (2)
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! where L , L - value of economic losses due to general incapacity for
Swork, virtu91 and planned in roubles.

Yearly economical efficiency due to the reduction of production
costs created by decreasing drift ( d ) of man power is

3 d. * 8000 N, (3)

S where 8000 is the average value of losses due to one worker drifting a
i year, in roubles;

N - the number of workers drifting due to unfavourable working condi-
tions (industrial noise and vibration) expressed in number of men.

Yearly economical efficiency of the wage Gw) fund due to the re-Sduction of leave terms of abolishing leaves is

aw. = w (E4vDv - £4pDp), (4)W.

Iwhere W - the average wage of one work a day, in roubles;
4, 4p - the number of workers having additional leave due to higher

S nise and vibration level, virtual and planned, expressed in number of
S men;

D , D - the average duration of an additional leave for one worker hav-
S ilij tRe right for it due to noise and vibration, virtual and planned, inS days.

.Analogous formulas can be suggested to determine the yearly econo-
mical efficiency as a result of payment reduction for compensation be-
cause of the decrease or annulment of higher tariff scale and shorter
working day.

Expected economic losses due to professional illnesses (L) of
- special character

Lec =L' N' (5)

I where L' - is specific professional losses due to certain illnesses de-
pending on the type of production, in roubles;

S N' - is the number of workers suffering from these professional illness-fes - expressed in number of men.
Yearly economical efficiency of production costs due to fewer wor-

kers requiring training for a new profession because of noise and vibra-
tion, expressed in number of men.

*9pr = Q0 4 c' (6)

where Q - an average costs for new professional training, in roubles;
r 4 - ths number of workers willing to acquire a new profession, expres-

s8 d in men.
There are many other formulas for calculating social and economic

effects. Global social and economic effects (expected economic losses)
S may be determined as a sum of above-mentioned indices.

S CONCLUSIONS

The major conclusion is that the authors recommend to follow the
sequence and method of calculation of social and economic effectiveness
according to the suggested formulas as they have been checked up in
practical work.
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ABSTRACT

Exterior facades have a great influence on the noise transfer inside
buildings. The aim of this paper is present and the spectral analysis of
the noise inside and outside the building and also to highlight the
influence of a certain kind of facade treatment, usually used as sun
protection devices, which is the vertical louvers.

S INTRODUCTION

A previous paper (1] reviewed different viewpoints of researchers
(2,3,4,5,6,7,8], and the results concerning the effect of facades in noise
control problems. The correlation between different arch-itectural
treatments in the buildings' facades and the road traffic noise level was
also presented (1). That study was conducted on El Horreya Avenue, the
main artery in the city of Alexandria, which r-unns through nearly 80% of
this linear city. The facades chosen were simple, solid and void; a

S french window overlooking a balcony, a loggia, windows with vertical
t louvers, glass cladding, glazed aluminum framed facade and a window not

parallel to the main road and others. In this paper the spectral analysis
i of the noise inside and outside the building is presented,

SITE DESCRIPTION AND MEASUREMENTS

Three sites out of the ten previous sites were chosen. They occupied
the second floor of three different buildings (Figure 1). Site (1) is a
window provided with a rolling shutter, existing in a facade making 30
degrees with the road. The facade has facing bricks in the solid part,
while the sill beneath the void has a plaster finish. Site '2) has three
windows with rolling shutters,, separated by vertical concrete louvres.
Each window consists of two parts, the lower being fixed. Site (3) is a
typical, solid of void, facade with a wooden framed window. The
measurements were carried out simultaneously on two points in each site
using in each point a precise SLM and a tape recorder. The first point
lies outside the window on the sill, fixing a height of 0.90 m, while the
second point lies inside the room mainltaining the same height and at a I

i perpendicular distance of 1.40 m from the windows. The two points lie on
1 the center line of the window.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. The three spectra of the outside traffic noise in the sites
(F'gure 2) show the same tendency or shape. The peak value is
concentrated between the range 500 Hz and 1600 Hz.

2., The reduction inside in site (1) and site (2) is greatest at 800 and
1250 Hz; also in site (3) the reduction is significant from band 800
till 1250 Hz, but at 2500 the reduction is little.

Table (1)

Noise levels in dBA Noise levels in dBA
(inside) (outside)

Ls LSo L95 Leq Ls Lso L95 Leq &Leq

1 64.0 56.0 48.0 58.6 91 79 71.5 82.5 23.9

2 66.0 58.0 51.0 60.2 86 78 72.5 79.8 19.6

3 67.5 58.5 51.5 61.3 95 80 72.5 84.0 22.7

FIGURE (2)
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3. In site (1) at 500 Hz there is a peak inside; it could be due to itsarchitectural treatment as seen from Figure (1).

4. From Figure (2) and site (3) we can observe that there is a
considerable attenuation from the frequency component below 2 KHz,
whileable attet are some peaks in te spectrum which may be
due to its being a simple solid void, without any architectural
treatment. The window is directly facing the road. Also, from
Table (1) we can observe that this site possesses the highest values
for both outside and inside measurements, 84 dbA, 61.3 dbA,
respectively, for the same reason mentioned above

5. From Table (1), site (1) is showing the highest*.Leq. This is due
to the window being not parallel to the road and which causes an
inclined incidence of the acoustic wave and results in a minimum
transmission from outside to inside. The results obtained are still
in good agreement with those in [1].

6. In site (2) the path difference between the directly incident wave
tand the other waves reflected from the vertical louvres at A and B

are comparable to the value of A/2 in the band from '00-100C Hz
A c/f; where

A = wave length;
r c = velocity of sound and

f = frequency; i.e. X = 340/800 or 340/1000);
i.e. A/2 = 17 & 21 cm, respectively. This may help in explaining
the great value of attenuation for these frequencies as shown in
Figure (2), site (2).

Conclusion

1. The architect should be supplied with accurate measurement of the
traffic noise in the road, especially main arteries, before designing
his building.

2. Architects, when possible, could orient their windows so as not to be
iparallel to the road, as this causes a loss in the transmitted noise

from outside to inside.

3. The simple, solid and void reduces the effectively transmitted
acoustic wave inside the building.

4. The different dimensions of the vertical louvres chosen for a certain

window should not only depend on solar angles to give the best solar
protection, but it could be designed as an element which could give a
sufficient attenuation to traffic noise in interiors. This could be
achieved if the difference between the length A v and XY of Figure (3,
is in the range from 17 to 21 cm.

5. The variation in the value of the transmission loss at different
frequencies from outside to insid- may help in explaining the

B

FIGUAE(3)
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reaction of the inhabitants due to the road traffic noise. This may
be thoroughly explained by correlating subjective measurement with
objective results.
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R
~ABSTRACT

There considered the problems of noise radiation decrease by the engine lamellar
elemonts such as driving pulleys, casings, thermo-protective shields, thin-walled case
elements. For radiation coefficient decrease of such elements it is offered their
perforation that brings to the radiator transformation of the monopole type (e.g.
air-cleaner covers) into the radiator of the dipole type. For plates, radiating sound

with both sides, the perforation brings to the decrease of the equivalent moment of
the dipole radiators. It is also considered (at the example of the belt driving
pulley) the possibility of radiator transformation of dipole type into the quadripole

0 radiators by the way of the acoustic mirror set near them.

The necessary perforation degree and hole situation are defined from the
conditiob of the minimum influence on the main function of the radiating sound
elements (thermo-insulation, sound-insalation,protection from dirt, torque transfer
and so on). There given some examples of the suggested method realization in the car
engines.

( INTRODUCTION

Noise decrease problem of the internal combustion engines as the main source of 33
the environment noise pollution by the transport means and energetic settings

" . continues to be actual in the conclussive ten-day period of the 20-th century. The
successes in the field of noise decrease, reached by the researchers, designers and
producers at present are though impressive enough, however the intensive satiation of
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the planet, that continues, on by the transport means doesn't allow to take down this
problem from the agenda and puts it into the category of the immediate and urgent
ones.

The traditional methods of structure noise decrease of the internal combustion
engines based on the mechanical impedance increase and effective vibro-insulation and
vibro-damping application of the case parts evidently are exhausted at the most with
the possibilities of the technological, resource and coat nature.

In the article there given attempts to research the possibilities of internal
combustion engine structure noise decrease owing to the control sound radiation
coefficients by the engine separate case parts which play an important role in the
forming of its sound field. To such engine parts were related: a crankshaft pulley,
pulleys of the engine auxiliary units, an air-cleaner cover, a drive case of the
gas-distributive mechanio, a fan (ventilator) casing of the cooling system, a
carburattor therso-insulated shield.

THE WAYS OF COERCION 09 RADIATION COEFFICIENTS

tiounting conditions of all the elements given abore on the engine and their
dynamic conduct in the working process allow, to the definite degree of approximation,
to approbate them by classic sound radiators, monopoles, dipoles, quadripol!s and
plane wave radiators with the control possibilities well enough by this radiation by
the way of:

- radiator scale decrease (radiator characteristic dimension);

-- transference in the source of a higher order (monopole into dipole, dipole into
quadripole and so on);

- change of the external load on the source (nearly situated rigid or soft
walls).

f AMLR RADIATOR PKRFORATION

The well-known mean of sound radiation decrease by the oscillated plates is their
perforation, bringing to sound pressure alignment on its opposite sides and radiation
decrease. The more plane perforation degree, the less smnd radiation at identical
plane oscillation amplitudes. However, in real constructions lamellar element use with
high degree of perforation is not always possible because of the breach of direct
functional pirpose of these elements, for example, because of the possibility of
outside things getting under the caning,because of the loss of necessary durable and
ripid characteristics and so on, and also because of the increase of direct sound
radiation from the volumes for which these plates fulfil the role of sound insulated
screena. Tn thene cases oose problems of the definition of perforation minimm degree
and hole situation arise which provide with the necessary noise decrease that Is
radiated by the plate.

For the appreciation or- radiator acoustic characteristics of the ami..lar type Is
ufed a simplified model Pke an endless plate, performing bonded oscillationa (fig.1).
For the estbbation of plate perforation influence on the sound radiation by it an
equivalent clectr-,zu ,.-,Pye [I] is used which is given in fig.l. In this conductivity
scheme Y is defined by wc ,,uacian
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where , is the aLitude of plate banded oscillations at the point of i-hole
situation;

ZE is rated acoustic resistance of the hole on FC;

-
z1= j 1 2  - K/s m a t, thua e pr se c af v wa-d l e(a t e itnc e ;o i

F is plate area.

Sound radiation decrease i estimated according to the equation:

1 , =21"g =20g f+Y~ .+, 1

wbe( 2 f

ap plcati i the absence of the ral near the oscillated plate;

Z= v K -noise sp-ctr at the presence a tall (at the distance of h wr

K z  i a wave eiber of the plate beanded oscillations.

The efficiency of the holes at the presence of the wale,as a rule, is higher than

at the radiation into the unlimited sace [2,3]. As an example, illustrating ole

application efficieny for the radiation decrease of the vibrating plates in fi.2 are

given noise sectra in the soundisulatd csing zone at the diesel engine work,

competed with entire and perforated sound-insllated caing of as-dtriutiton

5mechanism.

EIn fig.3 sound suppression efficiency is illustrated, which is radiated by the
I vibrating cover of the engine air-cleaner.In spite of the fact that the cover
r perforation by two holes with 5 m diameter brings to the partial unhermetization of
i the air-cleaner--uffler chamber, the optimum disposition and minima holes dimensions
t provide with sufficient obstruction to the air- sound radiation from the chamber at
~ the efficient suppression of low frequency sound, directly generated by the cover 4].

The measuring microphone is situated opposite the openings of the aircleaner
i perforated cover and thus measured air-ncise radiation from the air-cleaner chamber.

The applied at the car engines therso-insulated screens of the carburattor in the
X sight of cantileverly fastened steel plate can also make a valuable contribution to

the engine sound field. Especially it refers to the resonance radiation conditions
of these screens. In this cas the perforation of the screen cantilever section by 5

- holes with 5 - diameter which were situated at the distances of 30...50 m from the
screen free edge allowed to decrease total noise levels in the screen zone up to 2 dO
[5]. Such insignificant screen perforation did not make worse direct therno-insulated
screen functions.
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NOISE DECREASE FROM THE VIBRATING PUYS

Holes fulfilment in the rotating flat parts such as belt and chain drive pulleys,
toothed wheel and some others provide with high degree of noise radiation decrease,
and in particular, in the drive pulley of the internal combustion engine crankshaft,
which is often known as one of the strongest radiators of internal combustion engine
noise.

For estimation noise radiation decrease by the pulley at the fulfilling holes in
it was approbated by the dipole radiator with dipole moment B . propotional to the
oscillation mean-square velocity of the points of its surface V, pulley area S and
radiator characteristic dimension L ( B-V*S*L ) value L was taken equal to the mean
way where pressure alignment between points on the opposite surfaces of the oscillated
pulley takes place. The hole presence in the pulley ( L decrease) brings to quicker
pressure alignment on the pulley opposite sides and to radiation decrease, propotional
B . Al, large holes doing the supplementary effect is got owing to radiator 5 surface
decrease. Carried out researches showed that it's quite enough to perforate the
crankshaft pulley of VAZ engine by six holes with 2 me diameter which are evenly
situated on the oircumference, disposed between the hub external diameter and pulley
outward diameter.

With this total level of sound radiation in the pulley zone (by 0,1 a from the
disk surface) decreases in 3 dH&. Here it is necessary to note, that the fulfilment of
the 6 holes with 2 ma diameter brings in the concrete case to decrease of the
radiation area only by 0,23%. The experiment&, carried out with the pulleys from
different materials (cast Iron, steel,polyamid) and with different thickness of the
pulley disk (3 m and 10 ma) showd: perforation diameter influenes substantially on
the noise muffling magnitude. The presence of 6 holes with 8 me diameter on the pulley
ensured the greatest effect till 4 dBA (fig.4). Ktreme increase of the bole diameter
brings to noise muffling efficiency lose, evidently, because of the beaded rigidity
decrease of the pulley construction and the corresponding growth of vibration level of
the pulley construction separate elements.

The greatest acoustic effect ams recived at the pulley use of spoke
construction, realizin "the effect of big hole" [6,7J. The pulley application of the
spoke construction allows in the comarison with the aerial variant of the valley
construction without holes in the disa to set a substantial acoustic effect (fig.5).
Thus, the radiation In the pulley zone in the frequency ran 1000-2000 Hz decreases
by 15 dB, total level- by 7 dBA, and total level of the external noise of carm-VZ-by
1-1,5 dBA. Sound radiation from the pulley elements with high level of
vibro-velocities can be suppressed by introduction in them mall openings,
disembering them, in their turn, on smaller radiators of dipole type [8]. As the
researches have shown, the fulfilment of 5 holes with 6 m diameter in the pulley rM
of the spoke construction allowed applementary to decrease total level in the pally
zone till 2 dBA (fig.6).

In a number of caes decrease effect of the radiated by the pulley noise, reached
by the perforation of its min radiating elements say appear not to be safficieut. In
the connection with this it =a &*Ise the necessity of supplememtay meamare
application on ippeeasion of the pulley intensive noise radiation. he possibilty of
providins with noise decreased radiation by its more ratiomal arranging on the .ne
looks very attractively.
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ACOUVIC HIROR USK

i The supplementary and h17 effective mean of decrease of element measure
I coefficient of the oscillating pulley type is acoustic mirror use as a nearly situated
I rigid reflecting plate [9). In the quality of such it can be used a casing of

gas-distribution drive mechanism, situated at the corresponding distance from the side
surface of the pulley disk and partially coying its contour (12]. There can be. used
also in the quality of reflecting surfaces separate elements of the motor-compartment
(e.g. wheel splash devices settings at the diametrical dispo ition of the engine in
the motor-compartment). It's not excluded the application of specially mounted plates,
situaled near the pulley aide mrface as from the engine side so well from the
motor-compartment side.

The theoretical preconditions of practical use nearly situated sound reflecting
pall of the acoustic mirror by the vertical dipole are considered by X. Skuchik [10].
If we consider the pulley as a dipole type radiator, it is useful to draw nearer
maxima it to the rigid reflecting surfaces for the decrease of its radiation. It is
known, that dipole radiationsituated by the absolutely rigid wall is almost competely

S compensated by the radiation of its imaginary picture [11].

The real wall on the constructive considerations cannot be endlesly approached to
the rotating vibrating disk. Besides, it partially absorbs sound and changes the
reflected wave phase. Dipole moving off influence from the ideal all on its radiation
is enough considered upon in details in [10], func.tion F(kd/2) characteries

4 the change of sound power U, radiated by the dipole into the semi-sphere in comparison
a with the power 0,5 N - radiated by it in the some semi-sphere at the wall absence

' ( fig-.7, curve I

i where 4/2 is distance from the wall to the dipole.

For mall ( kdV2 ) when the wall influence mbtantially influences upon the
radiation, function F(y) is well aprobated by the dependence

F.(Y) (1/)y 2 ()(4)

E The real reflectig wall in contrast to the ideal om possesses sm absorbtion
and resility, that brings to the appearance of the pplementary uneillbration of
the real dipole to be imaginary. Unequilibrated radiation bears also the dipole nature
and brings in the supplementary contribution in the radiation of the reflection

V unideality on the radiation of the sytem to be considered upo.

Dipole radiation chaam, brought in by an uoideal wall, can be estimated

S according to the formla E9].

=r F Y -rd +I (- e I 5

ME)
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Moere r and Y are ccrrespondingly modulus and phase of the radiation coefficient
of the wall. The second member of this equation takes into account the reflection
unideality. The dependence nature of the radiated power from and is illustrated
in fig. 7. The possibility of noise decrease as a radiator of dipole type with the
help of the radiated wall was experimentally researched and realized at one of the
model of the car engine at the Volga Automobile Plant. The efficiency of the suggested
method is illustrated in fig.8, where the comparative characteristics of radiation are
given an 1/3 octave spectra of noise levels, which are registrated in the pulley zone
with a reflecting wall, disposed at the distance d/2 = 40 me from the pulley and
its approximation to the pulley (d/2 = 2 me).

Highly attractive seems an idea of the acoustic mirror using as nearly situated
regid sound reflecting screens in the input zone into teeth engagement of the teeth of
driving and driven pulleys and teeth of the belt of gas-distribution mechanism
drive,as it was settled in the work [13] main sound radiation is formed in the
engagement zone, the dimensions of this zone don't exceed 2.. .5 cm and the very
radiation presents radiation of dipole type. In this connection there are no
particular technical problems in using different screening elements of small
dimensions to be situated opposite these zones at the equal distanse to the beet
external surface at the distance not exceeding 0,03 Di, wbere Di is diameter of the
corresponding pulley. The screen element area with this must be not less 0,6 of the
radiation zone area to be formed with the section of the belt and pulley tooth
engagement, limited by the central angle, equal to 10 with the bisector, passing
through the initial point of the grasp arc an element of the corresponding acoustic
mirror can appear the section of the sound-insulated casing of gasdistribution
mechanism drive, the geoutry of which is specially designed in accordance with the
recomnndations, given abore. It is necessary also to add that in the citing work it
is noticed [13] a highly efficient method (up to 20 4A) of noise radiation
suppression of the toothed-belt drives for the sake of the very driving belt
perforation which represents a typical radiator of dipole type.
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Fig.1. Endless plate and equivalent electrical scheme of

sound radiation by the plate.

SPL ,

dB

o \2[

0,063 0,25 1 4 kHz

Fig.2. 1/3 octave spectrum of noise levels at 0,1 m from
drive casing surface of VAZ diesel engine (Vh=1500 cm .

Full load, n=5000 min "d•

I - drive casing (without holes)

2 - perforated casing (with 6 holes,O 6 mm)

SPL

dB 1 - air-cleaner cover (witho-
ut holes)

2 - perforated cover (2 holes,
,i diameter 5 mm)

0,063 0,25 1 4 kHz

Fig.3. 1/3 noise octave spectrum at 0,1 m from the surface

of VAZ engine air-cleaner cover (Vh=1500 cm3).
Full load, n=5600 min-
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SPL,
dE I 1 - pulley disk is without

holes
-2 - pulley disk is perforated

o £ (6 holes diameter is 8 mm)

'0,125 0,5 2 8 - kHz

KFig.4. 1/3 noise octave spectrum at 0,1 m from the pulley
disk of VAZ engine crankshaft. Vh=1600 cm3 .
Full load, n=5000 min -I

SPL,
dB - pulley with entire disk,

6 2 - pulley of spoke construc-

tion

01

0,125 0,5 2 3 kHz

Fig.5. 1/3 noise octave spectrum at 0,1 m from the pulley

disk of VAZ engine crankshaft (Vh=120 0 cm3).

Full load, n=5000 min -

SPL,

dBA -- - pulley of spoke con-

I struotion (serial),

- 2spoke pulley with per-

,? -forated rim, 5 holes,

-v - - diameter 6 mm

0,5 1 2 4 kliz

Fig.6. 1/3 octave spectrum of noise radiation at 0,1 m from

the pulley rim of VAZ engine crankshaft (Vh=1600 em3 ).

Full load, n=5000 min
-I
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N
-10lg - , dB

Neq

27 -

21 - ,

15 -- ---9-32---.. -

3

-3 kd/2
0,025 0,1 0,4

Fig.7. Dipole radiation near the reflecting wall.

1 .... r=1, P --0;

2 .... r--0,7, F =0;

3 .... r=l, = :0.

SPL, dBA

1 - sound reflecting wall

at 4 mmfrom the pulley
-disk;

.2 - sound-reflecting wall at

-r - - . - 2 mm from the pulley disk.

0,5 1 2 4 kHz

Fig.8. 1/3 octave spectrum of noise radiation at 0,1 m from the

pulley disk of VAZ engine crankshaft (Vh=1300 cm3).
The pulley with entire disk. Full load, n=5000 min

-1
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ABSTRACT

A critical examination of the Boundary Element Method (BEM) applied to the numerical
S solution of acoustic radiation problems governed by Helmholtes equation is the subject of this

Spaper. A detailed literature survey on the application of the BEM to the radiation problems
concerning both the exterior and interior regions is presented. A formulation directed to the
particular application of noise generation Inside motor vehicle passenger compartments is
developed. The solution of the problem is Illustrated on the classical problem of a uniformly
pulsating sphere.

[ INIMU DUCTION

The prediction of the acoustic field due to arbitrarily shaped structures is an inportant
research area In many disciplines. This topic has a variety of applications especially, in aerospace

~ engineering and automotive engineering fields in determining the Interior noise levels of aicraft
[ and ground vehiclea

For the solution of the problem several different methods have been used so r, use of the
filte element method, statistical energy analysl, and boundary element method (BEM) with
/ntegral formulations being the most prominent Each method has its advantages and drawbacks
depending on the particular application in hand.

In this paper, a formulat;,in directed to the prediction of noise generation Inside motorvehicle passenger compartments i's introduced and a study of the boundary element method for the
~'solution of the interior acoustic p:,'blems governed by the Helmholtz eution is presented. The

ultlnate almof the study isto produce a coputatinatool to be uedithe prediction of the
i acoustical chrcteristics for a v.ehicle structure for which the in-vacuo vIbration characteristics

', are available

S SURVEY or FP VIOUS WORK

A literature survey on the Integral formulations and the use of the BEM for the solution of
radiation problems concerning both the exterior and interior regions has been performed and
summariked below.

Classical formulations of acoustic radiation from vbrating bodies based on integral
equations started in early 19(Os. In these works, exterior steady-state acoustic radiation problem
for bodies of arbitrary shape was investigated. Chen and Schwelkert (11 described the acoustic field
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"by a ditiuio of surface sources of unknown strength at the shell-fluid boundaries, which led

to a set of integral equations This numerical techniqu is named as Simple Source Formulation
(SS in which the acoustic pressure at an exterior Add point is represented in terms of a surface
integral of a source density/tuction. Computational results were given for two sample problems
(1) a piston set in a rigid sphee, and (2) a stend att shell of n ite length in water.
Chertock 121 developed a numerical method utilizing the discretized Surface Helmholtz Integral
Equation (SHIE) for the solution of radiation problems involving surAces of revolutio. Another
approximate method was presented by Williams et al [3) in which the brfield presure was
approximated by a truncated series of spherical Hankel fUnctions. The method was shown to be
most accurate for adiating surfaces that are nearly spherical In sha Copley (41 proposed a
method applicable to radiation from surfaces of revolution utilizing the nterior Helmholtz Integral
Equation (IH All three types of integral formulatios for obtaining approximate solutions of
the exterior steady-state acoustic radiation problem for an arbitrary surce were discussed by
Schenck [51. Schenck proposed a Combined Helmholtz Integral Formulation (CHIEF) to overcome
the defclencies and computational difficulties premt n the previous works. He showed that this
formulation yielded unique solutions even at the characteristic wave numbers for which the other
integral equations broke down. Meyer, Bell, and Zinn 16] investigated the development of a
procedure for the exterior sound radiation problems. They were concerned with the following
points (1) the development of a numerical scheme for handling the singular ntegrands
encountered in the application of the Helmholtz f onula6 (2) the determination of the most
effective procedure for handling the non-uniqueess of the radiation solution at elgenvalues of the
associated internl acoustic problem, and (3) the determination of the accuracy of the resulting
solutions.

The Boundary Element Method (BEM) became popular in late 197Y& Koopman and Benner
[7) presented a computational method based on Helmholtz integral for assessing the sound power
characteristics of machines The accuracy of the method was demonstrated by calulating thepressure on the surface of a unfb l pulsating sphere and of an oscilating spem A clear
explanation of the appliation of the BEM to ext sound radiation problems was given by
Seybert et al (81. The DEM was used to obtain numerical solutions to the same classical radiation
problems. They introduced an Isoparametric element formulation in which both the surface
geome and the acoustic variables on the surface of the radiating body were represented by
quadratc shape functions. Solutions to the problems encountered in the use of BEM have been
suggested by Plawczyk [91 and Brod [10). Recently, Wu et al 11 descrted a BEM code for acoustic
analysis, along with the process of vectorizing and parallelizing the code on a vector parallel
computer and Sey Cheng, and Wu presented an approach to the solution of coupled
interi//exterior acoustic problems using the DM 11.

The solution of the interior noise fields of cavities having arbitrary shapes by using BEM
has recently received much interest. Bell, Meyer, and Zinn 113 presented an integral solution of
the Helmholtz equation for predicting acoustic properties of arbitrarily shaped bodies They
examined two-dimensional problems of a circle and rectangle together with a duct having a right-
angle bend. They also investigated the acoustic properte of a sphere using an a etric
formulatio. A master plan for prediction of vehicle intror noise was suggested by Dowell [14].

The nterior noise problem was presented onl dering noise sources, noise effcts on people and
payloads, noise reduction concepts, noise tran-muislon analysis, and interio aouatic avities. He
examined the contributions to the literature on this subject and discussed the difrent methods
of approach to the problem Sesteri et al 115] discussed the structural-acoutic coupling problem
by usi the BEM for interior volumes having complex shapes They nvestigated the importance of
coupling and reached the conclusion that a full coupled analysis did not seem to be justifld.
Seybert and Cheng [181 concerned with the applcation of the BW to inter acoustics problems
governed by the reduced wave (Helmholtz) diftrential equation. They aplied the DBM hmulation
to an axisymmetric problem at which the surface integrals could be reduced to line integrals along
the generator of the cavity and to integrals over the angle of revolution. ThereM the surfce was
discretized by using line elements, not surface elements and only the generator of the cavityneeded to be discrelized. They imustrated the solution for the acoustic response of a spherical

cavity.

Fyfe 1171 discussed the application of the B!M to predict the interio acoustic mode
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frequencies of an enclosed medium. He used a non-rectangular box and an automobile model to
ow the accuracy of the method. Cheng and Seybert 1181 examined both the interior and exterior

acoustic radiation problems considering the application of the BKFd The acoustical response of a
spherical cavity was determined and good agreement between the BEM results and the analytical
solution was obtained.

A more general investigation of the application of BEM for the numerical solution of noise
prlemm side a complex shaped cavity was performed by Suzuki et al [19]. A new formulation fr
complicated boundary conditions was proposed to solve practical noise problems inside a vehicle
cabin. The acoustic effect of absorbent materials on the vibrating suraces and the effect of leakage

heg e considered in the analyula They applied the method in determining the
sound pressue inside a linear duct, the tranmuission of sound through a cavity-backed plate, and
predicting the sound pressure field inside a rather simple sedan compartment model. These studio
resulted in the development of a new computer code called ACOUST/BOOM to analyze the sound
pressure radiated by a vibrating structure and to calculate the acoustic resonance of the field 1201.

The literature survey indicates that in spite of the continued research on the subject, the
g analytical and numerical problems associated with the application of the BEM to interior acoustic

radiation problems have not yet been completely overcome. A complete procedure to predict
acoustic parameters under realistic inputs for complicated structures is yet to be produced,

PORMUIATION OF IUIMOR MEGiONS

The geometry of the problem is presented in Figure 1. Problems to be considered are those
dealing with behavior within cavities as shown in this figure.

S

F ure 1. The Geometry of the Physical Problem

For most practical problems a sinusoidal time dependence can be assumed so that the
problem is simplified greatly. Then, the wave equation reduces to the well known Helmholtz
equation:

2 2
V p+k p = o

S where p is the acoustic pressum k is the wave number, and c is the speed of sound in the
medium

Solution of the Helmholtz equation can be obtained by separation of varlablea This method
P involves series expansions of the solutions in tams of elgerunetlons of the system and can only

be used with special oordinate system and boundary conditlona For arbitra shaped bodles6
no general analytical solutions exit. Therefoe, numerical methods should be used to solve the

L- Helmholtz equat/on.pl yg Greeds th together with the definition of Green's Functon to the Helmholtz

equation with the following substtutioma one can obtain the Integral equation called the
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I [P(Q) Q G(A.Q) a (T IdSO - 0(2)an an

where G Is the free space Green's Function.

Now, consider two different caues L field point A may be Inside the region V or on the
surface S. The Green's fmction Is regular inside the surkce except when A o Q. To remove this
singulart/, point A is surrounded by a smal sphere or circle C of radius F. The integral will now
include a trm over C. which on taking the limit as c -* 0. gives the Internl Helmhn Intenta

[() IP(Q) aG (A )0(A, Q) aP(2) ] S (3)

In the case that field point A approaches surhce point (source point) Q, the geometry of the
problem is modified by considering a small hemisphere or half cirle around point A with radius r.
The integral will now include a term over half circle, which on taking the linlt as £ -,0, gives the

p(A=) I [P(Q~ )  O G(AQ) (O)I- S(4)

One can write the governing equations of the internal problem aftr inserting the boundary
conditions in a more compact fom as follows

€(A) pA) + fJ(Q)(g.+ jcomy(A.Q Q) ]dS(Q) fj izkv(Q)[( 4 Q) 6 (Q) (6)

where z is the specific acouste knpedance, v Is the surce velocity, r is the distance between the
points A and 9, y is the angle between the unit normal and position vector r and

i4i for the field points inside the body

C(A) A hr the feld points o the surfce of the body

0 for the field points outside the body

NUNLS 0UMlOIHNIHUX

In the previous section. the integral equations which deserbe the interior acoustic field of
an aittray aped body have been developd. The numerical procedure for the BDI solution
has been explained in detafl in (211 and consists of the Ibur main step belo.

I1. Diecrethation of the boundary surkce into boundary elenenta,
I Numerical integration to get an algebraic system of equations
& Solution of the sid= of equations to obtain the unknown boundary surkce variables.
4. Solution of th field (interWr) volues

A AMUCAM&1O =1 TO A UNIN, Y PUIMlnM SFM1

The aalticl solution Or the sound pressre on the surface of a unhlmrly pulsating
sphere Is givenby.
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P F f* (6)

where a is the radius of the sphere and U0 Is the amplitude of surhice, velocity In normal direction
to the surfsce.

The magnitude and phase of the sound p asur n the surice of the sphere are obtained
from both the analytical solution and the B0The sphere Is taken with a uniform su:kce
velocity of U0 a 1.0 rn/a. For the BEN solution the sphere is discretized into 8 quadrilateral
quadratic isoparametric elements each having 8 nodes, Thet computer code Is developed on the IBM
3090 mainfam using FORMRAN 77 and the ESS, (Engieerig Scientific Subroutines Library)
subroutines are used fn the solution of the complex set of simultaneous equations, The results
obtained from this rather rough discretization are shown in F~gure 2 together with the analytical
solution. The effect of internal field, which is a s~llatpoint In intericr acoustics of vehicle
structure@6 is strikingly demonstrated in the BE8 ouin

180-

-160-

100-

1: BEM

C
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

ka

1 360-

270-

0

0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

Fture 2. Surface Pressure on a Unifrmly Pulsating Sphere (a) Magntudk (b) Phaue
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CONCLUSION

In this paper the first stage of a researchprogrmme directed towards the prediction of
sound pressure levels inside vehicle structures, under realistic operating conditions, is introduced,
A literature survey on the application of BEM to the radiation problems concerning both the
exterior and interior regions is presented. The application of the BEM to the numerical solutio of
acoustic radiation problems has been performed. The BEM fmulatio has been given fo the
interior acoustic radiation problems together with the numerical solution technique and
illustrated on the solution of a classical acoustic problem.
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% ABSTRACT

This paper deals with three different aspects of wind turbine noise:
the low-frequency "thumping" noise associated mainly with downwind turbi-

S nes, periodic amplitude modulation of the aerodynamic broadband noise and
Sfinally mechanical noise.

It is shown from some measurement results that adverse communityrreaction due to the thumping noise can occur at levels substantially below
those observed in laboratory experiments. Furthermore, some aspects of the

Scorresponding sound generation are discussed.
-The importance of the periodic amplitude modulation of the broadband
S turbine noise and in certain cases also of the random modulation is
S emphasized. It is shown that measurement results agree fairly well with
S predictions from a simple model.

The gearbox is the most important source for the mechanical noise and
some aspects of the noise generation are discussed. Finally, some of the

S measures adopted by the Swedish industry with respect to the different
noise problems are presented.

INTRODUCTION

Sweden is, compared with many other countries, sparsely populated. It
could then be expected that the noise produced by wind turbines should not
be a very important issue. However, the most favourable wind conditions are
found in the coastal areas, where also a large number of very popular
seaside resorts, vacation houses, etc, can be found. This implies that it
is very difficult in practice to localize wind turbines so that the
distance to adjacent dwellings is large enough for the noise level to
become unimportant in practice.

Some quantitative data were given recently in an extensive parlamen-
tary investigation. It was here concluded that if a large-scale establish-
ment of wind power were to take place in Sweden, the maximum distance

Z between wind turbine sites and adjacent dwellings which is possible with
respect to the power output is 300 - 500 m.

On the other hand, it has been shown that the sound level due to a
"first generation" wind turbine in the megawdtt class is about 50-60 dB(A)
at this distance. The sound level usually permitted in Sweden, for example
for noise from industrial plants, is 35 - 40 dB(A). This implies that the
noise from the turbines is far too high, maybe with as much as 15 - 20 dB.
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Comparisons of measured indoor levels with criteria
The reason for the measurements presented in Figure 1 was vigorou:

complaints on the low-frequency noise. However, the levels are very low
compared with the criteria proposed in Ref. [4], see Figure 2. It can also
be mentioned that a number of uninfluenced persons (including the present
author) visited the house during some of the measurements and that these
persons commented unfavourably on the thumping noise.

do tel 2.W, Pa
IIi

40,

0--

2 01400.50

16 32 63 12W
Freqoey. Hz

Figure 2. The sound pressure level measured inside a house at Maglarp
L- ) and the perception threshold ( - - - ) 'rom Refs. [3-4).

MODULATION OF BROAD-BAND AERODYNAMIC NOISE

The amplitude modulation of the broad-band aerodynamic noise is
clearly perceived when standing close to a unit. The main reason for this
modulation is thought to be the varying distance to the sound sources
during the rotation of the rotor. It should be noted, however, that if the
modulation really is due to this effect, then the modulation should
decrease fairly rapidly with increasing distance from the turbine.

If a two-bladed turbine is taken as an example with a hub height of
uo m and the main sources situated on the blades at a distance of 30 m
(70 % of the blade length) from the hub, it is seen from Figure 4 that the
modulation decreases rapidly with increasing distance from the turbine. It
is also seen that the modulation in the crosswind direction decreases more
rapidly with distance than the modulation in the downwind direction.

fA

21

i 'i

0 0 to 200 X10 4W no00 ~~Dimace. in

Figure 3. Configuration Figure 4. Calculated periodic
assumed for calculation of amplitude modulation (peak-
periodic amplitude modula- to-peak).
tion.
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In practice, some random amplitude modulation will always be present
due to the turbulences in the air. It could be expected that this effect
should be more pronounced in the downwind direction as the sound rays then
must travel through the wake of the turbine and the tower.

Results from measurements carried around at a prototype situated at
N~sudden are shown in Figures 5-8. The microphone was in this case placed
on the ground. These Figures apply to the broadband aerodynamic noise only;
some mechanical noise in the form of pure tones were present during the
measurements but have been filtered away before the analysis. The modula-
tion spectra have been determined from the A-weighted sound pressure, and
are expressed in dB re the equivalent (long-time RMS) A-weighted pressure.
This implies that the Figures show the RMS-value of th- modulation, not the
peak-to-peak value as in Figure 4. An analysis time of 16 s was used (a
longer time tends to blur the results). The measurements and the analysis
procedure are discribed in detail in Ref. [5].

90
dS
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30 . , i ,
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Figure 5. Measured sound level at a point 114 m downstream the wind
turbine at Ndsudden. Wind speed at hub height: 13 m/s.
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Figure 6. The modulation spectrum of the signal in Figure 5. The
modulation is expressed in dB re the equivalent pressure. Analysis
time: 16 s.
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The results show clearly that the discrete amplitude modulation as
well as the random modulation are much smaller in the crosswind direction
than downstream the tower as expected.
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Figure 7. Measured sound level at a point 114 m from the tower at
N~sudden in the crosswind direction. Wind speed at hub height: 17 m/s.
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Figure 8. The modulation spectrum of the signal in Figure 7. The

modulation is again expressed in dB re the equivalent pressure.

MECHANICAL NOISE

Noise sources
The mechanical noise has in many cases been found to be dominated by

noise generated in the gearbox. Thus, the design and construction of the
gearbox will affect the noise level inside the nacelle and hence also the
needed sound insulation of the external walls of the nacelle. It should
also be remembered that the structureborne sound contribution from sources
of this type is often taken as proportional to the airborne sound genera-
tion. This approach seems reasonable as a first-order approximation and is
very useful as source data on the structureborne sound are, in general,
impossible to achieve. This implies that the type of gearbox will affect
the measures against structure-borne sound as well.
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A number of factors influence the sound generation of a gearbox. Among
the more important ones are

- type of gearbox
- operation conditions
- the detailed design of the gearbox
- production factors
- installation

Due to the space restrictions, only the first one of these items will
be discussed here; a discussion of the remaining factors can be found in
Ref. [6].

The gearbox in a wind turbine unit must be able to cope with heavy
loads and a high RPM increase. For this reason, planetary gears are used in
the main. In the Swedish prototype at Ngsudden the planetary gear is
connected to a supplementary bevel gear for the last gearshift nearest to
the generator, as the generator has a vertical axis.

Planetary gears are comparetively silent. The emitted air-borne sound
can, as a first approximation, be taken as a function of the transmitted
mechanical power alone, Ref. [7]:

LWA = 87.7 + 4.4log(P). (1)

In this empirical equation, LWA is the A-weighted sound power level in
dB(A) and P is the transmitted mechanical power in kW.

It should be noted that this relationship is valid only for cogs with
an inclination of at least 200. Some influence of the sound radiated from
the foundation (steel or concrete) is thought to be included in the formula;
however, no quantitative information is known.

A comparison of the measured airborne sound generation by the gear-
boxes of the two Swedish prototypes at N~sudden and Maglarp with the corre-
sponding result from equation (1) is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. The A-weighted sound power level (air-borne sound only) in
comparison with the result from Eq. (1).

Ngsudden Maglarp

Calculated 102 103
Measured 100 105

This agreement is thought to be very good in view of the many para-
meters not included in equation (1).

Bevel gear N

Straight shaft

Figure 9. The mobility of the shaft of a bevel gear is higher than

that of a straight shaft.
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Bevel gears are used in some types of wind power units. No experimen-
tal or theoretical basis for the calculation of the genarated sound power
from a bevel gear has been found in the literature. However, a rough
estimate of the sound generation of a bevel gear in comparison with a
straight shaft is easily made. In the case of a bevel gear, one of the
gearshaft ends cannot be mounted in bearings. The bending moment attached
to that end is therefore transferred to the gearbox principally by radial
forces on the bearings, see Figure 9.

The mechanical mobility is, for sufficiently high frequencies, four
times that of the straight shaft, see e g the book by Cremer, Heckl and
Ungar, Ref. [8]. This implies that the acoustic power transmitted into this
shaft is also four times that in the case of a straight shaft, provided
that the external force is the same. The corresponding difference in
decibels is 6 dB.

Other noise sources, such as generator, hydraulic equipment and fans
are comparetively easy to control with conventional measures. Some recom-
mendations are given in Refs. [6-7].

Airborne sound insulation
Some interesting results on the airborne sound insulation of the

nacelle has been obtained at the N~sudden unit. The nacelle is in this case
load-bearing and consists of 15 mm steel.

These measurements were carried out on the parked unit. The interior
of the nacelle was excited by a loudspeaker using pink noise, 50 - 2000 Hz.
The sound pressure level inside the nacelle was measured with a rotating
microphone boom. The sound pressure level outside the nacelle shell was
obtained at a distance of 2'- 3 m, with the microphones mounted on rods
which were held by the measuring personnel standing on the top of the roof
and on a platform beside the nacelle. The sound reduction index R is
evaluated as

R = Li-6-Lo+101og(Sl/S2), (2)

where Li and Lo are the sound pressure levels in the generator room and
outside the nacelle, respectively, and where S1 is the area of the trans-
mitting surface and where S2 is the area of the measurement surface outside
the nacelle.

TL, dB
50----
40-- 

, 
- -

20_

30 [13i--- _

3T 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000

Frequency, Hz

Figure 10. Sound reduction indeces. -------, from measurement points
above the nacelle roof; - - -, from measurement points outside the
nacelle wall; -...- , from measurement points below the nacelle; ......
calculated for the forced response.
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The result is given in Figure 10. The sound reduction index is here
refered to the surface S1 as seen from the interior of the nacelle. It is

i seen that the sound reduction index is much lower than the curve calculated
for the forced response. The main reason for this discrepancy is thought to
be the influence of a resonant structural response. It should also be noted
that if the resonant response is important, the area of the radiating sur-
faces on the outside of the nacelle can be much larger than the area seen
from the inside of the nacelle.

SOME MEASURES ADOPTED BY THE SWEDISH WIND POWER INDUSTRY

The main interest of the Swedish wind power industry is focused on
units in the megawatt class. The noise reducing measures applied by the
Swedish industry on new units and projected units can be summarized as
follows (Ref. [9]):

1. Double or variable RPM are used in order to reduce the noise during
low wind conditions.

2. A separate frame is used for the power line instead of a self-

supporting nacelle.

3. Bevel gears are avoided.

4. High-quality gear boxes are chosen so that additional sound redu-
cing layers on the nacelle can be avoided.

5. The interior of the nacelles are fitted with sound absorbing
materials.
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ABSTRACT

This paper reviews the information presently available on wind turbine noise from both horizontal
and vertical axis machines. In particular the following points are discussed: the noise sources, their origins
and their measurement, the measurement and prediction of noise levels at the boundary of the turbine
sites and local communities, studies of the impact of the noise on communities.

Some discussion of the work of standards groups concerning such noise problems is given.

A REVIEW OF SOME OF THE LITERATURE RELATING TO WIND TURBINES

The literature concerns itself with the following aspects of noise from wind turbines:
i) the sources of aerodynamically generated noise,
ii) the mechanical sources of noise,
iii) statements of noise measured at various wind turbine sites and attempts to correlate the

noise levels with various parameters,
iv) the impact of the noise on individuals and the community, and
v) the standardization of noise measuring procedures.
Generally the literature relates to two types of turbine, the horizontal and the vertical axis types of

machine. There are some differences in the special circumstances of such machines but also much that is
common to both types.

SOURCES OF AERODYNAMICALLY GENERATED NOISE

The sources of aerodynamic noise can be divided into three types. The first is the aerodynamic
noise due to the steady state blade loads i.e. the source of noise from the blades which is generated as if

g the blade was moving in an undisturbed atmosphere. This was treated by Gutin [1] originally for propeller
noise and was applied to wind turbines by Martinez et.al. using the work of the authors listed in [2 through
7]. It can be shown, refer to figure 1, that the acoustical pressure is given by:
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00
p(r, z, t) = P(r, z,) e'B( t (1)

S=-o0

where Ps is the s'th harmonic of the pressure signal, B is the number of blades and fil is their angular

velocity, t being time.
A second consideration in deriving the noise pressure relates to the earth's surface boundary layer,

as a result the noise source is not symmetrical about the axis of rotation. Martinez et al. derived the
acoustic pressure as:

Ap', t) A I 2!riyq oo F2 -isB t)(

p =r, Z Bq(r) ef * A.(r')exp [ (2)
q=-oo s=0L P

where B I(r) are the Fourier coefficients of the thrust at a particular radius and angle of rotation.q
A third effect is associated with the tower wake, see figure 2. The passage of the blade through the

wake leads to an impulsive noise which is a well recognised characteristic of wind turbine noise. The noise
due to this source is given by:

00

pMr,Z,,,t= iMR ds sL(s) D sZ,Y,] exp,.. .,M-t (3)r r = 2 rc ds sr°rsI [ r r r

-00

where M is flR/co, R is the rotor radius, L, is the unsteady lift amplitude due to gusts (c.f. Filotas ref [6])
and D is a directivity function.

These equations have been applied to a DOE!NASA MOD-1 wnd turbine and some predictions of
the theory outlined above are given in figures 3 and 4. Some detailed considerations of the factors
outlined above have been given, particularly that relating to the shape of the aerofoil used in the blades.
The bluntness of the trailing edge has an effect on the higher frequency noise output of the blade as is
shown in figure 5, reference [8]. Figure 6 shows the contributions made by the different noise mechanisms
to the overall output of the aerodynamic noise sources.

The forgoing treatment has been applied particularly to wind turbines with horizontal axis. The
alternative type uses a vertical axis. The theory of Gutin and others which was referred to clearly applies
directly to these machines. The detailed work required to develop computer programs for the noise
prediction does not appear to have been accomplished. However noise and vibration measurements have
been made in some detail on several sizes of machine (up to 500Kw [9]).

Another source associated with the aerodynamic noise arrises from geometry changes in the
machine due to oscillatory bending and twisting effects [10]. Control of these effects is, of course, essential
to the structural integrity of the machine but the study of the actual relation of these vibrations to noise
emission does not appear to have been attempted.

MECHANICAL NOISE

Reference [12] provides an excellent example of a study of the noise arising from the gearbox of a
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vertical axis machine. The gearbox with one of the most obvious noise sources. The investigation and
control of such noise is a well established subject. Given that the usual practices are followed and that the

R manufacturing and assembly quality is satisfactory then it follows that the noise generating artifacts will be
S minimized. Similarly the matter of the vibration of the gear box housing needs addressing so that it does
S not allow significant coupling to the air. The nacelle, or in the vertical axis case the building, enclosing the

Smachinery should be designed as an effective acoustical enclosure. As the noise levels from aerodynamic
sources are well known it is quite possible to provide a total machinery noise level criterion which when
applied to the housing can lead to noise immission which is less than the aerodynamic equivalent.

Mechanical vibration can be transmitted to the supporting structure and reradiated. It is therefore
necessary to isolate the structure from such sources and this is well understood in engineering practice,
reference to any of the publications concerned with noise control engineering will illustrate this point
[13,14,15].

CORRELATION AND INTERRELATION OF EXISTING MEASUREMENTS

Papers have been written which propose methods of correlating the noise performance of wind
turbines. Some of these are concerned with developing a prediction method which fits at least one set of

S circumstances. Reference [16] in which data from 26 different horizontal axis wind turbines is presented.
An empirical relationship gives noise pressure in terms of the area of the rotor area, this equation is given
below:

L = 11.4 log Ar + 73.4 (4)

S where: Lr is the source level in dBA and Ar is the area swept out by the wind vane.

S The other reports [17 - 20] are based on wind turbine data prediction methods which are similar to
f the above, in the main with, the exception of reference [19]. In that reference Viterna describes a noise

prediction method for horizontal axis wind turbines which are based on some experimental data and a
code" which is presented. Kelly et. al. in reference [17) present somc interesting data because this one of

the references to the swishing noise effect which is of low frequency i.e. about 2 Hz., c.f. figure 7 (after van
der Borg). Sound level meters do not measure the modulation of the noise at these frequencies easily.
Recently Holley and Bell [11] considered the problem of low frequency sound from wind turbine arrays.
They have recommended the use of a low pass filter (for frequencies below 100Hz.) which is described in
[28] and an impulsive sound measurement. Here impulsivity was defined as "the difference between the
levels from standard impulse hold circuits (c.f. ANSI S1-4-1983) and the more usual Cweighted rms
levels". Commentary is given in Holley and Bell's paper on the application of such methods to multiple
turbine sites.

Martinez et.al.,[2] presented a study of the low frequency and impulsive noise from, horizontal axis
Z machines using the aerodynamic theory of Gutin referred to earlier. Some experimental data is presented
~ and predictions are given for distances of 1km. from the site. It is necessary to take ground impedances

effects into account in evaluating noise levels at large distances from the source [21]. It is noted that the
suggestion has been made that the criterion for permissible noise levels should take account of the noise
from wind in local trees and the noise in houses.

S STANDARDIZATION AND NOISE MEASUREMENT PROCEDURES

Many standards probably apply to the noise measurements from such machines but this
Scommentary has confined itself to four only [refs 22-25). The standards are clear in their statement of the

measurements to be made but in the case of references [24 and 25] in conflict with each other. Two
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purposes can be supposed to be served by the standards. First, the standard can provide a method of
measurement which can be used to compare the noise emission properties of different machines. Second,
the standards can provide a method of measurement which allows for the assessment of the impact of
noise on those who live in the neighbourhood of the machines. These are separate functions, at least in so
far as their methodology is concerned. It might for example be of interest to various manufactures and
operators of such machines to know of gearbox noise and the additional costs, if any, of building suitable
enclosures for the generators and gearboxes. This information is not of direct interest to those concerned
with town planning.

The development of standards which can provide the required information for planning has a fairly
long history. The development of the I.S.O. R 1996 standard was the culmination of many years of effort
and replaced an earlier standard which was considered to be inadequate by some countries. Many
countries have accepted that standard and used it where appropriate as the basis of their national
standard. It might be that a revision of this standard is now required to account for the low frequency and
impulsive noise referred to earlier.

A comparison of some of the standards is given in table 1 below:

Table 1 -- A comparison of the standards for noise measurements for wind turbines

Standard Microphone Weight Microphone Measurement Comments
or Draft Height /filter Positions units
ISO-R 1996 1.2 mtrs. A & various Leq The standard provides some detail

tonal on the effects of tonality and
topography and refers to day and
night noise levels.

CSA Z107. 1.2 mtrs. A only at site dBA This standard is designed
53-M1982 boundary primarily for a walk around with a

hand held sound level meter it
provides a somewhat superficial
survey method. Unfortunately it is
the Canadian standard.

CSA F417 1.5 mtrs A only 30mtrs or dBA A specification for basic sound
M1986 1.5 rotor level measurements at 1.5 m

above ground level.

IEA[4] on ground A & see note dBA, LAq, This draft standard is more
(AWEA/ 1/3 oct. right L1 0,L9 0, L.95  comprehensive than any of the
ANSI) & tonal others. A formula for the placing

the microphone is given in the
_document.

As has been mentioned, noise arises from two sources aerodynamic and second gearbox and
related machinery noise. The methods given above give a rough and ready indication of the aerodynamic
noise. It would be better however to use a measurement method which characterises the low frequency
effects which have been described earlier. Information on the directivity of the sources needs to be
obtained to allow predictions of noise levels appropriate to the particular site. Some sort of standardised
prediction method for the treatment of the losses during transmission might also be appropriate.

The measurement of noise from the generator and gearbox housing requires different techniques
and on the occasion this has been done it has included the use of sound intensity measurements around
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the nacelle [26]. Such data should provide a basis for subsequent design modifications if they are felt to be
required.

It may, perhaps be concluded that the present measuring protocols leave something to be desired
and that the use of them does not describe the noise in a way which is useful to the future design processes.

ASSESSMENT OF THE NOISE IMPACT ON THE COMMUNITY

Briefly, there appears to be reason for supposing that the impact of noise on the community should
be the subject of further study. It is noted that low frequency noise can cause vibration in dwellings and
thus cause additi'nal annoyance. The work of Kelly [17] and others e.g. [27] seems to provide a
foundation for assessment work which should perhaps have a more substantial base.

CONCLUSION

This paper has attempted to review some of the major aspects of noise from wind turbines. The
review has touched on aerodynamic and mechanical noise mechanisms. Some discussion of measurement
techniques has been given but detailed measurements of a research nature have been omitted for reasons
of brevity. A limited commentary on standards has been given. Some discussion has been given on
annoyance factors and the measurement thereof.

Clearly work is needed on the latter topics and it may be that a closer liaison between wind turbine
groups and the noise control engineering community might be desirable.
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Figure4 -- Predicted sound levels for first 3 harmonics at 1Km from MOD 1

tower at various frequencies psi=650 otherwise as fig. 3. (after Martinez
et.al)
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ABSTRACT

The paper will be focussed primarily on the measurement of sound
power of fans to be tested by two surface method and in duct
method.The most useful noise emission characteristic is the sound
power level of the source.One of the best techniques being used
now is called the two surface method.In this procedure , 1/3
octave band sound preasure leveles are measured on the surface of
two hypothetical parallelepides over the machine being
tested.Heasuring results will be compared with other ISO method
(Determination of sound power levels of ducted fans).

Introduction

A wide variety of wave phenomena can be observed In nature. There
are a number of features common to all kinds of waves.
Particular attention is devoted to sound power . sound intensity,
sound pressure, and decibel scale because uf thw!r Importance in
sound monitoring and measurement as well as understanding the two
measuring methods
Determining noise source by its power level distribution was
written a lot of paper including one of present authors as well.
Main goal of measurement was to reduce the noise at the refuse
burning furnace near Dorog town.
Fan noise characteristics, too were measured at the testing hall
of ventilation works that will be showed at the poster session.

At present Budapest Transport Company (9KV Akacfa 15

1072 Budapest)
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Sound Power Level

Employing the decibel scale,sound power le%el,Lw, is defined by

WLw=-1Olog- (1)

"0

where W is the power in watts of the sound source, and Wois the

reference power level,usually 10- 12 W.

Sound Intensity Level.

A sound wave may be described either in terms of the displacement
of air particles produced at a point In space or in terms of the
variation of air pressure at the sme point.The air pressure rises
above and falls below atmospheric pressure with the same frequency
as the displacement.The maximum amount by which the pressure
differs from atmospheric pressure is called the pressure
amplitude,P.In general, P is directly proportional to the
displacement amplitude and inversely proportional to the
wavelength of the wave.
The power per unit area in a sound wave equals the product of the
excess pressure and particle velocity. Averaging this product over
one cycle, the result for the sound intensity is

p2

28v (2)

2where P is the maximum pressure amplitude in N/m2,6 is the average
density of the air ( 1.2 kg/m for air at 20 C ),and v is the
propagation velocity of the wave.
Sound Intensity level,Li,is defined by

I
LI=lOlog- (3)

i 0

where I Is the sound intensity in W/m2 and I0 is the reference

intensity, usually taken as 10 12 W/m2 .
On this scale, the threshold of hearing (I=I0=012 W/m2 )occurs

at I

Li=lOlog- = lOlogl=O dB (4)
10

Similarly,the threshold of pain (I=1 W/m2 ) occurs at
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1 12
LI-lOlog-- 12  lolog(lO )=120 dB. (5)

10

Sound Presure Level.

According to Equation (2), the acoustic intensity, is directly
proportional to the maximum acoustic pressure squared. Based on
this relationship, sound pressure level, L ,is defined by

p

P 2L = 10 log , - (6)

Po
0

wher P Is the maximum acoustic pressure in N/m2 , and PO is the re-

ference acoustic presure.

Relationship among Sound Power,Sound intensity,and Sound Pover

Level

Consider a uniform spherical wave propagating from a point source.
(Most sources can be considered as point sources at distances that
are large compared to the size of of the source itself.) Consider
a point source of power W emitting periodic waves In three
dimensions. Energy from the source is assumed to be transmitted
equally in all directions.At a distance r from the source,the

2
energy is uniformly distributed over a sphere of area 4wr .The

intensity I at this distance from the source will be

W
I= 2  (7)

According to the above equation,

2W=l(4r )=IS (8)

2where S is the surface area of a sphere In m Subtitution of this

expression into the equation (1) leads to

w Is I S
L =lOlog- 10log- 101og- + lOlog- (9)w Wo IoSo I0 SO

0 0 0 0 0
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where S is the area of a reference sphere, taken as

SO=Im .Thus,

L w=LI +OlogS (10)

From this relationship, the sound intensity level, Li, can be

determined at a distance r (S=4xr2 ) from a source of sound power
level,L.

The following result can be seen after the substitution

2
Prms PO

rms
10 log + 10 log (11)

POrms 0VIo

-5 2 kg
Using pO =210 N/m, 8"v=412 "F (for air at 1 atm. and

rms m sec

200C ), and I0 W/m2, (prms a time-averaged pressure called the

root-mean-square ,measuring it by sound meter.)

result in

Li= Lp- o.13 (12)

sound pressure level are equal in magnitude under these conditions.

Sound is a highly variable component of the total human

environment

As a result,a consideration of the instrumantation necessary to

obtain more meaningful data about both the source and the envir-

onment is required.With respect to both simplicity and adequacy

for characterizing human response, a frequency-weighted sound le-

In order to use available standardized instrumentation for

direct measurement, the A-frequency weighted is the only suitable

choice at this time.
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a s e n o m I It I ct codes

Measurement of the Sound Power Level.

Many state ,and governments have written noise control codes

listing maximum permissible sound levels crossing industrial and

construction site boundaries into residential and commercial

zones.They state that the maximum noise radiated by a machine must

not exceed a certain level, when the noise is measured according

to a prescribed test code. Permissible noise may be stated in terms

of overall A-weighted sound pressure levels, octave-band sound

pressure levels, one-third octave-band sound pressure levels, or a

combination of these - all measured at fixed distance from the

machine , under known or measurable room

conditions. Alternatively, maximum noise emission may be stated in

terms of sound power, or sound power level - independent of

distance from the machine and independent of room environment.

These featuress make sound power an excellent way to express the

noise rating of a machine.

Unfortunetly, most industrial machinery is installed in locations

wherelt is difficult to determine sound power.One of the best

techniques now being used is called the two-surface method.

In this procedure, sound pressure levels are measured on the

surfaces of two hypothetical parallelepipeds over the machine

being tested.

Also, the sound pressure levels measured on the surface of S2 will

be less than those measured on surface S because they are farther

away from the machine. From the difference in average sound

pressure levels , and the ratio of the areas of the two boxis, a

correction can be determined so that sound power level

can be calculated by the equation or by the diagram (I]

Lw =SPL + 10 log S1 - C (13)
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where

L = the sound power level re 10- 12 watt.w

SPLI = the average sound pressure level measured on parallel-

epiped S1 , in decibels re 20 mikroPa.

S = the area of parallelepiped S1 , in m
2

C = the correction, from Fig wich can be seen in Ref [1, page 192]

or according to [1] in book entitled Machinery Acoustics,Diehl
George M.New York:Wiley-Interscience, 1973)

Measurement according to ISO/DIS 5136

This International Standard specifiles a method of testing ducted

fans to determine the sound power radiated into an anechoically

terminated duct on the inlet and / or outlet side of the

equipment This International Standard may also apply to other

aerodynamic sources such as boxes, dampers and throttle

devices.The sound power radiated into the test duct by the fan as

specified in this International Standard.

The test set-up consists of the fan to be tested, an intermediate

duct, a terminating duct, if necessary, the test duct witl-

anechoic termination, the Instrumentation.Suitable provision shall

also be made for maintaining and checking the operating condition

of the fan.The aerodynamic performance characteristics may be

measured on a separate set-up.

In the case of the suitable sampling tube it is posible to

fulfill that the turbulence noise should be supressed by 10 dB at

least in the frequency range of interest as compared with a noise

cone. Posibilities of the sound level meter or other amplifier used

to amplify the microphone signal including frequance analyser and

graphic level recorder or other read-out devices should be taken

into consideration the overall requirements of IEC 651.

Conclusion

Our measurements were partly performed by instrument (FFT
spectrum analyzer, Typ:PSA) manufactured by Hungarian Pont Manu-
facturing Co (1196 Budapest Rakoczi 110 or telex 22-7783 pont h)
This instrument is suitable for low cost measurements. (PSA-lO0
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performs three main functions: narrow band analysis, constant
relative bandwidth analysis (1/3, 1/1 octave) and true RMS digital
voltmeter)
Old Bruel and Kjaer instruments (manufactured in Denmark ) were
also used for our measuring task. Measuring results were evaluated
by IBM PC using Lotus program. Detailed pictures will be showed at
poster session.
Results concerning the low frequency parts were different
regarding the different measurin method.
It is necessary to remark that both methods can be used for
evaulating the muffler designed by ventilation works.
According to result in connection with muffler it can be easily
reached 10-15 dB noise reduction above 25o Hz applying the Silka
product (Hungarian trademark ).
Earlier,M.J. Crocker [2] measured the sound power of a vibrating
cylinder using the surface intensity method and compared it with
the reverberation room method and theory.F.J. Fahy (3) used
correlation technique for measurement of the acoustic intensity

*According to the opinion of other authors, too [4-6] all different
methods implicitly assume some idealized form of sound field
created by radiation from a source in order that sound pressure
level measurements can be interpreted in terms of energetic
quantities (power, intensity, etc).According to our experience,

too, sound power and intesity measurements are the most useful
methods for the noise emission Investigation.
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ABSTRACT
Flat plates with cutouts of different shape and orientation are

used in such applications as space, console panaling and submerged veh-
icles. In the present investigationthe geometry and orientation of
cutouts on the acoustic radiated powerof flat plates is studied. Both
longitudinal and transverse, single as well as multiple, cutouts with
different aspect ratios have been examined. Recourse to f,nite element
modelling of acoustic medium is undertaken. Unoer the assumption of un-
bounded medium, the radiat.on efficiencios have been estimated in
water medium.

Introduction
A-oustic radiation due to vibrating rigid flat plate with dif-

ferent sizes of cutouts (single & multiple arid longitudinal and trans-
verse) has been studied using acoustic FE analysis. Tnis study is in-
tended to understand the effect of cutouts on sound radiation in near
and farfield distances as encountered usually in many practical appli-
cations. For illustration, in underwater acoustics, the outerhull of
submersibles vhich is generally made of thin plates will have different
type of cutouts. The near field and farfield radiation pattcrn of
such vibrating plates is of importance from the point of view of struc-
turally induced sonar self-noise. Similarly, some of the panellings
and casings of large equipment can be modelled as plates with cutouts.
A cutout in a plate of definite thickness miich is assumed to be vibra-
ting in an inviscid stationary meuium influences the radiation in two
different %ays compared to a plate without cutouts. One direct effcct
is that as the surface area of radiation is decreasing due to the pre-
sence of cutout the radiating acoustic power also decreases as a func-
tion of plate area. The other effect is that there exists an acoustic
coupling between the acoustic modes formed in the interior of the cut-
out and acoustic radiation in the unbounded space. These aspects have
been discussed in this paper.
Analysis of the Problem

It is known from theory as well as from experiments that the
relation between structural vibration and radiated sound is rather com-
plex. The general acoustic radiation problem can be formulated as boun-
dary value problem of any arbitrarily shaped body. As boundary condi-
tions, the normal component of velccity at any surface point of tne
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immersed object is given. It can be shown that a solution of this ooun-
dary value problem must satisfy the three-dimensional wave equation
as well as the Sommerfeld boundary condition. In case of a plate with
cutout, the exterior as well as interior boundary conditions are requir-
ed to satisfy the wave equation and a superimposed solution for both
exterior or interior domains is to be formulated. For any radiating
surface, the well known Helmholtz Integral equation (eq (1) ) gives the
pressure field at any point as the surface integral of a linear combi-
nation of the surface pressure and velocity over the radiating boundary.

Abere G /IZ.0 ) is the Green's function for external and interior
acoustic problem.

Vn (o) is the structural velocity.
Since the only prescribed quantity is the surface velocity, the
pressure being unknown, the pressure in the acoustic field
can only be determined by allowing the field point, R to approach the
radiating surface an oy consequently solving the resulting integral
equation, i.e. Fredholm integral equation of the second kind for the
unknown surface pressure P(R, ). It is known that analytical solution
for the general radiation problem do not exist. Several theoretical
studies have been devoted to this subject and have resulted in analy-
tital formulae which are valid only for a limited number of relatively
simple source geometrics such as axisynmetric structures, cylinders,
spheres and flat plates. Numerical solutions such as combined Helmholtz
Integral equation (CHIEF) are conceivable but rather complex due to
numerical instability problems with high demand on computer power.

Further, as with most sound radiation problems, it is difficult
to evaluate the field at a distance from the source surface comparable
with or much less than a source typical dimensions. The difficulty
in evaluating the Helmholtz Integral for distances not comparable with
source dimensions is associated with the fact that the distance, R bet-
ween elementary source and the source point is generally a rather com-
plicated function of the coordinates of the two points. This leads to
errors in near field estimations. In some of the applications, as in
underwater acoustics, near field radiation constitute a major source
and need to be controlleo. In view of these limitations, recourse is
taken to acoustic FE analysis to model the flat plates with cutouts in
this article.
Details of FE Analysis

The Finite Element modelling of a radiating structure can be per-
formed by surrounding this structure with fluid domain, upon the exter-
nal boundary of which a prescribed condition can be imposed. The shapes
and sizes of fluid finite elements must be chosen to suit the particu-
lar geometry and frequency range being investigated.

For the purpose of present investigation, an acoustic FE pack-
age, SINDYN (Ref. 1) developed at NSTL has been used to compute the
acoustic radiation. The package essentially provides three types of
acoustic finite elements, namely 1-D, 2-D and 3-D elements. The pressure
is considered as nodal variable and the excitation to the acoustic mo-
del is surface acceleration. The boundary conditionsare are imposed by
specifying radiation damping at the boundary surfaces. An essential re-
striction - this package is that thp finite element size shall be limi-
ted to 0.1 >%here X is the wave length of acoustic radiation. The flat
plaid with cutout has been modelled using this package varying the
size and orientation of the cutout. A three-dimensional acoustic finite
element mesh consisting of 841 nodes and 728 elements was generated for
this purpose (Fig.l). The dimensions of the plate are chosen to be
220 x 120mm. The size of the cutout was kept initially at 22 x 12mm
which corresponds to 0.1 aspect ratio. Here the aspect ratio is de-
fined as the ratio of the area of the cutout to the area of the plate.
The FE analysis was repeated for various aspect ratios between 0.1 and
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0.9. The direction of cutout has also been varied from longitudinal
to transverse direction.forvarious aspect ratios. In another model of
the same plate, 2 -utouts has been solved for different aspect ratios
to know the effect Af multiple cutouts on radiation.

In all these cases, the symmetry of the problem has been exploi-
ted by modelling only quarter of tne plate and the boundary is chosen to
be at a radius of 510mm. The boundary as subjected to radiation damp-
ing of the medium, i.e. water in the present case. The surface of the
plate was applied with specified accelerations of 0.01 and 0.1 at fle-
quencies of OOHz and lOJOHz respectively which correspond to uniform ve-
locity or, the surface and the radiated pressures were computed at the
two frequencies. The pressures obtained were used for estimating sound
power, P and radiation Index,I using the following formulae:

1 - 2
P c

I = 10l og (a) where a= P/Pcs' 2

wnere P is power radiated from the plate witn surface arra. s

is the average root mean square velocity of tne vi-
brating surface.

9 i is L,11 characteristic impedance of the medium.
To check the general accuracy of the software, the noise radiated by
simple geometric bodies such as pulsating sphere has been estimated and
the results have shown close agreement with analytical results. During
the present investigation also, pressure obtained at various radii in
the far field, for which analytical solution exist for the case of a
baffled plate pistcn, have been computed and compared with FE analysis
results ano discussed in succeeding paragraphs.
Results and Discussions

(a) The directivity pattern of acoustic pressure variation for both
10OHz ano 100OOiz in respect of longitudinal cutouts are shown
in Figs.2 to 5 as a function of aspect ratio. The theoretical
value for zero aspect ratio is also plotted for the farfield
case (R? L) and found to be in good ratagreement. The farfield
directivity pattern at all aspect ratios is very nearly omni-
directional. In case of nearfield (R<L), the patt'rn snown
radiation is predominantly in the tangential direction to the
plane of the plate at all aspect ratios.

(b) With cutouts oriented in the transverse direction, the pattern
has not changed significantly from that of longitudinal cutout
(Fig.6 & 7).

(c) The variation of acoustic pressure along the central axis of the
plate is plotted in Fig.8 & 9. Beyond 210mo i.e. nearly length
of the plate, the intensity vary as function of inverse of square
of distance as expected and is in good agreeuent with tneoreti-
cal data in the farfield case. In case of nearfielo, as tner-i
is tic t:,-ct,, available, no LcoPr61iscn could be .ade. Hoever,
FE data in the nearield irnicate signifLcantly hicii levels of
acoustic pressure radiation anc. may constitute major scrce of
local noise.

(d) The radiation pattern for multiple cutout is shown in figures
10 to 11. The farfield directivity pattern remains more or
less same.

(e) The radiation index computed is shown in figure uz for differ-
ent aspect ratios.

(f) Considering the nodes in the inner boundary of the cutout as
fixed, eigen values nave been estimated and given in Table 1
with theoretical value for same boundary condition (i.e.
at the inner edge). The values are in good agreement. In order
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TABLE 1

EIGEN VAWES OF CUTUUT OF SIZE 500 x 25CWW

Mode Theoretical Computed
Frequency Frequency
(Hertz) (Hertz)

(1,0) 1000.0 995.9

(0,1) 2000.0 1967.0

(1,l) 2236.0 2360.0

to establish any acoustic coupling of the cutout n transverse mode, FE
calculations were repeated at close intervals c, 2Hz from 990 to
IOlcHz to see any resonance phenomenon in the near and farfield raoia--
tion. No discernible variation has been observed at first mode. Acou-
stic coupling at higher order modes could not be carried out due to
very high computer time and fine element mesh required.
Conclusions

(a) The nearfield radiation pattern which cannot be computed us-
ing usual analytical methods indicate that local radiated noise
levels constitute a major source of noise and .s to be taken
into account for noise control.

(b) Multiple cutouts radiate more or less same acoustic power com-
pared to single cutout for the same aspect ratio.

Reference
I "SONDYN" - FE Software for Acoustic Radiation due to Structural

Vibration - V. Bhujanga Rao, KVVSS Murty, PVS Ganesh Kumar,
B. Mamatha & Dr. SK Chaudhury, NSTL Report, June 91.

+ Professor
Z Scientist
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ABSTRACI
The modern numerical means Cor' solution of various problems

in acoustics allow for a better determination of sound fields in
complicated material bodies. Hence, numerical analysis of acoustic
problems is becoming a common and even commercial technique. in
this presentation, some illustrations of numerical soluLions in
acoustics highlight the efficacy of these methods.

INTRODUCTION

"rhe available theories and techniques of solving acoustic
fields enable dealing with one to three dimensional domains by
applying tot example the FDM (incLuding the possibility uft
triangular mesh generation), and by using integral methods, based
mostly on variational techniques - applying HEM and FEM methods.
Numerical methods may also help in animating acoustic fields.
simply by taking advantage of the Large memory of the new
generations of computers. Problems involved with infinite domains
may be treated numerically by using the theory of non-reflecting
boundaries, isolating the finite domain of interest. By using the
HEM the need for non-reflecting boundary conditions may be avoided
in some problems. The material investigated might be either fluid
or solid of any kind of constitutive relation or both. Also multi-
domain acoustic problems may be treated numerically. The diversity
of applications is enormous and includes, e.g., atmospheric
acoustics, environmental acoustics, acoustic non-destructive
evaluation (NDE), active noise control, investigation of elastic
mountings with high and low Young's moduli, room acoustics (sound
levels and ray tracings), flanking in buildings, mufflers and
ducts analyses. Fast numerical techniques, such as FFT and LPC
help in the detezmination of output signals and response
functions, respectively. In non-linear acoustics and huge domains

f problems (such as in underwater acoustics) parallel cumputation
complexities are almost the ineviteable way to define the sought
sound field. Many solved examples illustrate the efficacy of the
numerical evaluation of problems in acoustics.

4FINITE DIFFERENCE METHODS FOR PROBLEMS OF COMPLICAIED GEOMEfRIES

a. Rectangular array of finite differences with non-symmetrical
elelments
"The use of non-symmetrical elements is common in the vicinity

of certain boundaries or in the cases where the grid has to be
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condensed - fox, example, near a source. The analysis used here fur,

such elements follows [1j. A general description of a rectangular
non-symmetrical finite difference element is:

qh

0 rh ph

sh

4

in case of discretization of Helmholtz equation.

Vp + p=

Taylor expansion is done about the relevant grid point. in the x-
direction the result is:;

The result i0a y-direction is the same as for the x-direction, 
x

being replaced by y. Setting:
XXo+ph atpoint 1,
x = x, - rh at point 3.

Y = Yo + qh at point 2,
Y = Yo - sh at point 4;

omitting powers higher than 2, defining the finite derivatives

which correspond to:

and finally, substituting the results in Heimholtz equation yield

the discrete field equation:

I ) qq+r) (p+r s(q+s)

b. Mesh of elements of quadrilateral and triangular geometry
Common shapes of non-rectangular geometries are periodic and

symmetric with equal sides -- such as hexagonal forms. The use of

Taylor expansion allows the description of the field equations for
such finite differences. Such shapes are for example [2j:

A/\07
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t However, there are more flexible shapes, still using the FDM.
These methods were primarily and initially developed for
calculations of heat conduction. E.g.. Dusinberre 13, 4] has
developed arbitrarily shaped triangles which may cover rather
complicated areas:

We may add our suggestion o unsymmetric rectangular elemenLs.LI .V
Dusintwerre suggested also annular segments, wi.th which other kinds
o± complicated shapes may be described:

2

rh3h 1

\I /

\ h/

The similarity in the numerical descriptio,-
o1 derivatives is what allows for borrowing
the method from Lihe domain of heat condu..Lionl
into acoustics. ahattacharya (b,6J began also \-,
with heaL conduction problems and Lher .
extended the method in order to solve problems -
in mechanics. His quadrilateral elements are ___

shaped by the dashed lines in the following
scheme,
An illustration ot the use of FDM fox duct
acoustics is given in [/i, using sound J Jabsorbing boundary conditions as defined by

Mechel (8J.

;Ok" II ! I! i !
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NOTES ON THE USE OF FINITE ELEME~NT METHOD
The finite element method is a common way of solving local

problems in acuustics where the geometry is complicated and
refined mesh is necessary at the near field domain. An example was
solved in (9], where the near field effect of a wide sound barri-er
near a low source of sound was examined by iso-parametric F~.E. The
results show clearly the near field fluctuation even over finite
impedance surface. The results have shown a good correspondence
on the average, with the wide sound barrier theory by Pierce (10):

I I 4 B.1e 3 .03.s0h 10m

A-P. W.0. c- L.0 1.0 LO 3.0

.1. U'K.'

r VA

o. S, .-..

In35 F.Li F 0~0 ..

8"M t sxL7, -0) =300HZZS= 1.OE+ 14,H=0 70 M ,EL= 946,NODES=2962
THS PSESSURE DISTRIBUTION

.4 3 .2 1 0 2 3 4

.0 0 .. 0 . 6 4
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The use of BEM for 3-D problems is attractive because of the
reduction of one dimension [19J. E.g., Non Destructive Evaluation
of agricultural products may be aided by 3-D BEM 120J.

ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS
Sound level mapping in rooms was used mostly Lill now for

estimation of sound distribution in concert halls on the one hand
and for noise estimation in industrial premises on the other. Ray
tracing methods were used in examinations of the effects of the
shape of the room and absorption arrangement on the reverberation
characteristics and decay curve, using the integrated impulst.
method., In this context also the Monte Carlo approach was
preferred. Examining the mean free path by this last method yields
very good results and it is very eificient in estimation of
reverberation in arbitrarily shaped rooms [22j. Another approach
is based on mapping stationary noise levels in order to define the
influence domains of noise sources. Such a study of the location
of open windows in living rooms is given in [22j;

Po StrLcture + Intenal sourc

A0. 01 Da te ro Z*u... Itofl 00..0.0
0 Y L. W" o0 Ma0 000 t L- sw ow F0 Tau

.. 3 .0 500 3.00 70.0 1 S 0 0 10 0 05 0 0 01.01 0 0

0700 2 00 2 ?S 0 70 2 0 300 950 10 10 0 0
h.3 15
.0ph.,O 2I Ph- 2

VARIATION OF ACOUSTIC FIELDS IN TIME
Computer simulation in Lime steps is a very eftective method

in order to discover some general acoustic phenomena which appear
while dynamic events occur. Fur example, it has been found that
generalization of the sound field radiated by a moving source
along curved lines is involved with a clear appearance ot an
effect which is similar to that of the Doppler effect 123J:

Y

-- - ----- ------

.= ... . .Fil-16(t) (Obw d h yjpow(.9) roc(b0) 0 o ftqftd3 3 (0h3)

6Psb of soorocl Wo locu, of cono Pos

o 00,017(s) Tbou.OMSWe Pipes 7o) Tkint004eL om9
0IM4)T- 0M Apirlr(d) TW4.028txe

Point 5-rc of froquny 1001lt momlo ulong a pmbotc pub

0 O~o0*C 'A E hCW fto ncy fr a sow" mooig along a p=uWoc track.
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THE USE OF LPC AND FFT IN SOUND TRANSMISSION ANALYSIS
[24) is an example of the dpplication of FFT dnd L-C methods

an speech analysis. The Fast Fourier Transform yields frequency
spectra for given signals. It may represent speech output in the
frequency domain for a certain duration and is a result of both
the input signal and the filter (the vocal tract). On the other

r hand, the Linear Predictive Coding yields the response function of
the vocal tract. Following is an illustration oL the vowel /o/:

Sr ectrum of So ipled !dctj

08

0.7

0.4

80

f 70

D.4

o.3

A 0 )

40

30 0 -

20C V ~o168 40 0 2)ac 411
,000 2000 30,' 420 1eMent, I

LPC frequency [flzJ
to

560 113 602240 2800 3360 3920 4480 5040 5800 8180 0?2

SUMMARY
A myriad of publications on numerical prediction of sound

fields are already available, including commercial programs which
relate to acoustics. Only a few of them were mentioned here. These
developing possibilities may help a variety of problems in any
dimensions, one is recommended to master those techniques in order
to develop better understanding of the physical aspects of
acoustics, to have more accurate solutions to sound fields and to
find new applications which necessitate such exact solutions,
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ABSTRACT
The analysis of the noise measured in liquid,at the discharge section of some
pumps aliniated to ISO 2858,working in normal conditions without cavitation,shows
the appearence of some peaks of acoustical level situated at the resonance fre-
quencies of the pump impeller.The calhulations show the possibilitie that in the
ventral zones,some values of the dynamic pressure components are situated under
the value of the statical pressure of the fluid,this bringing to the appearence
of some cavitation zones;so are confirmed the results of other authors /1/,/2/,
/4/ who studied cavitation in the domain of audible frequencies,the new elements
being the identification of a cavitation generating source which is not mentioned
in the known literature.

INTRODUCTION

It is known that the cavitation phenomenon consists in the appearence and the
implosion of some vapour bubles in a liquid,eased by the decreasing of the pres-
sure under the level of vapourisation pressure.

The local high pressure which appear,
are accompanied by phenomena:mechanical,
acoustical,thermical,electrical and
othe:s,bringing to the damage of the ma-
terial of the wall in long of wich takes

k4 place the bubles implosion.It was found
kik /l/,that the main zones of a centrifugal

k2 pump impeller affected by cavitation are
those presented in fig 1 where k kk
are situated in the vicinity of the

Fg.1 Covitating zones 01 a entrance in the impeller blades,on the:

centrifugal pump impeller intrados,extrados and inner surface of
the front disc,also k^ and k5 are situ-
ated the long of the Blade.

The working of the pump in normal conditions,without cavitation,exeptthe limit
of alteration of the pumping head with 3%,is conditioned by the relation:

NPSH > NPSH
a r l
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in which: NPSH a is the energy exprimed in meters,assured by the installation
at the suction flange of the pump and NPSHr is the energy needed by the pump
to work without cavitation.The values of NPSH r are proper to each pump
and are experimentally established.

VIBROACOUSTWCAL MEASUREMENTS

In the same time with the experimental measurements of the hydrodinamical
functional parameters of a pump type TN 150-125-315 with the nyminal flow of

180 m /h and the
- - head of 120 m,pumping

potable water at
18 C were made

- - - _.recordings of the
- -- - - pressure oscillations.
I ,"The recorded signals

u4 on magnetic tape,con-
- - taining useful signal
SJJ1 to and ground noise

P1 IA -I I (s+z),were analysed
using Bruel & Kjaer

! ' " iB ,!instruments, In order to obtain

the useful signal

20 5o l0 200 500 W00 2000 5000 10000 2000050000 (s) due to the flow,
the recordings of the

Fig.2 Woter pressure oSClations disturbing effect
of the noise (z),

originated from other sources,were corrected using the spectra difference:

Ls = L(s+z ) - Lz  (2)

The spectrogram obtained in the mentioned conditions,accomplishing the
condition (1),is presented in fig.2.

RESULTS OF MODAL ANALYSIS

adUsing proper instruments,were determined the own frequencies of the impeller
and were identified the frequencies at which appear the resonance peaks,by
excitation in the frquency domain of (2o-20k) Hz,fig.3.

The comparison of the signals contained in the spectrograms mentioned in
fig.2 and 3,shows the presence of some signal peaks situated at the same values
of the frequencies,this indicating the fact that these peaks of the fig.2 can
be generated by the resonant behaviour of the impeller,excited by the flow
itself.

For the mentioned frequencies were determined the impeller natural vibrating
modes,using a laser holographical installation.

In fig.4 is presented the fringes pattern coresponding to the excitation
frequency of 6635 Hz.
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Fig 3 Impeller own trequencies

Fig. 4 Fringes pattern

THE CALCULATION OF THE MINIMAL PRESSURE

The attention was concentrated on the entrance in the impeller blades
zone,situated on the front disc.Each point displacement was calculated /3/,
using the relation:

dn= o,25.n.X/( cose 1 + cose) (3)
in which: n is the order num-
ber of the fringe, X is the
laser lenght, e and e 2 are

Pi the angles betw~en the mo-
ving direction and the

Ps viewing direction, respectivelly

P vPmax the iluminating direction of
the impeller in the hologra-

caviating zones phical experiment.
In the liquid,these displace-

Fig, Pressure oscilatians t ments generate pressure waves
with the value given by therelation:
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p Z.v()

in which: Z is the mecnianical impedance of the water and v is the considered point
moving speed.The pressure oscillations take place around the static pressure p of
that point,and tor a given frequency f, the peak value is given by:

Pmax =2 iT. Z fd .9 (5)

So,exists the possibility of cavitation appearence in the moments in whicl the
negative pedK value of the pressuLe wave~ is under the value of the vapourisation
pressure,fig.5,meaning that:

Pmax ~ s - Pv(6

Because in the pump,the inferior energetic limit admited is NPSH and
NPSH p the condition (6) can be written:r

a sPS - NPSH(7
ma a r

CALCULATED VALUES

For the frequencies marked on the spectrograms,were calculated the difference

values:

O0(NPSH a - NPSH r Pm. (8)

and the results written in the table 1.
For the calculations were considered:iO,:=32' Qe=25 0 ,NPSH 10 m, NPSHr 5 m,the
nominal flow 180 ms/h, Z =l,403.1oe kg.sf m.a

table 1

f IHz) 1136 1498 12225_ 12964 16635 101.42 110882 11424I

pmax ImI 0.47 0,75 1,3 1.99 14.46 1, 7. 8.29 9,

LD Im) 4.53 46,2S 3.7 3,Ci 10, 1-2,9 1-3.29 1-4,61

SUt4.ARY

From the values contained in the table 1, it results the existence of a frequency
over which it is possible the appearence of the local cavitation ,even for working
in normal conditions.

Increasing the flow,increases the possibilities to appear the local cavitafion
as a result to the increasing of NPSH r.

The presented inVrstigation method can be extended.
The authors intend to extend the irvestigations on other zones and also intend

the demonstration by other methods of the local cavitation presence in the consi-
dered zones.

REFERENCES:
1.I.Anton,Cavitation (Ed.Academiei Romane,vol.l:1984 ,vol.2:1985 )
2.R.Young,Cavitation (Mc Grow Hjll,1989 )
3.V.I.Vlad,Introduction to Holography (Ed.Academiei Romane,1973 )
4.Gy.Sebestien,Acta Technlca 6614, budapest,1964
5.J1.Tourret,La Houille Blanche,nio.2,1979
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in which: Z is the mechanical impedance of the water and v is the considered point
moving speed.The pressure oscillations take place around the static pressure p of
that point,and tor a given frequency f, the peak value is given by:

Pmax 2*T.Z.f.d(5

So,exists the possibility of cavitation appearence in the moments in whicl the
negative pedk value of the~ preSSULe wave~ is, under the value of the vapourisation
pressure,fig.5 ,meaning that:

Pmax s P5  v (6)

Because in the pump,the inferior energetic limit admited is NPSH and
NPSH p PSthe condition (6) can be written: r

as

>rrx ,NPSHa - NPSHr (7)

CALCULATED VALUES

For the frequencies marked on the spectrograms,were calculated the difference
values:

0~ NPSH - NPSH ) 8
a r MP(8

and the results written in the table 1.
For the calculations were considere~ :Gp-_32o ,e,-250 1NPSH =10 m, NPSH~ 5 m,the
nominal flow 180 ms/h, Z 1,483.1o kg.;' .m.

table 1

Ift z) 11136 I1498 2225 2964 6635 110442 10 882 11,424
PMoIX IMl 0,47 10.75 1.391 16." 1 7, 8,29 19,6

Lo imI 4.53 4,5 37 3,i 0 -2,9 -3 .29 -6

S114'ARY

From the values contained in Pi~e table 1, it results the existence of a frequency
over which it is possible the appearence of the local cavitation ,even for working
in normal conditions.

Increasing the flow,increases the possibilities to appear the local cavitation
as a result to the increasing of NPSHr .

The presented inv'stigation method can be extended.
The authors intend to extend the ir-vestigations on other zones and also intend

the demonstration by other methods of the local cavitation presence in the consi-
dered zones.

REFERENCES:
1 .I.Anton,Cavitation (Ed.Academiei Romane,vol.l:1984,vol.2:1985 )
2.R.Young,Cavitation (Mc Grow Hjll,1989 )
3.V.I.Vlad,Introduction to Hologiraphy (Ed.Academiei Romane,1973 )
4.Gy.Sebestien,Acta Technica 66A4, budapest,1964
5.J.Tourret,La Houille Blanche,nio.2,1979
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Fig. I Experimental set-up. I -- Hc-Ne laser;, Fig 2 Experimental results. Vibration amplitude of
2, 2' - objectives; 3 - posiionsensiive sensor; 4 - pie,'oCTement sirfacc vs applying voltage The curves A -
piezoelement with mirror; 5- differential amplifier; C vibiaion amplitudeswhen0imV.8 nV and 18 mVappicd
6 - lock-in-amplifier; 7 - generator; 8 - voltmeter, to piezoclememi, respectively. Lock-in-amplifier tinic con-
9 - altleualor. stant is equal to 8 s

This signal is amplified by the low-noise differential amplifier and further goes to the
lock-in-amplifier input. Constructed device could detect optical signals from any surfaces,
but for good sensitivity and accuracy of the measurements it is better to use mirror-reflected
surfaces.,

When piezoelements were tested, a small slice of mirror was attached to it's surface.
Piezoelement was excited by the generator which has output frequency 210 Hz. The experi-
mental results are given on Fig. 2.

Amplitude vibration dependance of piezoelement on excited signal level is a linear

dependance up to 30 V., The measurement result of sensitive limit is given on Fig. 2. The line
A corresponds to zero signal (integration time of lock-in is 8 s), and lines B and C correspond
to excited signal level 8 mV and 18 mV respectively.,

We can see that signal-to-noise ratio is about 3-5 units for line B. The independent
measurements have shown that vibration amplitude of tested piezoelement is 0.2 , m when
supplied voltage is 100 V (f= 210 Hz). From above we can see that vibration amplitude limit
is about 0.1 A (lock-in detection).,

Seismic vibration and external acoustic waves are the main sources of noise disturbance.
To improve the sensitivity further it is necessary to make acoustic and seismic isolation of
this set-up. So this very set-up permits to make measurements of solid state surface vibrat:on
of high sensitivity and linearity.
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ABSTRACT

I A study on nonlinear random vibration of the vehicle system is made. First, the nonlinear
I element models of the leaf springs, shock absorber, jounce-stop and wheel-hop are given in this

paper. The nonlinear model of the whole vehicle is obtained by the nonlinear modal synthesis
technique. Also, an Improved Statistical Linearization Method ISLM is proposed. The complex
modal analysis method is used to solve the ISLM equivalent equation. Calculation procedures for
truck CA150 are made and a road test is made to verify the above approach.

A new optimizing procedure for nonlinear systems is developed. It reduces the design
~ variables and computing time. Also, it can be used to solve problems where the optimal

I parameters vary with changing conditions.

'INTRODUCTION

Investigation of the vibrations of modem vehicles concentrates nowadays into a rather

broad frequency range in which the non-rigidity of their structures and components and non-
linearity of their elasto-damping elements play a very important role. In fact, a vehicle system
subjected to the excitation of road roughness is a nonlinear random vibration system. In solving
nonlinear random vibration problems, one of the effective approximation methods, statistical
linearization method-SLM, is known to have high computing efficiency and less limitation1I]2].
A lot of effort has been made towards the development of this method [3][4][5], and it is
extensively used in engineering calculation However, in the case of the presence of hysteresis
damping, further modification of the Conventional statistical Linearization Method-CSLM is
needed. Moreover, the optimization of linear systems, based on the SLM, is usually not easy to

perform because of too many variables to optimi ze, non-unique solution of nonlinear

parameters under a given input condition, and different linear optimal solution under different
S input conditions.

In order to solve these problems, in the work presented here, a nonlinear vehicle model is
established, and the Improved statistical Linearization Method-ISLM is used rather than CSLM.
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A new procedure for the optimization problem is given and the optimization of nonlinear

vehicle vibration is performed from the standpoint of riding comfort.

THE NONLINEAR VEHICLE MODEL

Nonlinear Modal-Synthesis of Vehicle Systems
In nonlinear modelling of the whole vehicle system, the following assumptions are made:

1) Each component or part is either an elastic body or a rigid mass.
2) The interconnecting elements between these components or parts are massless either

nonlinear or linear two force elements. Also, they are divided into external elements
which connect with external excitations and internal elements which do not connect

with external excitations.
3) Only constant driving speed is considered; the road excitation is considered stationary

Guassian.
The modal synthesis technique is adopted to establish the whole vehicle model. The

vehicle is divided into m subsystems and the equation of motion of each subsystem is written as

MA + Cix I + Kix i = Ri(t) - fi(t) i=1, 2 ........ (1)

where , for ith subsystem, Mi, Ci and K are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices; xi = (xil,
..... xini)T is the generalized coordinate vectors ; ni the number of the generalized coordinate. Ri(t)
is a vectorcomposed of zero and forces of external elements acting on ith subsystem; fi(t) is a

vector composed of zero and -forces of internal elements acting on ith subsystem.
The dynamic equation of the whole nonlinear vehicle system can be written as

MQ +CQ + KQ =- TR - TTf (2)

where Q is the system modal coordinate vector;

M =diag(.., MQ,..); C =diag(.., CQi,..); K =diag(.., KQ,.,..); Tp diag(.., 4fi,..); R = .,RiT..)T;

f C., fiT ..)T; MQi = iTMii; CQi =WiTC_; KQj = liTKiji;

vi is the modal matrix of ith subsystem.

The vehicle model described by Eq. (2) can be used in general cases provided the nonlinear

forces and surface restriction between systems is given.

Nonlinear Modeis of Interconnecting Two Force Elements

In this paper, four kinds of nonlinearities are considered. These are leaf-springs and shock
absorber nonlinear restoring forces, and the nonlinearities of jounce-stop and wheel-hop.

Through the testing and characteristic analysis, an exponential model of the leaf-springs is

established below. As shown in Figure 1,

loading f8, ) = fu(8 ff FENU( 8) - Cu(R)e'Pu(R+) >0

unloading f(8, 8) = fl(8) FENL(8) + Cl(RWPI(R'8) 8<0
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Cu(R) = FENU(-R) - FENL(-R) Cu(R) FENU(-R) - Oi(R)
: _R>X R<X

Cl(R) FENL(R) FENU(R) Cl(R) = FENL(R) - u(R)

FENU(d) = au + ku8 FENL(d) = aI + k8

where 8 and 8 are the relative displacement and velocity of the suspension; R is the amplitude of

8; fu(8) and fl(8) are the restoring forces with respect -to the loading, unloading processes; 13u, I,
au, al, ku, and kl are the parameters determined by curve fitting technique; fu(8) is the trace of the
point from which 8 >0 turns to 8 <0 when the leaf-springs are partially locked; fl(8) is the trace of
the point from which-8 <0 turns to 8 >0.

j A model of the shiocl absorber, using power terms a and I3, is set up below by experimental
results of the damping pioperty.

extension fe( > compression fc(s) d > (4)
>I

where 8 is the relative velocity between two ends of the shock absorber; 8 is the unloading

velocity; a, b, c, d, a and I0 are parameters determined by the regression method.
Considering the case of jounce-stop generated by the suspension bump, the restoring force

model is
f(c, 8) = 8+a(8-s) 8as (5)F10 8<s

where 8 and 8 are the relative displacement and velocity of the suspension; s is the spacing
distance of the suspension.

The tire is approximated as a linear elasto-damping element. The nonlinearity of the
wheel-hop is described by

i • kt8 + ctg kt8 + ctg!< P

f(8, 8) =k (6)1PktB+ ct6 > P

where 8 and 8 are the relative displacement and velocity of the tires; kt and ct are the stiffness and
damping coefficients and P the static load of the tire.

NONLINEAR SYSTEM RESPONSE USING ISML

Improved Statistical Linearization Method
The idea of ConventionalStatistical LinearizationMethod - CSLM is letting a set of linear

equations with linear viscous damping and stiffness to be equivalent to the-nonlinear equations.
The leaf-springs possesses the hysteresis damping property. The equivalent model of hysteresis

Sdamping is given in Eq. (7). The advantage of using Eq. (7) is given in the previous work [6].
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Ist=ghg f x(c) I-dc x11 H(x) (7)
-00

where g is called the structural damping coefficient; and H is the Hilbert transform.
Therefore, considering a nonlinear system with n DOF,

D1(x) = N + Ci +Kx +f(x, i) (8)

where K, C and KC are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices; f(x, i) is the nonlinear force
vector.

If the linear function

h(x, xh) ce + kk -gxh

where c, k and g a re the equivalent viscous damping, stiffness and structural damping, is used asI the equivalence of fRx, x), then the corresponding linear system is

D2(x) = Mx+6x+ Kx + ce + kx gxh. (9)

i The difference in the two system Eqs. (8) and (9)

je -f(x, X') - cek kex + gexh,I By minimizing EfeTe], i.e.,

it can be proven that

IE[Lik(yik ~'kyl Ek(yik, ' ikYikJ E[Dik(yik, iik)Yhikl

ki 2 cik= 2 = 2 (10)

where Yik= xi-xk is the relative displacement of ith mass to kth mass; Lik is the force of theI element with viscous damping between ith and kth masses acting on ith mass; Dik is the force of

the element with structural damping between ith and kth masses acting on ith mass.
As shown in Eq. (10), each equivalent coefficient is the function of the response statistical

characteristics. The solving process is a reiterative process.

i Complex Modal lResponse Calculation and-Verification of the Theory
The dynamic equation in the frequency domain is wri tten as

FO-wM + joo(ce+c) + ke+k + jge sgfl(o)] X(co) = F(0) (11)4

where F(0) is the Fourier transform of the force function. Without losing the generality, assumeI c = 0, k = 0. Since X(co) possesse Hermitian property, i.e.,

X*(ci) = N-~

only the case of (o >0 is discussed below.
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Eq. (11) is rewritten in the first order form

jo)AV + BV = Fv (12)

whereV {} Fv A ceMI e= 'X()1 0 M 0 0

By solving the eigen-problem of Eq. (12), one can obtain 2n complex eigenvalues, X1, X2 ...... 72n,

and their corresponding eigenvectors W1' W2 ..... ' V 2n

S Setting T V"2 ..IW-iZ

, then,
X() *1(Xju + (i-1 ,TF(co). (13)

From Eq. (13), the mean squafe response of each point can be obtained.
From a riding comfort point of view and based on the above vehicle nonlinear model and

the solving method, a numerical program is developed. A simplified truck model of three
subsystems and seven DOF as shown in Figure 2, is used to operate the sirmulation calculation.
All parameters used are obtained by experimental measurement. The frequency range is chosen
within 0.9-425 Hz.

In order to verify the model and compare the results of ISLM with CSLM, a road test of
i riding comfort is made. The predicted and experimental acceleration spectra using the equivalent

structural damping model are given in Figure 3. It can be seen that the theoretical results agree
9 quite well with the. experimental ones so that the effectiveness of the vehicle model and the

ISLM, proposed here are proven. Figure 4 gives the comparative results using the equivalent
viscous damping model for suspensions. The error belweef predicted and experimental results
for the front axle acceleration spectrum is larger when the equivalent viscous damping model is
used than when the equivalent structural damping model is used. This shows that ISLM is more

satisfactory in treating hysteresis damping elef-.mts than CSLM.

THE NONLINFAR PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION OF SUSPENSIONS

Difficulties always exist when the nxonlinear parameters of suspensions are optimized
directly based on SLM. These difficulties ne in the form of too many variables to optimize, non-
unique solution of - mlinear parameters under a given input condition, and different linear
optimal solution ui,.er different input conditions. Therefore, a new optimization procedure is
developed here, which requires first, obtaining equivalent linear parameters, and second

S identifying the nonlinear parameters by results of linear optimization.

Optimization of Linear Systems
The same vehicle model in Figure 2 is used and the linear nathematical model is

1 described by Eq.(9).When considering the case without shock absorbers in rear suspensions, the
H deign variables can be written as
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Z = (kf, gf, Cf, kr, gr)T (14)

where kf, cf and gf are the equivalent stiffness, viscous and structural damping of the front

suspension; kr and gr are the equivalent stiffness and structural damping of thu rear suspension

The global objective function is 02 and the optimization problem is given by

4

minimize 02(Z) 'E (Gai2(Z)' 7y.i + CFpi 2(Z) Ypi + i2(Z)/ -6i) (15)
i=J

sub:,-ted to a = g(Z) < 50  ZI5 Z5 ZU

where Z, and Zu are the lower and upper limit vectors of design variables; aF,2 is the mean

square vertical acceleration of ith point of vehicle; *pi2 is the mean square dynamic force of ith

wheel; a i2 is the mean square dynamic deflection of ith suspension; 7 i, ypi and y6i are
weighting factors corresponding G-i 2 , Opi 2, and 08i2; a is the body transverse angle which can be

calculated from methods in the literature [7] The complex method is used for the inequality
constraint problem.

The Optimal Nonlinear Parameters

After obtaining n sets of optimal equivalent linear suspension parameters Zi for certain

input conditions, system identification theory is adopted to determine the optimal nonlinear

optimal parameters.
The idea is to detern,ne the optimal nonlinear parameters by minimizing the error

between esti.:ated values of global (all input conditions) optimal linear parameters and the
existing local (one input condition) linear equivalent parameters.

Assume a system shown below

ZI systen; parameters A Xi

to be identify

where X is the response statistic characteristics corresponding to Z, and n is the number of input

conditions.
From statistical linearization theory the relatior between nonlinear parameters to Ve

identify, and equivalent linear parameters is

Z, = f ( A,X) i=l ..... n (16)

where A = (a .  am)T includes the nonlinear suspension parameters to be identify. If m = n, the

unique solution of A can be obtained from Eq. (16) For a general case, n > m usually be used.

Qpttmization Results

The optimization results of the frame (front and rear ends) acceleration mean square

s'ectrum are given in Figure 5. It can be seen that
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1) the acceleration mean square spectTum in the rear end of the frame decreases.

2) the peak values in the front end of the frame decrease.
Res t lts of wheel dynamic forces show that botr front and rear wheel mean square spectra are

reduced.

CONCLUSICNS

1 The models of four kinds of nonlinear forces are established, and a vehicle nonlinear dynamic
model is constructed by nonlinear modal synthesis technique

2. A Improved Statistical Linearization Method is given, which is more satisfactory to treat the

hysteresis damping mechanism than CSLM

3 A new optimization procedure is developed for nonlinear parameter optimization 11 reduces

the design variables and computing time, ann also can be usev to obtain the optimal nonlinear
parametev, for different input conditions
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ABSTRACT

Experimental and analytical methods were used to investigate automobile wind noise. A simplified
model of an automobile side window was subjected to wind tunnel tests. The effects of window
thickness and edge conditions on the transmitted wind noise level were investigated. The
measurements showed that neither plate thickness nor edge conditions had much effect on the level of
transmitteG noise. Damping of the window edges was found to be an important parameter at low
frequencies. The transmitted noise level was predicted with a Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) model,
which used an empirical expression for the fluctuating pressure on the automobile side window. The
analytical prediction method was successful at predicting the frequency distribution of transmitted noise
very closely, and it predicted the absolute levels to within 10 dB.

INTRODUCTION

Automobile wind noise is an old subject (1], but one that has become of more pressing interest in
recent years. As automobile engines, transmissions, and tires have become quieter, wind noise has
become more noticeable, particularly at higher speeds. Hence, an automobile manufacturer would like
to know what design parameters affect the wind noise levels heard by the passengers. Prediction
methods to date have been rather ad hoc in nature, and of limited success. The next level of analyses
will need to consider the details of the physics at work in the generation and transmission of automobile
wind noise.

The transmission of aerodynamically-generated noise through panels in automobiles consists of
three parts. First, there are wall pressure fluctuations due to the flow over the extenor surface. The flow
may be attached or separated. Next, these wall pressure fluctuations cause the automobile body panels
to move and vibrate, the second part of the process. Third, the vibrating wall panels radiate sound into
the interior of the vehicle. Actually, one could consider a fourth part to this process, the interaction of the
interior of the vehicle inteior cavity with the vibrating and radiating panels. It will not be accounted for
here for the sake of simplicity.,

This study focuses on the side window of an automobile. The automobile side window is typically a
major wind noise source because it is located rather near the passenger's ears. and consists of a single.
thin layer of glass. The experimental work attempted to simulate the generation and transmission of flow
noise through the side window. The side window was simulated by an aluminum plate mounted in the
top of an anechoic box. An analytical approach was used in an attempt to predict the noise levels
measured in the experiment.
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ANALYSIS

The Vibration of a Flat Plate
The side window of an automobile was simulated by a flat aluminum plate in this study The plate

was caused to vibrate by the fluctuating wall pressure exerted on one side of the plate by an external
airflow. The wall pressure fluctuations are broadband; no single frequency stands out. Hence, a
method to find the resonant response of a flat plate subjected to broadband forcing is needed. This can
be found by using the normal mode approach, as outlined in Lin (21 and Blake [3].

The normal mode approach is rather lengthy, so only the result of Blake's [31 discussion will be
mentioned here. The normal mode approach exploits the fact that the displacement of a vibrating flat
plate may be amved at by a summation or superposition of normal modes In addition, the analysis is
simplified if the eigenfunctions are assumed to be orthogonal. Fluid loading and damping can cause the
modes to become physically coupled, i.e., non-orthogonal. That would complicate the analysis. In this
case, where the damping is low and the only fluid loading is by air, the orthogonality assumption should
hold up well. Then, following Blake's approach,

(Vmn 2) = 4 IF3 qpp(ki.k 2 ,W) (1)
ms 2 LOn rj Ap

where
(Vmn 2) = the mean-square velocity of the flat plate vibrating in the mn mode.

m~ki~l;k2,w) = the wavenumber-frequency spectral density of the wall pressure fluctuations
ms = the mass per unit area of the plate
WMn = the freluency of the vibrational mode
1 = the loss factor
Ap = the arei; of the plate

The next step is to express the plate velocity in non-modal form. This could be done b-" considenng
each vibrating mode separately, and adding up all of ;,he velocity contributions from each mode. It is
more easily done by using the idea of Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA). as presented by Lyon [41. The
main idea of SEA is that of the averaging of vibrational energy over many modes. One could find an
average mean-square plate velocity in a frequency band of interest by finding some average modal
velocity, and multiplying by the number of modes in the frequency band. That is:

v2) (v 2) n()N) A., (2)
where

(v2> = average mean-square velocity in the frequency band. ,,
(V, ,> = the modal mean-square velocity
n(0) = the modal density, the number of vibrational modes per unit frequency

AW = the width of the frequency band

The modal density of a uniform plate is (41.

n(w) = Ap (3)
4xKct

where
A0  = the area of the plate

K = the radius of gyration = , h = the plate thickness

C1 = the longitudinal wave speed in the plate material

Substituting Equations (1) and (3) into Equation (2). the equation for the mean-square velocity, in a
frequency band of width Aw, centered at the frequency wi, results:
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(v2) = 
2 N pp(kl.k2.LI) At"(4)

n1r, l
2  

KC I

The approach so far has been analytical. To solve for the mean-square velocity of the panel, values for
the loss factor and the wall pressure spectrum are required. In this investigatlin. the loss factor was
measured directly by measuring the decay of the vibration amplitude after striking the plate with a
hammer The wavenumber-frequency spectrum is derived in the next section.

Wavnugftr-Freuuency Soectrum of the FuctuatingWall Pressur
The wavenumber-frequency spectrum of fluctuating wall pressure. 4*ppk.w). gives the mean-square of

the pressure exerted upon the wall, per wavevector and per frequency. The wavenumber-frequency
spectrum, also known as the cross spectral density, is the Fourier transform of the cross correlation of the
fluctuating wall pressure in both space and time. The formulation presented here assumes a
homogeneous pressure field. That is, the correlation depends only on the .separation between two
points in space. While the homogeneity assumption is not strictly true, it is a reasonable approximation
in many instances, and simplifies the analysis considerably.,

The data of Haruna, et al (51 were used to construct an approximate model for the wavenumber-
frequency spectrum for the fluctuating wall pressure beneath a separated flow. The following
expression was obtained:

= I : 2a , 2b (5)
(2)2 )'a

2 + k,
2 ib2 + k 2

2 .

where
1.67o 0.25v

a = U b = U(67)

Equation (5) is the wavenumber-frequency spectral density for the wall pressure beneath a separated
flow. The frequency spectral density. %4w). was also taken from Haruna et al (51. A curve fit to their
data gave the following relation:

tL : ftL 2
IogUo(S) = -2.96 -- 0.80iloo,o U- 0.32 .og0Uto (8)

where
)u non-dimensonal frequency spectrum

q = the dynamic pressure based on free-stream velocity

I = the frequency
L = the average length of the separated flow region on the outside of the side window
U. = the free-stream velocity

The sound power radiated by a vibrating structure was given by Fahy [6):

n1 = o Po c0 S (v2) (9)
where

1 = the average sound power radiated by the structure
a = the radiation efficiency

Po - the density of air
Co = the speed of sound in air
S = the area of the vibrating structure
(W) = the mean-square velocity of the plate
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Empirical expressions for the average radiation efficiency were presented by Cremer and Heckl [7]

a P CofI for f < fc (10)If 
2 A p fc /c

= 0.45 1 for f = fc (11)

o = 1 for f > fc (12)

where
co = the speed of sound in air
fc = the acoustic coincidence frequency
Ap = the area of the plate
P = the perimeter of the plate

Using the mean-square velocity of the plate from Equation (4), and the radiation efficiency values
from Equations (10) through (12), the radiated sound power was found from Equation (9). This result
was compared with the experimental results.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Description of Equipment
A sketch of the experimental set-up is shown in Figure 1. The two main components required for the

experimental study were the wind tunnel, to provide the flow, and the anechoic box, in which the plate
was mounted

The wind tunnel used was the Cornell University Upson Hall Low Speed Wind Tunnel. This wind
tunnel was capable of speeds up to 30 meters per second. The turbulence level of the tunnel was 0.6%,
with a flow uniformity of 1% [8]. The wind tunnel test section was 0 5 meters high and 0.75 meters wide
The wind tunnel had both inlet and in-line silencers installed. The ambient noise level at the tunnel
ouLlet was approximately 80 dBA.

Due to the rather high noise level of the wind tunnel, special care was taken with the construction of
the anechoic box. The details of the design and construction can be found in the paper by Kost [91 The
interior of the box was effectively anechoic down to 226 Hertz. The aluminum plates were mounted flush
in a frame centered in the top of the box.

A microphone was mounted just above the inner floor of the box. The microphone was connected to
an externally positiooed Genriad 1982 Sound Level Meter. The anechoic box was wheeled in front of
the exit of the wind tunne' As showr, in Figure 1, a boundary layer scoop was added to the wind tunnel.
As a result, the boundary layer on the plate was reduced to a mean thickness of 0.02 meters.

The aluminum plates tested were 3.175 and 4.76 millimeters thick. The effective radiating area of
the plates was 0.25 M2., A 3.175 mm thick plate was used in the clamped case, and the
simply-supported plates were 3.175 and 4.76 millimeters thick.

Flow Obstructions to Induce Separated Flow
Mohsen [101 found that the fluctuating wall pressure was more intense behind a fence than behind a

backward-facing step, so only fences were examined. Fences heights of 12.7 millimeters, 19
millimeters, and 51 millimeters were used in preliminary tests. Only the 51 millimeter fence gave a
signal-to-noise ratio greater than 10 dB in the frequency bands of interest, so the 51 millimeter high
fence was selected.

Next, flow visualization methods were used with the 51 millimeter fence to determine the mean
reattachment point of the separated flow. A p;,ce of sheet metal, 1.25 meters by 0.7 meters is size, was
painted with a mixture of carbon black and WD-40 lubricant. The plate was fastened on the top of the
box butting up to the 51 millimeter fence, with the fence positioned at the upstream edge of the plate.
The wind tunnel was run for 5 minutes at an ailfhw velocity of 26.8 meters per second.

Five principle flow regimes were observed. Starting at the fence and moving downstream, the first
region, extending from the fence a distance 0.2 meters, or 4 step heights, downstream, was one of low
flow., That is, the inky mixture on the plate had not moved or formed any discernable pattern
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The next region was one of backward flow This region extended from 0.2 to 0.41 meters, or 4 to 8
fence heights, downstream of the fence. The streaks of carbon black were clearly directed upstream.

The next region, dubbed the fluctuating reattachment region, emphasized that the separation was
unsteady. In this region the plate had been scrubbed of quite a bit of its carbon black, due to the flow
impinging on this region in an unsteady fashion. This region reached from 0.41 to 0.71 meters, or 8 to
14 fence heights, downstream.

The fourth region, the reattachment region, had been scrubbed of nearly all of its carbon black. The
flow reattached most often in this region. As a result, In the mean, this region can be designated as the
reattachment zone, even though the flow is unsteady and reattaches in locations varying over a large
portion of the plate. The region reached from 0.71 to 0.86 meters or 14 to 17 fence heights downstream
of the fence. The center of the reattachment region was a distance 15.5 fence heights (0 790 m)
downstream from the fence This coincides quite well with the observations of Fricke and Stevenson
[111] and Fricke 112], who found reattachment at 14 fence heights and 15 fence heights downstream,
respectively.

In the fifth region, the forward flow region, the flow had clearly reattached, at least in a mean sense,
and the carbon black streaks were moving downstream. This region extended from 0.86 meters or 17
fence heights downstream of the fence to the end of the painted area.

After observing the results of the flow visualization, it was decided to move the fence to a location 0.4
meters upstream of the plate This way, the plate was situated beneath the regions of fluctuating
reattachment and mean reattachment, where the wall pressure fluctuations were presumably the
strongest. This would also ease analysis, for an assumption of homogeneity for the wall pressure
fluctuations on the plate surface would not be I -, outlandish

Noise Level Measurements and Results
The most important part of this investigation was the measurement of the sound level in the anechoic

box when a flow was passed over the plate on top. The flow velocity was 26.8 meters per second The
two flows used were a turbulent boundary layer, with an average boundary layer thickness of 0.02
meters, and a separated flow, using a 5 1 millimeter high fence 0.4 meters upstream from the edge of the
plate. The sound level was measured in octave bands, using a GenRad Model 1982 sound level meter

The highest overall sound level measured inside the box with the separated external flow was
obtained with the 3 175 millimeter clamped-edge plate The sound levei of the 3.175 millimeter simply-
supported plate was 0.2 dB lower. The overall sound level with the 4 76 millimeter simply-supported
plate was 0 8 dB lower than the 3.175 millimeter clamped-edge plate.

The highest overall sound level measured inside the box with the attached turbulent boundary layer
external flow was obtained with the 3.175 millimeter simply-supported plate. The sound level obtained
with the 3.175 millimeter clamped-edge plate was 0.4 dB lower The sound level obtained with the 4 76
millimeter simply-supponed plate was 0 6 dB lower.

With both simply-supported plates, the overall sound level obtained with the separated flow was 1.5
dB higher than the sound level obtained with the turbulent boundary layer flow With the clamped-edge
plate, the overall sound level obtained with the separated flow was 2.1 dB higher than the sound level
obtained with the turbulent boundary layer flow.

To summarize the results, it was observed that the separated flow caused a slightly higher overall
sound level at frequencies within the 500 Hertz octave band and above The effect of plate thickness on
the overall sound level was observed to be small. The clamped plate gave a sound level nearly equal to
the simply-supported plate with a separated flow, and somewhat lower with the turbulent boundary layer
flow

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT AND PREDICTION

The final step was the prediction of the sound level inside the anechoic box. Only the separated flow
case was considered. Three different plate conditions were considered, matching those in the
experiment 3.175 mm thick simply-supported, 4.76 mm thick simply supported, and 3 175 mm thick with
clamped edges

To compare the value for the sound pressure level obtained from the equations with that obtained
experimentally, it was necessary to account for the distance from the plate to the microphone. That is,
the calculations gave the far-field sound power right at the surface of the plate, whereas the
experimental sound power measurement was made at a distance of 0.46 meters. It was assumed that
the radiated sound could be considered t, be non-directional. Using this assumption, the sound power
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at the microphone was calculated to be 19% of the total sound power radiated by the plate. This
correction was applied to the sound power calculated with Equation (9).

The results are shown in Figures 2 through 4. The 3.175 millimeter simply-supported plate results in
Figure 2 show reasonably good agreement between the predicted and measured sound levels. The
shape of the curve is captured rather well, but the predicted curve over-emphasizes the radiation near
the acoustic coincidence frequency. The levels are within 5 to 10 dB of each other. The 4.76 millimeter,
simpiy-supported plate in Figure 3 has better agreement at most frequencies, but the acoustic
coincidence frequency octave is again the one with the greatest disparity. The analytical results clearly
show the increased level at 2000 Hertz for the thicker plate, due to the reduction in the acoustic
coincidence frequency. This effect shows up only slightly in the experimental results. The predicted
sound levels for the clamped plate, shown in Figure 4, match the measured results quite well in terms of
the shape of the two curves. The overall levels differ by less than 10 dB.

SUMMARY

The experimental portion of this investigation showed that plate thickness and edge conditions did
not affect the transmitted sound level as much as one might suppose. The prediction scheme used in
this investigation, while rather simple, showed promise. The prediction model incorporated some of the
physics of the problem, such as the wavenumber-frequency spectral density of the wall pressure.
Further refinement of the prediction model may lead to a useful noise level prediction scheme for
automobile wind noise.
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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses transfer function measurements made using the least-mean-square (LMS) adaptive
approaches. Experiments with transfer functions made using traditional FFT measurements and the LMS
approach were conducted using computer simulation. The results for the transfer function obtained using
the LMS adaptive approach are compared with the resulis obtamf I using the traditional approach in the
frequency domain. The results show that an accuracy of the order of 10' with rtspect to a measured
theoretical transfer function can be obtained with a traditional 4096 point FFT me acurement after fifty
averages are tdken and an accuracy of the order ot 1012 is obtained by the LMS approach with fifty
iterations. The measured accuracy of the transfer function and the rate of convergence to the measured
function have been improved greatly by using the LMS approach. The study shows that the LMS
algorithm using the FFT block piocessing approach can be destabilized by frequency-spectral leakage in
the measurement. Some approaches to overcome this difficulty have also been iirestigated.

1, INTRODUCTION

Transfer function measurements are used in many engineering applications. A schematic diagram of a
transfer function measurement for a SISO system is shown in Figure 1. This is usually implemented using
a FFT analyzer. Increasing the number of averages is the only way to obta:n an accurate measurement
with the FFT analyzer, I Now accurate will the result be with a certain number of averages and what is the
rate of accuracy improvement with increasing number of averages? The answer to this question is not well
known. As seen in the resuhs of this paper, the measurement accuracy is poor and the rate of
improvement with the traditional measurement approach is very limited. However, this has not become
a severe problem because there are not many engineering applications which require the measured transfer
function to have a high accuracy. The measurement of damping ratio of composite materials by means
of transfer function measurement is one example which requires a highly accurate measurerrn-nt of the
transfer function because the damping of the materials is very low. The accuracy of the damping ratio
measured is limited by the Eccuracy of the transfer function measurement.,

The I east-Mean-Square adaptive approach has been widely used in control and model identification A
transfer function measurement using the LMS approach is an essential form of model identification, as
shown in Figure 4. It the LMS approa.h is implemented using FFT block processing in the frequency
domain, the measurement system, as shwn in Figure 4, can be easily realized within present commercially
available FFT analyzers after a little modification. The advantaiges and disadvantages of us;rng the LMS
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approach for the measurements needs to be investigated. This has been the purpose of the research
reported here.

2. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION

Traditional transfer function measurements have based on the use of FFT analysis in the frequency
domain. The transfer function is measured using [1]

H(K) = P,,(h3/P,, fK), (1)

where P.(K) and P,(K) are the auto-spectrum of the input x and the cross-spectr"ni between the input

x and the output y respectively, as shown in Figure 1. P=(K) and P,(K) are measured by

P(Y) =IX(JOINP (2)

and

P,(i) = X *(I) Y(I/N 2  (3)

where X(K) and Y(K) are the frequency-domain expressions for x(n) and y(n), and N is the number of
sample points.

Assume that the input x(n) is a random signal with a Gaussian distribution. To improve the results
measured using the traditional approach, an average can be taken of the measured results. The number
of averages can be 10 or 100 for instance. The average can be executed simply from:

H,(K) = (1 - 1/I H, (K) +H,,(K)/K, i=1,2,.... (4)

where H,,(K) is the transfer function measured at the i-th measurement,

Smoothly zero-ended windows for sample blocks can be used to reduce the effect of the Gibbs
phenomenon. Although the introduction of windows in the measurement distorts the real sampled signal,
this adverse effect can be averaged out by different input x(n). The accuracy of the measurement also
depends on some other factors. The number of sample points is one of important tactors.

Assume that the transfer function to be measured is given by

3

fl (S-Z,)(S-g')
H(s) = lox 1=1 ,1 (5)

4

fl (S-P)(s-P;)

where the zeros z,; 7 and the poles p; p,' are given in Table 1. This transfer function is abstracted from
the four-degree of freedom system discussed in reference [2] where the transfer function (H,(K)) is
required to be measured accurately in advance of the control experiments. The impulse response h(n) and
the transfer function H(K) given by Eq.(5) are shown in Figiirs 2 and 3.

If the LMS adaptive approach is introduced into the measurement by Eqs.(I) thiough (3). the schematic
diagram of the measurement is shown in Figurc 4 The LMS algorithm is given, in the frequency domain,
by

H(K) -H, , (K)+aH.,(K), tl,2, (6)
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where H,(K) is the expression for h'(n) in the frequency domain and is the measured transfer function
between the input x(n) and the output y(n), H,,(K) is the transfer function between the input x(n) and
the error signal e(n) and a (O<a__1) is the gain constant which regulates the speed of adaptation. In
Figure 4, both the input x(n) and the error e(n) are sent to a micrcomputer in order to calculate H,,(K).
The calculated H.,(K) is used to modify H,(K) (or h'(n)). The weights of the transfer function h'(n) are
adjusted using the LMS algorithm until the error signal e(n) approaches zero and h'(n)=h(n). If the initial
transfer function Ho(K) is assumed to be zero and a is one, the transfer function H, ,(K) obtained after
the first measurement is obviously reen to be the same as H,(K) given in Eq.(4). A unity gain constant
a is *he goal pursued in this paper because it promises to give the highest convergence speed and the
widest stability margin.

To evaluate the accuracy of the measurement, the standard dev'tion was calculated as given by

S, = - E T-_-K. -KiO ) ,  i--1,2 ....... ()

where H(K) is the theoretical transfer function, H.(K) is the measured one and N is the sample length.
Because of the redundancy in H,(K) which is calculated by the Fast Fourier Transform, only half ot thf
sample length N/2 of the spectrum is used in Eq.(7).

3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

The experiment was first conducted using a 2048-point number of samples x(n) sampled from a random
signal with a Gaussian distribution. A Hanning window was used in the measurement. The results
obtaii.e, from the traditional measurement given by Eq.(4) and from the model identification u;mg the
LMS approach given by Eq.(6) are shown in Figure 5.

Fifteen averages and iterations were taken in the traditional measurement and in the measurement using
the LMS algorithm. For the results shown in Figure 5, the gain constant a was chosen to be (ne. It can
be seen that the results obtained using the LMS approach are divergent in this case. The transfer function
H,5 (K) obtained using the LMS approach 's shown -, Figure 6. The experiment showed that as the
iteration number i was increased further, the results a shown in Figure 16 drastically become mich worse.

The convergent result, as shown in Figuie 7, was obtaine.1 when the gain constant a was chosen to be one
for the feedback of H.,(K) (i= 1) and one tenth 'or other iterations (i> 1). Fifty averages and iterations
were taken in the measurement. It can be seen that the convergence of the LMS algorithm !s rather slow
in this case and that the convergence speed is of the same order both for the LMS approacii and the
traditional measurement method. The stability of the LMS algorithm has become a key to the
continuation of this study. The problem of stability is inestigated in the following section.

4., STABILITY OF LMS ALGORITHM

Equation (6) essentially presents a search scheme based on the Newton-Raphson method if a= 1.
Newton's method will always converge provided a sufficiently accurate initial approximation is chosen. This
is true because the measured transfer function H,,(K) usually gives a good approx.mation when H,(K)=0
is assumed. Two measurement methods were used to investigate the cause of instability. The first method
was considered by measuring the auto- and the cross- correlation functions directly in the time domain.
The second method was considered by designing an experiment in the frequency domain which was
immune to the frequency-spectral leakage., The experiments showed that the instability of the LMS
algorithm is caused by the frequency-spectral leakage.

4.1 Time-Domain Measurement

If the auto- and cross- correlation functions are denoted as C(n) and C,,(n) respectively, the unit impulse
response function h(n) can be solved by deconvolution and written as
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h(n) = C, 0 Cr, (8)

where the symbol o is used to denote deconvolution. The solution of Eq.(8) requires that the
measurements should start at tOL,_ initial time t= 0 when the measured system is excited. A better approach
is to slve for h(n) in the frequency domain. Th's requires the calculation of the spectrum functioi, P,(K)
and P,(K) directly from CQ(n) and C,(n), and then the use of Eq.(1) and the inverse Fourier transform
to fir h(n).

Assume that x(n) is a random signal with 1024-point samples and that the impuh, 11 response h(n) to be
measured has a length of 1024-points, Thus, y(n) is the response with a length oft )47-points. CQ,(n) and
C,(n) are given by

CJ~() = Nix(n)4n+i, t=0,1,2,....1023 (9)
R-I

and

N-i
CXQ) - 1F x(n)y(n+j), j=0,1,2,...2046, (10)

where x(n) and y(n) have been padded with 1023 point zeros and N= 1024.

The results for H(K) obtained by using the time-domain measurement method combined with the LMS
approach are shown in Figure 8. The results obtained by using the traditional measurement method (2048-
point FFT) are also shown in the same figure. It can be seen that the convergence of the LMS algorithm
is rather fast with a= 1 and the difference between the theoretical result H(K) and the result H.(K)
measured by using this time-domain method approaches zero very rapidly.

Although the time-domain measurements are successful, the results do nor directly reveal the cause of
instability, and only show that the LMS algorithm with a= I can be stable if the measurements ot P ,(K)
and P,(K) are performed in the time domain. One limitation with the time-domain method is that the
input x(n) should be an incoherent time sequence. Otherwise, all the information tor the measured transfez.
function will be lost in the measurements of C,(n) and C,,(n). The computation of transfer functions
usually takes much more time in the time domain than in the frequency domain with the FFT approach.

4.2 Frequency-Domain Measurement

The experiments were designed to examine the cause of instability. The ettect of frequency-spectral
leakage was the main concern of this investigation. In the experiment., a saw-tooth wave signal was used
as the excitation signal, whose waveform and frequency spectrum are shown im Figures 9 and 10
respectively. The fundamental and harmonic frequency components lie at 0.49. 0.98. 1.47,, 1.95, 2.44 Hz, .....
while other frequency-spectral leakage can be seen explicitly. The sample length for the FFT spectrum
calculation was chosen to be 1024 points with a sampling rate of 10 Hz.

The experimental results given in Figure 11 show that the algorithm in this case is divergent and the
standard deviation of the measurement increases exponentally with increase o the iteration number (i).
Figure 12 shows the transfer function H,(K) measured using Eq.(6) after the fourth iteration (i=4). The
unstable peak can be clearly seen at the frequency f=2.07 Hz.

To eliminate the effect ot trequency-spectral leakage, the experiment was tested by using a puiified saw-
tooth wave signal as the excitation signal. The so-called pirified signal was obtan.zd from the same signal
in Figure 9 but with its trequency-spectral leakage suppressed to zero. as shown in Figure 10. Thus. the
purified signal contains only the harmonic trequency components in the 102 4 -point frequency spectrum.
The deviation of the transfer-function measurement obtained by using tne purified signal ir given in Figure
13 and shows that the algorithm is stable although it does not have a fast convergence rate as compared
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with the results obtained using the time-domain approach as shown in Figure 8. The repeate-fly identical

(or invariant) saw-tooth excitation signal has resulted in the slow conve-gence.

5. FINAL RESUL"'S

Increasing the length of the Fourier transform is one way to reduce the frequency-spectral leakage. The
experiment was tested using a 4096-point sample length for the FFT spectrum calculation. The experiment
was the same as the experiment conducted in Section 3, cxcept that a 4096-point random signal x(n) was
used as the excitation signal in this experiment.. The standard deviation of the tnea.suiement is shown in
Figure 14. A large convergence rate was achieved for the results obtained using the LMS approach. This
convergence rate is of the same order as the one obtained using the correlation method as shown in Figure
8.

The above experiments have only been simulated for the case when the excitation and the measurements
start at the time t=0. In practice, the measuremeit is usually taken during any arbitrary time period after
the excitation starts. This measurement procedure also can be simulated as shown in Figure 15 The
excitation signal x(n) with a 5120-point sample length is used with a system represented by a 1024-point
impulse response function h(n) to produce the response y(n). A length of the 4096-point response y(n)
can be considered to include the effects of the x(n) history from t=0. Then, the transfer function
measurement in a real measurement process can be simulated 1y usng the response y(n) of 4096-point
length and the excitation x(n) of the corresponding period as snown in Figure 15 The results obtained
with the traditional measurement and the LMS approach are shown in Figure 16. Fast convergence for
the LMS approach as with the previous case shown in Figure 14 was achieved.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Transfer tunction measurements using traditional and LMS adaptive approaches have been discussed in
this paper. The results show that an accuracy of the order of 102 with respect to a measured theoretical
transfer function can be obtained by a traditional 4096 point FFT measurement it fifty averages are taken
and an accuracy of the order of 10" is obtained by the LMS approach with fifty iterations. The
measurement accuracy of the transfer function and the rate of convergence to the measured tunction can
be gieatly improved by using the LMS approach.

The experimental study shows that the LMS algorithm using the FFT block processing approach can be
destabilized by frequency-spectral leakage. One way to overcome this difficulty is to use a larger sample
block with more points for the FFT.

This research work has only considered the case when the input is an independent random signal process.
In principle, any response within a system can be used as an input. Such cases can be considered in
further work.
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Table I Poles and Zeros of the Transfer Function H(s) Given in Eq.(5)

1 1 2 -3 4

p., p: -0.0537±1.3876J -1.2305±6.6473j -2.5695±1l3.905j 3.9234±19.433j

Z,, 7, -0.0768±1-5346J -1.8M9±&4891j -3.5397±17.617j

x(n) h(n) y(n)

Figure 1 Schematic Diagram of the Traditiona Transfer
Function Measurement for a SISO System
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Abstract

This paper reviews several new developments, at the University of Cmnicnnati in the area of experimental modal
analysis. Most of the recent advancements have been in the areas of multiple-input multiple-output
measurement, signal processing and parameter estimation As the cost of transducers, data acquisiton, and
compute power have dropped, it has become feasible to utilize larger numbers of channels of instrumentation
for modal analysis The following discussion primarily focus on new developments in multiple reference modal
analysis

Introduction

In recent years there has been a significant reduction in the cost of equipment for multiple-channel modal
analysis The price drop has occurred across the entire spectrum of equipment used in experimental modal
analysis, that is transducers, signal conditioning, data acquisition, signal processing and data analysis equipment
Much of the current research has focused on expanding measurement, signal processing and data analysis
capabilities to include multiple references. This paper discusses some of the significant developments in
multiple-reference modal analysis

Background

Multiple-reference modal analysis was one of the orginal techniques used in experimental modal analysis One
of the first procedures developed was the tuned normal-mode testing procedure in which each mode was tuned
by applying a forcing vector to a structure The forcing vector (both frequency and forcing pattern) was adjusted
such that a single mode was excited The displacements at various points on the structure were then measured
to determine one of the eigenvectors of the system This method was, and still is, excellent for determining the
modal parameters of a system. It required a large number of simultaneously measured response channels to be
practical in terms of testing time. Historically, the large numbers of data acquisition channels made this
procedure cost prohibitive for most users. The method also required a high level of operator skill in tuning the
normal modes Thus, the method was impractical for occasional users or for an experienced user testing a
structure in which prior knowledge of the types of eigenvectors is unknown

In the late sixties and early seventies, procedures for single-input frequency response testing were developed
In general,, these methods were much faster than the normal-mode testing methods, particularly for cases in
which only a few transducers were available It also required much lower skill levels for testing of nonstandard
test objects In the mid seventies, single-input frequency response methods were used in ninety-five percent of
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applications Most of these applications were associated with the trouble shooting of vibration and/or noise
problems However, in the late seventies, there was an increasing demand for finite-element verification and
modal model generation. Both of these applications placed severe demands on the extraction of realistic modal
parameters and single input methods were not capable of extracting suitable modal parameters, except for fairly
simple systems. Therefore, in this late seventies period an increased emphasis was placed upon developing
multiple-input methods which could be used to increase the accuracy of the measured modal parameters

Multiple input frequency response measurement methods were subsequently developed in the late seventies and
perfected in the eatly eighties. Also in the eighties, with the advent of the polyreference time domain method,
a series of multiple-input multip!e-output parameter estimation algorithms were developed In fact, algorithms
are still being developed at an exponential rate

Today there is a significant effort to consolidate many of these methods into a more generalized unificd theory -
- a goal which is almost complete Nearly all of the multiple reference parameter estimation algorithms can
be rederived in terms of a generalized Auto Regressive Moving Average (ARMA) model in the time, frequency,
or LaPlace domain.

Multiple reference algorithms are very sensitive to inconsistencies within the measured data (frequency shifts,
temperature dependant stiffness,damping, etc). This has restimulated a desire to measure all of the response data
simultaneously to minimize effects of data inconsistencies Simultaneous measurement of the data was one of
the problems associated with the normal mode testing method However by the early eighties, the technology
existed to develop less expensive transducer systems 1he mid to late eighties, saw the develoment of relatively
inexpensive transducer systems.

Transducer systems included the sensing element, signal conditioning, cabling, the identification and calibration
systems were developed The availability of an arrayed transducer system triggered several new areas of
development. As an example, the mounting of several hundred transducers requires a systematic approach to
cabling and identification. Further discussion details several areas of development in transducer array systems

Measurement and Signal Processing

A major development in the measurement arena has been that of building integrated arrayed transducer systems
which are fairly inexpensive per channel Current systems are approximately an order of magnitude less
expensive than those used in the mid-sixties The cost reduction is even greater when inflation is taken into
consideration.

Design philosophy is as important as cost reduction in evaluating the arrayed transducer system. Traditionally
transducers were treated as individual devices In the new philosophy, the transducers are elements in an
integrated system and the mounting, cabling, connectivity, identification, and calibration are important elements
of this system

With the acceptance of the arrayed transducers systems, there has been increased emphasis on the development
of multiple-reference signal processing In the mid eighties there were significant developments into various
types of signal processing procedures for improving the computation of frequency response functions (H, H,'
Hv, etc) Broadband excitation procedures have been extended to cover multiple-input excitation cases. Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) or Principal Component Analysis (PCA) procedures have been developed to assess
the state of the excitation and signal processing. These procedures have already been incorporated into
commercial software packages for data acquisition

Broadband systems are commercially available which can process hundrcds of channels of data simultaneously
in real time. At the present time these systems are fairly expensive per channel, but the rapid changes in
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technology promise to solve this problem. Broadband systems require considerable computer memory and disk
storage to handle all of the intermediate and final functions of a multiple-input, multiple-output set of frequency
response functions. Computers, computer memory and disk storage costs are currently dropping substantially
in cost. These reduction will have a significant effect on the cost of multiple channel systems.

There is also considerable ongoing research to develop auxiliary signal processing and parameter estimation
procedures in order to determine modal paramnetcrs. These techniques compute modal parameters directly from
measured input and response measurements. They utilize direct parameter estimation algorithms.

One of the data acquisition procedures which is currently being developed consists of a spatial sine testing

system. This method is described in one of the following examples,

Pariaimeter Estimation

As mentioned previously, new multiple reference parameter estimation algorithms are being developed at an
exponentially increasing rate. Many of these algorithms are simply derivatives of previously developed
algorithms. The major effort involves consolidation of these many techniques and methods into a general
approach. This has been complicated because most of the parameter estimation procedures were developed from
a curve fitting viewpoint. As a result of this historical approach, many techniques appear, from a mathematical
point of view, to be quite different while in reality they are quite similar, The development and successful
application of the polyreference time domain procedure by H. Void changed the approach from a curve fitting
mentality to a linear system parameter estimation process. The polyreference method was developed in the early
eighties and was the first commercial application of a multiple-input parameter-estimation algorithm for modal
parameter estimation.

The polyreference method illustrated the importance of spatial information in the estimation of modal parameters.
Historically, the use of temporal information was emphasized. This was a natural consequence of the curve
fitting of individual measurements (frequency response function, unit impulse function and/or free decays). The
polyreference method was the first in which global modal parameters were estimated from a number of input
reference points located at spatially-separated locations. The spatial information allowed the estimation of
"repeated" or very closely coupled "pseudo-repeated" eigenvalues. This was not possible when using only
temporal information or a set of response measurements taken from a single input point.

The significant advantages of the polyreference method spurred the development of a large number of similar
algorithms. Procedures which had been used in controls and statistical estimation procedures for linear system
identification were developed to estimate modal parameters.

These methods can easily be adapted to modal parameter estimation by relaxing several of the requirements
imposed on the controls and statistics applications. Unlike the controls area a large number of input and
response measurements are made and, in general, it is not necessary to estimate parameters in real time

By starting from the general parameter estimation models which have been used in the controls and statistical
estimation areas, many of the modal parameter estimation procedures can be rederived from a common starting
point This makes comparison of the various methods more straightforward.

The ARMA formulation is used as a common starting point. In a standard ARMA approach, the AR (auto
regressive) terms are used to describe the response of the structure., The MA (moving average) ternis are use
to describe the system inputs and to describe noise terms in the model In general the noise terms are nonlinear,
which significantly complicates the solution. Therefore. in most of the modal applications, the influences of the
noise terms are removed or significantly reduced during the measurement phase by signal processing. The
remaining noise is lumped into extra AR terms. The remaining MA terms (inputs) are often eliminated by
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computing frequency response or unit impulse functions and using the resulting free decay responses to estimate
the AR terms.

Historically, the ARMA method was based upon using sampled time data. For the modal parameter estimation
problem, it has been reformulated in the time, frequency and LaPlace domain for both discrete and continuous
data.

The ARMA formulation describes the equations of motion for a mechanical system in terms of matrix
polynomials. The size of the matrix polynomials and the order of the equation are determined by the number
of independent measured degrees-of-6eedom and the amount of, atial information. The number of degrees-of-
freedom is proportional to the product of the size of the matrices and the order of the equations. If the system
is completely spatially sampled (sufficient input-output measuring points), then a second order equation can be
used with the matrix size being equal to the number of eigenvalue pairs. Spatial information is critical in
reducing the order of the equations. In general, this is one of the main reasons, in recent years, for the dramatic
emphasis on measuring a large number of input and output points.

The mathematical formulation of the ARMA is given for reference as follows:

Continuous
Time

[A,]I dnx( t) + [A,-, I + ,.~t + [Ao I X(t )

dt n  dta-I (1)

[Bm] d-f(t) +[Bm1 ]d m (t) " + [B]f (t)
dt da

Frequency

{[Aj] (J a)' ,?,-j] (j(#) 1-1 +.. + [Ao I X(
(2)

=[[Bin] (jw))m+ [B,-,] (jia))m-1+.. + [/3O] }F (w)

Laplace

[An s+C_] Sn-i.+ +[A, ] X (s)

(3)
--{[B.n Sn [B,-, m- S-+.. + [Bo ]} (F (s) +IC (s))

Discrete

Time
(An] x. + [A., ] x, + + +AO ] x 0

(4)
[B. f.+Bmji] - +.. +(Bo] fo
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Z-Domain(Laplace)

I [A,] Zn+[A,_,] Z-+.. +[Ag] )X(Z)
(5)

U[B] Zn+([B..] Zm-l+. .+[B 0] (F(Z) +IC(z))

The standard M(mass), K(stiffness), and D(damping) model is included as a special case of the above equation
sets.

Using this ARMA formulation many of the modal parameter estimation algonthms have been rederved from
a common starting point. A list of the relevant algorithms are:

1. The Complex Exponential Algorithm (CE)

2. The Least Squares Complex Exponential (LSCE)

3. The Ibrahim Time Domain Method (ITD)

4., The Polyreference Time Domain Method (PTD)

5. The Eigenvalue Realization Algorithm (ERA)

6. The Polyreference Frequency Domain Method (PFD)

7., The Complex Mode Indicator Function (CMIF)

Using the ARMA model formulation many of the methods can be rederived in either the time or frequency
domain. For example, a frequency domain equivalent of the ITD and the ERA method have been developed.

In the ARMA model approach the coefficients of the ARMA model are estimated from the measured input-
output response data. The modal parameters are subsequently estimated from the ARMA model using a standard
eigenvalue reduction. The procedures for estimating the matrix size of the coefficient terms and the order of
the polynomial are important features of the different methods. The type of condensation algorithm is another
imporiant difference between the various procedures. One of the important numerical improvements has been
to apply methods like Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) for condensation of the data and for estimating the
model size and order.

In general, low order ARMA models are computationally more stable. However, they require considerably more
computer resources. The significant improvement in computer performance and the reduced cost of memory
has made lower order methods attractive. For example, the ERA method, which is one of the better new
techniques, is based on a first order model, CMIF, which is a very good first-pass algorithm, is based on a zero
order model. The zero order model uses only the spatial information. CMIF will be reviewed in one of the
following examples

Future parameter identification algorithms will take advantage of this unified approach They will have the
flexibility to handle large data sets taken in the time or frequency domain. There is currently a significant effort
in this area to include the moving average terms (both input and noise) in the ARMA model formulation.
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Examples:

Multiple Reference Impact Testing

Impact testing has historically been used as a simple, quick testing method to gather data for trouble shooting
of vibration prublems. Impact testing was often used with a simple parameter estimation procedure to extract
a set of modal parameters for trouble shooting. Results could be obtained in a minimum amount of time with
minimum effort. One of the fairly recent developments has been to use several reference response transducers
This allows a set of simultaneous measurements which can be used with several of the new multiple reference
parameter estimation algorithms to better separate
closely coupled modes.

The testing procedure involves the simultaneous measurement of the responses from several reference
transducers. This requires a multiple channel data acquisition system. There are currently a number of relatively
inexpensive multiple channel analyzers or PC based systems which can be used to process this type of data.

The measurements are processed in the same manner as conventional impact measurements by applying force
and response windows to the data and computing frequency response functions. The impact point is roved to
the measurement points on the structure and the resulting frequency response functions are used to generate a
set of multiple reference data by using Maxwell's reciprocity relationships.

The resulting data set can be processed using any of the multiple reference parameter estimation algorithms.
A simple algorithm which is useful for processing this type of data is the CMIF method. This method is
essentially a multiple reference equivalent of the historically single degree-of-freedom algorithms. It is a spatial
domain method.

The CMIF method measures an operating mode at each frequency and for each rcerence point., For example,
if there are three reference transducers, three operating mode shapes are estimated ,t each spectral line. A SVD
is performed on the three operating modes shapes. The operating modes shapes are put in matrix form with
each mode shape being a colunn in the matrix. The matrix is rectangular, with the number of rows equal to
the number of measured points and the number of columns equal to the number of reference points. A SVD
is performed on the matrix. The SVD decomposes the matrix into the product of three matrices:

sVD(*)=UWV (6)

where f = matrix of forced modes

The U matrix is a unitary matrix whose columns are estimates of the eigenvectors. The W matrix is
a diagonal matrix of singular value,. The CMIF function is a plot of the elements of the singular
values as a function of frequency This plot has the characteristics of a power spectrum plot with
each singular value generating a separate curve. These curves peak at the frequency of the
eigen'alues. This plot can be used to determine if the data has repeated or pseudo-repeated modes.
The matrix V is the modal participation matrix. Each row of this matrix can be used to determine
the contribution of each eigenvector at the reference point. The eigenvectors determined by CMIF
are a set of orthogonal vectors If the data is weighted with the mass matrix before the CMIF
computation, the CMIF eigenvectors are orthogonal with respect to the mass matrix.
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Since the CMIF method only uses spatial data, it cannot estimate the eigenvalues Therefore, a second step is
performed where the CMIF eigenvectors are used as weighting functions in the computation of enhanced
frequency response functions. The eigenvalues are estimated by curve fitting the resulting enhanced frequency
response functions.

A circular plate is used as an example of the
multiple reference impact method. The plate is used Input
since it has a number of repeated roots. In this
impact test an eight channel system was used to ""-
collect the measurements. The impact hammer -
signal was input into one channel and seven "
accelerometers were input into the other channels. -

The accelerometer positions were chosen to
determine the repeated roots. A schematic of the / O
setup on the circular plate is shown in Figure 1.

output
A typical driving point frequency response function Muheanws
for the circular plate is shown in Figure 2. The Circular Plae Test Setup
CMIF plot is shown in Figure 3. In order to show
more detail, the plot is expanded to include the first Figure I - Schematic of Test Setup on Circular Plate
two peaks in Figure 4. As can be seen in this figure,
the CMIF function peaks at the natural frequencies
of the system. For the repeated roots both the 1st and 2nd singular values peak at the natural frequencies. For
the non-repeated root, only the first singular value peaks. It is relatively easy to determine the number of
eigenvalues from the CMIF plot and to determine if a repeated eigenvalue exists.

In order to determine the eigenvalues, the CMIF eigenvector is used to compute a set of enhanced frequency
response functions. A typical enhanced frequency response function is shown in Figure 5. The eigenvalues and
the modal scale factors can be estimated by curve fitting the enhanced frequency response functions.

A typical set of eigenvectors for one of the repeated roots is shown in Figure 6.

If a multiple channel data acquisition system is available, the multiple reference impact testing method is an easy
method to apply. Used with the CMIF curve fitting algorithm, it is a powerful trouble shooting method.

Typical Ddving Point Plot Full Range CMIF Plot

,a i . X

FIgure 2 -- Typical Driving Point Frequency Response Figure 3 Full Range CMIF Plot
Function
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Zoom Range CMIF Plot Typical Enhanced FRF

Figure 4 - Zoom Range CMF Plot Figure 5 Typical Enhanced Enhanced Frequency
Response Plot

Spatial Sine Testing Typical Repeated Roofs

A spatial sine testing system is currently being developed ui.-

at the University of Cincinnati. This approach uses
elements of both the normal mode testing and the L-i
parameter estimation methods. The spatial sine testing
system is designed to measure a large number of
response and input channels simultaneously. Currently,
it can handle 1024 response channels and 32 input
channels. I

The spatial sine method is based upon a direct parameter
estimation procedure which utilizes frequency domain
data to estimate system characteristic matrices which can Figure 6- Typical Repeated Root Elgenvectors
be solved for the modal parameters. The data that are
input into this procedure are measured force modes of vibration These data can be generated from measured
multiple reference frequency response data or more simply from a sine test.

The sine test is sirrular to the test setup for a tuned normal mode test. Instead of tuning normal modes, operating
mode shapes are measured by applying an arbitrary forcing vector to the structure (forcing pattern and
frequency). The forced response vector of the system is measured.

The current project to develop the spatial sine testing system has been active for several years at the University
of Cincinnati's Structural Dynamics Research Laboratory. The sine testing system utilizes a modified PCB Data
Harvester System. The system has been modified to use a built- in signal processing capability to measure the
Fourier coefficients of the response and excitation signals at the excitation frequency This data is transferred
to an IBM PC which is used to control, collect and display the data in real time. The PC has a real time
animation feature which displays the measured forced response vector. This PC also supplies the excitation
forcing vector signal.

The PC is networked to several other computers which perform the sliding window parameter estimation task
and supply the dynamic input information

The measured forced response and forcing vector are used as input into a sliding A...dow direct parameter
estimation algorithm. This raethod has several potential advantages.
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1) The signal processing requirements are tremendously reduced. Rather than compute spectrums
for each point on the structure, information is measured at a single frequency. This substantially
reduces the memory requirements of the data acquisition system. At the present time this
corresponds to a significant cost saving for a multiple channel system. However, as mentioned
previously, the prices of various types of memory are currently changing substantially; thus, this
advantage may be temporary. By the time this technology is fully developed, the memory cost
may insignificant.

2) Since the direct parameter estimation works in the frequency domain, measuring data directly in
the frequency domain eliminates several standard signal processing errors, such as leakage. It
also allows for various types of frequency-domain weighting of the data. Variable frequency
steps and adaptive averaging at selected frequencies are examples.

3) It permits the use of randomized forcing patterns in different frequency regions to investigate
and/or minimize nonlinearities.

4) It allows adaptive control of the forcing conditions (step size, forcing patterns, averaging process,
etc) to optimize the parameter estimation process in a sliding window.

The direct parameter estimation algorithm uses a low order ARMA model with the responses and inputs used
as inputs. The moving average terms include the input data, but the noise data is handled by signal processing.
The advantage of including the MA terms is that it is not necessary to compute frequency response functions.
The main advantages of the frequency domain formulation is that the data can be processed in small frequency
bands. This reduces the number of eigenvalues that must be included in an estimation cycle. In fact, the
algorithm currently being developed will use a sliding window concept. In this concept a small frequency band
of data will progressively slide over the data The size of the window, the number of forcing vectors and the
size of the frequency steps will be vaned to accommodate the number of significant eigenvalues in each
frequency band.

The parameter estimation procedure uses the following mathematical model:

I [Aj (j#) t [A,-,] (j ) -. + [A0] }X(w)
(7)

- {([B] (jo) m + [B.-,] (j).+. [Bo))] F(w)

Nonlinearities will present a s~t of unique problems for the spatial sine testing method and this will be the basis
for future studies.

Perturbed Boundary Condition (PBC) Testing

Another of the maior research efforts at the University of Cincinnati over the past several years has been the
development of a Perturbed Boundary Condition (PBC) testing ir.-thod In this riethod a test article or
component is tested in a number of different configurations where each configuration consists of a modification
of one or more of the system's boundary conditions The primary purpose of this research has been to develop
a more complete modal model of a test article with experimental data. In a standard modal testing method, a
modal model is normally based upon a single testing configuration (i.e.: free-free, fixed boundary condition, etc).
During the past 10 years,there has ueen great development in the Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO)
measurement and parameter estimation methods. The MIMO research has significantly increased the ability to
measure a modal model for a single boundary condition. The number of modes which can be extracted by these
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methods consists of the 10 to 40 lowest frequency modes for the given test configuration depending on the
noise, nonlinearities, damping and modal coupling, etc. In the PBC method, however, the syste" is tested in
a number of drastically different configurations with the lowest 10-40 modes determined for each configuration.
The boundary conditions act to filter the original modal space of the system into different subspaces. These
subspaces can be used as a database to develop a more complete modal model of the system.

The recent develoments in data acquisition systems make it possible to measure a large number of test
configurations in a timely fashion As a result, it is possible to collect the necessary measurements to
implement a PBC test.

The current research effort is to develop methods to condense the measured subspace information into a modal
model. There are three methods currently being considered:

ARMA -- In the ARMA approach the responses, the applied forces and the boundary forces are
measured and input into an parameter estimation process for determining the coefficients of an ARMA
model which describes the free-free component. The boundary forces are either directly measured or
are measured indirectly by measuring the response of the boundary points.

Transformation Method -- In this method a modal database is measured for each PBC conditions. The
stiffness and mass perturbations at the boundary points are analytically remove to obtain the free-free
case for each PBC test. A transformation method such as Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is used
to condense the various estimates of the free-free system into a consistent model.

Finite Element Updating Method -- In the finite element method each PBC configuration is updated
against the finite element model of the system. The procedure is the find the finite element model which
best describes all configurations.

Currently , the ARMA method and the transformation method are being studied and the research effort is just

starting on the finite element updating approach

Conclusions

Over the past several years there has been an increased requirement to experimentally measure a modal model,
Modal models are being used to verify and update finite element models and as substructures in larger system
models. This has placed increasing requirements on the testing and identification procedures.

Multiple input and output measurement methods are being developed to address the increased requirements.
Large data acquisition systems have been developed in recent years and currently there is an earnest effort to
develop the testing procedures and the parameter estimation methods to support these systems. These efforts
will continue in the future.
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ABSTRACT

A technique to directly update nonconservative Finite Element dynamic models from input-output
experimental data is developed. The method totally circumvents the modal identification process and
thus is advantageous in eliminating the adverse effects of a host of identification errors. In addition, the
procedure requires neither the matching, or pairing, of experimental and analytical data sets nor the use of
the discrepancy between values of the two sets.

In general, the theory allows any type of force input(s) and complete updating of the mass, damping
and stiffness matrices is accomplished using only the response measured at two time instants. However,
to avoid the simultaneous measurement of displacements, velocities and accelerations, harmonic excitation
is recommended at this stage.,

The system's spatial matrices are modeled using the Finite Element model submatrices. Damping
mechanisms can be modeled as viscous, structural, a combination of the two, or others.

Several simulated experiments are presented in support of the proposed approach.

NOMENCLATURE

c number of damping submatrices

Cki correction factor for stiffness proportional damping submatrix
Ck a vector cki's

CmI correction factor for mass proporational damping submatrix

cm a vector of cmi's

C, damping submatrix no. i
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CmI mass proportional damping submatrix no. i
CM : stiffness proportional damping submatrix no. i
Cu updated damping matrix
f excitation force vector
1 index or V[- -

Im imaginary part of a complex quantity

j subscript

k number of stiffness submatrices

k, : correction factor for stiffness submatrix no. i
k a vector of k,'s

Ku updated stiffness matrix

m number of mass submatrices

mn, : correction factor for mass submatrix no. i
m vector of m,'s

Mu " updated mass matrix
n number of degrees of freedom

N number of excitation frequencies
Re real part of a complex quantity

t . time
T number of time measurements

u real part of response vector amplitude
v imaginary part of response vector amplitude
x horizontal degree of freedom

x(t) response vector

y verticJl degree of freedom

Greek Symbols

ce, mass submatrix damping proportionality coefficient

A : stiffness submatrix damping proportionality coefficient
0 rotational degree of freedom

w circular frequency

Special Symbols
i : derivative of (a) with respect to time

complex quantity a
a boldface lower case indicates a vector quantity

k boldface upper case indicates a matrix

A+  Pseudo inverse of A

D O.F. Degree of Freedom
F.E. Finite Element
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1. INTRODUCTION AND JUSTIFICATION

The classical approach for dynamic design and analysis of complex structure seems to have reduced in
the last decade to the following three steps:

(i) Finite Element Modeling and analysis of the structure,

(ii) Vibration testing of the full scale structure or a scaled prototype model,

(iii) Reconciliation of analysis and test data or measured, or identified, parameters.

While Finite Element modeling and vibration testing (mainly for modal parameter identification) have
both advanced to a reasonably stage, there remains a host of uncertainties in the two processesk,

The uncertainties in vibration testing and identification can be usually minimized or reduced by the
application of sophisticated measurements and experimental approaches, test configuration and selection of
test boundary condition, linearity checks, use of multiple techniques for data analysis or identification,.. ,
etc..2 Thus, it has become an acceptable practice to use the experimental data base as a reference to which
the analytical model is adjusted, optimized or updated.

Among the many possible quantities or variables to be used as the basis for comparing the test data
to those of the analytical model, and subsequently use the discrepancy to adjust or update the analytical
model, normal mode parameters have emerged as the most commonly used. The choice of modal parameters
has only been the natural choice mainly due to the education and conditioning of vibrations engineers and
scientists. The choice of normal modes versus complex modes is dictated by the lack of progress in the
accurate modeling of damping mechanisms in Finite Element Models.

Majority, or approximately all, of the existing techniques in dynamic model updating fall into the modal
approach; specifically normal modes. In general, the computed modal parameters from the F.E. model and
the identified normal modes from a modal survey test are compared to establish the need, if any, for updating
the analytical model. It must be noted here that the identified test modes are the modes corresponding to the
damped structure; complex modes. Computing test normal modes from the identified ones involves some
approximations3'4 in which the errors of approximation are proportional to mode complexity.

In using the modal approach to update analytical models, it is necessary to match, or pair, analytical
and test modal parameters; frequencies as well as mode shapes. Such matching process is not always easy,
accurate or possible especially for structures with high modal densities. Erroneous pairing of modes can,
in many cases, result in an updated model which is worse than the original one. In addition, the minimum
number of mode sets, or pairs, required for optimum or unique updating remain to be a subject for further
investigation. The two response approach 5 addressed these two critical points by limiting the minimum
number of test modes required for "unique" updating to two modes.

Another concern in using the modal approach in model updating, and specifically when the discrepancy
between the analytical and test modes is implemented in the updating algorithm, is identification errors.

Even though modal identification has reached higher levels of accuracy in recent years, in some
techniques errors of as much as ten percent are riot unusual 6. These errors by themselves are of the
same order of magnitude of the difference between test and analysis data.

Despite the numerous negative, or undesirable, characteristics of the normal modes based analytical
model updating, the approach possesses many positive aspects. Several promising and powerful techniques
exist 7-17,

An alternative to the modal approach in analytical dynamic model updating is the direct use of the input-
output responses of the test structure and the analytical model as the basis for updating. The attractiveness
of this concept is based on the facts that:

(i) No modal identification is performed.
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(ii) Identification errors are removed from the updating process.

(iii) No matching or pairing of modes is necessary.

(iv) Outputs, or response, contain the structure's damping information.

Schematic representation of the modal and non-modal approaches in updating is shown in Figure 1.

MODAL vs. INPUT-OUTPUT

[Updated input.I

input-Output
Analytical Modal

Modes Identification

Test Modes

Figure 1. Modal Versus Nonmodal Approaches in Model Updating

Recognizing the merits of the input-output non-modal approach is on the increase and more literature
on the subject is slowly emerging. Among the recent work on the subject is the approach presented by Lin
and Ewins18 who use the difference between the measured and analytical frequency response functions to
compute mass and stiffness corrections. Lee and Dobson 9 suggested using a reduced model, containing
comparable degrees of freedom, which is directly determined from measured transfer functions. Friswell
and Penny20 proposed a technique to update selected physical parameters of a F.E. model directly from
measured frequency response functions. Larsson and Sas2l addressed, in general, measurements limitation
and numerical aspects of the input-output updating procedures. Natke22 and Leuridan, Brown and Allemany2 3

made early and important contributions to this subject.

The method presented here uses neither modal parameters nor frequency response functions. It requires
only the measured input-output responses at a limited number of time instants to correct the entire unreduced
F.E. model.

2. THEORY OF THE TECHNIQUE

The procedure is here derived to correct or update a F.E. model with n degrees of freedom. This model is
represented by a mass matrix MA and stiffness matrix KA. In addition, it is assumed that sets of submatrices
M,, C, and K, are known and that the updated mass, damping and stiffness matrices are of the form:

Mu = Z rn,M, (1.1)

C

CU = ZcC, (1.2)
i=1
k

Ku = Zk,K, (1.3)
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where the coefficients m,, c, and k, are the unity based correction factors and are equal to one if the model

requires no correction. The mass and stiffress submatrices are selected from:

(1) Finite Element Model:

- at sub element level
- at element level
- at macro element level
- at component or substructure level
- at modehng parameters level

(2) special Matrices

which are any masses or springs combination that analyst or dynamistic may choose to add to -ompensate
for F.E. modeling oversights.

The choice of the damping matrices is more difficult since most F.E. models do not usually contain
any realistic damping models. At this stage the damping submatrices are selected as proportional damping
at the element level. That is:

C, = cm,QM, + ckA/3K,

-'-nCm, + Ck,Ck, (2)

It is to be noted, however, that the updated damping matrix is not assumed as proportional since the
coefficients c,, and c,m, are not assumed to be the same for different damping submatrices.

In addition to the previous requirements from the analytical model, the approach assumes the availability
of input force(s) to the structur, and the responses measurements at the full vector of degrees of freedom
of the analytical model; or the expanded and smoothed one. The method allows damping to be modeled as
viscous or structural or a combination of the two. The derivation here assumes viscous damping and results
can be extended to other damping mechanisms.

The structure, being assumed linear,, is thus governed by the equations:

Muk(t) + Cui(t) + Kux(t) = f(t) (3)

Substituting equations (1) and (2) into equation (3) gives

mMx + ~(CmsCm, + CkiCkg)X,
t=i ~

kN k,K,,, =- fj (4)
s=i

where the index j denotes the time t,. Since the mass, damping and stiffness stibmauices are preselected
and known and the input-output responses are measured, equation (4) can be rewritten as

Ajm+ Bcm + D;Ck + Ejk = fj (5)

or

[A, B) D, E] cI }= fi (6)

ck

which represents n equations in (m + 2c + k) unknowns.

The tme instances at which equation (6) must be repeated is 7' times, where T satisfies the relation:

nT> 2(m + 2c + k) (7)

This allows for the direct solution of an overdetermined system of equations or the direct solution and the
computation of uniqueness factors.
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2.1 Types of Excitation and Harmonic Response

Theoretically, the previous derivation allows for any type of force input as long as the responses at
t, j = 1,... T are independent. A major disadvantage, however, is the apparent need to simultaneously
measure the displacement, velocity and acceleration at every selected coordinate. A practical difficulty.

To circumvent such a need, sinusoidal excitation render itself as the logical solution to this problem.
If the force input is

f(t) =fjesw~t  (8)

then the responses are

xJ(t) = (u, + iv,)e'wt (9.1)

ki(t) = iw,(uj + iv,)elwl t  (9.2)
R,(t) = -w(u, + Zv )ewj (9.3)

and equation (6), which in this case is divided into real and imaginary, takes the form:(m {
rA) B, D, E,] cm -fRe fJ(0
F, G, H, I, c - Im (1

k

and I in this case denotes the frequency of excitation. The minimum no of frequencies required in this
case is N which must satisfy:

nN > (m + 2c+ k) (11)

2.2 Solutions of Governing Equations

The previous formulation yields a set of nonhomogeneous linear algebraic equations of the form:

QP, = d, (12)

where the vectors of the matrix Q, are the products of the selected submatrices M, Cm,, Ck, and K, and
the structure's response vectors as shown in equation (4). The vector p, represents the unknown coefficients
and the right hand side vector d, is the forces(s) input. The index 3 designates a time instant, equation (6),
or excitation frequency, equation (10). Equation (12) can be repeated for T time instances or N frequencies.

2.2.1 Direct Solution

Equations (12) with j = 1,... T or) = 1,... N represent an over specified system of linear equations
which can be solved in the least squares sense for the vector of unknown correction coefficients. Such a
method of solution is useful at initial stages of updating procedure to localize modeling errors or to reduce
the number of elements to be corrected. It is also possible however to use this direct solution as a one
step updating.

2.2.2 Solution for Computing Uniqueness Factors

In this approach the system of equations (12) is divided into a nonhomogeneous part

Q, p = d , (13)

and the remainder of equations is thus homogeneous and of the form:

Q2 p = 0 (14)
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which is then partitioned as:

A, -B, ]a=0 (15)
A2 -B2 bi

Now equation (15) is divided into two sets of equations:

Al a, = Bi 1h (16.1)

and
A2a 2 = B2b 2  (16.2)

The same unknowns a and b are noticed to be different in the two sets. To enforce uniqueness it is
assumed that:

a, = ra2 (17.1)
b, = sb 2  (17.2)

Thus equations (16) and (17) are reduced to:

A+BIB+A 2 a = Qa (18)

which is an eigenvalue problem. The eigenvalues Q will have one of the values equal to unity for perfect
or unique updating. The eigenvectors are the unscaled correction coefficients a. Part b of the unknown
unsealed coefficients is obtainable from:

b = B+A 1 a (19)

Now to correctly scale the correction coefficients, Equation (13) is used. Letting the scaling factor be s, then

SQl{b} = (20)

from which s is computed.

2.3 Comments on the Conditior of Solution:

The approach presented here is quite different from other approaches which require the inversion of the
system's response matrix composed of responses measured at many time instances or many frequencies.
In the latter, it is known that the rank of the response matrix will be equal to twice the number of modes
excited in these responses.

In the method under consideration each element t, for excitation frequencies j, will have four vectors in
the coefficient matrix Q, of equation (12). These are:

2_{ M,u {
' C ,u J'-4 Ck,u,

and K,u,

, vi) }
Hence, the condition of solution here is totally different and is function only of the selection of the system
submatneces. For example if for an element with K, and M, pioportional, which is very unlikely, singularity
will occur A favorable factor here is the fact that the system's submatrices are user's selected and the
condition of solution can be controlled and/or improve by proper selection.
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3. SIMULATED EXPERIMENTS

The structure which was selected to test the proposed approach is shown in Figure 2. An element j
is preceded by node no. I - 1 and terminated by the jth node. For the analytical model, six degrees-of-
freedom beam elements are used in the F.E. analysis. Table 1 shows the nodal coordinates of the model.
The cross-sectional area of the beam elements is 0.005 m, the modulus of elasticity is taken equal to 70
GPa and the density 2700 kg/m 3.

Y

it 17 16 15 14 13

12

10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 $

Figure 2 Test Structure

Table 1. Nodal Coordinates

Node No. Nodal Coordinates (m)
x __ _ __ _ _

1 0. 0.
2 0.125 0.
3 0.250 0.
4 0.375 0.
5 0.500 0.
6 0.675 0.
7 0.750 0.
8 0.875 0.
9 1.000 0.
10 1.000 0.075
11 1.000 0.150
12 1.000 0.225
13 1.000 0.3
14 0.875 0.3
15 0.756 0.3
16 0.675 0.3
17 0.500 0.3
18 0.375 0.3
19 0.27 '  

0.3
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Thus the structure is modeled as a 54 D.O.F. system. Each node is assigned an x, y and 0 D.O.F.
respectively., Table 2 shows the designated degrees of freedom. The significance of this table is to relate
excitation force vectors to a particuIr type of D.O.F.

Table 2. Node and D.O.F. Designation

D.O.F.
Node x y 0

2 1 2 3
3 4 5 6
4 7 8 9
5 10 11 12
6 13 14 15
7 16 17 18
8 19 20 21

9 22 23 24
10 25 26 27
11 28 29 30
12 31 32 33
13 34 35 36
14 37 38 39
15 40 41 42
16 43 44 45
17 46 47 48
18 49 50 51
19 52 53 54

The test model is created by perturbing the properties of the elements as shown in Table 3. The responses
at the 54 degrees-of-freedom were computed using a variety of sinusoidal input forces.

In order to understand and explain the selection of the input forces' frequencies, the first ten resonant
circular frequencies of the analytical model are::

No. w(rad/s)

1 .181866E+03

2 .264177E+03

3 .973889E+03

4 .203507E+04

5 .358882E+04

6 .564278E+04

7 .725125E+04

8 981816E+04

9 .113561E+05

10 .148689E+05

Numerous updating tests we conducted with different types of excitations, damping and updating models.
A summary of the tests is shown in Table 4.
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Table 3. Element Perturbation Factors for Test Model

Damping
Element No Mass Stiffness Mass Proportional Stiffness

Proportional
__ (xlO.6 )

1 1.0 1.0 1. 0.5
2 1.0 1.0 2. 1.0
3 1.4 1.4 3. 1.5
4 1.6 1.0 4. 2.0
5 1.0 1.0 5. 2.5

6 1 1 0.85 6. 3.0
7 1.0 1.0 5. 2.5

8 1.0 1.0 4. 2.0
9 1.0 1.0 3. 1.5

10 1.0 1.2 2. 1.0
11 1.0 1.0 1., 0.5

12 1.0 1.0 2. 1.0
13 1.0 1.0 3. 1.5
14 0.8 1.3 4. 2.0
15 1.0 1.0 5. 2.5

16 1.0 1.0 6. 3.0
17 1.0 1.0 5. 2.5

18 1.5 1.0 4. 2.0

In these tests, and from equation (11), the number of frequencies required N is:

N> 18 + 2(18) + 18
54

N > 4/3

for which reason two frequencies were used in all tests.

3.1 Results

The method of solution to compute a uniqueness factor was used in all updatings.

Except for tests 10, 11,13 and 14 uniqueness factors of unity were obtained and the computed corrections
factors were the theoretical ones to six digits of accuracy.

In tests 10 and 11, the structure was viscously damped, but the updating model used had no damping.
Results are shown in Table 5. It is to be noticed that while responses for test 11 were near resonance, where
damping effects are maximum, those for test 10 were measured in the anti-resonance regions.

Table 5 also lists results for tests 13 and 14 in which damping was erroneously modeled in the updating
procedure. While damping correction coefficients contained large errors, due to the difference in actual and
modeled damping mechanisms, mass and stiffness correction coefficients were accurately identified.
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Table 4. Summary of Updating Tests

Damping Model Force Frequency No. of Forces
Test No. Test Structure Updating Model rad/s and Coordinates

1 undamped undamped 180.00* 4(5,17,31,38)
2000.00* 4(5,17,31,38)

2 undamped undamped 180.00* 1(53)
2000.00* 1(53)

3 undamped undamped 20.00 1(53)
8500.00 1(52)

4 undamped undamped 20.00 1(22)
8500.00 1(22)

5 undamped undamped 500.00 1(22)
8500.00 1(22)

6 viscous viscous 180.00* 4(5,17,31,38)
2000.00* 4(8,20,28,53)

7 viscous viscous 180.00* 1(17)
2000.00* 1(53)

8 viscous viscous 500.00 1(17)
8000.00 1(53)

9 viscous viscous 30.00 1(17)
8000.00 1(17)

10 viscous undamped 30.00 1(17)
8000.00 1(17)

11 viscous undamped 180.00* 1(17)
260.00* 1(17)

12 structural structural 180.00* 1(17)
260.00* 1(17)

13 structural viscous 180.00* 1(17)
260.00* 1(17)

14 viscous structural 180.00* 1(17)
260.00* 1(17)

15 undamped viscous 30.00 1(17)
1 1 8000.00 1(17)

*Indicates a frequency close to a natural frequency.
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Table 5. Test Results of Tests with Wrong Modeling 1O

3 3974.1 147701 614.01 1057 0 .4601 14000 0 .399014 (14) 1.

5 96068+0 .071. 10945162) 0.9833 20 10001 1000040 . 1633.00.9002 .0

8 969715800 .10015613+01 .1036209E.01 10059E+01 .100000E+01 .1000006401 .993945E+00 .99578213.00

9 .996257E+00 .100lz98401 .137418E01 .140494E401 .100000E+01 .100000E+01 .99798.0 .95796+00

10 19474E+01 .140177E+01 9601E.00 .100573E+01 .100006401 .1400006.01 .1999E+01 .139491E+01

41 .199208E+00 .100478+01 .97467E4800 .100563E+01 .10000E+01 .100000E.0I .1927213.00 .9MME0+00

12 .660.1001208. 01 .1005411+01 . 8527E0 047E+01 .1000006.01 .100006401 .993E58+00 .95M78800

63 .1004378+01 .108E+ .39800 .109421E +01 .100545E +01 .100000+01 .950049E+00 .1059 &500

14 .801100+00 11315+01 .78005E+00 .10514E+01 .100000E+00 .10000E.01 .96918E00 .12S968801

9S 1010312E.0 100628.F01 .986570E400 .10041401 .1000006.01 .10000+01 .99E2+00 .957906.00

16 .100238010 .10073E+01 .90704E.00 .10042E+01 .100000EWO1 .1000006401 .9962620400 .95837E+00

13T .10043+01 .10058E01 .987948E+00 .101458+01 .1000006.01 .1000006.01 .9%9E4800 .995697E00

18s 151781E+01 101224E+01 151644E.01 I.102581E+01 .1500006401 .100000E.01 .149344601 .9955306+0

'All othier tests have exact results to six digits.
2Oanlped responses in undamped updatig model.
3Smxucturally damped responses in viscously damped updating model.
%Vscously damped responses in structurally damped updating model.
5EquaI to theoretical va!ues Correction factors for damping contain large rmw.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A technique to update a Finite Element Model's mass, stiffness and damping matrices using harmonic
input-output is presented and shown to 'le quite effective under ideal conditions. The number of excitation
frequencies is limited and is governed by the number of degrees of freedom of the model and the number of
correction coefficients. In the results presented, two excitation frequencies were more than sufficient. The
study of several practical considerations is underway.
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ABSTRACT
Vibration characteristics of a shell structure with finite curvature are discussed based oil the dynamic

analogy between a cylinder to a fiat plate. In order to understand curvature effects, the characteristics
such as resonance frequencies, constant fiequency loci, and number of modes in a fiat plate and in a
cylinder are examined. Also a simplified representation on the vibration response at the driving point
is proposed.

INTRODUCTION
Although several approaches to analyze the vibration characteristics with a curvature are available

in literatures, the implementation to the real engineering problems are very limited because of the
high order mathematical formulation and coupled parameters. An analyst, therefore, leans to an
approximate solution if a vibration estimate for a cylindrical structure is necessary. Approximate
solutions available in literatures can be divided into two manifold: (i) energy minimization approach,
and (ii) finite analysis approach. The former approach includes Variational integral method, Galerkins
method, and Rayleigh-Ritz method[l,2,3]. The finite difference and the finite element niethod belong
to the latter. In this study, a modal domain concept is incorporated to derive an approximate formula
for a structure with curvature. The modal domain is a 2-dimensional wave space[4]. It has been has
been known to be useful approach to examine the vibration level of large and complicated structures,
especially when the knowledge on the vibration level of a high frequency region is necessary.

MODAL LATTICE DOMAIN ANALYSIS
Resonance frequencies of the structure can be obtained when the denominator of the mobility

function vanishes. If the concept of constant frequency loci on a modal domain is employed for a
cylindrical structure, we can easily calculate resonance frequencies using dynamic similarity between a
plate arid a cylinder.

Consider a cylinder of radius a with finite length l. When the boundaries are simply supported,
the mode shape of a cylindrical shell becomes

Asin kx Cos no (1);- sin

Because of the simply supported boundary condition, k and n must be Mirni and 2Nr /12, where 1i
is the height arid 12 is the circumference of the cylinder 2 .ra If a 2-dimensional wave iumbcr space on
the axial and the circumferential direction is considereA, the modal lattice in the axial directional wave
mnumber k has a unit distance of ir/il .' On the other hand, the circumferential directional wave space
becomes doubled in the distance compared to the plate case, i.e., 21r/1 2 modal lattice distance. Twice
the separation of the mode into the circvmferential direction is due to the fact that sine and cosine
functions exist in Eq.(l). The wave munlber space having two crossing modal lattice are shown in Fig.I.

X- Resonance frequencies of the structure correspond to the points where the modal lattice crosses each
other on the wave number space map.
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When a thin shell assumption is applied and the lowest circumferential modes are negligible,
resonance frequencies are expressed as follows(5,6]:,

22 (ka) 4  n2(4

v=(1 -)((ka)2 +n2)2 +13{((ka) 2+n 2)2  2(1 - ) 2)

where #3 is h. This equation is correct when 13 is smaller than 0.01 and n is bigger than 2. The first
V2a

term of Eq.(2) is related to the membrane stress, and the second term to the bending rigidity because
of 132 in the term. If the vibration behavior of the resonance frequencies is compared between for a
cylinder and for a plate, the dynamic similarities between those structures can be explained.

Let us consider a plate having the same dimension as a cylinder. The resonance frequency in
dimensionless representation becomes

= #(ra)2{CM/l1)" + (N/12)21 (3)

If given numbers of M and N are used in Eq.(3), the frequency v has a circular trace with constant radius
as a function of wave numbers M and N . Tiese circles are called constant frequency loci. The constant
frequency loci can be generated for a cylindrical structure using Eq.(2). The concept of the constant
frequency loci approach becomes important when a vibration level of a certain frequency bandwidth
is necessary. Thiis concept has been developed in the area of noise prediction for a stiucture. The
difference in frequency loci between the flat plate and the cylindrical structure is clue to the membrane
stress within the structure. Let a plate be wrapped to make a cylinder geometry. Since a in-plane
membrane stress is built-up in the cylinder the curvature affects the stiffness of the structure so
that the travelling wave speed increases in tle axial direction. As the cylinder has curvature in the
radial direction, the propagating waves are subject to the stiffness effect which is due to the in-plane
membrane stress. Especially the k axial wave modes are substantially affected by the curvature. The
curvature effect exists until the wavelength of the membrane stress encircles the cylinder., Physically
this transition occurs at the hoop resonance, or the breathing mode. The hoop resonance is also called
the ring frequency.

Therefore, the ring frequency f, of the cylinder has to satisfy the following iclation:

C- = 2ra (4)
f,

If the interested frequency bandwidth is below f,, the waves travelling in tile axial direction are subject
to the stiffening effect which is due to the in-plane nlmbrane. On tile othet halnd, the frequency
band above n ,io longer has the curvature effect. As the frequency increases above the ring fiequency,
the speed of travelling waves becomes faster than that of in-plane mnenibrane stress. In this region, a
curvature effect of the cylindrical structure becomes negligible and the cylinder dynamics converts to a
plate behavior. The boundary of the curvature effect is, therefore, the ring frequency fr of the cylinder.
Consequently, the way of analyzing the cylinder vibiation can be varied depending oil the fiequency
region compared with tile ring frequency.

MODE COUNT FOR FLAT PLATE
Two different approaches to count the llhllubel of thei( modes for a flat plate stilctule ale available:

estimate from the geometry, and from the driving poilt mobility
Tile estimate of number of modes based on the geometry is widely known in SEA community. The

modal separation 6f , which is inverse to the mode number is

hc

Here, the modal separation is a function of the structural rigidity and surface area. It is independent
of the frequency increment.

Another way of the mode count is to use the real part of the driving point function. When a
Ileasurcmnent data of thc flat plate is aviilable, tile direct coilit for resonances inly not be practical
dile to heavy overlap of modeq ill lilost sit iat.ioii Instead, tile avvlWage value, of tile, ItPI part of tiIe
mobility fiction can provide )1'o) plerise infoillatioll til e mo(al lii.sity. Tile ieal part of tile
mobility function, Gp, which is called tille ilCllhllich l colldictalle, lls a positive value always, since
this c01l)Olmpont is related to a power flow floira thl(' Vib1tion sout('Ce to the st'icttu t bC excited. Ti Ie
averaged value of the mobility, therefore, has a certain positive value, which is related to tile itiodal
separation 6f (6

1
6f = 4MG, (6)

Therefore, a measured driving mobility function is useful information on estimating the modal
density function of tIle flat plate structure.
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DYNAMICS OF STRUCTURE WITH CURVATURE
Instead of taking complicated mathematical analysis for a vibration estimate of a shell structure,

consider a flat plate whose surface area is the same as that of a shell. When a structure is excited,
the input power is transmitted through bending waves in the structuze. As mentioned in the previous
section, the vibration behavior resembles the late dynamics if the frequency band is above flte ring.
In the case of a flat plate, the mobility function at the driving point G, is predictable from the material
properties of the structure, i.e.,

1

8phCaf3" (7)

In order to correlate a plate and a shell dynamics, a concept of modal density is adapted. The
logical parameter to modify the plate mobility into the cylinder mobility is the ratio between the plate
and cylinder mode number, because the modal density within the frequency band of interest is related
to the vibration power. Since any finite length of a thin shell satisfies a reverberant condition, the
mean square velocity of the vibration on the surface of the structure is proportional to the received
power, and each mode in tie structure could have equal anmount of participation in viliation power.,
The modal density that is directly proportional to the vibration magnitude can be a useful paranleter
in vibration analysis.

If the cylinder vibration behaves as in a plate, the mobility function of the driving point of a
cylindrical shell G., therefore, may be expressed as

Go = W(v)G,, (8)

where W(v) is the correction factor and G,, is the driving point mobility of a plate. Eq.(8) correlates the
plate mobility to the correction factor W(v), which is a function of frequency. As already mentioned,
the cylinder vibrates as aplate if the Irequency is above f,. In this range, the correction factor above
the ring frequency is 1. If the frequency band of interest is below the ring frequency,the correction
factor, W(v), plays a role to compensate the curvature effects on the input mobility of a plate.

Let us obtain the correction factor W(v) below the ring frequency. Since a shell has some curvature,
the membrane stress increases the bending wave speed along tie axial direction so that the number of
modes included within a certain frequency band becomes smaller than the same frequency band as in
the plate case. When the frequency )and is below f, , time total nmode nuu:)r in IL cylindrical shell has
tile forni[3)

N, = (0.5y(0.57r + sin-y) + V(1 - V))2a, f v< 1 (9)

where y is 2v - 1. If the modal separation of the plate is converted to the mode number, N,, becomes
lw/2CO.

The correction factor W(v) is the ratio of the number of mode in cylinder to that in plate.

W(v) = (0.57(0.5ir + min'y) + V(1 - v))/v (10)

Therefore, a simplified cylinder mobility function is

0.5-y(o.5 r + sin-) + V0 - Vi)
8phCa/v

EXAMPLES
Resonance frequencies of a cylinder with 11.7cm in diameter, 18.1cm in height, and 0.32cm in

thickness are examined at first. The structure is made of steel (p=7700 k g/rn'). This structure has
a ring frequency of 13.8 kHz. Fig.2 shows constant frequency loci corresponding 2,4,6,8,10,12 and 14
kHz. As expected, the loci have elliptical shapes. If both dimensions of the plate are exactly the sane,
the loci imake quarter circles. It is because directional waves travelling on the plate surface has the
same bending stiffness in tIhe case of a flat plate so that the bending wave speed of the plate with no
curvature should be the same unless the frequency changes.

Let us calculate the lesonunce ficquencies of a cylindlical structuimm. The cowit,*iit fi eqiiency loci of
tine cylinder can be obtained using Eq.(2). Fig.3 shows the constant fre(luency loci of the cylindrical
structure. Since the stiffness in the axial direction is larger than in the circuiniferential direction, the
locus is no longer a circle. Near the horizontal axis in Fig.3, the loci have constnnt radii. As the
frequency increases, the itlea covered iby a conlsta nt ra' dills itlcr-vnI.i, too. It Illlny tell 1is that the
dlynlniic p otperty of a cylinder alnig thlie ciiumfeential di rection becollie similar to that of a )late.
However, time area near tIme vertical axis for a cylinder is totally diffecent from that for the plate, since
the membrane stress mainly contributes the hoci curve when tie ciinflunferential wave iunmber n is
S smll, Each grid point cossed iy integr'r iiliiie's ahong the two fix's in Fig.2 andiii Fig.3 corlevsp;o lcSd
to the resonanices of thme structure. Tme resonance fieqquencies mme houtded between conistailt fre(llency
loci. In tie case where a noise becomes an issue, a narrow fnequecncy bandwidth between 2kHz and 4'i'cla 'e " i,(
lo ci. I.. e .... C.... .. ... se co m es... . ...... .. ..... .. ..........



kHz is important, since a listener is sensitive to this band. The resonance frequencies enclosed by two
constant ft'equency loci of 2kHz and 4 kHz are shown in Fig.5. Maiked positions shown in Fig.4 show
resonance frequencies of the cylinder. Between 2kHz and 4 kttz, analysis reveals that 3 resonances
exist:2,600 (3,1 mode), 2,925(2,1 mode), and 3,769(4,1 mode) Hz.

In order to examine the resonances obtained from the analysis, an experiment is conducted for a
frequency band between 2kHz and 4 kHz. Although the analysis is not exact to the experimental data,
the simplified formula is good enou lh to predict the resonances approximately.

Then, an estimate of the vibration level of a cylinder which is 27cm in diameter, 33cm in height,
and 0.55cm in thickness is examined. The ring frequency of the cylinder is 5.9 kHz.

Let us examine the vibration level at the frequency band above f. The diving point mobility of
the cylinder is identical to the case. of the plate. The calculation shows that the muobility finction of
the plate, Gv, becomes 3.86 x 10' . When the valuc of 1 sec/kg is used as reference, the mobility of
the cylindrical structure beconmes -68.2 dB above the ring frequency.

For a frequency range below 5.95 kHz, the mobility function is frequency dependent, however.
Comparison of the measured mobility function at the driving point to the analytical result is shown
in Fig.5. The solid line represents the measured mobility function of the cylinder. The prediction
calculated from the proposed formula is depicted by the dotted line. For the fiequency band above 2.0
kHz, the analytical result predicts the measured data behavior quite well.

CONCLUSIONS
An approximate model predicting the vibration characteristics of the shell type structure is formu-

lated. The proposed formula is based on the dynamic analogy between a cylinder and a flat plate.
Since a cylinder converts to a flat plate dynamics for the frequency band above the ring frequency, the
mobility function of the cylindrical structure has a frequency-dependent correction factor. As a way to
correlate the cylinder and plate chatactiistics, the concept of modal density of structumes is employed
so that the correction factor is obtained from the ratio of the resonance frequencies of a cylinder to a
plate.

In order to verify the proposed formula, experiments are conducted. Comparison of the experimental
and the analytical results shows that the proposed model estimates the resonance frequencies and
mobility functions pretty well. The proposed model is very simple to use and straightforward.
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ABSTRACT

Veering of eigenvalue loci and extreme sensitivity of eigenfunctions to the value of
a system parameter arise in many situations where changing that parameter causes natural
frequencies to become close. Such phenomena often lead to mode localization, in which the
response is restricted to a subregion. Prior investigations have mainly considered the
implications for in-vacuo structures. The present work outlines the general theory for
in-vacuo modes, and then extends it to acoustic radiation from submerged structures. The
results of previous analyses of a two-span plate and a spheroidal shell are used to il-
lustrate the effect of heavy fluid loading on structures that feature mode localization
phenomena. These examples lead to the conclusion that such systems require special care
in modelling, even though the submerged response may not actually contain regions of lo-
calized vibration.

INTRODUCTION

A large body of work exists regarding the behavior of vibratory systems in which al-
teration of a system parameter causes two or more natural frequencies to become close. In
some cases, notably those in which the corresponding eigenfunctions belong to different
symmetry groups independent of the parameter, one observes gradual changes of the modal
properties as the parameter is changed, with the associated result that at some parameter
value the natural frequencies become equal. However, in the circumstances of interest

here, plotting the natt.ral frequencies as a function of the parameter yields curves that
deviate over a small range of that parameter, thereby avoiding intersection. When this
phenomenon, which is known as eigenvalue loci veering, arises, the corresponding mode
shapes show drastic changes in the veering zone, so that the system's behavior is ex-
tremely sensitive to the parameter. In addition, in many cases the mode shapes for
certain values of the parameter indicate the existence of large regions of small displace-

ment. Hence, eigenvalue veering may be accompanied by mode localization.
Numerous investigations of eigenvalue veering phenomena have been performed, and sur-

veying them here would be prohibitive. Leissa (1) showed that this behavior could result
from modelling errors, but several investigators have shown that actual manifestations are
often associated with the introduction of disorder in otherwise periodic media. Pierre
(2) developed criteria for the occurrence of eigenvalue veering, and Chen and Ginsberg [31
derived expressions for the mode shapes within the range of system parameters where eigen-
value veering occurs in terms of the shapes outside the veering zone.

Submarine structures feature stiffeners whose spacing is not quite constant because
of functional requirements. Because they have the appearance of being nearly periodic
structures, there is a strong possibility that eigenvalue veering phenomena occur. This
raises significant issues for structural acoustics. If some aspects of the response are
extremely sensitive to the value of a system parameter, and also might be an artifice
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introduced by modelling errors, one is left to wonder about the degree to which accurate
analyses can be performed. Furthermore, if mode localization is encountered, then one
would expect that it would have a strong influence on acoustic radiation from the struc-
ture. These concerns must be weighed against the recognition that coupling associated
with the fluid loading causes the notion of independent structural modes to lose sig-
nificance.

This paper will survey some recent works by the author that have considered the ef-
fect of fluid-loading on structual dynamic systems whose in-vacuo response displays
eigenvalue veering phenomena. It begins with a summary of the general theory for systems
in which two eigenvalue loci veer, and then discusses the results for two distinctly dif-
ferent structures. Ginsberg and Pham (4] converted a two-span beam with interior
torsional constraint, which had previously been used to illustrate eigenvalue veering, to
a baffled plate as a way of introducing fluid loading. Previously, Chen and Ginsberg [5]
had shown that the symmetric modes of spheroidal shells exhibit eigenvalue veering
phenomena, after which they evaluated forced reponse when the shell is submerged [6]. The
analyses of both systems combined the method of assumed modes and the surface variational
principle (SVP) [7] for fluid-structure interaction, but the general theory is equally ap-
plicable to systems modeled by boundary element/finite element techniques.

EIGENVALUE VEERING PHENOMENA IN THE ABSENCE OF FLUID LOADING

First consider free vibration of a linear system when the system parameter has some
reference value. The equations of motion are

2(0i) " Ai oil (1)

where (A. ,.) represents the eigensolution in the reference state. In the absence of dis-
sipation, te operator 2 is self-adjoint, so the eigenfunctions form an orthornormal basis
for the function space, When the system parameter is incremented by f, the new operator
2' is assumed to be expressible as a sum of the operator 2 and a perturbation operator fr.
The altered eigenvalue problem,

(2 + r)(') - A'', (2)

has eigensolutions (A',0). The new eigenfunctions may be represented by a series of the
original ones. In the usual circumstance covered by Courant and Hilbert [8] each eigen-
solution for the altered state differs from the corresponding solution in the original
state by 0(e), being given by

M i'-i +Chii, ' + Xi- n' (3)

where self-adjointness of 2 and r leads to definitions of the coefficients h in' which are
inner products, as

hin h ni - <Oir(#n)>. (4)

Equations (3) breakdown if two eigenvalues, denoted A and A2 after reordering, be-
come close and r(Ol) is not orthogonal to 2" The appropriate expansion in such
circumstances is

cll# + c202 + cI b n n '  
(5)

n>2

where c c are coefficients to be determined and , . are eigenfunctions whose
eigenva{ues are well separated from A1 and A2' and eaca otger. This expansion is sub-
stitlited into Eq. (2) and appropriate inner products with respect to the originaleigenfunctions are taken. The first order approximation reduces to an eigenvalue problem,

(A1  Ch1 1)c1 
+ ch12 c2 " l' eh21c1 + (A2 + th2 2 )c2 h c cA'c (6)

The associated matrix of this system is symmetric, so one obtains two real eigenvalues,
A,', and two real orthogonal eigenvectors, c11 and c I

Because ch are small quantities, the eigenvaiues A' are approximately equal to A1
and A2 .  When pYotted against c, these eigenvalues form two curves called the eigenvalue
loci. Solving Eq. (6) shows these curves to be
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A 1 ( ] 1 r )2 42 1 / 2
- 1 +  

1 + 4
1 - A1 + ehll, a2  A2 + ch22 . (7)

The loci can be shown to be hyperbolas, which degenerate to their asymptotes only if h -
0. The minimum vertical distance between the two loci occurs when the slopes are equa
which corresponds to

* - (hl1 - h22)(A2 - A1)

- 2 ~ h 2  (8)(hu  h h)2 + 4h
(11  h22) 12

The difference between the hyperbolic curves and their asymptotes is noticeable only for
small range of system parameters close to this value. It is zonvenient to consider e -
to be the unperturbed state, so the system parameter is redefined to be 6,- -

Because the curves have equal slope at their point of closest approach, h1 1 - h2 2 .
Expressions for the coefficients c are obtained by solving Eqs. (61 corresponding

to the definition of 6, subject to the Nquirment that the eigenfunctions for the altered
state have unit magnitude. The result for 6h > 0 is

12

- + c + o(e) i 1,2, (9)11 1  c2 i 2  2

where

C 12 - sin(9/2) and c22 - cos(8/2) for the upper locus,

C - cos(0/2) and c21 - - sin(0/2) for the lower locus. (10)

The quantity 9 is related to the minimum difference d between the eigenvalues by
* * * *

tan 0 - 26h2/d , - A* - A (11)
122 V*

The corresponding eigenvalues may also be expressed in terms of 9 by substituting its
definition, Eq. (11), into Eq. (7), with the result that

A'- 1 * * + * 1 * *'o 9(2
- (A A)+ 6hl T ( l -A)/Cos 0 (12)

A (l+ A2) h11  ~( 1  A2 1 c

Similar expressions apply when 6hl < 0.
The limit of the zone inwhij the veering behavior is encountered corresponds to 181

7f/2, at which 161 - 60 >> d /2h12. The sensitivity of the mode shapes to the changes in
the system paraueter becomes apparent when one considers the situation when 161 - 60.
Because lel = s/2, Eqs, (10) indicate that Ic in which case one finds from
Eqs (9) thatill the sum or difference of the modes at the
reference state, 6 - 0. Thus, a small change in the system parameter results in a large
change in the mode shapes. The reason for the occurrence of mode localization is less ob-
vious. In many situations the modes associated with 6 - 0 have similar patterns over some
of their range, and are opposite in sign over another region. Summing and differencing
the modes in that case results in cancellation in some regions and reinforcement in
others. This will be apparent in the example of vibration of a plate.

EFFECTS OF FLUID LOADING

The discussion shall now consider the coupled equations for surface displacement and

pressure when a structure is excited by an external harmonic load. Such equations are ob-
tained by combining structural dynamics laws and an acoustic interaction law, such as

boundary elements or SVP., Let (q) denote a set of N generalized coordinates representing
the structural displacement and (p) be M variables representing the surface pressure. The
standard form of the system equations may be written in terms of partitioned matrices as

[-i m[r] (A] I (P (0) , (13)

where (A] and [] are fluid-structure coupling coefficients, and (Q) are the generalized
forces.

Presumably, an analysis of the In-vacuo modes has been carried out prior to address-
ing the submerged system. This involves finding a set of eigenvalues 2 and corresponding
modes that satisfy
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2
([k] - J[m]](j) - (0). (14)

In order to use the modal properties the generalized coordinates are replaced by a set of
modal coordinates qj. This is achieved by introducing the similarity transformation

(q) [- 1){l, [ ) - { i (02) "". . (15)

If one determines and uses all N modes, then the foregoing is merely a change of vari-
ables. However, if a modal truncation is implemented, the number of unknowns is reduced
by the foregoing from N to L.

The modes form an orthonormal set with respect to the Inertia matrix (m], and they
diagonalize the stiffness matrix to the respective eigenvalues, Hence, substituting the
foregoing into the fluid-leaded system equations, followed by premultiplication of the
first partition row by [f] , leads to

T[D] [TT[A) ]2 7) } . T{Q)}, 2

-iw[r][] (A] I (p) (0) i i

Certain features of the foregoing are obvious. Although [D] is diagonal, the other
matrices are generally full, so that the modal coordinates are coupled. The degree of
such coupling depends on a variety of factors,, but, in any event, the concept of independ-
ent modes is not meaningful. In a situation in which the localizing modes are not
resonantly excited, one would not expect them to make an unusually large contribution to
the overall response. However,, it is r-asonable to expect that appropriate tuning will
lead to an excitation that strongly excites either of the localizing modes,, in which case
the fluid coupling should tend to excite both.

Consider such a situation, subject to the further assumption that the other modal
coordinates are sufficiently small to be negligible. In that case solving the second part
of Eq. (16) for (p) and substituting the result into the structural equations of motion
leads to

2 2)M
)2 )I + Bil l + B12"2 - ( 1)Q, i - 1, 2, (17)

where the coefficients B. are
in

Bin - i({ iIT[A][A]1l[F]{n (18)

The (B] array describes ell modal coupling resulting from the fluid loading,, because [A]
contains the modal generalized forces associated with the pressure variables, and [r] rep-
resents the surface acceleration associated with the modal generalized coordinates.

Suppose the foregoing corresponds to the reference state for the veering phenomena,
at which 6 - 0. Then alterating the system by setting 6 # 0 leads to

+ B,1t,1 + B _2  - Qi' i - 1, 2. (19)

It is reasonable to assume (A], (A], and rr] are essentially unchanged by a 6 increment of
the system parameter. Hence, introducing Eqs. (9) for the modes in the altered state into
the definition of the coefficients Bin' Eq, (18), yields

2 2

Bin - Z c c B it* (20)

j-1 1-1

When the fluid is heavy, the coefficients B are significant to the solution for t .
Because the coefficents c in change by 0(1) n the range -60 < 6 < 60, Eqs. (20) suggest
that the system of equations for the altered system are drastically different from those
of the system at 6 - 0. Hence, it is reasonable to infer that the fluid loaded response
will show extreme sensitivity to the value of the system parameter, However, because
these equations govern the modal coordinates, one cannot ascertain from these equations
whether localization will be observed in the resulting physical displacement components.

It is important to note that the foregoing observations are limited to situations
where the two localizing modes dominate the response. Otherwise, the degree to which the
response is actually sensitive to the system parameters and the issue of whether localized
displacements are encountered can only be assessed by solution of the full problem, Eqs.
(13) or (16).
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RESULTS FOR A TWO-SPAN PLATE

A prototype for the effect of a bulkhead on a plate structure is the two-dimensional
problem of a plate occupying the plane z - 0, pinned at ends x - 0 and x - L, and sup-
ported along a midspan line x - L/2(l + 6) by a pin and torsional spring K . The distance

6L/2 from the interior support to the center point is the physical parameter associated
with eigenvalue veering phenomena. The differential equations governing In-vacuo vibra-
tion due to a concentrated force at x - Xf are

El 8
4
w 8

2
w

1 - -' x + pA w - 6(x - xf) exp(-iwt), w - - 0 at x - 0, L

w - O, 11W - 0, EI[] - - K w at x - L + 6 (21)

where brackets denote jump conditions. Prior works had developed the eigensolution using
a series expansion subjctt to an auxiliary constraint accounting for the interior support,
which required 1000 tArms to attain adequate accuracy. In contrast, the solution on
Reference [41 was obtained by iolving the differential equations on either side, and then
requiring that the individual solutions satisfy the jump conditions at the support. This
only required solution of a single characteristic equation, with the benefit that any mode
could be obtained in an accurate, but simple, manner.

When 6 - 0 the In-vacuo modes reduce to symmetric and anti-symmetric groups. In that
case, if K L >> El, the torsional restraint strongly isolates the beam segment on either
side of the middle support. Hence the displacement patterns on either side are very
similar between the modes, except for sign differences associated with the symmetry, being
given by

S -2 "f(x):, x < L/2, 4 -" -f(L-x), x > L/2. (22)

Note that the natural frequency of the symmetric mode is always higher than that of the
antisymmetric mode. The modal behavior described by Eqs. (9), according to which the mode
shapes at the limits of the veering zone are a sum or difference of the modes when 6 - 0,
results in cancellation of the modal displacement on one side or the other. The two fun-
damental modes of the plate for various 6 are shown in Fig. 1, where it can be seen that
#1 localizes to the left side, while 0, localizes to the right.

In order to investigate the coupl ng effects associated with fluid loading, Ginsberg
and Pham (4] introduced a rigid baffle that extended the plane of the plate outward
equally from both ends, with fluid considered to be situated in the upper half-plane.
Equations of motion for the displacement w and surface pressure p were obtained by using
an assumed modes formulation founded on a two-dimensional version of SVP and modal

analysis of the plate.
The present example considers a force at xf - 0.75L when the frequency W is swept

across the natural frequencies of the two fundamental modes. If the fluid is air and 6 -

0, then each mode is resonantly excited in a narrow frequency range, with the peak
amplitude of each mode occurring at a distinct frequency. In this frequency range the
excitation of the higher modes is unimportant, as can be seen in ig. 2, which shows il
for the first four modes, In contrast, when 6 - 0.03, the modes split into 0l* which is
localized to the left of the pin, and , which is localized to the right, see Fig, 1.
Because the force is applied on the rigWt span, the modal generalized force associated

with #2 is much greater than that associated with 0l" Thus, the frequency sweep appearing
in Fig. 3 displays a very small peak at w1 and a large peak at w

Now consider the effect of the same excitation when the fluid is water, In general,
the added-mass effect of the water resistance tends to lower the the frequency at which a

peak response is encountered in comparison to the in-vacuo case. Figure 4, for 6 - 0, in-
dicates that no peak is encountered in the symmetric mode, which suggest that the

radiation damping of this mode overcomes the coupling effects that tend to intertwine the
two low frequency modes. The picture in Figure 5, for 6 - 0.03, is drastically different.

In this case, both modes peak at the same frequency and their amplitudes are comparable..
Furthermore, the width of the peak is substantially enhanced. Because each of the two
fundamental modes is associated with displacement on only one side of the interior sup-

port, it is clear that the displacement in this situation is not a localized response.

Further evidence of the extreme sensitivity of the response to the location of the middle
support may be found in Fig. 6, which shows the radiated power evaluated by integrating

Re(p conj(v)} over the surface for several values of 6.
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VIBRATION OF SPHEROIDAL SHELLS

Another aspect of the effect of eigenvalue veering was encountered in Chen and
Ginsberg's analyses of axisymetric vibration of a prolate spheroidal shell. The system
parameter 8 in this case is the aspect ratio L/a. Their first work [5) evaluated In-vacuo
modal properties that are symmetric with respect to the equator. The analysis used an as-
sumed modes formulation that included bending and membrane deformation. It was found that
in several ranges of L/a the natural frequencies associated with flexural and extensional
deformation became close, resulting in modes that combine both features, in the manner of
Eq. (9). This interaction leads to modes that are localized, in the sense that the
transverse displacement is much larger over a band at the equator than it is at the
apexes. Furthermore, the modes were found to be drastically different for a comparatively
small change in aspect ratio, which confirms that extreme parameter sensitivity is a
corollary of veering of the eigenvalue loci. A specific case occurred for aspect ratios
in the range 4 < L/a < 4.9, where the sixth and seventh symmetric modes interact. The
transverse displacement in these modes at L/a - 4 and 4.9 are depicted in Fig. 7. The
fifth mode, which does not undergo drastic change over this range of aspect ratios is also
shown in the figure for the sake of comparison.

Ginsberg and Chen [6] subsequently addressed the effect of fluid loading by using SVP
to evaluate the displacement and surface pressure resulting from a harmonically varying
pressure applied uniformly over the spheroid's surface, The aspect ratios described in
Fig. 7 were selected for the evaluation. The frequency of the excitation was taken to be
ka - 1.8, which is less than half the natural frequency of the pair of localizing modes.
Because of the low frequency of the excitation relative to the localizing modes, this
situation is distinctly different from the preceding example of the plate, in which the
response is dominated by resonantly excited modes that localize.

Figures 8 and 9 show the transverse displacement and surface pressure when L/a - 4.0.
while Fig. 10 shows the far field pressure, which was evaluated from the extcrior
Helmholtz integral corresponding to the surface response in Figs. 8 and 9. Four cuses are
shown in each figure: case (A) is the result obtained by increasing the number of basis
functions until convergence is attained, case (B) is the result of a modal truncation at
the seventh symmetric mode, thereby retaining both localizing modes in the representation
of displacement, and cases (C) and (D) are the results obtained frok modal truncations at
the sixth and fifth modes, respectively. Thus, one can deduce from the figures the effect
of the high frequency modes, the individual localizing modes, and the low frequency modes.

The case (A) analysis indicates that the normal displacement is unlike any one in-
dividual mode, In fact, Fig. 8 indicates that the displacement around the equator is
comparable to that at the apexes of the spheroid. (Note that the axisymmetry condition,
aw/as - 0 at the apexes, where a is the arclength along the shape generator, is satisfied
implicitly, but the scale of the figure obscures this property.) Perhaps the most impor-
tant aspect of Figs, 8 and 9 is the recognition that omitting the localized modes, as is
done in case (D), leads to a completely erroneous set of predictions, while including both
localizing modes yields results for the surface response that are similar from an order of
magnitude viewpoint to the direct SVP prediction. In addition, Fig. 10 indicates that the
far field prediction obtained from such truncations is no better than the surface values.

The results for L/a - 4.9, which are not repeated here for reasons of brevity, do
show some differences from those of Figs, 8-10, However, the degree of these differences
is far less than that encountered for the mode shapes in Fig. 7. This does not disagree
with the general analysis two sections previously, because the localizing modes are not
resonantly excited, and therefore are not the sole contributors to the response.

CONCLUSIONS

The examples suggest that although localized displacements might occur when fluid
resistance is small, they will not be observed in submerged structures. The analysis and
example of a rlate indicate that when the response is dominated by modes that localize,
the fluid-loaded response will generally remain sensitive to the value of the system
parameter. When many modes contribute, as in the case of the spheroidal shell, sen-
sitivity to the parameter value is lessened. However, the localized modes still play an
important role and must be included, even if their natural frequency is substantially
higher than the excitation. Consequently, it is reasonable to conclude that direct solu-
tion of the full set of fluid-coupled equations is preferable to simplifications based on
modal truncation.
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ABSTRACT

In many practical situations we encounter sound-structure interaction between the fluid in a
cavity and the flexible walls on the boundary. In most cases, such interactions can be shown
to involve gyroscopic coupling between the two systems. A direct mo jal analysis of these
gyroscopically coupled systems is not easy to perform. The main theme of this paper is to look
at an indirect technique which has been developed to perform this coupled analysis.

Here we discuss a technique of determining the modal parameters of the interacting cavity
and the wall in terms of the modal parameters of the individual non-interacting systems. Results
for a rectangular cavity, which has an elastic vibrating panel on one of its faces have bezn
presented. These are compared with the experimental results obtained by previous researchers.

INTRODUCTION

Interaction between the fluid in a cavity with its flexible wall is encountered in many practical
situations; for example, the aircraft cabin interacting with its fuselage and the automobile interior
interacting with its flexible body. The motion of the flexible wall in such cases is due to external
mechanical forces or exterior sound fields.

Various methods have been proposed to solve the above interaction problem. Exact solutions
are available for simple shapes of the cavity whereas numerical methods like FEM or BEM have
been used for complex shapes of the cavity [1-3]. A method based on the modal interaction of
the rigid wall cavity modes and in-vacuo structural modes is discussed here.

NOMENCLATURE

A wall area
a, velocity potential generalized coordinate
co equilibrium speed of sound
Fn n th acoustic rigid wall mode
Lm coupling coefficient between n th acoustic and m th wall mode
Mm mth stuctural wall generalized mass of in-vacvo mode
Mn nth acoustic gereralized mass of rigid wall rode
n unit normal to the surface, positive outward
p acoustic pressure inside the cavity
pC acoustic pressure on the inner surface of the wall
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q mth wall modal coordinate
t time
yr,Zr eigenvectors corresponding to the r th eigenvalue
(,, tr generalized coordinate corresponding to Yr, z, respectively
po density of the acoustic medium
pw structural mass per unit area
4P acoustic velocity potential
Tm mth in-vacuo wall mode
Q natural frequency of the r th coupled system mode
w.A natural frequency of the n th rigid wall acoustic mode
wm natural frequency of the m th in-vacuo wall mode
subscripts
F flexible
m, n modal numbers
r, s eigenvector numbers
R rigid
Bold letter denotes a matrix.

SOUND STRUCURE INTERACTION BETWEEN THE CAVITY AND THE FLEXIBLE WALL

The acoustical equations for the cavity can be derived in terms of the rigid wall modes for a
prescribed motion of the wall. Similarly, the motion of the flexible wall due to external acoustic
pressure can be derived in terms of the in-vacuo structural modes. When the interaction between
the cavity and the wall is considered, the acoustic equations for the cavity and equations of
motion for the wall can be shown to be gyroscopically coupled.

Equations For The Cavity-Wall Interaction

For a cavity occupying volume V enclosed by surface A which has a flexible portion AF
and rigid portion AR, the acoustic velocty potential $) satisfies the following wave equation

j L 82± =0. (1)

0t2

The associated boundary conditions are

8$ , Ow

n - on A, (2)
= 0 on AR.

The velocity potential $ can be expanded in terms of normal modes of the rigid wall cavity as

00

E= an(t) Fn', (3)
n=0
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and the acoustic pressure p is

00

p= Z ( Fii (4)
n0

The rigid wall modes F,,, n--0, 1, 2, ... satisfy the appropriate Helmholtz equation, orthogonality
and boundary conditions. In order to express the motion of the flexible wall in terms of its

in-vacuo modes, let the wall structure be represented by linear partial differential equation of the

form
a2w =p

Ef(5

where S is the linear differential operator. The wall deflection w L.an be expressed in terms of
the in-vacuo modes %'m as

00

w = E qmi 'Pin- (6)

hli= I

The in-vacuo normal modes T'm, m=l, 2, ... satisfy

S 'm -PwpIIW2 =0 (7)

and the appropriate orthogonality and boundary conditions.

By defining

Lo J F,, Tm dA,, (8)

Ar

Eq. (1) and Eq. (8) can be transformed into the following equations

Z14n [a1 + W2 a,9) 0
Aal l' 1 1Ln =0, n 0, 1,2, (9)

00 1 E 

M [ [ + willqnJ + ., Ln,,,, - QE, 1l, 2,.. (10)
p0AF poAF

where

: -' Q E = _ P E ' n d A . ( 1

~AF

The details of the derivation are given in reference [4]. From Eq. (9) and Eq. (10), it is clear
that they are gyroscopically coupled and Lnm is the coupling coefficient between the nth acoustic
mode and the mth structural mode of the wall.
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EFFECTS OF FUNDAMENTAL ACOUSTIC MODE ON THE WALL MODES

The fundamental acoustic rigid wall mode (n = 0) has a stiffening effect on all the structural
modes[4, 5]. It can be seen from Eq. (9) (with n = 0) that

= AFCo qn, LOm. (12)
VMA E

In the vicinity of the m th structural mode natural frequency, the only dominant term on the
right hand side of Eq. (16) is qm Loe. Hence, near the natural frequency of the mth structural
mode,

AFd (13)

I,

Thus we can eliminate equation corresponding to n=O from Eq. (9) and modify Eq. (10) to
write

V MA 00
A 2c [ + waa ] - Lm = 0, n = 1, 2,. (14)
AF Co 1

and

4m + + AFcA q + i. Lnm =
po AF L AF VM E QE

(15)

Assuming that N number of acoustic modes and M number of wall structure modes are
sufficient to calculate the acoustic velocity potential and the velocity of the vibrating wall to
the required accuracy, Eq. (14) and Eq. (15) are written as a system of first order ordinary
differential equations in matrix form

Ix(t) + G x(t) =X(t), (16)

where

A"c1 0 0 0

00 0
I = 0 M0.2 0 (17)

0 0 0 pDA .+ Li

1WrS-VM

U ________



[0 Lnm _ 1-(18)
-L, 0 0 + + L

= o0 0 0

4M WITX x n 1, 2,. N, (19)

qM 0
q,_

Note that I is a positive definite, real diagonal matrix of order 2(N+M)x2(N+M), G is a skew
symmetric real matrix of order 2(N+M)x2(N+M), x and X are 2(N+M)xl vectors.

It has been shown in ref.[61 that the eigenvalue problem associated with Eq. (16) can be
expressed in terms of real quantities as

f12Iyr =Kyr, f22IZ' KZr , r 1, 2, ... (N + M), (20)

where

K GT 1-1 G, (21)

is a real symmetric matrix. The solution to the eigenvalue problem in Eq. (20) consists of
(N+M) repeated eigenvalues 1R 2 and (N+M) pairs of eigenvectors Yr and zr, r =1, 2,. (N+M).
K is positive definite if I is positive definite (as in the present case) and eigenvectors yr and Zr
are orthogonal with respect to I. If vectors y, and z, are normalized to satisfy

yTIYr Z I Zr 1, r =1, 2., (N + M), (22)

then the orthogonality relations are

yr = Zr IZs 6rs, (23)

yrIz3  = zrIy5 = 0, r, s=l, 2 .... (N+M),

and

zT G Yr - y G Zr = bmr6r(T(24)

y G Yr = ZT G Zr = 0, r, s =1, 2, ... ,(N + M).

Vectors Yr and z, can be used to form basis in 2(N+M) dimensional vector space. Using

OM
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the expansion theorem given in ref.[7], vector x can be expressed as a linear combination of
eigenvectors Yr and 7, as

N+M N+M

X (t) = E Cr(t) Yr + E r7,(t) Zr • (25)
r= r---

Using Eq. (22-25), the uncoupled differential equations corresponding to Eq. (16) can be
written in terms of pairs of (r(t) and r,(t) as

r , (t) = y x(t), r1, 2,.. ,(N+M) (26)

and

17, (t) + fj'.~t = zw X ( t ) ,r=1, 2, :.(N +M). (27)

For any excitation X(t) we can obtain x(t) by evaluating (r(t) and tr(t) for given initial conditions.
From Eq. (19) it is clear that (2N+M+m)th element of vector x corresponds to qm. Hence,

A0 can be evaluated using Eq. (12). The cavity acoustic pressure p is then calculated using Eq.
(4) and velocity of the flexible wall can be calculated from Eq. (6).

SOLUTIONS FOR RECTANGULAR CAVITY

The above method was used to calculate pressure inside the rectangular cavity which has
a simply supported flexible panel on one of its faces. Four acoustic modes and nine wall
modes were considered. Values of other parameters were selected to be the same as those
given in reference [1] so as to compare our results with the experimental results given there.
The experimental setup in reference [1] consisted of acoustically hard walled 200x200x200 mm
cubical cavity with one face made up of simply supported 0.9144 nim thick brass panel which
was excited with sinusoidal acoustic pressure.

Table 1 shows the natural frequencies for the above model. Generally good agreement is
found between the calculated values and the experimental results. Figure [1] shows the ratio of
the exterior excitation pressure at the center of the panel to the cavity pressure at the center of
the back wall expressed in dB against frequency. Excellent agreement is ( bserved between the
calculated and the experimental results.

CONCLUSION

The method presented in the paper has been shown to compare favorably with the exper-
imental results obtained by previous researchers. If the modal parameters for complex shaped
cavity and wall are evaluated independently by suitable numerical schemes and if the coupling
coefficient is evaluated numerically, then this method can incorporate effects of cavity-wall in-
teraction.Further work is neccesary to model the damping of the interacting systems either in
terms of individual systems or as a complete system.
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ABSTRACT

Vibration control is an important consideration in the design of dynamic systems. The objective of
vibration control is to design the structure and its controls either to eliminate vibration completely or to reduce
the response of the system to the desired level. To obtain optimal results, one must readjust the structural
parameters to meet the given requirement. This paper investigates the structural parameter modification problem
of a vibrating system's multiple degree of freedom (MDOF). It is assumed that when the natural frequency
spectrum for an MDOF system has been initially obtained, one of the frequencies is in conflict with the system
operating frequency. Simple ekpressions for mass and stiffness modifications required for a given frequency
variation are found by means of a perturbation method. An example is given to illustrate the method and the
results are compared with another method existing in the literature. It is determined that the method described
herein can be very useful to the design engineer.

NOMENCLATURE
k k2,k2,k3  equivalent spring constants

ko elements of the stiffness matrix

K stiffness matrix of the modified system

K, initial system stiffness matrix

K, modification to stiffness matrix

M mass matrix of the modified system

M. initial system mass matrix

M, modification to mass matrix

m,mm 2  equivalent masses

mo elements of the mass matrix

X eigenvector matrix of the modified system

j X. initial eigenvector matrix

)- 011 nth column of X,

X, modification of eigenvector matrix Xe z
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nth column of X,

X, 2nd order modification to Xo

x degrees of freedom

xsecond time derivative of x

Greek Symbols

a undetermined parameter in X,

1, 21 small parameter and orders of that parameter

Ao"), APo initial eigenvalues for the example

A,(' ), ,XAM modifications to the eigenvalues of the example

A eigenvalue matrix of the modified system

A 0 initial eigenvalue matrix

A(',)  nth column of the initial eigenvalue

A modification to A,

A(.,)  nth column of matrix, A,

A 2nd order modification to A,

Superscripts

T transpose

- I inverse

INTRODUCTION

Vibration control is an important consideration in the design of dynamic systems. The objective of
vibration control is to design the structure and its controls either to eliminate vibration completely or to reduce
the response of the system to the desired level. To obtain optimal results, one must readjust the structural
parameters to meet the given requirements. The reanalysis for modified structures can be achieved in several
ways. In general, either an analytical model is used throughout the analysis or the measured response of the
original structure is employed in the structural modification algorithm.

There is a vast literature on numerous different analysis techniques and their application to structural
variations. Baldwin and Hutton [1 presented a detailed review of structural dynamics modification techniques
that existed until 1984. Since that time much work has been done to improve the methods or to obtain new
methods. Ram et al. [2) dealt with the theoretical basis for the approximation of a modified structure eigensystem
based on the Rayleigh-Ritz approximation. The structural modification method based on Rayleigh Quotient
Iteration was also presented by To and Ewins [4]. Wei [51 discussed the coupling between changes in mass and
stiffness matrices. Kabe 16] introduced a procedure that used the mode data and structural connectivity
information to optimally adjust deficient stiffness matrices. The sensitivity problems encountered by the previous
methods were investigated [7,81. Besides, a new algorithm for structural redesign by perturbation techniques was
developed [9]. It allowed for large changes between baseline and objective structures. In order to significantly
limit the computational effort, right-hand-side modifications [31 via control forces were introduced. The
determined control forces were then related to changes in the design or system matrices.

It is clear from the above studies that investigations have focused on the establishment of the relationship
between characteristic changes and structural parameter modification. The solution obtained in these studies
required a lot of computational effort. Many methods to reduce computation have been presented. But there has
been no explicit and unique expressions for the modifications of mass and stiffness required for the change of
frequency. In this paper, the structural parameter modifications problem is investigated. Simple expressions of
mass and stiffness modifications required for a given frequency variation is obtained by means of perturbations
method. An example is given to illustrate the athod.
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I

V STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION

For the purposes of the analysis several assumptions have been made. The structure is assumed to be
approximated by a discrete system, linear and undamped. The system is assumed to be positive definite with no
equal or closely located eigenvalues. Also, a small modification assumption is made. Under these assumptions,
the eigenvalue problem can be expressed as:

K X -MX A (1)

where K, M, and A are stiffness, mass, and eigenvalue matrices of the system, respectively, and X is a matrix
composed of the eigenvectors. To establish the relationship between the changes of mass, stiffness, and the
changes of eigenvalues, the perturbation method was used. Assuming the original mass and stiffness matrices to
be M, and K0, the new mass and stiffness matrices may written as:

M - Me + eM, (2a)

K - K, + eK (2b)

where e is a small parameters, M, is the perturbed mass matrix, K, is the perturbed stiffness matrix. According
to perturbation theory, the general solution of Eq. (1) may be expressed in a power series with respect to small
parameter, e, i.e.

SA0 + ea + e2 A2 +... (3a)

X = XG + eX 1 + e X2 + (3b)

where A, and X, are eigenvalues and eigenvectors matrices of the original system. A,, X1, are the first order
modifications. A2 and X2 are the second order modifications, and so on.

X- (XO )" X - X )  (4a)

A. - diag (A 0t), )(2), -- ,(A)) (4b)

X- (X1 " XI -- XM) (4c)

A - diat (A1"
s, A1

c  
--- , A,(')) (4d)

where Xo (Xo( ) . X " .... X ( 1) represent a matrix whose columns are X.o1), Xo)...,X, 0 ). A,- diag (VI,.'
,O,..,,) represents a matrix whose diagonal entries are V), 4, t ..., Ao.
Substituting Eqs. (2) and (3), into Eq. (1) yields.

(Ko#,Kj) (X1+X + e2 X2--- ) " (M0+eMj) (X@+cX1+€2 X.) (A4"eA+e 2 A2--- ) (5)

Rearranging Eq. (5) and equating like coefficients of el, e --- , we obtain

KX, - M ., (6)

KXj + K1X, - MXAl + MIXA, + M1XOAG (7)

We normalize the system with respect to the mass matrix, i.e.,

XT MX - ()

XT KX-A (9)

where I is the identity matrix. By defining M, K, A, and X using Eqs. (2) and (3), we obtain the following
relationship,
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)a me X, + xr M. X. +) XM, 0 (10b)

Also,

X Ks Xe- A, (lla)

) iK, X.+ X1 K. X, + XTK. X.- A, (Jib)

The problem will now be solved for two specific caes. The first case we tackle is that of mass modifications.
It is assumed that only the mass matrix will be modified and the stiffness matrix remains the same, i.e.. K, - 0.
The other case is stiffness modification only and lets M, - 0.

Case I Mass Modification (K, a 0)

In this case, Eqs. (10b) and (I Ib) may be written as:

)a MX. + XT, M. X0 +X M, X. - 0 (12)

Xrt K. X$ + X K, X, - A, (13)

Equation (7), which also involves MI, reduces to Eq. (6) when (12) and (13) are employed; it is not an independent
equation. From Eq. (12), we have:

M - - (X X) M, - MVX, X01) (14)

Generally, X, may be solved from Eq. (13) if A, is known. With this X, M, may be obtained from Eq. (12).

Case 2 Stiffeess Modification (M, = 0)

In this case, Eqs. (10b) and ( lIb) may be written as:

X.M.X,+ X M.X-0 (15)

XK, X,+ X, K. X, + XTj K X.-A, (16)

From Eq. (16), we have:

K, - (XI)" A, Xs - K,(X, X01) - (X, XQ) T K, (17)

In the above equation, X, may be determined from Eq. (15). Baldwin and Hutton's discussion [1 assumes X, to
be zero for the change of the eigenvalue, A,, and use the original eigenvector in Rayleigh's equation. From Eqs.
(13) and (15), it can be seen that this assumption is not applicable to these cases.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

A simple example to demonstrate the main ideas of the paper is presented. The example chosen is an
undamped two degree of freedom system shown in Fig. I.
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xtO) x2(t)

-".

Fig. I Two Degree of Freedom System

The differential equations of motion of the system am0r+ , It.,,0
The eigenvalues of the above system can be found to be (10:

I, k k,,k,=k1 (19)4,o.) = m~icn+m~k. ! [m 'k=+m~k1 , - 4
2mAm2 TJ mAmT mtm2

where k, It + k . ku - kj, k ,k 2 + k. If a system has foll3wing parameters m, =m. m2 2m, k k2
- k. , 2k, the eilenvalues are:

(20)

5{k

and I

Case I Mm Modificatlon (K 0)

Let us assume 4,€ ) is the eigenvalue where the exciting frequency matches. If the exciting frequency
cannot be altered, the system parameters must be changed in order to avoid resonance. If we choose the value
of A, ' from experiment. for example, A,"' , (VT -1) AJM and keep AP0 .0, then from Eq. (13). the eigenvector
matrix modification is:
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Xj . (22)

The solution is not unique, depending on a variable, ct. However, it is noted that X, is not equal to zero. If a I

I/3m is chosen to make X, have the same form as X,, then

X, ['035 1 (23)x,-m l0.076 1

With this XI, the mass modification can be obtained from Eq. (14) to be:

M m 704 -0.284] (24)
M- J.284 1.682J

For the general case where a is any value, the mass modification is.

[.4+ 1.697a 0.848a

M, mJ-7 [0
-  0.96(25)

0.848a - 3.394a - 0.96

We will now compare our value of A, to that of [I) for the same MI.

Using Eq. (6) of refer-nce [I), the following relationship from the mass modificatiun can be obtained:

AV) -(Vo) MX91 4' i . 1,2 (26)

Substituting Eq. (25) into Eq. (26) gives:

A) J 0.138 4) (27)

p -0.0 AT (28)

In our case, ,) is assumed to be zero. This is co||firmed by Eq. (28). It is noted that the calculated AY) given by
Eq. (27) is less than the given value (( 2 -1 ) A)). This is a direct result of the fact that X, is not zero.
Normally, the "cross terms" would be minimized; i.e., the non-diagonal terms of M, would be made zero. In such
a case, a would be taken to be zero; yet it is noted that X , is still non-zero.

Case 2 Stiffness Modification (M, a 0)

In this case, M, is set to zero. If the same values, ).V) - (2 -- )4 ) and AT - 0 are used, then

X, F2 1 (29)

where a is a variable. It can be seen that the solution for X, is not unique. But if a is chosen to be zero, ther X,
0. In this situation, Baldwin and Hutton's [1) assumption holds. If a - 0, then
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K, (/i"2~ (30)

3 4

For the general case when a is non-zero, we have

k (31)

2, 2_ I,

Our value of A, may now be compared to that of reference [1], assuming the same K1.

In the same way as in Case 1, by using Eq. (6) of reference [I], the relation between K, and A, may be
obtained.

-- (Xg))T K1 X91 )41 i = 1,2 (32)

Substituting Eq. (31) into Eq. (32) yields:

ATl),  (F/2"-) l4 )  (33)

A2  0.0 AV) (34)

It can be seen that Baldwin and Hutton's [1] method gives exact results in this case (i.e., when C = 0).

If the "cross-terms" of K, are minimized (i.e., K, is diagonalized), a = - 4(,F)/(3V6m ) would be
chosen. This would be equivalent to changing springs, k, and k) in Fig. 1. Generally speaking, changes in k,, k2,
and k3 may be deduced from Eq. (31). Either all three springs are simultaneously changed, or kj and k3 are
changed, and k2 is left unchanged. It is not possible to change the value of k2 alone.

It should be noted that we are solving an inverse problem and we must determine the coefficients of M,

and K1. For an n degree of freedom system, n ' coefficients must be determined and require n' equations to be
solved. Thus, this method will require use of a computer for large numbers of degree of freedom.

CONCLUSION

The structural parameter modification problem has been studied in this paper. By means of a perturbation
method, simple expressions for the mass and stiffness modifications required for a given frequency variation are
deriied. Thus, for a design engineer, from a given frequency spectrum, the modification for the system can be
deduced. This method is very useful for engineering applications in which variations of the frequency spectrum
is the input. A comparison between the present method and a previous method has been performed in the paper.
The results show that the present method will give a better approximation for the modification of the system.
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ABSTRACT

tThere are numerous engineering application problems that deal with vibration analysis&nd control of elastic linkages, frames, space structures, rotating shaft and turbineblades. In particular, vibration control of such systems becomes even more important whenthey are subjected to a severe vibratory environment. In this project, the feasibilityof developing a more efficient and a more precise vibration control methodology based onphenomenon, such as loci veering and mode localization, is investigated. In particular,these vibration phenomenon are enforced on structures so that the undesired vibrations areconfined to a specified region and therefore easier to detect and control. Fordemonstration purposes, localized vibrations of a three bar frame, and a nonuniform ringare presented. It is shown that localization of modes is possible in both cases.

INTRODUCTION

Machines do not function properly (1), and structures do not respond in the predictedmanner by the designer and analyst unless their part have the correct size and shaperelative to one another. However, it in not possible to make a part of any exact size orshape. Due to unavoidable manufacturing processes, even if a number of parts are made withthe same process, their dimensions will vary. Such variations are known as tolerances.The amount of variations due to manufacturing can be reduced, but the cost will accordinglyincrease. Therefore, the analyst and the designer must carefully plan the amount ofvariation that is acceptable in the system, to gain the best possible balance between cost
and function.

Tolerances can not be reduced to zero, and therefore must not be avoided in thedesign, analysis, and control of vibratory structures. A small increase in the complexityof parts that fit together can result in tolerance accumulations. it will make thedesigner's life more pleasant if the parts do not fit or the material do not have therequired characteristics, and they are returned for redimensioning or rebuilding beforethey are assembled. Costly failure and time-downs will result if the parts fit, but theyhave the correct dimensions to cause drastic changes in the dynamic response (i.e., lociveering and crossing, and mode localization and transition) of the entire assembly.Irregularity in periodic and symmetric structures have also been reported (2-14,24-27) to be the cause of frequency curves crossing and veering, and mode localization andtransition. Examples of such cases are asymmetric rings due to the localized mass andstiffness nonuniformities (5-7), nonuniform tires [43, differences in the individual bladesof turbine and compressor rotors [10,113, irregularities in nearly periodic structures (12-143 which have been used in space applications, and continuous plat5e with unevenly spacedsupports [193. These and many other structures experience drastic changes in their dynamicresponse if the irregularities are within a specified range. Such changes in their dynamiccharacteristics will cause either rapid failure, improper functions, and/or increased
vibrations and noise.

Also program manager of the Sound and Vibration Engineering Technology,
HTC, Hutchinson, MN 55350
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Finally, fasteners, adhesives, welded joints, and bolts and nuts could be another
source of causing the localization of the modes of vibration. To the best of the autaor's
knowledge, no report, that addresses the effect of joints and adhesives on the frequeny
curves crossing and veering, and mode localization and transition, has been appeared in
the open literature. There is certainly a need for studying the relation between the
interfaces of the parts, variations in the type of joints, and other relevant parameters,
and the above-mentioned vibration phenomenons.

All the possible factors: tolerances, structural irregularities, material
nonuniformities, fasteners, adhesives, welded joints, and bolts and nuts need to be
studied. Their role and contributions to the above mentioned dynamic characteristics is
being identified and classified according to the type and the magnitude of influence they
may have on such vibration phenomenon. Also, a methodology is being developed to integrate
the contributing factors in the design procedures and manufacturing processes.

Historical Backaround
It was back in 1958 when P.W. Anderson (22] identified a phenomena called

localization of energy (often referred to as Anderson localization) with applications in
solid state physics. At that time, no one related his findings to mechanical systems, even
though there in a possibility that people had been observing the phenomena and not
reporting it. A set of papers by Lisa, Abraham, Pierre, Hodges, and AllaeL [2-23] have
shown the occurrence of the phenomenon in mechanical systems.

In 1974, Leisa reviewed some of the relevant papers and he argued that curve veering
ocurs when an approximation method is used. He stated that the curve veering may imply
coupling when there is none. In 1981, it was discussed in reference (27] by Kuttler and
Sigillito that the curve veering could be an actual phenomenon of the mathematical model,
and it is not necessarily caused because of the use of an approxJmation method in the
analysis.

In 1984, a paper by Azimi et al (19] demonstrated that mode localization occurs in
the case of continuous rectangular plates with evenly spaced rigid supports. However, not
only he did not explain the observed characteristics, but also he did not show the
frequency curves. So, it is not clear whether the frequency curves cross or veer away when
the modes are localized. His analysis was based on the receptance method.

In 1986, Pierre et al (10,11] published a paper on the mode localization of multi-
span beams. His analysis wad based on a modified perturbation method. He showed that the
modes of a two-span beam become localized in a certain range of parameters of interest.
In 1987, Ibrahim (131 published a review on a number of topics pertaining to structural
dynamics with parameter uncertainties. In particular, his paper includes the results of
experimental study of the mode localization and its effect on flutter and force response
characteristics of structures.

Two papers by Allaei et al (4,6] have shown that these phenomenons also occur in ring
and tire type structures. The parameters that he considered were number, magnitude, and
relative location of nonuniformities around rings or tires. In his second paper, for the
first time, he showed that these vibration characteristics occur in real structures such
as tires. In the case of tires, both small mass and stiffness nonuniformities were
considered. An in-depth investigation of the mode localization and t,'ansition, and
frequency curves crossing and veering phenomenon in structures is being conducted at QDRC,
Inc. It is expected that a systematic methodology be established to incorporate such
characteristics in the design process and analysis of structures in order to better predict
and reduce their undesired vibrations and noise.

CASs STUDY

Free Vibration of Frame Structures
Recently, Labadi and Allaei [28] have shown that these phenomenon may occur in non-

periodic structures such as frames and linkages. Their results indicate that the modes of
vibration of the frames are localized in a certain range of controlling parameters.

Figure 1 shows one example of the type of structures that they studied. The frame
is composed of two bars pinned to knife edge supports. Both bars are allowed to vibrate
in their axial and transverse (i.e., along and perpendicular to the long axis of the beams)
directions. All the three joints are constrained by linear elastic springs. The
parameters of intersest in this study are the angle between beam one and the fixed x-axis
(0), the stiffnes of the connected springs (k), the length and thickness of the bars (L,h),
and the material properties of the beams. In this paper, the case of varrying the angle
o is presented for discussion purposes.

Figure 2 shows the frequency curves of the lowest four natural frequencies vs. the
angle 8 which varries from 0 to 90". It is observed that the frequency curves I and 2,
and 3 and 4 croes each other when 8=6 and S-12.5+ degrees, respectivey. Figure 3 shows
a zoomed version of figure 2 in the vicinity of the intersection of % and &% curves. In
this figure, it is clearly shown that the two curves cross.

How the mode shapes behave before, at, and after the crossing point is also of
interest. Figure 4 shows the third and fourth mode shapes before, almost where, and after
their frequency curves intersect. It is observed that not only the modes are localized
in the vicinity of the crossing point, but also they go through a transiosion after the
intersection. In other words, the third mode appears at a higher frequency than the forth
one, and vice versa. Theso localization* and transisions are very impotant in experimental
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work and forced vibration of the strucutre.. If the experimentalist is aware of the
occurance of such phenomenon, the sensors can be effectively places, and the resulting
measured data are much easier ro interpret. Furthermore, the forced response of the
strucutre is drastically changed in this range of parameters.

Free Vibration. of psvwtric Rings
In a series of papers by Allaei, at al, [4-8) it in shown that these phenomenons

occur in nonuniform ring type structures (i.e. tires). The controling parameters are
number, magnitude, and relative location of non uniformities around tires. Both ring-on-
elastic-foundation, and a finite element model of tires are utilized. In the case of the
ring model, the closed form solutions are used to generate the natural frequencies and mode
shapes of the uniform ring. In the second case, an axisymetric finite element model of
the tire is used to produce the free vibration characteristics of the uniform tire. Next,
the receptance method in utilized to add the nonuniformity element around the tire, and
the natural frequencies nd mode shapes of the nonuniform tire are detemined. Some of the
results associated with the zing model are presented here.

Figures 5a-c show the frequency curves of the first three modes of a ring on an
elastic foundation with two localized stiffness irregularities around it. The first
characteristic that should be noted is that the irregularities have doubled the number of
modes of the ring. The later has been only reported i: rotating rings. An increase in
the separation angle a, has stiffening effect on one set of modes (i.e. frequencies
increase) while it has softening effect on the other modes (i.e. the frequencies decrease).
It should also be observed that at certain values of the separation angle, there are pair
of modes with the some frequencies (i.e., crossing points, for example: n-2, a-45*,
K/M-1O0) but different mode shapes . Furthermore, the number of crossing point is eqaul
to the value of n as expected, and the crossing pints are moved to higher range of the
separation angle, a, as the magritude of the nonuniformities are increased. Finally, mode
transision occurs for ceratain range of the parameters (i.e., the frequency curves cross
their upper limit and enter the range of the next mode)

Figures 6a-c represent the corresponding mode shapes. For some values of the
nonuniformities and speration angle, the modes are localized ((n=l, a=20,45,700 , K/M-
105), (n-2, a-70 0 , K/M- 1W)}. As it is shown in figure 6 when (n-3, a-60 and 1200, K/M-
105), the second pair of the third mode has crossed its upper limit and it is no longer
classified as the third mode. Therfore, it is not shown in figure 6. In the case of (n-3,
a-160*, K/M- 10'), the mode shapes are localized.

Loc. veering has not been observed in any of the cases except when the nonuniformity
elements are placed at eqaul separation angles. In this case, frequency curvms either veer
away after coming close together or cross as shown in figures 7-8, respectively. In the
case of two eqaully placed stiffness nonuniformities, only veering is observed in the
frequecy curves (see figure 7), and the mode shape. go through a transision of resembling
higher modes after the veering range (see figure 9). However, modes are never localized.
On the contrary, in the case of three equally spaced stiffness elements, both loci veering
and crossing occurs (see figire 8). As it is observed in figure 10, the mode shapes also
undergo both localization and transision. Finally, the degenrated mode shapes, for the
case of three equally space anrings, are shown in figure 11. All these mode shapes must
be included in the forced vtt ation in order to have a correct* solution.

The occurance of these phenomenon in rings and tires is important since in practice
no ring or tire is precirely uniform. It may happen that the nonuniformity parameters
cause such effects which will substantially invalidate the predicted response of a
theoretical model in which the nonuniformities are neglected. Also, the measured damping
factors may be seriously in error (14) since mode localization has similar effect as
damping does on the forced response of strcuturea. One should be aware that the energy
irjected into the tire from an external source (such as ground contact forces) can not
propagate far away from the source when the modes are localized. Therefore, the energy
in built up around the source until the total rate of dissipation in that region matches
the rate of energy input (14]. Practical implications of energy build-up in nonuniform
tires near the input source due to localization need more in depth investigation which is
under way at QRDC, Inc..

Discussion
One implication of occurrence of such phenomenon in structures and vibrating parts

is that the assumptions of simple mode shapes made in approximate methods would not be
valid in the vicinity of loci veering and crossing, or mode localization and transition.
Therefore, numerical models will be in error if the same modes are used for entire range
of parameters of interest. Another important point is that during the occurrence of loci
veering, and nodal patterns are known to undergo rapid changes. Such rapid changes in the

9 mode shapes are likely to significantly change the flutter characteristics.
The mode localization has its own implications in propagation of vibrational energy.

As it is pointed out by reference (13), in the cage of localization of the mode shapes,
the vibration energy is confined to a local region and does not propagate to large
distances. The conventional method of controlling the propagation of vibration is to

R introduce some sort of damping to dissipate the energy. Under certain conditions, mode
localization has shown to have similar effects by confining the energy instead of
dissipating it. In his paper, Hodges (14) uses the coupled pendular arranged on a chain,
and a vibrating string constrained with masses and springs to demonstrate the phenomenon.
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE WORK

It was the aim of this project to study theme vibration phenomenon in order to draw
a link between all four characteristics, and classify them on the basis of their effect
on the vibration response of structures. The main focus of this work has been to
investigate the feasibility of applying these vibration phenomenons to better undrestand,
and therefore control the dynamics of structures.

After an overview of the literature -ras presented, occurance of the phenomenon in
frame and ring structures was discussed. It was shown that loci veering and crossing, and
mode localization and transision do occur in both type of structures. Therefore, if the
parameters of the system are properly tuned, one may be able to force the vibrational
energy to be confined to a specified region, thus easier to monitor and control.

A better understanding of the above mentioned vibration phenomenons is the key to
more effectively applying them to reduce the undesired vibrations in components and
structures. The link between all mode localization cases , as well as the significant
parameters should be established. Finally, an investigation of the forced vlbration of
localized structures need to be conducted.
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ABSTRACT

Expansion chambers are the main elements of noise mufflers.
The main principle of their work is the reflection of the
incident wave sound energy back to the inlet pipe. In low
frequency range their characteristics depend on chamber volume
and chamber efficiency increases together with the noise
frequency. In the middle and high frequencies regions chamber
efficiency depends very much on resonance excitation of sourA in
its cavity and it decreases when excitation is near to chamber
natural frequencies.

Efficient ways of resonance transmissions decreasing and
chamber protection characteristics improvinq are synthesis of
chamber oscillation modes and their connections with the
pipes. In these cases sound transmission decreasing is reached by
means of weakening of connections between pipes and the most
dangerous modes; selective increasing of sound energy
dissipation of some modes, interdependent compensation of
transmitting by modes having divisible natural frequencies.
Independent compensation of sound oscillation running into
outlet pipe from different points of the chamber is used too.

Some examples of using of these ways for intake and exhaust
mufflers creation are given.

INTRODUCTION

Chamber mufflers are 'sually used for noise transmission
decreasing at frequencies for which half of sound wavelength is
more than connection pipes sectional dimension. Noise
transmission decreasing, particularly for low frequencies is
reached mainly owing to a buffer (accumulation) effect. This
effect is proportional to the chamber volume and noise frequency
and it doesn't depend on a chamber shape. At high frequencies
for which half of sound wavelength Is compared with chamber
size, chamber characteristics depend on the wave phenomena in
their cavity. They depend on the chamber volume and shape as weil.

At frequencies which are near to natural frequencies of
chamber cavity, resonance phenomena increasing the sound
transmission and decreasing their protection characteristics are
typical. Modal analysis of these phenomena, their mathematical
description, possible ways of chamber efficiency increasing,
methods of chamber synthesis are considered in this paper.
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NODAL ANALYSIS OF SOUND FIELD IN CHAMBER CAVITY

Principal scheme of chamber excitation by incident wave and
sound transmission through chamber used for transmission losses
definition is given on fig.l. On fig.2 equivalent electric
circuit describing the chamber by an incident wave 4 is given.
For calculation transmitted wave bt amplitude one supposes
tension source intensity a,- 2f . In this case b = U . In this
circuit the resistances Z, and Zc describe characteristic impedances
of inlet and outlet pipes. Chamber characteristics are described
by means of impedance matrix having elments Z'U/ Their
values are described by means of modal expansions

Z=~( *4. A7 (/-1 (1)

where f are natural frequencies of chamber cavity, limited with
inner surface of chamber walls, outer surface of pipe inner
parts and imaginary surface of hard covers closing open pipe
ends (on fig. 1. this volume is limited with dotted lint); V11, are
average meanings of mode f on imaginary covers 1 and 2; fis an ave-
rage meaning of mode sP, in volume; Yc -dsWV/te * "is cavity
conductivity; V is chamber volume; Y and C e gas density and
sound velocity.

Chamber transmission characteristics depend mainly on
transfer impedance Zg . It defines sound pressure near outlet 2
If the chamber is excited by volume velocity at inlet 1. With the
help of modal expansion (1) Z is described as sum of transfer
impedances of unconnected modes. One can regulate - full transvr
impedance value by separate action to each of modal impedances Z,;

When the chamber is excited by running wave (see fig.2)
oscillations of separate modes in the cavity turn out to be
connected through resistances ZO, and Zvg , however, out of the
resonance oscillation zone this connection doesn't influence much
on sound transmission. As chamber synthesis is done particularly
for this zonw, sound transmission analysis with the help of
transfer resistance values Is very productive for solving
problems of designing of chamber of high effectiveness.

THE WAYS OF IMPROVING OF CHAMBER MUFFLER EFFECTIVENESS.

One can substantially improve chamber muffler effectiveness
oing to the suppression (even partial) of resonance sound
transmissions at lower natural frequencies. In such a way chamber
TL - characteristics in the frequency zone where resonance transfer
are suppressed approach to characteristics of ideal buffer
cavity, having transfer impedance ZA,- Y.-f' For realization of such
Kind of chambers there are used the methods including the following:

- Increasing of the first natural frequency owing to
approaching of the chamber shape to spherical one, cubic one or
similar to them;

- selective increasing of oscillation decrements of some
modes owing to the. active resistance situation in the pressure
nodes (in the velocity loops) and active pliabilities in
pressure loops of the suppressed modes;

- chamber excitation and sound transfer .decreasing owing to
the pipe open ends situated in the pressure modes of lower modes
(in this case meaning in formula 1 decreases);

- interdependent compensatlon of the transferring oscillations
with the modes with each other.



To do it chamber shape and dimension are chosen in such a way
that in the spectrum of its natural frequencies identical
(divisible) frequencies corresponding to the different modes
should be present. The compensation is reached with the choice of
inner pipe open ends in chamber placing, providing pressure
summing at outlet pipe open end from the modes with divisible
natural frequencies with the opposite signs.

- selective interferation oscillation from some points of
cavity at natural frequencies owing to pressure phase difference
in that points or different transformation of the phase in
branched pipes;

- selective suppression of transmission at natural frequencies
owing to using of narrowband resonators.

PRINCIPAL SCHEMES OF CHAMBER WITH HIGH EFFECTIVENESS.

Some possible variants of constructive schemes of the chambers
made according to above written principles are given on
fig. 3, 5, 6, 7. For cubic chamber given on fig-3 transmission
decreasing is reached owing to inner pipe open ends placing in
nodes of lower modes with ns a, I = 19223. TL - characteristic of
this chamber (full line on fig. 4) are compared with TL -
characteristic of standard cylindrical chamber without inner
pipes and with the division length to diameter (L:D=2).

Cnamber scheme with suppression transmission by mode with
n =4 by means of transversal partition is given on fig.5. The
partition is placed in node surface of the mode with n=4. In
the chamber given on fig.6 the transfers by the modes and
suppress each other. The interfervntion principle is
illustrated by the chamber given on fig. 7. In this chamber
sound transmission by radial mode ' is suppressed with the help of
the interferention sound signals frcm this mode came from points A
and B to point C.

CONCLUSION

Given above examples Illustrate wide opportunities of
supposing methods of chamber synthesis. These methods are
successfully used for many constructions of automobiles Intake
and exhaust mufflers.
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ABSTRACT

An overview of several digital adaptive filtering techniques is given. The methods range from a simple least-
mean-squares (LMS) approach to fast transversal and adaptive infinite impulse filtering algorithms. An
evaluation is perforred to determine which of the several adaptive filter algorithms are partictlarly suited to
active noise control applications. Each method is then tested in a computer simulation of an active noise control
problem. Considerations for the implementation of an active noise control system are discussed.

NOMENCLATURE

n Discrete time or sample index N Dimension of vector
e(n) Instantaneous error signal d(n) Instantaneous system nutput
d(n) Instantaneous system estimate 8(n) Instantaneous mean square error
w,(n) ith filter weight x(n) Instantaneous systema input value
WN Filter weight vector of lensh N X, Input sample vector of length N

p, Cross-correlation vector of output, d(n). R, Autocorrelation matrix of input
and input vector, x,

A Step size for adaptive algorithms al ,rnuate step size for adaptive algorithms,
S=2.u

X Forgetting factor for RLS filter e0(n) Conditional error used in RLS algorithm
Xo. , .(n) Data matrix for FTF algorithm x(n) Unit time vector used in FTF algorithm
a,(n) Autoregressive filter weights in IIR filter b(n) Moving average filte weights in IR filter

INTRODUCTION
'U first part of this paper will provide an overview of the principles and techmiques of digital adaptive filtering.
.he next several sections will cover various adaptive filtering algorithms. The equations necessary for each

algorithm will be provided. While this material is not new, it has been included in the interest of completeness.
A complete derivation of all the algorithms used will not be given. The notation style used and most of the
equation derivations afe from reference 1. Additional derivations and general digital filtering information has
been gathered from references 2, and 3.

After the algorithms have been presented, ihey will be compared on a basis of algorithmic complexity, execution
time and stability characteristics. A brief description of tht m,.thods of active noise control will be given. Then
the necessairy considerations for an adaptive filter implementation of active noise control will bux discussed. The
algorithmic analysis and the specific requirements of active noise control will then be used to determine which
algorithms are best suited to the active control of sound and vibration. Finally, the results of simulations and
actual tests will be presented.

tRuweacA Engieewu GTRI anid Gradna Sgvmn in the Geogia 7tch Schoof of keria!Lginering
t tftHed: Acwic Brnu ,6ch. CTRJO an Proflurw: Schoot ofcrospace ngEsiniq
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OVERVIEW OF ADAPTIVE FLTERING

Adaptive filtering can perhaps best be explained as a feedback control system. An input, x, is fed through a

digital filter and an output, d is produced (See Figure 1). The n in the figures and equations is the index to the
particular time sample in the signal.

x~n) Digitltaln
FFilter

e(n)

Figure 1. Adaptive digital filter. Figure 2. System identification application.

The parameters of the filter are continually adjusted as the filtering algorithm uses the error input. e, to
determine filler performance. Adaptive filtering algorithms use various methods in an attempt to reduce the
feedback error signal to zero. The Farticular application will dictate how the error signal is determined.

A typical application for adaptive fil.ring and the one most commonly use" in active noise control is system
identification. In this application, the adaptive filter is attempting to estimate the output. d. of an unknown
syteI. A block diagram of a system identification application is shown in Figure 2. A review of the work
done in active noise control with this and other system models can be found in reference 4. More extensive
information about recent work in active noise control can b found in reference 5.

Clearly, the error in this application will be generated by determining the difference between the systen, output
and the filter output. The simplest difference measure is a simple subtraction. This error is known as the
prediction error.

en) = dn) - 2(n) (I)

It is often convenient to use an error measure that equally weighs positive and negative errors. This is easily
rccomplished by squaring the prediction error.

e2(n) =[d~n)4 (n)12 (2)

In most real systems, there is some noise. This noise is usually modeled as a stochastic process. Since the:
system otpt has stochastic noise, :he error signal is als modeled as a stochastic process. The stochastic noise
is handled by taking the ensemble average or mean of the squared amro. This is called the mean squared error
measure (MSE) and is defined as

£(n) = Ee.(n)} (3;

where E(-J is the statistical expectation.

The task of digital filtering is to produce an estimate of the system output that will be used to determine the error

function. The filter produces this output, d by convolving the input stream, x, with a vector of filter weights.
w,. This convolution, which can also be calculated as the vector dot product of the weight vector and a vector
of input samples (in the case of a finite impulse response filter), is shown in equation (4). The equation for the
more complex infinite impulse response filter will be given later. The filter is completely specified by its weight
vector, W,. More accurate filters can be built using longer weight vectors. (For a detailed description of digital
filtering see references 6 and 7.) The -T" in equation (4) and subsequent equations is the matrix and vector
traspo operator.

o ,,-s ,(4)
i(n) = w,(n)x(n -s) = w,,(n)x,(n)

where
w,(n) =[wt(n),.....w,_l(,)]. (5)

z,,,(n) = [x (n),...,.(n- N + l)J
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The problem of adaptive filtering then, is to determine the appropriate values for tie weight vector. w,. If we
substitute equation (4) into equation (2) and in rurn substitute equation (2) into equation (3) we get (after some

4 algebra):
E(,)= Efd"(n)} - 2wrEfd(n)x,(n)} + wEr r nr_ ()J, (6)

We define the cross-correlation vector, p,. as

p, Efd(n)xv(n)}.(7

and die autocurrelation matrix. R,,. as

=w Efx(n)4()}(8

Then. by substituting equations (7) and (8) into equation (6) we get the MSE in the formi

Z(N d- 2w,7p,, + wrR,f,,, (9)

The MSE surface, E(W,) will look something like an N dimensional bowl. Hence it will have only one
extremtun and that extremumn will be e minimum point. This point can be located by taking the partial
derivatives of e(w,1) with respect to each element,.*~ of w, and setting the derivatives equal to zero. These
equations can be represented by the matrix equation

= (10)

where w; denotes the optimal filter weight vector. The optimal filter weight vt, tor solution it, then

where R-' is the inverse of the autocoirelation matrix. As N increases, it becomes increasingly time consuming
and difficult to czlcujate R,,. Therefore. most adaptive filtering algorithm do not calculate R-' directly.

"his is the basic derivation upon which all adapdve fileigaortsae basd nte following sections,
individual algorithms Vill be presented and analyzed.

FINITE IMP~LISE RESPONSE METHODS
A finite itnpitlse Tesponse filter (FIR), as the name implies, will have a finite output respLonse to an impulsive
aiput Mathematically, it means that te output can be computed from the input alone. There are no~ recursive
inputs? -ktlg led back from tho0- OUIPUL Finite impulse respns (FIR) filter have the form

d~n)= Xw~n)n- i = ~n~x(n)(12)

Each oL'the tollowing algorithms computes the optimal value of the filter weighus, w,. for an FIR file Th
solutions found will depend 3n the error funrction c nsen an. the convergence ma,%hod. The sir. plest of these
algorithms is cad the steepest descent algorithm.

ThIe steepest descent algorithi can perhaps best be understood by visualizing the MSE surface defined by
I equation (9) for a two dimenstional weight vector, wi. This suface will look like a bowl in three dimensions

(see Figure 3).

RE W2

Figure 3. Mean squared error surface for w,.



Assume we have an initial weight vector, w(0). somewhere on the surface of the bowl, but not at the
minimum. On the next iteration, w,(l)- we can get closer to w* by taking a step towards w;. By taking
enough steps, we should eventually get a good approximation of w; This is the idea behind the steepest
descent algorithm.

It is necessary, then. to determine the direction towards w;. This direction can be found by taking the gradient
of the eror surface of equation (9) at position w2(n). The gradient is defined as

V.[ __ -,(13)

where V[.] is the gradient operator.

The size of the step, i. will depend upon the constraints of the application. With a smaller step size the
algorithm will converge to the optimal weight !ctor more slowly, but probably more accurately. The weight
vector update equation then becomes

w(n + 1 = w,(n)-/tV.[e(n). (14)

If we substitute the dcrinition ofe(w#) from equa*;r-n (9) into equation (14) and calculate the gradidnt. we get
WARn + 1) = w.(r,) + 2.u[p,,- R,.w,,(n)]. (1 5)

Available data is used to compute estimates of pM and R, and a reasonable choice is made for the constant p.
In a typical application, a new input sample. x(n). is taken and the input vector is filtered using equation (4). A
new weight vector. w,(n + 1), is computed using equation (15) and the process begins again. If the estimates of

p and R, we accurate. the filter ou i(n), will converge to the desired response.
Ims LesMean SO=are Algtm

One of the problems of the steepest descent algorithm is that it requires that estimates of P, and R,, be known.
Calculation of these statistics might take considerable time. Even if time is not a problem. the data to be filtered
must be stationary in order to avoid significant errors.

The least mean squares (LMZ algorithm avoids these problems because it doesn't require the second order
statistics (expectations of the product of two random variables). P, and R,,. The LMS algorithm uses an
estimate for the gradient (equation (13)) in the weight update equation. The gradient can be written as

V =r(n)] -2E{(e)x,(n)}. (16)

and hence, the gradient estimate can be written as
Vjz(n] = -2E{e )x,(n)}. (1)

A reasonable estimate of the expected value is

{e(n)x,(n) = e(.)x,(n) (18)

so the filter weight update equation becomes

w,(n + 1) = WM(n) + ae(n)x,(n) (19)
where a = 2p with no loss of generality. The LMS algorithm has the advantage that it is the simplest of the
agithms in terms of cor.nputaiona complexity and sor.age requirements. The essential difference between
the seee descnt algorithm and he LMS algoithm is that te s descent algorithm is deterministic
wui th MS algortm uses a stochastic approximation of the gradient s it converges to the optimal weight
vector. WN.

Recursive l a e o#= u

Unlke the LMS algorithm, the recursive least squares (RLS) algoritdm produces filter that are exactly optimal
for the data acquired raher that statistically optimal. This is accomplished by minimization of the cumulative

) X), (20)

rather than the ma squared ,or of equation (3). The conditional eror. e(4n), is defined as
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((21)

The constant, 1, is called the forgning factor and is typically used to weight recent data samples more heavily.
If the data is stationay, X can be set to 1. Otherwise. a value between 0.95 and 0.9995 is usually a good choice
for tracking nonstationsry signals

We now define the sample autocorrelation matrix as

R.(n) = AX ( S) O(2
i-1

and the sample cross-correlation vector as

p,,(n) = 'd(i)x,,(O. (23)
'-I

R, 1(n) and p,(n) approximate the second order statistics and lim..(I/n)R,.(n) = R,,. where Rw without
the index is die true autocorrelation matrix. Thus. the filter weight vector can be found using a matrix equatinn
similar to the normal equation (11) used previously.

W:(n) = R,(n)p,(n) (24)

A recursive relationship can be used to compute (n) from R (n- 1) as follows:

R- (n) -IJR -l - Rm'(n- l)x,(n)x7(n)R'(n- 1)] (25)
R+ ((n) j,

where/u(n) is the scalar

p n) = x,(n)R- (n-l)x,(n). (26)

Finally. assigning

g,(n) = R (n)x,(n) (27)

we get the RLS filter weight update equation

w,,(n) = w,,(n- 1) + g,,(n)e(,- 1) (28)

The RLS algorithm is significantly more complex than the LMS algorithm, but provides for a solution based on
- all the data rather than just the current data. The RLS algorithm is also known as the Kalman algorithm.

Fast ThrMiversal Filter Alg,'thm
The fast transversal filter (Fr) algorithm is actually an algorithm which uses a collection of four transversal
filters. (I) the least squares prediction filter, (2) th forward prediction error filter. (3) the backward prediction
error filter, and (4) the gain transversal filter. The first filter is the (I) least squares filter developed above.
However, the least squares prediction must now be done with a transversal filter. In the FrF algorithm a
geometrc approach is taken. The mean squared error described earlier is a sum of squared error terms. This is
also the definition of the vector inn product

u(n) = (e( e).eQ.). (29)

where () is the vector inner product operator. The least squares problem, then. is simply a minimization of die
vector norn of the er vectors. The minimum can be found by taking the derivative with respect to the weight
vector and setting it equal to zero

(30)

Substituting and solving for w(n) yields the following vector equation for the least squares prediction filter
weights

WNW)=(.,()X~.())XIndn (31)

whae X.,(n) is the data matrix defined by
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x(l) 0 0 1
x(2) x(1) ... 3X~x.(n) ! ".. • [.(32)

x(n - 1) x(n- 2) x(n- N)

x(n) x(n- 1) x(n-N+1)j

Due to space limitations, the other three filter algorithms will be axplained. but not derived. A complete
derivation can be found in reference 1. The second filter used in the FTF algorithm is the (2) forward prediction
error filter. The forward prediction error is the difference between the current data value x(n) and an estimate

of the current data value i(n) based on previous data values.

The third filter is the (3) backward prediction error filter. The backward prediction error is the difference

between the delayed data vector, e'x(n), and the estimate of the delayed data vector, it(n - N). The
backward prediction error is necessary in the development of the least squares FTF algorithm.

The final transversal filter required in the FTF algorithm is the (4) gain transversal filter. The gain transversal
filter quantifies the change in angle between successive data samples in time. The corresponding error vector is
the difference between the unit time vector r(n) and the least squares prediction of the unit time vector h(n).

These filters are interrelated in the formulation of the FTF algorithm. In the algorithm, each of the filters
assumes an update form in which the filter weights are adjusted during each iteration to reduce the errors for
each filter described above. The principle benefit of the FrF algorithn is that it is comparatively insensitive to
the correlation properties of the data. A highly correlated input can significantly increase the convergence rate
of gradient-based algorithms such as the LMS algorithm, but the FTP algorithm still converges quickly. In
addition, the convergence factor S has little effect on the convergence speed of the FTF algorithm.

Gain Normalized Fast Transversal Filter Aiorithm

An additional O(N) ,where O(N) denotes "order of N") operations can be conserved using a variation of the FTF
algorithm known as the gain-normalized fast transversal filter (GNFF). This reduction is accomplished by
normalizing the gain vector by dividing it by its angle parameter

C,(n) = g"(2)  
33)

1,,(n),

The angle parameter is calculated directly from the data and the gain vector. The reduction in the number of
computations is particularly due to a simplification in the calculation of the backward prediction error. After
some substitution and simplification, equation (33) can be reduced to the scalar equation

eb -1) = n (- 1), (34)

where

(35)

By reducing equation (34) from a vector to a scalar equation, approximately O(N) operations are conserved.
This reduces the number of operations for each iteration of the algorithm from O(9N) in the FTF case to 0(7N).

INFNTEIMPULSE RESPONSE METHODS

Infinite impulse response (1R) diital filters differ from FiR filters in that an autoregressive or recursive element
is added to the equaton. An IR filtr has the form

N-1 -1 (36)

where a.(n) and b.,(n) are the filter weights for the recursive and non-recursive pans of the IIR filter
respectively.

In a systems-identification application, the IR filter will be bette able to identify system that are inherently
atloregrenive. In addition, HR filters ate often capable of superior per .omce with fewer filter weights than
FIR filters This is due to the fact that-the IR filter ca eneras i an infliite impulse response with only a finite
number of filter weights.
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Fetuch A19M
The Feintuich algorithm is a gradient basnd HR approach. Itis analogous to the FIR LMS algorithm with the
addition of a recursive element. There wre separate update equations for the recursive and non-recurive pans

2,(RI + 1) SAMrQ) + (4n)d,(n) (7

and
bM~n + 1) =b,(n) + crr(n)xx(n). (38)

The output equation thent becomes

d(n) =(nd()b(nzn)(39)

The Feintuch algorithm relies on the statistical properties of the error signal. k h LMS algorithm. the
instantaneous error is used a an estimate of the mean squared aror. In order for the algorithm to converge. the
expected value of the error and signal team must be zero. Otherwise. the convergence point will not be an
actual minimum. This is true, even if a unique minimum exists

ReusiePrdctonErwAady
The recursive prediction error (RPE) algorithm is also a gradient based HR algorithm. It attempts to simplify the
mean squared aero (n). Since the MSE is not readily available, it is estimated by the instantaneous squared
erro e2(n). 'The RPE algorithm updates the weight vector in the direction of the gradient derie by

* t~~ (n)V,e~a) -ec(n)V..y(n).(0
0"WAR()

where the gradient Vffly(n) is defined by the vector

Using a development similar to that of the recuiv. leas quae algorithm. an estimate of the inverse: of the
awocorrelabion maix is calculated based upon the, previous auocorrelation matrx. Defining the vector #(n) to
be the comrbined input and output vecaor

= (j~n-1).yn- +l)x~n.x~nM +l~r(42)

the filter weighit update equation becomes

w,(n)= w( - 1) +aR-(xn)e(Ms) (3
one Of the prbesof the RPE algorithm is that the recursive purt of the filter may become unstable during
adaptation. ibscan hapnif one of the poles of the filter moves outside the stability region of the unit circle
during th daptto prcs. ti happens t output cn gVow without bound. There arm various methods

fordetrmiingif hefilter is urretable (see reference 3) and these can be used if stability becomes a problem.

ALOORrrH3M COMPLEXYY COMPARISONS
We will now analyze the deacribed algorithms for compiexity. In this analysis, the order is t number of
additions 401d multiplications. Ottly the highest order term is indicated in the table It should be noed that these

* order estertaes we based upont the particular impleanatiom of die algorithms used in our tests

F 
Algorithm 

Order of Operations
Least Mean Squares 4N

Recursive Lews Squares N2

Fat Tsusversal Filter SN

Oain.Nurnnaizedw(MP 714

Febotac (IIR) 3N

Recurvive Ptudiction 3K2
ErrurCUR)

Tal 1. Algrdic complexity comparisons
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ALGORiTHM EXECUTION TIME COMPARISONS

In this section, results are provided of computer simulations of the various algorithms as performed by the
authors. The simulations were performed on Macintosh computers with the MatLab® matrix manipulation
software. The algorithm execution time comparisons tabulated below are intended to indicate the actual
algorithm performance for an active noise cancellation experiment. To that end, the time to convergence
(relative to the number of samples) was considered as well as the required execution time for a data stream of
400 samples. Each algorithm was tested on a time delayed, attenuated, noise corrupted random(white) signal.
Thus, the system could be almost (except for additive noise) perfectly identified by an FIR filter of sufficient
length. All the filters simulated had 20 filter weights, which is plenty for an accurate identification of the
system.

2 Error Signal During Adaptation (LMS) 2 Error Sigal During Adaptation (RLS)

I1 Ao.
-1 

1

-2 -I
0 100 200 300 400 0 100 200 300 400

Samples Samples

Figure 4. LMS algorithm convergence. Figure 5. RLS algorithm convergence.

2 Error Signal During Adaptation (FMF) 2 Error Signal During Adaptation (GNFTF)

1 -1

-2 -21
0 100 200 300 400 0 100 200 300 400

Samples Samples

Fz,.sre 6. FTY algorithm convergence. Figure 7. GNFTF algorithms convergence.

Error Signal During Adaptation (Feintuch 2 Error Signal During Adaptation (RPE)

2. 1

-2. ___

0 100 200 300 400 0 100 200 300 400

Sanples Samples

Figure 8. Feintuch algorithm convergence. Figure 9. RPE algorithm convergence.

Figures 4 through 9 show graphically how the various algorithms converge for the active noise control
simulation. In our tests, the recursive least squares algorithm converged much more quickly with respect to the
samples than the other algorithms. The recursive prediction error algorithms was the slowest. This may be due
to the fact that the IIR gradient is not well-suited to modeling simple FIR systems. The Feintuch algorithm, on
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the other hand performed rather well using an HR approach. This can be explained by the fact that the Feintuch
algorithm separates the recursive and non-recrsive parts of the HR filter and solves them separately. For thisexperiment, as long as the recursive part of the HIR filter converges to approximately zero, the non-recursive part

imply. The results of the simulation are tabulated below in table 2 for comparison.

wilhandle the system id e ca o . Th attaseslflesaep rhp o sfs stern m o

Number of Data Samples Comparative Execution Adjusted Convergence
Algorithm Before Convergence Tine (in seconds) Score (lower is faster)

Recursive Prediction >400 295.58 >118232.00Error Filter (11R)

t Fast Transversal Filter 225 24.52 5517.00

Gain-Normalized Fast 200 18.57 3714.00i Transversal Flter

Recursive Least Squares so 68.33 3416.50

Least Mean Squares 150 11.17 1675.50

Feintuch Filter (11R) 150 8.85 1327.S0
(fastest)

Table 2. Execution time comparisons for the algorithms tested.

As a better indicator of the performance of the algorithms, we have included an adjusted convergence score for
the algorithms tested. This value is calculated by multiplying the number of data samples before convergence
by the comparative execution time of each test. A lower score indicates a faster time for convergence.

As can be seen, the best convergence score was achieved by the Feintuch (CUR) algorithm. While the LMS
algorithm converged as quickly with respect to data samples, the algorithmic complexity of the Feintuch
algorithm was less. The RLS algorithm converged very quickly with respect to data samples, but the algorithm
was the second slowest. It earned the third lowest convergence score.

The slowest algorithm by far was the recursive prediction error filter. The execution time was particularly slow
because it requires calculation of the inverse of the autocorrelation matrix. Additionally, the IIR gradient
approach for both the recursive and non-recursive parts of the filter was not well suited to a simple non-recursive
system. The RPE algorithms got the worst score in both speed categories.

The fast transversal filters were not as fast as some of the other methods, but the expected improvement in
performance was observed for the gain-normalized FTF over the regular FrF algorithm.

It should be noted that these results are for a single test paradigm. Different input qignals, systems and constants
f can vary the performance of each of the algorithms. The purpose of this test, however, was to determine the

performance of various adaptive filter algorithms in a typical active noise control experiment.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR ADAPTIVE FILTERS IN ACTIVE NOISE CONTROL

There are several factors that need to be considered when implementing an adaptive filter in an active noise
control application. The following is a list of typical tasks required.

• Determine a model for the active noise control system. A signal flow diagram can be useful in
b identifying the operation of the system and can aid in the selection of an appropriate algorithm.

C Choose an algorithm that matches the system model/geometry. Once the system has been identified,
an algorithm must be selected to model the system. If the system is recursive, an IIR filtering method
should probably be selected.
Consider the data rates. sigual freouency band and Rrocessor speed. The convergence score tabulated
above is a good measure of algorithm performance if the data is sampled at a rate just slow enough
that the algorithmic calculations can be performed between sample times. If there is plenty of time
for the algorithm to execute between samples, perhaps a filter should be selected which has higher
complexity but quicker convergence with respect to the samples.

* Consider parallelism and modularity issues. In most active noise control applications, a single filter
does not provide satisfactory performance. Usually several canceling sources and microphones are
necessary. This may require independent filters or an algorithm capable of reducing an ensemble
averaged error for several microphones.

• Determine the tarset architecture. Adaptive digital filters can be implemented with general purpose
computers, but often this is overkill. Reasonably simple specialized circuits can be developed to
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provide cheaper and more modular solutions. Digital signal processing (DSP) chips can be used to
improve speed performance of the algorithms.

Transducers need to be selected which are capable of providing the required
performance. While adaptive filters can compensate for deficiencies in the transducers, the more
accurate the transducer the better the system will work.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS
The research and experiments described in this paper were done in order to determine which algorithms perform
well in an active noise control application. We considered a system identification model of a delayed,
attenuated, and noise-corrupted signal. All the algorithms tested were capable of performing the task, but the
best algorithm in terms of time to convergence was the Feintuch hR algorithm. This is encouraging because the
IIR method also handles recursive systems.

We considered only six adaptive filter algorithms in this paper. There are many more. One significant class of
filters, adaptive lattice filters, was not investigated due to time and paper length constraints. Reference 1
contains the development of some of these algorithms. Neural networks, which are esscntially parallel and
highly interconnected adaptive filters, have also been used in active noise control applications. Adaptive filters
and active noise control continue to be very active areas of research.

We intend to continue the investigation of adaptive filtering algorithms in active noise control applications. We
are currently testing the algorithms in experiments with various configurations of noise sources and microphones
and will report on our findings when more quantitative results are available.
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ABSTRACt

A study was conducted on the effect of changing the length of a constant diameter circular cylinder on the discrete
tone sound associated with its vortex shedding. A microphone, fitted with a nose cone, was used to measure the
near field sound. Two cylinder configurations were used. In the first configuration, the cylinder was anchored
from the test section floor. The cylinder length was changed by pushing the antenna up through an opening in the
test section floor and then secured. The microphone remained fixed in the mid-plane of the test section. In the
second configuration, the cylinder was suspended by two helically wrapped welding rods that kept the cylinder
centered between upper and lower walls. The microphone in this case was always located in the plane bisecting
the cylinder. These measurerments were made in an acoustically treated test section of a closed-loop wind tunnel.
All measurements were made at a flow speed of 33.53 m/sec (75 miles/hour). It is shown that, the noise
produced by the vortex shedding behind a cylinder first increases with length, and then reaches a fixed value at
about length over diameter ( ) 64.

NOMENCLATURE

Co Ambient Speed of Sound
Ci Root-Mean-Square Sectional Lift Coefficient
D Cylinder Diameter
f Frequency
I Intensity of the Far Field Radiation
L Cylinder Length
lD Non-Dimensional Length

Ic Correlation Length (= 2JR(,)dt)

r Microphone Distance from Cylinder Axis
r/D Non-dimensional Microphone Distance
R(4) Spatial Correlation Coefficient
SPL Sound Pressure Level
St Strouhal Number (a fD/U)
U Free stream Velocity

" Graduate Student, School of Aerospace Engineering

" Head: Acoustics Branch, GTRIIAERO and Professor: School of Aerospace Engineering
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Correlation Centroid (a J4R(4)d4)
C0

p Density
0 Angle Measured from the Flow Direction in the Plane Normal to the Cylinder Axis

INTRODUCTION

Much of the published research on the effects of vortex shedding from a constant diameter circular cylinder has
been for the far field, where the microphone distance is much larger than the cylinder length. There exist a
number of published theoretical and experimental studies on this topic. A summary, given by Blevins [1] isparticularly noteworthy. One of the theoretical models mentioned by Blevins gives meaningful insight to the
experimental data in the far field and can be used to predict sound pressure levels given cylinder geometry, flow
parameters, and empirical data. However, there are situations where the vortex shedding noise needs to be
quantified in the near field. Automobile roof rack or antenna noise affecting the passengers are two examples of
near field vortex shedding noise.

This paper is an attempt to examine the dependence of near field noise associated with the vortex shedding from a
cylinder on its length. Noise data taken from cylinders of various lengths and at various microphone distances are
presented.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT
The Exnerimenl Arranement

These experiments were conducted in a closed-loop wind tunnel at the Georgia Tech Research Institute. The test
section is lined with 10.16-cm (4-inch) thick polyurethane sound-absorbing foam and has the inner dimensions of
0.762 x 0.762 x 2.438 m (30 x 30 x 96 inches). The test section is shared by a cut.out section of a Mercury Sable
automobile, which occupies the left half (with respect to the direction of the flow), and the cylinder, occupying the
right half (see Figure 1). The cut-out extends at most 31.75 cm (12-1/2 inches) into the tunnel at the cross-section
containing the axis of the cylinder. The cylinder was placed at 19.05 cm (7-1/2 inches) from the right wall and
was held in place by mounts outside the test section. A Bruel and Kjaer condenser microphone (type 4135), fitted
with a nose cone, was mounted in the mid-plane of the tunnel (indicated in Figure 1), between the cylinder and the
right hand side wall. The noise levels at the microphone location (with the cylinder removed) with and without the
cut-out were the same and the discrete tone sound pressure levels (SPLs) associated with the vortex shedding
were dominant and not affected by any noise produced by the cut-out in the test section. The cut-out was present
for all measurements. The microphone signals were recorded on a TEAC W-410 2-channel cassette tape recorder
and analy: ed on a Macintosh Ilcx, with a z -al time digital signal processor installed, from which plots were
obtained (see Figure 2). The signal processing parameters were set so Af = 15.625 Hz (where Af is the difference
between two consecutive frequencies of the Fast Fourier Transform).

Cylinder Test Arrangements
Two cylinder arrangements were used, referred to here as Arrangements A and B, an are shown in Figures 3 and
4, respectively.

Anh~zenLA. In this arrangement, a 4.763 mm (3/16 inch) diameter cylinder was used. The cylinder
was anchored from the test section floor and held tightly by a 0.3969 mm (1/64 inch) diameter cable connected to
the test section ceiling (see Figure 3). The tone associated with the cable used produced a much higher frequency
than that by the cylinder and Also had a much lower amplitude because of its small diameter.

In the course of the experiment, the cylinder was set to the proper length, mounted to the floor, and tightened by
the attached cable. The microphone boom, which was mounted through the side of the test section, was
positioned so that it was in the mid-plane of the wind tunnel test section. Thus in this case, even though the
cylinder length was changed, the location of the observer, i.e., the microphone, remained fixed. This test
configuration simulated a situation where the driver of an automobile is fixed in space, and the antenna length
above the antenna/car body junction is increased.

b)-- n 1. In Arrangement B, a 6.35 mm (1/4 inch) diameter cylinder was used (see Figures 4 a and
. The ecylinder was mounted in the mid-plane between the ceiling and floor of the test section by two spiralal*

wrapped welding ros. As shown in Figure 5, The cylinder consisted of several smaller length segments that
wre jone by small threaded rods. Each cylinder segment was bored and threaded along the axis on both ends
s that the threaded.rod could be completely enclosed between the two joined segments. The welding rods had a
3.75mm ( inh) diamter and were also threaded t fit nto the cylinder and hold it securely. The part of each
weldinreo t at was exposed to the flow was wrapped with 0.7938 mm (1/32 inch) diameter wire with 2.54 cm
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span per turn (1 inch per turn). The purpose of wrapping the welding rods helically with wire was to destroy the
coherence of vortex shedding over the rod and reduce the discrete tone noise produced by the rod so that only the
noise produced by the main cylinder would be measured.

The Exnerimenm~l Program

At the beginning and end of a set of test runs, a microphone signal calibration was performed. For each run, the
cylinder length and the microphone position were appropriately set, the flow was set to 33.53 meters/second (75
miles/hour), and the narrow band sound pressure levels obtained. A typical measured spectrum is presented in
Figure 6. From the spectra obtained, the frequency and amplitude for the vortex shedding sund for each test
cylinder were tabulated. Table I contains some of the test data from Arrangement B, where - cylinder length
and microphone distance from the axis were varied. The discrete tones corresponded to au, average Strouhal
number, St = 0.2.

RESULTS

It should be pointed out before presenting these results that we were unable to locate literature on that detailed the
near field noise data from cylinders in flow. A number of interesting results were obtained in our study. These
results are presented below under two categories: (1) The Effect of Cylinder Length and (2) The Effect of
Microphone Distance in the Near Field.
The Efeg fClndrLn

The effects are described first for the microphone fixed in space with respect to the base of the cylinder and the
cylinder length increasing ( i.e., Arrangement A). Then, the effects for the microphone always located in a plane
bisecting the cylinder (i.e., Arrangement B) are described.

Effects of Cylinder Length on Near Field Noise With Microphone at a fixed Distance with
Respect to the Base of the Cylinder (Arrangement A)

In this arrangement, the microphone was kept in the mid-plane L ' the wind tunnel test section (a distance of 81
diameters from the base of the cylinder) and the cylinder was pus..ed up through the bottom of the test section to
the desired length and then secured. The results, plotted in Figure 7, show that the SPL increases about 25 dB
between I/D of 27 and 117, and then levels off to a constant value within a measurement accuracy of +/- 1 dB for
larger non-dimensional lengths.

Effects of Cylinder Length on Near Field Noise With Microphone at a fixed Distance with
Respect to the Center of the Cylinder (Arrangement B)

In this arrangement, the microphone received noise contribution from the cylinder portion above and below the
mid-plane, unlike Arrangement A, where a contribution from above the mid-plane was not always present. As in
Arrangement A, the noise in Arrangement B first increased with increasing cylinder length, but after LID greater
than 64, the noise leveled off to a constant value. This is shown in Figure 8. A further comparison is made in
Figure 9 for the SPL's produced by the two cylinder arrangements. It is found that for the same cylinder length, a
maximum, constant SPL is obtained if the microphone is in theplane bisecting the cylinder. This constant value
was only a few dB higher than that reached by the Arrangement A.

Effect of Cylinder Length on Near Field Noise with Resnect to Far Field Theory$ The equation for noise from a cylinder in the far field as given by Leehey and Hanson [2] is as foliows.

p cos2 0 C12 U6

1(r) 16 C0
3 r 2  [IL - (1)

It is seen from this equation that the noise from a cylinder in the flow should increase with increasing cylinder
length. Indeed, this is also observed in the near field. The equation contains a correlation length, le, and the term
y, which is the correlation centroid of the cylinder. For the Reynolds number used in the tests (about 104), this
value is estimated, from the data in Reference [2], to be 2.5 cylinder diameters. To examine if our data of SPL
variation with L/D (at least up to the value of LID after which there was little change in noise radiation) followed

this relationship, the data at r/D = 14 was replotted as a function of 10 Log[(L - y)/D] in Figure 10. For
comparison, the plots of SPL versus 10 Log(L/ D) are also superimposed on this figure. If the above equation
holds good in the near field, a slope of I is expected in the plot shown in Figure 10 after accounting for the
correlation ceniroid. The slope is found to be 1.85. Thus, it appears that the equation derived for the nezr field
needs to be modified for appication to the near field. Additional on-going work at Georgia Tech by the authors is
expected to shed further light on this topic in the near future.
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The Effect of Micrpone Distance in the Near Field
After acquiring the data shown above, which were acquired at a microphone distance of r/D = 14, additional data
were acquired at six distances, which are r/D = 27, 23, 19, 15, 11, and 7. For each r/D, six cylinder lengths
were tested. These cylinder lengths were: LD = 8, 16, 28, 40, 64, and 120. In each case, the cylinder diameter
was constant and was equal to 6.35 mm (1/4 inch). For each L/D, the plots of SPL versus 10 Log(L/D) were
examined to study if the trend seen in the last three figures was obtained at all microphone distances. Typical
results are shown for r/D = 27, 23, 19, and II in Figures 11 (a) through (d), respectively. In each plot, the data
for r/D = 15 are also superimposed. (Note that this is close to the distance for which data shown in Figures 7
through 9 were acquired. The reference daa for r/D = 15 is used here only for convenience. These data were
acquired and analyzed along with the data for all the other distances mentioned above. Also, these data are very
similar to those obtained at r/D = 14.)
It is seen in these plots that at each r/D, the variation with L/D is almost identical. It is also noticed that it is not
until r/D = 15 (10 Log(r/D) - 11) that the noise levels are found to increase with decreasing distance from the
cylinder. As shown later, it is likely that the data at the higher values of r/D is contaminated by reflections from
the wind tunnel w&i. As shown in Figure 12, where the data for r/D = 7 are compared with those for r/D = 15, as
one gets closer to the cylinder, a definite increase in the noise levels is seen. Here the noise has increased by as
much as 10 dB for each cylinder length.

To examine the distance scaling in the near field, the sound pressure levels correspondirg to the vortex shedding
tones were plotted as a function of 10 Log(r/D) for each cylinder. This is shown in Figures 13 (a) through (f) for
LD = 8, 16, 28, 40, 64, and 120, respectively. The slopes of the distance scaling for the SPL are approximately
-3.8, -3.5, -3.3, -2.8, -2.9, and -1.8 for the non-dimensional lengths of L/D = 8, 16, 28, 40, 64, and 120,
respectively.

It is noticed that in each plot of Figure 13, the slope starts to rise at r/D = 19. This increase in slope for r/D greater
than 19 could be due to the proximity of the microphone to the test section wall. Although the wall is lined with
foam, there was a patch of tape over the foam near the microphone in this position. The tape was used to cover
cavities in the wall from other unrelated tests. In these tests, the further the microphone was from the cylinder, the
closer it was to the patch of tape. The most extreme case was at the r/D = 27, where the microphone was only 4
diameters away from the tape.

In the far field, Eq. (1) predicts that the SPL versus 10 Log(r/D) curve should have a slope of m = -2. The
results of Figure 13 show that for r/D less than or equal to 19, this value of m is approached in the near field for
the larger cylinder lengths. This is rather surprising and no explanation is available as to why this should be so in
the near field. Values closer to -4 are expected in the near field, which are obtained in the present experiment for
the smallest value of W/D tested. A simple formulation for the near field noise as a function of cylinder length is
needed. This formulation must account for the vortex shedding coherence and the fact that for smaller cylinders,
the coherence of this shedding will be substantially modified by the end effects.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

These results of near field noise from the cylinder have two very important practical implications. The results of
the first test with Arrangement A imply that for a fixed relative location between an observer and the base of the
antenna, as is the case between a radio antenna of a car and the driver, the noise levels can be reduced by as much
as 20 dB by reducing the antenna length from LID = 120 to 75. It also implies that once a critical length is
exceeded, if the reception performance of a radio antenna is enhanced by increasing the antenna length, one can
safely increase the antenna length without increasing the acoustical noise furlher.

The implications of the results of the second test with Arrangement B relate to the wind tunnel testing of the
ranking of the acoustic performance of various antennas or other cylindrical bodies. Often wind tunnels available
to a number of researchers are not large enough to make acoustic measurements in the far field. In fact, most
wind tunnels are too small even for adequate near field acoustic measurements. Sometimes it is desirable to make
measurements in the wind tunnel at as few locations as possible to obtain the most representative data. For
example, the second author had the opportunity of conducting a comparative acoustic evaluation of a number of
cellular telephone antennas which varied in length by at least a factor of three. The first question in a situation like
this that comes to mind is: where should the microphone be placed in the test section with respect to the antenna
S enter so that a reasonably good estimate of the relative acoustic performance of antennas of different lengths
could be obtained without acquiring an inordinate amount of acoustic data or without resorting to complex acoustic
power measurements? Clearly, as shown in Figure 9, it would be desirable to keep the microphone in a plane
passing through the center of the antennas to determine the highest levels produced by a given cylinder. It is
furher demonstrated in Figure 9 that during a noise ranking exercise, the maximum noise produced by an antenna
can easily be misrepresented if the microphone is not placed in the plane passing through the center of the antenna.
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Table I -Vortex shedding Strouhal numbers and SPL's as a function of cylinder length and microphone distance.

Cylinder Diameter 6.35 mm (0.25 inches)
Flow Velocty ,, 33.53 m/sec 75 milesthour_

LID rID Strouhal Spl. Amb. Press. Tunnel Temp.
Number (dO) (KPa.) (IC)

8 7 0.179 83.4 99.05 31.8
s 5 0.179 70.8 99.05 36.4

16 7 0.204 98.8 98.04 34.1
16 . 15 0.204 87 98.04 37.9
16 23 0.204 85.7 90.04 39.6
28 7 0.207 103.4 97.12 35.8
28 7 0.204 102.6 98.04 30.3
28 15 0.207 91.8 98.04 33.5
28 23 0.207 91.6 98.04 35.3
40 7 0.204 100.5 97.22 39.8
40 Is 0.204 93.5 97.22 43.2
40 23 0.204 92.2 97.22 43.0
40 7 0.200 102.1 98.04 41.8
40 23 0.200 93.7 98.04 39.0
40 7 0.197 105.1 99.05 26.2
40 11 0.197 97.7 99.05 31.9
40 15 0.200 94.4 99.05 35.0
40 19 0.204 92.9 99.05 37.5
40 23 0.204 92.3 99.05 41.3
40 27 0,200 94.6 99.05 42.7
64 7 0.197 104.7 96.88 38.2
64 15 0.197 95.8 96.88 36.2
64 23 0.200 96.7 96.88 31.7
64 7 0.197 106.4 97.12 34.7
120 7 0.197 104.6 98.51 40.0
120 11 0.197 101.1 98.51 39.7
120 I5 0.197 97.9 98,51 38.1
120 19 0.197 96.5 98.51 41.8
120 23 0.197 98.1 98.51 42.6 -

120 27 0.197 100.1 98.51 42.2 1
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ABSTRACT

A plane acoustic wave incident on a spatially homogeneous elastic surface
reflects as a specular wave. When the surface properties vary, i.e. tie surface is
spatially inhomogeneous, the reflected wave is no longer specular. This work
systematically examines how the spatial scales of the surface impedance
inhomogeneity determine the wavenumber-frequency 'haracteristics, and hence
the directivity-frequency magnitude of the scattered field. Both the surface
wave field and scattered sound field are examined, the latter being derived
from the former. Using three dimensional or color displays of the wavenumber-
frequency spectra or angle-frequency magnitudes of the surface and scattered
fields resulting from various classes of inhomogencities, we show how the
inhomogeneities affect the wave fields by introducing resonance and aliasing
effects. The resonance effects manifest themselves as a modulation in
frequency while the aliasing effects are revealed through angular modulation.
Depending on the ratios of the ensonifying wavelength and the scales of the
surface impedance, the surface may appear to be acoustically "smooth" with
little spectral broadening or acoustically "rough" with significant spectral
broadening. We also examine the conditions under which a finite length
inhomogeneity can be modelled as an infinite system of periodically spaced
similar inhomogeneities.

INTRODUCTION

In certain classes of inverse problems in structural acoustics, we are
concerned with the interpretation of scattered acoustic transients in order to
both localize and identify the mechanisms of the individually contributing
components of complex scattering fields. When the structure is spatially non-
homogeneous, the reflected waves are nonspecular because of wave vector
redirection (conversion) of both pressure and velocity waves induced on the
surface; these redirected waves thus control much of the directivity-frequency
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characteristics of the scattered field. In complex structures, multiple scattering
mechanisms and scattering sites co-exist so that the resulting scattered fields
are determined by a superposition of these mechanisms. The role of the
inversion technique is, therefore, to unravel this superposition thus allowing a
physically meaningful diagnosis of the body. Not only does the inversion
process have obvious application in the location and classification of acoustically
significant structures, but it can also provide insight into the scattering
performance of engineering designs. It is also useful to the design of post-
processing schemes for the analysis of large scale computed acoustic response of
complex structures.

We concern ourselves here with the physical interpretation of scattered
sound rather than the mathematical analysis of the formal inverse problem.
Signal processing techniques provide very indispensable tools for this
interpretation because both spatial and temporal processing may be used to
elucidate wave-like behavior in both the surface motion of the structure and
pressures reradiated to the exterior acoustic medium. Since signal processing
algorithms are analytically defined operations, signal patterns resulting from
isolated structural acoustic mechanisms may be illustrated clearly by simulation.
Furthermore, broad band transient response of the simulated mechanism
associated with short pulse acoustic ensonification is especially useful in
providing multipath separation of identified reflection events. In the present
context, then, the simulations are made by revisiting certain classical problems
for which known solutions are available. Superposition of these mechanisms is
then made for hypothesized structural complexes, the simulated signal behavior
may then be compared with identically-conducted physical experiments. The
simulations, actually, are useful on various levels. They allow us to separate the
component "events" in a given complex of superimposed mechanisms: they allow
us to understand, ir a detailed way how specific features of spatial
inhomogeneity influence (or control) the wave conversion process. Furthermore,
they can be used to design the signal processing algorithm that best adapts to
the situation under study.

The objective of the paper, for which a :ynopsis is given here, is to
describe the results of analytic simulations that are currently forming the basis
of experimental work.

SIMPLE MECHANISM REPRESENTATIONS

Inhomogeneities in the surface properties of a scattering body may occur
in the form of geometric or elastic features. In either case, the intcraction of the
surface initially involves a space-time filtering of the incident pressure;
assumed to be plane wave prior to interaction with the body but generating a
surface pressure field that is wave-vector distorted due to the shaping of the
body. Motion of the surface involves further filtering, but now made more
complex by the propagation of acoustically coupled elastic waves which also
undergo a series of wave-vector distortions due to unique shape and orientation
of surface impedance variations on the surface. The simulations carefully
examine how the surface wave field that controls reradiation is affected by
various classes of surface impedance inhomogeneity.
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In order to focus this paper to illustrate some generally relevant points on
the behavior of single structural elements, we revisit the example problem of
the scattering from a plate window in an otherwise rigid plane. Ensonification
by plane waves parallel to one of the generating axes of the window allows us to
consider this problem as a one dimensional plate-like strip. This problem
relates to more general problems, such as that of an elastic plate with repeated
line discontinuities, in illustrating the separate influences of resonances and
wave vector aliasing that is character,. ic of such systems.

By using the Fourier transformation technique in space and time we can
simultaneously solve the Bernoulli-Euler plate and acoustic wave equations for
the acoustic response of the resonant modes of the plate [1]. The resulting
velocity of the plate is then expressed as a summation over its invacuo modes
with simply supported edges. This is a particularly convenient form for
interpretation because the response of each mode is expressed as a product of
spectral functions in frequency and wave number. The impedance function of
the surface controls resonances; the modal shape function (in this case the modal
shape function is the Fourier transform of the mode shape) expresses the effect
of finite boundary in determining the aliasing behavior. This clearly identifies
the resonant behavior of the modes in the plate window distinctly from the
spatial aliasing characteristics of the mode shape of the window. The resonance

£° behavior is natural to the strip and the frequencies of resonance are not
dependent on the incidence angle of the sound. The resonant response,
however, is determined by the trace matching of the incident wave with the
characteristic wave number of the surface and coincidence with a plate wave
number at a resonant frequency can occur. The resonant response of the strip is
relatively weakly dependent on the incidence angle of the sound except near the
coincident resonant frequencies. The wave vector filtering of the mode shape is
more strongly dependent on the angle of incidence and, accordingly, dominates
the angular dependence of the nonspecularly reflected sound because it
describes the interference of edge sources.

These features are clearly shown in three dimencional presentations of the
angle-fiequency or wave number-frequency spectra of plate response using
color as the third dimension to display amplitude. The frequemny-angle polar
pattern of scattered far field pressure is thus determined by three intersectinr
frequency-wave number characteristics as determined by the pattern of
allowed resonances, the dispersion characteristics of the plate, and the allasing
lobes of the mode shape function. The intersections of these characteristic
trajectories describe the net pattern in frequency-wave number of peaks in the
system response. UInese loci, then determine the frequency-angle p~attern of the
scattered sound through trace wave matching.

' 'EATURES IN TME TIME DOMAIN AND LOCALIZATION

Inverse Fourier transformation of the frequency-angle results can be us6d
to disclose certain pathc ogical features of reflected transient wave forms. We
consider the rases of cua! incidence and reflection angles and develop a finely
populated array in frequency-angle over which ont and two dimensional
Fourier transform inversion is possible. Inverse transformation in frequency of
'the pulsed reflections from the window at a gi~en incidence/reflection angle,
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assuming a band-limited ensonification pulse, gives time histories of received
pulses. If we display these temporal responses in an angle-time relationship
with amplitude described by color, we can view the characteristic behavior of
the surface as a function of trace wave matching. The characteristics have
identifiable angle-time patterns that depend on the relationships between
spatial scales of discontinuities of the surface compared with the wave length of
incident sound, and the existence of resonance or of acoustic coincidence within
the range of angle-frequency. Thus the angle-time domain behavior patterns
disclose the characteristic resonance and multipath features of the target,
existence of critical coincidence angles. By systematically shifting the center
frequency of the incident pulse, the resulting series of angle-time patterns can
be developed to permit the tracking of acoustic coincidence behavior that may
be distinct from localized response resonances in the structure.

The second inverse transformation of the measurement arrays, now taken
over specific angle apertures, allows a localization of the scattering origins along
a coordinate that i perpendicular to the line of sight within the angular
aperture from the sGurce to the scattering structure. This coordinate is called
the cross range. The result of this transformation now yields a spatial
distribution of the reflected signals at specific times and the display in cross
range and time may be interpreted as a spatial resolution of the reflectivity of
the surface. The method is borrowed from the radar technique [2,3]. Thus, the
two dimensionally transfto rmed angle-frequency pattern allows simultaneously
both a cross range localization and temporal characterization of the scattering
body. The simulations show how the cross range-time characteristics depend on
whether resonances and acoustic coincidences occur in the measurement band of
angle -frequency.

Returning to the theoretical descriptive model of the scattering structure
in terms of its modal shape and resonance functions, we can now see that the
cross range..time description of these functions allow recognition of specific
features of the scatttring body. Specifically, the temporal response is
principally governed by the wave mechanical nature of the surface, while the
cross range features are governed principally by the discontinuity interference
pattern as determined by the acoustic spatial scale of the geometric system of
line surface discontinuities.

STUDIES OF RELATIVE SPATIAL INHOMOGENEITY SCALES IN SCATIERING

Certain important limiting values of spatial scale dimension relative to the
aco:istic and elastic wave lengths have evolved from our studies of the elastic
strip and of arrays of iine discontinuities. These limits aic:

a) The acoustic responses internal members of a .finite distribution of
discontinuities appcaaj as that of an array of infinite number when the number
of elements exceeds 2x divided by the loss factor of the structure. This means
that the system resonances of a finite array may be estimated as virtually
infinite under this condition.

b) A finite or infinite array of line discontinuities appears as a "smooth"

reflector, with no identifiable internal interference effects, when the
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discontinuity spacing is less than an acoustic trace wavelngth. The converse is
true in the opposite limit. Similarly, elastic interferences are to be neglected
when the characteristic elastic wave length is large compared with the

t interstitial spacing. These are simply statements of the classical Rayleigh
criterion.

c) A stronger limit is that bending wave interactions between nearest
neighbor line discontinuities are minimal when the spacing exceeds a bending
wave length divided by 7.c

d) In cases of scattering from a patch consisting of continuously
distributed mass inhomogeneities on an otherwise homogeneous elastic plate,
and satisfying the conditions (b) for smoothness, the scattered field is controlled
by the edges of the patch [4]. The interference pattern so determined is reduced
as the lower order spatial derivatives of the area mass density are reduced or
made equal to zero. That is, these patterns are reduced by smooth taper.

e) In cases of large interstitial spacings, conforming to the conditions (a)
and (c), useful good analytical approximations to the diffraction field utilize
functions that model the discontinuity set as an acoustic array of line
sources/receivers.

CONCLUSION

These analytical studies of revisited problems are proving useful at
developing insights for the interpretation of the behavior of more complicated
problems. The approach being taken is to build up our ability of assembling and
superimposing known (and often previously examined) mechanisms to explain
complex structural systems. The use of signal processing techniques, together
with this built-up mechanistic understanding will also allow the development of
post processing algorithms for interpreting the results of large scale
computations of complex structures and for the support of experimental
evaluations.
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Abstract

One can extract both the existence and nature of resonances on elastic shells by direct measurement of surface
vibrations or one may infer this information by examining various aspects of far field scattering via back scattered
echo's and residual bistatic angular distributions. The origin of the inferential method is contained in the
prodigious work of Oberall 1,2 over the past decades. In this study the later technique is taken and an analysis
for recently studied resonances is presented. Use is made of the recently formulated acoustic background for
elastic shells 3-5 which makes it possible to examine residual back scattered echo's characterized by pure
resonance effects. One observes the lowest order symmetric and antisymmetric model or Lamb resonances as well
as water borne and pseudo-Stoneley resonancesb and the higher order Lamb modes Ai and Si where i=1,2,3..

f Use of partial wave analysis will be made to investigate several relevant cases which infer the nature o" ihe
resonances.

Introduction

A direct approach advocated by Hicklin 7 to examine the nature of resonances pertains to measurement of the
vibrations on the surface of an object. Suc measurements are generally not feasible especially for remote targets
so that a systematic method has been worked out that enables researchers to infer information from certain features
from the far field scattered signal. Oia aim here is to discuss some of the methodology used to extract information
concerning resonances and in particular to discuss observations of recently studied phenomena. A discussion of a
resonance scattering theory in the time domain 8.9 is outlined since we will make use of it in what follows. The
correct acoustical background for an elastic shell has been developed3-5 and it now allows one to make proper use
of partial wave analys to determine the nature of specific resonances and so a limited discussion of the new
background is presented here with examples. A parti wave anysis is then used to interpret the resonances. We
will focus on water bore resonances observed at coincidence frequency (pseudo-Stoneley resonances) both in the
te and frequency domains and on other kinds of water borne waves that occur on elastic shells particularly at

higher frequencies. We will emphasize the pseudo-Stonely resonances which are narrow in ka space and occur
over a limited frequency region about coincidence frequency, the point at which the flexural resonances begin to
manifest themselves. The flexural resonances are very broad and fairly weak at inception though they become
narrower and increase in magnitude with increasing frequency. We illustrate, in addition, that there are also other
water borne waves that increase in importance with increasing frequency and are also more significant for lower
material densities and thinner shells.

The correct acoustical background for elastic shells

In several works Oberall and colleaguesl,2 determined that in the absence of a resonance an elastic solid behaves
like a rigid scatterer. This was referred to as the "background "for the elastic solid. Subsequently Oberall et. _4
S al.10,11 employed that background for elastic shells although such a choice is not in general adequate. It has been
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demonstrated that for shells a rigid background is adequate for high freqaencies while a soft background is
adequate for very thin shells at the lower frequency en. 12,13 However, for a large number of circumstances,
neither is adequate. The correct background for shells has recently been published 3-5 and is based on
implementing relevant conservation principles, use of entrained mass and a postulate that determines the surface
displacement on a shell in the absence of a resonance. We will demonstrate the effectiveness of the new
background for an Aluminum shell of 2% thickness calculated for a ka from 0 to 120. Fig. la illustrates the back
scattered response for the shell. Fig. lb is the response minus a soft background which is a reasonable
background for the very low frequency region but inadetuate otherwise. Fig. lc is the response minus the rigid

background which is never very good in terms of isolating the resonances though it improves with increasing
frequency. Finally, the new background is illustrated in Fig. ld and is clearly very good through out the
frequency range. In the figures there is a large return centered about ka=72. This is the region about coincidence
frequency. In the next section we will use a partial wave analysis for a similar scatterer to show the presence of
two types of waves.
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9.6156- 8.5 -
00 o

7.2117- 6.4347-

S4.8078-48-

2.4039- .1449-
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0 24 48 72 96 120 0 24 48 72 98 120

Ka Ka

Fig. la Backscatter from 2% Al Shell, Fig. Ib Backscatter minus soft background.
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0
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Fig. lc Backscatter minus rigid background. Fig. ld Backscatter minus new background.

Partial wave analysis

If one subtracts the correct background from the elastic response then by definition one is left with the "pure"
resonance response. Resonances excited on bodies of canonical shape usually correspond to circumferentially

excited waves which for spheres have a unique wave number. To be sure, this fact can be obscured by, forexample, broadly overlapping partial waves; but none the less by plotting the residual partial wave components-
which is here referred to as a partial wave analysis-can be vey revealing. There are two ways to perform a partial
wave analysis: one can fix the mode number N and plot the ,esidua response with respect to ka. On the other
hand one can fix ka and plot the partial wave form function with respect to mode number N. The first of these
approaches is the most commonly used but it will be demonstrated that the second approach offers a very
powerful miterpretative tool. The second approach will be referred to as a full partial wave analysis ( FPWA ) to
distinguish it from the first case and because it involves all the partial waves for any fixed value of ka. We now
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examine back scatter signals from a 2.5% thick steel shell for ka=20 to 60. Fig. 2a illustrates mainly the region
F about coincidence frequency centered about ka=44. We can better understand what is happening be subtracting the

new background to leave Fig. 2b which illustrates a series of spikes as well as what appears to be an envelop of
some SMWe can deteinewhat i hae ng beperforing aFPWAt oeof the lower sikes at Ka=3,an
intermediate value at ka=37 and a higher value at ka=51. The analysis is illustrated in Fig. 3a, 3b, and 3c
respectively. In each of the figures we see the presence of two waves. In the lowest two cases we observe a sharp
well defimed subsonic wave, and a weak broad sonic wave. Since we know that this takes place at about
coincidence we infer that the broad wave represents the inception of a flexural resonance. We know from
scattering from flat plates evacuated on one side and fluid loaded on the other that water borne waves (subsonic)
exist at coincidence frequency and are referred to as Stoneley wavesl 5. Thus we infer (in analogy with the flat
plate case) that that subsonic sharp peak is associated with a Stoneley wave on a flat plate and thus is a pseudo-
Stoneley resonance. We see from Fig. 3c that at some point the waves seem to merge but actually what happens is
that the pseudo-Stoneley wave dissipates as it reaches the speed of sound of the fluid and another type of watert borne w'tve begins to grow and to maintain prominence with increasing frequency. We will discuss the casebelow. We can also perform a study of the phase velocities of the two waves. The results are illustrated in Fig.4

(associated with the pseudo-Stoneley resonance) and Fig. 5 (the phase velocity associated with a flexuralresonance). Note that the pseudo-Stoneley wave is of limited range and is mainly subsonic.
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Fig. 2a Backscatter from 2.5% steel shell. Fig. 2b Backscatter minus new background.
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Fig. 3 Partial wave analysis for ka a) 31, b) 36, c) 51
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Time Domain Resonance Scattering Theory

The partial wave series that emerges from normal mode theory for separable geometries can be represented in
distinct partial waves or modes. It has been shownl, 2 that a representation due to a distinct mode(n) can be
written in the form

1 0) (r)
f n( )= w e - + n Sin•

W i (r)
X - z + (t)rn

where X= lr, X ) is the nth resonance and (.1)r )the half -width.

(r) (2)'(x
S Where C~

h ) (x)

Here, the factor 2n+1 is absorbed in the expansion coefficient. For the pulse form a continuous wave (cw ) ping
is used which corresponds to a very broad frequency range. For each time domain modal component one has that

1) r) 1 (r), -~r I2 W i.=x -F)" (r). -( )srnRe -.eudx 2X()r Si(%n s)e . (2)
-e!) (r)

X-n tJn

That is, at a resonance the time domain solution is simply the product of the half-width times a sinuosoidal
function times an exponential damping factor. From the time domain solution for a nest of resonances (N-m ) for
a cw ping, one obtains the form

N 1(r) (r)
p(s)- 2x n ( 3s) ()

The. remaining contributions fnom backscatter are small due to phase averaging.

It is assumed that calculations are performed in a resonance region for which the resonance widths are fairly
constant and the resonance spacing is fairly uniform8 9. This assumption leads to the important expression

P(s) W 2 2 M (Sin (Z(S) [Cos(IL(t s/2)) sr/2 (4)

- 1  n+2M ,.
where = M." z i"

Here one sets n-m=2M. It is seen from the above expression that the half-width is associated with the decay of the
response in the time domain solution. When the number of adjacent resonances (2M) sensed increases, the return
signal becomes mom sharply defined and the envelope function (the beats) are more enhanced and clearly defined
Finally, for larger cami" frequencies, the signal is more oscillatory within the envelope.

Time Domain Back Scatter at Coincidence Frequency

V Flexural waves do not yield ronances from fluid-loaded shells until the phase velocity of the flexural wave is
about equal o the speed of sound in the ambient fluid. The value in frequency for which this happens is referred
to as the coincidence frequency ; however, some subsonic fluid-borne waves produce sharp 8,9,14,15

t resonances below coincidence frequency. These waves are referred to as pseudo-Stoneley waves and the related
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resonances as pseudo-Stoneley resonances.8, 15 The pseudo-Stoneley resonances are well defined in partial
' wave space; they usually correspond to only one partial wave mode number and a very narrow half-width with a

dispersive phase velocity, which approaches the speed of sound in the fluid with increasing frequency. The
&pseudo-Stoneley resonances diminish in significance at the point where the flexural resonances begin to dominate.

It can be determined that a phase change occurs in the pressure field in the transition region from subsonic to
supersonic. This change accounts for the envelope of the resonance curve at coincidence frequency where the
waves are in phase until coincidence and are out of phase afterwards. Our interest here is in examining the time
domain response, since one expects the conditions previously described to be partially met over a broad
frequency range and thus to yield a strong coherent response with a carrier frequency in the neighborhood of the
frequency at coincidence. Accordingly, the case of cw pings for two examples - for which coincidence
resonances are expected to arise - is examined. This is certainly suggested by the strong responses in Figs. 6b

and 7b at the ka values 113 and 87, respectively, for steel and WC. Further, in this analysis the Mindlin-
Timoshenko 16 thick plate theory is used to determine the value for which the flexural phase velocity will equal
the speed of sound in water. The phase and group velocities are determined from flat plate theory which proves to
be quite reliable in predicting the phase velocity for the curved surfaces of the spheres at coincidence frequency.

I The time domain calculations are now examined. The first example is a steel shell of 1% thickness. In this case a
well-defined envelope (illustrated in Fig. 6a) with pronounced oscillations within the envelope is consistent with
Eq. 4. The enhancement due to the factor 2M is obvious. The group velocity can be obtained from the peak-to-
peak distance of the adjacent envelopes. The result leads to a value of 2.23 kn/sec. Both flexural and pseudo-
Stoneley resonances compete in this region. A mixture of pseudo-Stoneley waves, as well as flexural waves must
be leaking into the fluid. For flexural waves, the group velocity is 2.53 km / sec at coincidence frequency with a
range between 2.44 and 2.68 km / sec. over the ka range of 100-140, where the strong flexurals are significant. In
that range the phase velocity varies from 1.37 to 1.58 km/sec. The values of the extracted group velocity does not
agree well with the flexural group velocity ; the discrepancy is 12%. This variation suggests that in the time
sequence the flexural resonances are of little importance for the time sequence presented here. The group velocity
of the pseudo-Stoneley waves for this case has been determined 14 to be 2.16 km / sec based on plate theory. The
phase velocity is in the range from 88% to 98% of the speed of sound in the fluid. This value of group velocity is

t within 3% of the extracted value from the time domain solution. Moreover the pseudo-Stoneley resonances have
very narrow widths while the flexural resonances are quite large. The conditions in the previous section would
indicate that the flexural resonances would rapidly dampen due to the large half-widths while the pseudo-Stoncley
resonances would attenuate slowly in time. Thus, based on the similarity of the extracted group velocity and that
of the pseudo-Stoneley wave and the conditions in the previous section on level widths, one may conclude that
the time domain calculations in Fig. 6a represent pseudo-Stoneley resonances. A similar argument holds for WC
for Fig. 7a.

Phase Velocity VS. Ka Phase Velocity VS Ka

4i ,l.£,w

I..

Fig. 4 Phase velocity for pseudo-Stoneley resonance. Fig. 5 Phase velocity for flexural resonance.

Pure Water borne Waves

The above analysis dealt with pseudo-Stoneley waves. Ther is another phenomenon due to waves that have
phase velocities that conepofd to abo t the speed of sound in water. They are not, however, sharply defined in
partial wave space, nor am they associated with the flexural wave at coincidence frequency. They am associated

Ft with the density of the material, and the thickness ( ay just the mass of the target ) and the frequency. Their
importance increases with frequency and they do not manifest themselves as sharp ronances in the form function
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but rather wash-out other resonances such as the So and AO resonances. Thus for light mawrial and thin shells
such as Aluminum and at high frequency one does not observe sharp resonances due to this wash out effect. Figs.
8 and 9 illustrate this effect in partial wave space for Aluminum of 2.5%, and an Aluminum shell of 5% at a ka of
250. It is clear that there is a prominent contribution in each case corresponding to a phase velocity equal to the
speed of sound in water ( it is centered about 250 indicative of a slightly subsonic wave). The other peaks
correspond to the Lamb waves. Clearly, the effect is more pronounced for thinner (lighter materials) shells. In
Fig. I we illustrate a plot of the phase velocity of this wave for the 5% steel case. An extensive study of'this
phenomena is to be presented in a future work including the sensitivity to material properties and the overall effect
on the form function.
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Fig. 7 Scattering from 1% WC shell a) Time domain,

Conclusions

We ha* ued the new coustic back ground for an elastic shell, partial wave analysis and a time domain versionof rt,-- :e scat terng thoy to discuss evN. a n tifnftg resonances recendty under Study. One can se how use
of thew,.a vn .'ith analogies with flat plate results enable one to infer the nature of such complicated

pheomna twolflsit seveald competing events can occur in the same frequency region perhaps renders the
meassemere vibrtion leis useful then an inferential approach. On the other hand an inference

doen not gusmt a dot kf'rrs is always the correct interpretation.
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Fig. 8 Full partial Wave Analysis for 2.5% Aluminum Shell.

Fg. 9 Full partial Wave Analysis for 5% Aluminum Shell

Phase Velocity VS Ka

Fig.10 Phase velocity for pure water borne resonance.
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AIStEACT

With an IC engine running of and the buet hp(no at standstill on a peaceful site.
noise In the bus interior is senerated only bY the heating. ventilating and *irconditio-
fine (NVAc) systems. in order to 4inimirS the noise originatino from Lus MVAC systes& it
Is neoecsery to sperate lho dffferent sound components and determine their sound power.
r.. 1.I. -vun ondbaL * hon .o-ukr toSi j l end ffit bn ty
measurement method was applied. This ppcr Presents the results of sound intensity
measurements which have beeit carried out on HVAC system ooerating in Situ (with quasi
reverbearwt sound field in the bus) and in a free field (in on anochol rnn). by the
discrete. .oLnL method and snanins method at different measurement distances.

i NXTRODUCTIO

In the Case or a system with aulLIPIv noise sources, such as the NVAC ystes in a
bus interlor, besie the interference Dtween the sources. the rcootivity of the sound
field Woulo inTluence their oeLOLfleotien and Sound pewer dIuLretnotion. The
reliability of the sound mower determination from intensity measurements Uvrer.,Zw also on
sny otner factors, such as radiation characterL L!%s, samling techniues (discrete
points or scanning method), measurement distance. shpe of measurement surface and so
on. The Purpose of this'investigation was to evaluate and rank the noise sources in the
HVAC system and find out the effect or the acoustic fiel In which the nVAC system was
measured, as veil as the effects of the measurement distance end techniques of sampling
on the reliability of sound power detersination.

The Uvac system owntolns "eoponenLa which take in the cold air from the ove
interior or exterior end lead it thruuI a hot exchanger. vresing the thus warmed air
by mee& ot tans lLv he bus interior. Ue-o the ortlowloe sound *oureo* are th fono.
the oet exchanger une Inrkee and exnewk t~itlnO . This vaper should one-er a Question

= or now msuh sound power radiates fre the particular somornents of the NVAC tyatoa. The
results .are presented for Only two nvoiest Parts of the NVAC SToLon: the heater in
ronL uf Liw driver and the undertleor hooter, Fig. 1, /1/.

TEST FROCEPIU

A HVAC system In a tourist bus TAR 20 A III T was used ror tIe tests, I/. To
oetermine the Sound Power of portlulm- noise smources inside ohe mvAc systems twu tet

S series Were performed. The first test series were performed in situ in the oenditions of
the TC enine runnino of an the bus being at standstill on a pceful site, whereas the
second test series Vere erris out In a free field - in s ,seswhele room in which a
reflective floor was made of concrete seael. in both ests the NVAC systems were
operated at highest power or speed SL 24 v*.et.
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s$Un6.powar measureaents, for diagnostic design work, and to get the standard neoesary

for engineering grade aeasureenlt.

&xnaaggIPL. Using the discrete Points method in each measurement position the
-erooing tie#. wn it a i00 avermgingl. In the caste of the scanning method, different
apni,io aedi ura, investigated irox 0.05 1/$. 0.06 a/* to 0,1 */a. For ll o ed

rates Sililr 4e9stcr*lent results were obt ilned being slau &Iialar * bht aioeuxamont

in discrete points, therefore i fast scanning speed Of 0.1 a/* was choicn for further
measureaent: as it was easier to control it. The same scanning speed was used for
measurement in the for tield as well as in the near fleld.

Iaasureeant-lurfao we% prepared according to 10/Di 9614 standard. Considering

the purpose of the Investigation, the measuresent surface say be farwher away in a far
field and *lose tn the source in a near field. 'n the case of the total sound Power
dotPain*Pf4n of the heater as the whole source, the measurement *urface was oreosred as
an imaginary cubical enclosure around the source In a eg flold.

For the sound nwer determination of particular components of the multiple noise
source end sound distribution location over a multiple source, the memaureacnt ourfac.
was taken close to the source surface in a near field.

On each measuring surface In Lhe for field, the nnrmal sound intensity was
measured using two different sampling technisues: in discrete Points at the contre of
Axch segment of the measurement surflo and by the Mpnuml scanning method over the
contour of the measurement surface, aaking sure that the Probo was aluays Pointed
towards Lhet memAuroment aur~lac.

Distance to the _Nosmuweu9nt Surlapt. In situ the distance between the source
surface and measurement surface was limited by the geometrical obstruction of passenger
seats in tne bus. interior, whereas in the anechoie room there were no limitations. The
distance between the source surfoo and thA measuring surface is dictated bY measuring
accuracy, Le. by the number of measurement Points and by the air flow velocity tnat

should be smaller then 1 a/s. Zn situ ar:urements, the distance between the source
surface and the measurement surface was for the heater in front of the driver 0.5 a and
for the underfloor heater 0.13 a.

In floe field aesuresentq (in an anlchoic roo), the measurement surface was a
cubi, colosure of I a side length set around the sound source.

The dimtenoe between the source surface and the aeasurinv surface in near field
was constant over the entire surface and was determined by the Physioal dlmension n4 the
IntenslLy orabo with a windscreen (approximately 5 cal. The foam windscreen on the
intem*+wv Probe was used to eailio pressure disturbances at iie mlcroshun*4 in the
ae of high air flow velocity.

1 r M@Ia 1 01Pteas.L rO -Lturcb The avprsoh of teaolina at discrete points
xllows the accuracy of the sound power estimate to Ue determined from the indfvidual
intensity measurements. This 1 true hvwevert only when a vifficient number of
M.p.---atntn ora made. The size of the mlesh segments on the measurement surface was
tlAcd in o.erdonoe ufth the field non-unifor.wiL, xndtcakv,# r4 ond ^n."mi determinfng
winulL 6usb-+ of messurlment positions Mai n ) l.I-.2 N Im uwsjtant, definino th&
Precision in ISO/OtS 9614. for the frequency range from 160 to 6000 We r a 25)
guarmntying given uncertainty imites. -When the measuring Points are many, the
measurem nt time becomes longer, so the appropriate measdring Points should be
determined by the accuracy required. The number of microphone Positions is in close
relation to tlh measurement distance from the source. For hgh accuracy the smaller
tiumber of microphone onsitions demands the larger measurement distance. In band without
sivnificnt oxtraneous noise a smaller number of mealurement poirts is noedod at the

areeter distance.

In the measurements which were made in the aneochoic room on dismantled heaters in
absence of the undesiraple exLraneous oound, the volues of the indicator P6 are smaller

and number of measurement Positions couLd be lesser. In the case of in situ
measurements. the number of microphone pusitions far the heater In front of the driver
was 123 and for the underfloor heater 35, whereas in free field meacuresents (in
anechOiLo chamber) it was 80 in both cases.

TMe ASgaur.ent *u4no in fo OLeld was divided Into segments in the form of a
Fash scooraing to thc number of meolurement Positions needed, In .L#, the av 4.Wfofl4

surfeoc for heater in front of the driver was divided Into segments of 10 a 10 cm and
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The 4suund intensity e* measured with equipment consisting of a e 1 K P-p type

3519 probe, fitted with 1/2 inch diameter phase-aatched micrOphone*. The spatr b&twe~n
the microphones was 12 ea for a frequency range from 160 Hz to 5 kHz. The middle of the

spOacep runs LUrouenO bit liv ~uepent surface. The pressure signals from the microphones
were fed to the dual uhennel 4ignal anAly2er 5 & K Type *032. The analyror Uirectly

computed the spectrum of sound intensity, using the cross spectrum between te twu Input
sound Pressure stgnaLu. Thui Upeett"um was oostorocessed using a HP-3852A computer so

that the output from the computer could be sent to a urinter or a plotLcr. The

olcrophones were calibrated using a Distonphone.

4o

a) b)
Fig. 1. a) HeLter in front of driver. b) Underfloor heater.

SOUND IRTESIfY VEASURE"INT

Tvo main advantages of sound intensity measurement are: the ability to measure the

acoustic Power of the sound source in situ giving access to the Quantitative radiation.
end ths ehlitv tn Qstinate the partial acoustic cower related to sole of the source's
compunenta. A neoessary orecondition to diStIngul¥il aeouniv power radiated by varfoUs

parts op buildingq combonenta of the studded source ls I sUfticioutlr wide spaoe tt#ueen

the noisy components to be estimated. The totti sound inLvnsity of the HVAC ayetas and
Its Particular components was measured in situ and in the anechoic room.

The ;ound Lnt-tity measurements were carried out according to ISO/DIS 961& and

ANtI 3 12.12-1987, and the sound power levels were 9ICulaLvj roiordine to tSA CAM
standards. The sound intensity level and sound pressure level were meaemnrad

simultaneously aa' then the sound field indicators were calculated. ut, efor-ehnd, Ve

have to maKe a seloutlv,. of the melatrPment Parameters such as: the actual measurement

surface with the number and array of measurement Positions, the Vype or &.sLal

averaging (discrete point vs. scanning method), measurement distance and perfortance of

measurement equipment (required frecuency range, frequency resolution, microphone

spacing, time integrotLon, cto.).

Premuency Rgaolutipn may be narrow band, 1/3 or 1/1 octave band and wide band. The

narrow band i , very time consuming, therefora. for the total sound rover osbipotin from

the positive-going sound intensity (which represents the sound energy coming from the

test source), the wide band resolution wse chosen, /11.

I A r-ac no.- Sound IntensitY measurerents may b Made in aloreLe opfnts on

a grid and Qs a soa c-tiae average bY scanning with the 3X probe during dat*
alwuISition. In prinafle. the scanning method can give a more muturate estimate of tho
3ourve sound power uwih fewor measurements than a discrete oint **thud. the eranning

method also saves measurement time in general. Butt determinuaon or oound Power- Pjainn
the intensity teohniue eceeordin to ISO/D1S 9614 standard is based on discretc point

measurements. The scanning method is not considered, as no means or evoluoting the

spatial varilnoc l propoed. snA it is thereby not Oossihle to determine the accuracy
class of the measurement. In tuh orepoDed ANSI A 12.12 there is a Procour u ov.aluobe
the rocult usinO scan seasurements.

The discrete points method is used to daetuvlne the overall r-Rd'ition of the

oarticular surface and to Providing nore information on the radiation Patterns of the

surface under consideration. The scanning method is used to orovide Information on the
uve, all radimatin Jhr-nth the surface. The scanning method is suitable for quick total
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for the underfloor heater Into segments of 10 x 6.5 ca. in the anechoic rOO the
measurement surfmce was divided into 16 segments of 25 x 25 am areas.

The measuremeknt surface In near field was also divided into Imaginary segments
which ccver a sit* of a significant source inside the multiple noise source (see Fig.
1). Zn near f!eld aemeUrements It I1 not rneocssary to lke a arid. On each measuring
surface over the contour of the sound source in the news, field, the normal sound
ntanaltv wait suitably vessured only by the scanning method. In this case the total

sound power of the particular components or trn multipla riaSoe source ould be
determined.

fItip.Ja Rource Interaction. Sound intensity Provides a measure of the net flow of
acoustic energy througn a surface, defining both the maonit.ude and direction of thia
quantity. The sound power level oas be obtained by calculationA from the Product of the
area of the measurement surface end the mean value of the normal sound intensity
component. Therefore, theoretically, sound power evaluation should be Independent of
environment or interference out or the anesurement surface. But in oretins the errors
can appear because of errors in the intensity measurement caused by the Interference or
standing waves and directivity of the SI probe. In the reactive sound field in the bus
interior at low frequencies standing waves ay exist ant sound intensity probe uil not
account for this energy as there is no net vrivroy flow. The error In the eairement is
not well established if the source under Lest has large ;urfaoe whih Mmy absorb or
reflect the sound that enters Uie measurOment; ouv-r. fi* m Oa^d.

When the acoustic field of Prlmary souroce to utvvaroi £nterfrod by a secondary
source (so-ialled active intertrvuavr) or boundary roflecftn* fxa-called Passive
interference) additional field errors due to interte:ence are expected. As the intensity
field is a vector field, any interference 'either active or Passive) will Introduce
chanes in smgnitude and in directivity oabLes-n or the novustio field of the or-imery
source. The interference depends on tne locaLluts ur a field Poi vith reoard tA tho
orimary and Ptrasitic source, distances among the sources and the measurement points to
the sources, source strengths and Its directivity Path, phase differences among sources
and auoustic frequency, radiation characteristies of the sources, diffraction, etc.
bLffrhntion occurs in the near field of the source and cars dLstort the radiation

charaCte;-istics of the source. The surrounding structure holding cth Z probe guy oau
diffraction which is detrimental to tno radLoiLVu .attern.

To determine the effects of Interference due to Presence of background
(eatranecus) noise, the pressure-intensity or interference indicator F2 is used. in a
general snund field there are always two components, the direct sound and diffuse sound.
The diffuse sound has areat influence on sound Pressure whereas the dlr'w;t sound has on
fnrtuwnoe on sound intensity. If the Primary sound source is superposed by a Uitfuse
extrooeouo sount interfoponce descriptor Fj a FS, and If purasitl noise to lleodentino
direeflY into the measurement surface, then F2 ( F3 . Only the measurement of an

anomalously low or even negative value for Intensity indicates Whe Presence of atrong
extraneous noise. The pressure-intensity Indicator F2 is used to check date validity
allowing Invalid data Points to be repeated. As a basic guide-line, indicator F2 should
not exceed 10 d6 for engineering accuracy.

The sound intensity method is not affected by background noise when the external
noise 1A steady noise and when sound field inrluators (according to ISO/DIS 961&) are
satisfied. In the other ceses mocifilcttorrm ur tne measurcoviob tei bust ha done. Zn
aitu measurements (in the bus) were of this kilnU, therefore, efforts were said* to
eliminate the iindesirable extraneous sounc fleii (with eiiainabing neomP4v&_.rfMn
components of the intensity sctrum) on the measurement surface. This method can be
used only for sources radiating broad band noise and if the estimated parameter is the
total sound power level of the source. The checking Or the r'eQuenoy feature of the
source is necessary every so often. The elliination of the strong directly incidencing
sound was achieved by wrapping the disturbing extraneous sound sources (e.g. In the case
of operating of two ooosite installed undorfloor heaters which correlated) and by
introducing additional sound absorption. Alternative methods to this would be a lunger
distance bhLvean the souree and th# measurement surface, if it is Possible, and a longer
measurement time.

Measuremlnt Uncertainty Orlafn. The both kinds of the measurement surfaces (in far
field end in near field) and both kinds of the spatial averaging (discrete point and
acanning mothod) were used in sitU in the bus as well a* in an ancohoto room. Diffprant
results or at least thefr uncertmintr could be expected. The Olfferences may have orioin
in the different measurement conditions such as: the nature of the buund field
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(interferenoe. starii1ng waves, tc.. shoot and distancit of the measurement surface
cro~nd the noise enhIrce in the bus and in the anechoic room, variabilLLY in the no.usti.
output of the source, excessive levels (and/or variability) V( backoround noise. SI
Probe directivity, lesser measurement accuracy for a scanning approach vs. discrete
points method and so on.

In the bus tne wuutiu field io 4iffk1AA wi~th Quasi reverberant characteristics,
whereas Li an ainechole room a Quasi free field with absorotive surrounding walls was
created. In situ measurement. trce surwuvw, -hl -- dint* the maini innu~ from the source
(heater) in the bus interior Is only surface A in Fig. l* and surface D in Fig. lb,
whereaa In the measurements in anechoic roos the aeaured source radiate& noise In all
directions (Willtuut the sound Path domoina or disturbing).

4rEXPERINt.NAL R93ULTS AND DI*CUSSION

Ueatte in FroALtQ t.Lhe river.
A tk-*lnh nf the heater is shown in Fig. Is. It consists of two axial fans below, a

heat exchanger in the middle, and exhaust Pours above. Tilt! zeaL. e*zoherier i8 out: of
operation during the measurements. The speed of the fans was maximal.

t Roshktsgft. First Test 2&r~es, 4n Situ. In situ, the measurement surface was
built in front of the heater (in front of the surface A) at a distance of 0.5 A. The
measurement surface was divided oy throads into acahec with an arpmo .0 2  The
centres of these areas were* used as Jtcruwhone Positione. The sounrl intensity

oabove
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let front nqnt
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Table 1. Comparison of tne uuund Intensities measured in situ usino diserete
Points and scanning method.

--- -- - - -- - - - - - - - 1- - - - -- -- -- -- -- -- - - - --
3urface left front rfght above total

in discrete points 70.9 73.1 71.8 71.7 72.1

by scanning method 71.6 /2.2 71.1 70.7 7i.2
l--------l---- ---il-------l----l I---- - ------ -----------------------1 1 -- ----------..

difference +0.7 -0.9 -0.7 -1.0 -0.9

measurelenr results Ootaino UY tn diaerni-v points Oithed aee *hown in PFi. 9* In 3-
presentation. Fig. 2b presents sound intensity distributions on the measurement surface
&ode by the scanning method. Intogratoe values of the sound irtenity on the Partioular

surfaces are presented In Table I to compare the revuLLb obtained by the disoroto points
to those obLaLriud by scanning method.

Differences in Table 1 between the integrated results over the oontrol surfaces
obtained by discrete painto and the scanning muthod are due to a larger distance (by 5
cm) in case or the soustaing method. But the difference betwueen thA Y-RAIJlSt shown in
pig. 2a and 2b arc %ualItotivo. From Fig. 2a the sound intensity dfxtribution is evident

wlereas from Fig. 20 It Is not. Thv acanning method thus gave leas information than the
discrete Pcints method, but the scanning method can be improved by forming smaller
integrateo areas close to Liao source surface In near field. The measured rp.%jltx in near
field using the scanning otnou aru viw.,, in rig. 26. 16 *an be coon that the *eanninc
method usea in near field voi give nore information than the discrete ooints othnd In
far field. Total sound Power, hoverer, Tor all three meeeureaent oovroaches does not
differ much from one another, see Table 2.

Table 2. Comparison of the sound power Measured in situ using discrete
points and scanning method,

mcsuroaMnt dimte Pnfnt scanning method scanning maetho
method I n far field j In for field ] in near field
------------------------------ -------- I-----------------------------l

ISound_00oer .. 1 75.0 dO[A) I --- 74.7 dWA) j74.0 dB(A)
----- ----- - I- e------------------------------------ -----------------------------

From Fig. 2a and 2c we can see that the main noise source of the hater In front
of the driver is emitted from the fans below. Fig. 2c shows that the noise source second
in strength is enaust pouts afove and not the raditor as It sems from Fic. 2e. That
means that the scanning method used In the near field can give more information than the
diac.'eto Points method in the for field. nie discrete method Used i the near field Is
time consuming and loss accurate then On! scanning method owing to diffraction existing
In the near field.

Results of thl aecond Test terta In on AnonhfOt 4nauh In the case of In situ
measurement, the heater in frnnt of the driver is examined only in front of surface A
(see Fig. la), because other surfaes are hidden in a bus chassis. In an onechoic room,
however, radiated noise could be measured, also In near field, in all directions of the
dismantled heater. luL Information about notse* soures from Atirface A are most
139uriaisl.. Toable 3 Preaoer the results mamitliror in the anechoic room in the far fieold
and in, LI.. near field.

Table 3. Comparison or tne souno puwart imesui ad in .neohote reom using disor-ato
points and scanning method.

risueet dsrt onss-cannM"ing method -- sc--;anninG -Btho4
conditions in far field 1 in far field In near fieldJ

Sound Power 78.0 O(A) 77.9 46(A) 78.2 dg(A)
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1V
From Table 3 it can be seen that the total sound power is nearly independent on
measurement method used. The oound intensity of the soetiouLer sources (fans. vandJlLur
and exhaust pouts) was measured in the near field in the anecliuiu room too. Their sound

Powers and reciprocal relation were very similar to those in Fig. 20.

Undrf loot, Heter
A sketch of the underf!oor heater is presented in Fig. lb. It consists of a duplex

centrifugal fan, a heat exchanger (radiator) and a casing with an inlet and outlet air

Results of the First Test Series in SitL. The Measurement surface was built rt a

t distance of 0.13 a in front of th* hemfpr (in front of surfoc* 0). The meosurement
siIfxt-s wm dividpd by threads into meshes with an ares of 0.o06s gi. The centre of

these arams uepr ,ietr A% microphone positions. The sound intenoity measurceont results

obtained by the discrete points method are shown in Fig. 3a in 3-0 presentation. Inte-
orated violuss ol the sound tntenolty on bhe .ortUowuio acasureaont au, te~ab di e. w en-
ted in Table to ak* a omoorison between the discrete pointe olru the scanning aethod.

-. 70

- -IQ"-- ~

~ 1A

5J b)
Fig 3: a) Normal sound intensity of the underfloor heater measured by discrete

points aethod In the far field in situ, b) sound Power distribution alongside the
underfloor heater Ia*eqlP*A hy tho %&onnino method in the near field in free field.

Table I. Comparison of the sound Intensities measured in situ using discrete
Points and scanning method.

Surface left front right above ---total-I

indscee nflt 76.6 77.7 U6.7 72.8 76.0
! ~in disceteof / "i_ " " : / ,.

by seannino method 73.3 765 71. 2 71. 745-------------------. .. .. .. .. ..l .. .. .. ........... 1 -- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- -....-- -
difrorenee -1.3 1.2 -0.6 -1.3 -1.2

In Table 4 the differences between the sound Intensities measured by discrete
points and the scanning method are higher then those in Table 1. The reason for this Is

a relatively longer measurement distance to the probe centre in the ase of the sweeping

method. Certain effect is exerted also by the sound field reactivity in narrow space in

front of the heater. The calculated sound Power Is the same for both cases and similar

to that obtained by scanning method in the near field, see Table 5.

W-ults of the Second Tejk Series in an Anaghqfc Rnom Tn the ease of in situ
atsueuveiL, Lho underfloor heater was examined in tront of 1h- air inlet coening

because only from this side the underfloor heater radiates the main part of the noise
into the bus intericr. But the results obtained so could not be used to noise control of

the underfloor heater. For this reason, @are information has to be acouired.
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Table 5. Comparison of the sound power measured in situ using discrete
Doointo end scanning method.

Neasuremen di~orce Pains suesssLna methd scanning methot
in fen field in for fild In near timid

Sound Power [ 69.2 US(A) bt i.2 dB(A) ] 69.8 dB(A)1
----------------------------- I--------------------~.

Measurements in an anechoic room on a dismantled underfloor heater untld be able
to give more Information about noise sources fnroide the heater. Thn mceaurement& .4 the
sound intensity of the heater In the far field, at a distance of I m, do not give a
proper answer to it. Therefore, sound intensity measurements in the near field muset be
made. Fig. Sb presents sound intensity distributions alongside the heater measured in
the near field by the scanning method. It can be seen that the main noise source
orioginates from the air outlet opening and the minimum sound power radiates from the

Part representino the air menting device. The noise generated by tha Uuplex fan, wniCh is
at the top side dumped by a cover plate, is tr*emitted by air oc aerodynamic istole
through an outlet n6onino and to a smaller extent in the ir lIuit opening.

With sound intensity maftAiromont on the dismantled underflour heater In tne
anechoic room In the far f4ilg4 it to nnly the total a...nd *--or tth. V..ulU ue (ecermt¢ vu
exactly. But it should nit be compared uith the cound power dettermined In situ, because
in situ sound Is rodiAted in the bus interior only at sit Itulet si1e Ot the heater,
whereas in the anechoic room sound In riod4Mrt. from all ourfobc* of Lsic hleaLmr.
Therefore, a comparison should be made hA1-wpxn the resultso of in situ meastur'lents with
the corresponding results recorded At the air inlet side (*urface D) or Lhe heater in

the aneohoic room in the for field ^^ ueLl me in the near rigld. These umparlsons are
presented In Table 6. The results are in very good agreement.

Table 6. Comparison of the sound onuer measured In 'itu and in a . uhoio room
usinO discrete points and soannino method.

--- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --- -r - - - - - - - - - - - - --- ---- ----- - -
Measurement scanning methd scannino method soohnino method socanning MethoC
conditions in far field in in near field In in far t-ield In near fieldj anechoic rnnm antehoic rpom in situ In situ

S6oi.d nuo 70.2 duCA) 64.0 dO(A) 69.2 db(A) 69.5 dB(A)

CONCLUSIONS

The total sound intensity of a NVAC system operating in the bus interior and the
sound power of individual components were measured in situ and in the free field using

two different measurino methods, the dioorete points atU the scanning method. The
meacureeot reoults wore anelyzed and vuuyared. In none OT the cases the sound field in
whioh the aecnurament were oerrieU uul was ideal. In the narrow closed space in the bus
th*re exists a very high diffuse field whereas Do Lhe anechoic room there Isn't any

idea, froa field. In both moouatio fields there exist, In the acoustic near field, not
only reactivity of the sound field but also the sound pollution from every Part of the
measured surface. This is not the case in the acoustic far field. In spite of these
facts, nnmnerions of the results mode in different stund fields and with different

sampling methods have shown good agreement. It can also be concluded that the sound
Power measurement can be made with high accuracy by the manual scanning method In the
near field of the source. Intensity measurement is also a.powerful tool In separating'
the acoustic radiation parts of the system running under nominal conditions. The total
output Power can be determilied, mlong with the output Power of individual componento of
a source.
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Summary

On the basis of statistical energy approach a new impulse
calculation method of sound fields In industrial balls is

proposed by the authors. The calculation relations received
with sufficiently high accuracy describe both stationary and

nonstationary sound fields.

The technique used is based on the principle that for

quasi-diffusion sound fields there exists a relation between

the resultant energy flux and density gradient of reflected

energy e homogenized in analysis frequency band. The above

mentioned relation may be formulated in the form of

where - coefficient of energy transfer.
On the basis of extensive calculation and experimental

material it was deternined that in halls with scattered sound
reflection for almost all practically important cases the

following equation holds good
'(2)

where C - sound velocity. - mean free path of reflected

sound waves.

Based on (i) a mathematical model of non-stationary

reflected sound waves in halls has been formulated in the form

of differential equation

m C6 8(3)

with boundary conditions of the third typo

where m 8 - spatial coefficient of acoustic absorption in air.
- diffusion sound absorption coefficient of enclosure.
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The distribution of sound energy Impulse over a hall

immediately after its radiation is taken as initial conditions

S=Ot~2~ jX V (e

,fdv.

where V/o- sufficiently small, as compared vith a hall volume,
range of the original impulse energy distribution,P- acoustic
source strenght.

By means of Separation of variables there has been
received a solution which expresses distribution over a hall
and damping of a single impulse , , 0

&,,=p(j -.I) Z: 7- 57 'T PO11 0" a
in [ M n (6)

where time of energy impulse observation; 09,,PO,, OgV -
the system of orthogonal trigonometric eilgenfunctions;

, o4, %0 - the values of eigenfunctions In a Source
point having coordinates' 40 2"0 ; 1-
damping uefficient of particular solution amplitudes.
Eigennumbers are selected in Such a way that WOi functions
would correspond to boupdary conditions (4). Rating cofactors
are defined from the expression

8.e
8z a'xy,(7)

where 4' - dimension of a hall in the direction of.X/, axis/ =: 2; 3.i.

The total sound energy density during the period of source
action I 2i : 7j Is defined as

Formula (8) permits to calculate Sound energy density in
non-stationary as well aslin stationary conditions of sound
energy radiation.

For calculation of stationary sound fields in halls vith
constant acoustic strenght sources there has been derived an
expression in the form of a triple alternating rapid-convergent
series q' -? = oo ; r? = L' - /e

S = POW--) 5- 57ZP O'e-"W~rI (9)
w n 9 m8,90l'

where Z - the distance between the source and the point of

reception.
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It should be noted that the first member of the series In
(9) is equal to the mean with respect to a hall density of
reflected sound energy defined according to the diffusion field
techniques.The Subsequent sign-variable members shov the
non-uniformity of reflected energy distribution over a hall.
The value of the mean vith respect to a hall energy density in
(9) depends on the position of sound source in a hall and its
distance from the sound absorbing enclosures.

The data calculated according to (9) have been compared
with the experimental data obstained for 05 technical halls of
various proportions, volumes and acoustic charactestics. The
deviations of calculation results do not exceed 3 dB at
confjdence probability 0.9 and I dB at confidence probability
0.0.

The technique used permits to analyze the non-stationary
Sound fields. There have been devised an algorithm and computer
program for calculation of the general case of non-stationary
problems described in (7) and (8). The parameters dependent on
time are acoustic source strenght as well as coordinates of
calculation point and sound source. Functional time dependence
of the parameters is assigned by analytical expressions.

There have been performed calculations of sound fields
formed in halls having non-stationary Sources of Sound Vith
variations in acoustic strenght. The figure given belov shows
the example of Sound level variations at the distance of iM a
from a sound source In a hall with the following dimensions
i98xi5xi2.5 m.

195 3
/,_.

69 \
I7

0,1 0,3 of e

liagrams of level modifications of reflected sound energy
affected by impulse sound source: - for a rectangular
impulse shape. -- for a sinusoidal one.
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ABSTRACT

It is often desirable to compute mode-to -mode power flow between finite flexural sub-
sructures. Indeed it is necessary., *en low modal ouios in te analysis bandwidth cause
excessive variance in Statistical Energy Analyss (SEA) predictions of vibrational energy lev-
els. An inportant class of such problems occurs for flexuna structures connected along contin-
uous line junctions. This anpez popoe a approach which uses a complimentary set of
consraned and free uncoupled m~odes to obtain approximations for the power flow between
the coupled sub-structures.

INTRODUCTION

The flow of vibratory energy between connected substuctures is of considerable interest in the
field of structural acoustics. A statistical approch is a natural way to reduce the complexity of
the problem. It involves averaging over time and spatial sub-domains and across resonant mode
distributions in analysis frequency bends. However, even the original proposers of statistical
energy methods (Lyon, l ) recognised the need for more deterministic "mode-to-mode" power
flow estimates when low modal populations in the analysis bandwidth cause excessive vari-
ance in statistical predictions of energy levels.

A modal power flow formulation of this kind has been proposed by Pope & Wilby, 2 for the
case of sound transmission through a flexural panel subsystAn, into an enclosure. The spatial
and frequency characteristics of each (uncoupled) panel mode are used to obtain better esti-

tmates of the input power and power flow to the connected acoustic subsystems. The method
yields estimates for both resonant and non-resonant power in the lower frequency bends, and
asymptotes smoothly to statistical (modal) formulations in higher fzequency bands.

A similar approach is required for low frequency power flow between two finite flexural sub-
structures. However, there are some important differences. We note that flexural systems will
transmit power via both forces and moments, (Crerner & Heckl, 4). Furthermore, it may not be
reasonable to use Pope & Wilby's assumption of "weak coupling", which in the acoustic case
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allows one to neglect changes in de modal pEUmns of de flexal penel, due to loading efects of die coa-
nected acoustic fluid, and visa vase.

This paper explores Pope & Wrbds qusi- adsdcal famladm applied to power flow between two co-pla-
nar, line-connected flexural plats. No boudary motion nnts we implia s for te coupd p system, so
that power flows via both forces and moments a tkjctioan. Exuma power input is considered as a quite
general, spatially-disulbuted and p M e press fld. T . weak coupling analogy with te muc-
mine-acoustic case suggests the oe of "Mocke" modal force in om flexural Plate. &W froe mom repo n of
t coupled pt , tso compu t power flow

FLXRLPOWER FLOW

The tine-aveaged. band-integratMl power flow fom one flexual subzsystem to anoler, tbrougb a line con-

nection of length Lc is: 2

"Jwhan is a vector of mtion fres of oma acsceptin powr, wich for fleaxura wes con bnex-
pressd in wMms of transverse displacem w2;

Imdfis the vecto of action (form and igsp ntiqp) cn on Flse 2 at the coupin bondr.
For the special case of din ps bu og (Lissa,),

Q is t transverse shear fort M omt( QS cip(s ti d mo ngemd directions and nor-

mal to the coupling boundary, vespectively.
From die analysis of strain and Hooks's Law, the fore operator is defined as;

,,-, (4)

where 2 is the flexural stiffte of plm2us and g is Pisms aft.
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APPROXIMATE WEAK I STRONG INTERACTION FORMULATION

The motions and actions a the coupling bounday can be determined explicitly when the dis-

placement compatibility and force equilibrium conditions ar enforced. Conder the qecia

case of power flow from a flexurally weak plate to a flexurally moe rigid plate, as shown ache-

matically in Figure 1. The so can be approximased in de modal e n

of the two uncoupled plaes, by considering the weak plate I "CLAMPED". and e rong

plate 2 "FREE", at the coupling bounday.
Let the coupling action vecborA be estimad by an uncoupled mode expansion of die ressain

forces (and moments) a ohe clamped bounday of plate 1;

f (L.W.T)n -f(~eT
= . ,(e.T t,* .(&_.) (5)

wher 0 are the eienftunctions (mode shapes) for plate I CLAMPED at tie coupling

boundary, with nodal indices mn in x,y directions respectively. y, is the modal displace-

ment of plate 1, which is a function of frequency only.Using modal co-ordinates, the coupling

force in this approximation is dearroned by the eximual forcing function pl, actng on plate 1.

TT.)m- kaL P ts'.*L(L)dL (6,,)

The modal mass is defined using the plate mass per unit ana sq over the plaft surface A1.;

and modal receptance is defined by;

=-- {ai.(l-e ,=)--'} ;(6)

where o. is the natual frequency, and im is the modal damping loss factor.

Now It * in equation (1) be approximated by the uncoupled response of plate 2. under the

action of plae I boundary resant forces ad moments (5) acting on plate 2. ,jg

Herc ', 2 are the plae 2 FREE o1e mode shapes, Le. e a u itsmodal displaeamts, which

can be described by;

where M , ad Y2jse Oe mode mass and repce of pI 2, defined sin (6b) and

(6c) with interchange of subscpts rs for m. Noe hat tIe na fral fequencies, we for
plate 2 uncoupled with URE ee conditions a t coupling boundary.
Appmumms for moim in equadon (7). a atiom ia equmton (6) a the coupling boumd-
ary can be substitmed into equaon (1) D yield d mechnical power flow for the weakhsrong

interaction cae. this dn ba u a fuction die follwing varables;
~~~n("e). (Av,. . . Or Otr ak 1)

In equation (S) above, Op is te Crux Specatal Density of die excitation pares id act
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on plate 1
G, ( 0;)',cn) = uin. ( ) E2 1 (;,,W,7)p* (,'. (, 7)) (9)

A measure of the input power accepted by each plate 1 moke from the excitation prcssurc can
be represented by the r.odal joint acceptance function;

0 :pq*mn
; (10)

For diffuse acoustic field excitation it is convenient to normlise the joint acceptance by the
auto pressure spectrum magnitude;

4 , l k , y , , a , ..( a ) G , ( & :& , o . ( ,) . .

so by substituting equations (6), (7) u, ' (11) into (1) the approximate modal power flow for-
mulation can be simplified to;

2 2 2.. Is ,~,,,2, j], 41d J'. (e) G, (w)
1' 1,2 (A)A"I, M jM g A* .. J2iY2 ,

2  (12)

where the Modal Coupling Co-efficients B2 .. ,5, between plate 1 and plate 2, are defined by;

We note that the modal power flow formulation in equation (12) is equally applicable to ana-
lytic modal descriptions of simple substructures, or to discrete numerical modal scriptons,
using finite element methods. Indeed, ean &alytical modal subsystem can be connected in a
completely consistent manner to a numerical modal subsystem. The coupling co-efficient (13)
and joint acceptance function (10) become numerical integrals and for quite arbitrary line con-
nections, invoke the interpolation or "Shape" functions assumed for finite element subsystems.

INPUT POWER ESTIMATION

Input power has been estinmted previously8 by the authors based on the uncoupled modal re-
sponse of plate 1. It was shown that this approximation can imply non-physical power transfer
ratios in narrow bands corresponding to resonances in plate 2.

Another approximation for input power H1i(AW) is evaluated here. It uses the same weak cou-
pling assumption as equation (12) to include the effect on the connected plates of lightly
damped resonant behavior in plate 2, u follows; "2 Js

fl'(A(o) a d #jdLie{ i 4) )E(p1 (., 7) (wl, (x,,a 7) + w1 2 (x,, (, 7)) )} (14)

where w 1,1 (J,,
T) is plate I displacement, based on its uncoupled modal response to pressure

pl(2j, o,) ; aid w1,A, ,T) is the additional plae I displacement due to the uncoupled res-
onant motions S(3c,,T) of plate 2 is equation (7a), which are enforced on the coupling
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boundary of plate 1.

The first 'm w1 1(ltu,l) can be written in term of only dhe piatW 1 clamped modes,

W!. (,. ) " d Z P ,(L,..,) .(%') d/ (15)

where for simplicity the two-dimesniona nodal indices mn ad rs ae abbreviated hereafter
with mode number indices nr respectively.

It is then convenient to describe wl,2(z4 ,aT) in er. of a "rseic" (stiffness-controlled) com-
ponent w0(A,,T), and a "dynamic" (monune-coinled) component w4,m,T), as fol-
lows;

W1, 2(.M) - wO(61) +w4 ,.S) (16)
Assuming that the static deflection component w, can be deaibed by separable influence

functions 7 8, and 69 in x and y directions, we can then write w0 as;

WO 4.1 01) = Or.W2 (.X, (17)

where DT is given by;

X i " 6(x;xe)1 (18)
CI; ]LS;

To obtain the relative dynamic deflection w1,2 we substitute equation (16) into the equation of

motion of the plate;
D(V2 V2 w,.2 ( ,w)J-w~r(w,.,(;w)) = 0 (19)

Which yields the relative dynamic deflection;

w1.2 C., ) = PTr.W2 (, () + ,.. fKp (!;X, ) w.W2 C, &) 0,, () d (20)

where
ayb' i)9 aK 2, -D ( - - (+1

The new approximate input power estimate is obtained by substituting equations (15) and (19)

into (14) to give; 2 +

r, (0)) = AR -- r2G,(f)+ wBA(22)R "Xq7 i4JaA2,G, (M)

JMM,yJ2y,,*

where A, is the normalization constant

, = J(;) d; (23)
A
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Hn the static input coupling coefficient is given by;
Ha, = (;) T (j;x ) .(x,) d (24)

A

the dynamic input coupling coefficient is given by;
A,, = *4 (,;) XpT(;x,) r., (x,) d4 (25)

A

EVALUATION PROCEDURE

A thorough evaluation of this approximate formulation requires detailed experimental and nu-
merical calculation of narrow band power flow between finite plates. As a first step, equation
(12) is integrated across octave bands to compare against the SEA estimatel of power flow at
high modal densities.
Analytical modal solutions3 for two rectangular plates of different thickness and areas 0.080
and 0.062 sq.m. respectively, are considered as shown in Figure 1. Plate 1 has a CLAMPED
edge boundary condition and plate 2 has a FREE edge boundary condition along the connection
line; all other edges have simply-supported boundary conditions.A unit mean-squared force
spectrum is input as a point source, acting on plate 1.
The total power flow is predicted from equation (12) as a continuous function of frequency, by
summing over the resonant and non-resonant modal power contributions. Figure 4 compares
the input power to a 2 mm plate/5mm plate system with the transmitted power from the 2 nun
plate to a 5 mm plate. Figure 2 shows the power transmitted by moments compared with the
power transmitted by transverse shear forces.

. Force Coupling
3o -4- Momtnt Coupling

.: 40,

.70

.90

63 125 250 5O 1000

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 2: Force and Moment power flow for plates (hl=2mm, h2=Omm DLF 1,2=0.01)

A power transmission efficiency or "Power Ratio" is computed by dividing the band-integrated
transmitted power by the band-integrated input power, over standard octave bands. The Power
Ratio is then compared with the SEA estimate 6 of Power Ratio

1711.-.2 

1 =
2 1 12 ) (26)

Figures 3 presents results for three different non-driven plate thicknesses.
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A number of observations can be made:
(i) Equation (12) and equation (22) generally converge at higher modal densites but with considerable
variances, +/- 12 db being common. The input power always exceeds the transmitted power, as required,
where we note that without the contributions defined in equation (22), this may not be the case.
(ii) As flexural rigidities of the two connected plates approach each other the weak coupling assump-
tion in eqn (12) does generate larger variance in Power Ratio, when compared with SEA predictions.
(iii) Power Ratio's lower than the SEA estimate are predicted for frequencies below the first resonance.

For the 2 - 10mm plate example, four other statistically independent input pqwer locations were simulated
and averaged. Results presented in Figure 5 show a reduction in the variations calculated from 16db to less
than 5db, above the first resonance in Plate 2. This is consistent with direct measurement of point-excited,
coupled plates, as demonstrated by others 5.

CONCLUSION

1 x4.O oy$20 Only interim conclusions can be drawn at this stage
*t x.CaS,y.021

10 9 x*0 ,y 21 on the validity and usefulness of this weak/strongI x420,, 10 coupling approximation for modal power flow be-
0 xOY 4lO tween structures. These are:

i 0 (i) The method is mathematically consistent
- p6).,SE with and converges at high modal density to the

_ .~method of Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA).
9 r W,.. (ii) The method appears to yield an improved

* estimate of the structural power flow at lower fre-
.2. quencies ( and low modal densities) where SEA is

less ac, urate. This includes resonant and non-res-
oeant rower flow components, to be compared in

I ,future formulations.
(iii) The accuracy of the method needs further

4. . . . .validation at the narrow band level, using both ex-

10 100 j000 1000 perimental and numerical methods.

Frsmq W

Figure 5.(Space Averaged Power Ratio 2mm / 10mm Plates)
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ABSTRACT

Carbon-Carbon (C/C) composites are found useful in the aerospace industry in the area of high
temperature applications. In the fabrication of this composite, the first carbonization cycle is crucial, as the
mechanical properties of the composite are completely altered at this stage. Some predominant effects of the
first carbonization process are delamination, fiber breaks, distributed porosity, and transverse crack
formation in the matrix. These effects of carbonization are to some extent beneficial during latter processing
however excessive occurrence of any of these defects is undesirable. Keeping this in view, the present
study focuses on the application of acoustic emission (AE) technique for studying the failure modes of C/C
composites at the processing stages. Acoustic emission (AE) has been used to study the failure modes of
the composite at theas-cured and carbonized stages using parameters such as the peak amplitude distribution
event duration, and energy content of the AE signals. These parameters have been related to effects such as
delamination, fiber breakage, and matrix cracking which occur in the composite in the as-cured and
carbonized stages.

INTRODUCTION

A carbon-carbon composite differs from a conventional composite due to the presence of two phases
of the element carbon, a carbon fiber reinforcement and a carbonaceous matrix. Figure. 1 represents the
schematic of the fabrication cycle of a C/C composite. The C/C composite undergoes a complex
manufacturing process, beginning with impregnation of carbon fibers with a matrix precursor, i.e. a resin to
form the base composite. This stage is referred to as the as-cured stage. The composite is then subjected to
carbonization i.e. heat treatment at high temperatures (1000C). This is referred to as the carbonized stage.
In this process the matrix in the composite is pyrolyzed to yield a secondary porous carbon phase. The
composite at the stage of first carbonization is highly porous and inferior in terms of its mechanical
properties and density 1. In order to improve the mechanical property, it is then subjected to a densification
process, during which time, the pores formed during pyrolysis are densified using a chemical vapor
deposition process or a liquid impregnation process 1. Due to the complexities involved in the fabrication of
a C/C composite, each stage of the fabrication cycle plays an important role in the performance of the final
composite. Hence, it is important to have a knowledge not only of the mechanical properties of the
composite at each stage of its fabrication, but also to have a clear idea of the prominent failure mechanisms,
which occur at each of these stage. In this study such an investigation was undertaken.

The acoustic emission technique, a powerful nondestructive tool was chosen in the present study
due to its sensitivity to flaw growth in materials. AE refers to stress waves that are generated due to
dynamic processes occurring during the loading of a structural material. These stress waves in the case
of composites are caused by fiber, matrix or interface related failures. Several investigators have reported
the application of AF to graphite/epoxy composite materials 2-5 for classification of failure mechanisms
such as matrix cracking, fiber breakage, and delamination. The present study utilizes amplitude, energy,
and event duration distribution of AE signals to differentiate failure mechanisms.
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Figure 1. Fabrication cycle of carbon-carbon composites

SPECIMEN FABRICATION

Ten layers of graphite fabric, Style 193*A (Supplier Hercules Inc.) were impregnated with phenolic
resin MXR-6055 (Supplier Fiberite Inc.) using hand lay-up technique. Phenolic resin was chosen due to its
high carbon yield -55%. The hand lay-up was subjected to a compression molding process at 140C for
one hour to obtain the as-cured composite laminate. Five tensile specimens of dimensions 7.5"X 0.5"'X
0.05" were machined from these laminates. End tabs nade of tapered glass epoxy were attached to the
specimens for mechanical testing. Another set of five speimens from the same laminate were subjected to
the carbonization process. In this process the specimer.s were placed in a high temperature oven and were
subjected to pyrolysis by heating tem to a te tumpea- of 800 C in an inert atmosphere of nitrogen gas.
End tabs were then attached to these specimens for mechanical testing.

EXPERIMENTAL

The mechanical testing was performed at room temperatur (23C) on an Instron testing machine
(Model 1125) equipped with a 20,000 lb load cell. All the specimens tested were loaded to failure under
tension. A crosshead speed of 0.01inclrninute was maintained for all the tests. A LOCAN system (Mfr-
Physical Acoustics Corp.) acoustic emission syst'!m was used for data acquisition. A 150 kHz resonance
frequency AE sensor (Reference level 0 dB at I ILV at sensor output) was attached to the specimen at its
center using a constant force spring clamp and silicon grease couplant (Dow Coming Stopcock Grease).
The output from the sensor was fed to a 40-60 dB preamplifier (set at 40 dB), with a plug-in filter of 100-
300 kHz bandwidth from which the signal was fed to the AE Locan system. For all the tests, the threshold
and gain settings on the Locan were set at 40 dB and 20 dB respectively. The load-time history was
recorded on the strip chart recorder on the Instron machine. The AE signals were recorded on the disk drive
of the LOCAN. The data files were then converted from CP/M to DOS format (eventually into ASCII files)
and then incorporated into SASGRAPH, a module of the Statistical Analysis System (SAS). Three-
dimensional (3D) and other plots were then generated using SASGRAPH.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Visual observation of the failed specimens indicate that the as-cured composite failed by extensive
delamination resulting in clean separation of the individual plies with very little fiber breakage or fiber
pullout. In contrast, the failure mode of the carbonized composite was found to be a combination of broken
fibers, fiber pullout and complete matrix failure. Only a small portion of the failed specimens showed
indications of delamination. The failure of the as-cured composite occurred in a progressive manner while
the carbonized composite failed in a brittle fashion. The as-cured composite failed at a stress value of 483
MPa, while the carbonized composite failed at a stress of only 10% of this value, at 46 MPa.

The distribution of AE event intensities of the specimens at the as-cured and carbonized stage was
completely different. Usually, the AE test parameters are represented by two dimensional (2D) histograms,
but the 3D plots generated in this study, provide an excellent means of visualization of the failure process.
Figure 2 shows the 3D plot of time, amplitude, energy distribution of the AE signals for the duration of a
test, for an as-cured specimen. The amplitude distribution lie in three ranges: 40-60 dB, 60-85 dB and 85-
100 dB respectively. Events in the amplitude range 40-60 dB were observed to start at very low stress
values (25 MPa). Events in the amplitude range 60-85 dB occurred around a stress value of 60 MPa. AE
activity was continuously observed from then on in both these ranges until the failure of the specimen. The
high amplitude events i.e in the range 85-100 dB always either preceded or coincided with a load drop. This
was observed on the load-displacement chart. Subsequently, there was an advance of delmaination. Fig. 2
illustrates the energy distribution of AE signals at a stress value of 240 MPa. This was in the low and
medium amplitude ranges (i.e 40-60 and 60-85 dB). A sudden increase in the energy value is seen to occur

3195"7

00

o so/
44

Figure 2. AE distribution histogram of time (secs) vs amplitude (dB) vs energy for an
as-cured stage composite specimen
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,illustrates the energy distribution of AE signals at a stress value of 240 MPa. This was in the low and
medium amplitude ranges (i.e 40-60 and 60-85 dB). A sudden increase in the energy value is seen to occur
at this stress level. The first evidence of delamination and its advance coincided with this increase in energy
From a stress level of 240 MPa to failure, energy distribution is seen to lie in three ranges, low, medium,
and high. With successive delaminations occurring in the as-cured composite, the number of high energy
events continued to dominate the later portion of the energy emission distribution histogram. High values of
energy as observed from Fig. 2, always coincided with the high amplitude range (85-100 dB) of the
histogram, while low energy events had low amplitudes (40-65 dB). The total number of AE events in the
case of the as-cured specimen were 7740.

Figure 3 represents the 3D plot of time vs amplitude vs energy distribution of AE signals for a
carbonized specimen. The number of high amplitude events (85-100 dB) were few (5% of the total events)
for this specimen. The distribution of low and medium amplitude events was similar to the as-cured
specimen, except that they were fewer in number. From Fig. 3 it can be seen that the low and medium
amplitude events (40-60 & 60-85 dB) had lower energy levels. The last segment of the test, clos-, to failure

Figure 3. AE distribution histogram of
time (secs) vs amplitude (dB) vs energy for a
carbonized stage composite specimen

04

resulted in higher energy event distributions. The overall energy distribution for the carbonized specimen
contained lower energy levels when compared to the as-cured composite. A total of 2660 events occurred in
case of the carbonized composite. Figures 4 and 5 represent the 3D plot of time vs amplitude vs duration
distribution of the AE signals for the as-cured and carbonized specimen respectively. It can be observed
from Fig. 4, for the as-cured composite, the event durations were in the low and medium range (< 1000,
1000-10,000), prior to a stress level of 240 MPa, and increased sharply to higher durations coinciding with
the first delamination. The event duration values remained high with every successive delamination, until
the specimen failed. In the case of the carbonized composite, as seen from Fig. 5, the event duration levels
were high (> 10,000) only at the very last segment of the test, just prior to failure of the specimen. Medium
and low amplitude level events occurred over a major portion of the test.
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Figure 4. AE distribution histogram of
time (secs) vs amplitude (dB) vs event
duration (jisj for an as-cured stage -

Composite specimen
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ZP Figure 5. AE distribution histogram of time (secs)

vs amplitude (dB) vs event duration ()xs)
for a carbonized stage composite specimen
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DISCUSSION

From the 3D plots of time, amplitude, energy and the event distribution histograms (Figs.2 and 4),
there is an indication that failure modes for the as-cured composite start at lower load ievels and continue
throughout the loading cycle. The failure modes are due to matrix cracks, interfacial debonding, random
fiber failure, and other frictional mechanisms. Events in lower amplitude level range of 40-60 dB are
predominant for this type of specimen and occur throughout the loading process. This range of levels i.e.
40-60 dB, is attributed to matrix microcracks and individual random fiber failure. They correspond to lower
energy and event duration of the signals in this amplitude range. Both these processes, matrix
microcracking and individual fiber failure are random in nature and can occur at low load levels. Higher
number of events are observed in the range of amplitude levels corresponding to 60-85 dB for both as-cured
and carbonized specimens. Matrix microcracking at higher loads evolves into macrocracks that run both
across and parallel to the fibers. Fiber bundles then start fracturing at this higher load. Moreover, both
these processes are interdependent and do not occur individually 3. The presence of low and medium
amplitude level of events at lower stress levels before failure are a result of this continuing process. A large
population of fiber failures and matrix cracking in a localized region results in the loss of stiffness and onset
of delamination in the specimen. The delamination then advances from this weak spot to form successive
delaminations in other layers. This explains the presence of high duration events prior to a load drop.
Significant amount of frictional energy causes these high duration events. The energy is dissipated in the
formation and advanceof the delamination.

In the carbonized composite (Figs. 3 and 5), the process of carbonization resulted in weakening of
the material. Microstructural analysis revealed an increase of distributed porosity, interfacial debonds and
transverse crack formation in the matrix 6. The weak spots formed due to carbonization, resulted in a much
lower failure stress for the material. The absence of significant delamination can be related to poor matrix
strength. The matrix failure across the width of the specimen occurs prior to the initiation and advance of
delamination in the direction of loading. In doing so, the fibers that were present in the path of the failing
matrix, were pulled out from the surrounding matrix. As is observed the matrix failure is the main
contributor to AE events in this case resulting in a large number of low and medium level amplitude events
(i.e 40-60 & 60-85 dB respectively). Only towards the end, a single delamination that results, contributes tc
the high level amplitude, energy and duration events. Clearly, the 85-100 dB level amplitude region
corresponds to the advance of delamination.

CONCLUSIONS

The failure modes of carbon-carbon composites in the first two stages of their fabrication are seen to
be distinctly different. The as-cured composite in a rogressive manner, withstands a higher failure
stress, while the carbonized composite fails in a brittle manner at a much lower failure suess. The failure
mechanisms of the as-cured composite are matrix cracking, fiber failure and delamination, while the
carbonized composite exhibits little delamination, but fails by fiber pull-out and rupture in addition to
extensive matrix cracking. Acoustic Emission analysis reveals three regions of amplitude distribution levels
associated with these failures 1) a 40-60 dB level range corresponding matrix microcracks & random
individual fiber failure 2) a 60-85 dB level range corresponding to matrix macrocracks, fracture of fiber
bundles and onset of delamination 3) an 85-100dB level range relating to advancing delaminations. The
last of these regions is significantly suppressed in the carbonized stage composite. 3D plots of energy &
event duration with time and amplitude gave an excellent means of visualization of the failure process.
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The propagation of the circularly polarized acoustic wave in the
centrosy=v.etrical crystal with strong deformation dependence of
permittivity, a layer of wich is affected by the rotating electric
field is investigated. The resonance interaction when tne frequences
and rotation directions of the electric field coincide with those of
the displacement vector of acoustic waves is considered. In this
emission of reversed and amplification of passed acoustic waves can
take place. It is shown that if the electric field exceeds same
threshold value, ultrasonic waves absorption suppression effect is
possible. For the rotating coordinate system accompanying the electric
field, the proper acoustic eigenmodes of crystal layer have a form of
standing waves with real wave numbers. As a result of that the
attenuation of these waves doesn't occur in crystal despite the
viscosity of the medium. Boundary-value problem is solved and
intensities of reversed and passed acoustic waves taking into account
ultrasonic waves reflection from the border of the layer with rotating
anisotropy are found. The conditions when the reversed and passed
acoustic waves intensities have extreme values are defined.

Lately, an interest to researches of acoustic waves interaction
with alternating electric fields in crystals [1-5J increases greatly.
In the book (1]. for example, acoustic electromagnetik interactions
in ferroelectic resonators from potassium tantalate are regarded as
a basis of ultrasonic waves excitation. In article (2] non-linear
electroacoustic interaction in lithium niobatum is considered as a
method of phase conjugation of acoustic waves. In the book [6] a
possibility of rotating acoustic anisotropy forming in crystals with
strong deformation dependence of the permittivity under outside
electric field influence is shown. The effects of ultrasonic waves
frequences transformation,amplification and generation of the reversed
acoustic wave. appearance of electroacoustic memory of the crystal are
studied; and advantages of space-uniform rotating electric field are
grounded. Detailed study of the medium viscosity influence on acoustic
properties of the crystal with rotating anisotropy is given in the
book [7]. In the giveh work, the suppression effect of the acoustic
waves absorption and their resonance interaction with rotating
electric field in the crystal layer with abnormally high permittivity
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is studied. Acoustic waves propagation through this layer taking into
account ultrasonic waves reflection from the border of the layer is
also the matter of this study. The reversed and passed waves
intensities dependence from thickness of the layer with rotating
anisotropy is studied.

Let's consider a crystal with strong deformation dependence of
permittivity (for example.centrosynmetric ferroelectric ceramic on the
basis of barium titanatum), central part of which is placed in
rotating round the axis Z (unit vector C) electric field. A
considerable change in crystal acoustic properties takes place;as a
result the equation of elastic wave propagation will be as follows

du d 2U d d u,A~t) -c2  B(t)--- -1

P dt 2  d dt dz

where U - displacement vector, P -medium density.

-1
A(t) = U(t)(A 22 + (All - A22 )a.aU(t) (2)

-1

B(t) = U(t)(B22 + (Bl1 - B22 )a-a)U(t) (3)

-tensors of elastic constants and viscosity, taking into account
nonstationary influence of outside electric field.

U(t) = exp(Otcm) (4)

-matrix of turning round axis Z at an angle ) = Ot [8]. In
expressins (2)-(4) the following designations are used:

2
Ali M A + O, A22  A - 0, A c + (a155  )E0/2,

2
(a.155 - a 144 )E0/2, B1 1  + ae, B22 = B - ae,

2 2B 'n44= + (0155 + 0144)Eo/29 ae = (0155 - P144 )Eo/29

E0and Q -amplitude and outside electric field rotation frequency,
a and § -tensors, taking into account electrostriction influence of
field E onto elastic constants and medium viscosity. a . b and C -
orthes of Decart system of axes, point between the vectors denojinates

their direct (died) product. CK- antisymmetrical tensor dual to vector
C.
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To solve the motion equation (1).Introduce vector

-1
u'= u(t)u (5)

characterising elastic displacement of the medium particles in
rotating system of axes accompanying outside electric field turning.In
this system of axes. unlike the laboratory one, the tensors of elastic
constants and the medium viscosity do not depend on time. That lets to
seek the solution of the motion equation in the form of flat
monochromatic waves

u'= %exp(K(w')z - tw't} (6)

with frequency Wi' and wave number kW'). In laboratory system of
axes wave displacement vector (6) can be represented as two
interconnected flat monochromatic wavea (9]

u = U(t)U' = (A+ nexp[-u(ic-Q)t1+An exp(-t(w'+ O)t]}exp(tK(w')z] (7)

having equal wave numbers k(w'), different frequences W .i 0 and
opposite circular polarizations set by the vectors n. = (a ; ib)//"

By using the connections between vectors U and U', the motion equation
(1) can be written in the rotating system of axes as follows:

(Pf0((CC - 1) - 2tW'QC" - W'2 ] + R2(A + B(MC - w')])u'= 0 (8)

Let's consider the case when on the crystal border in z=O
circular-polarized acoustic wave is excited

uo = uon erp-%tJ (9)

elastic displacement vectcr of which has the same rotation direction
in time as the outside electric field. From the condition of vector
U continuity on the border.it follows that W0 = W- + Q.i.e. W, = WO - 0
If the ultrasonic waves frequency % coincides with the electrical
field 0 frequency (case of resonance interaction. the correspondence
W1 =0 is correct.and proper eigenmodes (6) of acoustic field have form
of standing waves with wave numbers:

[ p2 0'8 2 _(§2 - a?),211] 1/2

k'1.2 X2 - a2 + (Y - 2 )  ] (10)
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As follows from the equation (10), when anisotropy of elastic
constants 0 tensor and anisotropy of viscosity a tensor increase,
imaginary partb of wave numbers monotonuously decreases up to zero.
Starting from threshold values of parameters 0 an a , determ:" ed by
the condition

82 + A2-2=2 (11)

wave numbers (10) become real, and proper eigenmodes of acoustic field
cease to damp in the crystal. As the numeral estimations show, for
crystal with abnormally high permittivity execution of threshold
condition (11) is achieved when electric field intesity is several
kV/cm.

(A-0N/m 2, 8-10 N/m, B-100 units SI, a-5 units SI. 0-107Hz[10-12])

Boundary-value Problem Solution

As a result of propagation in the crystal ultrasonic waves
interaction with rotating electric field, amplification of the passed
wave at the frequency WO

u = un__exp[-w 0 t + tk0Z] (12)

and generation of the reversed wave at the frequency 20 - (0 can take
place.

_U0 = ucn exp[-t(w O - 2Q)t + tkoz] (13)

As a result of ultrasonic waves reflection from the border of the
layer with rotating anisotropy, the reflected wave at the frequency (0

u = unexp(-t(O0 t - tk0z] (14)

and the passed wave at the frequency 20 - WO can also appear

uc,u = uc, n+exp[-(u o - 2Q)t - tkCz] (15)

Representing according to [7) 'he acoustic field in the layer
with rotating anisotropy in the form of the superposition of four
proper modes with amplitudes ,from the conc.itions of continuity of
wave elastic displacement vectors (9,12-15) and continuity of tensions
a tensor components on the borders of the la:,er [13] ,we have the
system of eight equations
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4

2 Am U + Uo

4

AMEM' (W0 - 02) UC
M=1

4

2 Amexp ((j0 - fl)LJ u~ezP~k0 LJ

SAEM1 %w -O')expikM(wO - Q)LJ uC~exp(-tkOLJ
M= 1

4

(I Ji + 5)1+(0 + ae(wo - 20)) 1 (. - )m(J.o - Q)Am=

=-O'5 + T'55uW0)(U; - UP) 16

4

([(A + Bw- 20)]E1 (wo - Wn+i0 + ae (o]kmw - OA

0 kU 5 5 +

4

Ut + &~J+LN8 + ae(WO - 0]mw-))mo-Aextkw-OL

-k0U'c55 + T155W0) It~ 0L

4

{EAT + E(wo- 2(2)1E 1(w0-O~)+[i6 + ae wo)nw-OAept=~oOL

-kgC 55 + T)55 (w2n ep(kL

There Iko. kg are wave numbers depending on waves frequency and

undisturbed parameters o! density p, elasticity 0C and vsoiyT 5

of the crystal layers bordering when Z 0 and Z =L with the layer

put into the rotating electric field,
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k1 2 () = - k4 . 3 ((w) (17)

-,(w) = 3 . 4 (W) (18)

wave numbers and ellipticity of the proper modes of the acoustic field
[7].

In fig.1 and 2 presented diagrams of all waves intensities
dependence on the thickness of the layer with rotating anisotropy
acquired In the result of numerical solution of the system (16).
Calculations were made with the same values of parameters and

p = 5.7-103 kg/m3 , EO = 400 kV/m , C5 5 = 9.38x!010 N/m2

T55 = 93.8 si units . wo = 107 Hz

Diagrams analysis led us to the conclusion about the character of
dependence of coefficients of reflection, passage and amplification
from the thickness of the region with induced anisotropy. All diagrams
have periodically repeated resonance on condition

(k 1 ( - k2 (wo - Q)] = L -42 + 2 % S (19)

where and 42 are arguments of complex ellipticities 0 (W O- Q) and

E2 (()0- 0 ) (18) , parameter 8 takes values from number of whole

number. When carting out condition (19), n .nalized intensities of the
5passed and reversed waves can reach gigantic values of order 10 . At

the same time the generation and amplification of the ultrasonic waves
in critical points are unstable, because the coefficients of
amplification of passage and reflection decrease very quickly if the
condition (19) is slightly violated. When the layer thickness
corresponds to the correlation

kl 1 (wO - 0) - k 2 (o 0 - 0)1Ls = 2 s s (20)

the reversed wave intensity takes minimal values.
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